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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE FINAL SEIR 

 BACKGROUND 

In November 2019, Monterey One Water (M1W), formerly the Monterey Regional Water Pollution 
Control Agency, as Lead Agency, circulated a Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report 
(Draft SEIR) prepared under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), Public Resources 
Code Section 21000 et seq. M1W prepared the Draft SEIR to provide the public and responsible 
and trustee agencies with information on the potential environmental effects of implementation of 
the Proposed Modifications to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment 
(PWM/GWR) Project (Proposed Modifications). The Draft SEIR was circulated for a public review 
period, between November 7, 2019, and January 31, 2020.  
As Lead Agency, M1W prepared this document pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15132, 
which specifies the following requirements for a Final EIR (in this case, a Final SEIR):  

“The Final EIR shall consist of:  
a) The Draft EIR or a revision of the draft. 
b) Comments and recommendations received on the Draft EIR either 

verbatim or in summary. 
c) A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the 

Draft EIR. 
d) The responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points 

raised in the review and consultation process. 
e) Any other information added by the Lead Agency.” 

This Final SEIR contains a list of the comments submitted on the Draft SEIR, copies of the 
comment letters received on the Draft SEIR during the public review period, responses to the 
environmental points raised in those comments, and revisions to the Draft SEIR made as a result 
of the public review process. This document, together with the Draft SEIR, constitutes the Final 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed Modifications.  

 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

The Proposed Modifications would expand the existing PWM/GWR Project and serve northern 
Monterey County. The expanded PWM/GWR Project would provide: 1) additional purified 
recycled water for recharge of a groundwater basin that serves as drinking water supply; and 
2) additional recycled water to augment the existing Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project’s 
agricultural irrigation supply.  
The Proposed Modifications would expand the Advanced Water Purification Facility peak capacity 
from 5.0 mgd to 7.6 mgd and increase recharge of the Seaside Groundwater Basin by an 
additional 2,250 AFY (for an average annual yield for the Expanded PWM/GWR Project of 
5,750 AFY). As explained above and in greater detail in the Draft SEIR, the Proposed 
Modifications are considered a “back-up plan” to the MPWSP desalination project.  
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The Proposed Modifications include the following new or modified M1W facilities: 
▪ Improvements to the existing Advanced Water Purification Facility (adding equipment, 

pipelines, and storage within the approved and constructed facility buildings and paved 
areas); 

▪ Addition of up to two miles of new product water conveyance pipelines;  
▪ Addition of one new Injection Well in the Expanded Injection Well Area and associated 

infrastructure; 
▪ Relocation of two approved Injection Well Sites and associated infrastructure to the 

Injection Well Area; and 
▪ Relocation of previously approved monitoring Well Sites to the area between the 

Injection Well Area and the closest Extraction Wells located along General Jim Moore 
Boulevard. 

In order for CalAm to extract additional groundwater injected by the Proposed Modifications into 
the Seaside Groundwater Basin and deliver it to meet its system demands and to provide for 
redundancy and back-up, the following CalAm improvements would be required: 

▪ Addition of four new Extraction Wells and associated infrastructure (e.g., treatment 
facilities, electrical buildings, and pipelines), including two new Extraction Wells 
located at Seaside Middle School, and two new Extraction Wells located near General 
Jim Moore Boulevard;1 and  

▪ Addition of potable and raw water pipelines along General Jim Moore Boulevard and 
at the Seaside Middle School site (referred to as CalAm Conveyance Pipelines).  

For a complete description, please refer to Chapter 2.0, Project Description of the Draft SEIR.  

 PUBLIC REVIEW OF DRAFT SEIR 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15087(a) requires that a Notice of Availability (NOA) of a Draft EIR be 
mailed to the last known name and address of all organizations and individuals who have 
previously requested such notice in writing. Section 15087(a) also requires that, in addition to the 
above notifications, at least one of the following procedures be implemented:  

▪ Publication at least one time by the public agency in a newspaper of general circulation 
in the area affected by the proposed project; 

▪ Posting of notice by the public agency on and off the site in the area where the project 
is to be located; or 

▪ Direct mailing to the owners and occupants of property contiguous to the parcel or 
parcels on which the project is located. 

Guidelines Section 15087(d) requires the NOA be posted for at least 30 days in the office of the 
county clerk of each county in which the project will be located. Section 15087(f) requires that an 
NOA be sent to state agencies through the State Clearinghouse. Section 15087(g) states that 

                                                      
1 The two of the four new Extraction Wells located near General Jim Moore Boulevard are located at the 
sites of proposed ASR Wells 5 and 6. The potential environmental effects associated with the construction 
and operation of ASR Wells 5 and 6 are considered in the MPWSP EIS/EIR.  
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lead agencies should place copies of the Draft EIR in public libraries. The method by which these 
requirements were satisfied is provided below: 

▪ On November 7, 2019, the NOA and Notice of Completion were delivered to the State 
Clearinghouse/Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, along with electronic 
copies of the Draft SEIR. In addition, M1W distributed the NOA for the Draft SEIR to 
approximately 800 interested responsible and trustee agencies, interested groups, 
organizations, and individuals. The distribution list included all parties that commented 
on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) and all parties that contacted M1W requesting to 
be notified about the project.  

▪ The NOA was published in the Monterey County Herald on November 9, 2019.  
▪ A hard copy of the Draft SEIR was made available for review during normal business 

hours at the M1W Administrative Office, 5 Harris Court, Bldg. D, Monterey, CA 93940 
and at the MPWMD Offices, 5 Harris Court, Bldg. G, Monterey, CA 93940. The Draft 
SEIR was made available online at the M1W and PWM/GWR Project websites at: 
www.montereyonewater.org and www.purewatermonterey.org. The Draft SEIR was 
also available in hardcopy at the following libraries: Seaside Public Library, Marina 
Public Library, Castroville Public Library, and Monterey Public Library. 

▪ On November 7, 2019, M1W posted the NOA at the following locations: the Regional 
Treatment Plant, the M1W and MPWMD offices, and near the CalAm Facilities and 
Injection Well Facilities site at the corner of General Jim Moore Boulevard and 
Eucalyptus Avenue.  

▪ M1W held a public meeting during the Draft SEIR review period to inform the public of 
the content of the Draft SEIR and CEQA process and to provide an opportunity for the 
public to comment orally. The meeting was held on December 12, 2019, at 5:30 p.m. 
at the Oldemeyer Center (986 Hilby Avenue, Seaside, CA 93955). Spanish translation 
was available, and both venues were accessible under the Americans with Disabilities 
(ADA). The NOA (described above) contained information about the meeting.  

▪ On December 19, 2019, M1W held a special meeting to consider extending the public 
comment period and took comments from the public on the item before the Board. The 
Board approved extending the public review period to January 31, 2020, at 5:00 p.m. 

▪ On December 20, 2019, M1W staff prepared a Revised NOA with the new date for the 
close of the public review period and sent it to the State Clearinghouse/Governor’s 
Office of Planning and Research and posted it with the County Clerk. In addition, M1W 
distributed the Revised NOA for the Draft SEIR to the same email distribution list and 
posted the Revised NOA at the locations listed above. 

▪ The Revised NOA was published in the Monterey County Herald on December 25, 
2019.  

 FINAL SEIR CERTIFICATION 

The M1W Board of Directors will review and consider the Final SEIR prior to taking an action on 
the Proposed Modifications to the Project. The Final SEIR will be made available to agencies who 
provided comments on the Draft SEIR a minimum of ten days prior to the Board’s consideration 
of the Final SEIR. If the Board finds that the Final SEIR reflects M1W’s independent judgment 
and has been prepared in accordance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, M1W will certify the 
adequacy and completeness of the Final SEIR. A decision to approve the project would be 
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accompanied by written findings prepared in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, 
and if applicable, Section 15093. For each significant effect identified in the Final SEIR, the 
findings will describe whether the effect can be reduced to a less-than-significant level through 
feasible mitigation measures.  
If in approving the Proposed Modifications to the Project, M1W adopts mitigation measures to 
reduce significant effects, it also will adopt a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
(MMRP), as required by Section 15097 of the CEQA Guidelines. The MMRP would describe how 
each of the mitigation measures will be implemented and provide a mechanism for monitoring 
and/or reporting on their implementation. If M1W approves the Proposed Modifications or an 
alternative with associated significant effects on the environment that cannot be feasibly avoided 
or reduced to less-than-significant levels, M1W must also adopt a Statement of Overriding 
Considerations that explains how the benefits of the project outweigh the significant unavoidable 
environmental effects, in accordance with Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines. 

 ORGANIZATION OF THE FINAL SEIR 

This Final SEIR is organized into the following sections: 
▪ Chapter 1, Introduction to the Final SEIR, contains this introduction to the Final 

SEIR, including a discussion of the background of the environmental review, a 
description of the contents of the Final SEIR, a summary of the project decision-
making process, and an introduction to the master responses. 

▪ Chapter 2, List of Comments, contains a list of all comment documents received on 
the Draft SEIR.  

▪ Chapter 3, Master Responses to Comments, contains master responses to 
common topics raised by the commenters. 

▪ Chapter 4, Comments and Responses on the Draft SEIR, contains copies of all 
comment documents received on the Draft SEIR, and responses to each identified 
comment within the comment documents.  

▪ Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, contains revisions to the text of the Draft 
SEIR made in response to the public review process. 

▪ Chapter 6, References and Persons Contacted, contains a list of sources cited for 
the Final SEIR and persons contacted. 

▪ Chapter 7, Report Preparers, contains a list of agencies and consultants and their 
staff that assisted with preparation of this Final SEIR. 

▪ Appendices, including the following: 
The following appendices from the Draft SEIR have been revised and replaced in this 
Final SEIR: 

F (Revised) Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts Technical 
Memorandum 

K (Revised) Noise Assessment Report 
The following new appendices have been added in this Final SEIR: 

L Health Risk Assessment for the EW-1/EW-2 Extraction Wells 
M Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum 
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N Letter from David J. Stoldt to Ian Crooks, RE: California American Water 
Peer Review of Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 

O Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 
P Biographical Information of Key SEIR Contributors  
Q Hydraulic Analysis of Potential Additional Injection Wells – Hydraulic 

Modelling Parameters and Results)  
R Charts of Source Water for AWPF and SVRP Production 

 MASTER RESPONSES TO COMMENTS  

Chapter 3 of the Final SEIR contains master responses that address common topics raised by 
the commenters. The intent of a master response is to provide a comprehensive response to an 
issue so that multiple aspects of the issue can be addressed in a coordinated, organized manner 
in one location. This ensures that each commonly raised topic is thoroughly addressed and 
reduces repetition of responses. Responses to individual comments in Chapter 4 cross-reference 
the appropriate master response when the comment is pertinent to the master response. 
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CHAPTER 3 MASTER RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

The master responses in this chapter address comments related to topics that are common to 
several comment letters. The intent of a master response is to provide a comprehensive response 
to a topic in a coordinated, organized manner in one location that clarifies and elaborates on the 
analysis in the Draft Supplemental EIR (Draft SEIR). The following master responses are included 
in this chapter (listed by section number): 

3.1 Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension 

3.2 Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Basin 
Groundwater Quality 

3.3 Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability 

3.4 Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative 
Impacts Disclosed 

3.5 Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives 

3.6 Master Response #6: Comments on the Timing of the Proposed Modifications 
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3.1 MASTER RESPONSE #1: COMMENTS ON PUBLIC REVIEW 

 PERIOD EXTENSION 

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: A-1, B-3, W-1, Z-1, AA-2, 
AA-5, AA-6a, AA-7, BB-1, CC-1, DD-1, DD-2, EE-1, FF-1, GG-1, HH-1, II-1, JJ-1, KK-1, LL-1, MM-1, NN-1, 
OO-1, PP-1, QQ-1, and RR-1. 

The Draft SEIR was completed and published on November 7, 2019 with a noticed public review 
and comment period ending on December 23, 2019. In December 2019, M1W received several 
letters requesting that M1W extend the public review period for the Draft SEIR, including several 
requesting the review period be extended to end on January 31, 2020. These included the 
following entities: 

▪ Brent Buche, General Manager, Monterey County Water Resources Agency, 
December 6. 2019 and December 18, 2019 (Letters A and B). 

▪ Ian Crooks, Vice President California-American Water Company, December 10, 2019 
(Letter W). 

▪ Jeff Davi and John Tilley, Coalition of Peninsula Business, December 12, 2019 
▪ Letter BB, Paul Bruno (Letter Z). 

In response to these letters, M1W scheduled a special Board meeting on December 19, 2019. 
Numerous other letters (15) and phone calls (see letters CC through RR) requested that M1W 
maintain the public review period deadline of December 23, 2019. The Board was provided 
information on the various options related to the public review period timeframe and at the 
December 19, 2019 Special Board meeting voted to extend the public review period to 
January 31, 2020 as requested. The decision complied with all applicable laws, regulations, and 
statutes, including CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. M1W subsequently revised and republished 
the Notice of Availability with the new public review period end date, including publishing it as a 
new legal notice in the Monterey County Herald, posting it at the County Clerk and at the State 
Office of Planning and Research (State Clearinghouse), emailing it to the same distribution list as 
was used for the Draft SEIR, and posting hard copies at the M1W and MPWMD offices, at the 
project sites, and at local libraries. 
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3.2 MASTER RESPONSE #2: COMMENTS ON PURIFIED RECYCLED

 WATER AND SEASIDE BASIN GROUNDWATER QUALITY 

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: L-1 through L-14, 
M-1, N-1, P-1, Q-1, R-1, T-1, U-1, V-1, YY-1 through YY-13, and ZZ-1. 
The approved PWM/GWR Project is being implemented in compliance with groundwater 
replenishment regulations promulgated by the California State Water Resources Control Board 
(State Water Board), Division of Drinking Water (or DDW, formerly the Department of Public 
Health) and approved by the Office of Administrative Law on June 18, 2014. The groundwater 
replenishment regulations were incorporated into CCR Title 22, Division 4 (Uniform State Water 
Recycling Criteria). The approved PWM/GWR Project’s operating permit issued by the 
Regional Water Board that implements requirements to protect groundwater quality for all 
designated beneficial uses of the Seaside Groundwater Aquifer (i.e., Municipal and Domestic 
Water Supply, Industrial Service Supply, and Agricultural Supply)  (Order No. R3-2017-003, 
the WDR/WRR, and Order No. 2019-0116, the Monitoring and Reporting Program). 
Applicable water quality objectives are assigned as recycled water limits and compliance 
must be demonstrated prior to injection to a groundwater basin to ensure water quality meets 
State of California and Federal standards for drinking water quality protective of human health 
and the environment. Extensive and frequent monitoring is required to evaluate Advanced 
Water Purification Facility (AWPF) influent quality, treatment process performance, recycled 
water quality, and groundwater quality. Accelerated monitoring, notification, source 
identification, and treatment process modifications must be implemented if values are 
measured above public health goals, notification levels, maximum contaminant levels, or 
constituents of emerging concern (CEC) thresholds. 
The State Water Board’s Recycled Water Policy was adopted “to encourage the safe use of 
recycled water… that meets the definition in California Water Code Section 13050(n), in a manner 
that implements state and federal water quality laws and protects public health and the 
environment.” In the Recycled Water Policy, recycled water is defined as “Water which, as a result 
of treatment of waste, is suitable for a direct beneficial use or a controlled use that would not 
otherwise occur and is therefore considered a valuable resource.” 1 The M1W Regional Treatment 
Plant (RTP) secondary effluent meets this definition with or without the use of new source waters 
as influent. 
The regulations (CCR Title 22, Division 4) are applicable to recycled water from sources that 
contain domestic waste, in whole or in part (Section 60302). Therefore, new source waters used 
for the PWM/GWR Project are subject to these regulations because they are combined with 
municipal wastewater and treated at the RTP before being pumped to the AWPF for full advanced 
treatment. The water quality of these source waters was fully characterized during source water 
sampling programs in 2013-2014 and 2018 (see SEIR Appendix E: Section 13), and then 
reviewed by the DDW and determined applicable for meeting the regulatory criteria for a 
groundwater replenishment project.  
The Proposed Modifications would not increase the quantity or type of new source waters that 
would flow into the RTP compared to the quantity and type of new source waters that were 
evaluated in the certified PWM/GWR Final EIR. Rather, the increased yield to the Seaside Basin 
would occur by M1W treating a higher percentage of source waters at the AWPF throughout the 

                                                      
1 Cal. Water Code § 13050(n). 
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year, with a corresponding reduction of discharges of secondary effluent to the Monterey Bay. In 
other words, more of the source waters received at the RTP would be recycled and less would be 
discharged to the ocean. Neither annual nor peak source water diversions would increase 
compared to the volumes evaluated in the PWM/GWR Final EIR; therefore, there would be no 
new or more severe impacts to surface waters downstream of diversions compared to those 
disclosed by the certified 2015 EIR. Further the same type and maximum volumes of source 
waters would be used for the Proposed Modifications as were evaluated in the PMW/GWR Final 
EIR. Therefore, there would be no change in purified recycled water quality compared to the 
analysis of purified recycled water quality provided in the certified PWM/GWR Final EIR. See 
Draft SEIR Appendix E: Section 12.1 and Appendix I for further details. 
Draft SEIR Appendix E: Section 10 presents information on studies and tools designed to 
evaluate the effects of recycled water used for groundwater replenishment on human health. 
These include epidemiological studies, risk assessments, and bioanalytical screening tools. The 
conclusions of the epidemiological studies included in this section have not changed from those 
that were referenced in the 2015 EIR. M1W has also corresponded with recycled water experts 
Rhodes Trussell, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE, and Adam Olivieri, Dr. PH, P.E. (see their qualifications in 
Appendix P of this Final SEIR) and confirmed there have not been any further epidemiological 
studies conducted since 2015. The recycled water produced for the PWM/GWR Project and the 
Proposed Modifications is subject to the water quality requirements specified in the groundwater 
replenishment regulations outlined in Draft SEIR Appendix E: Section 13.1 including primary 
and secondary CCR Title 22 Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) and pathogenic 
microorganism treatment requirements that are defined for public health protection. During pilot 
testing, the AWPF showed it was fully capable to provide sufficient treatment to comply with all 
MCLs. Based on the results of source water testing and pilot performance for the constituents 
detected above the MCLs, the inclusion of the additional source waters not used/treated by the 
pilot testing will also be able to meet the MCLs. For more information on full compliance of the 
AWPF with regulations and policy see Draft SEIR Appendix E: Sections 13-17.  
The pilot test also tested the efficiency and reliability of the treatment processes. The results of 
this testing are more fully explained in Draft SEIR Appendix E: Sections 13-16. The AWPF was 
shown to be in compliance with all the requirements and regulations and no constituent was 
detected to be above its regulated concentration. The same conditions were experienced with 
regard to the pathogen removal process. This testing is ongoing, and ongoing monitoring and 
reporting will continue to test the efficiency and reliability of the treatment processes. 
AWPF performance for CEC and pathogen removal was tested during the pilot test period. 
Pathogens and indicator organisms were lower than the detection limit during the pilot testing. 
The AWPF has added UV/AOP since the pilot test that will increase removal of CECs and 
pathogens (see Draft SEIR Appendix E: Section 13.3 and 15). Monitoring for these constituents 
and assessment of the treatment process will continue according to appropriate permits and 
regulations during the operation of the AWPF to ensure compliance with all regulated limits and 
requirements.  
Analytical methods and monitoring requirements for waterborne antibiotic resistant bacteria 
(ARBs) and antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs) and their indicators are under consideration by the 
State of California for direct potable reuse regulations. To ensure that monitoring will incorporate 
the State-approved methods for detecting CECs, bioassays, and ARBs/ARGs when they are 
developed, operating permits include the following language: “A laboratory providing analyses of 
CECs and bioanalytical screening must hold a valid certificate of accreditation from the State of 
California Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP) for the analytical test methods 
or analytes selected if such methods or analytes are accredited by ELAP at the time that 
monitoring is required to begin. If ELAP accreditation for analytical test methods or an analyte 
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becomes available after monitoring is initiated, then the laboratory providing analysis of CECs 
shall be accredited by ELAP for those methods or analytes within one year of such accreditation 
becoming available. If ELAP accreditation is unavailable for a method or an analyte, the recycled 
water producer shall use a laboratory that has been accredited for a similar analytical method, 
instrumentation, or analyte until ELAP accreditation becomes available, unless otherwise 
approved by the regional water board or State Water Board for bioanalytical screening tools.” 
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3.3 MASTER RESPONSE #3: COMMENTS ON WATER SUPPLY AND 

SOURCE WATER AVAILABILITY 

This Master Response addresses (in whole or in part) the following comments: F-1 through F-3, 
H-1 through H-34, I-8, I-9, I-10, I-18, O-1, Y-2 and Y-3, AA-6d, AA-10, DD-2, SS-3, TT-1, TT-2, 
UU-1, UU-2, VV-2; VV-7(a)-(g); VV-9, VV-10, VV-11, VV-54, VV-83 through VV-105, and XX-1 
though XX-10. 

Water Demand Estimates  
The General Manager of the MPWMD, David Stoldt, prepared an updated report dated March 13, 
2020, which examines available water supplies and their ability to meet current and long‐term 
demand for water on the Monterey Peninsula (the “MPWMD Supply and Demand Report”).2 This 
Report is incorporated into the Final SEIR as Appendix O. In particular, the MPWMD Supply and 
Demand Report discusses the changing nature of demand on the Monterey Peninsula, and 
compares new data and analysis to the underlying assumptions previously used in the sizing of 
CalAm’s desalination project. The Report indicates that, with the passage of time and an 
opportunity for deeper research, revisiting past assumptions about consumer demand for water 
in the current context was warranted for this environmental review and water supply planning 
more generally.  
The MPWMD Supply and Demand Report is evidence upon which CEQA lead and responsible 
agencies can reasonably rely. Its author, David Stoldt, has over 27 years of experience in the 
public infrastructure sector and has served as General Manager of MPWMD since 2011. He holds 
an MBA and Certificate in Public Management from Stanford, an MS in Energy and Resources 
from UC Berkeley, and a BS in Civil and Environmental Engineering from University of Illinois. In 
his role as General manager, Mr. Stoldt is responsible for all activities of the District, including 
oversight of the operations in administration and finance, water resources, planning and 
engineering, and water conservation and demand management. He has extensive professional 
experience with large-scale capital projects such as water supply projects, including in developing 
cash flow scenarios, structuring complex capital financings, negotiating water rights permit 
conditions and agreements, and advising about cost allocation. For this SEIR, Mr. Stoldt is 
considered to be an expert related to Monterey Peninsula water supply and demand. For more 
detail regarding Mr. Stoldt’s qualifications, see Appendix P. 
The MPWMD Supply and Demand Report identifies existing water supplies and water supplies 
that would be provided by the MPWSP and, as a back-up plan, the Proposed Modifications. It 
then compares those water supplies to projected demand for water in a range of future market 
absorption scenarios based on an analysis of growth in water demand associated with increases 
of population and jobs. It documents the assumptions that went into sizing the MPWSP plant in 
2012 and explains why newer data indicate that it would be reasonable to change many of those 
assumptions.  

                                                      
2 David Stoldt originally prepared an earlier version of this Report for a September 2019 meeting of the 
MPWMD Board of Directors. Subsequent to the release of the September 2019 version of the Report, an 
initial report of the 2019 water year was completed, providing an additional data point on current customer 
demand. The March 2020 version of the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report considers data from the 
2019 water year, incorporates an additional growth forecast, and addresses comments by the public, city 
managers, and a January 22, 2020 analysis performed by Hazen & Sawyer. 
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The MPWMD Supply and Demand Report’s principal conclusions are: the Proposed Modifications 
can meet the long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula; the Proposed Modifications would be 
sufficient to lift the State Water Board Cease and Desist Order; the long-term needs of the 
Monterey Peninsula are likely to be less than previously thought; and several factors will 
contribute to pressure on decreasing per capita water use. The Report identifies relevant facts, 
reasonable assumptions predicated on those facts, and Mr. Stoldt’s expert opinion based upon 
facts. As such, the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report meets CEQA’s definition of substantial 
evidence and M1W is entitled to rely on the Supply and Demand Report in assessing regional 
demand for the purpose of disclosing the environmental impacts of the Proposed Modifications. 
Commenters’ issues with the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report largely amount to differences 
of opinion. Commenters indicate the conclusions in the Report differ from the water demand and 
supply estimates utilized in the California Public Utility Commission’s (“CPUC”) September 2018 
Decision authorizing a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for CalAm’s MPWSP 
desalination plant. There, the CPUC issued factual and legal findings based upon the evidence 
presented to the CPUC at that time. Those factual findings formed the basis for the CPUC’s 
decision whether CalAm, as a water utility, could pass the cost of physical improvements 
associated with the proposed MPWSP desalination plant on to its ratepayers. As the MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report explains, the CPUC did not perform its own analysis, modeling or 
projections regarding demand for water on the Monterey Peninsula; rather, the CPUC surveyed 
testimony provided by others and chose supply and demand projections to support its findings 
and recommendations. Therefore, any suggestion that the CPUC developed demand numbers 
on its own is inaccurate. The MPWMD Supply and Demand Report provides the reasons why 
each of the water demand estimates that were provided to the CPUC prior to its decision should 
be revisited now, and the Report supplies updated data and analysis.  
Furthermore, the CPUC was required to determine whether the proposed MPWSP system 
improvements had the capacity to meet the source capacity requirements as defined in the 
Waterworks Standards, Code of California Regulations Title 22, Section 64554. Those standards 
require a water source to have the capacity to meet the system’s maximum day demand, based 
in part on the month with the highest water usage during at least the most recent ten years of 
operation. (22 CCR § 64554(b).)  M1W, by contrast, is not subject to CPUC requirements 
pertaining to ratepayer recovery for physical improvements. However, M1W considered peak 
future demands in designing the Proposed Modifications. Specifically, the sizing of the CalAm 
Extraction Wells, pipelines, and other proposed modifications to CalAm facilities analyzed in the 
Draft SEIR do in fact meet the peak day demand as requested by CalAm (Ian Crooks and Chris 
Cook, CalAm, and Jonathan Lear and Dave Stoldt, MPWMD, personal communications, 2019). 
Further, M1W and other agencies considering whether to approve the Proposed Modifications 
are entitled to consider additional information that was not before the CPUC at the time that the 
CPUC made its factual findings, including newer data regarding actual water demand and usage 
including using projections of demand based on published economic growth data by AMBAG and 
local jurisdictions.  
CEQA Impacts Related to Water Supply 
The regional demand projections in the September 2019 version of the MPWMD Supply and 
Demand Report were used in the Draft SEIR’s analysis of growth inducement. The updated 
MPWMD Supply and Demand Report does not change the analysis in the Draft SEIR. Based on 
the Report’s conclusion that the Proposed Modifications may be able to accommodate long-term 
regional demand, the Draft SEIR discloses the possibility that the Proposed Modifications could 
induce growth in a manner comparable to the growth that could be induced by the CalAm MPWSP 
desalination plant, as identified in that project’s Final EIR/EIS. (See Draft SEIR § 5.2.4; MPWSP 
Final EIR/EIS at pgs. 6-5 through 6-45.)  
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The Draft SEIR also discloses the possibility that more water than could be provided by the 
Proposed Modifications might be needed to accommodate growth, for instance, if demand 
exceeds the estimates in the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report (Draft SEIR at 5-6). Such an 
increase in consumer demand and resulting need for water would not be a consequence or 
adverse physical environmental effect of the Proposed Modifications. The Proposed Modifications 
do not create regional demand for water. The Proposed Modifications have been designed to 
serve as a back-up mechanism if the CalAm MPWSP desalination plant is delayed; the Proposed 
Modifications would provide a defined increment of water if the MPWSP is not built or operating. 
If the Proposed Modifications are approved and constructed, agencies approving any 
development projects that might increase water demand would need to consider the water supply 
that would be available through the Proposed Modifications, and any information available at the 
time of project approval as to whether sufficient water from all available sources would be 
available to serve the development project at issue. 
Some commenters have opined that less source water may be available for advanced treatment 
than has been assumed by the Draft SEIR. As demonstrated below, facts and evidence 
reasonably support the conclusion that source water will be available to provide the expanded 
yield of advanced treated water that is anticipated to be produced by the Proposed Modifications. 
In any event, if there is less source water available as an input to the Proposed Modifications’ 
treatment process, the environmental impacts associated with operation of the Proposed 
Modifications would not be greater than have been disclosed in the Draft SEIR. The maximum 
operations of the Proposed Modifications are analyzed in the Draft SEIR. If less source waters 
will be available than have been anticipated by the Draft SEIR, then impacts associated with 
operation of the Proposed Modifications, such as energy consumption and indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions, would be reduced. 
Source Water Availability 
The Draft SEIR analyzed source water availability under a scenario in which the conditions 
precedent in the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement (ARWRA) are met. A further 
analysis performed by M1W, the Approved Pure Water Monterey Project and Proposed 
Modifications to Expand the PMW Project Source Water Operational Plan (April 2020) (M1W 
Source Water Technical Memorandum) analyzes source water availability under the following four 
scenarios: (a) ARWRA conditions precedent are met; normal water years; (b) ARWRA conditions 
precedent are met; drought years; (c) ARWRA conditions precedent are not met; normal water 
years; and (d) ARWRA conditions precedent are not met; drought years. The analysis also 
included use of recent and updated data and assumptions that considered various comments 
received on the Draft SEIR. The M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum demonstrates that 
there would be sufficient source water available to supply the incremental amount of water that 
the Proposed Modifications have been designed to treat and deliver under all four scenarios. See 
Appendix M to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. Thus, M1W would 
have rights to a sufficient quantity of source water to produce the yield in advanced treated, 
product water that is anticipated to be produced by the Proposed Modifications regardless of 
whether or not the conditions precedent are met and whether or not it is a dry or drought year or 
a normal or wet year. 
In addition, even if the ARWRA were entirely eliminated, M1W would have rights to a sufficient 
quantity of source water to generate the yield in advanced treated, product water that is 
anticipated to be produced by the Proposed Modifications. Under this unlikely scenario, M1W 
would have rights to all municipal wastewater coming into the RTP, pursuant to California Water 
Code section 1210 (except for rights assigned to Marina Coast Water District). 
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Under this range of scenarios, M1W would have rights to a sufficient quantity of source waters to 
generate the yield in purified product water that is anticipated to be produced by the Proposed 
Modifications. While it is conceivable that a future amendment to the ARWRA could reduce 
M1W’s rights to source waters, it would be impossible to analyze every potential variation of how 
the ARWRA might be amended. Any such amendments would have to be analyzed to see what 
environmental consequences would result, when and if any such amendments are proposed. 
Section 4.18 of the Draft SEIR, together with Appendices B and I, describe the various source 
waters for the Proposed Modifications and the current status of water rights to each. Four different 
types of source waters are discussed: (1) municipal wastewater from within and outside of M1W’s 
2001 service area; (2) surface water diversions from the Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain 
diversions; (3) agricultural wash water conveyed from the City of Salinas’ industrial wastewater 
system; and (4) urban stormwater runoff from the City of Salinas stormwater system. See Draft 
SEIR at 4.18-12, and Appendices B and I. 
Background 
M1W has entered into a number of relevant contracts, including contracts that assigned 
wastewater rights to Marina Coast Water District (MCWD) and Monterey County Water 
Resources Agency (MCWRA). M1W has entered into the following: 

▪ The 1989 Annexation Agreement between M1W and the MCWD provides the MCWD 
with the right to obtain treated wastewater from M1W. The MCWD has not started 
using recycled water from the PWM/GWR Project facilities, but may do so in the future. 

▪ The 1992 agreement between M1W and MCWRA (including amendments) (1992 
Agreement) provides for the construction and operation of the Salinas Valley 
Reclamation Plant by M1W to provide water treated to a level adequate for agricultural 
irrigation for use by the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project. In particular, 
Section 3.03 of the 1992 Agreement (Amendment 3) provides that M1W commits all 
of its incoming wastewater flows to the treatment plant from sources within the 2001 
M1W service area, up to 29.6 million gallons per day, except for flows taken by the 
MCWD under the Annexation Agreements, losses, flows not needed to meet the 
MCWRA’s authorized demand, and flows to which M1W is otherwise entitled 
(including 650 AFY) under the agreement. 

▪ In 1996, pursuant to another Annexation Agreement, the MCWD received the right to 
tertiary-treated water from the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant, in satisfaction of the 
1989 agreement rights. 

▪ In 2009, the MCWD and M1W entered into a Memorandum of Understanding relating 
to the Regional Urban Water Augmentation Agreement (RUWAP MOU). In the 
RUWAP MOU, the M1W assigned a portion of its allotment from the Amendment 3 of 
the 1992 Agreement between M1W and MCWRA. M1W agreed to, among other 
things, provide 650 AFY of recycled waters during the months of May through August 
each year from M1W entitlements. MCWD agreed to commit 300 AFY of recycled 
water during the months of April through September from MCWD’s entitlements. 

To address certain water rights, the stakeholder agencies entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding (Source Waters MOU). The Source Waters MOU reaffirmed the MCWD’s and 
MCWRA’s recycled water entitlements and presented a proposal for collection of additional 
source waters to meet the PWM/GWR Project objectives. 
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The Source Waters MOU was not binding; rather, it was intended to provide a framework for 
negotiation of a definitive agreement that would establish the contractual rights and obligations of 
the parties. That definitive agreement between M1W and the MCWRA is the ARWRA. 
The ARWRA 
The ARWRA was approved by the M1W Board in October 2016, describes the framework for 
rights and associated responsibilities for the source waters, and supersedes the stakeholder 
agencies’ earlier Source Waters MOU. The ARWRA addresses four potential sources of water 
for recycling: (1) excess municipal wastewater; (2) Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain surface 
water; (3) Agricultural Wash Water; and (4) City of Salinas urban runoff/ stormwater. 
Municipal wastewater. In the absence of an agreement to the contrary, M1W has the right to 
recycle and reuse all municipal wastewater that enters the RTP (California Water Code 
section 1210). However, M1W has contractually granted certain rights to municipal wastewater to 
MCWD through the agreements described above. In addition, the ARWRA provides the MCWRA 
with rights to some of the municipal wastewater flows that enter the RTP. Under the ARWRA, 
certain wastewater flows are to be evenly divided between M1W and the MCWRA. 
Section 4.01(2) of the ARWRA states: “[MCWRA] shall be entitled to one-half of the volume of 
wastewater flows from areas outside of [M1W]’s 2001 Boundary provided; however, at the request 
of [MCWRA], [M1W] passes the wastewater flows through the tertiary treatment facility or Pure 
Water Monterey Facilities.” This section of the ARWRA is not subject to the ARWRA conditions 
precedent described below and thus would remain in effect even if the conditions in ARWRA 
Section 16.15 are not satisfied or completed. 
New Sources: As described in the ARWRA, the new source waters that will be available to M1W 
for recycling include: 

• Reclamation Ditch surface water. M1W can divert this water into the City wastewater 
collection system by using the recently completed diversion structure near Davis Road 
(which then flows to the RTP), as allowed by State Board Water Rights Permit #21377 
issued to the MCWRA and the ARWRA. 

• Blanco Drain surface water. M1W can divert this water to the RTP headworks using the 
recently completed diversion structure near the Salinas River, as allowed by State Board 
Water Rights Permit #21376 issued to the MCWRA and the ARWRA. 

• Agricultural Wash Water. M1W can divert this water directly from the City of Salinas’ 
separate industrial wastewater collection system to the M1W Salinas Pump Station using 
M1W’s diversion facilities, as allowed by the State Board’s Order Approving Wastewater 
Change Petition #WW-0089 issued to the City of Salinas and the City/M1W Agreement 
for Conveyance and Treatment of Industrial Waste Water (October 27, 2015). 

Conditions Precedent: The portions of the ARWRA that are applicable to these three new source 
water facilities do not become effective until the conditions in ARWRA Section 16.15 have been 
met. Because several of the conditions had not yet been completed, M1W and the MCWRA 
amended the ARWRA to allow additional time to address the conditions precedent, delay the 
requirement for payments by the MCWRA, and allow M1W to use some of these new source 
waters until such time as the conditions are met. Under the ARWRA amendment, approved in 
June 2019, M1W currently has the primary rights and ability to use the new source waters from 
the Blanco Drain and the Reclamation Ditch. MCWRA has the right to use the agricultural wash 
water until the conditions precedent are met. To be conservative, the scenarios presented in the 
M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum assume City of Salinas agricultural wash water 
would not be used for the Proposed Modifications, which would be the case if Section 16.16 is in 
operation or effect. In addition, M1W’s analyses also assume that agricultural wash water would 
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be the last priority of use for the approved PWM/GWR Project; therefore, it is only used for the 
approved PWM/GWR Project in certain winter months of the drought scenario after the conditions 
precedent are met. 
Even if, for the sake of argument, the ARWRA amendment could be construed as allowing the 
use of the new source waters from the Blanco Drain and the Reclamation Ditch for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project only and not for the Proposed Modifications, this interpretation would not 
change the total amount of source waters available. Rather, the relative allotments would change 
among the different sources: a greater amount of source water from the Blanco Drain and the 
Reclamation Ditch would be allocated to the approved PWM/GWR Project, leaving more of the 
remaining sources for the Proposed Modifications. To be conservative, the M1W Source Water 
Technical Memorandum does not assume use of the new source waters from the Blanco Drain 
and the Reclamation Ditch for the Proposed Modifications under any of the scenarios. 
Other new source waters that are listed in the ARWRA include the following: 

• City of Salinas urban runoff/ stormwater. This water, which currently flows to the 
Salinas River, will be mixed with agricultural wash water, conveyed to, and treated and 
stored in the Salinas Industrial Waste Water Treatment Facility (IWTF) ponds, and 
then diverted to the RTP from the northwest corner of Pond 3 at the IWTF. The 
infrastructure to enable this diversion is currently under construction. M1W currently 
does not have the ability to divert this water to the RTP but will be able to do so upon 
completion of the Pond 3 pump station (currently under construction). All analyses of 
source water availability in the M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum 
conservatively do not assume use of City of Salinas urban runoff/ stormwater. 

• Lake El Estero waters and Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant modifications. These 
facilities are listed in the ARWRA, but, to date, the infrastructure improvements needed 
to utilize new source waters and for SVRP to deliver more recycled water, respectively, 
have not been implemented; the analyses of source water availability in the M1W 
Source Water Technical Memorandum do not assume use of these sources.  

Status of Water Rights for Source Waters 
1. Municipal Wastewater 

With regard to the first category of source water (municipal wastewater), M1W’s water rights are 
secured. The ARWRA is now in effect to address and resolve competing rights of M1W, MCWD, 
and MCWRA to municipal wastewater. The March 1996 Annexation Agreement and Groundwater 
Mitigation Framework for Marina Area Lands and the ARWRA are the main agreements governing 
the water rights to municipal wastewater flows.  
Composition of municipal wastewater flows: Relative contributions of municipal wastewater from 
M1W’s geographic areas that enters the M1W headworks and is metered there include: 51% from 
the Salinas urban area, 3% from Moss Landing and Castroville, 46% from the Monterey 
Peninsula, Marina, and Fort Ord areas (Source: M1W Sewer System Management Plan, 2019). 
Addition of agricultural wash water in recent years increases the percentage of flows from the 
Salinas area by approximately 2-4% on an annual basis. These municipal wastewater flows are 
primarily from areas within M1W’s 2001 Service Area (as defined by LAFCO maps), but also 
include some municipal/domestic flows from outside M1W’s 2001 Service Area, including the 
following key geographic locations: 

• North County High School and the southeast portion of Castroville; 

• Boronda and areas north and southeast of the City of Salinas;  
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3. Agricultural Wash Water 

With regard to the third category of source waters (agricultural wash water), a contract is in place 
between M1W and the City of Salinas assigning rights for diversion and use of the agricultural 
wash water to M1W. Under the ARWRA, M1W has rights to use the new source waters from this 
source; however, that right is subject to conditions precedent. Under the scenario wherein the 
conditions precedent are not met, M1W did not assume any use of agricultural wash water in the 
M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. Under the scenario wherein the conditions 
precedent are met, this new source water would only be used during the winter time of drought 
years for AWPF influent to meet approved PWM/GWR Project yields and conservatively was not 
assumed to be used for the Proposed Modifications in the M1W Source Water Technical 
Memorandum. (See Appendix M to this SEIR). 
While use of agricultural wash water conservatively was not assumed in the scenarios under 
which the conditions precedent are not met in M1W’s recent technical analysis, it remains 
reasonable to anticipate that such water may be available to M1W for recycling in the future. At 
this time, there is no plan for the use of agricultural wash water by any other entity. Nor are there 
plans for on-site recycling by the agricultural industry.  
The quantification of agricultural wash water flows identified by the Draft SEIR is based upon 
reasonably available data. Two key sources of information regarding future projections of 
employment are the best representation of future wastewater flows from Salinas industrial 
dischargers: 

• AMBAG’s Regional Growth Forecast Technical Document (adopted June 13, 2018) 

• Salinas’ Economic Development Element Target Industry Analysis (prepared by Applied 
Development Economics, Inc., August 28, 2013) 

Both documents project increased agricultural and industrial jobs into the future. If jobs in these 
industries are increasing, it follows that use of water will also increase. Innovative methods to 
process/wash/package produce and other agricultural products with no or significantly less water 
are not known and therefore, are not assumed.  
4. City of Salinas Urban Runoff/Stormwater 

Regarding a fourth possible category of source waters (urban runoff/stormwater), a contract would 
be needed between M1W and the City of Salinas for diversion of storm water, mixed with 
agricultural wash water, from the City’s system. The State Water Board has approved the 
diversion of the agricultural wash water from the City of Salinas’s percolation ponds. However, 
recovery of seasonally stored agricultural wash water, mixed with storm water, from the City’s 
system requires a contract or contract amendment between M1W and the City of Salinas.  
The SEIR quantifies the amount of water that might be available pursuant to such a contract; 
however, if the City of Salinas and M1W cannot reach agreement, this potential source of water 
would not be necessary. The M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum in Appendix M 
conservatively assumes this source would not be available under any of the scenarios.  
Results of M1W Analyses of Source Water Availability  
The M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum considered annual and seasonal amounts of 
each source water that would be available to M1W for recycling and treatment at the AWPF, 
including analyzing conditions both with and without the ARWRA conditions precedent completed. 
As discussed above, M1W conservatively assumed no use of agricultural wash water (except 
during the winters of drought years if conditions precedent are met and only for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project, not for the Proposed Modifications). M1W determined there would be more 
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Proposed Modifications, and MCWRA would hold rights to Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain 
surface waters. M1W would retain its rights to agricultural wash water for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project. The increased quantities of municipal wastewater and agricultural wash 
water that would be available to M1W under such a scenario would offset the loss of Reclamation 
Ditch and Blanco Drain surface waters. Thus, regardless of the framework followed, there would 
be sufficient source waters for the Proposed Modifications and for other expanded or new 
recycled water projects in the future. 
Effects of PWM/GWR Project on CSIP Yields  
Under existing conditions, the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant produces tertiary-treated, 
disinfected recycled water for agricultural irrigation within the Castroville Seawater Intrusion 
Project service area. Currently, the only sources of supply for the existing Salinas Valley 
Reclamation Plant are municipal wastewater from within the M1W 2001 service area, less rights 
to those waters retained by M1W and given to MCWD, and small amounts of urban dry weather 
runoff from the City of Pacific Grove. Municipal wastewater flows have declined in the past decade 
due to aggressive water conservation efforts by the M1W member entities; however, in the last 
three years wastewater flows have remained more consistent with total influent of 17 to 18 MGD 
(19,400 AFY). At present, the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant produces approximately 12,070 
AFY of treated irrigation water based on a 5-year average 2015 through 2019. 
The approved PWM/GWR Project was designed to provide two sets of benefits: purified recycled 
water for recharge of a groundwater basin that serves as drinking water supply; and tertiary-
treated recycled water to augment the existing CSIP crop irrigation supply. The certified Final EIR 
for the approved PWM/GWR Project quantified the amount of water that was anticipated to be 
produced for each of these purposes: 

Replenishment of the Seaside Groundwater Basin: The project would enable California 
American Water Company (CalAm) to reduce its diversions from the Carmel River system 
by up to 3,500 acre-feet per year (AFY) by injecting the same amount of highly-treated 
water into the Seaside Basin. This purified recycled water would be produced from a new 
advanced water treatment facility that would be constructed at the Regional Treatment 
Plant. This new facility would treat some of the new blend of source waters described 
above. The “product water” from the advanced treatment plant would be conveyed to and 
injected into the Seaside Basin via a new pipeline and new well facilities. The purified 
recycled water would then mix with the existing groundwater and be stored for future urban 
use by CalAm, thus enabling a reduction in Carmel River system diversions by the same 
amount. 
Additional recycled water for agricultural irrigation in northern Salinas Valley: By increasing 
the amount and type of source waters entering the existing wastewater collection system, 
additional recycled water can be provided for use in the Castroville Seawater Intrusion 
Project’s agricultural irrigation system. The certified Final EIR anticipated that during 
normal and wet years approximately 4,500 to 4,750 AFY of additional recycled water 
supply could be created for irrigation purposes. During drought years, as much as 5,900 
AFY could be created for crop irrigation by utilizing a drought reserve (described below) 
and if certain modifications to the water recycling facility and CSIP distribution system 
were made to optimize and enhance the delivery of recycled water to growers. 

The approved PWM/GWR Project also included a drought reserve component to support use of 
the new supply for crop irrigation during dry years. The project was designed to provide for an 
additional 200 acre-feet per year of purified recycled water that would be injected in the Seaside 
Basin in wet and normal years for up to five consecutive years. This would result in a “banked” 
drought reserve totaling up to 1,000 acre-feet. During dry years, the approved PWM/GWR Project 
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In sum, the Proposed Modifications would reduce the future beneficial increase in recycled water 
that would be available for the CSIP. The Proposed Modifications would not decrease the current 
amount of water that is recycled at the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant nor would it 
affect the amount of water CSIP uses from the Salinas River Diversion Facility or from the CSIP 
Supplemental Wells. And, with the Proposed Modifications, the PWM/GWR Project would still be 
capable of providing a future increase in tertiary treated recycled water for the CSIP. Because the 
amount of water provided to the CSIP from the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant and the Salinas 
River Diversion Facility would not decrease compared to current conditions, the Proposed 
Modifications would not result in a depletion of groundwater levels compared to current conditions.  
It bears noting that future benefits to the CSIP will also depend on whether and when the 
conditions precedent in the ARWRA are satisfied and additional funding is secured to fully 
implement the new source water components of the approved PWM/GWR Project. M1W is 
currently able to provide increased recycled water to the CSIP area if MCWRA were to provide 
funding for its use of the new source waters. However, MCWRA staff has indicated that they 
cannot provide the requisite funding to M1W until the conditions precedent in AWRA section 16.15 
are complete, and they acknowledge those conditions will not be satisfied for another one to two 
years or longer. This delay is not caused by or related to the Proposed Modifications. In addition, 
the Draft SEIR discloses that the modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant that were 
included in the approved PWM/GWR Project have not been funded to date. Without those 
modifications, increased recycled water through the use of additional new source waters still could 
be delivered to the CSIP but the future benefits to the CSIP would be further reduced from the 
amounts assumed above. As with funding for the new source waters, any delay in funding for the 
modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant is not caused by the Proposed 
Modifications.6  
The ARWRA was established to provide for joint funding of the new source waters and the Salinas 
Valley Reclamation Plant modifications by M1W and MCWRA. M1W has funded the construction 
of the Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch diversions. M1W has committed considerable 
resources and has managed the construction, permitting, and testing of diversions of City of 
Salinas Agricultural Wash Water. In addition, M1W is managing the implementation of the Salinas 
Storm Water Projects, including the construction and operation of a pump station and forcemain 
to bring treated Salinas Agricultural Wash Water, mixed with storm water, to the RTP as an 
additional new source water. M1W still seeks to have a financial partner to implement the 
remainder of the new source water projects (including Lake El Estero diversion and the Salinas 
Valley Reclamation Plant modifications) through a commitment from MCWRA to fund the 
infrastructure and treatment costs.  
Additional analyses of source water availability and use have been prepared and included in this 
Final SEIR (see Appendix M) to show that M1W would hold legal rights to use secondary treated 

                                                      
6 The Draft SEIR also discloses that the brine mixing structure that was included in the approved 
PWM/GWR Project has not been funded to date. The brine mixing strucure is not related to water for the 
Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant/ CSIP. A mixing and sampling structure was constructed as part of the 
AWPF construction to allow accurate measurement of the outfall effluent. As a result, the brine mixing 
structure is no longer needed for the approved PWM/GWR Project. The brine mixing structure only would 
be needed for the MPWSP desalination project to obtain state and federal discharge permits for seawater 
desalination brine via the M1W ocean outfall. It has no bearing on recycled water production volumes and 
the Proposed Modifications would not affect the future construction or funding of the brine mixing structure 
as part of the MPWSP. 
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effluent in adequate volumes to meet the yield objectives of the Proposed Modifications even if 
one of the following future scenarios occurs: 

• conditions precedent in section 16.15 of the ARWRA are not completed and 
section 16.16 becomes effective, or  

• new source waters in Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch are not available for use by 
M1W for the Proposed Modifications. 

In addition, based on the M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, Appendix R summarizes 
the use of all available flows by the various recycled water users under the four scenarios with 
the approved PWM/GWR Project and with the Proposed Modifications implemented. 
With the approved PWM/GWR Project, the quantity of source waters entering the existing 
wastewater collection system is expected to be increased such that additional tertiary recycled 
water still can be provided for use in the CSIP’s agricultural irrigation system. The PWM/GWR 
Project Final EIR estimated that additional source waters could provide 4,500 to 4,750 AFY of 
additional recycled water supply, in normal and wet years, for CSIP irrigation purposes. In order 
to produce enough recycled water to meet the yield objectives of the Proposed Modifications, 
additional wastewater, to which M1W has the rights to use would be diverted to the Advanced 
Water Purification Facility. Nevertheless, the CSIP would continue to receive substantial benefits 
from the approved PWM/GWR Project. 
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3.4 MASTER RESPONSE #4: ADEQUACY OF SCOPE AND RANGE OF 

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS DISCLOSED 

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: VV-1; 
VV-3; VV-10; VV-108; VV-109; VV-117; VV-129; VV-130; VV-139. 

Several commenters indicated that the Draft SEIR should have analyzed the cumulative impacts 
of operating both the Proposed Modifications and CalAm’s Monterey Peninsula Water Supply 
Project (“MPWSP”). A cumulative impact consists of an impact that is created as a result of the 
combination of the project evaluated in the EIR together with other past, present, or reasonably 
foreseeable future projects causing related impacts. Cumulative impacts must be addressed if 
the incremental effect of a project, when combined with the effects of other projects, is 
cumulatively considerable. Here, no cumulative impacts associated with operation of the 
Proposed Modifications and CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project would occur. 
The Draft SEIR followed the direction of the M1W Board of Directors and analyzed impacts 
assuming that the Proposed Modifications would only occur if the CalAm MPWSP desalination 
project is delayed beyond the December 31, 2021 deadline in the Cease and Desist Order. Thus, 
the Draft SEIR assumed that the Proposed Modifications would only deliver expanded quantities 
of water to the Seaside Groundwater Basin for CalAm if the MPWSP desalination project is not 
doing so. The previously approved PWM/GWR Project (without Proposed Modifications) would 
operate regardless of the status of the MPWSP desalination project, but the expanded treatment 
and delivery associated with the Proposed Modifications would not operate simultaneously with 
the MPWSP desalination project. 
Advanced treatment and delivery of the expanded quantities of water associated with operation 
of the Proposed Modifications would not occur if CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project operates 
to deliver the same amount or more water to the CalAm Monterey District service area. This 
means that: 

• The Proposed Modifications could proceed even if they would not be completed by 
December 31, 2020 -- but only if the Proposed Modifications are needed to meet the 
Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the Cease and Desist 
Order [WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication 
requirements until such time as CalAm can complete its desalination project. The 
Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project are intended to serve as a back-up 
mechanism to deliver additional water in the event that the CalAm MPWSP desalination 
project is delayed such that the MPWSP desalination project would not be able to provide 
water as quickly as the Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project. Both the 
Proposed Modifications and the CalAm MPWSP desalination project may be constructed 
and capable of operating. The approved PWM/GWR Project would operate at the same 
time as the MPWSP desalination project and would be supplemental to the desalination 
project. By contrast, the expanded amount of water associated with the Proposed 
Modifications would not be treated and delivered at the same time as the MPWSP 
desalination project is operating to treat and deliver the same amount of water. 

• If the Proposed Modifications are constructed and commence operations, M1W will cease 
treating and delivering the expanded quantities of water associated with operation of the 
Proposed Modifications once CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project operates to deliver 
the same or more water to the CalAm Monterey District service area. There are currently 
no foreseeable replacement uses for the expanded quantities of advanced treated water 
associated with the Proposed Modifications. If, in the future, a new use of this advanced 
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treated water is identified, then additional CEQA analysis would be performed in 
connection with any proposal to sell or convey the expanded quantities of advanced water 
associated with operation of the Proposed Modifications. 

If implemented, the CalAm MPWSP desalination project is not expected to operate concurrently 
with treatment and delivery of the expanded quantities of water associated with the Proposed 
Modifications, as commenters suggest. The MPWSP desalination project could, however, 
operate concurrently with the previously approved PWM/GWR Project. Accordingly, the 
previously certified PWM/GWR Final EIR thoroughly analyzed the MPWSP (including the 
desalination project) as a cumulative project, assuming both that construction of MPWSP 
components may overlap with construction of PWM/GWR components, and that operation of the 
MPWSP would be concurrent with operation of the PWM/GWR Project (see PWM/GWR EIR 
§ 4.1.3.2; Table 4.1-2; Appendix Y). For each resource area, the EIR described cumulative 
impacts as the combined impacts of the PWM/GWR Project plus MPWSP (see, e.g. §§ 4.2.4.5, 
4.3.4.5, 4.4.4.5). 
The Proposed Modifications Draft SEIR also evaluates cumulative impacts associated with 
construction of MPWSP components that may overlap with construction of components of the 
Proposed Modifications. The SEIR relies on the comprehensive list of cumulative projects 
contained in the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR, which included the MPWSP desalination project. 
Draft SEIR Table 4.1-2 describes overlapping construction schedules for listed projects and the 
PWM/GWR Project. As explained in the SEIR, to the extent construction of a listed project might 
occur at the same time as construction of any of the Project Modifications, similar overlapping 
impacts would be expected as were disclosed for the PWM/GWR Project. There is a possibility 
construction of the Proposed Modifications could overlap with the shifted schedule for the 
MPWSP desalination project, in which case any overlapping construction-related impacts would 
be as described in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. 
With respect to operation of the Proposed Modifications, however, the SEIR explains throughout 
the analysis that the expanded treatment and delivery components of the Proposed Modifications 
would not operate concurrently with the CalAm MPWSP desalination project. (See, e.g. Draft 
SEIR §§ 4.10.4.5; 4.11.4.5.) Treatment and delivery of the expanded quantities of water 
associated with operation of the Proposed Modifications would cease if and when the MPWSP 
desalination project operates to deliver this water. It should also be noted that the two extraction 
wells proposed as part of the Proposed Modifications (EW-3 and EW-4) are also a component of 
the MPWSP (studied in the MPWSP EIR/EIS as wells ASR-5 and ASR-6); therefore, while those 
components of the Proposed Modifications could be operated as part of the MPWSP, the impacts 
of operating EW-3 and EW-4 are already included in the analysis of the MPWSP and are not 
additive.  
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3.5 MASTER RESPONSE #5: ADEQUACY OF SCOPE AND RANGE OF 

ALTERNATIVES  

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: VV-1; VV-3; 
VV-4; VV-11; VV-110; VV-111; VV-112; VV-113; VV-124; VV-125; VV-126; VV-145. 

A commenter asks that the Draft SEIR analyze CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project as an 
alternative to the Proposed Modifications. CEQA Guidelines § 15126.6 requires an EIR to 
describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project which would feasibly attain most of the 
basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects 
of the project. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives which are infeasible. Here, the 
MPWSP desalination project would not avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects 
of the Proposed Modifications, nor is it a feasible alternative to the Proposed Modifications. 
Therefore, the MPWSP desalination project does not meet CEQA’s criteria for an alternative to 
the Proposed Modifications. 
The Draft SEIR explains that the Proposed Modifications would move forward only if it is not 
feasible to timely construct and implement the desalination project. In describing the Proposed 
Modifications as a “back-up to the CalAm MPWSP,” the Project Description quotes the M1W 
Board of Directors approval to proceed with the Proposed Modifications as “only as a back-up 
plan for, and not as an alternative to, CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project…” and “only to have 
a ready-to-go alternative plan in place in the event that the CalAm desalination project is delayed 
beyond the Cease and Desist Order deadline of December 31, [2021]7.” (Draft SEIR at 2-1, fn. 1.) 
The Project Description goes on to explain that “[t]he Proposed Modification would be 
implemented if the MPWSP encounters obstacles that prevent its timely, feasible 
implementation.” (Draft SEIR at 2-3.) 
The Proposed Modifications would move forward only if the Proposed Modifications are needed 
to meet the Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the Cease and Desist 
Order [WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication 
requirements until such time as CalAm can complete its desalination project. The Proposed 
Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project are intended to serve as a back-up mechanism to deliver 
additional water in the event that the CalAm MPWSP desalination project is delayed such that the 
desalination project would not be able to provide water as quickly as the Proposed Modifications. 
M1W will cease treating and delivering the expanded quantities of water associated with operation 
of the Proposed Modifications once CalAm’s MPWSP desalination project operates to deliver the 
same or more water to the CalAm Monterey District area. 
The CalAm MPWSP desalination project is not a feasible alternative to the Proposed 
Modifications because the Modifications will only go forward in the event the desalination project 
cannot be timely constructed and implemented. The infeasibility of the MPWSP to deliver water 
on the same or similar schedule as the Proposed Modifications is thus a condition precedent to 
the Proposed Modifications. 

                                                      
7 The Draft SEIR quotes the Board of Directors’ approval as identifying a December 31, 2019 deadline of 
the Cease and Desist Order. This is an inadvertent error in the Board of Directors’ approval which was 
transposed into the Draft SEIR at p. 2-1, footnote 1. As correctly referenced elsewhere in the Board of 
Directors’ approval and throughout the Draft SEIR, the Cease and Desist Order deadline is December 31, 
2021. 
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3.6 MASTER RESPONSE #6: TIMING OF THE PROPOSED 

MODIFICATIONS 

This Master Response addresses (in whole or partially) the following comments: H-8, I-3, I-5, 
VV-5, V-90, VV-103. 
Several commenters have asked whether the Proposed Modifications can be completed by 
December 31, 2021, the date by which CalAm must achieve the Cease and Desist Order’s 
[WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits. Based on currently available information, it 
appears unlikely that either the MPWSP desalination project or the Proposed Modifications could 
be fully operational by December 31, 2021. The Proposed Modifications continue to be capable 
of achieving the project objective: “To be Capable of commencing operation, or being substantially 
complete, by the end of 2021 or as necessary to meet CalAm’s replacement water needs.”   
In 2018, M1W’s “Progress Report on the Pure Water Monterey Expansion” (Monterey One Water, 
May 10, 2018), indicated that the Proposed Modifications could be completed by the beginning of 
2021, well before the CDO deadline. That schedule was based on assumptions that the project 
would be constructed using a design/bid/build procurement procedure and an approved Water 
Purchase Agreement with CalAm would be completed by September 30, 2019. At that time, the 
MPWSP Newsletter 2018 for Quarter #2 (Q2) (July 31, 2018) showed MPWSP start of 
construction as “Q2/Q3 2019” with Commissioning & Start-up of the MPWSP in “Q2/Q3 2021.” 
Thus, schedules published for both projects showed potential completion ahead of the CDO 
deadline. 
At the June 2019 Public Scoping Meeting, M1W indicated that the Proposed Modifications could 
be substantially complete, producing the full allocation of water by mid-December 2021, just 
before the CDO deadline. That schedule was based on a design/bid/build procurement procedure 
for the AWPF improvements, CEQA certification in February 2020, and a Water Purchase 
Agreement with CalAm in early 2020. For reference, at that time, the MPWSP Newsletter 2019 
Q2 (July 31, 2019) showed a MPWSP start of construction as “Q3/Q4 2019” with Commissioning 
& Start-up in “Q3/Q4 2021.” Again, schedules published for both projects showed potential 
completion ahead of the CDO deadline. 
The last published MPWSP Newsletter (Q4 2019, February 3, 2020) states that “Due to the delay 
in the Coastal Commission decision and construction schedule, California American Water 
officials have stated that Monterey Water Supply Project will be unable to meet the 2021 
deadline.” It no longer appears that the MPWSP desalination project will be capable of producing 
replacement water supplies in time for CalAm to meet the CDO deadline. 
M1W’s Board has been clear that the Proposed Modifications would be a back-up project to the 
MPWSP and that the Proposed Modifications would not be pursued without a Water Purchase 
Agreement with CalAm. Without knowing when or whether a Water Purchase Agreement will be 
negotiated, it is currently not possible to estimate when the Proposed Modifications would be 
completed. M1W staff recently acknowledged that the Proposed Modifications could not be 
completed by December 31, 2021 (see Comment I-3, fn. 1, included in Chapter 4 to this Final 
SEIR). The rationale for the delay compared to the Progress Report is that M1W does not have 
a Water Purchase Agreement (or an amended Water Purchase Agreement) that is a precursor to 
having a source of funding to complete design and permitting activities, and to secure financing 
for construction.  
The full implementation of the Proposed Modifications is estimated to require between 24 and 27 
months after a Water Purchase Agreement or amended Water Purchase Agreement is signed. 
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It is important to note that the objective for the Proposed Modifications is: “To be Capable of 
commencing operation, or being substantially complete, by the end of 2021 or as necessary to 
meet CalAm’s replacement water needs.” The Proposed Modifications would proceed only if 
needed to meet the Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the CDO’s 
[WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication requirements 
without the MPWSP desalination project built or operating. The Proposed Modifications are 
intended to serve as a backup mechanism to deliver additional water in the event that the MPWSP 
desalination project is delayed such that the MPWSP desalination project would not be able to 
provide water as quickly as the Proposed Modifications. Even if the Proposed Modifications 
commenced operations after December 31, 2021, as long as the Proposed Modifications would 
be implemented sooner than CalAm’s desalination project, the Proposed Modifications would be 
beneficial in terms of meeting CalAm’s replacement water needs and the Proposed Modifications 
would achieve this Project Objective. 
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CHAPTER 4 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE 
DRAFT SEIR 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This section provides responses to the comments received on the Draft Supplemental 
Environmental Impact Report (Draft SEIR). A list of the comment documents received during the 
public review period is presented in Chapter 2. A copy of each comment document is included in 
this section, followed by corresponding responses to individual comments.  

4.2 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS 

Each comment document on the Draft SEIR is included herein and assigned an alphabet identifier 
(i.e., A through DDD). Within each comment document, all individual comments are assigned
numbers located in the right-hand margin of the Comment Document. Responses to each 
comment are provided immediately following each Comment Document.
Some responses reference a master response, in which case the reader is directed to Chapter 3, 
Master Responses to Comments. Where a comment states an agency position or opinion and 
does not comment on issues relevant to the environmental analysis presented in the Draft SEIR, 
the corresponding response reads: "No response is required.”  If the comment is directed at the 
Monterey One Water (M1W) Board regarding the decision on the project, the response reads:
"The comment is referred to the decision makers for their consideration."  Typically, these 
comments do not raise issues relevant to the environmental analysis. Where the response notes 
an addition or deletion to the text, tables, or figures in the Draft SEIR, the reader is directed to 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 
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Comment Document A: Monterey County Water Resources Agency (12/6/2019) 

A-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension

.
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Comment Document B: Monterey County Water Resources Agency (12/18/2020) 

B-1 The comments on partnership and collaboration are referred to decision-makers. This 
comment states: “The latest version of those documents outlines the Pure Water 
Monterey (PWM) Project as a collaboration of the two agencies with MCWRA holding 
the water rights for the Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch source water.” M1W would 
like to clarify that the document referenced is the ARWRA and in that agreement as 
amended, M1W has the current right to use water diverted from the Blanco Drain and 
Reclamation Ditch. See response to comment H-4 regarding the Salinas Valley 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan for the 180/400-ft Subbasin and Master Response
#3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability regarding amounts and 
availability of rights to the various source waters. 

B-2 M1W possesses rights to use various source waters as described in California Water 
Code Section 1210, M1W’s agreement with MCWD, the ARWRA, and the City/M1W 
Agreement (see Appendices B, C and I of the Draft SEIR). The reduction of yield for 
CSIP is not related to the M1W use of “new source waters” (as defined in the ARWRA)
that would otherwise be used to augment CSIP yields. This reduction of yield for CSIP 
compared to the ARWRA-assumed CSIP yield of 4,381 AFY is due to the following
factors: 

Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch water rights permitting conditions
triggered by Settlement Agreements with California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife and the National Marine Fisheries Service, which were signed by the 
MCWRA in 2016;
reductions in wastewater flows to the RTP compared to historic flows; and
use of legal rights to municipal wastewater by MCWD for the RUWAP1 Phase 
1 irrigation demands (see Appendix B to the Draft SEIR).  

If conditions precedent in Section 16.15 of the ARWRA are not completed and the new 
source waters are fully funded by M1W and its state and federal funding partners, 
M1W will retain rights to use Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch source waters for its 
recycled water customers as needed to meet demands. M1W may choose to use the 
new source waters to the extent needed and may limit that use to those entities from 
which it can recover treatment, operations and maintenance costs of the water 
diversions.
This information has now been included in the Final SEIR as shown in Chapter 5, 
Changes to the Draft SEIR (see changes to pages 2-11 and 2-12 and 4.18-13). See 
also Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
In addition, see Appendix M of this Final SEIR for a Technical Memorandum titled 
“Approved Pure Water Monterey Project and Proposed Modifications to Expand the 
PWM Project Source Water Operational Plan (April 2020)” (“M1W Source Water 
Technical Memorandum”) that responds to concerns that the Proposed Modifications 
do not have adequate source water in all year types. The analysis in the M1W Source 
Water Technical Memorandum assumes that the MCWRA has not provided funding 

1 See Addendum No. 3 to the PWM/GWR Final EIR for a complete description of MCWD’s RUWAP and 
the use of municipal wastewater rights for its urban irrigation demands.
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for the new source waters described in the ARWRA and thus, MCWRA would have 
rights to use City of Salinas Agricultural Wash Water and M1W would retain rights to 
use the Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain surface waters.

B-3 The comment refers to Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant (SVRP) and Salinas River 
Diversion Facility (SRDF) backwash waters. This wastewater enters the M1W-owned 
RTP headworks when the two facilities are operating. These flows have been 
discharged into RTP the since the two projects began operating (1998 for SVRP and 
2010 for SVRP) and they add quantifiable flows to member entity municipal 
wastewater and must be treated through the primary and secondary treatment 
processes. The treatment of these flows adds to the power (pumping), solids 
processing, and equipment maintenance requirements, including reduced longevity of 
the primary and secondary treatment equipment. One-half of this wastewater is 
considered assigned to MCWRA through the ARWRA §4.01(2). As an example, in 
2018, a typical or average year type, the total annual volume of SVRP backwash water 
treated by M1W at the RTP was 1,928 AF, so the amount that would be available to 
each M1W and MCWRA is 964 AF per year (See Attachment 1, Appendix M of this 
Final SEIR for the distribution by month). In 2015, a very dry year, the total annual 
volume of SVRP backwash water was 1,709 AF, or approximately 855 AFY for each. 
Similarly, the approved PWM/GWR Project with Proposed Modifications would result 
in additional backwash flows that would also be sent to the RTP headworks. The total
annual volume for the expanded AWPF would be 882 AF, or 441 AF for each M1W 
and MCWRA, less in a drought year when the approved (base) PWM/GWR Project 
will produce 1,000 AF less assuming the drought reserve is available for MCWRA to 
use.

B-4 Although the Proposed Modifications are considered to be a backup to the MPWSP 
desalination project, M1W does not agree that the Proposed Modifications “will be put 
on the shelf and never built.”  Many factors will be considered by the M1W Board in 
deciding whether and when to implement the Proposed Modifications. Currently, M1W 
does not have adequate funding for the next steps of project implementation (design, 
permitting, and construction); however, it is possible that the desalination project may 
not be implemented in time to meet the Cease and Desist Order milestone of 
December 31, 2021 for operation and that a source of funding may be available to 
M1W if this occurs. See also Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review 
Period Extension Requests. For more information on the conditions under which M1W 
would implement the Proposed Modifications, see Master Response #4: Comments 
on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative Impacts Disclosed and Master 
Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives. 
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Comment Document C: Monterey Bay Air Resources District 

C-1 Comment agrees with Draft SEIR application of the Constructive Fugitive Dust Control 
Plan to all Proposed Modifications. No response required.

C-2 The analysis of Impact AQ-1 in the Draft SEIR shows that construction activity would 
not result in significant emissions of criteria pollutants, with the exception of particulate 
matter. The Construction Fugitive Dust Control Plan would reduce the significant 
emissions of particulate matter associated with project construction to a less-than-
significant level. Accordingly, additional mitigation is not required by CEQA.
Nevertheless, the Monterey Bay Air Resources District’s requested measure will be 
added to the construction mitigation program to require, when feasible, use of 
construction and tree remover equipment that conforms to ARB’s Tier 3 or Tier 4
standards, or use construction equipment that uses alternative fuels such as 
compressed natural gas (CNG), propane, electricity or biodiesel. See Chapter 5,
Changes to the Draft SEIR; the recommendation for construction equipment has 
been added to Mitigation Measure AQ-1, Section 4.3.4.3 of the Draft SEIR on
page 4.3-12.

C-3 M1W intends to apply for and secure all applicable permits prior to operating relevant 
portable equipment. 

C-4 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR; page 4.9-16 of the Draft SEIR has been 
modified to add the recommended text changes to identify the potential for asbestos-
containing materials to be present in existing subsurface utility lines and other 
structures at the former Fort Ord.

C-5 As requested by MBARD, M1W will require its contractors to prepare and submit a
Standard Operating Procedure for addressing unknown subsurface asbestos-
containing material if it is encountered during construction. See also response to 
comment C-4.

C-6 As required by existing regulation, M1W will contact the MBARD prior to renovation or 
demolition of subsurface pipelines. See also response to comment C-4.

C-7 All references to MBARD are correct in Section 4.3.
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Comment Document D: California Department of Fish and Wildlife 

D-1 The comment provides information on the California Department of Fish and Wildlife’s 
(CDFW) CEQA role as a Trustee and Responsible Agency and is not a comment on 
the environmental analysis in the Draft SEIR. The comment also discusses CDFW 
jurisdiction over actions with potential to result in disturbance or destruction of active 
nest sites or the unauthorized take of birds. CDFW’s CEQA role and jurisdiction on 
active nests sites and unauthorized take of birds was discussed in the PWM/GWR
Final EIR (Section 4.5.3.2). No response is necessary.

D-2 The CDFW accurately summarizes the Proposed Modifications features; no response 
is necessary.

D-3 CDFW lists the potential special-status species that are known or have a high potential 
to occur within the Proposed Modifications Area.2 Each of the species identified in this 
comment is presented in detail with specific requests in the remainder of the comment 
letter or has been evaluated in the Draft SEIR. Specific responses have been prepared 
below to address CDFW’s comments on each of these species.

D-4 CDFW recommends that species-focused habitat assessments and, if suitable habitat 
is present, protocol-level surveys be conducted for special-status species and that the 
results of these surveys be summarized and used to evaluate impacts and potential 
permitting needs in the Proposed Modifications' CEQA document. Each of the 
recommendations identified in this comment is presented in detail with specific 
requests in the remainder of the comment letter. Specific responses have been 
prepared below to each of these comments. 

D-5 CDFW states that the Draft SEIR does not evaluate impacts to California tiger 
salamander (Ambystoma californiense, CTS), and that CTS are known to occur in the 
vicinity of the Proposed Modifications Area. CDFW states that “review of aerial imagery 
indicates the presence of several wetland features in the Project’s vicinity that have 
the potential to support breeding CTS” and “the Project’s area or its immediate 
surroundings may support small mammal burrows, a requisite upland habitat feature 
for CTS.” CDFW states that without appropriate avoidance and minimization measures 
for CTS, potentially significant impacts associated with the Proposed Modifications’ 
construction may occur. CDFW recommends mitigation measures including CTS 
habitat assessment, CTS focused surveys, CTS avoidance and CTS take 
authorization.

An attempt was made to contact CDFW to request more specific information regarding 
the statement that several wetland features were identified within the Project’s vicinity. 
No additional information was provided by CDFW to determine the specific area 
CDFW refenced in this comment. The Draft SEIR relies upon the analysis of CTS and 

2 Throughout its comment letter, CDFW uses the term “Project Area” rather than “Proposed Modifications 
Area.”  These responses to comments conservatively assume that CDFW intended to refer to the Proposed 
Modifications Area. 
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CTS habitat conducted for the PWM/GWR Final EIR (page 4.5-27) and the additional 
analysis conducted for the Proposed Modifications that is summarized in the 
Terrestrial Biological Resources Technical Memorandum (Appendix G). The 
PWM/GWR Final EIR determined that none of the PWM/GWR Project components 
were located within two kilometers (km) of a known CTS breeding location. While 
areas of the PWM/GWR Project Area were located within two km of a potential CTS 
breeding location, that resource was graded and under active agricultural use prior to 
the start of the PWM/GWR Project and therefore, was determined not to be potential 
habitat.

One component of the Proposed Modifications is located in the vicinity of this resource:
the modifications to the AWPF. The AWPF is within the larger urbanized treatment 
facilities within the M1W Regional Treatment Plant and the Proposed Modification 
(AWPF) is within an area of the RTP that has been an active construction site for over 
two years, with construction now completed. As stated in Section 2.6.2 (page 2-17) of 
the Draft SEIR, expansion of the AWPF will occur within the preexisting developed 
building envelope of the larger AWPF site and will not require additional 
grading/excavation. Also, see Site Photos – Advanced Water Purification Facility ono 
page 4.2-4 of the Draft SEIR. Therefore, the modifications to the AWPF would have 
no potential to affect CTS.

The Proposed Modifications Area (Draft SEIR, pages 2-3 through 2-5) was evaluated 
for potential CTS habitat in the Terrestrial Biological Resources Technical 
Memorandum (Appendix G). A qualified biologist conducted a review of the Proposed 
Modifications area, as a component of the Terrestrial Biological Resources Report 
(TBRR, Appendix G), to determine whether the areas in which construction would 
occur constituted potential CTS habitat. Potential CTS upland habitat consists of 
undeveloped oak woodland, oak savanna, and/or grassland vegetation types, within 
the known range of the species, occupied by mammal burrows, within two km of a 
potential CTS breeding location (USFWS 2017). Upon review of the existing species-
focused data, the qualified biologist who prepared the Terrestrial Biological Resources 
Report determined that no ground disturbance within undeveloped land would occur 
within two km of any potential CTS breeding locations. Given that no ground 
disturbance is anticipated in potential CTS habitat, neither a focused survey, nor 
mitigation is required.

D-6 CDFW identifies special-status plant species with the potential to occur within the 
Proposed Modifications Area. The list of species includes; Monterey gilia (Gilia 
tenuiflora ssp. arenaria); seaside bird's-beak (Cordylanthus rigidus ssp. littoralis); 
Monterey spineflower (Chorizanthe pungens var. pungens), Eastwood's goldenbush 
(Ericameria fasciculata), Pajaro manzanita (Arctostaphylos pajaroensis), pink Johnny-
nip (Castilleja ambigua var. insalutata), Kellogg's horkelia (Horkelia cuneata var. 
sericea), Monterey pine (Pinus radiata), Hickman's onion (Allium hickmanii), Hooker's 
manzanita (Arctostaphylos hookeri ssp. hookeri), JoIon clarkia (Clarkia jolonensis), 
northern curly-leaved monardella (Monardella sinuata ssp. nigrescens), sand-loving 
wallflower (Erysimum ammophilum), sandmat manzanita (Arctostaphylos pumila), and 
Toro manzanita (Arctostaphylos montereyensis). CDFW states that unauthorized take 
of plant species listed as threatened, endangered, or rare pursuant to CESA or the 
Native Plant Protection Act is a violation of Fish and Game Code. CDFW recommends 
mitigation measures including special-status plant habitat assessment, focused 
surveys, special-status plant avoidance, and special-status plant take authorization.
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The Proposed Modifications Area, not including the AWPF, is within the former Fort 
Ord and located within parcels designated by the Fort Ord Habitat Management Plan 
(HMP) (United States Army Corps of Engineers [USACOE], 1997) as “development.” 
Monterey spineflower, Eastwood's goldenbush, Pajaro manzanita, Hooker's 
manzanita, sand-loving wallflower, sandmat manzanita, and Toro manzanita are all 
HMP species. In the Fort Ord HMP, impacts to Fort Ord HMP species and habitats 
occurring within the designated development parcels were anticipated and mitigated 
through the establishment of habitat reserves and corridors, and the implementation 
of habitat management requirements within habitat reserve parcels on former Fort 
Ord. Parcels designated as “development” have no management restrictions. As 
described in Section 4.5.4.2 of the Draft SEIR (page 4.5-9) because the Proposed 
Modifications are: 1) only proposing development activities within designated 
development parcels; 2) required to comply with the habitat management restrictions 
identified in the Fort Ord HMP; and 3) would not result in any additional impacts to Fort 
Ord HMP species and habitats beyond those anticipated in the Fort Ord HMP, no 
additional mitigation measures for these Fort Ord HMP species or central maritime 
chaparral habitat are required. Impacts to these special-status species and central 
maritime chaparral are considered less-than-significant because these impacts 
already have been mitigated through the HMP.

The Draft SEIR determines that potential impacts to special-status plant species, 
which include those plants that have been formally listed or proposed for listing as 
endangered or threatened, or are candidates for such listing under the federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) or the California Endangered Species Act (CESA), as 
well as, plants listed as rare under the California Native Plant Protection Act (CNPPA) 
or listed in California Native Plant Society (CNPS) CRPR 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B, would 
be considered significant. For special status plant species identified by the comment 
that are not HMP species, Mitigation Measures are identified within the Draft SEIR to 
reduce any potential significant impacts to these species to less-than significant. 
Mitigation Measures BT-1a, BT-1c, BT-1e, and BT-1f include provisions to address 
special-status plant habitat assessment, focused surveys, special-status plant 
avoidance, and special-status plant take authorization. Mitigation Measure BT-1f 
includes provisions for potential impacts to state-listed Monterey gilia that include 
complying with the CESA and consulting with the CDFW to determine whether 
authorization for the incidental take of the species is required, prior to commencing 
construction. These Mitigation Measures reduce this potentially significant impact to 
less than significant.

A qualified biologist conducted a review of the Project area, prior to the final design of 
the Proposed Modifications, as a component of the TBRR, which included focused 
botanical surveys within the boundaries of the Focused Botanical Survey Area (FBSA, 
Appendix G, Figure 3). The FBSA was surveyed for botanical resources following the 
applicable guidelines outlined in: Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting Botanical 
Inventories for Federally listed, Proposed and Candidate Plants (USFWS, 2000), 
Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special-status Native Plant 
Populations and Natural Communities (CDFW, 2018), and CNPS Botanical Survey 
Guidelines (CNPS, 2001). The results of the focused botanical surveys will be used to 
place facilities to avoid special-status-plant species where feasible, in accordance with 
the requirements of the Mitigation Measures. For areas that were not surveyed in 2019 
due to adjustments to the project design, additional survey efforts will be required prior 
to construction in accordance with Mitigation Measure BT-1f.
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In sum, a qualified biologist has completed an evaluation of potential habitat in 
advance of project implementation. Most of the Proposed Modifications Area has been 
surveyed for special-status plants, using the protocol recommended by CDFW. The 
remaining area will be surveyed using the protocol identified by CDFW prior to 
construction per Mitigation Measure BT-1f. The surveys will be used in the final siting 
of Proposed Modifications components, and special-status plant species will be 
avoided when it is feasible to do so. Finally, as required by Mitigation 
Measure BT-1f(2), if take of the sand gilia cannot be avoided, the project proponent 
would seek take authorization through issuance of an Incidental Take Permit by CDFW 
pursuant to Fish and Game Code section 2081(b).

D-7 CDFW states that California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii, CRLF) have been 
documented to occur within the Salinas River. CDFW states that impacts from the 
Project have the potential to significantly impact CRLF. CDFW recommends mitigation 
measures including CRLF habitat assessment, CRLF surveys, and CRLF avoidance. 

Potential CRLF habitat can occur in areas within 1.6 km (1 mile) of a waterway that is 
occupied by CRLF. 1.6 km (1 mile) was selected as a proximity radius to a project site 
based on telemetry data collected by Bulger et al. (2003), rounded to the nearest whole 
mile. It is used to produce a site assessment for a protocol level survey and is therefore 
considered the accepted distance that should be used when evaluating the potential 
for CTS to occur. The PWM/GWR Final EIR determined that the only known 
occurrence of CRLF within 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) of the PWM/GWR Project Area was 
located on the Salinas River. The PWM/GWR Final EIR determined that this species 
is assumed present within the riparian habitat at the Salinas Treatment Facility and 
Blanco Drain Diversion sites; however, suitable upland or breeding habitat does not 
occur within the remaining PWM/GWR Project Area.

The Proposed Modifications Area associated with the AWPF, which is the component 
closest to the Salinas River, is located approximately 0.6 miles south of the Salinas 
River. The AWPF is the only component of the Proposed Modifications located within 
1.6 kilometers (1 mile) of the Salinas River or Blanco Drain. As stated in Section 2.6.2 
of the Draft SEIR, expansion of the AWPF will occur within the preexisting developed 
building envelope and will not require additional grading/excavation. Therefore, the 
expansion of the AWPF will have no effect on the CRLF. 

The remaining portions of the Proposed Modifications Area are located on the former 
Fort Ord. The closest known occurrence of CRLF is approximately 4.4 kilometers 
(2.7 miles) south of the Proposed Modifications Area (CDFW 2019). A qualified 
biologist conducted a habitat evaluation for special-status species in connection with 
preparation of the Draft SEIR for the Proposed Modifications as a component of the 
TBRR. The results were detailed within the text of the TBRR or within Appendix D of 
the TBRR. Within the Proposed Modifications Area, no undeveloped land is located 
within 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) of a potential aquatic breeding resource (DD&A 2019). 
For the preceding reasons, CRLF are not expected to occur within the Proposed 
Modifications Area; therefore, no impacts to the species are anticipated as a result of 
the Proposed Modifications. Because suitable habitat is not present within the 
Proposed Modifications Area, a CRLF survey is not required and no mitigation 
measures are necessary.
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D-8 CDFW states that portions of the Proposed Modifications Area lie adjacent to the 
Salinas River, which may provide suitable aquatic habitat for western pond turtle 
(Emys marmorata, WPT) and that WPT are capable of nesting up to 1,600 feet away 
from waterbodies. CDFW states that the Proposed Modifications have the potential to 
significantly affect WPT and CDFW recommends mitigation measures including 
habitat assessment, preconstruction surveys and avoidance.

The PWM/GWR Final EIR disclosed that WPT are known to occur within the Salinas 
River, and analyzed the potential for components of the approved PWM/GWR Project 
to affect WPT.

The Proposed Modifications Area is not adjacent to the Salinas River. The AWPF, the 
only component of the Proposed Modifications located near the Salinas River, is 
located approximately 3,500 feet south of the Salinas River. As stated in Section 2.6.2 
of the Draft SEIR, expansion of the AWPF will occur within the preexisting developed 
building envelope and will not require additional grading/excavation. Therefore, 
expansion of the AWPF will not affect WPT.

The remaining portions of the Proposed Modifications Area are located on the former 
Fort Ord. A qualified biologist conducted a habitat evaluation for special-status species 
in connection with preparation of the Draft SEIR for the Proposed Modifications, as a 
component of the TBRR. The results were detailed within the text of the TBRR or 
within Appendix D of the TBRR. No undeveloped land within the Proposed 
Modifications Area is located within 1,600 feet of any potential WPT aquatic breeding 
resources. For the preceding reasons WPT are not expected to occur within the 
Proposed Modifications Area; therefore, no focused preconstruction surveys are 
warranted and no impacts to the species are anticipated as a result of the Proposed 
Modifications. No mitigation measures are necessary.

D-9 CDFW states that western burrowing owl (Athene cunicularia, BUOW) have been 
documented to occur in the vicinity of the Proposed Modifications Area (CDFW 2019), 
that suitable habitat for BUOW is present both within and in the vicinity of the Proposed 
Modifications Area and that ground-disturbing activities associated with the Proposed 
Modifications have the potential to significantly impact local BUOW populations. 
CDFW recommends mitigation measures including BUOW habitat assessment, 
preconstruction surveys, BUOW avoidance, and passive relocation. 

The PWM/GWR Final EIR determined that suitable habitat for BUOW was present 
within the non-native grassland habitat along the Product Water Conveyance: RUWAP 
and Coastal alignment options. Additionally, the PWM/GWR Final EIR disclosed that 
this species may be present within the coastal dune scrub areas within the CalAm 
Distribution System: Monterey Pipeline, based on CNDDB observations within the 
area, despite the lack of typical habitat for the species. The PWM/GWR Final EIR 
discusses BUOW habitat and occurrences in Section 4.5.2.4 (page 4.5-25). 

A qualified biologist conducted a habitat evaluation for special-status species in 
connection with preparation of the Draft SEIR for the Proposed Modifications as a 
component of the TBRR. The results were detailed within the text of the TBRR or 
within Appendix D of the TBRR. The Proposed Modifications Area does not include 
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any of the areas identified as potential BUOW habitat in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. 
Additionally, reconnaissance-level surveys of the Proposed Modifications Area were 
conducted for the TBRR. Habitat types identified in the TBRR were consistent with 
those documented previously in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. None of the habitat types 
identified in the TBRR/Draft SEIR were consistent with BUOW habitat. Due to lack of 
suitable habitat within the Proposed Modifications Area, impacts to this species are 
not anticipated as a result of the Proposed Modifications, a BUOW survey is not 
required, and no mitigation is required.

D-10 The Proposed Modifications would not divert more source water from the Salinas River 
compared to the quantity of diversions that was analyzed in the PWM/GWR Final EIR.
The Proposed Modifications thus would not create a new significant impact or increase 
the severity of previously identified significant impacts of the approved PWM/GWR 
Project. The PWM/GWR Final EIR provided a full quantitative, technical analysis of 
impacts to fisheries including changes in flow quantities, relative flow quantities (by 
season), and water levels within the downstream water bodies by affected reach for 
each water body due to the combined maximum potential diversions from all proposed 
points of diversion associated with the approved PWM/GWR Project (2015). 
Specifically, the PWM/GWR Final EIR concluded operational impacts of diverting all 
source waters in the Salinas Valley would result in less-than-significant impacts on the 
riparian, wetland and fisheries habitats of the Salinas River. The PWM/GWR Project 
(and the Proposed Modifications) would reduce the volume of water pumped from 
Salinas Valley groundwater aquifers. See also Master Response #3: Comments on 
Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

D-11 See Response VV-100 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and 
Source Water Availability.

D-12 CDFW encourages that implementation of the Proposed Modifications occur during 
the bird non-nesting season and, if that is not possible, recommends that a qualified 
wildlife biologist conduct pre-activity surveys for active nests no more than 10 days 
prior to the start of ground disturbance within a sufficient area around the work site to 
identify nests and determine their status, including any areas potentially subject to nest 
destruction as well as areas subject to noise, vibration and movement of workers or 
equipment. If nests are identified, CDFW recommends that a qualified biologist 
conduct a survey to establish a behavioral baseline, and then continuously monitor 
nests during construction to detect behavioral changes resulting from the project. If 
continuous monitoring is not feasible, CDFW recommends a minimum no-disturbance 
buffer of 250 feet around active nests of non-listed bird species and a 500-foot 
no-disturbance buffer around active nests of non-listed raptors, with the caveat that
variance of these non-disturbance buffers may occur when there is a compelling 
biological or ecological reason to do so, and CDFW recommends that a qualified 
wildlife biologist advise and support any variance from these buffers and notify CDFW 
in advance of implementing a variance.

The Draft SEIR includes Mitigation Measure BT-1k, which requires that a qualified 
biologist conduct pre-construction surveys for suitable nesting habitat within the 
Proposed Modifications Area and within a suitable buffer area from the Proposed 
Modifications Area, prior to the start of construction activities at each project 
component site. Under that mitigation measure, pre-construction surveys are required 
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no more than 14 days prior to the start of construction activities during the early part 
of the breeding season (February through April) and no more than 30 days prior to the 
initiation of these activities during the late part of the breeding season (May through 
August). 

To incorporate CDFW’s recommendations, Mitigation Measure BT-1k has been
modified to require that construction surveys occur no more than 10 days prior to the 
start of ground disturbance. As recommended by CDFW, the mitigation measure has 
been expanded to require a baseline survey and continuous monitoring of active nests 
of non-listed bird species within 300 feet of the construction boundary and active  nests 
of raptors within 500 feet of the construction boundary, or if such monitoring is not 
feasible, a no-disturbance buffer shall be established within 250 feet of active nests of 
non-listed bird species and 500 feet of active nests of raptors, with the potential for 
variances from these no-disturbance zones when there is a compelling biological or 
ecological reason to do so. Application of Mitigation Measure BT-1k will reduce any 
potential significant impacts to nesting birds to less-than-significant. See Chapter 5,
Changes to the Draft SEIR for changes to Mitigation Measure BT-1k, Section 4.5.4.3
of the Draft SEIR on page 4.5-21. 

D-13 CDFW states that portions of the Proposed Modifications Area are immediately 
adjacent to the Salinas River, and that the Proposed Modifications may require 
notification under Section 1600-1616 (Lake and Streambed Alteration, LSAA) of the 
Fish and Game Code. 

The Proposed Modifications are not located in an area that is immediately adjacent to 
the Salinas River, and the Proposed Modifications are not expected to impact 
resources that are subject to the regulation of CDFW under Section 1600-1616 of the 
Fish and Game Code. Fish and Game Code Section 1602(a) states that an entity shall 
not substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially change or use 
any material from the bed, channel, or bank of, any river, stream, or lake, or deposit 
or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground 
pavement where it may pass into any river, stream, or lake. Review of the Proposed 
Modifications Area confirms that the Proposed Modifications would not encounter any 
river, stream, or lake. The closest resource that fits this description is the Salinas River 
(approximately 0.6 miles north of the Proposed Modifications Area at the site of the 
AWPF). As stated in Section 2.6.2 of the Draft SEIR, modification of the AWPF would 
occur within the preexisting developed building envelope, would not require additional 
grading/excavation, and no addition of buildings would be required. Due to the lack of 
ground disturbance and the considerable distance between the Proposed 
Modifications Area and the Salinas River, the Proposed Modifications are not 
anticipated to result in any direct impacts to resources under the jurisdiction of Fish 
and Game Code 1600-1616 and therefore, neither notification or a Lake or Streambed 
Alteration Agreement is required.

CDFW’s comment continues by describing potential downstream impacts associated 
with construction activities. Mitigation measures in the Draft SEIR include provisions 
to prevent the impacts identified by CDFW. For grading, excavating, and other 
activities that involve substantial soil disturbance, the mitigation measures require that 
these activities be planned and carried out in consultation with a qualified hydrologist, 
engineer, or erosion control specialist, and utilize standard erosion control techniques 
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to minimize erosion and sedimentation (pre-, during, and post-construction). 
Additionally, mitigation measures have been included in the Draft SEIR requiring that 
refueling or maintaining vehicles and equipment only occur within a specified staging
area that is at least 100 feet from a waterbody (including riparian and wetland habitat) 
and that sufficient management measures to prevent fluids or other construction 
materials including water from being transported into waters of the State. Mitigation
Measure BT-1a and BT-1c include best management practices to reduce any potential 
indirect significant impacts to resources under the jurisdiction of Fish and Game 
Code 1600-1616 that may be a result of construction-related activities. Given the 
considerable distance between the Proposed Modifications Area and the Salinas River 
and the inclusion of mitigation measures to avoid indirect impacts to resources 
downstream, no additional mitigation measures are necessary to reduce the any 
potential significant impacts to less-than-significant.

Finally, CDFW’s comment states that water diversions can impact flow regimes. 
Section 2.6.1 of the Draft SEIR explains: The Proposed Modifications would recycle 
and reuse water from the same sources as the approved PWM/GWR Project. The 
Proposed Modifications would not change the maximum operations to divert, 
meter/monitor, and convey the approved source waters to the Regional Treatment 
Plant as described and evaluated in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. Given that the 
Proposed Modifications would not increase the amount of water diverted beyond the 
quantity that was already analyzed by the PWM/GWR Final EIR, no new significant 
impacts would occur. 

D-14 CDFW recommends that the Proposed Modifications proponents consult with the 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) on potential impacts to federally 
listed species including, but not limited to, CTS, CRLF, Monterey gilia, and Monterey 
spineflower. As discussed in the TBRR for the Proposed Modifications, Response to 
Comment D-6 above, and the PWM/GWR Final EIR, Monterey gilia and Monterey 
spineflower have the potential to occur within the Project area located on the former 
Fort Ord and are Fort Ord HMP species. In the Fort Ord HMP, impacts to Fort Ord 
HMP species and habitats occurring within the designated development parcels were 
anticipated and mitigated through the establishment of habitat reserves and corridors, 
and the implementation of habitat management requirements within habitat reserve 
parcels on former Fort Ord. Parcels designated as “development” have no 
management restrictions. As described in Section 4.5.4.2 of the Draft SEIR 
(page 4.5-9) because the Proposed Modifications are: 1) only proposing development 
activities within designated development parcels; 2) required to comply with the habitat 
management restrictions identified in the Fort Ord HMP; and 3) would not result in any 
additional impacts to Fort Ord HMP species beyond those anticipated in the Fort Ord 
HMP, no additional mitigation measures for these Fort Ord HMP species are required.
Impacts to these special-status species are considered less-than-significant because 
these impacts already have been mitigated through the HMP. The Proposed 
Modifications will comply with the HMP. Potential impacts to CTS and CRLF are 
discussed above in comment D-5 and D-7, respectively. Given that these species are 
not anticipated within the Proposed Modifications Area, federal consultation is not 
required. All other federally listed species with the potential to occur were evaluated 
and determined “unlikely to occur” and/or “unlikely to be impacted” for the species-
specific reasons presented in the TBRR and/or the PWM/GWR Final EIR.
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D-15 CDFW requests that any special status species and natural communities detected 
during Project surveys be reported to the California Natural Diversity Database 
(CNDDB). If such species are detected, the project proponents will report them to the 
CNDDB. 

D-16 CDFW notes that if it is determined that the Proposed Modifications will impact fish
and/or wildlife, payment of filing fees will be necessary upon filing of the Notice of 
Determination. M1W agrees that a filing fee will be due for this phased project. 

D-17 CDFW provides links to survey and monitoring protocols and offers assistance in the 
event there are questions about the comment letter. CDFW’s materials and offer are 
appreciated.
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If the Expansion Project were to be implemented in place of CAWC’s desalination plant, CAWC 
would still need to have sufficient in-lieu replenishment water to fulfill its payback obligations.  If the 
desalination plant is not constructed, the payback water would have to come from the Expansion 
Project.  It does not appear that this is being addressed in the sizing of the capacity of the Expansion 
Project.  If the Expansion Project cannot provide this in-lieu replenishment water, the DEIR should 
address the detrimental impacts on the Basin that will occur if the Expansion Project is utilized as an 
alternative to the desalination plant. Those impacts would include:

Continued falling groundwater levels in the Seaside Basin
An increased risk of seawater intrusion into the Seaside Basin

CAWC’s payback program will greatly benefit the Seaside Basin by helping to raise groundwater 
levels.  However, since the Seaside Basin was overpumped for many years prior to the issuance of the
Adjudication Order, even with CAWC’s payback program portions of the Seaside Basin will still 
have groundwater levels below sea level.  Thus, the threat of seawater intrusion will still exist.  The 
only solution to that problem will be to inject additional water that would be left in the Seaside Basin 
and not pumped out, until such time as groundwater levels reach elevations that would prevent 
seawater intrusion from occurring (these are referred to as “protective elevations”).  Modeling studies 
conducted for the Watermaster indicate that on the order of 25,000 acre-feet of additional water 
would need to be injected and left in the Seaside Basin over a period of years in order to achieve 
protective elevations along the coastline.

This highlights the need for additional water beyond that needed just to serve customer demands and 
carry out CAWC’s payback program.  The need for this additional water should also be addressed in 
the DEIR for the Expansion Project.

If you have any questions regarding these comments, please contact our Technical Program Manager, 
Mr. Robert Jaques, at (831) 375-0517 or by his email at bobj83@comcast.net.

Sincerely,

RRobert S. Jaques
Robert S. Jaques
Technical Program Manager

E

E
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Comment Document E: Seaside Basin Watermaster 

E-1 The Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project are not intended to be 
implemented in place of the MPWSP desalination project. The modifications are 
intended as a back-up supply in case the MPWSP desalination is not implemented in 
time to meet the Cease and Desist Order referenced in this comment. The Proposed 
Modifications would not reduce the availability of water to the Seaside Groundwater 
Basin nor increase extractions from the Basin in exceedance of the amounts injected, 
but instead would provide for a new source of water to be injected into and extracted 
from the basin in the event that the MPWSP desalination project does not meet the 
CDO milestone for delivery of new water by December 31, 2021. See also response 
to E-2 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability, and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range 
of Alternatives.

E-2 The analysis prepared for the Proposed Modifications assumed that their 
implementation would constitute a new water supply that would meet the Cease and 
Desist Order and thus would trigger the requirement for CalAm to commence their in-
lieu recharge of 700 acre-feet per year for 25 or more years. The Draft SEIR 
acknowledges and assumes that CalAm would have a reduction of 700 AF of native 
groundwater available from the Seaside Basin upon implementation of the Proposed 
Modifications. This assumption is relevant for the growth inducement analysis in 
Chapter 5 of the Draft SEIR. Accordingly, page 5-5 of the Draft SEIR shows that native 
groundwater supplies are assumed to be only 774 AFY, compared to 1,474 AFY that 
can be pumped under CalAm’s adjudicated rights. This same assumption is also 
included in the groundwater modeling as described in the Draft SEIR Appendix D,
page 16, Final SEIR Appendix O MPWMD Supply and Demand Report, page 2, and 
the Expanded PWM/GWR Project SEIR: Groundwater Modeling Analysis 
(Montgomery & Associates November 1, 2019).

E-3 See response to E-2 and the Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and
Source Water Availability. By assuming that only 774 AFY of native groundwater is 
pumped from the Seaside Basin, the MPWMD Water Supply and Demand Analysis 
(MPWMD, March 2020) demonstrates that the Proposed Modifications would provide 
sufficient water to enable Cal-Am to fulfill its payback obligations. Further, the 
Proposed Modifications are a backup supply; the Proposed Modifications do not 
preclude future implementation of the MPWSP desalination project.

E-4 Neither the Proposed Modifications nor the MPWSP desalination project were sized 
to provide 25,000 acre-feet of additional water to the Seaside Basin, for the purpose 
of raising groundwater levels. This amount of new water supply yield would be in 
excess of CalAm’s needs for meeting the CDO, Seaside Basin adjudication, and 
customer demands. It is possible that, in the future, excess source waters could be 
treated and conveyed by the Proposed Modifications for this purpose; however, such 
a project has not been proposed or evaluated, and it is beyond the scope of this SEIR 
for the Proposed Modifications.
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Comment Document F: City of Salinas 

F-1 M1W and City of Salinas have been working together for over 15 years jointly 
operating and managing the industrial and municipal wastewater systems in the City. 
M1W and the City entered into numerous agreements to allow joint operations and 
maintenance and to provide for M1W to treat the industrial wastewater (referred to as 
Agricultural Wash Water herein) for recycling/reuse. In the past, M1W diverted the 
Agricultural Wash Water at the request of the City due to capacity and compliance 
issues in the City’s Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility. The Industrial 
Wastewater Treatment Facility is located within the 100-year flood zone along the 
Salinas River The discharge of untreated Agricultural Wash Water to the Salinas River 
is not permitted by the RWQCB and the RWQCB permit for the Industrial Wastewater 
Treatment Facility also requires a minimum of 2-feet of freeboard in the ponds and the 
system must demonstrate adequate treatment through the aeration basin. This source 
of water is likely to be available for recycling and reuse for the foreseeable future; M1W 
is unaware of any projects or plans that would result in another treatment plant that 
could enable beneficial use of the Agricultural Wash Water for another purpose, such 
as enabling the City to use this water to support farmers, ranchers and the City’s 
agricultural industry. However, to provide a conservative analysis, M1W has calculated 
the quantity of source water supplies that would be available to be treated at the AWPF
under an assumption that no Agricultural Wash Water would be available for the 
approved PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications. That analysis 
demonstrates that the approved PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications 
would be capable of providing the yield anticipated for these Projects even if no 
Agricultural Wash Water is available for treatment at the AWPF. See Appendix M of 
this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

F-2 The use of Agricultural Wash Water from the City of Salinas has been included as a 
source water component of the approved PWM/GWR Project, and is allowed to be 
diverted to the RTP for primary and secondary treatment then either: (1) for advanced 
tertiary treatment for supplying water to the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project, or 
(2) for use as influent to the AWPF and then after treatment for conveyance and 
injection into the Seaside Basin. However, as explained above, M1W possesses 
adequate rights to municipal wastewater and to new source waters to meet the 
anticipated yield of the approved PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications even 
without use of the Agricultural Wash Water needed by CSIP. See also Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. 

F-3 See responses to comments F-1 and F-2 and Master Response #3: Comments on 
Water Supply and Source Water Availability. M1W does not agree with the assertion 
that the ARWRA does not support use of Agricultural Wash Water for the Proposed 
Modifications. Nevertheless, as explained above, M1W possesses adequate rights to 
municipal wastewater and to new source waters to meet the anticipated yield of the 
approved PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications even without use of the 
Agricultural Wash Water.
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Comment Document G: Marina Coast Water District 

G-1  MCWD’s comment states that MCWD is in full support of the objectives of the 
Proposed Modifications. The comment is referred to decision makers for their 
consideration.

G-2  The comment opines that the proposed CalAm Conveyance Facilities appear to 
address deficiencies in the MPWSP EIR and are not needed for the Proposed 
Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project. The proposed CalAm facilities are needed for 
CalAm to extract and deliver water from the Proposed Modifications on a seasonal 
basis, while at the same time implementing the ongoing Aquifer Storage and Recovery 
(ASR) program and meeting maximum day demands during the summer months.
Some of the proposed CalAm Facilities are located at the same sites as components 
of the approved MPWSP, such as Extraction Wells 3 and 4, which are located at the 
same sites as the ASR-5 and ASR-6 wells in the MPWSP, and the associated 
pipelines connecting these wells to the existing CalAm system are also located within 
the same segments of roadway right of way as those for the MPWSP. The Draft SEIR 
applies many of the same mitigation measures to these overlapping components as 
were required by the MPWSP EIR. Other CalAm Facilities components would not 
overlap with the components of the MPWSP but are also included in the Proposed 
Modifications because they are needed to deliver the full amount of water that would 
be produced by the Proposed Modifications, while enabling CalAm to continue its 
existing operations.

MCWD suggests that the Draft SEIR explore using MCWD’s potable pipeline rather 
than the proposed new 36-inch CalAm Conveyance Facilities pipeline described and 
evaluated in the Draft SEIR. MCWD does not provide information demonstrating that 
such an approach would be potentially feasible. If this proposal were feasible, it would 
reduce construction activity by eliminating up to 2,900 linear feet of new CalAm 
Conveyance Facilities pipelines from the Proposed Modifications (i.e. the length of 
36-inch potable water pipeline between EW-3 and the Seaside Middle School site 
EW-1 and EW-2). In this corridor, CalAm would also be installing backwash and raw 
water pipelines (albeit with smaller diameters) between the well sites, so trenching and 
construction would not be eliminated within this portion of General Jim Moore 
Boulevard. See Figure 2-8 of the Draft SEIR. The Draft SEIR determines that no new 
significant environmental effects would result from construction and operation of the 
new CalAm Conveyance Facilities pipelines. Thus, the Draft SEIR is not required to 
evaluate this potential option as an alternative (or alternative component) to the 
Proposed Modifications. The 2,900 linear feet of CalAm Conveyance Facilities that the 
commenter suggests could be eliminated, all of which would be constructed within an 
existing road, would contribute to the following significant impacts, each of which would 
be mitigated to a less-than-significant level:

AE-2: Construction Impacts due to Temporary Light and Glare. Construction of 
the Proposed Modifications would not result in a substantial degradation of the 
visual character of the project area and its surroundings.

AQ-1: Construction Criteria Pollutant Emissions. Construction of the Proposed 
Modifications would result in emissions of criteria pollutants, specifically PM10, that 
may result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for 
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which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable Federal or State 
ambient air quality standard.

BT-3: Construction Conflicts with Local Policies, Ordinances, or Approved 
Habitat Conservation Plan. Construction of the Proposed Modifications would 
potentially conflict with local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources. 
A potential conflict may occur if the Fort Ord HMP plant species on the former Fort 
Ord that do not require a take authorization from the Service or CDFW are impacted, 
and salvage is not conducted. There are no approved HCPs applicable to the 
Proposed Modifications.

CR-1: Construction Impacts on Archaeological Resources or Human 
Remains. Construction of the Proposed Modifications may result in a substantial 
adverse change in the significance to unknown archaeological resources during 
construction and/or encounter unknown human remains.

EN-1: Construction Impacts due to Temporary Energy Use. Proposed Project 
and Project Modifications construction could result in wasteful or inefficient use of 
energy if construction equipment is not maintained or if haul trips are not planned
efficiently. The Proposed Project and Project Modifications would not conflict with 
existing energy standards.

LU-1: Operational Consistency with Plans, Policies, and Regulations. The 
Proposed Modifications would have one or more components that would potentially 
conflict, or be inconsistent with, applicable land use plans, policies, and regulations 
without implementation of mitigation measures identified in this Supplemental EIR.

NV-1: Construction Noise. Construction would result in a temporary increase in 
ambient noise levels in the vicinity of all Proposed Modifications sites. Temporary 
construction noise would not be substantial at most construction sites, except at the 
CalAm Extraction Wells.

PS-3: Construction Solid Waste Policies and Regulations. Construction of the 
Proposed Modifications would potentially conflict with State and local statutes, 
policies and regulations related to solid waste.

TR-2: Construction-Related Traffic Increases, Safety and Access Limitations. 
Construction activities could result in temporary traffic increases, safety hazards, 
and/or disruption of access.

TR-3: Construction-Related Roadway Deterioration. Construction truck trips 
could result in increased wear-and-tear on the designated haul routes, which could 
result in temporary impacts to performance of the regional circulation system.

TR-4: Construction Parking Interference. Construction activities may temporarily 
affect parking availability.

Eliminating the 2,900 linear feet of 36-inch pipeline that is included in the CalAm 
Conveyance Facilities would reduce, but not avoid, the significant impacts associated 
with this component of the Proposed Modifications. For the reasons explained in 
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responses to comments G-3 and G-4, elimination of this pipeline segment would not
accomplish the project objectives.

G-3  MCWD states that the proposed 36-inch potable water transmission main for CalAm 
is oversized for the Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project. An introductory 
paragraph has been added to Section 2.6.5.1 on page 2-30 to explain the need for a 
parallel 36-inch potable pipeline. (See Chapter 5, pages 5-2 and 5-3.) The 
groundwater modeling report by Montgomery Associates (Appendix D) shows that 
there will be periods where ASR injection will be occurring while most demands in the 
CalAm Service area must be met with Seaside Basin extractions. During these 
periods, the existing 30-inch water main will be used for ASR injection and the new 
parallel pipeline would be used to convey Seaside Groundwater Basin extractions for 
customer delivery from all four new extraction wells north of ASR-3 and ASR-4. In 
other words, water would flow toward the ASR wells using the existing 30-inch pipeline 
and water would flow out for delivery to customers using the new 36-inch pipeline.

G-4  The PWM Expansion capacity of 2,250 AFY is the annual volume injected into the 
Seaside Basin for indirect potable reuse. It is incorrect to assume that this would 
represent a consistent 2.0 mgd every day of the year. The amount injected would vary 
seasonally based upon operational and maintenance needs of the RTP and AWPF 
(i.e., the Proposed Modifications assume substantially higher injections in the 
wintertime). Similarly, the amount extracted by CalAm would vary seasonally based 
upon customer demands, extraction and ASR wells operating, and the availability of 
water rights and volumes from the Carmel River, the local water project in Pacific 
Grove, the Sand City desalination plant, and the Carmel Area Wastewater District 
recycling plant. Peak use of the Seaside Groundwater Basin would occur in the 
summer and early fall. Also, the intent of installing additional extraction wells beyond 
the minimum capacity needed is that one may operate some while the others are 
maintained or rehabilitated or while one or more rests to reduce disinfection 
byproducts, while still ensuring adequate redundancy in the proposed CalAm 
extraction capacity and conveyance to meet peak day demands in all situations. Once 
installed, the new extraction wells would be part of the overall CalAm well system, and 
therefore could be used to extract both PWM/GWR Project (and Expansion) water and 
any other water within the Seaside Groundwater Basin to which CalAm has extraction 
rights. The CalAm Conveyance Facilities components of the Proposed Modifications 
were conceptually designed to accommodate full CalAm needs (peak day demand 
and total customer demand). Use of all four new extraction wells (EW-1 through EW-4) 
and full capacity in the conveyance pipelines could occur using only Seaside 
Groundwater Basin extractions. (See Chapter 5, page 5-3.)

G-5  The opinion that the CalAm Conveyance Facilities are not needed for the Proposed 
Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project is addressed in responses G-3 and G-4. 
These facilities would be used to deliver the previously injected PWM/GWR Project 
water (from the approved and expanded PWM/GWR Project) along with other rights 
to Seaside Groundwater Basin water and they are sized to enable delivery during short 
duration “peak” demand time periods. The CalAm Conveyance Facilities must be 
included in the SEIR for the Proposed Modifications because they would be 
undertaken to carry out the Proposed Modifications. Under CEQA, an EIR must 
evaluate the environmental consequences of the whole of the action, meaning all of 
the activities that would be undertaken to implement the project, even if some of those 
activities are within the regulatory authority or control of another agency. Inclusion of 
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the CalAm Conveyance Facilities in the SEIR is similar to the inclusion of the Monterey 
Pipeline in the PWM/GWR Final EIR in October 2015. There too, the CalAm 
improvements overlapped with the components of the MPWSP and there too, the 
CalAm facilities were not funded or constructed by M1W. However, because the 
CalAm facilities were needed to deliver the PWM/GWR Project water to CalAm’s 
customers, the CalAm facilities were included in the M1W environmental document. 
Here too, CalAm Extraction and Conveyance Facilities have been included in the M1W 
environmental document to ensure that the environmental impacts of all steps 
associated with treating, conveying, injecting, extracting and delivering the project 
water have been evaluated. Other agencies can then rely on the M1W environmental 
document to issue approvals for these project components over which they have 
jurisdiction or control. 

G-6  MCWD opines that the CPUC is the appropriate lead agency for approval of the 
modification of CalAm facilities. Here, however, the CalAm facilities are part of a larger 
set of activities that would be undertaken to treat, convey, inject, extract and deliver 
expanded quantities of advanced treated water. M1W is the appropriate lead agency 
in this case for evaluation of the whole of the action, as is the principal proponent of 
the Proposed Modifications to its PWM/GWR Project. 

G-7 MCWD opines that inclusion of CalAm’s facilities in the Proposed Modifications SEIR 
is “akin to ‘piecemealing’”. To the contrary, inclusion of the facilities in the SEIR 
ensures that all of the actions that would be implemented for the Proposed 
Modifications are studied in a single environmental document: this is the opposite of 
piecemealing. The comment points out that some of the CalAm facilities overlap with 
the MPWSP, yet the impact conclusions in the SEIR are not identical to the impact 
conclusions for the MPWSP. MCWD points to air quality impacts as an example of this 
difference, noting that the MPWSP EIR determined air quality impacts associated with 
construction of the MPWSP would be significant because construction-related 
particulate emissions would exceed the relevant standards published by the air district.
The PWM/GWR Final EIR Project similarly found that emissions from project 
construction would be significant because construction-related particulate emissions 
would exceed the standards published by the air district. The Draft SEIR summarizes 
this conclusion and recognizes that construction of each of the components of the 
Proposed Modifications would contribute to this significant impact. (See Draft SEIR at 
4.3-9 through 4.3-12). The assessment of air quality impacts for the Proposed 
Modifications is based upon the analysis by Illingworth and Rodkin, Inc., included as
Appendix F to the Draft SEIR, which has been revised and attached to this Final 
SEIR. 

G-8  MCWD mistakenly states that the PWM Expansion SEIR concludes the air quality 
impacts associated with construction of the Project -- including the proposed 
modifications to CalAm’s facilities are less than significant and that, as a result, 
mitigation for impacts of constructing CalAm facilities will be less protective than 
mitigation for impacts of constructing the MPWSP. As explained in the response to 
comment G-7, the Draft SEIR concludes that construction of the Proposed 
Modifications would contribute to a significant air quality impact. The Draft SEIR 
requires implementation of mitigation for all components of the Proposed 
Modifications, including the CalAm facilities, to reduce this significant effect to a less-
than-significant level. Because the mitigation measures will reduce the impact to a 
less-than-significant level, no additional mitigation is required. The MPWSP has many 
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more and larger components and many more overlapping construction activities than 
those identified for the PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications and was
evaluated pursuant to CEQA by a different lead agency (a state agency which 
evaluates projects outside the air district of the Proposed Modifications), so it is not 
surprising that the mitigation measures for that project differ somewhat compared to 
construction emission mitigation for the PWM/GWR Project and/or its Proposed 
Modifications.

See also response to comment C-2, which explains that, even though no additional 
mitigation is required, measures requested by the Monterey Bay Air Resources District 
will be added to the construction mitigation program to require, when feasible, use of 
construction and tree remover equipment that conforms to ARB’s Tier 3 or Tier 4
standards, or that uses alternative fuels such as compressed natural gas (CNG), 
propane, electricity or biodiesel. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, which 
details the additions to Mitigation Measure AQ-1, Section 4.3.4.3 of the Draft SEIR on 
page 4.3-12. All Proposed Modifications components will also comply with applicable 
regulations regarding idling restrictions, as required by existing law. No additional 
mitigation is required to address that topic.

G-9  Evaluation of a project component in a CEQA document does not prevent relevant 
agencies from exercising their jurisdiction over approvals for that component. Prior to 
issuing any approvals for the CalAm facilities and/or a Water Purchase Agreement, 
the CPUC would determine whether the CEQA document is adequate for its use.

G-10  Please see Responses G-3 and G-4, which explain the basis for a seasonal need for 
two parallel pipelines, one dedicated to ASR injection and another for concurrent 
CalAm extraction, and the basis for sizing the parallel pipeline to accommodate peak 
demands with CalAm’s largest well out of service and ASR wells unavailable for resting 
requirements of DDW (to eliminate disinfection byproducts), or for maintenance or 
rehabilitation. It is a condition of the ASR water rights that that supply be placed into 
aquifer storage and then recovered for later use.

G-11 As described in the Notice of Availability of the Draft SEIR and on page 2-8 of the Draft 
SEIR, the Proposed Modifications are intended to be a back-up to the MPWSP. Please 
see Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives for a full explanation why the MPWSP is not an alternative to the Proposed 
Modifications, as that term is defined by CEQA. 

G-12  The Draft SEIR provides location and size information about the CalAm extraction 
pipelines for the Proposed Modifications at Figure 2-7 on page 2-273 and Table 2-6 on 
page 2-31. As requested, additional pipeline details are added to the Final SEIR as an 
introductory paragraph in Section 2.6.5.1 on page 2-30; see Chapter 5, Changes to 
the Draft SEIR. The Proposed Modifications evaluated in this SEIR do not include a 
connection to a potential future desalination project pipeline. The desalination project

3 Note: Draft SEIR page 2-27 was incorrectly labeled as page 2-28; therefore, the document contained two 
pages labeled 2-28. The first page 2-28 is referred to as page 2-27 herein. See Chapter 5, Changes to 
the Draft SEIR. 
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is a separate, independent project. If CalAm proposes in the future to connect pipelines 
of the Proposed Modifications to other pipelines in a way that is not described nor 
evaluated in the SEIR, then another CEQA review may be necessary prior to allowing 
that to occur. 

G-13  Table 2-8 has been updated to add CPUC approval as a potential requirement for 
CalAm to construct or operate the CalAm components of the Proposed Modifications.
See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR regarding changes to page 2-33.

G-14 Figure 2-2 labels the referenced pipeline as the “PWM/RUWAP Shared Pipeline” 
which was described in Addendum 3 to the PWM/GWR Final EIR for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project and on pages 2-6 and 2-7 of the Draft SEIR. Additional information 
has been added to the SEIR regarding the shared use of the pipeline; see Chapter 5, 
Changes to the Draft SEIR, which includes additional text added to the Draft SEIR 
on page 2-19 as revisions to Section 2.6.3. 

G-15 Text of the Draft SEIR on page 2-19 in Section 2.6.3 has been added to describe that 
the shared product water conveyance system components are owned by MCWD. 
M1W and its engineering consultant, Kennedy-Jenks, have found that the existing 
conveyance pipeline would have sufficient capacity for the increased flow from the 
operation of the Proposed Modifications, including the ability of the conveyance 
pipeline to convey both the additional water associated with the Proposed 
Modifications and the water to meet reasonably foreseeable RUWAP irrigation 
demands. See Appendix Q. Text has been added to Section 2.6.3 on page 2-33 to 
address these comments; see Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. The existing 
conveyance pipeline is 24-inches in diameter, and the peak flow rate from the 
expanded product water pump station is 7.6 mgd. That results in a peak velocity of 4 
ft/s in the pipeline, which is feasible. Table 2-8 has been updated to add MCWD 
consultation in accordance with the Delivery and Supply Agreement as a requirement 
for M1W’s use of additional capacity in the RUWAP/PWM product water conveyance 
pipeline.

G-16  Please see responses to comments G-7 and G-8 regarding the Draft SEIR’s 
conclusion that construction of the CalAm Extraction Wells and CalAm Conveyance 
Facilities would contribute to a significant air quality impact. Cumulative impacts 
associated with overlapping construction of MPWSP components and PWM/GWR 
components were disclosed in the PWM/GWR Final EIR, and the Draft SEIR 
determines that construction of the Proposed Modifications would not result in a new 
cumulative impact to air quality. Also see the response to comment VV-3 and Master 
Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative Impacts 
Disclosed.

The comment opines that CalAm would avoid required mitigation specified by the 
MPWSP EIR/EIS for GHG emissions associated with its components of the Proposed 
Modifications. The Draft SEIR explains that the total GHG emissions from the 
PWM/GWR Project with the Proposed Modifications, including the CalAm
components, would not make a cumulatively considerable contribution to significant 
cumulative impacts associated with GHG emissions and the effects of climate change.
Therefore, no additional mitigation is necessary.
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G-17  As requested, Section 4.18.3.4, page 4.18-5, has been amended to include a 
description of the April 2016 M1W-MCWD Pure Water Delivery and Supply Agreement 
and its amendment dated December 18, 2017 (Delivery and Supply Agreement). See 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. The Proposed Modifications would not 
prevent M1W from meeting its obligations under the Delivery and Supply Agreement, 
as amended in December 2017. 

G-18  Section 4.18.3.4, page 4.18-5, has been revised to indicate that MCWD intends to 
exercise its right to use recycled water. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

G-19 The approved PWM/GWR Project, as described under Addendum 3 to the PWM/GWR
Final EIR, only includes the Phase 1 portion of the RUWAP, which is 600 AFY. MCWD 
has not requested the AWPF be expanded to provide the additional 827 AFY of 
Phase 2 RUWAP irrigation supply; therefore, neither the MCWD use of additional 
secondary effluent as AWPF influent nor delivery of an addition 827 AFY of purified 
recycled water for urban irrigation are included in this Final SEIR. The source of supply 
for MCWD’s recycled water is municipal wastewater from within its service area. Until 
MCWD actually develops, funds, and constructs a project (including a different AWPF 
increased capacity project) to enable them to exercise those water rights, that 
particular source of supply is included in the supply used by CSIP in the source water 
availability, use and yield analysis in Appendix I.

G-20  MCWD states that the Draft SEIR should consider using MCWD’s existing 30-inch 
pipeline instead of constructing a new 36-inch pipeline from the ASR 4 site to the 
ASR 1 and ASR-2 site. As discussed in response G-3, there will be a seasonal need 
for two pipelines, one dedicated to ASR injection and another for concurrent PWM 
extraction therefore, this suggested change to the project would not meet the project 
objectives. Please see responses to comments G-2, G-3 and G-4. 

G-21 As detailed in Chapter 5, Section 2.6.3 on page 2-19 has been amended to reflect 
that the MCWD Recycled Water Master Plan identifies the need for a future distribution 
lateral from the tank site to the corner of Eucalyptus Road and Parker Flats Cut-Off.
That connection is outside the scope of the Proposed Modifications and this SEIR. 
The future shared use of this pipeline segment would not achieve any of the objectives 
of the Proposed Modifications or reduce any of the environmental impacts of the 
Proposed Modifications; therefore, future shared use of this pipeline segment does not 
meet CEQA’s criteria for a project alternative.

G-22 As stated in response to Comment G-4, the extraction wells are sized to operate 
seasonally and meet maximum day demands in the summer months with other CalAm 
wells not operating, so it is incorrect to use the annual average production rate as a 
basis for evaluating the well capacity. As Section 6.2.2.3 of the Draft SEIR explains, 
the Elimination of Extraction Wells EW-3 and EW-4 would not provide the same level
of reliability as the Proposed Modifications. By evaluating Elimination of Extraction 
Wells EW-3 and EW-4 as a project alternative, the Draft SEIR enables decision-
makers to evaluate the trade-offs between reducing environmental impacts and fully 
accomplishing the project objectives.  
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G-23  As stated in the responses to Comments G-2, G-3 and G-4, the CalAm Conveyance 
Facilities would be needed to meet maximum day demands and not just annual 
average supply rates.
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Comment Document H: Monterey County Water Resources Agency 

H-1 MCWRA recognizes its longstanding partnership with M1W and expresses support for 
the PWM/GWR Project. This comment is referred to decision-makers. No response is 
needed.

H-2 M1W provided MCWRA the Notice of Preparation and met with MCWRA staff multiple 
times during preparation of the Draft SEIR as detailed in response to comment YY-1. 
During preparation of the Final SEIR, M1W staff also met with MCWRA staff through 
participation in the meetings of the Monterey County Water Resources Agency Board 
of Directors and Board of Supervisors and Water Quality and Operations Committee. 
In addition, M1W staff presented information about the Proposed Modifications to the 
Monterey County Farm Bureau and Growers Shippers Association multiple times. The 
document referenced in this comment has been considered and added as a reference 
into this Final SEIR as shown in Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR on pages 2-14 
and 7-19; however, the report is a financial analysis and reflects a different purpose 
than the Draft SEIR as its stated purpose is “to evaluate alternative source waters for 
use in the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project (CSIP) and associated costs and 
impacts to existing agricultural users.” Because the study evaluated only the cost of 
augmenting water for CSIP and did not provide additional information for analyzing 
environmental impacts of the Proposed Modifications, it did not result in any changes 
to the Draft SEIR impact analysis. In addition, it did not provide any alternatives that 
would reduce significant impacts of the Proposed Modifications. In fact, the project 
components described in the report were the same project components as were 
analyzed in the PWM/GWR Final EIR and no changes to those facilities were 
contemplated by the report, nor are any changes to those facilities (including physical 
changes or operational changes) contemplated by the Proposed Modifications 
evaluated by this Final SEIR.4 See also Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-3 See response to comment Y-3 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability.

H-4 The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-ft Subbasin Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan (GSP) identifies a Preferred Project 3, Modify Monterey One Water 
Recycled Water Plant – Winter Modifications, which is a component of the approved 
PWM/GWR Project. This same project is referred to as “SVRP Winter Modifications”
in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. This component of the approved PWM/GWR Project was 
assumed to be constructed and operational in the impact analysis in the Draft SEIR.
The M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum in Appendix M also shows that the 
CSIP system would have adequate source water to meet demands (including MCWRA 
and M1W rights) during the months of October through March such that the benefits 
of the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant winter modifications would still occur if the 

4 The word “environment” was not found in the report, and the phrase “quality” was only mentioned twice, 
once in reference to the quality of supplemental well water in the CSIP area (where it noted that the quality 
of the water was such that it didn’t require treatment) and once in reference to the High Quality Water from 
the Salinas River Diversion Facility.
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Proposed Modifications were implemented. None of the larger projects related to 
SVRP and CSIP, such as CSIP expansion or annexation, are considered reasonably 
foreseeable because: 
1. They are among a number of alternatives presented in the plan for solving 

the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin sustainability objectives,
2. They have not been subject to any environmental review, design, or 

permitting processes commenced to date,
3. There are currently no sources of funding secured for conducting 

environmental review, design or permitting. The timing for funding to be 
available is estimated at 1 to 2 years from now (Gary Peterson and Derrik 
Williams, personal communication, December 2019 and March 27, 2020),  

4. The planning horizon schedule in the GSP shows that even if they were the 
selected projects, construction would not begin for more than 5 years from
now, and

5. The potential future projects are currently not described to a level of detail 
necessary to permit a cumulative analysis of the combined environmental 
impacts with the Proposed Modifications.

See also response to comment Y-3 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-5 M1W’s analysis of source water, including third-party and publicly reviewed modeling, 
has been provided to MCWRA. This includes: 

for wastewater, recycled water, supplemental wells and Salinas River 
Diversion Facility flows, M1W used its own SCADA and historian data base, 
for the City of Salinas’ stormwater and wastewater, M1W used flows in the 
RWQCB regulatory compliance reports for the MS4 storm water permit and for 
the City’s WDR permit for the Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility, 
for the Reclamation Ditch, M1W used USGS gaged flows with a factor 
adjusting to the relevant upstream flow based on additional inflow, percolation 
and evaporation, and
for Blanco Drain surface water, a watershed modeling effort was completed.

The flow assumptions and calculations have been reviewed and confirmed by M1W, 
MPWMD, and MCWRA staff members and reviewed by the public during circulation 
of the PWM/GWR Final EIR, the 2017 Addendum No. 3 to the PWM/GWR Final EIR, 
and the water rights protest process. Then, during settlement agreement negotiations 
that followed the public review of the water rights permit application, the data and 
analyses were reviewed and vetted by the National Marine Fisheries Service, 
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, and the State Water Resources Control 
Board. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability.

H-6 See response to comment H-5 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability.
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H-7 Despite the assertions in this letter, MCWRA has had much more time to provide input 
to the Proposed Modifications and to comment on the Draft SEIR than is typical for an 
interested stakeholder. The public review period for the Draft SEIR was extended from 
its original 49-day review period by an additional 39 days for a total of 88 days at the 
request of MCWRA, and others. See Master Response #1: Comments on Public 
Review Period Extension Requests. In addition, M1W staff met and presented the 
assumptions, data, analysis methodology and results to the MCWRA staff three times, 
starting in July of 2019 and including twice in October 2019, providing MCWRA staff 
more than six months to consider and provide input toward the development of the 
Draft SEIR, including the project description, source water data and assumptions and 
methodology. The project description in the Draft SEIR is stable, and MCWRA points 
to no defect in the project description. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-8 See Master Response #6: Comments on Timing of the Proposed Modifications, and 
Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. See 
also Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.18-13.

H-9 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability 
for a discussion of future benefits to the CSIP area. The approved PWM/GWR Project 
would provide additional source waters that could increase future recycled water yields 
to the CSIP area. With implementation of the Proposed Modifications, additional 
source water would still be able to be used by CSIP to increase future recycled water 
yields, which would reduce use of supplemental wells and improve seawater intrusion 
conditions. As a result, the Proposed Modifications would not deplete groundwater 
levels compared to existing conditions nor compared to future conditions without the 
Proposed Modifications. The Draft SEIR acknowledges that a reduction in the future
CSIP benefits that were anticipated under the approved PWM/GWR Project would 
potentially occur due to the Proposed Modifications compared to the amount of benefit 
modeled in the PWM/GWR Final EIR and in the 2017 Addendum No. 3 to the
PWM/GWR Final EIR. This does not represent a new significant impact, nor a 
worsening in severity of a significant adverse impact. See also Appendix M to this 
SEIR, and Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR for revisions to pages 2-11, 2-12, 
and 4.18-13 of the Draft SEIR. 

H-10 See response to comment H-2, Appendix M to this FEIR, and Master Response #3: 
Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-11 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-12 The Draft SEIR does not contain the estimate of 2,200 AFY for average annual 
backwash. On page 2-13, the Draft SEIR does include an estimate of volumes of 
wastewater that flow into the RTP primary treatment process but that are not within 
the interceptors (on-site wastewater, landfill, filter and screen backwash and other 
waste flows from the AWPF, SVRP, and SRDF), plus an estimate of flows that enter 
the M1W collection system but originate from other geographic areas outside M1W’s 
2001 Service Area. The actual backwash flows estimated to be available are provided 
for 2018 for a normal or wet year (1,928 AF) and for 2015 for a dry year (1,709 AFY) 
in Appendix M to this Final SEIR, Attachments 1 and 2, respectively. The information 
on page 2-12 has been updated with this specific information in Chapter 5, Changes 
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to the Draft SEIR. The backwash flows at the RTP are sporadically metered and the 
total annual volumes fluctuate dramatically based on total SVRP throughput and the 
filter efficiency and total SRDF throughput. In fact, the analysis in the Draft SEIR in 
Appendix I and in Section 4.18, Water Supply and Wastewater ignores the M1W rights 
to use of the SRDF backwash flows for meeting recycling demands while the analysis 
in Appendix M to this Final SEIR considers the SVRP backwash to be available flow 
to which M1W has given rights to MCWRA (i.e., half the flows for M1W and half for 
MCWRA). See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability. Information has not been presented regarding why the backwash 
wastewater flows treated by M1W from the SVRP and SRDF are not considered flows 
that would be subject to ARWRA Section 4.01(2). The comment’s suggestion that this 
process water must be continually utilized to keep the facilities running is not correct 
as the water used for backwash is M1W-treated, SVRP-produced water, and M1W-
treated, SRDF diversion water. In fact, the water used by M1W to backwash the filters 
at SVRP and the screens for the SRDF diversions, more appropriately should be 
considered water that must be diverted in the ordinary course of operating and 
maintaining the treatment plant and thus would possibly fall under section 4.01(1)(b) 
of the ARWRA which states that MCWRA rights wastewater exclude those flows – or 
no rights to those flows are available to MCWRA.

H-13 The headworks influent parshall flume meets Regional Water Quality Control Board 
and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency standards for accuracy, calibration, and 
reliability. Numerous flows enter the primary treatment process after the parshall 
flume. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability. The total available backwash flows from SVRP, SRDF, and the approved 
and constructed AWPF which are assumed to be available to use by M1W and 
MCWRA (50% for each) total between 2,000 and 2,400 AFY, resulting in up to 
1,200 AFY for each M1W and MCWRA. The Proposed Modifications to the AWPF 
would add to this total by 303 AFY (or 151 AFY each). The request for more, and more 
accurate, flowmeters, and a maintenance and calibration schedule is referred to 
decision-makers for their consideration.

H-14 M1W appreciates the suggestion to meter flows that enter into M1W infrastructure and 
that is treated by M1W. Metering would enable M1W to charge the entity discharging 
those flows for the treatment costs so that the cost of treatment is borne by the 
beneficiary. M1W will be seeking ways to reduce the cost burden on its rate payers for 
treating backwash waters so M1W intends to accurately meter backwash flows and 
will implement charges for treatment. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability. Please also see responses to comments H-12 
and H-13.

H-15 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
and Appendix M to this Final SEIR. 

H-16 All available and relevant daily flow metering was provided to MCWRA during the 
public review period. See also response to H-14. See Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-17 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
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H-18 See footnote 1 on page 1-1 of the PWM/GWR Final EIR (Volume I) on which the Draft
SEIR relies regarding the use of the term replenishment in the PWM/GWR Final EIR, 
including this Final SEIR. The Drought Reserve is defined in the PWM/GWR Final EIR 
on pages 1-3 and 2-4, and in the Water Purchase Agreement for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project, and in the ARWRA. See also Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-19 The comment is incorrect. After treatment (screening) at the RTP site, the SRDF 
diversions are pumped to the M1W Reclamation Pond for temporary storage before 
flowing with recycled water from the SVRP to the CSIP system for irrigation.

H-20 The approved PWM/GWR Project and the Proposed Modifications both assume that 
MCWRA would fund the new source waters; without that funding, M1W is not able to 
divert, treat, and use new source waters for the benefit of CSIP. See Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, explaining 
that even if MCWRA does not fund the new source waters, sufficient source water will 
be available for treatment at the AWPF to attain the yield anticipated by the approved 
PWM/GWR Project and Proposed Modifications. 

H-21 See page 2-4 of the PWM/GWR Final EIR (Volume I). See also Master Response #3: 
Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-22 The statement on page 3-6 is a reference to change to the groundwater levels with 
and without the Proposed Modifications. The Proposed Modifications would not cause 
a lowering of groundwater levels on an average and long-term basis in the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin, in fact groundwater levels will be higher on average. See 
Appendix H of the Draft SEIR for the groundwater modeling results. 

H-23 The referenced report was in draft form when the Draft SEIR was published. Its 
approval occurred in January 2020. See response to comments H-4 and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-24 The Tracer Study will include summer months. The reference to commencement of 
the Tracer Study in the winter does not mean that it would not continue through the 
summer. Additional information is available about the Tracer Study at 
www.purewatermonterey.org/reportsanddocs/. 

H-25 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-26 The text of the Draft SEIR on page 4.10-5 has been changed as requested in this 
comment. The formation of the Monterey County GSA occurred after the date of 
publication of the Draft SEIR. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

H-27 The Proposed Modifications would not result in a net increase in well use. There would 
continue to be an increase in the quantity of source waters to recycle to increase CSIP 
yields and to reduce supplemental well pumping every year with the Proposed 
Modifications. See response to comment H-9 and Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
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H-28 The information in this comment is hereby incorporated into the Draft SEIR. See 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.10-8.

H-29 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-30 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-31 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-32 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-33 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

H-34 Both footnotes are correct. Under the approved PWM/GWR Project, an additional 200 
AFY of purified recycled water can be stored during winter months in the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin almost every year to create a drought reserve for the benefit of 
CSIP. The Proposed Modifications would not change the ability of the PWM/GWR 
Project to create this drought reserve. Depending upon how much has been previously 
stored, the AWPF will be able to reduce its production and deliveries during peak 
irrigation seasons in dry years (i.e., when the Salinas River Diversion Facility is not 
operational). The reduction in AWPF production will provide for more availability of the 
new source waters to the SVRP for the benefit of CSIP if conditions precedent in 
Section 16.15 of the ARWRA are complete or the agreement is amended such that 
the drought reserve is provided regardless of the completion of the conditions 
precedent. This drought reserve benefit would only be available to CSIP if the new 
source waters projects have been funded by MCWRA pursuant to the ARWRA. See 
Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
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Comment Document I: State Water Resources Control Board 

I-1 The text of the Draft SEIR has been modified throughout the document in response to 
this editorial comment, See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

I-2 The text of the Draft SEIR has been modified throughout the document in response to 
this comment, See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR for modifications to 
pages 2-3 and 2-8 of the Draft SEIR. 

I-3 The comment notes that the “GWR Project expansion itself will not be timely or feasibly 
implemented by the end of 2021.” See Master Response #6: Comments on Timing of 
the Proposed Modifications. Any increase in yield for CalAm would still be a benefit to 
the region in terms of reducing unauthorized Carmel Rivers diversions if the Proposed 
Modifications are completed prior to the CalAm MPWSP desalination project 
construction being completed or operating. The comment also states that the 
objectives for the Proposed Modifications include supplying Marina Coast Water 
District with additional purified water. That is not one of the project objectives. The 
project objectives are to reduce secondary effluent discharges into Monterey Bay and 
inject additional water into the Seaside Groundwater Basin for CalAm use to reduce 
unauthorized diversions as required by the CDO and to meet the Seaside Basin 
adjudication requirements. 

I-4 If desired by the M1W Board, M1W staff will proceed with the next steps to implement 
the Proposed Modifications. Currently, staff assumes that the M1W Board will consider 
approval of the Proposed Modifications at their regularly scheduled meeting in 
April 2020. If funding becomes available for critical path next steps to implement one 
or more components of the Proposed Modifications (including planning, engineering 
design, inter-agency negotiations, permitting, and construction), staff would continue 
to pursue implementation of the Proposed Modifications. Because this work to 
implement the Proposed Modifications would potentially be pursued if approved by the 
Board and funded, the Draft SEIR assumes that these steps could occur in parallel 
with similar actions needed to implement the MPWSP. While the 2015 Final EIR for 
the approved PWM Project and the Draft SEIR both addressed cumulative 
construction and operational impacts of the two projects, the Draft SEIR followed the 
direction of the Board and analyzed impacts assuming that the PWM Expansion would 
only occur if the CalAm Desalination plant is delayed beyond the December 31, 2021 
deadline in the Cease and Desist Order. The advanced treatment and delivery of the 
expanded quantities of water associated with operation of the Proposed Modifications 
to the PWM Project would not occur if CalAm’s MPWSP Desalination Project operates 
to deliver the same amount or more water to the CalAm Monterey District service area.
See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of 
Scope and Range of Alternatives.

I-5 Please see Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of 
Scope and Range of Alternatives for detailed information about the relationship 
between the Proposed Modifications and the MPWSP, including the MPWSP 
desalination project.
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The State Water Board asks for additional information as to the circumstances or 
criteria for proceeding with the GWR Project as a back-up plan, and to further explain 
what is intended by statements that the Proposed Modifications would not operate 
simultaneously with the MPWSP desalination project. In particular, the State Water 
Board asks whether these statements mean:

a.i: “The GWR Project expansion would not proceed if it encounters its own obstacles 
that present its timely, feasible implementation to cease unauthorized diversions from 
the Carmel River system by December 31, 2021.” See Master 
Response #6: Comments on Timing of Proposed Modifications. The Proposed 
Modifications could proceed even if they would not be completed by 
December 31, 2021, but only if the PWM/GWR Project Expansion is needed to meet 
the Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the CDO 
[WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication 
requirements without the MPWSP desalination project built or operating. 

a.ii: “The GWR Project expansion would not proceed if the MPWSP will foreseeably 
be constructed.” As noted above, the Proposed Modifications only would move forward 
if they are needed to meet the Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm 
to achieve the CDO [WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the 
Seaside adjudication requirements without the CalAm MPWSP desalination project 
built and operating. The Proposed Modifications may proceed as described in 
response to comment I-4 even if the MPWSP desalination project will foreseeably be 
constructed, but the Proposed Modifications can increase water supplies substantially 
more quickly than the MPWSP desalination project. 

a.iii: “The GWR Project expansion would only proceed if MPWSP faced delays and 
would only operate during such delays.” This statement is correct. The Proposed 
Modifications would only proceed if the CalAm desalination project faces delays and 
would only operate during such delays.

a.iv: “Both projects may be constructed and capable of operating, but only one of the 
projects would produce, treat, convey or pump water in or out of the aquifer at a given 
time.” Both projects may be constructed and capable of operating. The approved 
PWM/GWR Project would operate at the same time as the CalAm desalination project
and would be supplemental to the desalination project. By contrast, the expanded 
amount of water associated with the Proposed Modifications would not be treated and 
delivered at the same time as the CalAm MPWSP desalination project is operating to 
treat and deliver the same amount of water. The Proposed Modifications would be 
“supplemental” to the CalAm desalination project in that the Proposed Modifications 
would provide water during a period before the CalAm desalination project is built or 
operating.  

I-6 See responses to comments I-3, I-4 and I-5 and Master Response #4: Comments on 
Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative Impacts Disclosed. 

I-7 The evidence in the record indicates that the PWM/GWR Project Expansion would be 
capable of serving CalAm customers now, as well as in the reasonably foreseeable 
future during normal, dry, and multiple dry years. See Master 
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Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability,
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, Letter from David J. Stoldt to Ian Crooks, RE: 
California American Water Peer Review of Supply and Demand for Water on the 
Monterey Peninsula (dated March 6, 2020) (“MPWMD Response to Hazen & 
Sawyer”), and Appendix O, the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

I-8 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
for additional information to clarify the composition and volume of source waters that 
are available annually for AWPF production and injection into the Seaside 
Groundwater basin for CalAm’s potable water service. 

I-9 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
for additional information as to the status of M1W’s rights to treat Agricultural Wash 
Water and City of Salinas urban runoff/stormwater at the AWPF. M1W has determined 
that, even if neither of these sources of water is available for treatment at the AWPF,
there would be plenty of remaining source waters available for treatment at the AWPF 
to attain the yield anticipated for the Proposed Modifications. 

I-10 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
and Appendix M for additional information about source water availability under the 
assumption that the conditions precedent in the ARWRA are not met. M1W has 
determined that, even if the conditions precedent are not met, there would be plenty 
of source waters available for treatment at the AWPF to attain the yield anticipated for 
the Proposed Modifications.

I-11 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. There are two 
water rights that support Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR). Permit 20808A allows 
maximum diversion of 2,426 AFA and Permit 20808C allows up to 2,900 AFA for a 
total of 5,326 AFA. However, these are maximums that may only be close to being 
achieved in the wettest of years. Based on long-term historical precipitation and
streamflow data, ASR is designed to produce 1,920 AFA on average. The MPWSP 
EIS/EIR and CalAm’s Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) assumes a lesser 
amount of 1,300 AFA to be conservative. The Cal-Am estimate of yield of 1,300 AFY 
was developed during a period when ASR water was mandated to be recovered in the 
same year in which it is injected. That is not the case after a new water supply is 
developed and the Cease and Desist Order has been lifted. Once the CDO is lifted as 
a result of a new proposed water supply, ASR would function more like a reservoir, 
establishing a reserve that is carried over year-to-year. Thus, higher yield years can 
be stored and used in lower yield years.

MPWMD subsequently revised its memorandum with additional analysis, but found 
the same conclusion, namely that build-up of ASR storage would be sufficient to meet 
a 5-year drought. The build-up occurs based on historical data including wet, normal, 
and dry years. If the data is randomized, the same results will occur – ASR acts like a 
lake behind a dam, building up supplies for use later during a drought. To remove ASR 
from the resource planning mix as Hazen & Sawyer does on page 6 of its report would 
be akin to telling the Sonoma County Water Agency to remove Lake Mendocino from 
its supply planning, or any of the hundreds of urban water providers to discount one of 
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its reservoirs. This is inconsistent with industry practice for estimating water supply 
availability. Even the American Waterworks Association recognizes ASR in its 
reliability assessment: “ASR wells can improve water basin management by storing 
water underground from periods of excess supply…, and later allowing a portion of the 
stored water to be extracted during periods of demand or short supply.” Additional 
information on drought resiliency is found in Appendix C of Appendix O to this Final 
SEIR. (MPWMD, 2020) 

I-12 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix M to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. The evidence 
in the record indicates that the PWM/GWR Project Expansion would be capable of 
meeting current and future system demand during drought conditions. The need for 
system repair and maintenance has been considered in the analysis through 
assumptions that various facilities would not operate 100% of the time so that repair 
and maintenance activities can take place. Other events that may limit ASR or systems 
operations for various periods of time are unknown and such an analysis would be 
speculative. The assumed AWPF yield, for example, has always been based on an 
assumption that the AWPF would be down 10% of the time; and the capacity of the
injection wells for the Proposed Modifications is based on the assumption that one well 
would be down at any given time.

I-13 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix M to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. The MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report has been updated. The Report calculates water demand 
under several scenarios and compares that demand to water supplies with the 
PWM/GWR Expansion in place. Under the demand scenarios that are based upon a 
5-year average pre-CDO growth rate and the AMBAG 2018 regional growth forecast,
water supplies with the PWM/GWR Expansion in place are estimated to accommodate 
demand through the year 2049. Under the highest demand scenario that is based on 
the five-year average water usage for current demand, plus an initial 5-year period of 
high absorption based on pent-up market demand, followed by demand based on the 
AMBAG 2018 regional growth forecast, water supplies with the PWM/GWR Expansion 
in place are estimated to accommodate demand through the year 2044.

See also Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives for additional information regarding the relationship between the 
Proposed Modifications and the MPWSP. The Proposed Modifications would serve as 
a backup to the MPWSP desalination project. The Proposed Modifications would not 
preclude future construction and operation of the MPWSP desalination project. 

I-14 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix M to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. The MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report provides projections of future demand based upon the 
AMBAG 2018 regional forecast, which takes into account the general plans of the local 
jurisdictions and also takes into account current constraints on water availability.
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I-15 The Draft SEIR recognizes that the PWM/GWR Expansion Project could induce 
growth; the analysis is based upon published AMBAG forecasts and data. The 
implementation of the Proposed Modifications would provide additional water to meet 
the needs of the Monterey Peninsula. If additional water becomes available for use to 
increase development, that development would be either consistent with approved 
land use plans, supported by certified Environmental Impact Reports or adopted 
Negative Declarations, or would be subject to additional review under CEQA that 
would be required to evaluate and mitigate for significant impacts and to include 
alternatives to reduce significant impacts, as required. Review of new development 
would include a requirement to assess the long-term availability of water supplies to 
accommodate demand from such new development. While it is theoretically possible 
that jurisdictions could approve new development without sufficient water available for 
that development, such an outcome would not be a consequence of M1W’s approval 
of the Proposed Modifications.

I-16 See response to comment I-15. The Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project 
would provide water for distribution by CalAm and would not be used to supply water 
for separate small water systems, nor is there any indication that the Proposed 
Modifications would lead others to create small water systems. 

I-17 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
M1W has determined that there would be plenty of source waters available for 
treatment at the AWPF to attain the yield anticipated for the Proposed Modifications. 
The PWM/GWR Project Expansion only would move forward if it is needed to meet 
the Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the CDO 
[WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication 
requirements without the CalAm MPWSP desalination project built or operating. The 
Proposed Modifications are drought resilient, acting as a reservoir for CalAm to use 
as demand occurs. See also Appendix O, Note 15.

I-18 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
Also see Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to address SWRCB-requested 
revisions to Table 5-1 for page 5-5 of the Draft SEIR. The **** was incorrectly placed 
in the Table and now is placed on the Aquifer Storage and Recovery Supply row. See 
also Response to comments I-11, I-19, and I-20.

I-19 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR for page 5-5 of the Draft SEIR. SWRCB 
additional text reads: Available supply assumes that the ASR project would be capable 
of delivering a long-term average annual yield of 1.300 AFY. The ability of ASR to fully 
achieve this stated available supply is contingent upon a variety of factors including 
climatic and hydrologic conditions and the terms and conditions of associated water 
rights. See response to comment I-11 and Appendices N and O (Notes 13 to 15) of 
this Final SEIR.

I-20 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
There would be no shortfall of yield to the CalAm water supply system below the 
5,750 AFY if the Proposed Modifications are implemented. The drought reserve stored 
in the Seaside Groundwater Basin, was intended to allow reduced production from the 
AWPF (and increased production of the SVRP), while still enabling CalAm to continue 
to use 5,750 AFY (including 3,500 AFY of approved PWM/GWR Project yield plus 
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2,250 AFY of water if the Proposed Modifications are implemented). The reduction in 
injections to the Seaside Groundwater Basin of the approved (base) PWM/GWR 
Project supplies (decrease from 3,500 to 2,500 AFY) would with or without the 
Proposed Modifications and would only occur if the drought reserve is built up. If the 
drought reserve is built up, AWPF production and injections into the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin be reduced to provide additional water to the SVRP in drought 
years without reducing CalAm yield. No reduction to the yield of the Proposed 
Modifications (2,250 AFY) would occur. A clear picture of the lack of gap between 
supply and demand is provided in Appendix N and O.

I-21 There would be no reduction nor shortfall in PWM/GWR Project yield for CalAm from 
the Seaside Basin during dry or drought years in order for CSIP to benefit from the 
drought reserve. Previously banked water would be available to CalAm while the 
AWPF production rate is decreased to provide more recycled water to CSIP. In 
addition, M1W is required to build an operational reserve of 1,750 AFY in the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin to insure there is adequate yield in any unforeseen, severe
circumstances. Note that the ASR Project will also be available to be banked during 
wet years for use in dry years. See also response to comment I-20. 

I-22 See responses to comments I-12 through I-21. 

I-23 Yes, the source supplies for the additional 2,250 AFY under the PWM Expansion are 
reliable even during drought years. M1W has rights to use wastewater that enters its 
infrastructure as it chooses, unless it is given to another entity through a contract per 
California Water Code 1210. Agreements are described in Appendix B of the Draft 
SEIR. See also Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability.
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Comment Document J: Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary/National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

J-1 The comment reiterates information in the Draft SEIR. No response is needed.

J-2 The Proposed Modifications would further reduce the volumes of secondary effluent 
discharged to the Monterey Bay via the M1W ocean outfall. Treatment processes at 
the RTP, including primary, secondary, tertiary and advanced treatment (purification) 
reduce the concentrations of constituents that are considered pollutants, including 
solids, organics, metals, constituents of emerging concern (CECs), pathogens, and 
viruses. Reducing discharges from the RTP will reduce total pollutant loads for every 
unit volume of secondary effluent recycled. Specifically, recycled backwash flows from 
the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant and the AWPF both contain solids with organic 
matter and other pollutants adhered to it that would receive further treatment by being 
recycled back to the RTP primary treatment process. In addition, diversion and 
treatment of new source waters, such as surface flows in the Blanco Drain, 
Reclamation Ditch, urban storm water, and agricultural wash water that currently flow 
to the environment will also be used by the PWM/GWR Project resulting in further 
reduction of the untreated pollutant/constituent loads to the Tembladero Slough/Moss 
Landing Harbor  (Reclamation Ditch) or to the Salinas River (other source waters) and
then to the Monterey Bay.

The influent to the AWPF is secondary treated water and thus any additional purified 
recycled water produced by the AWPF would represent some reduction in secondary 
effluent to the Bay. The volume of reverse osmosis (RO) concentrate discharge from 
the AWPF is 19% or less of the volume of AWPF influent and prior to the reverse 
osmosis process, the secondary effluent is treated through ozonation and membrane 
filtration (MF), reducing pollutant concentrations before being concentrated in the RO 
treatment process. 

The ozonation process at the AWPF is effective at the destruction of organic 
constituents and CECs5 that may be present in the secondary effluent, which leads to 
a lower concentration of CECs in the RO permeate and in the RO concentrate that is 
discharged to the ocean (a reduction in pollutant load). In addition, ozonation is 
effective at inactivating pathogens, especially viruses. The MF system is effective at 
removing any remaining particulate matter prior to the water becoming influent to the 
RO system. That particulate matter contains bound or adhered pollutants. A majority 
of the particles that are captured by the MF system are backwashed during filter 
backwash cycles when the water is sent to the waste system which in turn, pumps this 
filter backwash back to the RTP headworks for further treatment. 

5 Constituents of emerging concern are generally chemicals for which there are no established water quality 
standards. These chemicals may be present in waters at very low concentrations and are now detected as 
the result of more sensitive analytical methods. CECs include several types of chemicals such as 
pesticides, pharmaceuticals and ingredients in personal care products, veterinary medicines, endocrine 
disruptors, and others.
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The reductions of ocean discharge volumes in a typical dry and normal or wet year is 
shown in Table 4-A, below for both the Approved PWM/GWR Project and the Project 
with the Proposed Modifications. The net reductions in discharges are also shown (i.e., 
reduction would be less considering the reverse osmosis concentrate from the AWPF
as an additional discharge).

Table 4-A: Ocean Discharge Volumes under the PWM/GWR Project 

NOTES:   
1. Source: Schaaf & Wheeler (October 2017) and Bob Holden (M1W/DD&A, October 2017).   
2. Source: Schaaf & Wheeler (November 2019) and Bob Holden (M1W/DD&A, November 2019).   
3. RTP influent wastewater volumes have decreased slightly since the EIR baseline 2009-2013, including drought years. 

However, ocean discharge volumes are more influenced by the use of the Salinas River Diversion Facility for 
agricultural irrigation during wet and normal years. Therefore, use of EIR assumptions for baseline is considered 
appropriate for this analysis.

The approved PWM/GWR Project would also continue to reduce pollutant loads to the
Bay from impaired surface waters.

J-3 The minimum probable initial dilution (Dm) is determined using models that consider 
ocean conditions, velocity and volume of discharge, the density of the discharge, etc.
M1W’s existing NPDES Permit uses Dm values that were determined based on the 
current Advanced Water Purification Facility’s (AWPF’s) discharge characteristics. 
Because the proposed expansion would change the velocity and volume of discharge 
and the density of the discharge, the Dm values for the expansion project are not 
equivalent to the current NPDES Permit Dm values. Therefore, it would not be 
appropriate to evaluate California Ocean Plan compliance using the Dm values in 
M1W’s existing NPDES Permit. The 2015 PWM/GWR Final EIR’s Ocean Plan analysis
conducted for the approved PWM/GWR Project did not only consider the Dm value in 
M1W’s previous NPDES permit (their discharge permit at the time), but instead 
considered the Dm values relevant to future projected discharge scenarios including 
the modeled characteristics of the project as proposed (and now constructed). This 
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same approach was used to evaluate the Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR 
Project.

J-4 It would be incorrect to consider just the highest copper and ammonia values 
measured in the different source waters. One sample of raw new source water had a 
high concentration of copper that would not be representative of final effluent because 
this result was measured before wastewater treatment. Prior to discharge, removal of 
copper through wastewater treatment will occur. In addition, a single high data point 
in the raw source water would be even less representative of a six-month median in 
the final effluent.

Under the previous NPDES permit, the secondary effluent copper concentration was 
monitored once every six months. This resulted in a limited ability to calculate a 
representative 6-month median, so all of the available data were used to determine 
the median value. The resulting concentration was compared to the California Ocean 
Plan six-month median objective for copper.

Nearly two decades of monthly secondary effluent ammonia monitoring results were 
evaluated (starting in January 2000). The maximum six-month median was 
determined to be most representative of future compliance requirements and was 
compared to the California Ocean Plan six-month median objective for ammonia. The 
maximum concentrations detected for copper and ammonia were within compliance 
with the California Ocean Plan daily maximum and instantaneous maximum 
objectives.

J-5 Per Footnote 14 of Table 1 on page 17 of Appendix J of the Draft SEIR: “The value 
presented represents a calculated value assuming 93% and 84% removal through 
primary and secondary treatment for DDT and dieldrin, respectively, 36% and 44% 
removal through ozone for DDT and dieldrin, respectively, 92% and 97% removal 
through MF for DDT and dieldrin, respectively, recycling of the MF backwash to the 
RTP, complete rejection through the RO membrane, and an 81% RO recovery. The 
assumed removals are based on results from ozone bench-scale testing of Blanco 
Drain water blended with secondary effluent and low detection sampling through the 
RTP.”

J-6 The modeling and analysis for the Dm values and compliance with the California
Ocean Plan that was prepared for the Draft SEIR did mirror the analysis for the current 
approved M1W NPDES permit (Order# R3-2018-0017 NPDES # CA00485512). The 
analysis of the four constituents noted in comments 1.b and 1.c mirrored the approach 
used for the current approved NPDES permit. 

J-7 The effluent concentrations of PCB’s were determined to be below the existing water 
quality standard as defined in the California Ocean Plan; therefore, discharges from 
M1W would not contribute to any exceedances of this standard. The water quality 
standards are established to protect water quality and marine resources. CCLEAN 
sampling and analysis also found that no exceedances of water quality standards 
result from M1W discharges. The vast majority of contributions to PCB load to the 
Monterey Bay are due to river loads and dredging (approximately 98% of the PCB 
load), with approximately 2% being contributed from all wastewater treatment plant 
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discharges (Cities of Santa Cruz and Watsonville, Carmel Area Wastewater District, 
and Monterey One Water). See Table 15 (page 59) of the draft Annual Report 2018-
2019 (CCLEAN, January 31, 2020) found at http://www.cclean.org/knowledge-base/. 

J-8 The text of page 4.11-10 of the Draft SEIR has been updated in response to this 
comment. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

J-9 The text of page 4.13-6 of the Draft SEIR on has been updated in response to this 
comment. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR.

J-10 The text of pages 4.13-3 to 4.13-4 and page 2-33 of the Draft SEIR have been updated 
in response to this comment. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. If NEPA 
review is required for an amended NPDES permit, it could be completed expeditiously, 
similar to the environmental assessment (EA) that was completed for the approved 
PWM/GWR Project. Moreover, the NEPA review would not be needed before the start 
of construction.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Stefania Castillo <Stefania@tamcmonterey.org>
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Cc: Todd Muck; Debbie Hale; Rich Deal; Madilyn Jacobsen
Subject: TAMC comments to DSEIR Pure Water Project 
Attachments: 19_0927 FORTAG Segments Map.pdf; 19_0917 FORTAG Alignment.kmz

The Transportation Agency for Monterey County (TAMC) is the Regional Transportation Planning and Congestion
Management Agency for Monterey County.

The Transportation Agency is the Lead Agency on the Fort Ord Regional Trail and Greenway (FORTAG) project. The
project is a proposed 28 mile multi use trail traversing the cities of Monterey, Seaside, Del Rey Oaks, and Marina. The
Draft Environmental Impact Report was circulated for public comment between November 7, 2019 through January 3,
2020. More information on the FORTAG project is available here: https://www.tamcmonterey.org/measure x/programs
projects/fort ord regional trail greenway/

The Transportation Agency has the following comments:

• Please include the proposed FORTAG trail alignment in Section 4.17, Traffic and Circulation.
• Allow the FORTAG trail alignment through the proposed expanded injection well area, as shown in Figure 2 3.
• The FORTAG trail could serve wildland fire vehicles through the project site.

Attach is a map of the FORTAG alignment that is included in the FORTAG Draft EIR. A KMZ file is also included for your
convenience.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (831) 775 4412 or via email.

Best,

Stefania Castillo
Transportation Planner
Transportation Agency for Monterey County
831.775.4412
Stefania@tamcmonterey.org
www.tamcmonterey.org

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter K
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Figure 2-7 Trail Segments 
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Comment Document K: Transportation Agency for Monterey County 

K-1 The comment notes the Transportation Agency is the Lead Agency on the Fort Ord 
Regional Trail and Greenway (FORTAG) project. No response is needed.

K-2 The Transportation Agency requests that the proposed FORTAG trail alignment be 
included in Section 4.17, Traffic and Circulation. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft 
SEIR; the requested mapping has been added to Section 4.17 to pages 4.17-4 and 
4.17-5 of the Draft SEIR. 

K-3 The Transportation Agency requests that M1W allow the FORTAG trail alignment 
through the proposed expanded injection well area, as shown in Figure 2-3. The 
comment is referred to M1W decisionmakers. M1W intends to work with the 
Transportation Agency to address this request. Also, see Responses to Comment 
Letter WW, FORTAG.

K-4 The Transportation Agency notes the FORTAG trail could serve wildland fire vehicles 
through the project site. This comment noted and referred to M1W decisionmakers. 
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: John Moore <jmoore052@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 10:08 AM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info; WB-DDW-RecycledWater
Subject: Comment to Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for PWM/GWR
Attachments: Scan_0293.pdf; Scan_0295.pdf; Scan_0296.pdf

My name is John M. Moore. I am a licensed, but retired Ca. lawyer. I am not a scientific expert, but over forty plus years
of practice. I have hired. fired and examined over a hundred experts about every scientific area of
technology,construction etc.. I am an expert about scams, large and small. PWM is a large, dangerous scam. I hold a
juris.dictum degree from Stanford Law School. I currently have a Martindale and Hubbell rating by judges and my peers
of "Preeminent"
the highest possible rating. The PWM project and this proposed expansion are illegal on the facts and the law.

I did not participate in the EIR process for the Pure Water Monterey project because like many, I relied on the
representation that it was like the Orange County Water District(OCWD)Recycle/GWR project. That project treats
"municipal Waste" and is legal in all respects. The PWM project and this proposed expansion is unique and is illegal
because it is not based on any legal authorization. Unlike the OCWD project, these projects propose to treat a mix of
municipal waste and agriculture waste waters through a recycle and Ground Water Replenishment process to create
water for potable use. There is no like project in the world. There is no research on the health safety of water from such
a project. The Ca. Dept. of Drinking Water(DDW) has never researched a like project. It has never held hearings under
the Ca. Administrative Procedures Act in order to consider adopting Regulations that would authorize a GWR like the
PWM project and the proposed expansion.

Importantly, DDW does have Regulations that prohibit the original PWM project and the proposed expansion.

Scan 293 attached is a true copy of the DDW "Recycled Water Policy"( I copied it this A.M.) It specifies that the only
water eligible for legal recycle is from legal "Municipal waste water sources." It also
states: "Other types of water reuse include greywater, agriculture return water,industrial wastewater, and water
produced from oil field operations. These types of water reuse are regulated through other programs.." (There is a legal
program for treating agriculture return water for non potable uses, but none for potable use).

PWM contends that its project and the expansion is based on its status as a Ground Water Replenishment project. The
law is exactly opposite.
See Scan 295 attached. It is a copy of duly adopted Administrated Procedures Act Regulation 60301.390 Groundwater
Replenishment Reuse Project or GRRP.. It authorizes a project involving the planned reuse of recycled "municipal
wastewater'(emphasis mine) that is operated for the purpose of replenishing a groundwater basin...for use as a source
of municipal and domestic water supply.

Put another way, if the PWM eliminated the agriculture waste water from the project, it would have some basis for
legality.

The PWM project obtained a permit by the conduct of DDW, PWM and the Central Water Resources Board ignoring the
fact that there was zero compliance with the Admin. Procedures Act, 11340 et seq. Every act taken to obtain the permit
was/is illegal. That Act provides for notice and public hearings. The health safety of recycling and GWR of agriculture
return water would have been vetted. True health safety scientists; toxicologists, Epidemiologists,Microbiologists,
Chemists, and medically trained physicians would testify about the unique risks involved in attempting to treat toxic
agriculture return water for potable uses.

Letter L
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I want to put the PWM project in proper scientific context. Since about 2010, the Ca. Water Resources Board has
authorized scientific studies by independent scientists with the credentials I just described above. Their charter has been
to advise the Board about the risks involved in the treatment and recycling of "municipal wastewaters." At this time,
after several years of study from 2010 through 2016, they have concluded that further study is necessary before Direct
Potable Reuse(DPR) is authorized by a Regulation. An example of DPR would be if PWM treated and recycled municipal
waste water only and then injected it directly into the Seaside Basin(which is the repository of Cal Am's water supply).
The reason that would be illegal now, even if it only treated and recycled municipal wastewater, without the Ag. return
water, is because out of the tens of thousands of dissolved particles that get though the system, some are new, but
toxic. The scientists describe them as the "unknown unknowns." The current research involves bioassaying the new
particles, testing for toxicity, and then attempting to devise tests as an alert if such a particle appeared in the drinking
water.

The treatment and recycle of agriculture return waste water for potable use is not even a subject of discussion and/or
research at the state Dept. of Water or DDW. I could not find a single scientific article where it is under discussion
anywhere in the world.

The reason PWM choose to include the treatment and recycle of toxic agriculture wastewater was/ is to save the county
agriculture interests tens and tens of millions that it would cost to clean up the waste it has created since world war two.
Two of the waste source sites, Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch are much more than ag.
return waters. They are EPA 303d sites: that means that the waters are so contaminated that aquatic life cannot survive
there.

According to section 2.1.2.1. of the Expansion EIR, the new facilities to be built to facilitate transfer of the toxic ag. waste
waters for the expansion will be located at Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch.
Evidently agriculture return from 1946 to date qualifies as agriculture return.

No, I can't describe the toxins that may be in the agriculture return waters. No one can. But I can explain the types of
concerns that scientist have about the current legal projects that treat and recycle municipal waste for potable use. Scan
296 attached is a research paper that I received from a highly educated friend who does not wish to be identified. I have
verified the authenticity of the cited expert opinions. Keep in mind the scientific opinions relate only to the treatment
and recycle of municipal waste waters. There are No scientific comments about treating and recycling agriculture return
waters; that topic is not on the map except for PWM. Imagine how much more dangerous the addition of ag. return
water would make their opinions.

The PWM water is to be injected into the Seaside Basin which is the sole repository of Cal Am's drinking water. Cal Am
has several wells which it uses to extract the water. But why isn't there an EIR by the Watermaster of the Seaside Basin?

The Seaside Basin is controlled by a Watermaster(not a person, but a group of local politicians, govt. bodies etc. See its
web page) and is lightly supervised by a Monterey County superior court judge. It is not controlled by W1M or the
Monterey Bay Water Management District.
It is inconceivable that it would allow illegal water into the basin without the benefit of an EIR. But it has done so as to
the original PWM project. Again, the Administrative Procedures Act be damned.

So what should be done? As a practical matter the original PWM is project is almost comple. But the health safety risks
of that project are so high that any source waters except for legal municipal waste water must be eliminated. People
may become very ill and may die.
Imagine the PWM water contaminating the Seaside Basin. Are we willing to risk our entire water supply?

As to the expansion, because of the need for a diverse water supply, PWM should instead build a "deep water"
desalinization project. The costs of such a project are comparable to the costs of water from the PWM project.
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There was no health safety evidence or expert opinion presented in the EIR for the PWM project. Instead, Margaret
Nellor, a retired sewage engineer and part time consultant presented tables etc and gave the opinion that the PWM
project was just like the Orange County Water District project. Her great fraud was that she did not report that the PWM
project was unique and not legally authorized. The CPUC commented that it was relying on her opinion that the PWM
project was based on old science.

Of course, the :rub" is that if Nellor did not hide the revolutionary risks of the PWM project, she would not have been
hired. (Her 2015 Dun and Bradstreet report was that Nellor and Assoc. had two employee's, Margaret and her mother. It
is located in Austin Texas)

I apologize for typing errors, formatting, etc. I do not type well and I an not a computer whiz(But I try). Respectfully
submitted, John M.
Moore, ESQ.
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document L: John Moore 

L-1 See Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality for information regarding the legal authority for and 
regulation of the PWM/GWR Project.   

L-2 See Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality for information regarding the health and safety of purified 
treated water associated with the PWM/GWR Project. 

L-3 See Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality for information identifying the regulatory program that 
governs the PWM/GWR Project.

L-4 CCR Title 22, Division 4 and the groundwater replenishment regulations (Article 5.1, 
Article 5.2) regulate recycled water from sources that contain domestic waste, in whole 
or in part. See also Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and 
Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-5 DDW and the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board have the authority 
to approve groundwater replenishment projects and issue operating permits. CCR 
Title 22, Division 4 (Section 60323) gives authority to DDW by specifying their approval 
of an Engineering Report prior to production and distribution of recycled water. CWC 
13523 and Section 13263 give authority to the Regional Water Quality Control Boards 
to issue Water Recycling Requirements and Waste Discharge Requirements. The 
State of California utilized Science Advisory Panels to develop the groundwater 
replenishment regulations and associated monitoring requirements for operating 
permits. The Science Advisory Panels included experts in chemistry, biochemistry, 
toxicology, environmental microbiology, epidemiology, risk assessment, and 
engineering. See also Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water 
and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-6 The approved PWM/GWR Project and the Proposed Modifications are defined as 
indirect potable reuse projects because the purified recycled water is placed in a 
groundwater basin which qualifies as an environmental barrier. The environmental 
barrier provides additional safety measures by creating underground retention prior to
extraction for drinking water purposes. 

By contrast, direct potable reuse projects directly send recycled water into drinking 
water distribution systems or to Water Treatment Plants. The State of California is in 
the process of developing regulations for direct potable reuse. Regulations for indirect 
potable reuse (groundwater augmentation, surface water augmentation) have been 
approved and are imposed upon the approved PWM/GWR Project and would be 
further imposed if the Proposed Modifications are approved and permitted. See also 
Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality.
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The Project is required to conduct bioassay monitoring as specified in the Monitoring 
and Reporting Program (Order R3-2019-0116). The requirements are based on 
recommendations from the State Water Board’s CEC Science Advisory Panel (with 
stakeholder input) and were added to Title 22 by the Recycled Water Policy. The 
purified recycled water produced at the AWPF must be monitored quarterly for the 
Estrogen receptor-α endpoint (screening for impacts related to estradiol, bisphenol A,
nonylphenol) and Aryl hydrocarbon receptor endpoint (screening for impacts related 
to dioxin-like chemicals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, pesticides). Response 
actions would be triggered based on the results and relevant thresholds. See also 
Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-7 Neither the approved PWM/GWR Project, nor the Proposed Modifications, would treat 
solely agricultural return or tail water for potable reuse. The Project includes a small 
amount of agricultural return water mixed with larger volumes of domestic wastewater,
industrial wastewater from produce processing plants, and stormwater runoff for 
treatment. The water would be treated through the primary and secondary treatment 
processes at the RTP, followed by advanced purification through the AWPF then 
injection in the groundwater basin wherein it would mix with existing groundwater and 
remain in the ground for at least 10 months prior to extraction, treatment, and 
distribution by urban water purveyors. See also Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-8  Blanco Drain is on the 303(d) list for exceedance of water quality objectives for 
chlorpyrifos, DDT, DDE, diazinon, and nitrate. The Reclamation Ditch is on the 303(d) 
list for exceedance of water quality objectives for ammonia, chlorpyrifos, diazinon, 
copper, malathion, nitrate, and bacteria. The Regional Board and DDW reviewed 
source water quality and water quality throughout treatment and purification steps,
accepted the Title 22 Engineering Report, and approved the Project’s operating 
permit. In 2019, M1W prepared a revised local limits report to support a new 
Wastewater Ordinance that establishes local limits for influent to the RTP. The local 
limits report assumed the new source waters as part of the RTP influent. The RTP and 
AWPF have been shown to be effective for treatment of the variety of influent waters 
during its pilot testing. Bench testing of the removal of constituents (DDx and Dieldrin) 
showed over 99.99% removal through only primary and secondary treatment. No 
regulated constituents exceeded their regulatory limit in the Reverse Osmosis 
permeate during the pilot test. Ultraviolet (UV)/Advanced Oxidation Process included 
in the to the AWPF treatment process but not the pilot program will provide further 
reduction of pesticides and CECs. See also Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-9 See response to comment L-8. See also Master Response #2: Comments on Purified 
Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-10  The Monitoring and Reporting Program (Order R3-2019-0116) requires extensive 
monitoring for CECs (including for hundreds of constituents identified by the State’s 
Scientific Advisory Panel, NWRI Independent Advisory Panel, and DDW). The purified 
recycled water will undergo more treatment and will be monitored for more constituents 
than is required for potable water, and many potable water supply wells throughout 
the State are in proximity of and/or downgradient from discharges of municipal 
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wastewater and agricultural land drainage flows. Response actions are triggered 
based on the results and relevant thresholds. See also Master Response #2: 
Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-11  M1W is responsible for designing, funding, and constructing those project components 
that are owned by M1W (RTP site, AWPF and injection wells) and are located on M1W 
land. As such, the CEQA requirements apply to M1W. The Seaside Watermaster is a 
stakeholder and receives notifications of project plans, developments, and all 
groundwater quality data through the stakeholder advisory process. See also Master 
Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater 
Basin Quality.

L-12 The approved PWM/GWR Project was reviewed in an EIR which was available for 
public review in spring of 2015 and certified in October 2015. Several Addenda to the 
PWM/GWR Final EIR have been prepared and adopted, including Addendum No. 1 in 
October 2016 by MPWMD, Appendix No. 2 in March 2017 by MPWMD, and 
Addendum No. 3 in October 2017 by M1W. CEQA review has thus occurred multiple 
times, and no lawsuits were filed questioning or challenging the adequacy of those 
CEQA documents nor the associated project approvals. In addition, multiple federal 
agencies have also conducted their own environmental review and permitting for all or 
parts of the project, including the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the U.S. EPA, State 
Water Resources Control Board, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, the U.S. Army, and the Army Corps of Engineers. The Proposed 
Modifications are now the subject of this Draft SEIR. The approved PWM/GWR Project 
has also received approval from the SWRCB – Divisions of Water Quality, Water 
Rights, and Drinking Water – the Central Coast RWQCB, the City of Seaside, and the 
Seaside Watermaster. In addition, the Watermaster, MPWMD, and M1W entered into 
a Storage Agreement (available at: http://www.seasidebasinwatermaster.org
/Other/Storage%20and%20Recovery%20Agreement%20-%20Signed.pdf). See also 
Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality.

L-13  The Project was first developed with input from an Independent Advisory Panel, then 
accepted by DDW as consistent with recycled water regulations, and finally approved 
by the Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board. During this process, 
numerous public health, engineering, groundwater hydrology, chemistry, and risk 
assessments experts have conducted reviews and determined the PWM/GWR Project 
will not pose a risk to public and environmental health and safety. See also Master 
Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater 
Basin Quality.

L-14 As a wastewater and water recycling agency, Monterey One Water is not in a position 
or the responsible entity to explore a potable water supply project like desalinization.
See also Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.

L-15 The PWM/GWR Project has been the subject of intense study and analysis by dozens 
of experts in the fields of drinking water safety, public health, hydrogeology, chemistry, 
environmental engineering, water recycling, and biology. The project also went 
through a vigorous public review and education process. The project team, local 
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agency staff and regulatory agency reviewers, includes dozens of Professional 
Engineers, certified Hydrogeologists, and scientists holding PhDs with experience 
working on multiple indirect potable reuse projects. These professionals, professors, 
and scientists have been consulted multiple times throughout the more than 10 years 
of project planning, design, and implementation. They have reviewed, commented, 
and approved the project while looking at it from a breadth of perspectives. The results 
of these reviews and approvals are available at www.purewatermonterey.org for all 
interested individuals. These include documents regarding this and other similar 
recycled water studies, projects, and regulatory requirements. See also Master 
Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater 
Basin Quality.

L-16 Margaret Nellor is an expert on recycled water project development and regulatory 
compliance. She prepared sections of the PWM/GWR Final EIR based on her 
expertise and experience. See also Master Response #2: Comments on Purified 
Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Bud Mcmurray <budmcmurray@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 4:24 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: John Moore email

I fully understand and agree with Mr. Moore and support his comments 100%. His comments should realize a review.
Thank you.
Harry McMurray
Resident monterey

Sent from my iPhone
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter M
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Bud McMurray <budmcmurray@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2019 4:51 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Fwd: Comment to Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for PWM/GWR

>
>>>>> I’m a local resident and support John Moore’s views. We need this verified, PLEASE.
Thank you.
H.S. McMurray
1245 Aguajito rd.
93940
3727204
>>>>>
>>>>> My name is John M. Moore. I am a licensed, but retired Ca. lawyer.
>>>>> I am not a scientific expert, but over forty plus years of
>>>>> practice. I have hired. fired and examined over a hundred experts
>>>>> about every scientific area of technology,construction etc.. I am
>>>>> an expert about scams, large and small. PWM is a large, dangerous
>>>>> scam. I hold a juris.dictum degree from Stanford Law School. I
>>>>> currently have a Martindale and Hubbell rating by judges and my peers of "Preeminent"
>>>>> the highest possible rating. The PWM project and this proposed
>>>>> expansion are illegal on the facts and the law.
>>>>>
>>>>> I did not participate in the EIR process for the Pure Water
>>>>> Monterey project because like many, I relied on the representation
>>>>> that it was like the Orange County Water District(OCWD)Recycle/GWR
>>>>> project. That project treats "municipal Waste" and is legal in all
>>>>> respects. The PWM project and this proposed expansion is unique
>>>>> and is illegal because it is not based on any legal authorization.
>>>>> Unlike the OCWD project, these projects propose to treat a mix of
>>>>> municipal waste and agriculture waste waters through a recycle and
>>>>> Ground Water Replenishment process to create water for potable
>>>>> use. There is no like project in the world. There is no research
>>>>> on the health safety of water from such a project. The Ca. Dept.
>>>>> of Drinking Water(DDW) has never researched a like project. It has
>>>>> never held hearings under the Ca. Administrative Procedures Act in
>>>>> order to consider adopting Regulations that would authorize a GWR
>>>>> like the PWM project and the proposed expansion.
>>>>>
>>>>> Importantly, DDW does have Regulations that prohibit the original
>>>>> PWM project and the proposed expansion.
>>>>>
>>>>> Scan 293 attached is a true copy of the DDW "Recycled Water
>>>>> Policy"( I copied it this A.M.) It specifies that the only water
>>>>> eligible for legal recycle is from legal "Municipal waste water
>>>>> sources." It also
>>>>> states: "Other types of water reuse include greywater, agriculture
>>>>> return water,industrial wastewater, and water produced from oil
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>>>>> field operations. These types of water reuse are regulated through
>>>>> other programs.." (There is a legal program for treating
>>>>> agriculture return water for non potable uses, but none for potable use).
>>>>>
>>>>> PWM contends that its project and the expansion is based on its
>>>>> status as a Ground Water Replenishment project. The law is exactly opposite.
>>>>> See Scan 295 attached. It is a copy of duly adopted Administrated
>>>>> Procedures Act Regulation 60301.390 Groundwater Replenishment
>>>>> Reuse Project or GRRP.. It authorizes a project involving the
>>>>> planned reuse of recycled "municipal wastewater'(emphasis mine)
>>>>> that is operated for the purpose of replenishing a groundwater
>>>>> basin...for use as a source of municipal and domestic water supply.
>>>>>
>>>>> Put another way, if the PWM eliminated the agriculture waste water
>>>>> from the project, it would have some basis for legality.
>>>>>
>>>>> The PWM project obtained a permit by the conduct of DDW, PWM and
>>>>> the Central Water Resources Board ignoring the fact that there was
>>>>> zero compliance with the Admin. Procedures Act, 11340 et seq.
>>>>> Every act taken to obtain the permit was/is illegal. That Act
>>>>> provides for notice and public hearings. The health safety of
>>>>> recycling and GWR of agriculture return water would have been
>>>>> vetted. True health safety scientists; toxicologists,
>>>>> Epidemiologists,Microbiologists, Chemists, and medically trained
>>>>> physicians would testify about the unique risks involved in
>>>>> attempting to treat toxic agriculture return water for potable uses.
>>>>>
>>>>> I want to put the PWM project in proper scientific context. Since
>>>>> about 2010, the Ca. Water Resources Board has authorized
>>>>> scientific studies by independent scientists with the credentials
>>>>> I just described above. Their charter has been to advise the Board
>>>>> about the risks involved in the treatment and recycling of
>>>>> "municipal wastewaters." At this time, after several years of
>>>>> study from 2010 through 2016, they have concluded that further
>>>>> study is necessary before Direct Potable Reuse(DPR) is authorized
>>>>> by a Regulation. An example of DPR would be if PWM treated and
>>>>> recycled municipal waste water only and then injected it directly
>>>>> into the Seaside Basin(which is the repository of Cal Am's water
>>>>> supply). The reason that would be illegal now, even if it only
>>>>> treated and recycled municipal wastewater, without the Ag. return
>>>>> water, is because out of the tens of thousands of dissolved
>>>>> particles that get though the system, some are new, but toxic. The
>>>>> scientists describe them as the "unknown unknowns." The current
>>>>> research involves bioassaying the new particles, testing for
>>>>> toxicity, and then attempting to devise tests as an alert if such a particle appeared in the drinking water.
>>>>>
>>>>> The treatment and recycle of agriculture return waste water for
>>>>> potable use is not even a subject of discussion and/or research at
>>>>> the state Dept. of Water or DDW. I could not find a single
>>>>> scientific article where it is under discussion anywhere in the world.
>>>>>
>>>>> The reason PWM choose to include the treatment and recycle of
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>>>>> toxic agriculture wastewater was/ is to save the county
>>>>> agriculture interests tens and tens of millions that it would cost
>>>>> to clean up the waste it has created since world war two. Two of
>>>>> the waste source sites, Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch are much more than ag.
>>>>> return waters. They are EPA 303d sites: that means that the waters
>>>>> are so contaminated that aquatic life cannot survive there.
>>>>>
>>>>> According to section 2.1.2.1. of the Expansion EIR, the new
>>>>> facilities to be built to facilitate transfer of the toxic ag.
>>>>> waste waters for the expansion will be located at Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch.
>>>>> Evidently agriculture return from 1946 to date qualifies as
>>>>> agriculture return.
>>>>>
>>>>> No, I can't describe the toxins that may be in the agriculture
>>>>> return waters. No one can. But I can explain the types of concerns
>>>>> that scientist have about the current legal projects that treat
>>>>> and recycle municipal waste for potable use. Scan 296 attached is
>>>>> a research paper that I received from a highly educated friend who
>>>>> does not wish to be identified. I have verified the authenticity
>>>>> of the cited expert opinions. Keep in mind the scientific opinions
>>>>> relate only to the treatment and recycle of municipal waste
>>>>> waters. There are No scientific comments about treating and
>>>>> recycling agriculture return waters; that topic is not on the map
>>>>> except for PWM. Imagine how much more dangerous the addition of
>>>>> ag. return water would make their opinions.
>>>>>
>>>>> The PWM water is to be injected into the Seaside Basin which is
>>>>> the sole repository of Cal Am's drinking water. Cal Am has several
>>>>> wells which it uses to extract the water. But why isn't there an
>>>>> EIR by the Watermaster of the Seaside Basin?
>>>>>
>>>>> The Seaside Basin is controlled by a Watermaster(not a person, but
>>>>> a group of local politicians, govt. bodies etc. See its web page)
>>>>> and is lightly supervised by a Monterey County superior court
>>>>> judge. It is not controlled by W1M or the Monterey Bay Water Management District.
>>>>> It is inconceivable that it would allow illegal water into the
>>>>> basin without the benefit of an EIR. But it has done so as to the
>>>>> original PWM project. Again, the Administrative Procedures Act be damned.
>>>>>
>>>>> So what should be done? As a practical matter the original PWM is
>>>>> project is almost comple. But the health safety risks of that
>>>>> project are so high that any source waters except for legal
>>>>> municipal waste water must be eliminated. People may become very ill and may die.
>>>>> Imagine the PWM water contaminating the Seaside Basin. Are we
>>>>> willing to risk our entire water supply?
>>>>>
>>>>> As to the expansion, because of the need for a diverse water
>>>>> supply, PWM should instead build a "deep water" desalinization
>>>>> project. The costs of such a project are comparable to the costs
>>>>> of water from the PWM project.
>>>>>
>>>>> There was no health safety evidence or expert opinion presented in
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>>>>> the EIR for the PWM project. Instead, Margaret Nellor, a retired
>>>>> sewage engineer and part time consultant presented tables etc and
>>>>> gave the opinion that the PWM project was just like the Orange
>>>>> County Water District project. Her great fraud was that she did
>>>>> not report that the PWM project was unique and not legally
>>>>> authorized. The CPUC commented that it was relying on her opinion
>>>>> that the PWM project was based on old science.
>>>>>
>>>>> Of course, the :rub" is that if Nellor did not hide the
>>>>> revolutionary risks of the PWM project, she would not have been
>>>>> hired. (Her 2015 Dun and Bradstreet report was that Nellor and
>>>>> Assoc. had two employee's, Margaret and her mother. It is located
>>>>> in Austin Texas)
>>>>>
>>>>> I apologize for typing errors, formatting, etc. I do not type well
>>>>> and I an not a computer whiz(But I try). Respectfully submitted, John M.
>>>>> Moore, ESQ.
>>>>> <Scan_0293.pdf>
>>>>> <Scan_0295.pdf>
>>>>> <Scan_0296.pdf>
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Chapter 4. Comments and Responses on the Draft SEIR 

Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project  April 2020 
Final Supplemental EIR  Monterey One Water 

Comment Document M: Harry McMurray 

M-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Prof Nick <profnck@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2019 4:36 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Comment about the PURE WATER  project

Dear People: 11/14/19

I find it unacceptable and not in the best interest of the public, that industrial, agricultural waste water, and street
runoff, is going to be recycled into our basin.

I have read many of John Moore‘s writings to you about the failure failure of technology to keep up with the ability to
test and purify water of this type. Because of this I am opposed to this project and support John Moore’s writings and
efforts to curtail further progress with this so called “PURE WATER” project.

Vincent Tuminello, in Pacific Grove, California

Sent from my iPhone
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter N
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Comment Document N: Vincent Tuminello 

N-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Rachel Gaudoin
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2019 8:52 AM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: FW: Public Comment, 11/25/19

Rachel Gaudoin
Public Outreach Coordinator
Monterey One Water (formerly MRWPCA)
P:831 645 4623
www.MontereyOneWater.org

STAY CONNECTED with Monterey One Water
• Sign up for our e newsletter "One Exchange"
• Follow our Facebook page for the latest news

From: Paul Bruno <pbbmtry@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2019 8:34 AM
To: Rachel Gaudoin <rachel@my1water.org>
Subject: Public Comment, 11/25/19

Rachel, 

As requested, below is the outline I used for Public Comment on 11/25/19. 

Paul Bruno 
831-277-6110

Mr. Chair and Members of the Board, Paul Bruno, Resident of Monterey 

*** Thank Board for Watermaster's use of the room for meetings *** 

I have a comment about the Draft EIR for the expansion of the Monterey Recycled water project. 

Specifically, I wish to comment on its relation to the CSIP Agreement. 

Section 4.18-13 on page 383 of the Draft EIR addresses an issue related to source water. 

My understanding is that there is an agreement approved by this Board and the Water Resources Agency in 2016. 

It is called the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement (ARWRA) 

L tter O
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It supersedes the Source Waters MOU and set forth certain contractual rights and obligations. 

The expansion project as proposed would result in a 781 AFY reduction in the benefits to the CSIP during normal and wet 
years. 

The CSIP agreement is vital to the Salinas Basin in that it reduces groundwater pumping in the Salinas Valley. 

781 AFY is significant to farmers, especially when we are dealing with an over drafted basin. 

Adequate source water will continue to be the Achilles heel of the expansion.  Short changing CSIP is not the answer. 

Thank you. 
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the

message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document O:  Paul Bruno 

O-1 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
and responses to comments B-2 and H-9. 

.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: carolyn hill <carolynhill999@outlook.com>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 7:09 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: EIR pure water monterey expansion

I am opposed to this expansion and to the original project because it will attempt to purify, for potable reuse,
agriculture waste waters as a water source. Such a source is unprecedented, without any supporting scientific research
about the heath/safety of such water, without legal authority and can make users ill, disabled or even death. Please
remove the agriculture waste water from the project. It is unnecessary.

Sent from my iPad
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter P
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Comment Document P: Carolyn Hill 

P-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Christopher Turek <christopherturek@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 2:55 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: EIR for the Pure Water Monterey expansion.

I am opposed to EIR for the Pure Water Monterey expansion and to the original project because it will attempt to purify,
for potable reuse, agriculture waste waters as a water source. Such a source is unprecedented, without any supporting
scientific research about the heath/safety of such water, without legal authority and can make users ill, disabled or even
death. Remove the agriculture waste water from the project, it is unnecessary.

Do not my the health of my family at risk. There will be consequences and you will be held accountable.

Thank you,

Christopher Turek

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter Q
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Comment Document Q: Christopher Turek 

Q-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Karen Oneal <monterey2u@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 8:59 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: PURE WATER PROJECT

As a resident of the Peninsula for 40 years, I oppose this project and favor desalinization. After researching pros and
cons I have come to the conclusion that the project was fast tracked and and politicized. People hate their Cal Am water
bills and have been told this will solve the problem. There is not enough medical research on using sewer, ag runoff,
superfund debris as drinking water. If I had children on the peninsula— I would move far away.

Karen O'Neal
McNeal Business Solutions
831 915 0750

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter R
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Karen Oneal <monterey2u@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2019 9:18 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: For EIR Report, public comment

I oppose this project until further study is done. To include agricultural runoff loaded with chemicals and force
peninsula residents to drink that stuff is gross negligence. We are not guinea pigs and refuse to wind up like Flint
Michigan. There is no city that allows this particular kind of contamination.
We need more evaluation and MEDICAL research before the project proceeds.
Karen O'Neal
831 915 0750

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document R: Karen O’Neal 

R-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: PETER LE <peter381@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 2:43 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed Modifications to 

the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project

December 2, 2019 

Monterey One Water 

ATTN: Rachel Gaudoin 

5 Harris Ct., Bldg. D 

Monterey, CA 93940 

send by email to purewatermontereyinfo@my1water.org 

Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed Modifications to 
the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (Draft Supplemental EIR) 

Dear Ms. Gaudoin: 

I have reviewed the Draft Supplemental EIR (DSEIR) for the above PWM/GWR project and have 
the following comments: 1. In Chapter 2, Project Description, of the DSEIR, it describes the new 
Cal Am Conveyance System as part of this expanded project as follows: " the addition of potable 
and raw water pipelines along General Jim Moore Boulevard and at the Seaside Middle School site 
(referred to as CalAm Conveyance Pipelines)". 

The above description is not clear in that it does not describe where the additional potable pipeline 
begins and ends, where the additional raw water pipeline begins and ends, what the sizes of these 
pipes are, and where exactly on General Jim Moore Blvd they will be constructed (under the 
existing pavement, under the sidewalk, or adjacent to the sidewalk). Additionally, the DSEIR does 
not describe whether one of these new pipes will connect to the Cal Am desalinated pipeline that is 
part of the MPWS project. 

Additionally, this Chapter 2 referred to a shared pipeline on General Jim Moore Blvd. But it did not 
described this pipe is shared between what agencies or organizations or who owns this pipeline. 

It is very difficult, in fact not possible, to provide comments where the description of this project 
portion is very vague and not specific as described above. I request M1W revises the Section 2 to 
provide additional information as described above. 

Letter S
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2. While it is understood that Monterey One Water (M1W) owned 100 percent of the new advanced
water purification plant, the DSEIR failed to acknowledge or indicate that Marina Coast Water
District (MCWD) owned 100 percent of the existing transmission or conveyance pipeline and the
existing Black Horse Reservoir that, currently being used for the current PWM/GWR, Phase 1, will
also be used for this expanded PWM/GWR

project. 

Previous agreements between M1W and MCWD allows MCWD to receive 600 AFY of purified 
water from the new M1W plant and also allows M1W to convey only 3,500 AF through MCWD's 
owned pipeline and used only a portion of the Black Horse Reservoir. 

3. Additionally, the DSEIR did not show any analysis whether the MCWD's owned pipeline can
carry an additional 2,250 AF of this expanded project or ,if feasible, what are the impacts of the
conveyance of the additional 2,250 AF to the MCWD's transmission and distribution systems. I
request that M1W performs these impact analyses to the existing transmission or conveyance
pipeline from the conveyance of additional 2,250 AF and propose appropriate mitigation, if any.
The analyses must include the full use or 100 % of MCWD's recycled water rights in the future and
not just 600 AFY.

4. Similarly, the DSEIR did not show any analysis of the impacts of this expanded project to the
existing MCWD's owned Black Horse Reservoir. The installation of new wells as part of this
project definitely impacts the operation of the existing Black Horse Reservoir in addition to the
conveyance of the additional 2,250 AF. I request that M1W performs the analyses of the impacts to
the existing Black Horse Reservoir and propose appropriate mitigation.

5. The DSEIR shows a new pipeline running along the existing dirt road and connects to the
existing Black Horse Reservoir. But there was no discussion whether it is feasible to do so, the
impacts to the operation of this reservoir, any required permit from the State Drinking Division for
this new connection to the tank, or the alternative of connecting to the existing pipes instead of
connecting to the existing tank. I request that M1W addresses these issues in the Final SEIR.

6. Section 2.7, Permits and Approvals, failed to indicate that M1W needs to obtain approval from
MCWD Board of Directors before it can convey an additional 2,250 AF on the MCWD's 100%
owned pipeline and use the MCWD's 100% owned Black Horse Reservoir capacity for this
expanded project. I request that M1W revises Section 2.7 to indicate approvals are required from
MCWD.

7. Additionally, Section 2.7. Permits and Approvals, did not indicate whether Cal Am will need to
obtain approval from California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) for its new facilities for this
expanded project and for new and/or additional components or its approved MPSWP desal project.
I request that M1W and/or Cal Am clarifies which components of this project will require approval
from CPUC.

8. Section 7.1, List of Preparers and Persons Consulted, did not indicate any consultation was made
with Marina Coast Water District or its staff. If there was any
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consultation, please list in this Section 7.1. 

9. Since MCWD owns 100 percent of the existing transmission or conveyance pipeline and 100%
of the existing Black Horse Reservoir and MCWD only allows M1W to carry only 3,500 AF, and
assuming that there is no adverse impacts to MCWD's transmission and distribution systems, M1W
will need to pay MCWD additional capital costs, and operation and maintenance costs to convey an
additional 2,250 AF as part of this expanded project. The above comments are my own comments
and they do not represent comments from any other individuals or from any private or public
organizations.

Let me know if you have any questions. Please also notify me when M1W issues the Final 
Supplemental EIR for this expanded PWM/GWR project. 

Please also acknowledge that you receive this email. Thanks, 

Sincerely, 

Peter Le P.E. 

cc: Monterey One Water Board of Directors  

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District Board of Directors 

Marina Coast Water District Board of Directors 

This electronic mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is privileged, 
confidential, and/or otherwise protected from disclosure to anyone other than its intended recipient(s). 
Any dissemination or use of this electronic email or its contents (including any attachments) by 
persons other than the intended recipient(s) is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in 
error, please notify us immediately by reply email so that we may correct our internal records. Please 
then delete the original message (including any attachments) in its entirety. Thank you. 

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document S: Peter Le 

S-1 The CalAm Conveyance Facilities pipelines are described in the Draft SEIR in 
Section 2.6.5 (starting on page 2-26), Table 2-6 on page 2-31, and shown 
schematically in Figures 2-7 and 2-8 (pages 2-276 and 2-30). An introductory
paragraph to Section 2.6.5.1 on page 2-30 has been added to provide additional detail 
about the pipelines. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

S-2  The PWM/RUWAP shared pipeline referred to in Figure 2-2 (page 2-4) and the 
description of the existing PWM Project being shared between M1W and MCWD is 
provided in the final paragraph of Section 2.1.1 and in Addendum No. 3 to the 
PWM/GWR Final EIR. See also, the Pure Water Delivery and Supply Project 
Agreement Between M1W and MCWD dated April 8, 2016, and the related 
Amendment No. 1 dated December 18, 2017 (hereafter, the “Deliver and Supply 
Agreement”). The shared pipeline referred to in Figure 2-8 is shared between MCWD 
and CalAm under the Water Wheeling Agreement (Marina Coast Water District and 
California-American Water Company, 2009). This second pipe is described in detail in 
the text added to Section 2.6.5.1 on page 2-30. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft 
SEIR. 

S-3  The Draft SEIR provided location and size information about the CalAm Conveyance 
Facilities pipelines for the Proposed Modifications in Section 2.6.5 (commencing on 
page 2-26), on Figure 2-7 on page 2-27, and in Table 2-6 on page 2-31. As requested, 
additional pipeline details were added to the Draft SEIR as an introductory paragraph 
in Section 2.6.5.1 on page 2-30; see Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

S-4  As stated in this comment, MCWD owns the conveyance pipeline and Blackhorse 
Reservoir, and under its current agreement with MCWD, M1W pays for capacity and 
can convey 3,700 AFY through the conveyance system plus additional volumes during 
November through March (See Delivery and Supply Agreement). MCWD’s 
participation in the approved PWM/GWR Project is described in Sections 1.2, 1.5.2 
and 2.1.1, as well as Addendum 3 to the PWM/GWR Final EIR. The agreement 
between M1W and MCWD allows for increased use of the conveyance pipeline by 
either party, and provides a mechanism for determining the associated cost. See 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.18-5.

S-5  See response to comment G-15.

S-6 A discussion of the impact the operations of the Blackhorse Reservoir has been added 
to Section 2.6.3 on page 2-19. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR. The 
2.0 MG reservoir was sized to provide operational storage for MCWD’s RUWAP and 
the backwashing cycles of the deep injection wells. The proposed expansion would 

6 Draft SEIR page 2-27 was incorrectly labeled as page 2-28; therefore, the document contained two pages 
labeled 2-28. The first page 2-28 is referred to as page 2-27 herein; see Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft 
SEIR. 
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not require additional operational storage. See Appendix Q to the Final SEIR, which 
found that:

• It is feasible to increase injection flows to 7.57 mgd by expanding the well field

• Adequate well-head pressures can be maintained provided that at least one 
foot of water exists in the Black Horse tank

• A 24-inch transmission main (AWWA C905 PVC with a pressure rating of 80 
psig) should be constructed to connect the Black Horse tank to the expanded 
well field. 

• Existing pumps at the PWPS are compatible with the expanded duty 
conditions. A fifth pump (identical to the existing units) will be required to satisfy 
the proposed firm capacity of 7.57 mgd

The existing Black Horse tank has enough capacity to accommodate routine 
backwashing of all deep-injection wells assuming one well is backwashed per day 
for five days out of a week. This assumes that output from the PWPS matches the 
total demand for pure water over the course of a week.

S-7 The Product Water Conveyance Pipeline from the Blackhorse Reservoir site to the 
Expanded Injection Well facilities is proposed to connect into the pipeline feeding the 
Blackhorse Reservoir, most likely just outside the fenced tank yard. Figure 2-5A is 
added to better show the intended pipeline alignment. See Chapter 5, Changes to 
the Draft SEIR. The State Water Board Division of Drinking Water would consider this
new system pipeline when they consider the Proposed Modifications in an amended
Engineering Report which would precede approval of amendments the WDR/WRR by 
the RWQCB; the required approvals are listed on Table 2-8 in the Draft SEIR, 
page 2-33.

S-8 Under the current agreement between MCWD and M1W, MCWD must be alerted to 
any expanded use of the conveyance system; however, the action would simply be to 
reallocate costs between the entities as allowed by the Delivery and Supply 
Agreement.

S-9 CalAm may need approval from the CPUC before constructing additional facilities that 
would impact their ratepayers; however, that would not be needed prior to construction 
and operation of the M1W components of the Proposed Modifications, unless it is a 
precursor to receiving required funding. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR
for updates to Table 2-8 on page 2-33 of the Draft SEIR.  

S-10 MCWD staff was consulted in preparing this Draft SEIR, and these communications 
are now listed in Section 7.1 on page 7-2. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR.
As a key stakeholder and potential responsible agency, MCWD was provided the 
Notice of Preparation for the Draft SEIR and was invited to participate in developing 
the final Project Description and hydraulic modeling assumptions. The Project would 
not adversely affect MCWD’s Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project (the shared 
use of facilities).
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S-11 Under the current agreement between MCWD and M1W, M1W would be required to 
pay for increased use of the Conveyance System. As pointed out in response S-4, the 
current agreement between M1W and MCWD allows for future increases in use and 
provides a mechanism for determining and allocating the cost for increased use.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Sandy <skmoon@pacbell.net>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 5:33 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Comment on EIR water use of agricultural drinking water 

To whom it may concern:

I am opposed to this expansion and to the original project because it will attempt to purify, for potable reuse, agriculture
waste waters as a water source. Such a source is unprecedented, where is the scientific research about the heath/safety
of people drinking and bathing in this?

I am concerned for my own health and others. This is very concerning to me .

Thank you,
Sandy M
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter T
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Comment Document T: Sandy M. 

T-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: vatuminello@yahoo.com
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2019 12:01 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Don’t use Any Ag Waste Water, please! 

Dear Sirs:

I would like to make a comment about your ongoing recycled water project.

I am opposed to the use of agricultural waste water. I am under the impression that all forms of agriculture waste
water, as a source for the water expansion, should be excluded from the project because I have been told that there is
“NO precedent, research or authority that supports the health safety of the attempt to purify agriculture waste waters
for potable reuse.” If this is true, please, don’t use any agricultural or even industrial waste water as part of our drinking
water.

Sincerely, Vince Tuminello, Pacific Grove California

Sent from my iPad
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting
the message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document U: Vince Turminello 

U-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Lindley Rolle <linrolle@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2019 9:18 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Comment to the EIR for the Pure Water Monterey expansion.

I am opposed to this expansion and to the original project because it will attempt to purify, for potable reuse, agriculture 
waste waters as a water source. Such a source is unprecedented, without any supporting scientific research about the 
heath/safety of such water, without legal authority and can make users ill, disabled or even death. Remove the agriculture 
waste water from the project, it is unnecessary. 

I did not ask for this water project.  I wasn't given a choice I do not want recycled water.  I do not believe that you can rid 
all the environmental impurities to make it safe to drink or use for humans or plants. 

Lindley Rolle
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the

message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document V: Lindley Rolle 

V-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Comment Document W: Ian Crooks, California American Water Company 

W-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Wendi Newman <wendi.newman7@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2019 7:55 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: Use of ag water in our water supply

I am commenting to the EIR for the Pure Water Monterey expansion.

I am opposed to this expansion and to the original project because it will attempt to purify, for potable reuse, agriculture
waste waters as a water source. Such a source is unprecedented, without any supporting scientific research about the
heath/safety of such water, without legal authority and can make users ill, disabled or even lead to death. This is a public
catastrophe.

This project was rushed through with very little public input. Remove the agriculture waste water from the project, it is
unnecessary.

Wendi Newman
Pacific Grove, Ca 93950

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter X
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Comment Document X: Wendi Newman 

X-1 See response to comments L-1 through L-10 and Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Dale Huss <daleh@OceanMist.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2019 11:05 AM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Cc: Joe Pezzini; Eric Tynan
Subject: Comments on the proposed expansion of the Pure 1 Monterey Project.

My name is Dale Huss. I am the VP of Artichoke Production for Ocean Mist Farms. I also chair the Water Quality and
Operations Committee for the Monterey County Water Recycling Projects.

I write to express my concerns about the proposed expansion of the Pure 1 Monterey Project for the following reasons:

1. There have been no discussions with the growers in CSIP or the Water Resources Agency regarding this project
and where the water will come from for it.

2. The water will have to come from the Salinas Valley.
3. With the discussed expansion of CSIP the water that would be used for the expansion of Pure 1 will go to the

growers in the expanded CSIP area. In other words, there has been no accounting for the water that would be
needed for this expansion, and the water isn’t going to be there.

4. This is a rush job pushed by the interests on the Peninsula to avoid building the desal plant.

Sincerely,
Dale Huss
Ocean Mist Farms

Dale Huss | VP Artichoke Production | Oceanmist.com
[p]831 770 6415 [c]831 970 6694

     M    m      m  

Notice: This message, including any attachments, may include privileged, confidential and/or inside information. Any
distribution or use of this communication by anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is strictly prohibited and may
be unlawful. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender by replying to this message and then delete it
from your file system. Thank you

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.
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The Draft SEIR analysis of use of existing and new source waters, including those 
from the Salinas Valley and other geographic areas, is provided in Appendix I and is 
based on the assumption that the PWM/GWR Project continues to be a mutually-
beneficial project of MCWRA and the Monterey Peninsula. If the MCWRA does not 
fund the PWM/GWR Project new source waters as provided in the ARWRA, the 
amount of new source waters that would be diverted into the collection system and 
would enter the RTP would be as described in Appendix M of this Final SEIR, M1W 
Source Water Technical Memorandum. See also Master Response #3: Comments on 
Source Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

Y-3 Although there have been discussions in meetings about CSIP Distribution System
expansion and the “Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-Foot Aquifer Subbasin 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan” includes CSIP Distribution System expansion as 
Priority Project #4,7 there are currently no capital improvement plans, nor any funding 
sources/applications to carry out that project. No design nor environmental review 
documents have been commenced for this potential future CSIP expansion. The 
description provided in the plan is very general and does not provide any details on 
the locations of infrastructure, or land that would be added to the CSIP benefit area, 
or land or resources that would be directly or indirectly affected. The schedule in the 
SVSGMA Plan describes the expansion as potentially commencing construction in 
year 2024 or later. See current schedule in Figure 4-A, below (as published in the 
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-Foot Aquifer Subbasin Groundwater 
Sustainability Plan).

Figure 4-A: Implementation Schedule for SVGB GSP Priority Project #4. CSIP 
Distribution System Expansion (SVBGSA, January 2020) 

If the expansion of CSIP is pursued, the parties’ rights to source water would be as set 
out by the ARWRA unless the parties to the ARWRA agree upon amendments. The 
analysis of source water availability in Appendix M to this Final SEIR is based upon 
the current water rights of the parties and reasonable assumptions based upon those 
rights and the projects that have been approved or are undergoing environmental 
review. The comment is asking about water availability for a potential future project to 
expand recycled water produced for meeting the Salinas Valley water demands. In 

7 The Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-Foot Aquifer Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Plan, 
was approved by the Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater Sustainability Agency on January 9, 2020.
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essence, it asks whether using M1W’s water rights for the Proposed Modifications 
would prevent M1W from using those same water rights in the future for Salinas Valley 
water supply projects that were not included in the approved Pure Water Monterey 
project. Before any water purchase agreement involving the Expanded PWM Project 
is executed, the agreement would be brought to the M1W Board for its review and 
consideration. The agreement would specify business terms such as the length of time 
that M1W would be committing to provide water from the Expanded PWM Project, and 
the conditions under which M1W could terminate the agreement. This is a 
business/policy issue that will remain within the control of the M1W Board, even if the 
M1W Board elects to certify the Final SEIR for the Proposed Modifications and issue 
a project approval. See also Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and 
Source Water Availability.

Y-4 The comment is referred to decision-makers for their consideration. No response is 
required.
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Coalition of Peninsula Businesses 
A coalition to resolve the Peninsula water challenge to 

comply with the CDO at a reasonable cost 

Members Include: Monterey County Hospitality Association, Monterey Commercial Property Owners' Association,  
Monterey Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, Carmel Chamber of Commerce, Pacific Grove Chamber of Commerce, 

Monterey County Association of Realtors, Associated General Contractors-Monterey Division,  
Pebble Beach Co., Community Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula 

December 12, 2019 

Ron Stefani, Chair 
Paul Sciuto, General Manager 
Bob Holden, Principle Engineer 
Monterey 1 Water 
5 Harris Court, #D 
Monterey, California 93942 

Transmitted by fax to:  831-372-6178 and by e-mail to:purewatermontereyinfo@my1water.org 

Dear Mssrs. Stefani, Sciuto and Holden: 

The Coalition of Peninsula Businesses respectfully requests that you extend the review period for 
the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report on your Pure Water Monterey expansion 
project.  The Coalition has not had time to complete its review or prepare its comments on the 
draft and with the holidays coming it will not be possible to complete this work by December 23, 
2019.  

Thank you for your attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Davi, Co-chair John Tilley, Co-chair 

Letter Z
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Comment Document Z: Jeff Davi and John Tilley, Coalition of Peninsula 
Businesses 

Z-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document AA: Oral Comments - Public Meeting on December 12, 2019 

AA-1 Speaker Philip Branton agrees with overall approach to project and expresses support. 
No response required.

AA-2 Speaker Tamara Voss represents the Monterey County Water Resources Agency and 
requests an extension of the public comment period for the Draft SEIR on behalf of 
the General Manager. Please see Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review 
Period Extension.

AA-3 Speaker Susan Skivonie provides information on the State Water Resources Control 
Resolution 2018-0057, amending the policy on the use of recycled water statewide, 
which was voted into law April 2019. The amendment reflects the State Water Board’s 
support of emphasizing recycled water to diversify community water supplies and 
mitigate the impacts of climate change. Speaker Skivonie suggests this information be 
added to the Draft SEIR to note the proposed project complies with state policy and 
the 2019 State Water Board amendment. The comment is acknowledged. The policy 
information reflecting State Water Board’s support for recycled water and 
diversification of water supplies is referred to decisionmakers. It is not considered 
necessary to attach the State Water Board’s amendment to the Final SEIR.

AA-4 Speaker Mark Kelly summarizes the growth inducement discussion in Chapter 5 of the 
Draft SEIR. No response to this comment is required.

AA-5 Speaker Kelly questions reliance upon the September 2019 version of the MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report. Please see Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability for information regarding the MPWMD Report.

AA-6 Speaker Ian Crooks states that CalAm has requested an extension of the Draft SEIR 
comment period until the end of January. Please see Master Response #1: Comments 
on Public Review Period Extension.

AA-7 Speaker Melodie Chrislock expresses a need for the PWM Expansion Project and is 
opposed to the extension of the Draft SEIR comment period. Please see Master 
Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.

AA-8 Speaker Chrislock disagrees with language contained in Draft SEIR on page 2-8 that 
states that members of the public contend additional water would be needed to meet 
future water demand and requests that this language be revised. The comment is 
noted; the Draft SEIR recognizes that there is disagreement among members of the 
public and experts as to long-term water demand, therefore the revision is not 
necessary. 

AA-9 Speaker Chrislock requests that additional information be provided to clarify the 
Source Water and CSIP numbers. Please see Master Response #3: Comments on 
Water Supply and Source Water Availability, and Chapter 5 Changes to the Draft 
SEIR to page 4.18-13 for updated information regarding source water availability.  
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AA-10 Speaker Chrislock requests that the document express greater confidence in source 
water availability. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source 
Water Availability, and Chapter 5 Changes to the Draft SEIR to page 4.18-13 for 
updated information regarding source water availability. 

AA-11 Speaker Dan Turner expresses support for the Draft SEIR and the PWM Expansion 
Project. Speaker Turner is opposed to the extension of the Draft SEIR comment 
period. Please see Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period 
Extension. 

AA-12 Speaker George Riley states that one of the benefits of the proposed project is 
reducing the waste-discharge into the bay and requests the Draft SEIR quantify the 
reduction of these discharges. See response to comment J-2 for quantification of 
secondary-treated wastewater effluent discharges and net discharges from the 
Regional Treatment Plant, including the AWPF, in normal and dry year scenarios from 
the flow modeling. The Proposed Modifications may decrease the volume of 
discharges by approximately 800 to 1,400 acre-feet per year more than the reductions 
enabled by the approved PWM/GWR Project.

AA-13 Speaker Riley expresses support for proposed project. See the response to comment 
AA-3, above regarding the State Water Board recycled water policy.

AA-14 Speaker Anna Thompson states support for the PWM Expansion Project. No response 
is required.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Paul Bruno <pbbmtry@aol.com>
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2019 9:56 AM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info
Subject: PWM Expansion / DEIR Public Input

Attn:  M1W Board 

Mr. Chair and Board of Directors, 

I am writing with regard to the DEIR public comment period.  It is the holiday season and that has impacted people's 
schedule.  Like many, I was unable to attend last night's public hearing due to a schedule conflict.  Public participation is 
very important, especially when it involves something like this.  With that in mind, I suggest that the Board consider 
extending the public comment period. This will allow for better public input.  

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

Paul B. Bruno 
Monterey 
(831) 277-6110

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter BB
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Comment Document BB: Paul Bruno 

BB-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document CC: Julius VanderSpek 

CC-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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December 16, 2019 

Monterey One Water -   in care of Chayito Ibarra chayito@my1water.org 
5 Harris Court, Bldg D 
Monterey, CA 93940 

To: Chair Ron Stefani, Members of the Monterey One Water Board of Directors, and 
Manager Paul Sciuto, 

Please keep the December 23rd deadline for submitting comments regarding the Draft 
Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for Proposed Modifications to the Pure Water 
Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project.  Please do not extend the deadline. 

As your board members have indicated, the Pure Water Monterey Expansion is an important 
safeguard for all Monterey Peninsula water users and Cal Am itself.  Given Cal Am’s long 
history of mis-steps during previous attempts to create new water supplies, it may not be 
able to provide enough water in time to meet the State Water Quality Control Board’s 
deadline to cease over-pumping from the Carmel River.   

Therefore, it is vital that the Pure Water Monterey Expansion be developed in time to meet 
the December 31, 2021 deadline, so that all Monterey Peninsula Cal Am ratepayers, including 
businesses and residents, will have this important new water supply. 

A comment deadline extension is not needed. The DSEIR is based on the EIR that has already 
been approved for Pure Water Monterey Phase 1. Requests to extend the deadline, citing 
holiday concerns, appear designed to stall the project long enough so that the Coastal 
Commission will not be able to consider it as an alternative to Cal Am’s desal project (MPWSP). 
This is not in the public interest.  

I understand that the letters requesting an extension come from those who have ample time, 
staffing, knowledge of the DSSEIR, and resources to comply with the deadline, and that the 
letters do not cite any meaningful flaws or concerns with the DSEIR.  It appears that the letter 
writers and their organizations simply stand to profit in various ways from the currently 
proposed Cal Am desal project.  

It is puzzling that Cal Am supporters do not recognize that only with an on-time PWM 
Expansion now can we deliver the water needed to meet the CDO, lift the moratorium, and lift 
restrictions on building permits. 

Some of your board members may be especially concerned about CSIP. The DSEIR shows that 
Castroville and CSIP will be benefit very substantially from the Pure Water Monterey Expansion, 
with an increased available SVRP yield of approximately 2,852 AFY in a drought year, and 3,600 
AFY in normal and wet years!  If Castroville organizations and representatives are disappointed 
that this might be 781 AF less than without the Expansion, they certainly have the knowledge, 

Page 16 of 17
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resources, staffing, and time to submit relevant DSEIR comments by December 23rd.  Please 
note that they will also be able to write to and testify before the Coastal Commission.     

Thank you for your commitment to the public interest, for recognizing the necessity of the 
PWM Expansion, and for issuing the Draft Supplemental EIR on November 7, 2019.   

Now, your agency should not put itself in the position of serving Cal Am and a few private 
interests in an attempt to delay the SEIR and handicap the Coastal Commission. That is not in 
the public interest. 

Please preserve the December 23, 2019 deadline and move ahead to assure the viability and 
readiness of a backup water supply to serve all of us.  

We are very grateful for your board and staff’s honorable work to benefit the public, and also 
very grateful to you for developing the PWM Expansion as an affordable, sustainable, and 
economically just source of water.  

Sincerely, 

Marli Melton 

Marli Melton, Carmel Valley 

Page 17 of 17
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Comment Document DD: Marli Melton 

DD-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension. 

DD-2 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension. 
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Comment Document EE: Melodie Chrislock, Public Water Now 

EE-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document FF: Michael DeLapa, LandWatch of Monterey County 

FF-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.

. 
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Chair and Members, and Staff

Monterey One Water

5 Harris Court, Building D

Monterey CA 93940

RE: Comment deadline for the Pure Water Monterey Expansion DSEIR

December 16, 2019

The League of Women Voters of Monterey County (LWVMC) urges the Monterey One
Water Board (MOWB) to deny the four requests for an extension of the comment period
on the Pure Water Monterey Expansion DSEIR. The draft SEIR is based on one already
approved by the Monterey County Water Resources Agency for Pure Water Monterey
Phase 1. There are no conflicts or problems with any section of the DSEIR cited in the
extension requests.

The LWVMC has studied local water issues numerous times over the past few decades.
Among many positions, the League supports maximizing conservation and reclamation for
all water uses. In 2009, we led the effort to increase the use of recycled water through the
Groundwater Replenishment Program (GWR) and to downsize the desalination plant.
Since that time, replenishing the Seaside Aquifer with reclaimed water has been refined
and is now a viable alternative to the costly and environmentally damaging desalination
plant.

The intent of the requests for denial is to delay issuing the SEIR as scheduled. Monterey
One Water is a public agency which is supposed to operate with transparency and in the
public interest. The California Coastal Commission expects to have the SEIR when it
considers the Pure Water Monterey Expansion as a potential option at its next meeting.
Delaying the DSEIR serves the interests of Cal-Am, the private, for-profit corporation and
its supporters. The California Public Utilities Commission also expects to receive the
information on the Expansion.

Letter GG
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The LWVMC supports desalination as a long range water planning option, but it must be
pursued only after all efforts for a low impact project are exhausted. Time is of the
essence in meeting the CDO and the Pure Water Monterey Expansion will produce water
sooner and with much lower cost than the proposed desal. Please do not extend the
deadline for public comments on the DSEIR.

Respectfully,

Howard Fosler, President
PO Box 1995
Monterey, CA 93942
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Comment Document GG: Howard Fosler, League of Women Voters 

GG-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document HH: jhparise@aol.com 

HH-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Chayito Ibarra
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2019 12:20 PM
To: Rachel Gaudoin; Mike McCullough
Cc: Paul Sciuto
Subject: FW: Oppose extension for SEIR

From: stefani@pronunciationinaction.com <stefani@pronunciationinaction.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2019 12:15 PM
To: Paul Sciuto <Paul@my1water.org>
Subject: Oppose extension for SEIR

Dear Mr. Scuito, 
As a resident of Seaside, I am writing to oppose the requests for an extension of the public review 
period for the Pure Water Monterey Expansion draft SEIR. The public review period Nov. 7–Dec. 23, 
2019 is ample. This is subsequent EIR for a previously approved project that has already undergone a 
full EIR process.  

Thank you, 
Stefani Mistretta 
1287 Sonoma Ave 
Seaside CA 93955 

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter II
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Comment Document II: Stefani Mistretta 

II-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Rachel Gaudoin
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Rachel Gaudoin
Subject: RE: re:DSEIR

From: tbharris146@aol.com <tbharris146@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2019 10:02 AM
To: Chayito Ibarra <Chayito@my1water.org>
Subject: re:DSEIR

Monterey One Water 

Chair Stefani, Monterey One Water Board of Directors and
Manager Paul Sciuto
I am requesting that the M1W Board NOT extend the deadline for 
comments on the Pure Water Monterey Expansion SEIR.  

If Congress can go ahead with it's important work during a holiday 
season, then so can WRA andCal Am. The extension is 
unwarranted. The Final SEIR
must be ready for the Coastal Commission meeting in March. 

Please don't let Cal Am maneuver you for their benefit. 

Tamara Harris 
10175 Sunstar Rd.
Monterey CA 93940

Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the
message, do not click links or open attachments.

Letter JJ
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Comment Document JJ: Tamara Harris 

JJ-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document KK: Timothy Sanders 

KK-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document LL: Margaret-Anne Coppernoll 

LL-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document MM: Mark Watson and Katalin Markus 

MM-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document NN: Tammy Jennings 

NN-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document OO:  Barbara Moore 

OO-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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The following people called in opposition of extending the public review period for the 
Draft SEIR.  The could not attend the meeting and wanted their names to be read out 
loud at the meeting to state their opposition to extending the public review comment 
period. 

Date Name City of Residence 
December 17, 2019 Nancy Selfridge 
December 17, 2019 Kim Jennings Monterey 
December 17, 2019 Stephanie Mistretta Seaside 
December 17, 2019 Carol Erikson Mid-Carmel Valley 
December 18, 2019 Mark Watson Monterey 

No calls were received in support of extending the public review period for the Draft 
SEIR. 

Letter PP
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Comment Document PP: Phone Calls Opposing Public Review Period Extension 

PP-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document QQ: Renee Franken 

QQ-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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Comment Document RR: Tina Walsh 

RR-1 See Master Response #1: Comments on Public Review Period Extension.
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December 23, 2019 

Monterey One Water -   in care of Chayito Ibarra chayito@my1water.org 
5 Harris Court, Bldg. D 
Monterey, CA 93940 

To: Chair Ron Stefani, Members of the Monterey One Water Board of Directors, and 
Manager Paul Sciuto, 

Thank you for your work on the Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed 
Modifications to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (DSEIR), also 
known as SEIR for the Pure Water Monterey Expansion (PWM Expansion).   

Given Cal Am’s long history of difficulties with previous projects, the PWM Expansion is very 
likely to be a vital source of water for the Monterey Peninsula.  I hope it will be developed as 
quickly as possible in order to meet the December 31, 2021 deadline to stop over pumping the 
Carmel River.  Monterey Peninsula water ratepayers need this important addition to our water 
supply.   

It was good to see that the DSEIR examined all aspects of possible environmental impacts, and 
now shows that mitigations can be implemented so that there will be not be any significant 
environmental impacts from the PWM Expansion.   

It would be helpful if there was additional clarification concerning matters discussed in section 
2.6.1 and appendices B and C.  In case there are efforts to delay or even derail the project by 
interfering with or denying source water to which Monterey One Water has legal rights, please 
work diligently to reach agreements and to establish and protect Monterey One Water’s rights 
to adequate water for the PWM Expansion so that the project can proceed.    

We need an on-time PWM Expansion to deliver the water needed to meet the CDO, lift the 
moratorium, and lift restrictions on building permits. 

As board members and staff of Monterey One Water, you can be proud of your work on this 
careful DSEIR.  You are doing very beneficial work to plan for the PWM Expansion as an 
affordable, sustainable, and economically just source of water for all members of the 
public.  Please complete the full SEIR and proceed to build the project as soon as possible. 

With sincere thanks and best wishes for the holidays, 

Marli Melton 

Marli Melton, Carmel Valley 

Letter SS
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Chapter 4. Comments and Responses on the Draft SEIR 

Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project  April 2020 
Final Supplemental EIR  Monterey One Water 

Comment Document SS: Marli Melton 

SS-1 This comment expressing support for the Proposed Modifications is referred to 
decision-makers for their consideration. No response is required.

SS-2 No response is required.

SS-3 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

SS-4 This comment expressing support for the Proposed Modifications is referred to 
decision-makers for their consideration. No response is required.

SS-5 This comment expressing support for the Proposed Modifications is referred to 
decision-makers for their consideration. No response is required.
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Chapter 4. Comments and Responses on the Draft SEIR 

Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project  April 2020 
Final Supplemental EIR  Monterey One Water 

Comment Document TT: Jazmin Lopez 

TT-1 See responses to comments B-2, H-9 and AA-9 and Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. See also Chapter 5, Changes to the 
Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.18-13.

TT-2 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
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Chapter 4. Comments and Responses on the Draft SEIR 

Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project  April 2020 
Final Supplemental EIR  Monterey One Water 

Comment Document UU: Mark Pisoni, Pisoni Farms 

UU-1 See responses to comments B-2, H-9 and AA-9 and Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. See also Chapter 5, Changes to the 
Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.18-13.

UU-2 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.
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MMEMORANDUM 

To: DJ Moore, Latham and Watkins 
From: Joe Monaco, Stephanie Strelow, Matt Morales 
Subject: Technical Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the 

Proposed Modifications to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project, 
dated November 2019 

Date: January 27, 2020 

As requested, Dudek provides the following technical comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Report for the Proposed Modifications to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project, prepared 
by Monterey One Water, dated November 2019:  

The Use of a Supplemental EIR is improper, because the Proposed Project is analyzed as an alternative to the 
MPWSP and Thus the Proposed Modifications are Significant, which therefore require that a Subsequent EIR be 
prepared (CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15162): 

Despite statements throughout the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (“DSEIR”) that the Proposed 
Modifications to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment project (“Proposed Project”) is being 
considered by Monterey One Water (“M1W”) to be a “back-up” to California American Water Company’s (“CalAm”) 
Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project (“MPWSP”), the DSEIR is misleading and fails to comply with the California 
Environmental Quality Act’s (“CEQA”) informational disclosure requirements because it does not truly treat the 
Proposed Project in that way. The DSEIR states that the Proposed Project “would be implemented if the MPWSP 
encounters obstacles that prevent its timely, feasible implementation to satisfy the requirements SWRCB [State 
Water Resources Control Board] orders related to unauthorized diversions from the Carmel River system” (DSEIR 
Section 1.2, p. 1-3). Similarly, the DSEIR states that the Proposed Project is considered as “a back-up to the MPWSP, 
not as an option or alternative to the MPWSP,” and would be implemented in the event CalAm “is unable to feasibly 
implement the MPWSP in a timely fashion, in accordance with the State Board’s Cease and Desist Order milestones, 
specifically, operation of the MPWSP desalination plant by December 31, 2021” (DSEIR Section 2.2.2, p. 2-8, 
emphasis added). This is consistent with M1W Board Resolution 2019-19, adopted on October 28, 2019, “stating 
that M1W’s previous approval to proceed with the potential expansion of the Pure Water Monterey Project was done 
‘only as a back-up plan for, and not as an alternative to, CalAm’s desalination project’” (DSEIR Section 2.1, p. 2-1, 
fn. 1). These statements, as well as many others throughout the DSEIR, appear contradicted by the approach under 
which the DSEIR analyzes the Proposed Project, and the project description is therefore unclear. Courts have often 
recognized that inadequate project descriptions yield inadequate impact analyses and they mislead the public and 
decision makers. “An accurate, stable and finite project description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally 
sufficient EIR" (County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles, 71 Cal. App. 3d 185, 193 [1977]). Those qualities are crucial 
for "an intelligent evaluation of the potential environmental effects of a proposed activity," as well as providing 
decision makers and the public enough information to "ascertain the project's environmentally significant effects, 
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assess ways of mitigating them, and consider project alternatives" (San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Ctr. v 
County of Stanislaus, 27 Cal. App. 4th 713, 730 [1994]; Sierra Club v City of Orange, 163 Cal.App. 4th 523, 533 
[2008]). This is particularly important in how the DSEIR defines the project objectives.  

Without a clear definition of the term “back up” in the DSEIR, the reader must rely on a conventional definition. The 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines “back up” as “one that serves as a substitute or support” (merriam-
webster.com/dictionary, accessed 12/17/19). With that context, as a “back up,” the Proposed Project must be 
analyzed consistently in one of three ways with respect to the MPWSP:  

1) as a substitute, or alternative to the MPWSP;

2) as support to, or part of the MPWSP; or

3) as support, in addition to the MPWSP.

Unfortunately, the DSEIR does not consistently analyze the Proposed Project in one of these three ways.  Instead, 
the analysis conflates and confuses these three possible scenarios, resulting in a puzzling and inconsistent analysis 
that does not comply with CEQA.  Given the uncertainties associated with the analysis presented in the DSEIR, the 
analysis must be revised either to eliminate one or more of these scenarios if they are not reasonably foreseeable, 
or updated to include an analysis under each scenario and disclose the resulting environmental impacts from each 
scenario for consideration by the public and decision makers. The following outlines CEQA compliance issues in 
each of these three scenarios based on the current analysis in the DSEIR: 

Scenario 1 – Proposed Project as an Alternative to the MPWSP 

Substantial evidence in the DSEIR reveals that the Proposed Project’s sponsors—namely the Monterey Peninsula 
Water Management District (MPWMD), as well as M1W—actually intend the Proposed Project to serve as an 
alternative to or a replacement of the MPWSP, and not as a true back-up to the MPWSP in the event the MPWSP is 
delayed. The changes to the approved Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment (“PWM/GWR”) Project 
(“Approved Project”) are significant and require major revisions to the previous EIR for the Approved Project because 
they dramatically change the objectives of the project and trigger the obligation to examine a much broader scope 
of project alternatives.  As such, the preparation of a Subsequent EIR is required.  (14 CCR 15162(a).)  A 
supplemental EIR is only appropriate if “minor additions or changes would be necessary to make the previous EIR 
adequately apply to the project in the changed situation.”  (City of Irvine v. County of Orange, 238 Cal. App. 4th 526, 
539 [2015].)  

The following is one example of how the DSEIR appears to characterize the Proposed Project as an alternative to 
the MPWSP: 

In analyzing the growth inducing impacts of the Proposed Project, the DSEIR makes a significant change in its 
findings as compared to the Approved Project. The Consolidated Final Environmental Impact Report for the Pure 
Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (“Final EIR”) concluded that the Approved Project would not 
foster economic growth or remove an obstacle to growth because it would replace existing municipal water supplies 
(i.e., purified water generated by the approved PWM/GWR Project would replace existing supplies that were 
previously diverted from the Carmel River system) (Final EIR Section 5.1, pp. 5-1 through 5-3). 
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In contrast, the DSEIR summarizes the growth inducement analysis and findings from the MPWSP Final 
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement (“MPWSP EIR/EIS”) and restates that the Proposed 
Project is intended to serve as a “back-up” to the MPWSP (DSEIR Section 5.2.3, p. 5-2). It then goes on to state 
that, “As a backup to the approved MPWSP, the Proposed Modifications could induce growth in a manner that is 
comparable to that identified in the MPWSP Final EIR/EIS.” (DSEIR Section 5.2.4, p. 5-4, emphasis added). Table 
5-1 of the DSEIR summarizes and compares available water supplies in two scenarios: one with the MPWSP and
without the Proposed Project, and the other with the Proposed Project and without the MPWSP, which sets up a
comparison of the two projects as alternatives to one another. Moreover, the DSEIR measures the available supply
alternatives against the water demand projections developed by the staff of the MPWMD, referenced as a report
dated September 16, 2019.

Section 5.2.4 of the DSEIR (p. 5-6) states: 

“The principal conclusions of MPWMD’s report were: 

either the desalination plant or the Proposed Modifications can meet the long-term needs of the Monterey
Peninsula;

either supply option would be sufficient to lift the State Water Resources Control Board Cease and Desist
Order;

the long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula may be less than previously thought; and,

several factors will contribute to pressure on the region’s residents and businesses to decrease per capita
water use.”

The DSEIR then relies on the “updated demand estimates” from the MPWMD report to demonstrate that the 
Proposed Project can indeed serve to replace the MPWSP. (See also DSEIR Section 2.2.2, p. 2-8 [“The MPWSP and 
the [Proposed] Project are both designed to provide the replacement water CalAm needs to comply with the Cease 
and Desist Order and with the Seaside Groundwater Basin Adjudication.”].) 

In making these comparisons, the DSEIR is treating the Proposed Project and the MPWSP as alternatives. 

When presenting and analyzing alternatives under CEQA, an EIR must “describe a range of reasonable alternatives 
to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project 
but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project” (14 CCR 15126.6(a)).  “Because 
an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a project may have on the environment 
(Public Resources Code Section 21002.1), the discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project 
or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the project, even if 
these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly.”  
(14 CCR 15126.6(b).)  Moreover, “[t]he EIR shall include sufficient information about each alternative to allow 
meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project.”  (14 CCR 15126.6(d).) 
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The DSEIR fails to meet these requirements in three important ways: 

1) No distinct analysis/comparison of the MPWSP as a CEQA alternative is provided. Despite making explicit
comparisons between the two projects in certain contexts, such as supply and demand, there is no direct
analysis/comparison of the MPWSP as an alternative to the Proposed Project (14 CCR 15126.6). This is a
major deficiency of the DSEIR—while the document clearly and significantly modifies the growth inducing
impact analysis and conclusions set forth in the Approved Project’s Final EIR, and explains that the
conclusions of the MPWSP EIR/EIS now apply because the Proposed Project serves the same purpose, it
fails to directly assess the MPWSP as a project alternative.

2) Failure to demonstrate that the Proposed Project can achieve the basic objectives of a regional water supply
project, such as those articulated in the MPWSP EIR/EIS. While the DSEIR adopts the MPWSP EIR/EIS’
growth inducing analysis, it fails to address how the Proposed Project could achieve critical project
objectives from the MPWSP EIR/EIS. Specifically, the objectives related to water supply reliability stated in
the objectives discussion of the MPWSP EIR/EIS should be included and discussed. It is reasonably
foreseeable that in the absence of the MPWSP, the Proposed Project would need to provide a similar degree
of water supply reliability. In the absence of such reliability, the Proposed Project could fail to provide
sufficient water supplies to account for reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry, and
multiple dry years, resulting in a significant water supply impact.

3) Inability to satisfy the water demand projections adopted by the California Public Utilities Commission
(“CPUC”), who, as discussed further below, has the appropriate authority as the regulator of CalAm, the
current water service purveyor, and who is vested with the authority to determine the need and location for
a utility. The DSEIR draws conclusions on the Proposed Project’s ability to meet demand projections, but
uses a series of projections that are inconsistent with those adopted by the CPUC.  In evaluating the MPWSP
and alternative water supply sources, the CPUC determined the anticipated water demand of the Monterey
Peninsula and conditioned the MPWSP to be consistent with the Peninsula’s water needs, and that
alternative supply sources would not be viable. (See CPUC Decision D.18-09-017, p. 70 [“We determine
that a 6.4 mgd desalination plant that will produce approximately 6,250 afy of desalinated water in non-
drought years (and approximately 7,167 afy in drought years) that would be delivered to Cal-Am customers
is the best option to ensure Cal-Am is able to meet its maximum day demand and peak hour demand
requirements.”]; p. 172 [“The MPWSP is the most reasonable approach to solving the long-term problem
of water supply in the District and is the best option to ensure Cal-Am customers have a sufficient water
source going forward”].) Because the Proposed Project does not satisfy the CPUC’s determined water needs
for the Peninsula, the Proposed Project creates a material inconsistency with the CPUC’s decision, resulting
in significant water supply and land use impacts.

Scenario 2 – Proposed Project as Support to, or a Part of the MPWSP 

This scenario is addressed in these comments because in certain instances, the DSEIR states that the Proposed 
Project would not operate simultaneously with the MPWSP. Such statements are made in the discussion of 
cumulative impacts to justify the lack of analysis of cumulative effects from the two projects operating together in 
an additive fashion (DSEIR Section 4.10.4.5, p. 4.10-20, and Section 4.13.4.5, p. 4.13-11). The suggestion is that 
the additional capacity provided by the Proposed Project would be forgone at the point in time when the MPWSP 
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comes online. In this case, the Proposed Project (meaning the additional capacity provided by the proposed 
modifications to the PWM/GWR) would end its useful life when the MPWSP begins production. This inference is 
reached based on the DSEIR’s cumulative impact analysis, but is never clearly explained in the DSEIR, and in fact, 
as noted above, the DSEIR contradicts the statements in the cumulative impact discussions by saying that the 
Approved Project cannot meet projected water demand requirements on its own, while the Proposed Project can.  
If the Lead Agency’s intent is for the Proposed Project to stop producing its additional water supply capacity if and 
when the MPWSP becomes operational, then the DSEIR must explain this in the project description and in the 
impact analysis, otherwise the DSEIR fails as an informational document.  Or if the Lead Agency’s intent is for the 
Proposed Project to operate as a replacement for the MPWSP, or in addition to the MPWSP, then the DSEIR must 
accurately reflect the Lead Agency’s intended approach.  At present, the DSEIR does not clearly convey the Lead 
Agency’s intent to proceed under any of these three scenarios, and it is therefore unclear if the Proposed Project 
could be appropriately considered to be a subset of the MPWSP and that the additional capacity would be foregone 
if the MPWSP commences operations.   

Scenario 3 – Proposed Project as Support, in Addition to the MPWSP 

If the Proposed Project is not intended to serve as an alternative to the MPWSP, and is not intended to merely 
complement the supplies estimated for the MPWSP, then the additional water provided by the proposed 
modification to the Approved Project would be additive to the supplies projected for the MPWSP—even if the 
Proposed Project is intended as a temporal stop gap. 

In this instance, the DSEIR fails to address the cumulative impacts of developing both the Proposed Project and the 
MPWSP together. Instead the growth inducement discussion in the DSEIR calculates water supply as an “either/or” 
option between the MPWSP and the Proposed Project. If the Proposed Project is not an alternative to the MPWSP, 
it must evaluate the potential for both projects to ultimately be developed, and the resulting cumulative 
environmental effects from such a scenario. 

As demonstrated here, the DSEIR fails to meet CEQA requirements in any of these three possible development 
scenarios for the Proposed Project, which has significant implications for the Monterey Peninsula’s water supply.  
As a result, the DSEIR fails to provide an accurate, stable, and finite project description, and in doing so, deprives 
the public and decision makers of a clear definition and analysis of the Proposed Project and its environmental 
consequences.  

The DSEIR relies on Inapplicable Water Demand Projections 

The DSEIR identifies the expanded Proposed Project as a “back-up to the MPWSP, not as an option or alternative 
to the MPWSP” for purposes of assisting in compliance with the Cease and Desist Order issued by the SWRCB to 
reduce Carmel River diversions (DSEIR Section 2.2.2, p. 2-8). Yet the footnote on that same page references 
“updated water demand estimates” performed by MPWMD staff. The footnote further states that “CalAm and other 
members of the public have contended that additional water supplies would be necessary to address future water 
demand” (emphasis added). In fact, the CPUC is the authority in determining water demand and supply issues in 
this instance, because the CPUC regulates the municipal water purveyor, and has the responsibility and authority 
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to determine demand within its regulatory service area1. As noted in the DSEIR, the CPUC, in the context of that 
authority, has issued a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, which determined the future need for 
14,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) to address future water demand.  

The DSEIR does not explain what authority MPWMD staff has to deviate from the CPUC determination of demand 
for CalAm’s Monterey District service area. In addition, MPWMD staff’s “updated water demand estimates” do not 
appear to be supported by any evidence that is either provided in or cited by the DSEIR. Therefore, MPWMD staff’s 
demand estimates appear to be only the opinions of MPWMD staff, which the CPUC rejected, and expressly 
contradict the CPUC’s determination.  As such, these estimates do not constitute substantial evidence under CEQA.  
(Pub. Resources Code 21080(d)(2) [“Substantial evidence is not argument, speculation, unsubstantiated opinion 
or narrative, [or] evidence that is clearly inaccurate or erroneous.”]) 

TThe Availability and Reliability of Source Water is not Adequately Secured or Documented 

The DSEIR Project Description (p. 2-11) indicates that the Proposed Project would use the same water sources 
identified for the Approved Project and “would not change the maximum operations to divert, meter/monitor, and 
convey” the approved source waters to the Regional Treatment Plant. It is unclear whether the “maximum 
operations” means the maximum use of source water flows identified in the Approved Project’s Final EIR (Final EIR 
Table 2-12, p. 2-41). This should be clarified, and information from Table 2-12 in the Final EIR should be updated 
as needed and included in the DSEIR to document maximum source water flow amounts and demonstrate that 
they do not change from the amounts analyzed in the Approved Project’s Final EIR.  

The availability of source water as addressed in the DSEIR Appendix I2 should be verified with regard to the 
municipal wastewater and Monterey stormwater components, which may be overestimated. Although the DSEIR 
states no change in source water volumes from what was previously analyzed, there are questions regarding the 
actual availability of at least these two sources; specific comments are presented below. In addition, availability of 
source water and produced water during multi-year dry periods are not addressed, and the “banked reserve” 
established as part of the Approved Project may not be adequate with the proposed expansion. If results of re-
evaluation show any changes to source water amounts, the analysis regarding availability of sufficient source 
waters for operation of the Proposed Project (DSEIR Impact WW-3, pp. 4.18-11 to 4.18-14) also would require 
revision. This is particularly important if the Proposed Project is considered as an alternative to replace the MPWSP. 

a) Municipal Wastewater Flows. DSEIR page 2-12 indicates municipal wastewater flows have been decreasing
over time, while DSEIR page 2-11 indicates that Proposed Project modifications would enable more
municipal wastewater to be used. Specifically, DSEIR Appendix I uses an available wastewater volume of
21,764 AFY based on the average inflows to the Regional Treatment Plant from 2009 to 2013, which is
the same timeframe used in the original analyses of the Approved Project (FEIR Appendix B, revised).
However, the Appendix I memorandum also indicates in footnote 11 that this volume is 9% greater than
the latest 3-year average of 19,869 AFY for 2016–2018. Additionally, municipal wastewater flows were

1 Decision Approving A Modified Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project, Adopting Settlement Agreements, Issuing 
Certificate Of Public Convenience And Necessity And Certifying Combined Environmental Report, CPUC, 9/20/2018.  In 
the Decision, the CPUC rejected similar arguments that MPWMD staff is making now. 
2 Schaaf & Wheeler. November 2019. “Source Water Availability, Yield and Use Technical Memorandum” 
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predicted to decrease until 2030 and potentially increase after 2030 depending on the actual level of 
growth that occurs (Final EIR, p. 4.18-11). Therefore, it is suggested that the availability of treated municipal 
wastewater be updated to at least include data for years since 2013 that are now available since 
certification of the Approved Project Final EIR. Based on this information, the actual amount of this source 
water that is available to the Proposed Project may be overestimated.  

b) Lake El Estero Source Water. DSEIR page 2-6 indicates in footnote 10 that source water diversion
structures and pipelines have not been funded or constructed for Lake El Estero urban runoff. While Lake
El Estero urban runoff (87 AFY) accounts for a relatively small amount of the Proposed Project’s total source
water components, its availability is not reasonably certain. Accordingly, Lake El Estero urban runoff should
not be considered an available source water for achieving the 2,250 AFY of additional recycled water
projected for the Proposed Project.

c) Consideration of Multi-Year Dry Periods. Furthermore, it appears that the DSEIR’s source water
availability/adequacy assessment does not consider multi-year droughts and overall effects of climate
change. In the Impact WW-3 discussion (DSEIR, pp. 4.18-11 to 4.18-14), the DSEIR indicates that for the
Appendix I technical memorandum, Schaaf & Wheeler modeled the monthly volumes of each source water
(surface water diversions, agricultural wash water, urban stormwater runoff, and municipal wastewater)
“under a variety of climatic conditions, or water year types – specifically, under typical (or normal/wet) and
drought conditions.” Although the DSEIR indicates that the assessment modeled each source water under
“a variety of climatic conditions,” the data provided does not appear to support this claim. The assessment
utilizes an average for years 2008–2013 for treated municipal wastewater, which is noted to have included
one drought year (DSEIR Appendix I, p. 6). However, no rainfall year is provided for the estimates for urban
stormwater runoff, surface water diversions, or agricultural wash water. Nor is it clear what year was used
as the basis for a drought year in the summary provided in Table 11 of Appendix I, which is assumed to
reflect only a single-year drought.

Review of source water availability during multiple dry years must be conducted to accurately assess the availability 
of supply and overall reliability during a multi-year drought, especially in light of California Water Code requirements 
for urban water management planning.3 Although the Proposed Project is defined as a back-up and the DSEIR 
claims the Proposed Project is not an alternative to the MPWSP, the DSEIR analyzes the Proposed Project as a 
standalone Project and assumes that the MPWSP is not developed. This is demonstrated by the fact that the DSEIR 
does not contain a cumulative impacts analysis that evaluates the MPWSP as a reasonably foreseeable cumulative 
project. In the absence of such an analysis, the DSEIR actually assumes that the MPWSP will not be developed. 
Therefore, as the DSEIR appears to treat the Proposed Project as a replacement to the MPWSP, the Proposed 
Project’s overall reliability in the context of state water management planning requirements must be addressed in 

3 California Water Code sections 10610-10656 and section 10608 establish requirements for preparation of urban water 
management plans by every urban water suppliers that either provides over 3,000 acre-feet of water annually or serves 
more than 3,000 urban connections. The plans must be updated every five years. The contents of the plan are specified 
in California Water Code section 10631. Section 10631(b)(1) requires a “detailed discussion of anticipated supply 
availability under a normal water year, single dry year and droughts lasting at least five years, as well as more frequent 
and severe periods of drought, as described in the drought risk assessment.” Section 10635(a) also indicates that the 
urban water management plan shall include “an assessment of the reliability of its water service to its customers during 
normal, dry, and multiple dry water years.” 
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order to determine whether the Proposed Project is feasible. Specifically, state law governing urban water 
management plans require an assessment of supply availability during average normal, single-dry-year, and 
multiple-dry-year periods. This is also included in the DSEIR as impact significance criterion b for Water Supply and 
Wastewater Systems (section 4.18.4.1) as to whether the Proposed Project would “have insufficient water supplies 
available to serve the project and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry and multiple dry 
years.”   

The DSEIR on page 4.18-13 concludes that that “adequate water supplies are reasonably likely to be available to 
accomplish the yield objectives of the Proposed Modifications during normal, dry and multiple dry years.” However, 
there is no supporting analysis for the conclusion for source availability during a multiple-year drought. Therefore, 
the conclusion of a less-than-significant impact is not supported by evidence that demonstrates availability of 
source waters to produce the Proposed Project water supply during a multi-year dry period.   

Water Supply Availability During Drought is not Sufficiently Analyzed 

Groundwater for extraction from the Proposed Project (as well as from the Approved Project) may not be fully 
available during multiple-dry-year periods or prolonged droughts. The DSEIR indicates that the ability of the existing 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) to fully achieve its stated available supply is contingent on a variety of factors, 
including climatic conditions, and during periods of prolonged droughts, ASR may not be able to fully realize its total 
supply (DSEIR, p. 5-5, notes to Table 5-1). Despite this acknowledgement, the DSEIR fails to consider the 2015 
Urban Water Management Plan for the CalAm Monterey District service area, which predicts reliability of the existing 
ASR as 63%–75% during a single dry year and decreasing to 4% in the third year of a multiple-dry-year period. Such 
factors and conditions similarly could affect the water supply from the Proposed Project (2015 UWMP, p. 6-3).4 As 
with availability of source waters during a multiple-dry-year period, overall water supply availability during a multiple-
dry-year period requires assessment to demonstrate availability of water to enable the Proposed Project to produce 
its projected water supply and to support the conclusions of the Impact WW-3 analysis. This is needed to 
demonstrate the availability of water to meet the Proposed Project’s objective to serve as a back-up supply to the 
MPWSP, and therefore meet the Project objectives. 

The Approved Project included a drought reserve component in which 200 AFY of purified recycled water would be 
injected in the Seaside Groundwater Basin during normal and wet years, up to a total of 1,000 acre-feet over a 5-
year period, to create a “banked reserve.” During drought years, the amount of water injected into the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin would be reduced in order to increase production of recycled water for crop irrigation through 
the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project (“CSIP”). As indicated on page 2-3, footnote 3, of the DSEIR, CalAm would 
be able to extract the banked water to make up the difference to its supplies, such that its extractions and deliveries 
would not fall below 3,500 AFY of available water provided in the Approved Project. The Proposed Project does not 
include a similar or expanded drought reserve or evaluation of whether the approved reserve is adequate as a 
reserve to achieve Proposed Project’s expanded supply of an additional 2,250 AFY. The DSEIR therefore must 
evaluate whether the amount of drought reserve that would be created under the Approved Project would be 

4 June 30, 2016. “Final 2015 Urban Water Management Plan for the Central Division – Monterey County District.” 
Prepared for California American Water. Prepared by WSC, Water Services Consulting, Inc. 
https://wuedata.water.ca.gov/public/uwmp attachments/4253019034/2015%20UWMP Monterey%20District Final.
pdf. 
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adequate during a multi-year drought with the Proposed Project. If additional reserve banking is needed to cover 
the additional 2,250 AFY that the Proposed Project is intended to supply, the DSEIR and supporting technical 
analyses in Appendices D and I must be revised to assess both whether there would be available source waters 
and sufficient banked supplies to provide adequate water supply over a multi-year-dry period. The revisions should 
include consideration of reduced groundwater injections during drought years (as part of the approved banked 
reserve to serve CSIP) on the overall effects on water supply availability during dry years. The results of those 
analyses would need to be reported under DSEIR Impact WW-3 (pp. 4.18-11 to 4.18-14). If the Proposed Project 
cannot achieve the projected supply, the severity of Impact WW-3 may not have been adequately assessed or 
disclosed.  

AAmended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement Conditions Must be Ensured, not Assumed 

Section 2.6.1.1 of the DSEIR describes the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement (ARWRA), and 
explains that the ARWRA addresses the rights to use source waters from the Blanco Drain, Reclamation Ditch, and 
the City of Salinas (produce wash water) for CSIP and the Proposed Project. The DSEIR acknowledges that certain 
conditions need to be met in order for full rights to the various water sources to be secured, but makes assumptions 
for purposes of the analysis that the conditions will indeed be met. Specifically, the following conditions were 
identified as not having been met at the time that the DSEIR was published: 

Written finding by the Regional Water Quality Control Board that utilization of the Blanco Drain dry weather
flows as New Source Water meets all treatment requirements for the aforesaid dry weather flows

An independent third-party review of proposed capital and operating costs and preparation of an Engineer’s
Report is approved by the Water Resources Agency Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors. The costs
of the aforesaid third-party review shall be shared equally between Water Resources Agency and Monterey
One Water (formerly Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency)

A successful assessment or Proposition 218 process for rates and charges related to the operation and
maintenance of the New Source Water Facilities and proportional primary and secondary treatment charges

Inclusion of Salinas Pond Water Return Facilities as New Source Water Facilities requires execution of a
separate agreement between the Parties

However, one of the primary objectives of the Project is to “be capable of commencing operation, or of being 
substantially complete, by the end of 2021 or as necessary to meet CalAm’s replacement water needs” (DSEIR 
Section 2.4, p. 2-9). In fact, this is a critically important objective, as it relates to the overall purpose of the project 
as a “back-up” to the MPWSP. The DSEIR states that “the Proposed Modifications would be implemented if the 
MPWSP encounters obstacles that prevent its timely, feasible implementation to satisfy the requirements SWRCB 
orders related to unauthorized diversions from the Carmel River system” (Section 1.2, p. 1-3). The conditions 
identified in the ARWRA, some of which are outside of the control of the parties to the Agreement, may not be met 
in a timely fashion. If the primary objectives of the Project cannot be met by the Proposed Project, the DSEIR must 
evaluate project alternatives that can feasibly achieve those objectives, including the MPWSP. 

In light of these uncertainties, there is no discussion or analysis of impacts related to the Proposed Project’s ability 
to achieve the stated objective of complying with the State Water Board Cease and Desist Order 2016-0016 by 
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December 31, 2021. This is particularly important because the Project is being considered by some government 
agencies like the California Coastal Commission as an alternative to the MPWSP, and therefore may actually be an 
impediment to implementation of the MPWSP. Specifically, the October 28, 2019, Staff Report5 prepared by the 
California Coastal Commission pertaining to the appeal of CalAm’s Coastal Development Permit necessary for the 
implementation of the MPWSP recommends denial of the permit, primarily on the basis that the Proposed Project 
presents a feasible alternative to the MPWSP. Under CEQA as well as the California Coastal Act, “Feasible means 
capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account 
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors” (CEQA Section 21061.1 and Coastal Act Section 
30108, emphasis added). 

The DSEIR should be revised and recirculated to include a timeline for and analysis of how ARWRA conditions can 
be completed, in order to inform the CEQA Lead Agency and Responsible Agencies on the reasonableness of the 
timeframe within which the Project will deliver water to satisfy the objective of feasibly assisting in compliance with 
the time frames established in Order 2016-0016. 

AAgriculture Water Supplies will be Reduced 

The Approved Project’s Final EIR states that additional agricultural water supplies are a significant benefit of the 
Approved Project. However, the Proposed Project would decrease agricultural water deliveries by 700–800 AFY 
from a total of 4,500-4,700 AFY as proposed by the Approved Project. This represents a reduction of 16%–17%. 
While the DSEIR acknowledges reductions in agricultural supplies from the Final EIR, it concludes that the Proposed 
Project overall would increase CSIP deliveries (DSEIR Impact WW-3, pp. 4.18-13 and 4.18-14).  

One of the stated purposes of the DSEIR is to analyze the changes in the Project and assess the level of impact 
resulting from those changes.6 The DSEIR makes no attempt to assess the proposed changes in agricultural water 
deliveries, and instead defaults to a “no project” baseline to draw conclusions on the significance of impacts. 
Therefore, the impacts resulting from the change in agricultural water deliveries have not been addressed. At a 
minimum, the DSEIR should analyze the reduction in agricultural water supplies and explain why changes in the 
Project resulting in a reduction of 16%–17% would not result in significant impacts on agriculture.     

Marine Biological Impacts are not Adequately Addressed 

The analysis of impacts on marine resources relies entirely upon compliance with standards established in the 
California Ocean Plan, which provide guidance to the Regional Boards for issuing National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System permits for ocean discharges. As outlined in Appendix U1 to the Final EIR for the Approved 
Project, the California Ocean Plan standards apply at the edge of the Zone of Initial Dilution (ZID). Under this 
regulatory scheme, there is an allowable impact within the ZID. While the Final EIR, and by reference, the DSEIR, 
summarizes the conclusions of Appendix U1 with respect to California Ocean Plan compliance, neither document 
provides any actual analysis of impacts on marine species or environments. In particular, related to the Proposed 
Project analyzed in the DSEIR, no quantification of pollutant concentrations, nor assessment of their impacts on 

5 Staff Report: Recommendation On Appeal Substantial Issue & De Novo Hearing And Consolidated Coastal Development 
Permit, California Coastal Commission, October 28, 2019. 
6 CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15162, and 15163. 
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marine species within the ZID, is provided. This is especially important because the Proposed Project would further 
concentrate pollutants in the discharge beyond the levels anticipated with the Approved Project. The DSEIR 
therefore fails to analyze the potential effects of changes in the ocean discharge resulting from the Proposed Project 
on marine habitats and species. Regardless of whether impacts may ultimately be allowable under a regulatory 
scheme, the lead agency is obligated to analyze and disclose such impacts. 

AAir Pollutant Emissions are Underestimated 

The analysis of impacts on air quality includes the following assumptions that resulted in underestimated emissions 
in the DSEIR: 

a. The air quality emissions estimates are based on the California Air Resources Board’s EMFAC2014, which
is an older version of the on-road vehicle emissions model. The latest version of the model, EMFAC2017,
was officially released to the public on March 1, 2018, and approved by the EPA on August 15, 2019.7 As
such, EMFAC2017 was available during the development of the Technical Memo – Air Quality and GHG
(Appendix F of the DSEIR), which was published on October 23, 2019. This is particularly important since
the EMFAC2017 model results in an overall increase in particulate matter (PM) emissions estimates
generated by heavy-duty (HD) vehicles as compared to EMFAC2014, based on the following:8

the Truck and Bus Rule (for years 2012–2022 due to non-compliant trucks and buses)

updated HD PM deterioration

HD emission rate updates

HD idling emission factors and activity profiles

b. The air quality analysis based fugitive dust emissions estimates on a trench width of 6 feet. However, as
described in the DSEIR, “trench widths may be up to 12 feet wide” (DSEIR, p. 2-21). Since the construction
threshold applied is based on pounds per day of PM10, the 12-foot trench width should have been assessed
in order to provide the worst-case daily emissions of PM.

c. Default trip distances were assumed for all on-road vehicles in the DSEIR, including a 20-mile one-way trip
distance for HD trucks. These trip distances should be substantiated.

7 EPA 2019. Official Release of EMFAC2017 Motor Vehicle Vehicle Emission Factor Model for Use in the State of 
California. August 2019. https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/08/15/2019-17476/official-release-of-
emfac2017-motor-vehicle-emission-factor-model-for-use-in-the-state-of-california 
8 CARB (California Air Resources Board). 2017. EMFAC2017 – An Update to California On-Road Mobile Source Emission 
Inventory. Workshop presentation located here:  
https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/msei/downloads/emfac2017 workshop 11 09 2017 final.pdf. 
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Based on the above considerations, the air quality impacts in the DSEIR are not adequately addressed. The analysis 
should be revised to either (1) remodel emissions, or (2) substantiate and explain to the reader why the emission 
factors, trench width, and on-road vehicle trip distances are appropriate for the project.  

TThe Air Quality Assessment does not Provide Necessary Detail 

As an informational document for the public, the air quality analysis does not provide necessary detail or clarity in 
order for the public to understand the assumptions that were made and the results provided. The DSEIR does not 
connect the dots for the reader to appropriately comprehend what the impact conclusions are based on. A few key 
examples include the following: 

a. Table 4.3-5 depicts the “Maximum Daily Construction Emissions by Proposed Modification” and Table 4.3-
6 depicts the “Daily PM10 Pollutant Emissions.” It would be anticipated that the daily PM10 emissions (which
the conclusions are based on) would equate to the summation of the PM10 values in Table 4.3-5; however,
this is not the case. It is unclear how these two tables are connected in the DSEIR.

b. Based on a review of DSEIR Appendix F, it appears that the values in Table 4.3-6 were based on the values
from the “Daily Air Pollutant Emissions” on the last page of Attachment 1 to Appendix F. However, this page
also seems to be mislabeled, since the values appear to be for fugitive dust only. If that is the case, then
Table 4.3-6 excludes PM exhaust and underestimates the “Daily PM10 Pollutant Emissions.”

c. It is also unclear why a trip length of 0.10 miles was assumed for on-road vehicles for the worst-case daily
analysis in the “Daily Air Pollutant Emissions” page of Attachment 1 of Appendix F. Appendix F states that
0.10 miles was for unpaved roads, but was the much greater distance of on-road vehicle travel on paved
roads and additional dust re-entrainment accounted for?

These are examples of the disconnections and discrepancies between the results presented in the DSEIR and the 
data in Appendix F, which are confusing overall and leave the reader wondering whether the emissions on which 
the impact conclusions are based are appropriate or not. As an alternative to the spreadsheet model, the California 
Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) should be considered to rerun the analysis for greater clarity of assumptions 
and results. 

Additionally, the DSEIR analysis does not provide enough detail to appropriately substantiate the extrapolation of 
the health risk assessment (HRA) impact conclusions from the CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project 
(MPWSP) EIR/EIS. The DSEIR relies on distance alone to make the determination that the risk associated with EW-
1 and EW-2 would be less than significant. However, the DSEIR erroneously used the distance from the wells to the 
school itself, rather than the distance from the wells to Seaside Middle School’s track and soccer field, which would 
be much closer to the construction sites. In addition, other factors besides distance also determine health risk, 
such as the emissions inventory, source parameters, terrain, meteorological data, and breathing rates, as specified 
in the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Risk Assessment 
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Guidelines – Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments.9 The following factors, which affect 
toxic air contaminant (TAC) exposure and health risk, should be discussed in the DSEIR in order to provide 
substantiation of the use of health risk results from the MPWSP EIR/EIS: 

“The HRA must include emission estimates for all substances that are required to be quantified in the
facility’s emission inventory report.”10 How does the emissions inventory (type and quantity of TACs) of the
DSEIR compare to the MPWSP EIR/EIS?

“Pollutants are released into the atmosphere in many different ways. The release conditions need to be
properly identified and characterized to appropriately use the air dispersion models.”11 Are the source types
and parameters identified in the DSEIR similar to the sources in the MPWSP EIR/EIS? For instance, source
release heights can affect the dispersion of TAC emissions.

“Surface conditions and topographic features generate turbulence, modify vertical and horizontal winds,
and change the temperature and humidity distributions in the boundary layer of the atmosphere. These in
turn affect pollutant dispersion…” 12 How does the terrain at the DSEIR sources and sensitive receptors
compare to the MPWSP EIR/EIS?

“The atmospheric dispersion characteristics at an emission source need to be evaluated to determine if
the collected meteorological data can be used to adequately represent atmospheric dispersion for the
project.”13 Is the meteorological data used in the MPWSP EIR/EIS representative of the DSEIR component
locations, or is more representative meteorological data available?

“Breathing rates that occur over an 8-hour period vary depending on the intensity of the activity… and are
used to estimate the inhalation dose. The 8-hour breathing rates may also be useful for cancer risk
assessment of children and teachers exposed at schools during school hours.”14 Did the MPWSP EIR/EIS
incorporate breathing rates to appropriately estimate risk at the school receptors in close proximity to EW-
1 and EW-2 under the DSEIR?

9 OEHHA. 2015. Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Risk Assessment Guidelines – Guidance Manual for Preparation of 
Health Risk Assessments. February 2015. Available at: 
https://oehha.ca.gov/media/downloads/crnr/2015guidancemanual.pdf  
10 Ibid p. 4-6. 
11 Ibid p. 4-9. 
12 Ibid p. 4-14. 
13 Ibid p. 4-31. 
14 Ibid p. 5-26. 
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Ian C. Crooks 
Vice President, Engineering 
655 West Broadway, Suite 1410 
San Diego, CA 92101 
P: 619-446-4786 
E: ian.crooks@amwater.com 
www.amwater.com

October 15, 2019 

VIA EMAIL

Chair Evans and Board of Directors  
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
P.O. Box 85 
Monterey, California 93942-0085 

 Re: California-American Water Company’s Response to Monterey Peninsula Water 
 Management District’s September 2019 Supply and Demand Analysis 

Dear Chair Evans and Directors: 

On behalf of California-American Water Company (“Cal-Am”), this letter provides a 
response to the September 2019 Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (“MPWMD”) 
General Manager’s report purporting to “update” the water supply and demand estimates 
approved by the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) in September 2018, and 
affirmed by the California Supreme Court in August 2019, in connection with the Monterey 
Peninsula Water Supply Project (“MPWSP”).   

Now that the MPWSP has been approved, the report claims “it is an opportune time to 
examine available supplies and their ability to meet current and long-term demand.”  (See 
Memorandum re: “Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula,” prepared by 
David J. Stoldt, General Manager, MPWMD (Sept. 2019) (“Stoldt Memo”).)  Unfortunately, the 
Stoldt Memo merely repackages arguments MPWMD previously made that the CPUC rejected, 
incorrectly assesses the Peninsula’s need, ignores existing water supply constraints, and places 
the Peninsula’s future water supply in jeopardy.  For example, among other things, the Stoldt 
Memo:  

• Uses system demand estimates that have been rejected by the CPUC, the regulatory 
agency with exclusive jurisdiction to determine such issues.  The Stoldt Memo’s 
demand estimates fail to comply with California Waterworks Standards (Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 22, § 64554) or CPUC General Order 103-A, which mandate how a public 
water utility’s system demand must be calculated; 

• Inexplicably argues that its prior demand estimate of 1,181 acre-feet per year (“afy”) 
for legal lots of record should be reduced to between 864 and 1,104 afy, which 
represents a reversal from MPWMD’s position in the CPUC proceedings when 
MPWMD claimed that all legal lots of record must be taken into account; 
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• Claims that demand from economic recovery and tourism bounce-back should be 
greatly reduced, even though the CPUC rejected the very same argument only a year 
ago and the Coalition of Peninsula Businesses has shown that the Memo’s 
assumptions are inaccurate; 

• Alleges that a demand estimate for buildout of Pebble Beach should be between 103 
and 160 afy, which is a marked reversal from MPWPD’s prior position, and ignores 
the fact that the Pebble Beach Company has a legal entitlement to 325 afy;  

• Advances a supply estimate that is overly optimistic, and does not account for 
drought conditions when ASR water and additional Carmel River withdrawals (e.g., 
Table 13 water) historically have been unavailable; and 

• Risks the Peninsula’s water future with dependence on PWM expansion, which 
drastically reduces supply portfolio diversity, does not satisfy demand (especially in 
drought years), and whose source waters may be limited by future conditions, such as 
drought, agricultural industry trends, higher levels of water efficiency, and increased 
conservation. 

Each of the flaws in the Stoldt Memo’s assessment of Peninsula water supply and 
demand are addressed in further detail in Attachment 1 to this letter.  Further, a detailed chart 
comparing the new positions on supply and demand taken in the Stoldt Memo to MPWMD’s 
positions in the CPUC proceedings is provided in Attachment 2 to this letter.  In light of the 
serious flaws in the Stoldt Memo’s analysis summarized above and detailed in this letter’s 
attachments, the Stoldt Memo has no relevance in determining the facilities needed to provide a 
long-term drought-proof adequate water supply to Cal-Am’s customers, and cannot be relied 
upon to support any water planning on the Peninsula. 

Sincerely, 

Ian Crooks 
California American Water Company  

Enclosures 

cc: Tom Luster, California Coastal Commission 
 Drew Simpkin, California State Lands Commission  
 Ron Stefani, Monterey One Water/Castroville Community Services District  
 Paul Sciuto, Monterey One Water  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

I.  INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The controlling determination of the need for the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply 
Project (“MPWSP”) was made on September 13, 2018, when the California Public Utilities 
Commission (“CPUC”) issued a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the 
MPWSP and found that a 6.4 million gallons per day (“mgd”) desalination plant was needed to 
provide adequate service to Cal-Am customers.  Among other things, the CPUC determined that 
the Monterey Peninsula’s future water demand will be approximately 14,000 acre-feet per year 
(“afy”), that current projected water supplies without the MPWSP are inadequate to meet that 
demand, and that public convenience and necessity require the MPWSP.1  In so doing, the CPUC 
rejected arguments by Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (“MPWMD”) and others 
that demand estimates should be lower and that a desalination plant was not needed.2   

MPWMD also actively participated in challenging the CPUC’s decision by supporting 
Marina Coast Water District’s and the City of Marina’s petitions for writs of review to the 
California Supreme Court, both of which challenged the CPUC’s supply and demand 
determinations.3  In its Supreme Court Answer, MPWMD again argued that a desalination plant 
was not needed and that an expansion of the Pure Water Monterey (“PWM”) project provided 
sufficient additional supply to satisfy Cal-Am’s customers’ needs.4  The California Supreme 
Court rejected the petitions for writ of review, and the CPUC’s decision is now final.5  (See also 
PG&E Corp. v. Pub. Utilities Com. (2004) 118 Cal.App.4th 1174, 1192 [“[A] denial of a petition 
for writ of review from a CPUC order acts as law of the case, precluding further litigation 
between the parties of the challenged CPUC order.”]; S. Cal. Edison Co. v. Pub. Utilities Com.
(2005) 128 Cal.App.4th 1, 7; People v. W. Air Lines (1954) 42 Cal.2d 621, 631.) 

The summary chart below compares MPWMD’s positions during the 2017-2018 CPUC 
proceedings with those MPWMD asserts now, and confirms that MPWMD either simply 
disagrees with the CPUC, or has inexplicably changed positions only a year after the CPUC’s 
approval of the MPWSP.  A more detailed chart comparing MPWMD’s current positions 
regarding supply and demand to its positions taken during proceedings before the CPUC is 
provided as Attachment 2. 

                                                
1 CPUC Decision (“D.”) 18-09-017, p. 171 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit A].   
2 Id., pp. 57-60. 
3 See City of Marina Amended Petition for Writ of Review, pp. 152-157 [excerpts attached hereto as 
Exhibit B]; see also Marina Coast Water District Amended Petition for Writ of Review, pp. 121-124, 
147-150 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit C]. 
4 See Answer of Real Party in Interest Monterey Peninsula Water Management District to Amended 
Petitions for Writs of Review, pp. 21, 54, 61 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit D]. 
5 See Order Denying Amended Petitions for Writ of Review [attached hereto as Exhibit E]. 
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1001; Citizens Utilities Company of California v. Superior Court (1976) 56 Cal.App.3d 399, 
409.)  Therefore, whatever the motivation behind the Stoldt Memo, it does not affect the CPUC’s 
determination that the MPWSP is needed to meet the Peninsula’s water needs, nor does it excuse 
compliance with the State Water Resources Control Board’s Cease and Desist Order milestones, 
which require that the MPWSP be operational and delivering water to Cal-Am’s customers by 
December 31, 2021.   

II. THE CPUC HAS EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION TO DETERMINE ADEQUACY 
OF A REGULATED UTILITY’S SERVICE 

The CPUC is an agency created by the California Constitution to regulate privately 
owned utilities such as Cal-Am.  (Cal. Const., art. XII.)  The California Constitution confers 
broad authority on the CPUC to regulate utilities, including the power to fix rates, establish rules, 
hold hearings, and establish its own procedures.  (San Diego Gas & Electric v. Superior Court 
(1996) 13 Cal.4th 893, 915.)  Moreover, the Legislature, which has plenary power to confer 
additional authority and jurisdiction upon the CPUC, enacted the Public Utilities Act (sections 
201 et seq.), which vests the CPUC with broad authority to supervise and regulate public 
utilities, and grants numerous specific powers to the CPUC for that purpose.  As set forth in 
Public Utilities Code section 1001, one of those powers is to determine whether construction or 
extension of a system or plant is required by the present or future public convenience and 
necessity.   

One of the most basic determination to be made by the CPUC in granting a Certificate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity is that the project is needed for the utility to provide service, 
and this determination is within the exclusive jurisdiction of the CPUC.  “Questions of public 
convenience and necessity, and matters directly relating thereto, in connection with the operation 
of public utility franchises, are the concern of the commission.”  (Citizens Utilities Company of 
California, supra, 56 Cal.App.3d at p. 409.)  Public Utilities Code section 761 provides that 
“[w]henever the commission, after a hearing, finds that the rules, practices, equipment, 
appliances, facilities, or service of any public utility, or the methods of manufacture, distribution, 
transmission, storage, or supply employed by it, are . . . inadequate or insufficient, the 
commission shall determine and, by order or rule, fix the rules, practices, equipment, appliances, 
facilities, service, or methods to be observed, furnished, constructed, enforced, or employed.”  
And in so doing, “the jurisdiction to determine the adequacy of service actually being rendered 
by a public utility under its franchise is vested exclusively in the Commission when it has elected 
to determine whether the service is inadequate.”  (Citizens Utilities Company of California, 
supra, 56 Cal.App.3d at p. 590; see also City of Oakland v. Key System (1944) 64 Cal.App.2d 
427, 435 [exclusive jurisdiction vested in CPUC to determine adequacy of service rendered by 
public utility].)   

III. 2018 DEMAND ANALYSIS BEFORE THE CPUC 

Public water suppliers in California are required by statute to develop supplies capable of 
meeting long term demand in normal water years, a single dry water year, and during droughts 
lasting at least five years (Water Code, § 10635), and to assess whether their systems are capable 
of adequate service by determining the maximum daily demand (MDD) over the past ten years 
of operation.  (California Waterworks Standards, Cal. Code Regs., tit. 22, § 64554.)  The water 
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system must at all times have sufficient capacity to meet that maximum demand.  (Ibid.)  
Moreover, each separate water source supplying a water system must be assessed individually 
for reliability under a variety of water shortage conditions and, for a surface water source, the 
source capacity must be considered to be the lowest anticipated daily yield.  (Ibid.) 

Section 64554(b) of the California Waterworks Standards specifies how maximum day 
demand is to be determined:   

A system shall estimate MDD and PHD [peak hourly demand] for the water 
system as a whole (total source capacity and number of service connections) 
and for each pressure zone within the system (total water supply available 
from the water sources and interzonal transfers directly supplying the zone 
and number of service connections within the zone), as follows: 
(1) If daily water usage data are available, identify the day with the highest 
usage during the past ten years to obtain MDD; determine the average 
hourly flow during MDD and multiply by a peaking factor of at least 1.5 to 
obtain PHD. 
(2) If no daily water usage data are available and monthly water usage are 
available:6

(A) Identify the month with the highest water usage (maximum month) 
during at least the most recent ten years of operation or, if the system has 
been operating for less than ten years, during its period of operation; 

(B) To calculate average daily usage during maximum month, divide the 
total water usage during the maximum month by the number of days in that 
month; and  
(C) To calculate the MDD, multiply the average daily usage by a peaking 
factor that is a minimum of 1.5; and  
(D) To calculate the PHD, determine the average hourly flow during MDD 
and multiply by a peaking factor that is a minimum of 1.5. 

Water utilities regulated by the CPUC are also governed by CPUC General Order 103-A, 
which requires that a potable water system’s facilities shall have the capacity to meet the source 
capacity requirements as defined in Section 64554, and that the MDD be determined in 
accordance with that regulation.   

                                                
6 Cal-Am designed the MPWSP based on maximum month demands, rather than simply based on a single 
maximum daily demand, so as to ensure delivery of an adequate water supply during dry years over 
several maximum months of demands.  (See Direct Testimony of Ian Crooks, Errata Version, before the 
CPUC (“Crooks Direct Testimony”), pp. 6, 15-16 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit F].)   
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Cal-Am analyzed its historic system demand consistent with these standards.7  Cal-Am’s 
maximum month of demand between 2012 and 2021, when the MPWSP is expected to be 
operational, is June 2012; total demand in 2012 was 11,549 afy.8  The CPUC found that “Cal-
Am appropriately considers the maximum demand year, 2012, within ten years of the anticipated 
in-service date, 2021.”  (Id., p. 48.) 

In addition to determining historic system demand for existing customers based on 
maximum month demand over the past ten years, Cal-Am also estimated the demand for future 
growth, including growth in lots of record and Pebble Beach development and future rebound of 
the hospitality sector.  The CPUC determined that Cal-Am’s estimates were reasonable, based on 
the evidence presented.9   

Multiple parties to the CPUC proceedings presented projections of supply and demand 
for the Monterey Peninsula, including expected demand from existing customers, legal lots of 
record, Pebble Beach build-out, and economic recovery of the hospitality industry (tourism 
rebound).  The table below is from the CPUC’s Decision 18-09-017 Appendix B, and presents 
the parties’ respective positions on supply and demand.   

                                                
7 See Exhibit A, p. 48 [Cal-Am’s estimates “reasonably project demand amounts that are compliant with 
the California Waterworks Standards, 22 C.C.R. § 64554, requirements that the system’s water sources 
have capacity to meet maximum day demand and peak hour demand.”]. 
8 See Exhibit A, p. 22 [“[Section 64554(b)(2)(A) requires us to examine “the month with the highest 
water usage (maximum month) during at least the most recent 10 years of operation” to determine the 
MDD.”].)  See also Exhibit F, pp. 9-13 [calculating annual system demand and noting that “[w]ith the 
plant projected to be in-service by 2021 and following § 64554, the highest 10-year (2012-2021) 
maximum demand year is anticipated to [be] the year 2012 at 11,549 AFY.”].)   
9 Exhibit A, pp. 50-51. 
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The CPUC found credible and persuasive the demand analyses presented by Cal-Am 
(14,355 afy), the Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority (14,000 afy), and the Coalition 
of Peninsula Businesses (15,000 afy), and concluded that an estimated demand projection of 
14,000 afy was reasonable and supported by statutory and regulatory requirements.10  Based on 
this figure, the CPUC concluded that the reduced capacity desalination plant alternative of 6.4 
mgd (which is expected to deliver approximately 6,250 afy in non-drought years and 
approximately 7,167 afy in drought years, combined with 3,500 afy of water purchased from the 
PWM project, was necessary to meet reasonable projected demand.11  The CPUC found that this 
alternative was necessary to provide a reliable and secure supply, provide a reasonable buffer 
against uncertainties, satisfy all other reasonable needs, and ensure that Cal-Am remains within 
its legal rights to water from the Carmel River and the Seaside Basin. 

Certain parties presented lower demand projections and argued that a much smaller water 
source was needed.  The CPUC analyzed each of these lower demand projections, and rejected 
those figures as unreasonable or based on insufficient analysis.  

• City of Marina (10,599 afy):  The City of Marina argued that total forecasted 
demand should be reduced to 10,599 afy based on declining demand trends.  The 
CPUC concluded that the City’s forecast deviated from the requirements set forth in 
the California Waterworks Standards and the CPUC’s General Order, relied on a 
continued downward trend in water use and minimal growth after 2021, and failed to 
provide an adequate buffer for unknowns.12   

• Marina Coast Water District (9,675-10,300 afy):  Marina Coast Water District 
(MCWD) argued that Cal-Am’s current daily and annual water use will continue at 
current levels and that additional use would be between 300 to 925 afy at most, 
accounting only for development of lots of record and Pebble Beach entitlements, 
with no growth for the economic recovery of the tourism industry.13  MCWD’s 
estimates also relied only on the last three years of Cal-Am’s demand data.14  The 
CPUC concluded that MCWD’s reliance on only the most recent three years of 
demand data was insufficient to predict demand over the next ten-plus years, deviated 
from the requirements set forth in statute and the CPUC’s General Order, and was not 
based on factual support.15   

• Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (13,142 afy):  MPWMD argued 
for a forecasted demand of 13,142 afy, based on: (1) a claim that existing customer 
demand should be considered 10,400 based on the most recent 5-year average 
demand for existing customers; and (2) an additional 2,742 afy for future demand for 
lots of record, Pebble Beach entitlements, tourism rebound, system loss, and Salinas 

                                                
10 Id., pp. 68, 195. 
11 Id., pp. 68, 70, 178, 195. 
12 Id., pp. 52-53. 
13 Id., pp. 53-55. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Id., pp. 53-55. 
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Valley Return Flow.  The CPUC concluded that while considering only the most 
recent five-year average demand could be justified in normal circumstances, given the 
reasons for fluctuations in monthly and annual demand levels over the past decade, 
limiting demand analysis to the most recent five years without justifying the selection 
was not persuasive in this circumstance.16   

• Planning and Conservation League, Sierra Club, LandWatch Monterey County
(9,698 afy):  Planning and Conservation League (PCL), Sierra Club, and LandWatch 
Monterey County used only the most recent three-year average demand for existing 
customers (9,398 afy) and a small amount of future growth (300 afy) to arrive at a 
demand estimate of 9,698 afy.17  The CPUC concluded that PCL, Sierra Club and 
LandWatch’s reliance on only the most recent three years of demand data was 
insufficient to predict demand over the next ten-plus years, deviated from the 
requirements set forth in statute and the CPUC’s General Order, and failed to account 
for peak demand obligations, seasonal supply sources, or supply constraints in a 
multi-year drought.18  The CPUC also concluded that there was no presentation of 
facts or evidence supporting the groups’ estimate of only 300 afy for future growth.19  

• Surfrider Foundation (10,635 afy):  Surfrider estimated a demand of 10,635 afy 
based on the most recent five-year average demand (10,085 afy), plus 200 afy for 
Pebble Beach entitlements and 350 afy for growth and long-term development in the 
remainder of Cal- Am’s service territory.20  The CPUC concluded that while 
considering only the most recent five-year average demand could be justified in 
normal circumstances, given the reasons for fluctuations in monthly and annual 
demand levels over the past decade, limiting demand analysis to the most recent five 
years without justifying the selection was not persuasive in this circumstance.  The 
CPUC also concluded that Surfrider failed to support its lower projections for future 
development in Cal-Am’s service territory.21

• Water Plus (8,000-11,000 afy):  Water Plus presented a range of demand figures 
based on its interpretation of the effects of potential water costs.22  The CPUC 
concluded that “Water Plus’s proposed range between 8,000 and 11,000 afy is both 
overly broad and lacks analysis of the standards and requirements needed for the 
system to be considered reliable for our purposes.”23  Additionally, the CPUC found 

                                                
16 Id., pp. 57- 58. 
17 Id., pp. 59-61. 
18 Id., pp. 59-60. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Id., pp. 61-63. 
21 Id., pp. 62-63. 
22 Id., pp. 32-33. 
23 Id., pp. 46-47. 
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that Water Plus’s economic analysis did not comply with regulatory requirements for 
forecasting system capacity.24

IV. MPWMD 2019 ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

Approximately one year after the CPUC made its determinations about demand in the 
Cal-Am service area and the need for the MPWSP, MPWMD states that “it is an opportune time 
to examine available supplies and their ability to meet current and long-term demand.”  But 
MPWMD asserts the same flawed analysis rejected by the CPUC, which has exclusive 
jurisdiction over public utilities in these matters.  (See Pub. Util. Code, § 761, 1001; Citizens 
Utilities Company of California, supra, 56 Cal.App.3d at p. 590; City of Oakland, supra, 64 
Cal.App.2d at p. 435.) 

A. MPWMD 2019 Analysis of Supply 

MPWMD asserts the same analysis of existing supplies that it presented to the CPUC: 

• 3,376 afy from the Carmel River; 

• 3,500 afy purchased from Pure Water Monterey;  

• 1,300 from winter Carmel River flows (i.e., Aquifer Storage and Recovery);  

• 774 afy from the Seaside Groundwater Basin; and  

• 94 afy from the Sand City desalination plant.   
However, MPWMD now claims that an additional 406 afy of supplies, in the form of 300 

afy of Table 13 diversions from the Carmel River under State Water Resources Control Board 
Permit 21330 and 106 afy of additional water from Sand City based on “new intakes,” are 
available. 

MPWMD’s supply assumptions are overly optimistic and do not comply with the legal 
requirement that a water system’s supply must be assessed in dry and multiple dry water years, 
and must include the source’s lowest anticipated daily yield.  (See Water Code, § 10635(a); Cal. 
Code Regs., tit. 22, § 64554(k).)  Therefore, MPWMD’s supply estimates cannot be used for 
water planning by any regulated water utility, including Cal-Am.   

Specifically, the following MPWMD supply estimates must be revised:  

1. Aquifer Storage and Recovery 

MPWMD asserts that 1,300 afy of additional supply is available to Cal-Am from Aquifer 
Storage & Recovery (“ASR”).25  The ASR project entails diverting and conveying Carmel River 
water during periods of high flow that occur between December and May of each year to the 
Seaside Groundwater Basin, where it is injected into the aquifer for storage and subsequently 

                                                
24 Id., pp. 46-47, 64-65. 
25 Stoldt Memo, p. 1. 
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recovered for delivery to customers.26  The ASR project Carmel River withdrawals are limited 
by permit conditions imposed by the State Water Resources Control Board, including a 
requirement that minimum mean daily instream flows in the Carmel River be maintained for the 
protection of fisheries, wildlife, and other instream uses.27  Because such diversions are 
contingent on maintaining minimum daily instream flows, and precipitation and streamflow can 
vary substantially from year to year, ASR project supplies may fluctuate year to year.28  Indeed, 
as shown in Table 4.4-2 of the Final EIR/EIS, ASR injection volumes have ranged from 0 afy in 
2014 to 1,117 afy in 2011—all below the 1,300 afy asserted by MPWMD: 

MPWMD itself admits that the availability of ASR supplies is highly variable based on 
precipitation and streamflow.29  Even at 1,300 afy, ASR supplies may be unavailable during 
drought years when there are insufficient Carmel River winter flows to reserve in the aquifer.30  
Therefore, assuming constant ASR water availability is inconsistent with the requirement that 
supply must be based on an assessment of available supply in dry and multiple dry water years, 
and must include the source’s lowest anticipated daily yield.  (See Water Code, § 10635(a); Cal. 
Code Regs., tit. 22, § 64554(k).)  Because ASR water may not be available, it is not 
appropriately included in determining adequacy of available water supplies without the MPWSP.  

Cal-Am did include 1,300 afy of ASR supply in its estimates to the CPUC.  However, 
Cal-Am also sized the desalination plant to cover the anticipated shortfall in dry years when ASR 
is unavailable.31   

                                                
26 See Final Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report for the Monterey Peninsula 
Water Supply Project (March 2018), pp. 2-19 to 2-20, available at 
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/esa/mpwsp/feir-eis toc.html.   
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
29 Stoldt Memo, p. 2. 
30 See Exhibit F, pp. 14-15. 
31 Id., p. 15. 
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2. Table 13 Diversions 

“Table 13” water rights are rights to divert Carmel River water under certain 
circumstances.  Cal-Am’s Table 13 water rights under Permit 21330 provide a potential right to 
divert up to 1,488 afy from the Carmel River, but this right is only available between December 
and May and is subject to instream flow requirements, such that in times of drought Table 13 
water may not be available.  MPWMD acknowledges these limitations, but nevertheless assumes 
that 300 afy will be available, despite the fact that diversions were only 42.2 acre-feet in 2015 
and 164.2 acre-feet in 2016.  However, in accordance with California law, a water system’s 
supply must be assessed in dry and multiple dry water years, and must include the source’s 
lowest anticipated daily yield.  (See Water Code, § 10635(a); Cal. Code Regs., tit. 22, § 
64554(k).)  Because of the uncertainty of availability of Table 13, inclusion of any permitted 
amounts from this source in determining adequacy of supplies is not appropriate.  

3. Sand City Desalination Plant 

The CPUC considered whether any additional supply was available from the Sand City 
desalination plant, and specifically whether an additional 106 afy was available to Cal-Am.  The 
CPUC concluded that arguments about any additional allocation above the 94 afy already 
allocated to Cal-Am confused the Sand City plant’s total expected production of 200 afy with 
Cal-Am’s allocation, and that no credible evidence supported the claim that Cal-Am would be 
able to rely on receiving more than the 94 afy to which it is currently entitled.32  MPWMD 
provides no additional evidence to support its assertion. 

B. MPWMD 2019 Demand Analysis 

MPWMD focuses much of its historical demand analysis on average customer demand 
projections presented to the CPUC in 2012 and 2013.  It is not clear why MPWMD relies on 
2012 projections, as it is well aware that on August 28, 2017 the CPUC ordered further 
evidentiary hearings, submission of supporting documents, and testimony on updated estimates 
of demand.  Parties to the CPUC proceedings, including Cal-Am and MPWMD, submitted 
extensive testimony and briefs in late 2017 and early 2018.33  As part of these updated 
projections, Cal-Am projected that demand would be approximately 14,355 afy, including 
demand from existing customers, lots of record, Pebble Beach entitlements, and economic 
recovery.34  MPWMD appears to ignore this extensive, updated analysis, as well as its own 
testimony on these issues. 

                                                
32 Exhibit A, p. 36. 
33 See, e.g., MPWMD Opening Brief on Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Issues (Dec. 15, 
2017) (“MPWMD Opening Brief”), pp. 4-7, 10 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit G]; Direct 
Testimony of David J. Stoldt before the CPUC (“Stoldt Direct Testimony”) (Sept. 28, 2017), pp. 9, 11, 
13-14, 16-18 [excerpts attached hereto as Exhibit H]. 
34 See Exhibit F, pp. 15-16. 
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1. Existing Customer Demand 

Ignoring statutory and regulatory requirements, Table 3 of MPWMD’s memo presents 
the average customer demand for the past 10 years (11,232 afy), 5 years (10,109 afy), and 3 
years (9,788 afy).  MPWMD then concludes – without any justification or legal support – that 
system sizing for existing demand should be between the 3- and 10-year averages.  As noted 
above, the CPUC has already rejected projections based on 3 years or 5 years of historical use, 
and a projected demand based on any annual averages ignores the requirement that a system be 
sized to handle maximum demands.35

MPWMD also attempts to present a maximum month demand, but does so incorrectly.  
Instead of basing projected annual needs on a maximum month, MPWMD averages the 
maximum months over the ten-year period between 2009 and 2018.36  MPWMD’s method finds 
no support in any statutory or regulatory authority, and defeats the California Waterworks 
Standard’s purpose to identify and meet the maximum month demand in a 10-year period. 

Further, MPWMD attempts to justify its downward revisions in its estimates of existing 
customer demand by arguing that average customer demand in Cal-Am’s Monterey District has 
been in decline in recent years.37  However, the CPUC expressly rejected any projection of 
existing customer demand that assumed the continuance of downward trends in water usage on 
the Monterey Peninsula.  The CPUC specifically stated that: 

The assertions by some parties that the downward trend in water use in the 
District will continue and that only minimal growth will occur in demand 
after 2021 are not convincing because those assertions fail to consider that 
maximum month usage increased in 2017 compared to 2016, conservation 
funding is projected to go down, and the conservation and moratorium 
measures implemented during the drought will end.38

2. Legal Lots of Record 

MPWMD argued to the CPUC that 1,180 afy was a reasonable estimate of the future 
water demand by legal lots of record.39  Now, MPWMD claims that this number should be 
reduced to between 864 afy and 1,014 afy.40  MPWMD claims that (1) its conservation programs 
should reduce demand by 167.1 acre feet, and (2) the possibility that some lots may have already 
been built, others may be unbuildable, some remodels may have occurred, general plans may 
have been rewritten and housing elements may have been recalculated, should reduce demand by 
an additional 150 acre feet.  (Ibid.)  MPWMD provides no evidence for its assumptions, which 

                                                
35 See Exhibit A, p. 58. 
36 Stoldt Memo, p. 7. 
37 Stoldt Memo, pp. 5-6. 
38 Exhibit A, pp. 169-170. 
39 See Exhibit H, p. 11-13. 
40 Stoldt Memo, p. 8. 
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seem to have no foundation beyond sheer speculation, and fails to provide any reason for its 
change of position or why it failed to present any such evidence regarding legal lots of record 
just one year ago in the CPUC proceedings. 

On the other hand, the CPUC accepted Cal-Am’s projection for demand from legal lots 
of record at 1,180 afy as “reasonable because growth will occur” and “development is halted 
pending adequate water.”41

3. Economic Recovery 

MPWMD asserts that additional demand based on tourism bounce-back should be 
between 100-250 afy.42  In the CPUC proceedings, it also argued that such demand should only 
be 250 afy, and made virtually identical arguments in support of that figure as it does now.43  The 
CPUC rejected MPWMD’s number and instead found the testimony of the Coalition of 
Peninsula Businesses credible in supporting a demand for economic recovery of 500 afy.44

MPWMD selectively presents commercial sector water demand for the years 2001, 2012 
and 2018, and then concludes that, due to permanent demand reductions a bounce back of 500 
afy is not likely.45  But the Coalition of Peninsula Businesses provided evidence that some water 
reductions are not permanent, hotel occupancy has not returned to pre-2008 levels, and 
additional water will be needed to provide service for that growth.46

The Coalition of Peninsula Businesses has also provided a response to the Stoldt Memo, 
which notes that MPWMD improperly utilizes County-wide occupancy statistics, which are not 
specific to the Monterey Peninsula.47  As the Coalition of Peninsula Businesses points out, 
Peninsula hotel occupancy rates continue to struggle to achieve occupancy rates in the high 70s 
and low 80s, and has not recovered to pre-recession levels.48   

4. Pebble Beach Entitlements 

In late 2017 and early 2018, MPWMD testified, and both Cal-Am and the CPUC agreed, 
that 325 afy remained a reasonable estimate of water needed to serve remaining Pebble Beach 
entitlements, and acknowledged that this amount represented a legal entitlement of the Pebble 

                                                
41 Exhibit A, p. 50. 
42 Stoldt Memo, p. 9. 
43 See Exhibit A, pp. 58-59. 
44 Id., p. 64. 
45 Stoldt Memo, p. 9. 
46 See Exhibit A, pp. 63-64 [“Coalition of Peninsula Businesses has shown that there is a need to include 
additional water to account for the tourism rebound category and the Commission supports the addition of 
500 afy in the projection of demand offered by Cal-Am.”]. 
47 See Coalition of Peninsula Businesses September 24, 2019, Letter [attached hereto as Exhibit I]. 
48 Ibid. 
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Beach Company.49  MPWMD has now reversed its position, claiming that 154 afy of this 
entitlement, called “other entitlement demand” will go away when a new water supply goes 
online.50  This “other entitlement demand” is a portion of the total Pebble Beach entitlement that 
Pebble Beach is authorized under MPWMD’s Ordinance 109 to sell to specified properties 
within the Del Monte Forest for residential use.  But, as recognized by Ordinance 109, any 
amount of this “other entitlement” that is not sold and conveyed by Pebble Beach Company may 
be used by Pebble Beach for any lawful use.51  Pebble Beach’s right to that water does not “go 
away.” 

MPWMD also claims that the estimated demand for build out of the Pebble Beach project 
may be overstated, based on increased conservation, part-time use of proposed homes, and 
uncertainty over timing of the Spyglass Hotel.52  But certain conservation measures may not be 
permanent, and part time homes need full-time landscape irrigation.  And although MPWMD 
stated in the CPUC proceedings that construction of the Spyglass Hotel may be a decade or more 
away, if built at all, it still acknowledged that for purposes of planning a water supply for long-
term purposes, the total 325 afy should be considered.53  MPWMD’s dramatic change in position 
in just one year is not justified. 

5. Market Absorption 

Table 8 of the Stoldt Memo purports to compare demand for the current MPWSP with 
revised high and low demand projections.  This comparison is incorrect and misleading for three 
reasons.   

First, Tables 2 and 8 of the Stoldt Memo incorrectly use an outdated number of 13,290 
afy for Cal-Am’s current customer demand component, resulting in a total demand of 15,296 
afy.  This 13,290 afy estimate was updated and replaced with 12,350 afy in the 2018 CPUC 
proceedings with a total projected demand of 14,355.54

Second, as noted above, MPWMD’s revised high and low demand projects based on 3-
year and 10-year average annual demands are not supportable.   

                                                
49 Exhibit A, p. 29 [“Monterey Peninsula Water Management District also states that the 325 afy for 
Pebble Beach remains a reasonable estimate and that it is a legal entitlement to the Pebble Beach 
Company.”]. 
50 Stoldt Memo, p. 9. 
51 See MPWMD Ordinance No. 109, p. 12, available at 
https://www.mpwmd.net/ordinances/final/ord109/pdf web/Ordinance%20109.pdf.   
52 Stoldt Memo, p. 10. 
53 See, e.g., Exhibit H, p. 14 [“From a planning perspective, if planning a water supply for long-term 
purposes, the total 325 AFY use for Pebble Beach build-out should be considered.”]. 
54 See Exhibit A, p. 25. 
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Third, MPWMD presents a graph purporting to show when additional water supplies 
might be needed, and whether expansion of PWM would satisfy that need.55  Each graph, 
however, starts with a demand in 2020 based on the most recent 5-year average (10,109 afy).  As 
stated above, future demand based on a historical five-year average is inconsistent with statutory 
and regulatory requirements, and was explicitly rejected by the CPUC.  Indeed, if the graphs 
used the maximum demand year over the ten-year period between 2012 and 2021—11,549 afy—
the Monterey Peninsula water supply in 2020 without desalination but with hypothetical PWM 
expansion would already be at a deficit of more than 200 afy according to Table 1 of MPWMD’s 
own memorandum.   

The graph below more accurately shows the deficit situation the Monterey Peninsula 
would face with only expanded PWM, using the projected annual demand of 14,000 afy adopted 
by the CPUC (existing customer use, legal lots of record, tourism bounce-back, and Pebble 
Beach entitlements), as well as a projected demand of 12,000 based maximum month demand 
(existing customer use only).  Additionally, considering a multi-year drought with no ASR 
available, removing the improperly assumed “Other Supplies” in the Stoldt Memo, and 
unrealistically assuming 100% availability of supplies, the total water supply available is 9,994 
afy, which leaves the Monterey Peninsula at the razor’s edge of meeting even today’s demands.  

                                                
55 Stoldt Memo, pp. 12-13. 
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MPWMD also argues that the impact of desalination on customer’s water rates will 
dampen demand, and future conservation requirements will make increases in use by existing 
customers less likely.  Water Plus made a similar argument concerning the impact of rates before 
the CPUC, but the CPUC rejected Water Plus’s analysis, finding that water was not a traditional 
consumable that fits neatly into economic theories of supply and demand.56  MPWMD similarly 
fails to provide any additional basis to support its theory that increased costs will necessarily 
result in a reduction to water demand.  Contrary to MPWMD’s unreasonably low market 
absorption rate assumption, recent evidence demonstrates pent-up demand for water on the 
Monterey Peninsula.  Specifically, in February 2016, 80 acre-feet of new water entitlements for 
use only in the Carmel River watershed and the City of Carmel became available for property 
owners to purchase at a cost of $240,000 per acre-foot or increments thereof.57  Despite the high 
price and availability limited to properties in the Carmel River watershed, the water rights were 
completely sold out by the end of 2018.  This correlates to a pent-up new water demand of about 
30 acre-feet per year, which is two to three times the absorption rate MPWMD assumes. 

C.  Pure Water Monterey Expansion Feasibility 

MPWMD now asserts that an expansion of the Pure Water Monterey (PWM) system is 
sufficient to meet the water supply demands on the Monterey Peninsula.58  However, throughout 
the CPUC’s proceeding on the MPWSP, MPWMD argued that even with PWM expansion, 
additional water supply from the MPWSP would be necessary to meet demand in Cal-Am’s 
Monterey District—even with the reduced demand that MPWMD projected at the time, which 
was less than Cal-Am’s demand estimate.59  MPWMD also argued, in multiple submissions to 
the CPUC, that PWM expansion should be considered, but only as a “Plan B” to Cal-Am’s 
desalination project.60  In its decision on the MPWSP, the CPUC specifically rejected the 
implementation of PWM expansion as an alternative to the MPWSP, stating that even if an 
additional 2,250 afy were to be added from expanded PWM, there would still be a supply deficit 
of at least 2,706 afy between available supply and the estimated demand of 14,000 afy as 
determined by the CPUC.61  The CPUC further concluded that implementation of PWM 

                                                
56 Exhibit A, p. 65 [“Water is not a traditional consumable that fits neatly into the economic theories of 
supply and demand. There is no easy or perfect substitutable product for water.”]; see also id., p. 64 
[“Water Plus fails to show how its economic analysis complies with our General Order and statutory 
requirements that the capacity of the system will meet the system’s maximum demand.”]. 
57 See MPWMD Rule 23.7 (addressing the Malpaso Water Company’s ability to sell up to 80 afy to 
certain properties); see also Mary Schiley, Malpaso Water Allocation Is Almost Gone, THE CARMEL PINE 
CONE (April 13-19, 2018), available at http://pineconearchive.com/180413PCA.pdf. 
58 Stoldt Memo, p. 12. 
59 See Exhibit G, p. 10; see also Exhibit H, p. 16. 
60 See Exhibit G, p. V; see also MPWMD Reply Comments on CPUC Proposed Decision Approving a 
Modified MPWSP (“MPWMD Reply Comments”), p. 3 [attached hereto as Exhibit J]. 
61 Exhibit A, p. 40. 
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expansion alone increases the risk that sufficient supply would not be available to meet peak 
demands, particularly during drought years.62

                                                
62 Id., pp. 41-42. 
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1 Exhibits H, p. 16; I, p. 15. 
2 Exhibit A, p. 56. 
3 Stoldt Memo, p. 10. 
4 Exhibits I, p. 11; H, p. 4. 
5 Exhibit A, pp. 21-23. 
6 Id., p. 58. 
7 Stoldt Memo, p. 6. 
8 Id., pp. 58-59. 
9 Exhibits H, p. 5; I, p. 13 [“long-term water supply planning should incorporate the full 1,181 [afy].  Failure to provide water for legal lots of record infringes on 
property rights and would perpetuate a state of ‘water poverty’ in our communities, hence should be avoided by planning for sufficient water”]. 
10 Exhibit A, p. 50. 
11 Stoldt Memo, p. 8. 
12 Exhibits H, p. 7; I, p. 14. 
13 Exhibit A, p. 58. 
14 Stoldt Memo, p. 9. 
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18 Id., p. 50. 
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22 Stoldt Memo, p. 1. 
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25 Exhibit A, p. 33. 
26 Id., pp. 33, 167. 
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29 Exhibit H, p. 17. 
30 Exhibits H, p. V; K, p. 3. 
31 Exhibit A, pp. 39-42. 
32 Stoldt Memo, pp. 2, 12-13. 
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the greater probability of truth’.”33  In short, Cal-Am must present more evidence 

that supports the requested result than there exists in the record that would 

support an alternative outcome.   

Intervenors do not have the burden of proving the unreasonableness of 

Cal-Am’s showing but may challenge Cal-Am’s evidence and conclusions 

through the presentation of additional evidence and alternative conclusions.  

Once the parties have completed their presentations of evidence and made their 

arguments, our role is to weigh the evidence presented and approve, modify, or 

deny the application in whole or in part. 

In this case Cal-Am has more than met its burden to prove that the 

long-term water supply available to Cal-Am in Monterey is not sufficient to meet 

the system’s projected demand absent new supply.  Intervenors have convinced 

us that a demand figure slightly lower than that presented by Cal-Am is the most 

reasonable figure to adopt in this proceeding. Intervenors did not identify 

alternative supply sources sufficient to meet any of their demand figures.  Thus, 

without the additional supply proposed in this application, the available supply 

is insufficient to meet the required demand for the system. 

4.2.  Monterey District Water Demand 
The Commission’s General Order (GO) 103-A34 requires that a potable 

water system’s facilities shall have the capacity to meet the source capacity 

                                              
33  D.12-12-030 at 42, aff’d D.15-07-044 at 28-30. 
34  California Public Utilities Commission General Order (GO) 103-A, Section II.2.B.3 states: 

(a)  A system’s facilities shall have the capacity to meet the source capacity 
requirements as defined in the Waterworks Standards, [California Code of 
Regulations] CCR Title 22, Section 64554, or its successor.  If, at any time, the 
system does not have this capacity, the utility shall request a service connection 

 
Footnote continued on next page 
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requirements as defined in the Waterworks Standards, CCR Title 22, 

Section 64554, or its successor, and that the system’s maximum day demand 

(MDD) shall be determined in accordance with that regulation.  CCR Title 22, 

Section 64554(a) requires that “a public water system's water source(s) shall have 

the capacity to meet the system's maximum day demand.”  CCR Title 22, 

Section 64554(b) sets forth how that maximum day demand is determined 

depending on the usage data available for the most recent 10 years of operation.  

For our purposes, Section 64554(b)(2)(A) requires us to examine “the month with 

the highest water usage (maximum month) during at least the most recent 

10 years of operation” to determine the MDD.35 

                                                                                                                                                  
moratorium until such time as it can demonstrate the source capacity has been 
increased to meet system requirements. 

(b)  If a system provides potable water for fire protection service, new portions of 
the system shall have supply and storage facilities that are designed to meet 
[maximum day demand] MDD plus the required fire flow at the time of design.  
(See, Section VI of this General Order for fire flow guidelines.) 

(c)  The system’s MDD and [Peak Hour Demand] PHD shall be determined in 
accordance with Waterworks Standards, CCR Title 22, Section 64554, or its 
successor. 

35 C.f., CCR Title 22 Section 64554(b)(1), which would examine “the day with the highest usage 
during the past 10 years, …determine the average hourly flow” during that day, and “multiply 
by a peaking factor of at least 1.5 to obtain the PHD [peak hourly demand].”  Parties did not 
present their conclusions using this method, see, e.g., Exhibit CA-52 at 7-9, Exhibit WD-15 at 5, 
and Exhibit MNA-2 at 12, but did present their demand projections in monthly and annual 
figures.  This is consistent with Cal-Am’s assertion that peak month demand is a more critical 
consideration for its operations than peak day demand.  This appears undisputed, as all of the 
parties presented their demand projections in a similar method (see, e.g., Exhibit SF-12 
Attachment A) and we use monthly and annual figures throughout in our consideration of the 
standard. 
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CCR, Title 22, Section 64554 addresses requirements for a public water 

system’s water capacity and sets forth with specificity how the water system 

must meet the MDD and how to calculate the maximum month demand during 

at least the most recent ten years of operation. In order to calculate the demand 

to be served, Cal-Am must consider and balance the requirements of the CDO, 

this Commission’s requirements, and the State Water Resources Control Board’s 

requirements.36 

In addition, other sections of the Waterworks Standards provide guidance 

to our analysis.  CCR Title 22, Section 64558(a)(2) directs that when planning and 

permitting a water system capacity expansion, the Commission should also look 

at the MDD going forward over a “10-year growth period.”  In evaluating the 

projected 10-year growth period, 22 CCR Title 22 Section 10635 provides 

guidance as to evaluating projected water supply and use “for a normal water 

year, a single dry water year, and multiple dry water years.”  While our rules do 

not bind our analysis to these requirements, the Commission does find them 

useful and instructive in determining the projected demand for Cal-Am in its 

Monterey District.  For example, if the Commission strictly follows the 

methodologies set forth in Section 64544, the result would be a projected demand 

that is significantly higher than is needed given the changes in water use in this 

system on a month by month basis.  There is no requirement in Section 64554 

that the Commission only looks at the MDD, PHD, or maximum month in the 

historical period for water systems such as Cal-Am’s.  Our goal, and the goal of 

Section 64554, is to ensure a public water system can meet the MDD and for a 

                                              
36 See, Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 116271 (The State Water Board assumed the drinking water 
regulatory functions of the Department of Public Health as of July 1, 2014.). 
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system of Cal-Am’s size can meet PHD for 4 hours in a day with source capacity, 

storage capacity, and/or emergency connections.37 

Nothing in recent legislation signed by the Governor on May 31, 2018 

changes our analysis as the new mandates are well within our estimates for 

residential water use and demand growth,38 and in fact reinforce our 

consideration of using the driest years in forecasting available supply and 

demand. 

4.2.1.  Forecasts of Demand for
the Monterey District 

The Commission has a considerable record in this case of the parties’ 

projections of demand for the Cal-Am system in Monterey.  The assigned 

Commissioner and Administrative Law Judges recognized in 2017 that given the 

passage of time, positions of parties on issues of material fact may have changed 

during the course of this proceeding, and in 2017 asked parties to identify issues 

for further hearing.39  When seeking input on the issues to consider within the 

scope of the most recent phase of this proceeding, the first issue identified was an 

update to estimates and analysis of demand.40  Parties’ initial demand projection 

                                              
37  See, WD-15 at 4-5. 
38  SB 606 (Stats. 2018; ch. 14); AB 1668 (Stats. 2018; ch. 15).  See also, Exhibit MNA-2, at 6, 8-9, 
and Attachments 1 and 2.  The legislation establishes guidelines for statewide water efficiency 
standards to be in place by 2022.  The guidelines include indoor water use goals, incentives for 
water suppliers to recycle water, and requiring water suppliers to set water budgets and 
prepare for drought. The Monterey District is already a leader in using water efficiently, 
minimizing both indoor and outdoor water use, using recycled water, setting water budgets, 
and preparing for drought. See, Exhibit CA-55 at 8-13. 

 39  Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Requesting Parties to Identify Issues for Further 
Evidentiary Hearings, June 9, 2017. 
40  See, August 7, 2017 Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Setting 
Prehearing Conference and Identifying Issues for Further Hearings, August 7, 2017. 
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positions were widely divergent, and while their demand projection positions 

did narrow over the four years between hearings, they remain significantly 

apart.41  The estimates of demand as of December 2017 range from 9,675 to 15,000 

afy.  No party estimated demand at a level that was equal to or less than the 

available supply (9,044 afy).42 

Cal-Am averages the results of two methods to forecast annual system 

water demand in 2021 when the desalination plant is expected to be operational.  

First, Cal-Am uses an averaging process to arrive at a historical figure of 11,745 

afy.  Second, Cal-Am forecasts the system water demand based on population 

growth and a return to 2010-2013 per customer usage amounts attributing the 

per customer declines to conservation measures implemented during the 

drought from 2011-2015.  That second method results in a forecasted demand 

figure of 12,971 afy in 2021.  Cal-Am then averages the results of these two 

methods to arrive at its recommended 12,350 afy (rounded up) as normalized 

system demand.  Finally, Cal-Am  adds additional demand to account for new 

connections (lots of record) (1,180 afy), Pebble Beach (325 afy), and tourism 

bounce back (500 afy) to arrive at a total forecasted demand of 14,355 afy.43   

City of Marina argues that the high prices paid by Cal-Am customers 

along with continuation of water conservation efforts will result in a total 

                                              
41  See, e.g., Exhibits CA-6, CA-51, MCD-1A, MCD-36A, PCL-1, SF-12, WD-5, WD-15.  For other 
parties we could not identify recent, comprehensive projected demand figures, though some 
did provide comment on other parties’ projections.  See, e.g., Opening Brief of the Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates, Dec. 15, 2017, at 3-7, Opening Brief of Monterey Regional Water Pollution 
Control Agency at 3, PTA-2A at 3-4, Opening Brief of Public Water Now, Dec. 15, 2017, at 2. 
42 Appendix B contains a chart summarizing the parties’ position on available supply and 
projected demand. 
43  Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14.   
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provide and that reducing the project size because a lower demand was used 

would not result in a large savings to customers.  “In other words, small 

adjustments in project sizing are likely neither feasible nor economically 

merited.”60  Thus, projecting demand at any amount less than approximately 

14,000 afy “presents unreasonable risk without commensurate public benefit.”61 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District calls 10,400 afy “a 

reasonable estimate” of use by existing customers based on the most recent 5-

year average demand for those customers.62  Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District states that while the near-term market absorption of 

housing stock will not be immediate, over the long term it believes the 1,181 afy 

estimate for legal lots of record is reasonable.63  Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District also states that the 325 afy for Pebble Beach remains a 

reasonable estimate and that it is a legal entitlement to the Pebble Beach 

Company.64  Monterey Peninsula Water Management District argues to reduce 

the hospitality industry economic recovery addition to 250 afy as the 

conservation efforts have led to permanent demand reductions.65  Monterey 

Peninsula Water Management District then adds an additional 303 afy to account 

for non-revenue water that is the result of system loss.  It uses a 2.5% loss factor, 

excluding return flows, which is a factor lower than national averages.66  

                                              
60  Exhibit RWA-27 at 7-8. 
61  Exhibit RWA-27 at 8. 
62  Exhibit WD-15 at 10-11. 
63  Exhibit WD-15 at 11-13. 
64  Exhibit WD-15 at 13-14. 
65  Exhibit WD-15 at 14. 
66  Exhibit WD-15 at 15. 
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remainder comes from Coalition of Peninsula Businesses’ belief that it is simply a 

matter of fulfilling a legal obligation to the owners of the legal lots of record and 

Pebble Beach as the basis for its estimate for those figures.82  

Water Plus “agrees with the long-term estimation” of 14,355 afy put forth 

by Cal-Am,83 but disagrees with Cal-Am’s 12,350 “short-term” demand 

estimate.84  Water Plus argues that the short-term demand estimate fails to 

recognize the “marked[]” increase in costs that ratepayers have seen over the 

past decade and the impact that cost has had on demand.85  Water Plus criticizes 

using the California Waterworks Standards found in 22 C.C.R. as “it applies to a steady state of water usage” when the Monterey District is in an environment of 

declining usage.86  Water Plus attempts to chart the supply and demand of water 

with its analysis of cost “to determine the cost where supply and demand are 

equal.”87  Water Plus presents a range of figures based on its interpretation of 

potential costs to argue that the demand for water will be between 8,000 afy88 

and 11,000 afy.89  Water Plus argues that if Cal-Am is required to pay for some of 

the hypothetical Pure Water Monterey (PWM) project expansion at its estimated 

cost, and purchase some water from Marina Coast Water District, the cost would 

                                              
82  Exhibit CPB-1A at 5-6. 
83  Opening Brief of Water Plus, Dec. 15, 2017, at 3, 5 (“Water Plus has no quarrel with long-
terms estimates of around 14,000 [afy]”). 
84  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 3. 
85  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 3. 
86  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 3. 
87  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4. 
88  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4, Reply Brief of Water Plus at 6. 
89  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 6. 
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be $5,348 per acre-foot, which would correspond to a demand of 9,800 afy “at the 

point where the curves cross.”90 

4.3.  Supply Available to
the Monterey District 

There is general agreement among the parties as to the basic elements of 

supply available to Cal-Am.  Cal-Am’s existing water supply consists of 3,376 afy 

from the Carmel River, 774 afy from the Seaside Groundwater Basin,91 an 

average of 1,300 afy from the Aquifer Storage and Recovery, 94 afy from the 

Sand City Coastal Desalination Project, and 3,500 afy that will be provided from 

the PWM project.92  This provides a total water supply of 9,044 afy.93 

To reach a supply level higher than 9,044 afy, some parties have asserted 

that Cal-Am has rights to water that it has not accounted for in its supply 

calculations.  These include offers of new sources of water, and the potential 

expansion of the PWM project.94  The Commission has considered these claims, 

as discussed more below, and is not persuaded that Cal-Am has rights to 

additional sources of supply.  The Commission encourages Cal-Am and all the 
                                              
90  Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4-7 and Appendix 1. 
91 Cal-Am’s has an adjudicated right to 1,474 afy from the Seaside Groundwater Basin. See, Cal-
Am v. City of Seaside et al., Super. Ct. Monterey County, 2006, No. M66343. However, Cal-Am 
must also repay the Seaside Basin for overdrafts and has therefore assumed a reduction of 
supply of 700 afy over 25 years, resulting in a net supply available to Cal-Am of 774 afy from 
the Seaside Groundwater Basin. 
92 While we include 3,500 afy from the PWM project in our supply projection, that project is 
currently under construction and water supply delivery has not yet begun; the promised 
reliability of the supply remains to be seen. See, Opening Comments of Monterey Regional 
Water Pollution Control Agency at 1-2; see also, D.16-09-021. 
93  See, e.g., Exhibit CA-51 at 14, Exhibit MNA-2 at 14, Exhibit MCD-36A at 9-10, Exhibit RWA-27 
at 6-7, Exhibit WD-15 at 16, Opening Brief of Planning and Conservation League Foundation, 
Sierra Club and LandWatch Monterey County at 6, Exhibit SF-12 at 6, Exhibit WP-9 at 18. 
94  E.g., Exhibit MNA-2 at 14, Exhibit MCD-36A at 9-10,  
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acre-feet in total.99  Such a limited and specific source of water cannot be relied 

upon as a permanent source of water.  The additional Sand City allocation 

confuses the total expected production of the plant, 200 afy, with the amount 

allocated to Cal-Am, 94 afy.100  The claim that Cal-Am can rely on more than 94 

afy from the Sand City plant is not supported with credible evidence.  Marina 

Coast Water District has not presented any evidence that persuades us 

otherwise.  Finally, Marina Coast Water District presents two Watermaster 

agenda items that list the “conceptual” expansion of the Seaside Basin ASR on an 

average annualized basis.  Marina Coast Water District presented no evidence 

that Cal-Am would receive any of the additional withdrawals.  The Commission 

cannot rely on the concept of ASR expansion being listed on an agenda for the 

Watermaster to find that additional supply is available to Cal-Am.  Accordingly, 

the Commission is not persuaded to make any additions to a total water supply 

of 9,044 afy identified above, and we find the 9,044 afy water supply figure to be 

the best and most reasonable figure to use in this proceeding. 

Finally, the August 28, 2017, Ruling sought additional testimony from 

parties on any plans to expand the PWM project.  While many parties referenced 

the potential expansion of the PWM project,101 Monterey Regional Water 

Pollution Control Agency put forward the most detailed response.102  Monterey 

Regional Water Pollution Control Agency stated it was considering and 

                                              
99  See, D.16-09-021, Appendix C at 2. 
100  See, Exhibit CA-51 at 7, Exhibit MCD-42.  See also, Opening Brief of City of Marina on 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Issues at 22. 
101  See, e.g., Exhibit CA-51 at 8, Exhibit CPB-1A at 8-9, Exhibit RWA-27 at 9-10, Exhibit PTA-2A 
at 5, Exhibit SF-12 at 12-15, Exhibit WP-9 at 13. 
102  Exhibit PCA-7. 
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In furtherance of having the Commission consider PWM expansion in this 

case, on May 11, 2018, several parties submitted a motion asking the Commission 

to Open a Phase 3 in This Proceeding (Phase 3 Motion).112  In the Phase 3 Motion, 

the parties request that the Commission open a third phase in this proceeding 

before it issues a decision on Cal-Am’s request for a CPCN for the MPWSP.  The 

Phase 3 Motion proposed consideration of an additional incremental supply 

from the PWM project of between 650 afy and 2,250 afy within the timeframe 

required by the State Water Resources Control Board’s 2016 amended Cease and 

Desist Order (WR 2016-0016).113   

The Commission supports the parties’ efforts to explore expanding the 

PWM project.114  There are, however, many fundamental and threshold details115 

that would need to be presented before the Commission could consider if PWM 

expansion could provide an affordable, specific, concrete, reliable, and 

permanent source of water for Cal-Am ratepayers.  Further consideration of such 

efforts, if any, is not appropriate in this proceeding.  This proceeding has been 

pending for over six years and it is timely to reach a decision on the instant 

application now.  The CDO deadline is fast approaching.116  There is difficulty in 

                                              
112  Phase 3 Motion. 
113 The Phase 3 Motion does not include the third hypothetical “Scenario C” that was discussed 
in Exhibit PCA-7 and provides no explanation as to why that conceptual expansion is omitted 
from the motion. 
114  D.16-09-021. 
115 E.g., Details might include sources of supply, development costs, prices for sales of the 
developed water, contractual details, environmental effects, potential to obtain necessary 
permits, water quality, sources of funding, and possible related facilities (e.g., additional 
pipelines or pump stations).  See, D.16-09-021 for consideration of several such details. 
116  The SWRCB has already extended the CDO deadline for Cal-Am to reduce pumping from 
the Carmel River, and the effective diversion limit would be immediately reduced without 
 

Footnote continued on next page 
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developing any new supplies for the Monterey District given the wide range of 

often competing interests represented by the many parties, and various local, 

state, and federal agencies involved.  The environmental effects and alternatives 

to the MPWSP have been thoroughly examined.  While PWM expansion may 

appear promising, upon further review there may be other options that require 

examination.  Cal-Am, its customers, and the Monterey region deserve a decision 

on the specific proposal in this application without additional delay. 

Further, even if we were to include an amount between 650 afy and 2,250 

afy from PWM expansion as part of the supply available to Cal-Am, it is 

insufficient to satisfy an estimated demand of 14,000 afy, as it would still result in 

a supply deficit of between 2,706 and 4,306 afy.  The proposed PWM expansion 

would not satisfy the estimated water supply required by Cal-Am customers, 

provide water supply reliability, provide supply to allow for replenishment of 

water that Cal-Am previously pumped from the Seaside Basin in excess of Cal-

Am’s adjudicated right, would not contribute to diversity in the portfolio of 

projects that produce water supply, nor provide supply for future development 

or economic expansion. 

Even if PWM expansion could provide the maximum under Scenario C of 

an additional 3,570 afy of water to Cal-Am,117 it would be insufficient to satisfy 

an estimated demand of 14,000 afy.  No alternative presented would replenish 

the water that Cal-Am previously pumped from the Seaside Basin in excess of 

                                                                                                                                                  
Commission action by September 30, 2018. See, SWRCB Order WR 2016-0016 at 21.  The 
extensive and exhaustive record in this proceeding provides a basis for a decision on the 
MPWSP today.  We are not convinced that extending this proceeding further would benefit Cal-
Am ratepayers or the region as a whole.  
117  PCA-7 at 12. 
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Cal-Am’s adjudicated right, none would establish water supply reliability and 

enable the development of vacant legal lots of record or provide supply to meet 

demand resulting from economic recovery and rebound of the hospitality 

industry.  The alternatives would not provide the same diversity in the sources 

of supply as would the desalination plant.  The alternatives would not contribute 

to providing a portfolio of supply options in the same way as would the 

desalination plant.  The alternatives would not provide the same drought-

resistant or drought-proof supply source as would the desalination plant. 

Moreover, construction has not been completed on the initial PWM project 

of 3,500 afy (see D.16-09-021), and thus operation has not begun.  There may be 

additional construction, operation, cost, and other issues with the initial 

expansion that must be considered before adequate and reasonable consideration 

may be given to expansion.118  Thus, we are disinclined to count additional PWM 

expansion as a concrete, specific, reliable supply resource that can be a viable 

alternative to the MPWSP until the first expansion has been constructed and 

operated successfully.  As discussed below, we may give additional 

consideration to further expansion of PWM, but not in this decision as an 

alternative to the MPWSP. 

Consistent with our previous findings, PWM expansion alone fails to 

provide sufficient supply to meet the average demands assumed in MPWSP 

planning, and would not provide sufficient supply flexibility to meet most peak 

demands.  In addition, PWM expansion alone increases the risk that sufficient 

supply would not be available to meet peak hour, day, and month demands, 

                                              
118 See, RT 4712:20-26. 
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particularly during drought years.  The originally approved PWM project is not 

yet finished, and it is untested as to its reliability to provide the 3,500 afy 

approved in D.16-09-021.  Parties did not address, in any of the many ways they 

have provided input on the application, and in particular with record evidence 

the risk associated with the reliability of the supply mix if we were to adopt a 

PWM expansion alone solution.119   As many fundamental and threshold details 

have not been addressed,120 the Commission is not persuaded by parties’ 

arguments that PWM expansion will provide an affordable, specific, concrete, 

reliable, and permanent source of water for Cal-Am ratepayers.  The evidence in 

the record in this proceeding is not sufficient to convince us that PWM expansion 

is a viable alternative at this point.121  Accordingly there is no reason to consider 

further PWM expansion in this proceeding.122     

However, we would like to determine if, in conjunction with the MPWSP 

approved in this decision, PWM expansion could provide an affordable, specific, 

concrete, safe, and reliable additional or supplemental source water supply for 

                                              
119 Comments on Proposed Decision for Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project of Monterey 
County Farm Bureau at 8 (reliance on a single water source for the majority of the Monterey 
Peninsula’s water supply is a short-sighted approach to solving a long-term water supply 
challenge). 
120 Phase 3 Motion, Attachment A at 2 (“Importantly, this report does not suggest that the PWM 
Expansion currently meets the nine criteria [used by the Commission to evaluate the initial 
PWM project].”). 
121 Cf., Comments of Planning and Conservation League Foundation on Proposed Decision at 2-
3. 
122 This proceeding began over six year ago.  Last year we added an additional set of hearings 
expressly scoped to address additional alternatives, including PWM expansion.  Parties failed to 
provide convincing evidence during hearings, despite knowing that there is an imminent CDO 
deadline that will reduce water supply available to Monterey District customers. 
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customers, lots of record, Pebble Beach, tourism rebound), provide a reliable and 

secure supply, include a reasonable “buffer” against uncertainties, satisfy all 

other reasonable needs, and ensure that Cal-Am remains within its legal water 

rights as to its diversions from the Carmel River in response to the CDO issued 

by the State Water Resources Control Board as well as other constrained water 

supply sources such as the Seaside Basin.  The Commission evaluated all of the 

evidence presented along with the arguments of the parties and determines that 

Cal-Am’s water supply portfolio will not provide sufficient water to its 

customers after December 31, 2021, absent a new source of supply,130 and the 

MPWSP is the most reasonable solution to provide that supply.  Based on the 

evidence presented in support of the project, when weighed with that opposed to 

it, the supporting evidence has more convincing force and the greater probability 

of truth. 

None of the intervenors present demand forecasts that are equal to or less 

than the supply (9,044 afy) that will be available to Cal-Am at the end of 2021.  

Marina Coast Water District, City of Marina, and Surfrider all present demand 

projections around 10,300-10-700 afy, and Planning and Conservation League 

Foundation provides the lowest projection of 9,698 afy (Marina Coast Water 

District’s lower bound uses Planning and Conservation League Foundation’s 

growth forecast to arrive at a similar figure).131  Water Plus’s proposed range 

between 8,000 and 11,000 afy is both overly broad and lacks analysis of the 

                                              
130  RT Vol. 22 at 3794 (“Cal-Am has an explicit legal right to 3,376 acre-feet per year.  They are 
currently drawing about 8,500 acre-feet per year. And it means we need to get about 
5,000 acre-feet from another source to get off the Carmel River.  It's just that simple.”) 
131  See, Appendix B; Marina Coast Water District’s Opening Brief and Request for 
Oral Argument at 11. 
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standards and requirements needed for the system to be considered reliable for 

our purposes.  Water Plus’s selection of 9,800 afy as the intersection of supply 

and demand relies on assumptions of supply and costs that fail to reasonably 

include all necessary elements (e.g., variations in population growth or economic 

growth, and the need for a reasonable “buffer” or reserve margin against 

unknowns).  Monterey Peninsula Water Management District’s projection of 

13,142 afy and Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority’s projection of 

14,000 afy are persuasive in their analysis (as discussed more below).  What they 

all share is to show that additional water source(s) are needed to allow Cal-Am 

to continue to provide service to customers after Cal-Am reduces its draw from 

the Carmel River to allowable levels. 

In January 2013, Cal-Am forecast a system demand of 15,296 afy.132  Cal-

Am revised that figure to 14,355 afy in 2017.  In revising its forecast Cal-Am took 

into consideration how water demand has declined over the last ten years, and 

considered the many factors contributing to the decline, including economic 

factors, multi-year drought conditions, aggressive conservation efforts, and a 

moratorium on new service connections that began in 2010.133  While the 

averaging of the two methods used by Cal-Am to project demand for existing 

customers is somewhat complicated, the Commission finds that both methods 

provide reasonable results and that the average is a reasonable figure to use for 

forecasting demand for existing customers.  Cal-Am has met its burden of proof 

in that its forecast of demand, when weighed with those opposed to it, has more 
                                              
132  Exhibit CA-12. 
133  Exhibit CA-51 at 8-9. See also, D.07-05-062, Attachment A, page A-23 (forecasts for class-A 
water utility general rate cases should remove historical data when drought related rationing or 
authorized drought memorandum accounts are in place). 
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convincing force and the greater probability of truth.  Cal-Am appropriately 

considers the maximum demand year, 2012, within ten years of the anticipated 

in-service date, 2021.  It also considered the Urban Water Management Plan 

projection methods to forecast water use reduction targets.  Both methods have 

merit given how water use fluctuates over the course of a day, month, season, 

and year.134  Both methods used by Cal-Am are designed to reasonably project 

demand amounts that are compliant with the California Waterworks Standards, 

22 C.C.R. § 64554, requirements that the system’s water sources have capacity to 

meet maximum day demand and peak hour demand.  Cal-Am presented the last 

ten years of demand by month that shows the demand in July 2011 of 1,250 acre-

feet, that July and August have the highest demand for each of the last ten years 

and that high demand months begin in May and end in October.135  The 

Commission agrees with Cal-Am that the system must provide enough water to 

be used in those high demand months.  In 2016, what is characterized as a low 

demand year,136 the six high demand months used over 5,000 acre-feet of 

water.137  Given that annual water demand characterizes the overall system 

demand expected to occur within a service area, actual water use fluctuates over 

the course of a day, month, season and year.  For example, people use less water 

at night, more during warmer and drier months, and less in wet years.  The 

fluctuations in Cal-Am’s Monterey District over the past decade make it easy for 

us to understand the temptation to understate annual forecasts of demand.  But 

                                              
134  See, Exhibit MCD-59. 
135  Exhibits CA-51 at 9, 15, MCD-59. 
136  See e.g., Exhibits CA-51 at 10, RWA-27 at 6, MNA-2 at 2. 
137  Exhibits CA-51 at 9, MCD-59. 
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we are convinced that 12,350 afy represents an appropriate estimate of annual 

demand to use in assessing the adequacy of Cal-Am’s water supply to meet peak 

demands and regulatory supply capacity requirements.  While the 

methodologies put forward by Cal-Am may not be perfect, that is not the 

standard they are required to meet. The methodologies are persuasive in 

providing a reasonable estimate of annual demand in the district going forward. 

As noted above, a strict application of the maximum day demand 

guidelines would justify total system sources exceeding 22,000 afy (based on 

60.48 acre-feet maximum day demand).138 However, we are persuaded that Cal-

Am’s projection of demand is reasonable based on the evidence it has provided 

regarding the seasonal nature of demand and the ten-year historic period in the 

record.  

Conservation has been extraordinary but may not continue when the 

tourism industry in the area returns to pre-2008 levels and with the expected 

growth in the region.  All parties that made projections included a figure 

representing growth from the demand they projected for existing customers.139  

While some parties projected minimal growth,140 over half projected more than 

                                              
138 Exhibit MNA-2 at 12-13.  In addition, a reasonable ten percent buffer for contingencies could 
justify a system source requirement exceeding 24,000 afy.  We discuss below that based on 
seasonality and the maximum demand year within ten years of the anticipated MPWSP in-
service date, that a lower demand figure is more appropriate in this case. 

139  See e.g., Exhibit CA-12, Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14, Exhibit MNA-2 at 11-12, Marina Coast Water 
District’s Opening Brief and Request for Oral Argument, Dec. 15, 2017, at 12, Exhibit RWA-27 
at 6-8, Exhibit WD-15 at 15, Opening Brief of Planning and Conservation League Foundation, 
Sierra Club & LandWatch Monterey County at 3-5, Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 
Opening Brief at 21, Exhibit CPB-1A at 4-6, Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4-7 and Appendix 1. 
140  See e.g., Marina Coast Water District’s Opening Brief and Request for Oral Argument, 
Dec. 15, 2017, at 12, Opening Brief of Planning and Conservation League Foundation, 
 

Footnote continued on next page 
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1,299 afy in total.141  With all of the fluctuations in demand, where only five years 

ago 11,356 afy was delivered,142 we are convinced that a larger growth figure 

provides the best solution to ensure Cal-Am ratepayers continue to have 

adequate supplies of water. 

Over the course of this proceeding Cal-Am maintained its projections for 

legal lots of record (1,180 afy), Pebble Beach entitlements (325 afy), and economic 

recovery of the tourism industry (500 afy).143  After considering all of the 

testimony in the record,144 the Commission is persuaded by Cal-Am that these 

projections of future demand are reasonable based on growth of population, 

development, and tourism.  In projecting water demand for the next 10-20 years, 

the assumptions Cal-Am has made for development of the lots of record and for 

Pebble Beach are reasonable because growth will occur, development is halted 

pending adequate water, and Pebble Beach has a reasonable claim on more 

water.145  We are convinced that system expansion will occur and the projections 

put forth by Cal-Am are persuasive in quantifying that growth, when weighed 

                                                                                                                                                  
Sierra Club & LandWatch Monterey County at 3-5, Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 
Opening Brief at 21, Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4-7 and Appendix 1. 
141  See e.g., Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14, Exhibit MNA-2 at 11-12, Exhibit RWA-27 at 6-8, 
Exhibit WD-15 at 15, Exhibit CPB-1A at 4-6. 
142  Exhibit MCD-59. 
143  Exhibits CA-12, CA-51 at 13-14. 
144  E.g., Exhibit CA-12, Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14, Exhibit MNA-2 at 11-12, Marina Coast Water 
District’s Opening Brief and Request for Oral Argument, Dec. 15, 2017, at 12, Exhibit RWA-27 
at 6-8, Exhibit WD-15 at 15, Opening Brief of Planning and Conservation League Foundation, 
Sierra Club & LandWatch Monterey County at 3-5, Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening 
Brief at 21, Exhibit CPB-1A at 4-6, Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4-7 and Appendix 1. 
145  Exhibit CA-12.  These projections prove a reasonable forecast given the puts and takes of 
development and the non-revenue water and Salinas Valley Return Flows projected by WD.  
Exhibit WD-15 at 15. 
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against all of the other evidence presented.146  The Commission recognizes that 

growth due to new demand will not occur immediately, but will take time to 

develop.  In planning for the future, Cal-Am has shown that the growth it is 

projecting is reasonable under the California Waterworks standards, and we are 

persuaded that it represents the best projection of demand from future customers 

outside Pebble Beach.  The tourism industry recovery projection of 500 afy is also 

reasonable under the California Waterworks standards.  The evidence in this 

case persuasively shows that the tourism industry on the Monterey Peninsula 

has not fully recovered from the economic downturn that started in 2008, and to 

the extent it has recovered, it has taken steps to conserve water in ways it would 

not do if there were no constraints on the water supply in the area.147  A figure of 

500 afy is a reasonable figure to represent the additional demand Cal-Am will 

have to meet in the future.  Cal-Am has shown that it does not have sufficient 

supply to meet the projected water demand in 2021 and beyond.  Accordingly, 

Cal-Am has met its burden to prove that 14,355 afy is a reasonable projection for 

the system’s projected demand. 

The parties that presented lower demand projections argue that a much 

smaller source or set of water sources is needed.148  City of Marina also argues 

that Cal-Am itself will be jeopardized by building a high cost solution to the 

                                              
146 California-American Water Company Comments on Proposed Decision at 16-17. 
147  See, Exhibit CPB-1A at 5-6, RT Vol. 23 at 3905, 3906. 
148  E.g., Exhibit MNA-2 at 14, Marina Coast Water District’s Opening Brief and Request for 
Oral Argument, Dec. 15, 2017, at 12, Opening Brief of Planning and Conservation League 
Foundation, Sierra Club & LandWatch Monterey County at 3-5, Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 
Opening Brief at 21, Opening Brief of Water Plus at 4-7 and Appendix 1. 
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problem.149  The parties that presented higher demand projections argue the 

MPWSP is needed to meet that demand.150 

While City of Marina asserts that Cal-Am has sufficient supplies to meet 

the California Waterworks standards, it failed to show how Cal-Am would 

accomplish this requirement.  22 C.C.R. §64544(a) is clear that the system’s water 

source shall have the capacity to meet the system’s MDD “[a]t all times.”  City of 

Marina did not explain how Cal-Am’s current system can provide 60.48 acre-feet 

to meet its maximum day demand, or how it could provide 15.12 acre-feet to 

meet its peak hourly demand.151  City of Marina’s analysis begins in the correct 

place with the maximum day demand and how that translates to the four or five 

months of high demand.152  However, City of Marina then argues the most recent 

annual demand figure demonstrates that Cal-Am has sufficient supply.153  The 

Commission is not persuaded by the City of Marina that sufficient reason exists 

to deviate from the requirements set forth in statute and our general order and 

that its method is better than any other.  The Commission is not convinced that 

the downward trend in water use in the District will continue and that only 

minimal growth will occur in demand after 2021.  Such an assertion fails to 

consider that water use is not likely to go any lower (maximum month usage 

increased in 2017 compared to 2016) as conservation funding is projected to go 

down, and the “extreme conservation and moratorium measures implemented 
                                              
149  Exhibit MNA-2 at 14. 
150  E.g., Exhibit CA-51 at 10-14, Exhibit MNA-2 at 11-12, Exhibit RWA-27 at 6-8, Exhibit WD-15 
at 15, Exhibit CPB-1A at 4-6. 
151  MNA-2 at 12-13. 
152  MNA-2 at 13. 
153  MNA-2 at 13. 
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during the drought” will end.154  City of Marina fails to persuade us that the 

reasonable demand projections set forth by Cal-Am should be rejected.  City of 

Marina fails to include an adequate “buffer” for unknowns.   Accordingly, we 

were not persuaded by the City of Marina to reduce the demand projections to 

its recommended 10,599 afy. 

Marina Coast Water District asserts that Cal-Am’s current daily and 

annual water use will continue at current levels and that additional use will be 

between 300 to 925 afy, at most.155  However, Marina Coast Water District fails to 

persuade the Commission to deviate from the statutory and general order 

methods for determining existing demand.156  We see no reason why the three-

year average is a better predictor of the future compared to any other period of 

time or methodology.  In fact, we find that most recent three years of demand 

data is insufficient to predict the next ten plus years of demand the Commission 

is examining in this proceeding.  After reviewing all of the evidence presented, 

the Commission determines that a reasonable evaluation of source capacity 

requirements should consider the MDD and PHD for the past ten years.  Marina 

Coast Water District’s approach does not do this.  Marina Coast Water District 

also recommends projecting demand growth between 300 and 925 afy.  Marina 

Coast Water District cites evidence presented by Surfrider to support the 300 afy 

                                              
154 MCD-59, CA-48 at 14, CA-52 at 5. 

155  Marina Coast Water District’s Opening Brief and Request for Oral Argument at 9, 11-12. 
156 Marina Coast Water District does not use the methods it advocates we apply to Cal-Am for 
its own planning purposes.  CA-53 at 13.  If we were to use the design criteria Marina Coast 
Water District uses for its own projects it would result in a demand forecast of approximately 
14,000 afy, and changes it was considering could justify a much higher figure. RT Vol. 26 at 
4729-4743. 
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portion of its recommendation.157  As explained below, the Commission is not 

persuaded that the low growth projections set forth by Surfrider are reasonable.  

Marina Coast Water District’s recommendation of a 925 afy growth projection is 

also not persuasive.  Marina Coast Water District estimates no more than 600 afy 

will be needed for development of the lots of record,158 and that the 325 afy for 

Pebble Beach may be reasonable,159 but that no additional projection should be 

made for the economic recovery of the tourism industry.160  While the 

Commission agrees with Marina Coast Water District that development will 

occur gradually,161 that does not mean that development will not occur.  Cal-

Am’s projection reasonably assumes that the lots of record will be developed and 

will require water when they are developed.  Marina Coast Water District asserts 

that “many” of the lots of record may not be developed, but presents no facts in 

support.162 Thus, the Commission is not persuaded by Marina Coast Water 

District’s reduction in the projected demand for the development of the lots of 

record from 1,180 afy to 600 afy.  Marina Coast Water District argues that no 

additional projection for the economic recovery of the tourism industry is needed 

as any decline in water demand due to the economic downturn that started in 

2008 has been recouped by now.163  However, Marina Coast Water District has 

                                              
157  Marina Coast Water District’s Opening Brief and Request for Oral Argument at 11-12, citing, 
SF-12 at 1-3. 
158  Exhibit MCD-36A at 4-5. 
159  Exhibit MCD-36A at 5. 
160  Exhibit MCD-36A at 5. 
161  Exhibit MCD-36A at 4. 
162  Exhibit MCD-36A at 4. 
163  Exhibit MCD-36A at 5. 
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not shown us that such a recovery has occurred, and the Commission is 

convinced by other evidence that the industry has not fully recovered yet.164  

Thus, the Commission is not convinced by Marina Coast Water District to adopt 

no additional demand for tourism industry recovery.  Marina Coast Water 

District fails to persuade us that the reasonable demand projections set forth by 

Cal-Am should be rejected.  Accordingly, the Commission is not persuaded by 

Marina Coast Water District to reduce the demand projections to Marina Coast 

Water District’s recommended range between 9,675 and 10,300 afy. 

Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority “urges that the 

Commission adopt a long-term demand estimate of 14,000 afy …, with a 

projection of 12,000 afy for existing customers and 2,000 afy for future customer 

demand expansion.”165  The Commission agrees that Monterey Peninsula 

Regional Water Authority’s projection of demand for existing customer of 

approximately 12,000 afy is appropriately conservative and reasonable.166  

Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority balances the low system demand 

experienced during recent drought years with the longer term history through 

2014 in making its recommendation of 12,000 afy for existing customers.  It 

recognizes the imprecisions in forecasting future demand and reasonably allows 

for potential fluctuations in demand, drought periods or other unanticipated 

limitations that may impact other elements of Cal-Am’s water supply portfolio.   

The same reasoning supports its recommendation of 2,000 afy to meet future 

demands, e.g., lots of record, Pebble Beach, and tourism rebound.  With all of the 

                                              
164  Exhibit CPB-1A at 5-6, RT Vol. 23 at 3905, 3906. 
165  Opening Brief of the Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority at 2. 
166  Exhibit RWA-27 at 7. 
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fluctuations in water consumption over the past decade, the constraints on 

demand, and considering non-revenue water and Salinas Valley Return Flows,167 

we agree that a projection of demand for future customer needs of approximately 

2,000 afy is appropriately conservative and reasonable.  In addition, the 

Commission agrees that a significant criterion regarding plant size is to ensure 

the MPWSP is sized to meet maximum monthly demands rather than annual 

total demand.  The Commission also agrees with Monterey Peninsula Regional 

Water Authority’s assessment that “projecting any amount less than 

approximately 14,000 [afy]” presents “unreasonable risk without commensurate 

public benefit.”168  Accordingly, the public interest considerations weigh heavily 

in favor of the balanced demand projection of 14,000 afy put forward by 

Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority.  It would be a disservice to the 

public interest if the project were undersized to meet future demands, requiring 

yet another project to be permitted and constructed: 

[I]t is imperative that the MPWSP be sized sufficiently to serve 
these demands.  The Monterey Peninsula has faced water 
supply shortages for decades, which has frustrated land use 
planning and impaired economic, social, and environmental 
interests.  Of course, in recent years, the community has been 
unable to prudently plan and evolve land uses because of the 
current moratorium on new service connections.  We now 
have the opportunity to correct these water supply challenges. 
But it is in practical effect a “one-shot” opportunity.  Indeed, 
the length and delay of this proceeding illustrates the 
immense difficulty of permitting and developing new water 
supplies in this region. For this reason, [we] view[] the 
MPWSP as a rare opportunity to obtain the water supply we 

                                              
167  Exhibit WD-15 at 11-15. 
168  Exhibit RWA-27 at 8. 
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need.  We urge the Commission to not unduly restrict the size 
of the MPWSP such that the community is at risk of again 
facing water supply shortages in the future.169 

Monterey Peninsula Regional Water Authority is also correct that the 

desalination project can only be sized up or down by the size of each 

desalination train (each desalination train is approximately 1.6 million gallons 

per day).170  As such, a downsizing would cut supply by almost 1,800 afy, and as 

explained below, there is little to no ratepayer savings if the Commission were to 

limit the size of the desalination project to 4.8 million gallons per day.   

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District argues that the second 

method used by Cal-Am overstates demand as conservation programs coupled 

with permanent statewide conservation requirements, increased rates, and other 

legislative action impose constraints on customer demand.171  Monterey 

Peninsula Water Management District argues that 10,400 afy is a reasonable 

estimate for existing customer demand as that is approximately the most recent 

5-year average demand for existing customers.172  Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District states that even if this recommendation is low, it allows 

some leeway for increased water use in its analysis of potential growth in the 

                                              
169  Exhibit RWA-27 at 8. 
170  Exhibit RWA-27 at 7. The desalination process usually goes through a set of sub-processes or 
a “desalination train.” A desalination train typically comprises three stages: pre-treatment; main 
treatment, and post-treatment. The 6.4 mgd MPWSP proposal consists of four 1.6 mgd 
desalination trains, and thus can be sized up or down by the size of each desalination train.  A 
1.6 mgd per train is roughly 1,792 afy if the train were to run constantly.  See, Exhibit CA-51 at 
17. 
171  Exhibit WD-15 at 8-9. 
172  Exhibit WD-15 at 10-11. 
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system.173  Monterey Peninsula Water Management District would add 2,742 afy 

for future demand for lots of record, Pebble Beach, tourism rebound, system loss, 

and Salinas Valley Return Flow.174  In normal circumstances, using the most 

recent 5-year average to forecast future existing customer demand could be 

justified.  However, in this case, limiting the selection to the most recent five 

years without justifying the selection of that period of time is not persuasive, 

especially given the reasons for the fluctuations in monthly and annual demand 

levels over the past decade.175  Absent persuasive evidence to the contrary, 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District’s showing justifying its existing 

customer demand figure is not compelling.176  Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District does provide reasons why it thinks additional demand due 

to tourism rebound will be 250 afy instead of the 500 afy projected by Cal-Am.  

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District claims that some permanent 

demand reductions have occurred in that sector due to targeted rebates, 

mandated conservation standards, and non-residential inspections and 

enforcement by Monterey Peninsula Water Management District, but it is not 

convincing to explain why the 250 afy tourism rebound figure should be 

adopted.  Monterey Peninsula Water Management District may be correct that 

some of the reductions that have occurred will lower the future tourism rebound, 

and when taken as a whole with its additions for non-revenue water and Salinas 

Valley Return Flows, the Commission agrees that a total growth figure of 2,742 

                                              
173  Opening Brief of the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District at 4. 
174  Exhibit WD-15 at 11-15. 
175 See, CCR Title 22 Section 64554(b)(1). 
176  Exhibit WD-15 at 6-9. 
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afy is compelling support for adopting an overall demand figure of at least 

14,000 afy.    

The Commission is not persuaded by the arguments of Planning and 

Conservation League Foundation, jointly with Sierra Club and LandWatch 

Monterey County that the most recent 3-year average demand for existing 

customers of 9,398 afy is reasonable.  For similar reasons as Monterey Peninsula 

Water Management District, Planning and Conservation League Foundation fails 

to convince us that the most recent three years should be used to model existing 

customer demand for the next ten plus years.  If the Commission were only 

forecasting the next few years, then the conservation measures cited by Planning 

and Conservation League Foundation might make the most recent three year 

average a more reasonable alternative, though even in that case there are other 

factors to consider (e.g., ending of extreme conservation and moratorium 

measures).  Planning and Conservation League Foundation, and others, fail to 

quantify how much of the recent reductions in demand are due to permanent 

conservation measures compared to other explanations offered for why demand 

has gone down.  We are not persuaded by Planning and Conservation League 

Foundation’s premise that none of the almost 3,000 afy reduction in existing 

customer demand over the past eight years will return after 2021.177  Given the 

speed and timing of the reductions, it is not clear if Planning and Conservation 

League Foundation is correct and the system has a new normal, whether other 

factors are at play, or if we have reached the limits of conservation and demand 

will rebound.  Planning and Conservation League Foundation has not put 

                                              
177  Exhibit CA-51 at 9, MCD-59. 
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persuasive evidence in the record that shows us it is correct and demand has 

stabilized at the average of the most recent three years.178  Planning and 

Conservation League Foundation does not show how much of the recent 

demand reductions are related to the constraints Cal-Am has placed on the 

system, and Planning and Conservation League Foundation has not argued we 

should continue those constraints.  Thus, Planning and Conservation League 

Foundation did not present evidence that convinces us that it is more likely that 

demand will continue as it projected for the future of the system.  Further, 

Planning and Conservation League Foundation’s projection does not account for 

peak demand obligations nor does it account for the seasonal availability of 

supply sources, or how those supply sources will be constrained in a multi-year 

drought.  It is not reasonable to plan the future of the system needed to serve the 

customers of the Monterey District based on the snapshot of data used by the 

Planning and Conservation League Foundation.179  Further, Planning and 

Conservation League Foundation’s demand estimate does not account for the 

MDD and thus fails to account for the month-to-month fluctuations experienced 

by the system. 

Without that context the Commission cannot find that the recent averages 

are more compelling than the longer-term averages the Commission has found 

persuasive.  In evaluating the system demand for at least the next 10 years we are 

not convinced that a short-term snapshot fairly balances the system fluctuations 

and long-term demand. 

                                              
178  Cf., Exhibit CBP-1A at 5-6, WD-15 at 11, 13-15, RWA-27at 7. 
179 Cf., Comments of Planning and Conservation League Foundation on Proposed Decision at 1-
2. 
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Planning and Conservation League Foundation also advocates the smallest 

amount be allocated for future growth, 300 afy.  Planning and Conservation 

League Foundation justifies this low number based on its professional opinion.180  

However, despite the expertise of the witness, there is no presentation as to any 

facts supporting this opinion.181  Planning and Conservation League Foundation 

may or may not be correct in its criticism that the lots of record figure proposed 

by Cal-Am is inflated and that any tourism rebound has already occurred.  It did 

not prove either of those allegations through facts or testimony, and absent 

evidence, we decline to adopt the Planning and Conservation League 

Foundation’s estimate based solely on its professional opinion.  Rather, we find 

the professional opinion (along with evidence) presented by other experts as 

more persuasive.  Further, even Planning and Conservation League Foundation’s 

own estimate of demand, 9,698 afy, is more than the supply it projects Cal-Am 

has available, 9,044 afy, and it does not propose a viable alternative to the 

MPWSP to close that gap.182 

Surfrider states its estimate of 10,085 afy for existing customers is based on 

the five-year average demand methodology originally proposed by Cal-Am.183  

Surfrider argues that Cal-Am switched methods to calculate demand to use 

longer periods and more complicated methodologies after customers cut their 

water use.  Surfrider’s reason to use a five-year average does not convince us that 

its five-year average provides a more reasonable approach to forecasting demand 

                                              
180  Exhibit SF-12 at 8. 
181  See, Exhibit SF-12 at 8. 
182  Exhibit SF-12 at 6-7, 12-15. 
183  Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 4, citing, CA-12 at 5, Attachment 1 at 3-4.  
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for the next ten plus years.  For example, as stated earlier in response to 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District’s use of a five-year average,184 

in normal circumstances, using the most recent five-year average to forecast 

future existing customer demand would provide a reasonable approach.  

However, in this case, limiting the selection to the most recent five years without 

justifying the selection of that period of time is not persuasive, especially given 

the reasons for the fluctuations in monthly and annual demand levels over the 

past decade.  Surfrider does argue that the conservation measures that Cal-Am 

and Monterey Peninsula Water Management District have undertaken will result 

in permanent reductions in use and that the most recent periods thus reflect a 

better projection of the future. 185  However, it is unable to quantify how much of 

this reduction is due to conservation, and how much is attributable to other 

factors.186  Surfrider also projects additional demand of 200 afy for Pebble Beach 

and 350 afy for growth and long term development in the remainder of Cal-Am’s 

service territory.187  The Commission does not find merit in Surfrider’s 

characterization of Monterey Peninsula Water Management District testimony 

that only 217 afy is needed before 2035.188  Monterey Peninsula Water 

Management District indicated that it supported a 1,181 afy figure,189 though less 

                                              
184  WD-15 at 11 uses full calendar years 2011-2016 for its five-year average calculation. 
185  SF-12 at 5. 
186  SF-12 at 5 (“This dramatic reduction in water use is the result of a variety of factors.”) 
187  Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 6, 10. 
188  Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 18.  However, parties have not presented 
credible, reliable, and persuasive evidence that double counting between the lots of records and 
Pebble Beach allocations has occurred. 
189  WD-15 at 13 (“long-term water supply planning should incorporate the full 1,181 [afy]. 
Failure to provide water for legal lots of record infringes on property rights and would 
 

Footnote continued on next page 
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than half of that would likely be needed in the next 10-15 years.190  Further, even 

if correct, we have already considered and rejected the concept that just because 

the additional water demand will not be needed immediately, that we should 

reduce the overall projected demand for the system.  In looking at the long-term 

water supply planning, Surfrider fails to persuade the Commission to use a 

lower projected demand figure.  Surfrider does agree that it would be prudent to 

provide an additional buffer to accommodate demand from future growth.191  

However, the Commission disagrees with its argument that growth will be 

slow.192  The Commission has been given no basis to believe the current 

framework that limits growth will permanently continue in the same way after 

2021.  Rather, growth is just as likely to return to pre-2008 levels or be something 

different.  We do have evidence that the Monterey District and its customers are 

already “drought-hardened” and the cost of additional conservation measures 

would be high,193 and the Monterey District customers are already highly 

efficient water users.194  Our adopted demand estimate considers all of these 

factors to reasonably account for growth limits while accommodating growth.  

The Commission is persuaded by Coalition of Peninsula Businesses’ 

testimony that there is additional water demand that the hospitality industry will 

                                                                                                                                                  
perpetuate a state of “water poverty” in our communities, hence should be avoided by planning 
for sufficient water.”). 
190  WD-15 at 13. 
191  Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 21. 
192  Surfrider Foundation’s Phase 1 Opening Brief at 19-20. 
193 RT Vol. 21 at 3576-3578, Vol. 22 at 3699, Vol. 23 at 3907; Exhibit RWA-27 at 7. 
194 CA-55 at 8-13 (Monterey District already has near the lowest average per person and per 
household usage in the state.), RT Vol. 25 at 4377. 
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require when mandatory conservation measures are removed.195  Coalition of 

Peninsula Businesses provided testimony that the hospitality industry had 

reduced its water use by more than 40 percent over the past decade and needs to 

grow by 12-15% to re-attain occupancy levels of a decade ago.196  While some of 

the reductions in water use may not be temporary,197 others such as “shipping 

the actual linen and terrys out of the area to be serviced elsewhere,” are 

temporary.198  Further, hotel occupancy is not back to pre-2008 levels, and 

additional water will be needed to provide service for that 12-15% growth.  In 

addition, if the industry is to grow beyond 2008 levels, additional water will be 

needed over the next 20 years.199  Coalition of Peninsula Businesses has shown 

that there is a need to include additional water to account for the tourism 

rebound category and the Commission supports the addition of 500 afy in the 

projection of demand offered by Cal-Am.   

Water Plus fails to show how its economic analysis complies with our 

General Order and statutory requirements that the capacity of the system will 

meet the system’s maximum demand.  Water Plus assumes water demand fits 

within the traditional basic economic analysis of rational consumer decision 

making.200  Water Plus’s theory assumes that at least some of the decline in 

demand over the past few years is due to higher prices, but Water Plus failed to 

                                              
195  Exhibit CPB-1A at 5-6, RT Vol. 23 at 3905, 3906. 
196  Exhibit CPB-1A at 5-6. 
197  Exhibit WD-15 at 14. 
198  RT Vol. 23 at 3606. 
199  CPB-1A at 5. 
200  WP Reply Brief at 5 (cost to customers drives demand). 
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explain how its supply and demand curves fit with the past decade of water use 

in the district.  Water is not a traditional consumable that fits neatly into the 

economic theories of supply and demand.  There is no easy or perfect 

substitutable product for water.  Water Plus’s analysis is based on the 

assumption that water consumption rises and falls based solely on cost, but 

Water Plus’s analysis does not take into account many other costs, influences, or 

externalities such as population change, costs of water conservation activities, 

public campaigns to conserve water, declarations of states of water emergency, 

or environmental changes.  In addition, Water Plus’s analysis is flawed by the 

assumptions it makes in costs of potential new water supplies.  Many of the 

potential costs used by Water Plus were put forth by the sponsoring witnesses as 

hypothetical costs, and others are based on offers that have not been accepted by 

the buyers, and thus the Commission does not know what the final costs might 

be.  The Commission is not persuaded that those costs can be relied upon.  

Moreover, if the costs are higher, or lower, Water Plus’s projection of future cost-

driven demand will change.  Accordingly, the Commission is not persuaded that 

Water Plus’s approach provides a reasonable solution in this case. 

4.4.1 Authorizing a 6.4 mgd Desalination Plant Is Most 
Reasonable. 

Cal-Am has proposed the MPWSP as either a 9.6 mgd production capacity 

desalination plant or a reduced capacity, 6.4 mgd production capacity 

desalination plant combined with a water purchase agreement for 3,500 afy 

product water from Monterey One Water Groundwater Replenishment (GWR) 

Project. The authorization for the 3,500 afy GWR WPA was approved in D.16-09-

021, making the 6.4 mgd reduced capacity desalination plant the most reasonable 

option, which is also supported by the CEQA findings set out at Appendix C. 
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Even the most conservative demand estimate, 9,698 afy, is more than the 

supply the Commission has found to be reasonably available, 9,044 afy.  The 

proponent of the lowest demand figure, Planning and Conservation League 

Foundation, would have Cal-Am eliminate the gap between available supply 

and expected demand with additional storage and “other available supplies.”201  

The problem with all of the ideas to close the gap between available supply and 

future demand is that they are at the concept stage.  The particular ideas raised 

fail to persuade us that they would be sufficient to provide a reliable water 

supply for the Monterey District for the peak day and month demand as they 

lack specifics, fail to be concrete, do not include credible cost estimates, and do 

not give enough detail to weigh the costs and benefits.  Absent credible evidence 

of feasibility, cost reliability of supply, timeframes for development, potential for 

opposition, and more, we are not persuaded that these ideas can close the gap 

between supply and demand.  Monterey District customers have faced shortages 

for decades and while some approaches have worked, others have not.202  

Intervenors have not persuaded the Commission that these particular ideas are 

viable alternatives to the MPWSP.  Other than the MPWSP and the alternatives 

presented within the FEIR/EIS, the Commission does not have viable alternative 

proposals before us today.203  Cal-Am must have additional water supply to 

serve its customers. The MPWSP is the most reasonable approach to solving the 

long-term problem of water supply in the Monterey District. 

                                              
201  SF-12 at 7-8. 
202 E.g., A.04-09-019 and D.16-09-021 in this proceeding. 
203 See, Appendix C, CEQA Findings, Section X; FEIR/EIS at Vol. IV, Section 5. 
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As the supply available is insufficient to satisfy an estimated demand of 

14,000 afy, failure to approve the project would have significant impacts on the 

region’s economy.  The project’s local and regional economic benefits by way of 

project construction and operation would be lost.  There would not be temporary 

and permanent new local employment opportunities nor increased spending on 

construction and operating materials, equipment and/or services.  Regarding 

long-term impacts, the lack of water supply would adversely affect the region’s 

economic vitality, including the County’s “four pillars” – agriculture, tourism, 

education, and research – by substantially reducing the reliability of water 

resources and water infrastructure.  As persuasively stated by Mayor Kampe: 

Because the future is very uncertain. It’s hard to tell exactly 
what’s going to happen.  There are a number of elements that 
I think are going to surprise us when we get beyond the 
current water poverty situation.  And we’re looking at a 50-
year project. Why in the world are we trying to look at the -- 
the tiny microscopic level details of today's demand as the 
exclusive basis for projecting 50 years in the future?  To me, 
and I don’t have water demand experience, but I do have 
significant experience in forecasting in business environment, 
you just can’t know the future that well.  And to handicap 
ourselves over that period of time strikes me as – as just it 
doesn’t make any sense.204 

Finally, the approval of the MPWSP provides additional resource diversity 

and further ensures that Cal-Am has a portfolio of reliable water supply to meet 

fire flow requirements for public safety and overall water demand. 

The Commission evaluated all of the evidence presented along with the 

arguments of the parties and determines that Cal-Am’s water supply portfolio 

                                              
204  RT Vol. 22 at 3795. 
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will not exceed 9,044 afy.  The Commission similarly evaluated all of the 

evidence presented along with the arguments of the parties and determines that 

Cal-Am’s future water demand will be approximately 14,000 afy.  The resulting 

supply deficit of at least205 4,956 afy needs to be addressed in this proceeding to 

comply with the State Water Resources Control Board’s 2016 amended Cease and 

Desist Order (WR 2016-0016). 

In addition, we have considered the seasonal supply and demand 

variations and how Cal-Am uses its sources of water to meet peak demands over 

the course of the year.206  While Cal-Am can use the Seaside Groundwater Basin 

aquifer to hold excess winter supplies, we are not convinced that the aquifer 

reserves or other current sources of supply will allow Cal-Am to meet peak day 

or maximum month demands, particularly in drought years. 

Cal-Am’s Monterey District will not have sufficient source water to meet 

the anticipated demand of its customers after December 31, 2021, absent a new 

source of supply.  The MPWSP is the most reasonable solution to provide that 

supply, and therefore, we find that the 6.4 mgd size MPWSP is the best option to 

ensure Cal-Am customers have a sufficient water source going forward.  We 

conclude that a CPCN is needed to authorize Cal-Am to construct and operate 

the MPWSP so that it may replace water supplies for Cal-Am’s Monterey District 

in response to the CDO issued by the State Water Resources Control Board to 
                                              
205 The gap between projected supply and projected demand reflects not only considerations of 
average year supplies, but also the need to plan for dry years.  See e.g., SB 606 (Stats. 2018; ch. 
14); AB 1668 (Stats. 2018; ch. 15).  See also, Exhibit MNA-2, at 6, 8-9, and Attachments 1 and 2.   
206 See, D.16-09-021 at 3, fn. 1 (“The Monterey ASR project involves the injection of excess 
Carmel River water into the Seaside Groundwater Basin for later extraction and use.  Future 
water sources for ASR may include the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment 
Project and a desalination plant.”). 
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cease excess diversions from the Carmel River by December 31, 2021, meet 

reasonable demand (e.g., existing customers, lots of record, Pebble Beach, 

tourism rebound), provide a reliable and secure supply, include a reasonable 

“buffer” against uncertainties, and satisfy all other reasonable needs. 

We find the 6.4 mgd desalination plant to be superior to a 4.8 mgd 

desalination plant based on the little to no cost differential, and that the 4.8 mgd 

sized desalination plant would produce approximately 4,700 afy in non-drought 

years.  This amount of water is not sufficient to close the 4,956 afy gap between 

existing supply and projected demand.  Further, the 4.8 mgd desalination plant 

would provide no buffer for contingencies.  Given the gap between existing 

supply and projected demand there is a potential that additional capacity would 

need to be added to the MPWSP in the future.  If so there is a higher likelihood 

that any expansion that includes permitting, drilling, and construction of an 

additional well to increase capacity will increase environmental impacts, face 

additional scrutiny in the permitting review process, and increase costs to 

ratepayers.  In addition, a 4.8 mgd desalination plant would not avoid or 

substantially lessen any significant impacts of the project: the significant impacts 

that would result from construction would be the same as the plant would have 

the same footprint, and require the same pipelines, and while one fewer well 

would be drilled, it would still require five well pads at the CEMEX site.  As all 

greenhouse gas emissions will be mitigated no matter the size of the plant, a 4.8 

mgd desalination plant would not alleviate or substantially reduce the 

greenhouse gas emission impacts of the project. 

Moreover, a 4.8 mgd desalination plant would fail to provide sufficient 

supply to reliably meet, and be able to satisfy, peak month and peak day 

demands.  Though a 4.8 mgd desalination plant, compared to no plant or any 
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plant less than 4.8 mgd, would provide some additional supply under drought 

circumstances when less water or even no water is available from other water 

sources, there would not be sufficient supply to reliably meet, and be able to 

satisfy peak month and peak day demands.  Seasonal variability and potential 

drought conditions would exacerbate the water deficit of a 4.8 mgd desalination 

plant when other sources would be restricted.  Thus, as a 4.8 mgd desalination 

plant would not alleviate or substantially reduce significant environmental 

impacts of the project, and would not meet the basic project objectives, we 

conclude it is inferior to the 6.4 mgd desalination plant. 

We determine that a 6.4 mgd desalination plant that will produce 

approximately 6,250 afy of desalinated water in non-drought years (and 

approximately 7,167 afy in drought years) that would be delivered to Cal-Am 

customers is the best option to ensure Cal-Am is able to meet its maximum day 

demand and peak hour demand requirements.207 

5. Environmental Review and Findings 
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires the 

Commission to consider the environmental consequences of its discretionary 

decisions. In this proceeding, the Commission is the CEQA lead agency and is 

responsible for conducting the environmental review of the MPWSP, and 

preparation of the EIR.208  Accordingly, we employed environmental consultants 

to prepare the FEIR/EIS evaluating the MPWSP.  The purpose of the FEIR/EIS is 
                                              
207 See, Exhibit CA-51 at 14, 17. 
208  The Commission is the lead agency for CEQA purposes.  A portion of the MPWSP is 
proposed within the Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary (MBNMS), and therefore, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is the federal lead agency under 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the MPWSP.  The Commission and NOAA 
are the lead agencies for purposes of preparing the EIR/EIS. 
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constraints as to water supply.  Conservation alone will not solve the water 

needs of the Monterey District (as discussed above regarding demand and 

supply). Moreover, Cal-Am is faced with addressing the impact of the State 

Water Resources Control Board CDO and the continuing “urgent need to find an 

alternative water supply.”328  The CDO requires Cal-Am to reduce its draws from 

the Carmel River and find long-term permanent alternative water sources to 

serve its customers.329  Other existing supplies are inadequate to meet demand 

(as explained above in the discussion of demand and supply).  For example, Cal-

Am cannot fully utilize the Seaside Basin as that supply has been adjudicated 

with Cal-Am facing mandatory triennial reductions until 2021.  After 2021 Cal-

Am’s water right in the Seaside Basin will be reduced to less than half of its 2006 

use.330    

We have in detail previously explained the decades-long history of the 

Monterey Peninsula’s water supply struggles. (See, D.10-12-016 at 9-10 and 33-

34.)  The Monterey Peninsula population has been dealing with documented 

water constraints dating back to the 1940s.  There is a long and contentious 

                                              
328 D.10-12-016 at 27.  See also, D.16-09-021 at 3-5. 
329 Cal-Am continues to be subject to the SWRCB CDO which requires that Cal-Am cease all 
diversions beyond its water right by December 31, 2021, as well as to implement project 
milestones for the MPWSP.  The project milestones include the Commission’s issuance of a 
CPCN for the MPWSP by September 30, 2018 with construction commencing no later than 
September 30, 2019.  See, SWRCB Order WR 2016-0016 at 21. 
330 Cal-Am Opening Brief at 3. As explained above, Cal-Am is currently allocated 3,504 afy from 
the Coastal subarea of the Seaside Basin and 345 afy from the Laguna Seca subareas.  These 
allocations will be reduced over time until they eventually reach 1,474 afy from the overall 
Seaside Basin.  Prior to the Seaside Basin adjudication, Cal-Am’s allocation for the Coastal 
subarea was 4,000 afy. Cal-Am must also repay the Seaside Basin for overdrafts and has 
therefore assumed a reduction of supply of 700 afy over 25 years, resulting in a net supply 
available to Cal-Am of 774 afy from the Seaside Groundwater Basin. 
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is not made on the projects, each failure to achieve a milestone will result in a 

reduction of Cal-Am’s effective diversion limit by up to 1,000 afy.. 

10. In 2006, the Monterey County Superior Court issued a final decision 

regarding adjudication of water rights of various parties who use groundwater 

from the Seaside Basin.  (Cal-Am v. City of Seaside et al., Super. Ct. Monterey 

County, 2006, No. 66343).  The court’s decision established physical limitations to 

various users’ water allocations to reduce the drawdown of the aquifer and 

prevent additional seawater intrusion and set up a Watermaster to administer 

and enforce the Court’s decision. 

11. Cal-Am is currently allocated 3,504 afy from the Coastal subarea of the 

Seaside Groundwater Basin and 345 afy from the Laguna Seca subareas.  These 

allocations will be reduced over time until they eventually reach 1,474 afy from 

the overall Seaside Groundwater Basin.  Prior to the Seaside Groundwater Basin 

adjudication, Cal-Am’s pumping from the Coastal subarea was 4,000 afy. 

12. Cal-Am must also repay the Seaside Groundwater Basin for overdrafts 

and has therefore assumed a reduction of supply of 700 afy over 25 years, 

resulting in a net supply available to Cal-Am of 774 afy from the Seaside 

Groundwater Basin. 

13. Cal-Am’s existing water supply will consist of 3,376 afy from the Carmel 

River, 774 afy from the Seaside Groundwater Basin, an average of 1,300 afy from 

the Aquifer Storage and Recovery, 94 afy from the Sand City Desalination 

Project, and 3,500 afy from the Monterey One Water Groundwater 

Replenishment Project.  This provides a total water supply of 9,044 afy. 

14. The Commission evaluated all of the evidence presented along with the 

arguments of the parties and determines that Cal-Am’s water supply portfolio 

will not exceed 9,044 afy.   
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15. In 2006, the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District issued a 

technical memorandum, updating the demand in Cal-Am’s service territory.  The 

replacement water supply then required to meet total updated demand was 

12,500 afy. 

16. The estimates of demand in Cal-Am’s Monterey service territory as of 

November 2017 range from 9,675 afy to 15,000 afy. 

17. No party estimated demand at a level that was equal to or less than the 

available supply (9,044 afy). 

18. The Commission cannot rely upon the concept of potential expansion of 

the PWM project absent more concrete and specific information to find that 

additional supply is available to Cal-Am. 

19. Even if completed, PWM expansion alone fails to provide sufficient 

supply to meet the average demands assumed in MPWSP planning, and will not 

provide sufficient supply flexibility or reliability to meet most peak demands. 

20. The Commission would like to determine if, in conjunction with the 

MPWSP approved in this decision, PWM expansion could provide an affordable, 

specific, concrete, and reliable additional or supplemental source water supply 

for Cal-Am ratepayers in the Monterey district. 

21. Cal-Am’s ratepayers will face the burden of having an insufficient water 

supply if the MPWSP is not approved. 

22. Additional water source(s) are needed to allow Cal-Am to continue to 

provide service to customers after Cal-Am reduces its draw from the Carmel 

River to allowable levels. 

23. Cal-Am’s water supply portfolio will not provide sufficient water to its 

customers after December 31, 2021, absent a new source of supply and the 

MPWSP is the most reasonable solution to provide that supply.  
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24. Construction and operation of the MPWSP is necessary to ensure Cal-Am 

operates within its legal water rights which requires cessation of its unlawful 

diversions from the Carmel River by December 31, 2021, in compliance with the 

cease and desist order issued by the SWRCB, as well as required reductions to 

other constrained water supply sources such as the Seaside Basin. 

25. Construction and operations of the MPWSP will allow Cal-Am to meet 

reasonable demand (e.g., existing customers, lots of record, Pebble Beach, 

tourism rebound), provide a reliable and secure supply, include a reasonable 

“buffer” against uncertainties, and satisfy all other reasonable needs. 

26. Marina Coast Water District made two proposals to sell water to Cal-Am, 

however these offers were not accepted by the Watermaster or Cal-Am before 

our record closed, and the initial durations were limited to six and ten calendar 

years, thus, the Commission cannot rely with adequate certainty that Marina 

Coast Water District’s proposals are adequately specific, concrete, reliable, 

affordable, and permanent sources of water supply for Cal-Am. 

27. Marina Coast Water District did not provide the Commission and parties 

enough time or information to, among other things, consider and resolve 

outstanding questions as to physical transfer of water, renewability of the 

agreements, and accept the terms such that we could include them in this 

proceeding. 

28. Three potential new supply sources claimed by Marina Coast Water 

District are supply sources that are not available to be allocated to Cal-Am.   

29. The assertions by some parties that the downward trend in water use in 

the District will continue and that only minimal growth will occur in demand 

after 2021 are not convincing because those assertions fail to consider that 

maximum month usage increased in 2017 compared to 2016, conservation 
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funding is projected to go down, and the conservation and moratorium measures 

implemented during the drought will end.  

30. The selection of the most recent three years of demand data does not 

present a more compelling predictor for the next ten plus years of demand the 

Commission is examining in this proceeding compared to other methods. 

31. A projection of demand for existing customers of approximately 12,000 

afy is appropriately conservative and reasonable. 

32. A projection of additional demand of approximately 2,000 afy is 

appropriately conservative and reasonable. 

33. The maximum daily demand can be calculated to be 60.48 acre-feet and 

the peak hour demand can be calculated to be 15.12 acre-feet. 

34. Strictly following the methodologies set forth in the Waterworks 

Standards would result in a projected demand that is significantly higher than is 

needed given the changes in water use in this system on a month by month basis. 

35.   A significant criterion regarding plant size is to ensure the MPWSP is 

sized to meet maximum monthly demands rather than annual total demand. 

36. It would be a disservice to the public interest if the project were 

undersized to meet future demands, requiring yet another project to be 

permitted and constructed. 

37. Both methods used by Cal-Am to forecast demand for existing customers 

provide reasonable results and their average is a reasonable figure to use for 

forecasting demand for existing customers. 

38. In projecting water demand for the next 10-20 years, the assumptions Cal-

Am has made for development of the lots of record and for Pebble Beach are 

reasonable.   
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39. The evidence persuasively shows that the tourism industry on the 

Monterey Peninsula has not fully recovered from the economic downturn that 

started in 2008, and to the extent it has recovered, it has taken steps to conserve 

water in ways it would not do if there were no constraints on the water supply in 

the area.    

40. Coalition of Peninsula Businesses has shown that there is a need to 

identify additional water supply to account for the tourism rebound demand 

category.  

41. An additional 500 afy is a reasonable figure to represent the additional 

demand Cal-Am will have to meet in the future to serve the tourism industry. 

42. Public interest considerations weigh heavily in favor of the balanced 

demand projection of approximately 14,000 afy. 

43. The Commission evaluated all of the evidence presented along with the 

arguments of the parties and determines that Cal-Am’s future water demand will 

be approximately 14,000 afy.   

44. The resulting supply deficit of at least 4,956 afy needs to be addressed in 

this proceeding to comply with the State Water Resources Control Board’s 2016 

amended Cease and Desist Order (WR 2016-0016). 

45. Speculation as to ways to close the gap between water supply and water 

demand, absent credible evidence of feasibility, cost, reliability of supply, 

timeframes for development, potential opposition, and more is not persuasive.  

46. Other than the MPWSP (and the alternatives examined in the FEIR/EIS) 

the Commission does not have viable alternative proposals before us today. 

47. Cal-Am must have additional water supply to serve its customers. 
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87. The MPWSP (6.4 mgd plant) utilizes a source water intake system 

consisting of seven new subsurface slant wells (five active and two on standby; 

these would consist of the converted test slant well and six new wells), an open-

water brine discharge system through the existing Monterey One Water outfall, a 

project water conveyance and storage infrastructure. 

88. The MPWSP (6.4 mgd plant) could produce up to 7,167 afy assuming 

operation at full capacity. 

89. The MPWSP (6.4 mgd plant) would produce approximately 6,250 afy of 

desalinated water in non-drought years, and in drought years, if used at full 

capacity, would produce up to 7,167 afy that would be delivered to Cal-Am 

customers.  

90. A 6.4 mgd desalination plant is the best option to ensure Cal-Am is able 

to meet its maximum day demand and peak hour demand requirements. 

91. The MPWSP (6.4 mgd plant) achieves an appropriate balance between 

supplying a sufficient amount of safe, reliable, potable water and maintaining 

just and reasonable rates. 

92. Cal-am has met its burden, subject to the conditions set out in this 

decision, in demonstrating the need for the MPWSP sized at 6.4 mgd. 

93. A reduction in size of the MPWSP from 6.4 mgd to 4.8 mgd would 

increase the annual O&M cost by $340,000. 

94. There would be a one-time capital cost saving of $1.84 million if the 

MPWSP was downsized from 6.4 mgd to 4.8 mgd. 

95. The annual O&M cost increases for the 4.8 mgd plant would offset the 

increased one-time capital costs for the larger 6.4 mgd plant within only a few 

years. 

96. The desalination plant is appropriately sized at 6.4 mgd. 
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14. Based on the evidence presented in support of the project, when weighed 

with that opposed to it, the supporting evidence has more convincing force and 

the greater probability of truth. 

15. Growth resulting in new demand will not occur immediately, but will take 

time to develop, and in planning for the future, Cal-Am has shown that the 

growth it is projecting is reasonable under the California Waterworks standards. 

16. The tourism industry recovery projection of 500 afy is reasonable under 

the California Waterworks standards. 

17. Cal-Am has met its burden to prove that 14,355 afy is a reasonable 

projection for the system’s projected demand, and intervenors persuade us that a 

projection of approximately 14,000 afy is the most reasonable and appropriate 

figure to use. 

18. The Commission should, as authorized by Senate Bill (SB) 936, Chapter 

482, issue financing orders to facilitate the recovery, financing, or refinancing of 

water supply costs, defined to mean reasonable and necessary costs incurred or 

expected to be incurred by a qualifying water utility.  The Commission should 

find that the bonds would provide savings to water customers on the Monterey 

Peninsula, which will allow the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 

to issue water rate relief bonds.  Savings from these bonds should result from the 

lower interest rates that would apply to this financing compared to market-rate 

financing. 

19. The proposed financing framework set out in the Comprehensive 

Settlement should be adopted, including Cal-Am funding $20 million on the 

initial costs with short-term debt. $7.4 million of this short-term debt was used 

for the facilities approved in D.16-09-027.  This leaves $12.6 million in short-term 
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XI. THE COMMISSION FAILED TO REGULARLY PURSUE ITS 
AUTHORITY BY GRANTING A CPCN FOR A PROJECT 
FOR WHICH THE NEED HAS NOT BEEN 
DEMONSTRATED. 
A. The Decision’s Assessment Of Project “Need” Is Based 

On Grossly Inflated And Unsupported Forecasts Of 
Water Demand And Supply In CalAm’s Monterey 
District. 
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total

Id
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B. The Decision Offers No Rationale Or Basis For Its 
Complete Disregard For The Overwhelming Expert 
Testimony On Water Demand.  

4-382



Id.

see also

4-383



any

 public interest 

considerations

require or will require

Id
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XII. THE COMMISSION FAILED TO MEET ITS STATUTORY 
DUTY TO ENSURE THAT THE COSTS OF THE PROJECT 
ARE JUST AND REASONABLE AND INSTEAD THE 
PROJECT’S EXCESSIVE COSTS RENDER IT INFEASIBLE.  
A. The Decision Does Not Meet The Commission’s Statutory 

Obligations To Evaluate Project Rate Impacts Or Ensure 
That It Will Result In Just And Reasonable Rates For 
CalAm Customers. 

specific

Id
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9,180

See also
Ibid. 
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11,980

Excess of 9,500 AFY 26%
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14,000

Excess of 9,500 AFY 47%

See

Ventura County Waterworks v. Public Util. Com., supra,

Ibid
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The FEIR failed to evaluate potentially feasible reduced-
capacity alternatives, based largely on an erroneous and 
unsupported supply and demand analysis.

In re Bay-Delta, supra, 
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entirely

Ibid.
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Ibid

Vineyard supra

all fully

omitted entirely
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most

most

actually

after

The Commission violated CEQA by ordering the project 
applicant to evaluate a potentially feasible alternative that
would significantly lessen – if not avoid entirely – the 
MPWSP’s significant and unavoidable impacts, after project 
approval and outside of the CEQA process.

from Cal-Am Ibid.
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79. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 79 and on 

that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

80. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 80 and on 

that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

81. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 81 and on 

that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

82. MPWMD admits the allegations in paragraph 82.  

83. Answering paragraph 83, the cited documents speak for 

themselves. MPWMD otherwise admits the allegations in 

paragraph 83. 

84. Answering paragraph 84, the cited documents speak for 

themselves. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations in 

paragraph 84 and on that basis denies each and every allegation 

contained therein. 

85. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 85 and on 

that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein.  

86. MPWMD admits the allegations in paragraph 86. 

87. Answering paragraph 87, the cited documents speak for 

themselves. MPWMD admits that water demand for Cal-Am’s 
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71. MPWMD admits that the water demand for the Cal-Am 

area that would be served by the Project is less than originally 

anticipated.  The remaining allegations of paragraph 71 consist of 

legal theory, conclusions, and argument requiring no response. To 

the extent paragraph 71 contains any remaining factual allegations, 

except as specifically admitted, MPWMD denies each and every 

allegation contained therein.  

72. The allegations in paragraph 72 consist of legal theory, 

conclusions, and argument requiring no response. However, to the 

extent paragraph 72 contains any factual allegations, MPWMD 

denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

Sixth Cause of Action 

73. MPWMD re-alleges and incorporates by reference each 

and every denial, admission, and allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1–72 above. 

74. MPWMD admits the PUC adopted a Statement of 

Overriding Considerations in its Decision. The remaining allegations 

in paragraph 74 consist of legal theory, conclusions, and argument 

requiring no response. However, to the extent paragraph 74 contains 

any factual allegations, except as specifically admitted, MPWMD 

lacks sufficient information to form a belief as to the truth of those 

allegations and on that basis denies each and every allegation 

contained therein. 
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Eleventh Cause of Action 

103. MPWMD re-alleges and incorporates by reference each 

and every denial, admission, and allegation set forth in 

paragraphs 1–102 above. 

104. MPWMD admits that Cal-Am’s application for a CPCN 

was based on a projected water “need” for current customers of 

about 14,000 afy, and further admits that a reduction in water 

demand since indicates the Project need only cover a portion of that 

demand. Except as specifically admitted, MPWMD denies the 

remaining allegations in paragraph 104. 

105. Answering paragraph 105, the cited document speaks 

for itself. MPWMD admits Table 2-2 of the EIR indicates a reduction 

in demand within Cal-Am’s service area from 14,176 afy in 2006 to 

9,545 afy in 2015. Except as specifically admitted, MPWMD denies 

the remaining allegations in paragraph 105. 

106. Answering paragraph 106, the cited testimony speaks 

for itself. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 106 and 

on that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

107. MPWMD lacks sufficient knowledge or information to 

form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 107 and 

on that basis denies each and every allegation contained therein. 

108. MPWMD admits Cal-Am’s demand forecast was not 

supported by the overwhelming record evidence and further admits 
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3.) Commission General Order 103-A, II.2.B.3 requires that “[a] system’s facilities 

shall have the capacity to meet the source capacity requirements as defined in the 

Waterworks Standards, CCR Title 22, §64554, or its successor. If, at any time, the 

system does not have this capacity, the utility shall request a service connection 

moratorium until such time as it can demonstrate the source capacity has been 

increased to meet system requirements.” 

 

In summary, water supply planning must consider annual demand, maximum month 

demand (“MMD”) and maximum daily demand (“MDD”) during normal, dry and 

multiple dry years.  As evidenced by these regulations, meeting the future MDD and 

MMD demand is the critical determination when planning future water supplies.  

However, from a comprehensive water resource planning perspective, it is essential to 

have the water resources available to meet maximum month demands, which is the time 

when MDDs occur.  This is important, as it is one thing to deliver water supply for a 

single MDD but even more challenging to plan, design, and operate a water system to 

deliver water supplies at near MDD levels during dry years over a few maximum months 

of demands.  While the Monterey County District system benefits from a diverse 

portfolio of water supplies (existing and planned), this comes with the burden of 

complicated regulations, agreements, and constraints dictating when certain supplies are 

available.  Therefore, as we plan water supplies to meet maximum month and maximum 

day demands in Monterey, we must consider the limitations and risks associated with 

those supplies during dry summer months and extended periods of drought (which affect 

Carmel River and ASR availability).  While these sources may be limited seasonally and 

during periods of drought, the desalination component of the water portfolio will provide 

a reliable, drought-resilient baseline of supply to meet the long-term water demands of 

customers in the Monterey County District.  

Q10. Please provide a brief summary of the water supply and demand information last updated 
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systems because these satellite systems will be connected to and receive water from the 

Monterey Main system by the time the MPWSP facilities are approved and constructed. 

Q12. Since the information provided previously in testimony and summarized above is based 

on system demand from 2007 to 2011, what are the updated system demands through 

2016? 

A12. Table 3 below provides system demand data from 2007-2016 to provide a broad 10-year 

historic view of demands. 

Table 3 
Historic System Demand 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

As the data shows, the water demand trend has declined over the last 10 years.  This 

decline is attributable to many factors including but not limited to economic conditions, 

record setting multi-year (2011-2015) drought conditions, aggressive conservation 

efforts, and a moratorium since 2010 on new service connections.  We also anticipate the 

demand to stay at relatively low levels until 2021, when new water supplies are brought 

online to meet the State Water Resources Control Board (“SWRCB”) cease and desist 
4-406
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order (“CDO”) deadline.  We anticipate demand to rebound over time after these new 

water supplies are available, the drought conditions continue to subside, the moratorium 

on new service connections is lifted, and strict conservation and water use restrictions are 

eased.   Since we are planning and developing a resilient and reliable water supply to 

serve the community for decades to come, it is not prudent to use the last few of years of 

extreme drought and low system demand as an indication of future customer demand. 

Q13. Based on the updated demand data in Table 3, what in your opinion is a reasonable 

forecast for annual system demand? 

A13. I used two methods for estimating a normalized annual system water demand. These 

methods include looking at historical data and using projections from the 2015 Urban 

Water Management Plan (“UWMP”) to normalize demands. 

Method 1: Historical Data: The 10-year average demand from 2007 through 2016 

was 11,862 AFY. The first three years (2007-2009) had high demand and the last 

three years (2014-2016) had abnormally low demand due to the drought and 

associated water restrictions. Excluding the high and low years, the average 

demand from 2010 through 2013 (4 years) was 11,826 AFY, which happens to be 

nearly the same as the 10-year average.  Following regulation CCR Title 22, 

§64554, the highest 10-year (2007-2016) maximum month demand was 14,596 

AFY in 2007; however, because a portion of conservation is permanent, this is not 

a realistic projection to use for the same reason that using the 2016 demand of 

9,285 AFY is not realistic due to extreme drought and stringent conservation 

efforts.  With the plant projected to be in-service by 2021 and following §64554, 

the highest 10-year (2012-2021) maximum demand year is anticipated to the year 

2012 at 11,549 AFY.  The average of 11,862 + 11,826 + 11,549 is a system 

average demand of approximately 11,745 AFY. Note that this estimate is based 

solely on historical data and does not account for any change in population, as is 
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the case in Method 2. 

Method 2:  Demand Projections: The UWMP was used to help determine 

normalized system demand based on projections. The key factors in determining 

future demand are population and customer use. The methods for determining 

these values are described below.  

The UWMP’s purpose is to define how water providers will reduce overall water 

use and meet required water use reduction targets. The goal is a 20% reduction in 

customer use between the determined baseline and the year 2020. Customer use is 

defined in gallons per capita per day (gpcd) and is calculated by dividing total 

customer use (including all customer categories) by the estimated population 

(note that customer use data comes from customer meter/billing data, not total 

production). The baseline of 144 gpcd was calculated as the average customer use 

between 1996 and 2005; therefore, the 20% reduction target is 118 gpcd. This 

target includes all systems in the Monterey County District.  

As seen in the diagram from the UWMP on the following page, customer use 

started to decline steadily in 2010 and dropped below the 20% target in 2013, 

largely due to conservation measures implemented during the drought from 2011 

to 2015 and the moratorium on new water connections and fixtures. By 2015, the 

fourth year of extreme drought, average customer use was at 94 gpcd. In 2016, 

after the UWMP was published, the average customer use fell to 82 gpcd. 

/// 
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Figure 1 

The UWMP assumed that post-drought usage would return to the 20% reduction target 

by 2020. While this projected increase in gpcd may not happen by 2020, it is anticipated 

that customer use will increase at some point in the future when new replacement water 

supplies are online, the moratorium is lifted and some conservation measures ease. The 

average customer use over the last 10 years (2007 through 2016) was 117 gpcd. This 

included drought and non-drought years. Excluding high-usage data from years prior to 

the drought (2007 through 2009) as well as data from extremely low-usage years (2014 

through 2016), the average use between 2010 and 2013 was 119 gpcd (note that three of 

these years still occurred during the drought). Based on this data, it is reasonable to 

expect that customer use will return to 118 gpcd in future years, both for normal and dry 

years. 
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Calculations from the UWMP account for all systems within the Monterey County 

District. Only the Monterey Main, Hidden Hills, Ryan Ranch, and Bishop systems will be 

served by the desalination plant. Their collective water use target is 116 gpcd. Based on 

the information presented previously, it is reasonable to estimate a future water use of 

116 gpcd within these combined systems. Again, it is assumed that an increase in water 

use will happen gradually. Stringent conservation measures are unlikely to change until 

the desalination plant is operational around 2020/2021. At this time, the CDO, including 

the moratorium on new service connections, will be lifted, and an increase in customer 

use is expected until the target customer use of 116 gpcd is reached, sometime between 

2021 and 2025. 

To determine future system demand at this time, population estimates from the UWMP 

were used. These estimates were based on the California Department of Water 

Resources’ Population Tool and Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ) growth rates from 

the Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments’ 2014 population projections. Using 

these population estimates, the customer demand is projected to be 12,971 AFY at the 

time that customer use has returned to 116 gpcd.  

The average of Method 1 and 2 system demand is approximately 12,350 AFY (rounded 

up to nearest 50 AFY) as normalized annual system demand.  This does not include 

demand for lots of record, Pebble Beach, and economic recovery of the hospitality 

industry (tourism bounce back) nor does it account for pent up demand from existing 

customer base when the conditions of the CDO are met and the moratorium on new 

service connections/fixtures is lifted. 

Q14. As required in the August 28, 2017 Ruling can you provide an update on the status of 

legal lots of record, Pebble Beach, and tourism bounce back? 

A14. I’m not aware of information that warrants any change in the status from information 
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previously provided in this proceeding. I believe any meaningful change will occur when 

new replacement water supply is online, the moratorium is lifted, and stringent 

conservation and drought conditions ease. 

Q15. Can you update the annual supply and demand tables provided in Table 1 above with the 

estimated 12,350 AFY system demand? 

A15. Certainly.  We need to plan for both a normal year with all supplies available and 

dry/drought year(s) without the availability of the 1,300 AFY from Carmel River winter 

flows stored in ASR.  Assuming 12,400 AFY of annual system demand and desalination 

plant supply of 6,252 AFY as previously provided, Table 4 illustrates the supply and 

demand projections under normal conditions.    

Table 4 
Normal Year 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The supply/demand comparison for a normal year shows that during a normal, non-

drought year there is a surplus of about 941 AFY of system supply. This equates to the 

6.4 MGD plant running at approximately 86% capacity1 (including an estimated 7% 

source water return water obligation), which provides a reasonable 14% operational 

                                                 
1 Calculated assuming 6.4 MGD = 7167 AFY and 42% production to source water ratio. 
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reserve capacity to meet maximum day/month demands, dry weather reserves, variable 

water return percent, and additional supply for other system supply constraints and 

availability.  For instance, the estimated 1,300 AFY of Carmel River stored in ASR may 

not be available in dry years or initial years of operation when no carry-over reserve is 

established.  In this instance, without the 1,300 AFY the supply surplus of 941 in normal 

years turns into an estimated deficit of 359 AFY (941 – 1,300) during dry years. The 

shortfall can be covered by increasing desalination plant output to 100% and peaking 

other system supplies (Seaside Basin, ASR, Carmel River) depending on operational 

variables and regulatory availability.  

 In summary, based on estimated future system demands, the range of desalination plant 

utilization is from 86% (normal years) to 100% (dry years).  It is standard engineering 

practice when plant capacity (water or wastewater) reaches 80% capacity to start 

planning for plant expansion. Therefore, the size of desalination plant size is appropriate 

at 6.4 MGD to meet estimated future system demand while operating the plant at 

reasonable utilization ranges.  

Q16. You mentioned the need to have capacity to meet maximum month demands, can you 

explain? 

A16. Yes.  As I provided earlier, CCR Title 22, §64558 requires water sources to meet 

maximum demands and how it is important that water sources can sustain supply over the 

duration of the high demand summer months. The historic system demand in Table 3 

indicates the highest maximum month demand occurs in either July or August and the 

duration of high demand months is generally about four months from May/June through 

September/October.  Over these four to five months, 40%-50% of total system supply 

must be delivered to meet demand. The system peaking factor for maximum month 

demand to the monthly average demand is 1.23 based on Table 3 demands from 2007-

2016 (calculated as year’s maximum month demand/(annual demand/12)).   With a future 
4-412
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system demand estimate of 14,355 as shown in Table 4, the annual monthly average is 

1,196 (14,355/12) which, multiplied by the 1.232 maximum month peaking factor, 

equates to a maximum month demand of about 1,470 AF month or about 15.5 MGD.  

The amount of supply needed over the duration of the four to five months of high 

demands equates to about 5,742 to 7,177 AF (40% & 50% of 14,355 AFY).  The desal 

plant is a critical component to provide a stable baseline supply of about 6.4 MGD while 

other system supplies provide the remaining supply during maximum months and other 

times of the year.  

IV. ISSUE #2 – NEW SUPPLY SOURCES 

Q17. Can you speak to the availability of water from MCWD for purchase by Cal-Am? 

A17. MCWD has not provided to Cal-Am a proposal regarding the availability of water from 

MCWD for purchase by Cal-Am.  I, therefore, have no information regarding amounts, 

price, etc., regarding water MCWD may have for sale to Cal-Am in the future.  

Over the past five years, MCWD attempted at every turn to block Cal-Am’s development 

of an alternative water supply for the Monterey Peninsula.  For example, MCWD 

engaged, and continues to engage, in protracted litigation with Cal-Am over Cal-Am’s 

prior joint effort with MCWD and the Monterey Peninsula Water Resources Agency to 

develop a Regional Desalination Project (“RDP”).  MCWD also filed numerous actions 

relating to claimed environmental harm from Cal-Am’s test slant well, even though in 

2011, in connection with the RDP, MCWD supported a test slant well drawing from the 

same groundwater basin as Cal-Am’s current test slant well.  MCWD has also repeatedly 

declined to negotiate ways to address MCWD’s concerns with Cal-Am.   

                                                 
2 CCR Title 22, §64554 provides for using a 1.5 peaking factor of annual demand to determine maximum 
month and 1.5 peak factor of maximum month demand to determine maximum day demand.  
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WATER MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
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12/15/17
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(b) Growth, including legal lots of record, Pebble Beach, and economic recovery 

of hospitality industry

                                           
9
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Legal lots of record
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the near-term (10 to 15 years) water use by lots 

of record is likely considerably less than half of the long-term needs

Pebble Beach

Economic recovery of hospitality industry
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2. Estimates and analysis of supply alternatives

(a) Plans for expansion of Pure Water Monterey, including from Marina Coast 

Water District

                                           
23 t
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3. Need for and appropriateness of proposed plant and plant size

(a) Potential methods of reduction from proposed size
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–

‘dressed up’ version of arguments MPWMD made to the CPUC before, and rej

seems to constitute a ‘second bite at the apple’ now that the Supreme Court rejected all 
appeals, including MPWMD’s, of the CPUC decision approving the Mo

The ‘Principal Conclusions’ reached are problematic.

The first ‘conclusion’ contradicts a number of the CPUC findings of fact’ in its decision 

19. PWM expansion alone fails to provide a sufficient supply …[or] sufficient 
…;

reasonable demand…, provide a reliable a and secure supply, include a 
reasonable “buffer” against uncertainties, and satisfy all other reasonable 
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and ‘market absorption’ 
will be the source of future demand and ‘market absorption.’

report’s lack of objective standards in estimating 
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Cal Am’s testimony and exhibits of Richard Svindland and others filed in January 2013 
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“ supply of water.’  Aquifer storage and recovery (ASR) is far from a 

Peninsula’s last drought –
of relaying on ASR as a source of “permanent supply.”  To include Pure Water 

from a “permanent supply” as 
‘ ’ 

point out that the CPUC rejected this argument as “not convincing.”

In addition, when thinking about water demand and ‘market absorption’ please see our 
–

“trivial
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Mr. Stoldt’s conclusion that the bounceback has already 
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CALIFORNIA AMERICAN WATER 
PEER REVIEW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR WATER ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 

Prepared by: Kevin Alexander, P.E. and Cindy L. Miller, P.E. 
Hazen and Sawyer1 
January 22, 2020 

This memorandum reviews the adequacy of the water supply portfolio on the Monterey Peninsula to 
meet current and future demands, with consideration of engineering best practices and State regulatory 
requirements for the establishment of supply and demand projections. This review analyzes the 
projections recently put forth by Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD) staff, 
specifically the “Supply and Demand Analysis for Water on the Monterey Peninsula” dated September 
2019 and the subsequent “Updated Water Demand Forecasts” dated December 17, 2019, and reaches 
the following key conclusions: 

Established values for supply and demand must meet the requirements of the California Health
and Safety Code (CHSC) and the California Code of Regulations (CCR), specifically with regards to
the reliability of the supply noted in CHSC Section 116555, and the estimation of demands based
upon the highest 10-year maximum daily demand (MDD) required by CCR Title 22 Section
64554. The methodology used by MPWMD staff does not meet these requirements.

The projected demand for Cal-Am’s Monterey service area identified by MPWMD staff is
incorrect. MPWMD staff used a 5-year average rather than the  10-year MDD requirement. As a
result, the staff’s demand and probable growth projections are underestimated, without clear
supporting data. MPMWD staff also assumes continued implementation of tiered rates,
conservation restrictions, and enforced water use reductions in order to justify these lower
demand projections, all of which have the potential to do continuing harm to the area’s
businesses and residential customers.

The supply projection presented by MPWMD staff incorrectly assumes that each supply source
included in the analysis is available at all times at maximum capacity, with no allowance or
consideration of the potential shortfall that would occur should one or more sources be reduced
or off-line for extended periods. This does not meet engineering best practices for reliability,
resiliency, and incorporation of a factor of safety to ensure compliance with the regulations for a
“reliable and adequate supply”, as required by §116555(a)(3) of CHSC.

The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt would operate at a precarious edge where
current Peninsula water demand would need to be met by relying on all supply sources
operating at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. Not only is this assumption

1 Hazen & Sawyer is recognized worldwide as experts in safe drinking water, and has performed water system 
supply and new source evaluations for major metropolitan areas such as New York City and Washington, D.C., as 
well as for many smaller cities, towns and municipalities. Kevin Alexander, P.E., is Vice President and Regional 
Manager of the Firm’s West Region.  Cindy Miller, P.E., is Vice President and Operations Manager of the Firm’s 
Irvine, California office.  Each of their resumes is attached. 
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risky, it is unrealistic. As has recently occurred at nearby agencies, if even one source were to be 
reduced by capacity or water quality issues, the Peninsula supply would fall out of compliance, 
resulting in new Water Board restrictions, moratoriums, etc. 
 
Based upon the portfolio of reliable sources of water supply, the available supply with the Pure 
Water Monterey Expansion project and without another water source is inadequate to serve the 
current water demand determined by the CPUC of 12,000 afy, as well as the reduced 10-year 
average demand of 10,863 afy as projected by MPWMD staff. 
 
Based upon the foregoing, the implementation of the proposed MPWSP Desalination Plant is 
necessary to provide a safe and reliable water supply to meet regional demand, regardless of 
whether the Pure Water Monterey Expansion project is developed.  

 

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

California American Water (Cal-Am) requested Hazen and Sawyer (Hazen) perform an independent 
engineering peer review of the memorandum entitled “Supply and Demand Analysis for Water on the 
Monterey Peninsula”, prepared September 2019 by MPWMD’s General Manager David J. Stoldt, 
(referred to hereafter as the Stoldt memo).  The Stoldt memo re-examined available current and future 
water supplies, along with current and projected long-term demands and compared its updated values 
with previous estimates provided by Cal-Am and identified in the September 13, 2018 California Public 
Utilities Commission (CPUC’s) Decision Approving a Modified Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project 
(Decision).  Cal-Am also requested Hazen review General Manager Stoldt’s Updated Water Demand 
Forecasts presented to the MPWMD Board’s Water Demand Committee on December 17, 2019.  

A conclusion of the Stoldt memo and subsequent water demand forecast was that long-term water 
demands could reliably be met if Monterey One Water (M1W) constructs the Pure Water Monterey 
(PWM) Expansion, which it has been claimed could potentially eliminate the need to construct the 
MPWSP Desalination Plant that is required by the CPUC’s Decision. This conclusion was cited as a major 
factor in the California Coastal Commission Staff Report issued on October 28, 2019 that recommended 
denial of Coastal Development Permits for Cal-Am to construct a slant well field, associated transmission 
pipelines and related infrastructure within the coastal zone to support the proposed MPWSP 
desalination facility.     

This technical memo examines the supply and demand analysis methodology provided in the Stoldt 
memo, with a focus on whether the methodology used was consistent with the California Water Code, 
which Cal-Am, as a public water supplier, is required to follow. Specifically, Water Code §10635(a) 
states: 

“Every urban water supplier shall include, as part of its urban water management plan, an 
assessment of the reliability of its water service to its customers during normal, dry, and multiple 
dry water years.  The water supply and demand assessment shall compare the total water supply 
sources available to the water supplier with the long-term total projected water use over the 
next 20 years, in five-year increments, for a normal water year, a single dry water year, and a 
drought lasting five consecutive water years. The water service reliability assessment shall be 
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based upon the information compiled pursuant to Section 10631, including available data from 
state, regional, or local agency population projections within the service area of the urban water 
supplier.” 

 

DEMAND 

Sound water demand forecasting is critical to effective water resources planning.  In particular, 
determining a utility’s adequacy of supply hinges upon the accuracy of its demand forecasts.  CCR 
§64554(b), establishes the requirements that California water utilities must use to project demands. The 
procedure requires that the public water system identify the day, month, and year with “the highest 
water usage during at least the most recent ten years of operation.”  This methodology is further 
supported by engineering best practices described in the American Waterworks Association (AWWA)2 
Manual M50 (Water Resources Planning Manual) which states,  “…the utility should forecast using 
monthly consumption from a period of at least 10 years”, and that “…data from a 20-year period are 
most beneficial if the overall period includes one or more drought crises that must be analyzed to 
measure their temporary and permanent effects on consumption.”  

The foregoing regulatory requirements and AWWA guidance form the basis for review of the adequacy 
of the demand forecasting provided in the Stoldt memo and subsequent demand forecast update.  

Current Annual Demand 

The Stoldt memo disagrees with the CPUC’s determination that current water demand in Cal-Am’s 
service territory is 12,000 afy.  After reviewing the estimates of multiple parties, including MPWMD, the 
CPUC determined that an appropriately conservative and reasonable demand for Cal-Am’s existing 
customers is 12,000 afy, based upon the maximum water demand within the 10-year period prior to the 
anticipated in-service date of the desalination plant (i.e., 2012-2021).  The maximum water demand in 
Cal-Am’s service territory over this 10-year period has not changed since the CPUC’s determination.  The 
Stoldt memo update, however, presents both a 10-year average annual demand of 10,863 afy and a 5-
year average annual demand of 9,825 afy, and bases its supply/demand balance upon the latter, lower 
value.  In light of the State regulations (i.e. CCR §64554(b)) and Engineering Best Practices for demand 
estimating as described in the AWWA Water Resources Planning Manual, it is unclear why MPWMD 
considers a 5-year period to be an acceptable method to calculate the demand for the Monterey 
Peninsula. Moreover, basing capacity determinations on a 5- or 10-year average fails to provide 
sufficient system capacity to meet peak demands.  To our knowledge, using a 5-year period to calculate 
demands has not been accepted previously by applicable regulatory bodies, including the State Water 
Board and the CPUC.  

Based on review of the documentation provided, Hazen concludes the CPUC-approved demand 
assumptions meet the CCR requirements and engineering best practices as defined by AWWA, while 
those outlined in the Stoldt memo do not. 

 
2 The American Water Works Association is an international, nonprofit, scientific and educational society dedicated 
to providing total water solutions assuring the effective management of water. Founded in 1881, the Association is 
the largest organization of water supply professionals in the world. 
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Future Demand Trends 

In addition to the 12,000 afy needed to serve existing customer demand, the CPUC determined that 
2,000 afy of additional water, for a total of 14,000 afy, would be necessary to account for projected 
growth based upon lots of record, tourism bounce-back, and Pebble Beach buildout. The CPUC’s findings 
were based upon actual numbers of legal lots of record, economic recovery projections, and the actual 
legal entitlement of Pebble Beach.  To calculate future demand trends, the Stoldt memo reanalyzes the 
CPUC-approved demand estimations for future growth, and recommends reductions in the demand 
assumptions for each of these growth areas; however, the recommendations appear to be based on 
anecdotal data to support what-if scenarios rather than any hard data of actual lots and entitlements. 
The lack of concrete evidence does not appear to be sufficient to justify revising the demands already 
approved by the CPUC. 

The Stoldt memo also relies heavily upon the presumption that a general downward trend in water use 
is guaranteed to continue. However, as noted by the CPUC in its Decision,  

“The assertions by some parties that the downward trend in water use in the District will 
continue and that only minimal growth will occur in demand after 2021 are not convincing 
because those assertions fail to consider that maximum month usage increased in 2017 
compared to 2016, conservation funding is projected to go down, and the conservation and 
moratorium measures implemented during the drought will end.”  

The conservation and moratorium measures that were implemented in response to drought conditions, 
including tiered rates, conservation restrictions, and enforced water use reductions, were effective in 
lowering demand. However, no additional methods are presented in the memo to indicate how further 
reductions in  demands would occur; absent any, it is reasonable to assume everything has already been 
done on the demand side to reduce levels and further reductions should not be considered in demand 
forecasting for determining water supply sufficiency.  Additionally, continued implementation of these 
measures over the long term is uncertain and has the potential to do harm to the area’s businesses 
(such as hotels having to ship out laundry services), economic growth, accessory dwelling units (ADU’s), 
affordable housing, existing residential property improvements, and quality of life. 

The Stoldt memo presents demand projections based upon market absorption rates and calculates 
increased demand between 492 and 1,476 afy. Mr. Stoldt then presented newly revised demand 
projection information to the MPWMD Board’s Water Demand Committee on December 17, 2019, 
which now proposes to use growth projections prepared by the Association of Monterey Bay Area 
Governments (AMBAG) in its 2018 Regional Growth Forecast. The population forecast is used as a proxy 
for residential water demand and the employment forecast as a proxy for commercial water demand. 
While the intent of Mr. Stoldt in presenting this alternative methodology of computing future demand 
appears to be to provide input from “an objective third-party” as stated in his presentation to the Board, 
he also notes himself that “certainly, other factors can be considered. ” Based on the water demands 
calculated by Stoldt using the AMBAG forecast, 1,469 afy would be needed to accommodate growth 
through 2049.  This is in contrast to the CPUC-approved value of 2,000 afy noted previously. Further, 
Section 2.5.3.4 of the FEIR for the MPWSP Desalination Plant provides each city’s projection of future 
water supply needs, with a total of 3,526 afy needed to accommodate the projected growth at buildout 
that each City determined (see Table 2-5 from the FEIR). 
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Clearly, the difference between Mr. Stoldt’s projections and the growth projections of each jurisdiction 
within Cal-Am’s service territory demonstrates that there is a wide variation in growth forecasts. Mr. 
Stoldt’s assumption of 1,469 afy is 531 afy less than the CPUC-approved value of 2,000 afy; based on the 
supply needs of each local jurisdiction presented in the MPWSP FEIR, that could represent entirely 
dismissing the future supply needs of the Cities of Carmel, Del Rey Oaks, and Sand City. Further, making 
assumptions which undercut both the CPUC-approved demand projections and the projections of each 
local jurisdiction becomes even more risky when coupled with other assumptions in the Stoldt memo 
that exaggerate the available reliable supply, as discussed later in this document. 

There is no basis to conclude that AMBAG growth forecasting should be considered any more accurate 
or helpful than the CPUC-approved demand projection, the growth projections of each local 
jurisdiction in Cal-Am’s service territory, or even Stoldt’s prior projections. AMBAG’s methodology can 
be acknowledged as one of several possible means of estimating future demands; however, the 
selected methodology must first and foremost utilize an acceptable current annual demand value, 
which is required by the regulations to be the 10-year period maximum demand estimate.  

 

SUPPLY 

Existing and future available water supply sources for the Cal-Am service area are presented in Table 5-2 
of Cal-Am’s 2015 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). The UWMP includes the MPWSP 
desalination plant as a source of supply. The Stoldt Memo presents an alternative portfolio with the 
PWM expansion as a source of new future supply in lieu of the desalination plant. Aside from the 
desalination plant or PWM expansion, the balance of the water supply portfolios for both alternatives 
consist of almost identical supplies from five additional sources. The two supply portfolios are 
summarized in Table 1 on the following page, with a total available supply of up to 15,296 afy for the 
desalination plant alternative and up to 11,294 afy for the PWM expansion alternative.   
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Reliability of Pure Water Monterey Expansion 

Also of significant concern is the reliability of the PWM Expansion at the full capacity of 2,250 afy, 
particularly in the context of the Stoldt memo’s assumption that the PWM Expansion project replaces 
the need for the desalination supply. Without the MPWSP desalination plant and the ASR, the need to 
rely on the full production capacity of the Expansion project becomes critical. However, the assumed 
availability of the supply provided by the Expansion project as reflected in the Stoldt memo does not 
appear to consider the reliability of the sources of supply to the Expansion project (wastewater, 
irrigation runoff) during reduced usage or drought years, to consider impacts to water quality that may 
occur as the availability of the individual sources vary, and the potential shortfall of supply should the 
plant not operate at full capacity.  

There have been disagreements between the parties regarding key water rights and source water issues, 
including access to Salinas-area wastewater sources, and claims that the Salinas Valley and its 
agricultural industry also have a need for the source water that is planned for the Expansion project. 
There are also concerns regarding the water quality variability and treatability of the wastewater. 
M1W’s general manager told The Herald newspaper that the wastewater is more challenging to treat 
during certain times and contains chemicals that upset the treatment plant’s processes, and that the 
agency will monitor the source water for those contaminants and shut off the water when those are 
present. 

Given the PWM Expansion project would represent approximately 60% of supplies on an annual basis 
and even more during peak summer demand, this supply is critically important in the absence of the 
MPWSP Desalination Plant , and the reliability aspect of the PWM Expansion project’s source water 
supply needs to be validated and proven before it can be considered a verified supply source such that 
the Expansion project could provide its estimated full capacity of 2,250 afy. The absence of such 
information means that the projected supply from PWM Expansion is speculative. If the Expansion 
project cannot reliably meet its full capacity of 2,250 afy, there will be an even larger water supply 
deficit within Cal-Am’s service territory.  Further, even if PWM Expansion was proven reliable, the 
total water supply portfolio available barely meets today’s demands and provides no buffering or 
contingency, and certainly not enough to permit additional or new water use.     

 

SUMMARY OF DEMAND VERSUS SUPPLY 

Based upon the foregoing discussion of demand and supply, a projection can be made to forecast the 
ability to meet demands within Cal-Am’s service territory for the next 30 years with and without the 
proposed desalination plant. Based upon the reliable supply portfolio presented in Table 1 herein, 
Figure 1 on the following page presents the water supply under two conditions: 1) after the CDO with 
PWM Expansion of 9,994 afy, and 2) water supply after the CDO with MPWSP Desalination of 13,996 afy. 
The projected water demand through 2049 is overlaid on the graph to evaluate the adequacy of the 
supplies.  
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Stoldt provided a similar analysis in his December 17, 2019 presentation based upon the 5-yr average 
starting demand and the AMBAG growth projections, and based upon his assumptions, the supply is 
purported to meet the demand requirements. However, correction of the initial demand projection and 
of the portfolio of reliable supply sources fundamentally change those conclusions when analyzed as 
follows: 

Three demand projections are included in Figure 1, based upon the following criteria: 
  

Source Initial Demand (afy) Growth Projection 
CPUC-approved 12,000 Per CPUC-approved ultimate 

demand of 14,000 afy 
Stoldt 10-yr average 10,863 Per Stoldt estimates using  

AMBAG growth projection 
Stoldt 5-yr average 9,825  Per Stoldt estimates using 

AMBAG growth projection 
 
The available supplies illustrated in Figure 1 exclude ASR based upon the assumption that at 
least one of the sources is reduced or offline. This is critical because even if the supply and 
demand appears to balance exactly on paper as per the Stoldt memo, the risk of operating at 
this precarious edge can be illustrated by two recently-issued compliance orders by the State 
Water Board’s Division of Drinking Water – to Sheep Creek Water Company4 and the City of San 

 
4 See SWRCB Compliance Order No. 05-13-18R-002, available at 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/programs/documents/ddwem/dwp%20enforcement%20actions
/San%20Bernardino/2018/05 13 18R 002 3610109 WW.pdf.   
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Juan Bautista5 – for failure to meet the requirements of CHSC §116655 for a reliable and 
adequate supply. In each of these two cases, the water systems relied upon all of their supply 
sources to be available at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. However, 
when capacity or water quality issues resulted in reduction or loss of one or more sources, they 
fell out of compliance. The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt risks this same 
outcome for the Monterey Peninsula, particularly in its reliance on the reliability of ASR. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, without ASR, the only water supply portfolio that meets any of the three 
demand projections is the water supply with MPWSP Desalination. The water supply portfolio with 
the PWM expansion does not meet the CPUC-approved demand nor the demand under the Stoldt 10-
yr demand methodology, and only meets Stoldt’s 5-yr demand estimate for approximately 3 years 
before falling out of compliance. Therefore, a reasonable conclusion is the Desalination plant is a vital 
part of the water supply portfolio for a reliable and adequate supply. 

Additional concerns may be considered when attempting to operate at an exact balance of supply and 
demand as proposed in the Stoldt memo: 

In considering the balance of supply and demand, it is unclear whether the analysis presented in 
the memo has taken into account potential impacts of climate change. For example, California’s 
Fourth Climate Change Assessment report published by State of California on September 28, 
2018, predicts that in the next 50 years annual average maximum temperatures in Monterey 
may increase approximately 4 degrees, and average number of days with maximum 
temperature above a threshold will increase by 10 days a year. Potential impacts to water usage 
are unknown, but present an added variable suggesting that operating right on the limit of the 
supply/demand balance would present risk that warrants further analysis if only the Expansion 
project is pursued. 
 
It is unclear if the supply portfolio presented by MPWMD staff would pass the required Risk and 
Resilience Assessment as defined within America’s Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) enacted on 
October 23, 2018, since even if the significant reductions in demand projections are accepted, 
the proposed non-desal supply option barely meets the current demand and if any supply 
source was reduced or eliminated due to malevolent acts, drought, or other natural hazards,  
even current demands would not be able to be met. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This peer review finds the following in regard to water supply and demand on the Monterey Peninsula, 
and the specific assertions presented in the Stoldt memo: 

Established values for supply and demand must meet the requirements of the California Health 
and Safety Code (CHSC)  and the California Code of Regulations (CCR), specifically with regards 
to the reliability of the supply noted in CHSC Section 116555, and the estimation of demands 

 
5 See SWRCB Compliance Order No. 02-05-16R-004, available at 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/programs/documents/ddwem/dwp%20enforcement%20actions
/San%20Benito/2016/02 05 16R 004 3510002 WW.pdf. 
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based upon the highest 10-year maximum daily demand (MDD) required in CCR Section 64554. 
The methodology used in the Stoldt memo does not meet these requirements. 
 
The demand identified in the Stoldt memo is incorrect. Stoldt used a 5-year average rather than 
a 10-year MDD requirement. As a result, demand and probable growth projections in the memo 
are underestimated, without clear supporting data. MPMWD staff also assumes continued 
implementation of tiered rates, conservation restrictions, and enforced water use reductions in 
order to justify lower demand projections, all of which have the potential to do continuing harm 
to the area’s businesses and residential customers. 
 
The supply projection presented in the Stoldt memo incorrectly assumes that each supply 
source included in the analysis is available at all times at maximum capacity, with no allowance 
or consideration of the potential shortfall that would occur should one or more sources be 
reduced or off-line for extended periods. This does not meet engineering best practices for 
reliability, resiliency, and incorporation of a factor of safety to ensure compliance with the 
regulations for a “reliable and adequate supply”, as required by §116555(a)(3) of CHSC. 
 
The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt would operate at a precarious edge where 
current Peninsula water demand would need to be met by relying on all supply sources 
operating at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. Not only is this assumption 
risky, it is unrealistic. As has recently occurred at nearby agencies, if even one source were to be 
reduced by capacity or water quality issues, the Peninsula supply would fall out of compliance, 
resulting in new Water Board restrictions, moratoriums, etc. 
 
Based upon the portfolio of reliable sources of supply, the supply without MPWSP Desalination 
is inadequate to serve the CPUC’s determined demand of 12,000 afy, as well as the reduced 10-
year average demand of 10,863 afy as projected by MPWMD staff. 
 
The implementation of the proposed MPWSP Desalination Plant is necessary to provide a safe 
and reliable water supply to meet regional demand, regardless of whether the Pure Water 
Monterey Expansion project is developed.  

Additionally, the Stoldt memo provides four principal conclusions, each of which is listed below, 
followed by the findings of this peer review based upon the supply and demand discussions already 
presented. 

Either supply option can meet the long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula 
This has not been demonstrated because the supply analysis in the Stoldt memo has neither 
followed the applicable statutes nor has it adequately addressed the limitations on supply that 
would occur during drought years.  
 
Either supply option is sufficient to lift the CDO  
This conclusion has not considered impacts of risk and resiliency that may interrupt one or more 
of the water supply sources, as a result of the four main categories for risk and resiliency of a 
water system (i.e. security, hazards, assets, and enterprise) as defined by the American Water 
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Infrastructure Act (AWIA) of 2018. Without ASR as a consistent reliable source, the supply 
portfolio with the PWM Expansion cannot achieve the Stoldt memo’s 10-yr demand average (or 
even the memo’s 5-yr demand average when growth is considered), and it is reasonable to 
assume that CDO requirements (moratorium) would continue. The current CDO imposes a 
moratorium on new service connections and increased use at existing connections, and the 
State Board would have the authority to impose continued moratoria based on a failure to 
comply with CCR §64554, as noted in CHSC §116655, which states in relevant part: 
 

“(a) Whenever the state board determines that any person has violated or is violating 
this chapter, or any order, permit, regulation, or standard issued or adopted pursuant to 
this chapter, the state board may issue an order doing any of the following . . . 
(b) An order issued pursuant to this section may include, but shall not be limited to, any 
or all of the following requirements: 
. . . 
(4) That no additional service connection be made to the system.” 

 
The long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula may be less than previously thought 
This assumes that per capita usage will remain at current low levels without consideration of 
possible effects of availability of secure supply and ongoing impacts to businesses of excessive 
conservation (such as having to ship out laundry services), as well as assuming that the CDO 
requirements preventing new connections coupled with steeply tiered rates to penalize higher 
water users and drive conservation will have to stay in place. The water supply portfolio 
presented under the Stoldt memo results in “water poverty” for the peninsula, with limited 
reliability and resiliency and steep rates and restrictions on usage and growth now and into the 
future. 
 
Several factors will contribute to pressure on decreasing per capita water use 
While the Stoldt memo discusses potential impacts of increased water cost and recent 
conservation legislation signed by the Governor, it does not provide any evidence as to the 
actual impacts to per capita water use. The Governor’s conservation bills are not statutory and 
are therefore not enforced by any regulatory agency; rather they are tools for agencies to 
calculate their own objectives. The data does show that rate-related conservation measures 
already in place, such as tiered rates, have driven per capita usage downward. No additional 
methods are presented in the memo to reduce demands; absent any, it is reasonable to assume 
everything has already been done on demand side to reduce levels and further reduction is not 
expected. Indeed, after a secure water supply is provided, it may be reasonable to assume the 
opposite, that an increase in demand is equally likely. A secure supply may provide some relief 
of the intense pressure on businesses to reduce usage, and coupled with projected tourism 
rebound and growth, suggests that it is not necessarily true that per capita usage will remain at 
current levels or continue to decrease. 
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Kevin Alexander, PE
Vice President

Mr. Alexander is Vice President and West 
Regional Manager for Hazen and Sawyer. He 
has extensive experience on integrated water 
resource projects from planning and design 
through construction and operations.  

He is a hands-on project manager with a background built on over 25 
years of advanced membrane treatment plant designs from groundwater 
RO, potable reuse projects through seawater desalination facilities.  He 
has led feasibility/planning studies, developed treatment process eval-
uations and life-cycle cost evaluations, participated in value engineering 
studies and operations evaluations and has served as an expert witness. 
He has extensive experience with alternative project delivery including: 
design-bid-build, CM at risk, alliance contracting, design-build and 
design-build-operate serving in capacity as the Owner’s Agent and on 
the Alternative Delivery Teams.

Owners Agent-San Fernando Basin Groundwater Remediation, Los 

Angeles Department of Water and Power, Los Angeles, CA  

Technical Advisor and Alternative Delivery Expert.  Project includes the 
planning, modeling, and project development for the treatment systems to 
cleanup of the San Fernando Valley Groundwater Basin.  The treatment uses 
UV/AOP and GAC Treatment at three(3) facilities for removing groundwater 
contaminants.  One facility is 10 mgd and the other facilities are 50 mgd.  
The project is to be permitted under the 97-005 requiring very specialized 
coordination with DDW.  The project is being delivered as a Progressive 
Design Build project.  Responsibilities included reviewing the Design Build 
documents and providing Owner Agent services.    

Feasibility Study to Evaluate the Simi Valley Groundwater Basin as 

a Potable Water Supply, Ventura Waterworks No. 8. Simi Valley, CA

Project Director. Project developed a feasibility study for the Simi Valley 
basin as a potable water source. The evaluation included determining 
groundwater well locations, production potential, water quality and treat-
ment requirements for groundwater that is over 3000 mg/l in TDS. The 
feasibility study identified three alternatives, including evaluation of pump-
ing and transmission needs, treatment needs and connection to a proposed 
brine line.  Responsibilities included review and support of project teams 
with technology evaluation. 

Education

B.S. Civil Engineering, Missouri 

University of Science and 

Technology (Previously University 

of Missouri at Rolla)

Certification/License

Professional Engineer

Areas of Expertise

• Project Management

• Project Delivery

• Microfiltration

• Membrane Bioreactors

• Reverse Osmosis

• Drinking Water

• Wastewater 

• Water Reclamation

• Concentrate Treatment

Professional Activities

AWWA, AZWA, AMTA 

CA-NV AWWA 

CA Water Reuse Association

WateReuse Association

WEF

Technical Publications

Author of more than 30 technical 

presentations and publications.
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Kevin Alexander, PE

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Tajunga Spreading Ground Tracer Study, Los Angeles, CA

Project Director and ASR technical support.  Services include recycled water regulatory review and evaluation of 
pilot test program and consideration for construction and implementation of tertiary spreading under current 
groundwater rules.  

Design Build of the Central Groundwater Treatment Facility, City of Monterey Park, Monterey Park, CA

Design Project Manager as part of a Design Build Team responsible for the complete design of a 10 MGD UV Ad-
vanced Oxidation system and catalytic GAC system for treatment of a highly impaired groundwater in the City.  
Responsible for the complete process mechanical design as well as coordination of civil, electrical and structural 
designs including design of 0.5 miles of sliplined piping for raw well water.  Responsible for leading the process for 
obtaining the permit from the California DDW.

Design Build of the Well No. 9 NF Treatment Plant, City of Signal Hill, CA

Design Project Manager responsible for the complete design of the well pump through the NF treatment system 
including the design of the electrical and control building.  Responsible for coordination of mechanical, civil, elec-
trical and structural designs for a 2 MGD high recovery NF treatment plant for color removal and a GAC system for 
Benzene removal.    

Design-Build-Operate (DBO) Services For Reactivation and Operation of the Charles Meyer Desalina-

tion Plant, Santa Barbara, CA

Design Project Manager as part of the Acciona/Filanc DBO Team, responsible for the process design and coordi-
nation of the civil, electrical and structural design of the desalination plant from the open ocean intake through 
the treatment process.  Project required a 60 percent design to allow for development of is a 2.9 MGD seawater 
desalination plant that is expandable to an ultimate capacity of 8.9 MGD.  Project was not awarded to the Team. 

Seawater Desalination Demonstration Facility, West Basin Municipal Water District, Redondo Beach, CA

Project Manager. Mr. Alexander was involved in supporting the demonstration of the West Basin seawater desali-
nation demonstration.  He subsequently lead the decommissioning project to remove the seawater desalination 
demonstration system and return the facility to .  A major effort includes finding a buyer or research organization 
for purchasing the used equipment to maximize value to the Client. 

Seawater Desalination – Adelaide, Melbourne (Wonthaggi), Sydney Desalination and Gold Coast 

Desalination Facilities, Veolia Water Services, Australia 

Project Manager. Managed a team and participated in the development of designs for multiple facilities in Austra-
lia.  The efforts were in support of operations for Veolia Water Australia in developing the design and operations 
for the facilities.  Efforts included membrane system optimization to save energy, evaluation of temperature gra-
dients from the intake through the entire facility.  Assistance included support of operations including commis-
sioning and decommissioning support. Adelaide and Melbourne were not won by the team so efforts stopped at 
the end of pilot testing and design.

Seawater Desalination Facility Planning and Design Build Document Development, Sand City, CA 

Project Engineer. Assisted with the development of a 300 AFY Seawater RO system treating wedge water between 
brackish groundwater and seawater for potable use.  Assisted with permitting of the facility as a groundwater 
under the direct influence of surface water and with development of the design build documents.   
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Cindy Miller, PE
Vice President

Ms. Miller is an experienced Civil Engineer 
specializing in Water Resources, with a long 
resume of leading the most challenging water 
supply projects to successful completion. Her 
experience extends from planning, design, 
construction, and owner’s agent services. 

Her assignments have included providing Program Management services 
for a $150 million groundwater supply project, which includes wells, 
pipelines, pump stations, and an advanced treatment system for R.O. 
concentrate reduction; Project Manager for preliminary and final design 
of a 28 MGD microfiltration treatment facility, and Project Manager for 
a 10 MGD R.O./Ion Exchange groundwater treatment plant, including 
groundwater and treated water conveyance facilities.  Ms. Miller has also 
led numerous water storage and conveyance infrastructure projects, includ-
ing design of over 100 miles of  pipeline Ductile Iron, CML&C steel, PVC, and 
HDPE pipeline, design of steel, pre-stressed concrete, and cast-in-place 
concrete storage reservoirs, up to 10 million gallons, and numerous pump 
station facilities. She has led feasibility/planning studies, developed treatment 
process evaluations and life-cycle cost evaluations, participated in value 
engineering studies and operations evaluations. She has developed detailed 
designs of many systems and provided construction and startup services. 
She has experience with different project delivery methods including: design-
bid-build, design-build and design-build-operate-finance. 

Chino Basin Desalter Authority (CDA) Phase 3 Expansion, Chino, CA

Ms. Miller provided Program Management services to the Chino Basin 
Desalter Authority (CDA) for their Phase 3 Expansion Project.  The Phase 
3 Expansion increases production capacity of the CDA’s groundwater de-
salter Facilities to over 35,000 acre-ft per year of potable water capacity.  
The project included construction of new groundwater wells, pipelines, 
treatment facility to recover desalter concentrate (i.e. concentrate reduc-
tion facility), product water pump station expansion and new product 
water pump stations.  The Phase 3 Expansion Project cost was $150 million, 
with over $80 million of funding coming from Federal and State grants.

Education

B.S., Civil Engineering, University 
of California, Irvine

Certification/License

Professional Engineer: CA (C58116)

Areas of Expertise

• Pipeline Planning and Design

• Project Management

• Program Management

• Project Delivery

• Pump Station Planning and 
Designr

Professional Activities

AWWA, ASCE, AMTA 

CA-NV AWWA, 

CA Water Reuse Assoc.
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Hazen and Sawyer

Baker Water Treatment Plant, Lake Forest, CA

Ms. Miller served as Project Manager and Engineer-of-Record for the Irvine Ranch Water District’s Baker 
Water Treatment Plant.  The Baker Plant is a 28-mgd microfiltration treatment plant with UV disinfection, 
designed to treat surface water supplied by the Metropolitan Water District and a local surface water supply 
from Irvine Lake. The project includes design of a 100-percent redundant flow control facility utilizing dual 
sleeve valves, a 56- cfs raw water pump station to convey flow to the plant from Irvine Lake, upgrades to a 
Metropolitan Water District turnout facility and transmission pipeline to increase deliveries to 100 cfs,  a 6-cfs 
raw water pump station for Trabuco Canyon Water District, a forebay designed to provide adequate contact 
time for chlorine dioxide injection, feedwater pump station, coagulation injection, strainers, 14 pressure mi-
crofiltration membrane racks, UV disinfection system, chlorine contact basin, chemical building housing 9 
different chemicals, an extensive chemical piping delivery system, solids dewatering facilities, civil site work, 
finished water pipelines, retrofit of two16 MG pre-stressed concrete reservoirs,  Product Water Pump Station, 
transmission pipeline and connection to Metropolitan Water District’s South County Pipeline. 

Chino I Desalter Expansion and Chino II Desalter Projects, Inland Empire, CA

Ms. Miller served as Project Manager and Engineer-of-Record to the Chino Basin Desalter Authority’s (CDA’s) 
multimillion-dollar Chino I Desalter Expansion and Chino II Desalter project. The assignment involved design of 
a new desalter facility; expansion and upgrade of an existing desalter facility; design of water distribution facil-
ities, including pump stations, pipelines, and well equipping. The project included expansion of an existing 9 MGD 
reverse-osmosis treatment plant to a 14 MGD plant by adding ion exchange treatment for nitrate removal and 
VOC treatment for removal of TCE. Other plant improvements included the upgrading of the existing disinfection 
system to 0.8 -percent solution sodium hypochlorite generated on site, expansion of the on-site product water 
pump station, and other miscellaneous upgrades to improve plant performance. In conjunction with increasing 
the Chino I Desalter’s capacity, three new wells were added to increase the system’s raw water supply. Delivery 
facilities from the Chino I Desalter were added to enhance movement of treated water to the end-users. Delivery 
facilities included two new booster pump stations with capacities of 2,600 gpm and 1,400 gpm and approximate-
ly 14,000 linear feet of product water pipeline, 12 inches to 24 inches in diameter. The project also included design 
of a new 10 MGD Chino II Desalter. This treatment plant was designed to target TDS and nitrate removal and 
using reverse-osmosis and ion exchange in parallel. The project included eight new groundwater wells; approx-
imately 30,000 linear feet of raw water pipeline, 16 inches to 36 inches in diameter; approximately 24,000 linear 
feet of product water pipeline, 12 inches to 42 inches in diameter; and a new booster pump station with 3,000 
gpm capacity. The new and expanded desalters, which include the Chino I Desalter and the Chino II Desalter, 
provide potable water to and strengthen the water supply reliability of cities and agencies in the southwesterly 
region of the Inland Empire, including Jurupa Community Services District, City of Chino, City of Chino Hills, 
City of Ontario, Santa Ana River Water Company, and the City of Norco. 

City of Beverly Hills Reverse Osmosis Water Treatment Plant, Beverly Hills, CA

Assistant Program manager for a design-build-operate-finance (DBOF) project for the City of Beverly Hills that 
consisted of a 3.0-million-gallons-per-day reverse osmosis treatment facility, five production wells, transmission 
main, and public works offices and departments, such as painting room, parking meter coin collection center, 
and machine shop. Responsible for overseeing the preparation of all documents required to execute a DBOF con-
tract and completion of preliminary facility design, construction management, and construction inspection.
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Cindy Miller, PE

Hazen and Sawyer

La Brea Subarea Groundwater Supply Project, City Beverly Hills, Beverly Hills, CA

Project Manager. Developed a comprehensive Preliminary Design Report (PDR). The City of Beverly Hills (City) 
is moving forward with a project to expand its local water supply by developing local groundwater in the La Brea 
Subarea, which is located outside of City limits within the City of Los Angeles. The project includes developing 
approximately 1700 acre-feet per year (AFY) of new potable water supply from local groundwater in the La Brea 
Subarea of the Central Groundwater Basin by drilling new wells near Interstate 10 and La Cienega Boulevard, 
located approximately 1 - 2 miles south of the City’s southerly boundary. The production wells were optimally 
located to provide the highest sustainable groundwater production, on sites that can be purchased and developed 
in the most efficient manner and permitted by Division of Drinking Water. The project required water treatment 
that is reliable, efficient, and cost effective, with a priority on ease of operation for City staff. Conveyance facilities 
(20,000+ LF) from the well sites to the City’s existing reverse osmosis water treatment plant that includes a com-
bination of new pipeline and rehabilitation of an existing inactive transmission main. Related tasks included 
drilling an exploratory test hole on a private property to obtain projected production rates and projected water 
quality, potholing and CCTV to locate and investigate an inactive 18-inch transmission main to determine if it 
could be used for the purpose of the project, coordination with Division of Drinking Water, property research, 
environmental studies on potential well site locations, and evaluation of the optimal treatment alternatives. All 
aspects of the related tasks and analysis were included in a comprehensive Preliminary Design Report. Ms. Mill-
er is currently serving as Project Manager to the City of Beverly Hills for final design of one of the production wells 
and conveyance pipeline to the City’s RO treatment plant.
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WATER DEMAND COMMITTEE

ITEM: ACTION ITEM

1. CONSIDER ADOPTION OF OCTOBER 31, 2019 COMMITTEE MEETING 
MINUTES

Meeting Date: December 17, 2019 Budgeted:  N/A

From: David J. Stoldt, Program/ N/A
General Manager Line Item No.: 

Prepared By: Arlene Tavani Cost Estimate: N/A

General Counsel Review: N/A
Committee Recommendation: N/A
CEQA Compliance: This action does not constitute a project as defined by the California 
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines section 15301

SUMMARY: Exhibit 1-A

RECOMMENDATION:  

EXHIBIT
1-A
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SUMMARY: “Supply and 
Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula”

WATER DEMAND COMMITTEE

DISCUSSION ITEM

2. CONSIDER ADOPTION OF UPDATED WATER DEMAND FORECASTS 
RELATED TO ASSOCIATION OF MONTEREY BAY AREA GOVERNMENT 
2018 REGIONAL GROWTH FORECAST AND REGIONAL HOUSING NEEDS 
ALLOCATION PLAN: 2014-2023, AND INCLUSION OF 2019 WATER YEAR

Meeting Date: December 17, 2019 Budgeted:  N/A

From: David J. Stoldt Program/ 
General Manager Line Item No.:    N/A

Prepared By: David J. Stoldt Cost Estimate: N/A

General Counsel Approval:  N/A
Committee Recommendation: N/A
CEQA Compliance:  Action does not constitute a project as defined by the California 
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines section 15378.
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2018 Regional Growth Forecast 

30 

Table 7: Subregional Employment Forecast 
Change 2015-2040 

Geography 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 Numeric Percent 
AMBAG Region 337,600 351,800 363,300 374,100 384,800 395,000 57,400 17% 
Monterey County 203,550 211,799 218,203 224,207 230,212 235,822 32,272 16% 
Carmel-By-The-Sea 2,935 2,998 3,096 3,195 3,289 3,378 443 15% 
Del Rey Oaks 359 371 387 404 418 432 73 20% 
Gonzales 4,477 4,963 5,064 5,166 5,278 5,371 894 20% 
Greenfield 7,024 7,552 7,729 7,813 7,911 7,982 958 14% 
King City 4,441 4,692 4,862 5,013 5,154 5,287 846 19% 
Marina 6,340 6,649 6,886 7,140 7,373 7,620 1,280 20% 
Monterey 34,030 34,434 35,970 37,405 38,814 40,173 6,143 18% 
Pacific Grove 5,000 5,093 5,272 5,466 5,637 5,808 808 16% 
Salinas 64,396 67,270 69,660 71,958 74,160 76,294 11,898 18% 
Sand City 1,517 1,569 1,633 1,698 1,758 1,810 293 19% 
Seaside 9,650 10,161 10,455 10,726 11,020 11,299 1,649 17% 
Soledad 3,442 3,584 3,694 3,786 3,885 3,978 536 16% 
Balance Of County 59,939 62,503 63,497 64,438 65,516 66,390 6,451 11% 
San Benito County 18,000 19,240 19,957 20,617 21,264 21,913 3,913 22% 
Hollister 13,082 14,035 14,608 15,132 15,650 16,172 3,090 24% 
San Juan Bautista 559 591 615 639 662 685 126 23% 
Balance Of County 4,359 4,614 4,734 4,846 4,951 5,056 697 16% 
Santa Cruz County 116,050 120,761 125,141 129,275 133,324 137,265 21,215 18% 
Capitola 7,062 7,199 7,464 7,727 7,979 8,228 1,166 17% 
Santa Cruz 40,986 43,090 44,647 46,153 47,616 49,085 8,099 20% 
Scotts Valley 7,475 7,612 7,820 8,004 8,180 8,349 874 12% 
Watsonville 22,644 23,482 24,382 25,200 26,008 26,772 4,128 18% 
Balance Of County 37,883 39,339 40,826 42,191 43,541 44,831 6,948 18% 

Sources: Data for 2015 from InfoUSA and the California Employment Development Department. 
Forecast years were prepared by AMBAG and PRB. 
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2018 Regional Growth Forecast 

Table 8: Subregional Population Forecast 
Change 2015-2 040 

Geography 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 Numeric Percent 
AMBAG Region 762,676 791,600 816,900 840,100 862,200 883,300 120,624 16% 
Monterey County 432,637 448,211 462,678 476,588 489,451 501,751 69,114 16% 
Carmel-By-The-Sea 3,824 3,833 3,843 3,857 3,869 3,876 52 1% 
Del Rey Oaks 1,655 1,949 2,268 2,591 2,835 2,987 1,332 80% 
Gonzales 8,411 8,827 10,592 13,006 15,942 18,756 10,345 123% 
Greenfield 16,947 18,192 19,425 20,424 21,362 22,327 5,380 32% 
King City 14,008 14,957 15,574 15,806 15,959 16,063 2,055 15% 
Marina 20,496 23,470 26,188 28,515 29,554 30,510 10,014 49% 

Marina balance 19,476 20,957 22,205 22,957 23,621 24,202 4,726 24% 
CSUMB (portion) 1,020 2,513 3,983 5,558 5,933 6,308 5,288 518% 

Monterey 28,576 28,726 29,328 29,881 30,460 30,976 2,400 8% 
Monterey balance 24,572 24,722 25,324 25,877 26,456 26,972 2,400 10% 
DLI & Naval Postgrad 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 0 0% 

Pacific Grove 15,251 15,349 15,468 15,598 15,808 16,138 887 6% 
Salinas 159,486 166,303 170,824 175,442 180,072 184,599 25,113 16% 
Sand City 376 544 710 891 1,190 1,494 1,118 297% 
Seaside 34,185 34,301 35,242 36,285 37,056 37,802 3,617 11% 

Seaside balance 26,799 27,003 27,264 27,632 28,078 28,529 1,730 6% 
Fort Ord (portion) 4,450 4,290 4,340 4,490 4,690 4,860 410 9% 
CSUMB (portion) 2,936 3,008 3,638 4,163 4,288 4,413 1,477 86% 

Soledad 24,809 26,399 27,534 28,285 29,021 29,805 4,996 20% 
Soledad balance 16,510 18,100 19,235 19,986 20,722 21,506 4,996 30% 
SVSP & CTF 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 0 0% 

Balance Of County 104,613 105,361 105,682 106,007 106,323 106,418 1,805 2% 
San Benito County 56,445 62,242 66,522 69,274 72,064 74,668 18,223 32% 
Hollister 36,291 39,862 41,685 43,247 44,747 46,222 9,931 27% 
San Juan Bautista 1,846 2,020 2,092 2,148 2,201 2,251 405 22% 
Balance Of County 18,308 20,360 22,745 23,879 25,116 26,195 7,887 43% 
Santa Cruz County 273,594 281,147 287,700 294,238 300,685 306,881 33,287 12% 
Capitola 10,087 10,194 10,312 10,451 10,622 10,809 722 7% 
Santa Cruz 63,830 68,381 72,091 75,571 79,027 82,266 18,436 29% 

Santa Cruz balance 46,554 49,331 51,091 52,571 54,027 55,266 8,712 19% 
UCSC 17,276 19,050 21,000 23,000 25,000 27,000 9,724 56% 

Scotts Valley 12,073 12,145 12,214 12,282 12,348 12,418 345 3% 
Watsonville 52,562 53,536 55,187 56,829 58,332 59,743 7,181 14% 
Balance Of County 135,042 136,891 137,896 139,105 140,356 141,645 6,603 5% 

Sources: Data for 2015 are from the U.S. Census Bureau and California Department of Finance. 
Forecast years were prepared by AMBAG and PRB. 
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Pure Water Monterey GWR Project January 2016
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Source Water Assumptions Memorandum
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Pure Water Monterey GWR Project January 2016
Consolidated Final EIR Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc.
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Schaaf & Wheeler 
CONSULTING CIVIL ENGINEERS 

 

MEMORANDUM

Memorandum: Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project: 
Impacts of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on 
Groundwater and the Salinas River,

Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts,

Groundwater Replenishment Project, Urban Runoff Capture at Lake El
Estero, 

Monterey County Water Recycling Projects/Salinas Valley Water Project/Salinas 
River Diversion Facility Update,
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -2- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Agricultural Wash Water

                                                      
1 Estimation by Bob Holden, MRWPCA, February 2014 
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -3- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Table 1: Agricultural Wash Water (acre-feet)
Source \
Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Figure 1: Agricultural Wash Water Projection
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Urban Stormwater Runoff

                                                      
2 Todd Groundwater, Memorandum: Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project: Impacts of 
Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on Groundwater and the Salinas 
River, February 2015 
3 Schaaf & Wheeler, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, February 2015 
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -4- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Table 2: Urban Runoff Sources (acre-feet)
Source \ Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Surface Water Rights for Stream Flows

Table 3: Surface Water Sources (acre-feet)
Source \ Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Secondary Treated Effluent

                                                      
4 Schaaf & Wheeler, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Urban Runoff Capture at Lake El Estero, April 2014 
5 Schaaf & Wheeler, Reclamation Ditch Yield Study, March 2015 
6 Schaaf & Wheeler, Blanco Drain Yield Study, December 2014 
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -5- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Table 4: Average RTP Inflows and Outflows, 2009-20137 (acre-feet)
Source/
Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

RTP 
Inflows
SVRP 
Deliveries
Ocean 
Outfall

Table 5: Average CSIP Use by Source, 2009-20138 (acre-feet)
Source/
Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

CSIP-
Wells
SRDF-
River
SVRP-
Recycled

Proposed Project and CSIP Demands

                                                      
7 Data provided by Bob Holden, MRWPCA, February 2014. 
8 Data from MCWRA Monterey County Water Recycling Projects/Salinas Valley Water Project/Salinas River 
Diversion Facility Update, February, 2014 
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -6- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Table 6: Monthly GWR and CSIP Use of New Supplies (acre-feet)
Use \ Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Seasonal Storage at the SIWTF

Results of Source Water Availability Analysis

                                                      
9 Data from Monterey County Water Recycling Projects/Salinas Valley Water Project/Salinas River Diversion 
Facility Update, MCWRA Board Packet, February 24, 2014 
10 Excess supplies are calculated as the total of new water conveyed to the RTP (not including secondary 
treated effluent) minus the AWT Facility demand 
11 Full diversion of flows was analyzed in the report: Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River 
Inflow Impacts 
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -7- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Diversion and Use Scenarios
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To: Bob Holden & Larry Hampson -8- 9/11/2015 
 

Memo_Sources_and_Uses_20150923 rev 

Monterey County Water Recycling Projects/Salinas Valley 
Water Project/Salinas River Diversion Facility Update

Salinas Valley Water Project, Annual Flow Monitoring 
Reports for Water Years 2010 – 2013. 

, Source Water Spreadsheet Analysis, March, 2015. 

, Industrial Ponds Percolation and Evaporation 
Technical Memorandum 2015-01, 

Groundwater Replenishment Project, Urban Runoff Capture at Lake El Estero

Blanco Drain Yield Study

Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts

Reclamation Ditch Yield Study

Memorandum: Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project: Impacts 
of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on Groundwater and 
the Salinas River
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All facilities built 1 - average water year conditions - all flows in acre-feet
SOURCES Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Existing RTP Inflows (Average 2009 to 2013) 1,798 1,678 1,867 1,796 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,844 1,762 1,776 21,764

New Source Water 
City of Salinas 

1   Salinas Agricultural Wash Water 2 156 158 201 307 311 391 435 444 367 410 329 223 3,732
  Agricultural Wash Water (AWW) to Ponds 3 156 158 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 329 223 1,477
  AWW directly to RTP 0 0 0 307 311 391 435 444 367 0 0 0 2,255

2   Salinas Urban Storm Water Runoff 4 52 41 34 16 2 0 0 0 2 8 23 47 225
  Urban runoff to ponds 52 41 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 23 47 205
  Urban runoff to RTP 0 0 0 16 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 20

3   Rainfall (on SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 5 26 24 21 11 3 1 0 0 2 6 14 24 132
4   Evaporation (from SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 6 (12) (16) (29) (41) (46) (52) (28) (15) (12) (251)
5   Percolation 7 (143) (129) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (1,257)
6   SIWTF pond storage balance 8 684 763 847 647 362 0 0 0 0 253 466 605
7   Recovery of flow from SIWTF storage ponds to RTP 0 0 0 32 100 172 0 0 0 0 0 0 304
8 AWW and Salinas Runoff to RTP 0 0 0 355 413 563 435 444 369 0 0 0 2,579

Water Rights Applications to SWRCB
9   Blanco Drain 9 209 223 246 252 225 274 277 244 184 168 133 185 2,620

10   Reclamation Ditch at Davis Road 10 162 143 165 162 97 132 129 121 80 87 98 146 1,522
11   Tembladero Slough at Castroville 11 131 117 142 154 145 67 66 62 41 45 50 115 1,135
12   City of Monterey - Diversion at Lake El Estero 24 15 14 5 1 0 0 0 1 4 10 13 87
13 Subtotal New Waters Available 526 498 567 928 881 1,036 907 871 675 304 291 459 7,943

Total Projected Water Supply 2,324 2,176 2,434 2,724 2,731 2,835 2,800 2,759 2,488 2,147 2,053 2,235 29,707

DEMANDS Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Average SVRP deliveries to CSIP (2009-2013) 13 459 726 1,376 1,763 1,750 1,866 1,854 1,698 984 448 18 12,955

14 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE CSIP AREA WELL WATER USE (2009-2013) 448 195 304 412 324 606 519 504 300 75 233 352 4,272
TOTAL CSIP Demand 461 654 1,030 1,788 2,087 2,356 2,385 2,358 1,998 1,059 681 370 17,227

16 FEEDWATER AMOUNT AT RTP TO GWR PROJECT AWTF 367 331 367 355 367 355 367 367 355 367 355 367 4,320
17 FEEDWATER TO ESTABLISH CSIP AREA DROUGHT RESERVE 

(200 AFY AWTF PRODUCT WATER) 14 42 38 42 42 41 42 248
18 TOTAL TO GWR ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT FACILITY 409 369 409 355 367 355 367 367 355 409 396 409 4,568

Total Projected Water Demand 870 1,024 1,439 2,143 2,454 2,711 2,752 2,725 2,353 1,468 1,077 779 21,795

Use of Source Water Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
19 Secondary effluent to SVRP for CSIP 12 461 654 1,030 1,788 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,059 681 370 15,287
20 New sources available to CSIP 13 0 0 0 573 514 681 540 504 320 0 0 0 3,132
21 Total Supply to CSIP 461 654 1,030 2,361 2,364 2,480 2,433 2,392 2,133 1,059 681 370 18,419

Net CSIP Increase 5,463

23 Surface waters at RTP to AWT 409 369 409 0 0 0 0 0 0 304 291 409 2,191
24 Secondary effluent to AWT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 105 105 0 210
25 AWW and Salinas urban runoff to AWT 0 0 0 355 367 355 367 367 355 0 0 0 2,166
26 Feedwater to AWT 409 369 409 355 367 355 367 367 355 409 396 409 4,567

Subtotal- all waters (including secondary effluent) 870 1,024 1,439 2,716 2,731 2,835 2,800 2,759 2,488 1,468 1,077 779 22,986

27 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL  
(2009-2013)15 1,785 1,219 1,141 420 88 49 27 34 114 859 1,314 1,759 8,809

28 WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL WITH PROPOSED 
DIVERSIONS TO CSIP/AWT/RUWAP 16 1,337 1,024 837 8 0 0 0 0 0 679 976 1,407 6,267

29 NEW SUPPLIES IN EXCESS OF AWT DEMANDS 17 117 129 158 573 514 681 540 504 320 (105) (105) 50 3,375
30 AWT BRINE TO OCEAN OUTFALL 78 70 78 67 70 67 70 70 67 78 75 78 868

Notes
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

Unused secondary effluent waste water currently discharged to Monterey Bay would be used in conjunction with improvements at the RTP to provide additional flow to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Project 
(SVRP) during periods of low demand (i.e., < 5 mgd).  
New source waters not used by AWT in the summer months will be available to SVRP for CSIP.

Rainfall from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.  Pond area presumed to be Ponds 1,2, 3 + Aeration lagoon.  
No rainfall/evaporation or storage assigned to drying beds.

Table 7: Source Water Analysis for the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project
Full Surface Water Yields, Normal Water Year, Building a Drought Reserve 

Presumes all facilities associated with diversions are completed.

Table 2-1, p. 5, Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Engineers. Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.

Volume of effluent from City of Salinas agricultural wash water to be directed into ponds 1,2,3, and the aeration pond for storage.
Average monthly flow from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.

Max. diversion  3 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015. Figures shown here are the difference between the combined Davis Road/TS diverison with 
Seasonal Bypass.  This presumes the preference is to remove flow at Davis Road first, rather than bypass flow to Tembaldero Slough.

7/14/2015

Table 3, Todd Groundwater, Draft Memorandum, Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project  Impacts of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on 
Groundwater and the Salinas River, February 11, 2015.
Table 4, Ibid. Also confirmed in MPWMD Industrial Ponds Percolation and Evaporation Technical Memorandum 2015-01, July 2015.

Ponds 1,2,3 and aeration basin hold up to 1,065 acre-feet (one foot of freeboard).   If flow to ponds would exceed the maximum volume, it is presumed that excess flow can be diverted to the RIBs or drying beds 
or flow can be diverted to the RTP.   Presume that pond storage goes to zero sometime during the year (shown here starting in July).

Max diversion  6 cfs diversion.  See REVISED DRAFT BLANCO DRAIN YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, December 2014.
Max. diversion  6 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015.  Note that flow figures shown here are a combination of flow estimates in the S&W analysis made 
for the 2 cfs instream requirement Jan-May and 1 cfs instream requirement for June-Dec.  

A drought reserve of up to 1,000 AF would be created over five years by producing 200 AFY additional product water from the GWR Project AWTF during winter months and storing the water in the Seaside Basin.  
This would establish a "water bank" that the CSIP can draw on in droughts.  The drought reserve would allow flow at the RTP for the GWR Project to be temporarily reduced during critically dry periods, thus 
freeing up more of the newly available inflows to the RTP to be sent to the CSIP area.  Extraction from the Seaside Basin would continue at the average rate to supply the Monterey Peninsula.

Average monthly RTP discharge, 2009-2013 (reported by MRWPCA).
Secondary treated municpal effluent not used for SVRP/CSIP or the AWT.

Excess is calculated as Line 13 minus Line 23

CSIP-GWR-use16JUL15-No RUWAP.xlsx/DEIR Sources-No RUWAP 8/14/2015
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All facilities built 1 - average water year conditions - all flows in acre-feet
SOURCES Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Existing RTP Inflows (Average 2009 to 2013) 1,798 1,678 1,867 1,796 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,844 1,762 1,776 21,764

New Source Water 
City of Salinas 

1   Salinas Agricultural Wash Water 2 156 158 201 307 311 391 435 444 367 410 329 223 3,732
  Agricultural Wash Water (AWW) to Ponds 3 156 158 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 329 223 1,477
  AWW directly to RTP 0 0 0 307 311 391 435 444 367 0 0 0 2,255

2   Salinas Urban Storm Water Runoff 4 52 41 34 16 2 0 0 0 2 8 23 47 225
  Urban runoff to ponds 52 41 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 23 47 205
  Urban runoff to RTP 0 0 0 16 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 20

3   Rainfall (on SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 5 26 24 21 11 3 1 0 0 2 6 14 24 132
4   Evaporation (from SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 6 (12) (16) (29) (41) (46) (52) (28) (15) (12) (251)
5   Percolation 7 (143) (129) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (1,257)
6   SIWTF pond storage balance 8 684 763 847 647 362 0 0 0 0 253 466 605
7   Recovery of flow from SIWTF storage ponds to RTP 0 0 0 32 100 172 0 0 0 0 0 0 304
8 AWW and Salinas Runoff to RTP 0 0 0 355 413 563 435 444 369 0 0 0 2,579

Water Rights Applications to SWRCB
9   Blanco Drain 9 0 0 0 252 225 274 277 244 184 0 0 0 1,456

10   Reclamation Ditch at Davis Road 10 0 0 0 162 97 132 129 121 80 0 0 0 721
11   Tembladero Slough at Castroville 11 0 0 0 154 145 67 66 62 41 0 0 0 535
12   City of Monterey - Diversion at Lake El Estero 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 Subtotal New Waters Available 0 0 0 923 880 1,036 907 871 674 0 0 0 5,291

Total Projected Water Supply 1,798 1,678 1,867 2,719 2,730 2,835 2,800 2,759 2,487 1,844 1,762 1,776 27,055

DEMANDS Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Average SVRP deliveries to CSIP (2009-2013) 13 459 726 1,376 1,763 1,750 1,866 1,854 1,698 984 448 18 12,955

14 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE CSIP AREA WELL WATER USE (2009-2013) 448 195 304 412 324 606 519 504 300 75 233 352 4,272
TOTAL CSIP Demand 461 654 1,030 1,788 2,087 2,356 2,385 2,358 1,998 1,059 681 370 17,227

16 FEEDWATER AMOUNT AT RTP TO GWR PROJECT AWTF 367 331 367 355 367 355 367 367 355 367 355 367 4,320
17 FEEDWATER TO ESTABLISH CSIP AREA DROUGHT RESERVE 

(200 AFY AWTF PRODUCT WATER) 14 42 38 42 42 41 42 248
18 TOTAL TO GWR ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT FACILITY 409 369 409 355 367 355 367 367 355 409 396 409 4,568

Total Projected Water Demand 870 1,024 1,439 2,143 2,454 2,711 2,752 2,725 2,353 1,468 1,077 779 21,795

Use of Source Water Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
19 Secondary effluent to SVRP for CSIP 12 461 654 1,030 1,788 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,059 681 370 15,287
20 New sources available to CSIP 13 0 0 0 568 513 681 540 504 319 0 0 0 3,125
21 Total Supply to CSIP 461 654 1,030 2,356 2,363 2,480 2,433 2,392 2,132 1,059 681 370 18,412

Net CSIP Increase 5,456

23 Surface waters at RTP to AWT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 Secondary effluent to AWT 409 369 409 0 0 0 0 0 0 409 396 409 2,401
25 AWW and Salinas urban runoff to AWT 0 0 0 355 367 355 367 367 355 0 0 0 2,166
26 Feedwater to AWT 409 369 409 355 367 355 367 367 355 409 396 409 4,567

Subtotal- all waters (including secondary effluent) 870 1,024 1,439 2,711 2,730 2,835 2,800 2,759 2,487 1,468 1,077 779 22,979

27 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL  
(2009-2013)15 1,785 1,219 1,141 420 88 49 27 34 114 859 1,314 1,759 8,809

28 WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL WITH PROPOSED 
DIVERSIONS TO CSIP/AWT/RUWAP 16 928 655 428 8 0 0 0 0 0 375 685 998 4,076

29 NEW SUPPLIES IN EXCESS OF AWT DEMANDS 17 (409) (369) (409) 568 513 681 540 504 319 (409) (396) (409) 724
30 AWT BRINE TO OCEAN OUTFALL 78 70 78 67 70 67 70 70 67 78 75 78 868

Notes
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17 Excess is calculated as Line 13 minus Line 23

Max. diversion  3 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015. Figures shown here are the difference between the combined Davis Road/TS diverison with 
Seasonal Bypass.  This presumes the preference is to remove flow at Davis Road first, rather than bypass flow to Tembaldero Slough.
Unused secondary effluent waste water currently discharged to Monterey Bay would be used in conjunction with improvements at the RTP to provide additional flow to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Project 
(SVRP) during periods of low demand (i.e., < 5 mgd).  
New source waters not used by AWT in the summer months will be available to SVRP for CSIP.

A drought reserve of up to 1,000 AF would be created over five years by producing 200 AFY additional product water from the GWR Project AWTF during winter months and storing the water in the Seaside Basin.  
This would establish a "water bank" that the CSIP can draw on in droughts.  The drought reserve would allow flow at the RTP for the GWR Project to be temporarily reduced during critically dry periods, thus 
freeing up more of the newly available inflows to the RTP to be sent to the CSIP area.  Extraction from the Seaside Basin would continue at the average rate to supply the Monterey Peninsula.

Average monthly RTP discharge, 2009-2013 (reported by MRWPCA).
Secondary treated municpal effluent not used for SVRP/CSIP or the AWT.

Max. diversion  6 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015.  Note that flow figures shown here are a combination of flow estimates in the S&W analysis made 
for the 2 cfs instream requirement Jan-May and 1 cfs instream requirement for June-Dec.  

Table 8: Source Water Analysis for the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project
Diversion Patterns for a Normal Water Year, Building a Drought Reserve 

7/15/2015

Presumes all facilities associated with diversions are completed.

Table 2-1, p. 5, Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Engineers. Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.

Volume of effluent from City of Salinas agricultural wash water to be directed into ponds 1,2,3, and the aeration pond for storage.
Average monthly flow from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.
Rainfall from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.  Pond area presumed to be Ponds 1,2, 3 + Aeration lagoon.  
No rainfall/evaporation or storage assigned to drying beds.
Table 3, Todd Groundwater, Draft Memorandum, Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project  Impacts of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on 
Groundwater and the Salinas River, February 11, 2015.
Table 4, Ibid. Also confirmed in MPWMD Industrial Ponds Percolation and Evaporation Technical Memorandum 2015-01, July 2015.

Ponds 1,2,3 and aeration basin hold up to 1,065 acre-feet (one foot of freeboard).   If flow to ponds would exceed the maximum volume, it is presumed that excess flow can be diverted to the RIBs or drying beds 
or flow can be diverted to the RTP.   Presume that pond storage goes to zero sometime during the year (shown here starting in July).

Max diversion  6 cfs diversion.  See REVISED DRAFT BLANCO DRAIN YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, December 2014.

CSIP-GWR-use16JUL15-No RUWAP.xlsx/Normal_Building_No RUWAP 8/14/2015
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All facilities built 1 - average water year conditions - all flows in acre-feet
SOURCES Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Existing RTP Inflows (Average 2009 to 2013) 1,798 1,678 1,867 1,796 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,844 1,762 1,776 21,764

New Source Water 
City of Salinas 

1   Salinas Agricultural Wash Water 2 156 158 201 307 311 391 435 444 367 410 329 223 3,732
  Agricultural Wash Water (AWW) to Ponds 3 156 158 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 329 223 1,477
  AWW directly to RTP 0 0 0 307 311 391 435 444 367 0 0 0 2,255

2   Salinas Urban Storm Water Runoff 4 52 41 34 16 2 0 0 0 2 8 23 47 225
  Urban runoff to ponds 52 41 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 23 47 205
  Urban runoff to RTP 0 0 0 16 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 20

3   Rainfall (on SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 5 26 24 21 11 3 1 0 0 2 6 14 24 132
4   Evaporation (from SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 6 (12) (16) (29) (41) (46) (52) (28) (15) (12) (251)
5   Percolation 7 (143) (129) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (1,257)
6   SIWTF pond storage balance 8 684 763 847 647 362 0 0 0 0 253 466 605
7   Recovery of flow from SIWTF storage ponds to RTP 0 0 0 32 100 172 0 0 0 0 0 0 304
8 AWW and Salinas Runoff to RTP 0 0 0 355 413 563 435 444 369 0 0 0 2,579

Water Rights Applications to SWRCB
9   Blanco Drain 9 0 0 0 252 225 274 277 244 184 0 0 0 1,456

10   Reclamation Ditch at Davis Road 10 0 0 0 162 97 132 129 121 80 0 0 0 721
11   Tembladero Slough at Castroville 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12   City of Monterey - Diversion at Lake El Estero 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 Subtotal New Waters Available 0 0 0 769 735 969 841 809 633 0 0 0 4,756

Total Projected Water Supply 1,798 1,678 1,867 2,565 2,585 2,768 2,734 2,697 2,446 1,844 1,762 1,776 26,520

DEMANDS Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Average SVRP deliveries to CSIP (2009-2013) 13 459 726 1,376 1,763 1,750 1,866 1,854 1,698 984 448 18 12,955

14 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE CSIP AREA WELL WATER USE (2009-2013) 448 195 304 412 324 606 519 504 300 75 233 352 4,272
TOTAL CSIP Demand 461 654 1,030 1,788 2,087 2,356 2,385 2,358 1,998 1,059 681 370 17,227

16 FEEDWATER AMOUNT AT RTP TO GWR PROJECT AWTF 367 331 367 355 367 355 367 367 355 367 355 367 4,320
17 FEEDWATER TO ESTABLISH CSIP AREA DROUGHT RESERVE 

(200 AFY AWTF PRODUCT WATER) 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 TOTAL TO GWR ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT FACILITY 367 331 367 355 367 355 367 367 355 367 355 367 4,320

Total Projected Water Demand 828 985 1,397 2,143 2,454 2,711 2,752 2,725 2,353 1,426 1,036 737 21,547

Use of Source Water Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
19 Secondary effluent to SVRP for CSIP 12 461 654 1,030 1,788 1,850 1,799 1,893 1,888 1,813 1,059 681 370 15,287
20 New sources available to CSIP 13 0 0 0 414 368 614 474 442 278 0 0 0 2,590
21 Total Supply to CSIP 461 654 1,030 2,202 2,218 2,413 2,367 2,330 2,091 1,059 681 370 17,877

Net CSIP Increase 4,921

23 Surface waters at RTP to AWT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 Secondary effluent to AWT 367 331 367 0 0 0 0 0 0 367 355 367 2,154
25 AWW and Salinas urban runoff to AWT 0 0 0 355 367 355 367 367 355 0 0 0 2,166
26 Feedwater to AWT 367 331 367 355 367 355 367 367 355 367 355 367 4,320

Subtotal- all waters (including secondary effluent) 828 985 1,397 2,557 2,585 2,768 2,734 2,697 2,446 1,426 1,036 737 22,197

27 FIVE YEAR AVERAGE WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL  
(2009-2013)15 1,785 1,219 1,141 420 88 49 27 34 114 859 1,314 1,759 8,809

28 WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL WITH PROPOSED 
DIVERSIONS TO CSIP/AWT/RUWAP 16 970 693 470 8 0 0 0 0 0 417 726 1,040 4,323

29 NEW SUPPLIES IN EXCESS OF AWT DEMANDS 17 (367) (331) (367) 414 368 614 474 442 278 (367) (355) (367) 436
30 AWT BRINE TO OCEAN OUTFALL 70 63 70 67 70 67 70 70 67 70 67 70 821

Notes
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17 Excess is calculated as Line 13 minus Line 23

Max. diversion  3 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015. Figures shown here are the difference between the combined Davis Road/TS diverison with 
Seasonal Bypass.  This presumes the preference is to remove flow at Davis Road first, rather than bypass flow to Tembaldero Slough.
Unused secondary effluent waste water currently discharged to Monterey Bay would be used in conjunction with improvements at the RTP to provide additional flow to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Project 
(SVRP) during periods of low demand (i.e., < 5 mgd).  
New source waters not used by AWT in the summer months will be available to SVRP for CSIP.

A drought reserve of up to 1,000 AF would be created over five years by producing 200 AFY additional product water from the GWR Project AWTF during winter months and storing the water in the Seaside Basin.  
This would establish a "water bank" that the CSIP can draw on in droughts.  The drought reserve would allow flow at the RTP for the GWR Project to be temporarily reduced during critically dry periods, thus 
freeing up more of the newly available inflows to the RTP to be sent to the CSIP area.  Extraction from the Seaside Basin would continue at the average rate to supply the Monterey Peninsula.

Average monthly RTP discharge, 2009-2013 (reported by MRWPCA).
Secondary treated municpal effluent not used for SVRP/CSIP or the AWT.

Max. diversion  6 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015.  Note that flow figures shown here are a combination of flow estimates in the S&W analysis made 
for the 2 cfs instream requirement Jan-May and 1 cfs instream requirement for June-Dec.  

Table 9: Source Water Analysis for the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project
Diversion Pattern for a Normal Water Year when the Drought Reserve is Full 

7/15/2015

Presumes all facilities associated with diversions are completed.

Table 2-1, p. 5, Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Engineers. Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.

Volume of effluent from City of Salinas agricultural wash water to be directed into ponds 1,2,3, and the aeration pond for storage.
Average monthly flow from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.
Rainfall from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.  Pond area presumed to be Ponds 1,2, 3 + Aeration lagoon.  
No rainfall/evaporation or storage assigned to drying beds.
Table 3, Todd Groundwater, Draft Memorandum, Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project  Impacts of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on 
Groundwater and the Salinas River, February 11, 2015.
Table 4, Ibid. Also confirmed in MPWMD Industrial Ponds Percolation and Evaporation Technical Memorandum 2015-01, July 2015.

Ponds 1,2,3 and aeration basin hold up to 1,065 acre-feet (one foot of freeboard).   If flow to ponds would exceed the maximum volume, it is presumed that excess flow can be diverted to the RIBs or drying beds 
or flow can be diverted to the RTP.   Presume that pond storage goes to zero sometime during the year (shown here starting in July).

Max diversion  6 cfs diversion.  See REVISED DRAFT BLANCO DRAIN YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, December 2014.

CSIP-GWR-use16JUL15-No RUWAP.xlsx/Normal_Full_No RUWAP 8/14/2015
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All facilities built 1 - average water year conditions - all flows in acre-feet
SOURCES Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Minimum Year RTP Inflows (2013) 1,725 1,494 1,645 1,657 1,722 1,675 1,748 1,773 1,715 1,690 1,634 1,612 20,090

New Source Water 
City of Salinas 

1   Salinas Agricultural Wash Water 2 156 158 201 307 311 391 435 444 367 410 329 223 3,732
  Agricultural Wash Water (AWW) to Ponds 3 156 158 201 0 0 0 0 0 0 410 329 223 1,477
  AWW directly to RTP 0 0 0 307 311 391 435 444 367 0 0 0 2,255

2   Salinas Urban Storm Water Runoff 4 17 14 11 5 1 0 0 0 1 3 8 16 76
  Urban runoff to ponds 17 14 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 16 69
  Urban runoff to RTP 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 7

3   Rainfall (on SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 5 11 6 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 4 36
4   Evaporation (from SIWTF, 121 acre pond area) 6 (12) (16) (29) (41) (46) (52) (28) (15) (12) (251)
5   Percolation 7 (143) (129) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (138) (143) (1,257)
6   SIWTF pond storage balance 8 550 584 628 452 163 (27) 0 0 0 245 433 521
7   Recovery of flow from SIWTF storage ponds to RTP 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
8 AWW and Salinas Runoff to RTP 0 0 0 312 412 391 435 444 368 0 0 0 2,362

Water Rights Applications to SWRCB
9   Blanco Drain 9 0 0 246 252 225 274 277 244 184 168 133 0 2,003

10   Reclamation Ditch at Davis Road 10 0 0 165 162 97 132 129 121 80 87 98 0 1,071
11   Tembladero Slough at Castroville 11 0 0 142 154 145 67 66 62 41 45 50 0 772
12   City of Monterey - Diversion at Lake El Estero 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 Subtotal New Waters Available 0 0 553 880 879 864 907 871 673 300 281 0 6,208

Total Projected Water Supply 1,725 1,494 2,198 2,537 2,601 2,539 2,655 2,644 2,388 1,990 1,915 1,612 26,297

DEMANDS Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
Max Year SVRP deliveries to CSIP (2013) 0 692 1,558 1,669 1,799 1,675 1,786 1,803 1,725 1,548 1,127 88 15,469

14 PEAK CSIP AREA WELL WATER USE (10/2013-09/2014) 509 9 221 242 1,197 1,261 1,303 1,025 453 165 35 730 7,150
TOTAL CSIP Demand 509 701 1,779 1,911 2,996 2,936 3,089 2,828 2,178 1,713 1,162 818 22,619

16 FEEDWATER AMOUNT AT RTP TO GWR PROJECT AWTF 367 331 367 133 137 133 137 137 133 367 355 367 2,963
17 FEEDWATER TO ESTABLISH CSIP AREA DROUGHT RESERVE 

(200 AFY AWTF PRODUCT WATER) 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 TOTAL TO GWR ADVANCED WATER TREATMENT FACILITY 367 331 367 133 137 133 137 137 133 367 355 367 2,963

Total Projected Water Demand 876 1,032 2,146 2,044 3,133 3,069 3,226 2,965 2,311 2,080 1,517 1,185 25,583

Use of Source Water Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total
19 Secondary effluent to SVRP for CSIP 12 509 701 1,645 1,657 1,722 1,675 1,748 1,773 1,715 1,623 1,162 818 16,747
20 New sources available to CSIP 13 0 0 186 747 742 731 770 734 540 0 0 0 4,451
21 Total Supply to CSIP 509 701 1,831 2,404 2,464 2,406 2,518 2,507 2,256 1,623 1,162 818 21,197

Net CSIP Increase 5,728

23 Surface waters at RTP to AWT 0 0 367 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 281 0 948
24 Secondary effluent to AWT 367 331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 67 74 367 1,206
25 AWW and Salinas urban runoff to AWT 0 0 0 133 137 133 137 137 133 0 0 0 809
26 Feedwater to AWT 367 331 367 133 137 133 137 137 133 367 355 367 2,963

Subtotal- all waters (including secondary effluent) 876 1,032 2,198 2,537 2,601 2,539 2,655 2,644 2,388 1,990 1,517 1,185 24,161

27 DRY YEAR WASTEWATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL  (2013) 15

1,725 802 87 0 0 0 0 0 0 142 507 1,607 4,870
28 WASTE WATER EFFLUENT TO OCEAN OUTFALL WITH PROPOSED 

DIVERSIONS TO CSIP/AWT/RUWAP 16 849 462 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 398 427 2,137
29 NEW SUPPLIES IN EXCESS OF AWT DEMANDS 17 (367) (331) 186 747 742 731 770 734 540 (67) (74) (367) 3,244
30 AWT BRINE TO OCEAN OUTFALL 70 63 70 25 26 25 26 26 25 70 67 70 563

Notes
1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17 Excess is calculated as Line 13 minus Line 23

Max. diversion  3 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015. Figures shown here are the difference between the combined Davis Road/TS diverison with 
Seasonal Bypass.  This presumes the preference is to remove flow at Davis Road first, rather than bypass flow to Tembaldero Slough.
Unused secondary effluent waste water currently discharged to Monterey Bay would be used in conjunction with improvements at the RTP to provide additional flow to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Project 
(SVRP) during periods of low demand (i.e., < 5 mgd).  
New source waters not used by AWT in the summer months will be available to SVRP for CSIP.

A drought reserve of up to 1,000 AF would be created over five years by producing 200 AFY additional product water from the GWR Project AWTF during winter months and storing the water in the Seaside Basin.  
This would establish a "water bank" that the CSIP can draw on in droughts.  The drought reserve would allow flow at the RTP for the GWR Project to be temporarily reduced during critically dry periods, thus 
freeing up more of the newly available inflows to the RTP to be sent to the CSIP area.  Extraction from the Seaside Basin would continue at the average rate to supply the Monterey Peninsula.

Monthly RTP discharge during critically dry year (2013), reported by MRWPCA
Secondary treated municpal effluent not used for SVRP/CSIP or the AWT.

Max. diversion  6 cfs.  See REVISED DRAFT RECLAMATION DITCH YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, March 2015.  Note that flow figures shown here are a combination of flow estimates in the S&W analysis made 
for the 2 cfs instream requirement Jan-May and 1 cfs instream requirement for June-Dec.  

Table 10: Source Water Analysis for the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project
Diversion Pattern for a Drought Year Starting with a Full Reserve 

7/15/2015

Presumes all facilities associated with diversions are completed.

Table 2-1, p. 5, Schaaf & Wheeler Consulting Engineers. Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.

Volume of effluent from City of Salinas agricultural wash water to be directed into ponds 1,2,3, and the aeration pond for storage.
Assume dry year at 1/3 the average monthly values from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.
Rainfall from Revised Draft, Groundwater Replenishment Project, Salinas River Inflow Impacts, Prepared for Denise Duffy & Associates, February 2015.  Pond area presumed to be Ponds 1,2, 3 + Aeration lagoon.  
No rainfall/evaporation or storage assigned to drying beds.
Table 3, Todd Groundwater, Draft Memorandum, Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project  Impacts of Changes in Percolation at the Salinas Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility on 
Groundwater and the Salinas River, February 11, 2015.
Table 4, Ibid. Also confirmed in MPWMD Industrial Ponds Percolation and Evaporation Technical Memorandum 2015-01, July 2015.

Ponds 1,2,3 and aeration basin hold up to 1,065 acre-feet (one foot of freeboard).   If flow to ponds would exceed the maximum volume, it is presumed that excess flow can be diverted to the RIBs or drying beds 
or flow can be diverted to the RTP.   Presume that pond storage goes to zero sometime during the year (shown here starting in July).

Max diversion  6 cfs diversion.  See REVISED DRAFT BLANCO DRAIN YIELD STUDY, Schaaf and Wheeler, December 2014.

CSIP-GWR-use16JUL15-No RUWAP.xlsx/Drought_FullResv_No RUWAP 8/14/2015
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Comment Document VV: Latham & Watkins, LLP for California American Water 
Company 

VV-1 See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed, and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy 
and Scope of Range of Alternatives.

VV-2 The introductory comment summarizes points which are made in the body of 
commenter’s letter, and which are addressed fully in individual responses below as 
well as in Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability, Appendix N to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Response to Hazen & Sawyer
and Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-3 See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed.

VV-4 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives. Table 5-1 compares water supplies under the Proposed Modifications 
and the MPWSP to show that the growth inducing impacts of the Proposed 
Modifications could be similar to the growth inducing impacts of the MPWSP. This 
comparison was not intended to indicate that these projects are alternatives to one 
another. Both projects can be constructed and operated. The approved PWM/GWR 
Project would operate at the same time as the CalAm desalination project and would 
be supplemental to the desalination project. By contrast, the expanded amount of 
water associated with the Proposed Modifications would not be treated and delivered 
at the same time as the CalAm desalination project is operating to treat and deliver 
the same amount of water. The Proposed Modifications would only proceed if the 
CalAm desalination project faced delays and would only operate if the MPWSP 
desalination project is not built or operating at the same time.

VV-5 Planning, design and permitting of the Proposed Modifications can occur in parallel 
with any ongoing work on the approved PWM/GWR Project, which is currently 
operational. Resources are available to timely proceed with both projects. The ability 
of the Proposed Modifications to meet the stated project objectives is unrelated to any 
construction delays of the remaining components of the approved and operational 
PWM/GWR Project. The M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum prepared for 
the Proposed Modifications conservatively assumes that only those source waters that 
currently are available for treatment at the AWPF would continue be available for the 
PWM/GWR Project and the Proposed Modifications. See Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability and 
Appendix O to the Final SEIR. See also Master Response #6: Comments on Timing 
of the Proposed Modifications.  

VV-6 The funding, construction, and operation of the brine mixing structure and 
modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant components of the approved 
PWM/GWR Project would not affect the Proposed Modifications, nor would the 
Proposed Modifications affect those unchanged project components. See Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. The 
Proposed Modifications can achieve the stated project objectives regardless of 
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whether the brine mixing structure or modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation 
Plant are constructed and operational. 

The purpose of the Draft SEIR is to disclose any new significant impacts of the 
Proposed Modifications in comparison to the impacts for the PWM/GWR Project 
disclosed in that project’s PWM/GWR Final EIR. Any failure to fund or complete the 
brine mixing structure and modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant would 
be independent from the Proposed Modifications and would not be a consequence of 
the Proposed Modifications nor would it adversely affect the yields for CalAm under 
the approved PWM/GWR Project with or without the Proposed Modifications.   

VV-7 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, which provides MPWMD’s response to the Hazen & 
Sawyer memorandum dated January 20, 2020 Exhibit E of this letter, and 
Appendix O, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-7a The MPWMD Supply and Demand Analysis provides the factual basis for updating the 
demand calculations that the CPUC relied upon in support of its findings to approve 
the MPWSP. The CPUC’s findings were based upon older information presented to 
the CPUC during its administrative hearings; more recent information is now available. 
See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Response to Hazen & Sawyer, and 
Appendix O, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-7b Appendix N to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Response to Hazen & Sawyer, specifically 
“Note 1,” responds to commenter’s suggestion that the methodology used to develop 
the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report does not meet the requirements of California 
law.

VV-7c Appendix N to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Response to Hazen & Sawyer, specifically 
“Note 2,” responds to commenter’s suggestion that the MPWMD Supply and Demand 
Report underestimates projected demand due to a methodological error.

VV-7d Appendix O to this Final SEIR, the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report, provides 
the factual basis for determining water usage demand from current and future CalAm 
customers during non-drought years.

VV-7e Appendix O to this Final SEIR, the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report, uses the 
same assumptions regarding availability of supplies as CalAm used in its 
presentations to the CPUC. 

VV-7f See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
for an explanation why M1W may elect to rely on the MPWMD Supply and Demand 
Report. 

VV-7g The updated MPWMD Supply and Demand Report is included in this Final SEIR as 
Appendix O. The changes to the Report were made to respond to comments by 
CalAm and others. The updated MPWMD Supply and Demand Report continues to 
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support the conclusions of the Draft SEIR that the Proposed Modifications could 
induce growth in a similar manner, and to a similar extent, as the MPWSP.

VV-8 See responses to comments VV-5, VV-7, VV-8a, VV-8b, and VV-8c.

VV-8a The CPUC did not prepare its own evaluation of supply and demand. For this SEIR, 
M1W has relied upon the expertise of the Monterey Peninsula Water Management 
District, including the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report dated September 2019
that David Stoldt prepared prior to the Draft SEIR, and which was finalized 
March 13, 2020 (see Appendices O and N to this Final SEIR) to respond to comments 
made by the public, the city managers, and a critique by Hazen & Sawyer dated 
January 22, 2020 (which was Exhibit E of this letter VV), and to include an additional 
growth forecast as requested. See also Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-8b See response to comment VV-5.

VV-8c M1W has included assumptions about the required federal permits in its preliminary 
project planning and published schedule for implementation. Due to the requests from 
CalAm and MCWRA and resulting M1W Board approval to extend the public review 
period from 49 days to 88 days, the critical path schedule for full implementation has 
been delayed as discussed in the response to comment I-3. This delay does not create 
a delay in the ability of the Proposed Modifications to help meet CalAm’s requirements 
to reduce unauthorized diversions, nor does the delay result in the Proposed 
Modifications being considered infeasible. The Proposed Modifications would not 
require approval by the National Parks Service and would not result in any significant 
impacts on recreational resources related to the Fort Ord National Monument as 
described in the Draft SEIR in section 4.16.4.3 that starts on page 4.16-4. See also 
Response to Comment J-10.

VV-9 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
regarding changes in future benefits to the CSIP. 

VV-10 See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Effects Disclosed, which explains that M1W would cease treating and 
delivering the expanded quantities of water associated with operation of the Proposed 
Modifications once CalAm’s MPWSP operates to deliver the same amount of water to 
the CalAm Monterey District service area. An analysis of the reduction in secondary 
effluent discharges with the Proposed Modifications is provided in Appendix I (see 
Tables 8 through 11).

VV-11 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.
See also response to comment VV-5.

VV-12 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability;
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. See also 
response to comment VV-5.
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VV-13 As elaborated in responses to comments VV-14 through VV-29, below, the disclosure 
of potential air quality and greenhouse gas impacts is based on a technical analysis 
included in Appendix F of the Draft SEIR by Illingworth and Rodkin, Inc. Appendix F
has been revised and attached to this Final SEIR. CEQA Guidelines Section 15384
states: “(a) ‘Substantial evidence’ as used in these guidelines means enough relevant 
information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can 
be made to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be 
reached. …. (b) Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumptions 
predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts. An agency has 
discretion in selecting the methodology to be used in evaluating an environmental 
impact” (South of Market Community Action Network v. City and Cty. of San Francisco
(2019) 33.Cal.App.5th 321, 337.) and when an agency is faced with conflicting 
evidence on an issue, it is permitted to give more weight to some of the evidence and 
to favor the opinions of some experts over others. (Chico Advocates for a Responsible 
Coalition v. City of Chico (2019) 40 Cal.App.5th 839, 851.) A disagreement among 
experts does not make an EIR inadequate (CEQA Guidelines § 15151) but the EIR 
should summarize the main points of disagreement among the experts, which this 
Final SEIR does in the responses to comments VV-14 through VV-29, below.

VV-14 The California Emissions Estimator Model, CalEEMod, is a land use emissions model 
that is used to predict emissions from land use projects. For construction, the model 
estimates construction activity from land use projects in terms of project type and size. 
The Proposed Modifications do not fit any of the categories of land use types identified 
by CalEEMod. Therefore, the CalEEMod model alone is not the appropriate model to 
predict emissions from this type of project. While CalEEMod can be used to compute 
construction emissions from land use projects, the approved PWM/GWR Project and 
Proposed Modifications emissions were computed without CalEEMod using the same 
emission factors that the latest version of CalEEMod utilizes. CalEEMod computes 
construction emissions by multiplying construction activity by the emissions factors, 
equipment horsepower, and load factors obtained from the California Air Resources 
Board’s OffRoad database. The emission rates used in the Draft SEIR analysis are 
the same as those used in CalEEMod. Instead of relying on CalEEMod to generate 
the construction activity information, which it is not capable for this type of project, the 
project design team provided the project-specific information. For vehicle activity, the 
emission factors from CalEEMod were used. These are based on the California Air 
Resources Board’s EMFAC2014 model. The emission factors used were from 
CalEEMod and the latest version of CalEEMod has not been updated to include 
EMFAC2017 emission factors.

Note that M1W concurs with recommendations by MBARD to include construction 
equipment that conform with newer, Tier 3 and Tier 4 engines standards for diesel 
equipment. These mitigation measures also apply to all construction activity conducted 
for the CalAm components, as indicated under Mitigation Measures 4.10-1a: 
Equipment with High-Tiered Engine Standards and Mitigation Measure 4.10-1b: Idling 
Restrictions. The effect of these mitigation measures was not factored into the Draft 
SEIR analysis; therefore, the Draft SEIR analysis overestimates the emissions from 
the Proposed Modifications.  

VV-15 See response to comment VV–14. The project is not a typical land use project (e.g., 
residential, commercial or industrial project) that can be accurately modeled using 
CalEEMod. MBARD reviewed the Draft SEIR analysis and had no comments with 
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modeling substantially. Note that ROG emissions were found to be well below the 
significance thresholds.

Exhaust particulate matter (PM) emissions are substantially higher with EMFAC2017 
than compared to EMFAC2014. However, a majority of the PM emissions (PM10 and 
PM2.5), estimated at about 90 percent, are from fugitive dust and particulates emitted 
from tire and brake wear. Furthermore, most PM exhaust emissions are emitted by 
construction equipment rather than trucks. In terms of on-site emissions, truck traffic 
exhaust produces less than 1 percent of the PM emissions for extraction well 
construction. The effect of higher exhaust PM emission rates modeled using 
EMFAC2017 would not have a measurable change in the outcome of the PM 
emissions modeling or a health risk assessment.

VV-18 See response to comment VV-17.

VV-19 This is a general comment critiquing the air quality analysis. See responses to 
comments VV-20 and VV-21.

VV-20 The Draft SEIR air quality analysis used the average trench width of 6 feet that was 
provided by the project team. While trench widths will vary, M1W engineers reviewed 
the project pipeline in response to this comment and confirmed the 6-foot average 
trench width for pipeline construction used in the air quality analysis. While a maximum 
12-foot wide trench could be constructed in some locations, other trench locations 
would be less than 6 feet in width.

VV-21 Use of the CalEEMod default vehicle trip lengths in lieu of other precise information is 
appropriate for use of CalEEMod and is applied to projects as general practice. 
CalEEMod default construction parameters allow estimates of short-term construction 
air pollutant and GHG emissions based upon empirical data collected and analyzed 
by California air pollution control districts and use of the model’s default construction 
emissions data is accepted by MBARD where actual project specific information is not 
available. The model construction trip default values were utilized for trip length, 
consistent with the air district’s guidance for modeling construction GHG emissions. 
The CalEEMod hauling trip length default is set at 20 miles, thus, the Draft SEIR 
analysis uses the average one-way haul length of 20 miles. As described above under 
response to comment VV-17, the contribution of emissions from truck trips is relatively 
small compared to construction equipment emissions. Varying the truck trip lengths 
either shorter or longer would not substantially change the outcome. Because the 
various trip lengths are not known, the CalEEMod default one-way trip lengths were 
appropriately applied as a reasonable construction assumption for truck traffic hauling.

VV-22 This comment suggests that a new health risk assessment (HRA) should be conducted
to evaluate the effects of Extraction Wells EW-1 and EW-2, rather than relying on the 
HRA that was previously completed by CalAm as part of the MPWSP EIR for wells 
EW-3 and EW-4. In response, M1W had an HRA conducted by Atmospheric Dynamics 
for EW-- and EW-2 (see New Appendix L). This HRA, supports the Draft SEIR’s 
conclusion of less-than-significant health risks. See also Chapter 5, Changes to the 
Draft SEIR, on pages 4.3.2 and 7-4.
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The HRA used the well construction emissions from the CalAm Monterey Peninsula 
Water Supply Project Final EIR/EIS conducted by ESA. This is appropriate because 
the construction activity to construct extraction wells EW-1 and EW-2 would be the 
same as the construction activity to construct EW-3 and EW-4. Those emissions were 
input to the USEPA’s AERMOD dispersion model. A receptor grid with 50-meter 
resolution was used, extending out 500 meters and covering the Seaside Middle 
School and all other sensitive receptors nearby. This included receptors placed 
throughout the school grounds including the play fields. Meteorological data collected 
at the Monterey Airport, which are representative of the area, were used. The 
maximum modeled concentrations from construction of EW-1 and EW-2 were 
converted to cancer and chronic health risks based on the most recent health risk 
assessment guidance issued by the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment. Results of this analysis confirmed the Draft SEIR conclusion that less 
than significant cancer risks would occur at the Seaside Middle School (maximum child 
cancer risk of 0.7 per million on the playfields) and at the closest residence (maximum 
infant cancer risk of 3.4 per million). These cancer risks are well below the MBARD 
CEQA Air Quality Guidelines threshold that considers exposure of sensitive receptors 
to air pollutant levels that result in an unacceptable cancer risk or hazard to be 
significant if they exceed a cancer risk of 10 per million. The predicted chronic hazard 
index is 0.01 also is well below the MBARD-recommended threshold of a chronic or 
acute hazard index of 1.0.

It should be noted that the construction emissions were estimated based on 
unmitigated conditions. The project is incorporating recommendations by MBARD to 
include, to the extent feasible, construction equipment that conforms with newer, Tier 3
and Tier 4 engines standards for diesel equipment or that uses alternative fuels. The 
effect of these mitigation measures was not factored into the Draft SEIR analysis or 
the HRA prepared by Atmospheric Dynamics; therefore, the Draft SEIR analysis 
conservatively overestimates the emissions from the Proposed Modifications. 

VV-23 See response to comment VV-22.

VV-24 See response to comment VV-22. Note that the majority of on-site emissions that could 
contribute to localized health risks are from construction equipment and not trucks. As 
noted above, the effect of added exhaust emission using EMFAC2017 would not have 
a measurable change in the outcome of the PM emissions modeling or the health risk 
assessment.

VV-25 See response to comment VV-22. The HRA, performed in response to comment 
VV-22, is based on the planned well sites and places receptors throughout the school. 
The HRA conservatively addressed increased cancer risks at receptors on the 
playfields, even though children would spend a relatively small amount of time in that 
location. The assumptions included in the HRA conservatively include almost 
continuous exposure.

VV-26 See response to comment VV-22.
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VV-27 The commenter states there are inconsistencies between the Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gases section of the Draft SEIR and Appendix F, which contains the 
calculations. These are responded individually below. 

VV-27A  The commenter questions why the SEIR section states that the maximum daily PM10 
emissions would be 57.3 pounds per day, while the Technical Report states that the 
maximum daily PM10 emissions would be 64 pounds per day. The commenter 
incorrectly is comparing the unmitigated PM10 emissions for the maximum day for any 
single component of 63 pounds per day in Appendix F to the mitigated maximum daily 
emissions that could occur during project construction for all components combined, 
assuming some overlapping activities and mitigation applied.  

VV-27B The MPWSP Final EIS/EIR (p. 4.10-8 & p. 4.12-29) states that the nearest residences 
are located 50 feet from the proposed location for ASR Wells 5 & 6 (EW-3 and EW-4 
of the Proposed Modifications). The Draft SEIR accurately references the 50-foot 
distance between the proposed wells and the nearest residences. The Technical 
Report (Appendix F) reference to a 25-foot distance is to a boundary line and is not 
inconsistent with the reference to the nearest distance to the residences themselves.
The reference to less than 100 feet and the text to clarify the 25-foot distance noted
above has been revised. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, on 
pages 4.3-12 and 4.3.13, and Appendix F.

VV-27C While the exact locations of all pipelines are not finalized, pipelines and facilities are 
shown schematically on Figures 2-7 and 2-8 of the Draft SEIR. The MPWSP Final EIR 
stated that conveyance pipelines would be within 250 feet of Seaside Middle School, 
and within 50 to 100 feet of residences in the Fitch Park military housing area along 
Hatten Road and Ardennes Circle. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR for 
revisions to Draft SEIR, page 4.3-12 to correct Table 4.3-7 to note CalAm Conveyance 
Facilities pipelines would be 50-100 feet from residences and within 250 feet from 
schools. Appendix F, Technical Report indicates CalAm Conveyance Facilities 
pipelines would be 50-100 feet from residences. Appendix F has been corrected to 
show the distance from pipelines to schools to be 250 feet rather than 300 (see 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, Appendix F, p. 12, Table 4.) The correction 
to the distance between the pipeline and schools does not affect the conclusions in 
the Draft SEIR.

VV-28 Further explanation of emissions reported in Tables 4.3-5 “Maximum Daily 
Construction Emissions by Proposed Modification” and Table 4.3-6 “Daily PM10 
Pollutant Emissions” is provided as follows:

The commenter points out that maximum daily PM10 emissions reported in the Draft 
SEIR Table 4.3-6 are not the same as the sum of the maximum daily emissions from 
each individual component of the Proposed Modifications that is reported in 
Table 4.3-5. This is because all of the components of the Proposed Modifications 
would not be under construction at the same time. The total maximum daily emissions 
reported in Table 4.3-6 is based upon a reasonable set of assumptions as to which 
construction activities would be expected to overlap with one another, resulting in a 
combined maximum daily quantity of emissions. 
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The commenter questions whether the maximum daily emissions reported in 
Table 4.3-6 included PM10 from construction equipment and vehicle exhaust. The 
maximum daily emissions from the Proposed Modifications reported in Table 4.3-6
include the fugitive dust emissions of 163.8 pounds unmitigated and 57.8 pounds per 
day mitigated, shown on the last page of Appendix F, Attachment 1 plus the exhaust 
and on-site travel-related emissions shown on page 1 of the Attachment.

The commenter questions whether vehicle travel on paved roads was properly 
considered. In citing the 0.10-mile travel distance, the commenter is referring to the 
fugitive emissions of PM10 and PM2.5, since those are the only computations that 
include the 0.10-mile trip lengths on unpaved roads. The 0.10-mile distance was 
considered the estimate of off-road travel (dirt roads) that was on a project component 
site, when computing PM10 emissions. Note that some construction sites would have 
no on-site travel.

VV-29 See responses to comments VV-13-VV-28 above.

VV-30 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-31 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. See also 
response to comment I-11.

If the Monterey Peninsula were to experience drought during the “buildup period” 
following the completion of new water supply and the lifting of the CDO, ASR would 
arguably be delayed in building up a drought reserve. However, the comment 
overlooks that an expanded PWM/GWR Project would provide new capacity without 
an immediate offsetting demand. The additional 2,250 AFY would provide the 
necessary approximately 800 AFY to offset unauthorized Carmel River diversions and 
lift the CDO. That would leave 1,450 AFY for which there is no immediate present-day 
demand, and which can instead be delivered for customer service in the early years if 
ASR’s drought reserve has not yet built up. Just a few years of this expansion water 
could also provide drought-resilience to the Monterey Peninsula.

Finally, the comment states the average yield of ASR water is 1,300 AFY. Based on 
long-term historical precipitation and streamflow data, ASR is designed to produce 
1,920 AFY on average. The MPWSP assumes a lesser amount of 1,300 AFY to be 
conservative.

As detailed in Appendices N and O, and as the Benito/Williams technical 
memorandum demonstrates, ASR is drought-resilient, and the Proposed Modifications 
would provide an additional factor of safety against drought impacts to ASR.

VV-32 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, 
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Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report, and response 
to comment VV-31 above.

VV-33 The Proposed Modifications would not cause unauthorized Carmel River withdrawals 
by CalAm. Such unauthorized withdrawals constitute an ongoing, baseline condition
that is occurring independent of the Proposed Modifications. By supplying expanded 
quantities of water to CalAm, the Proposed Modifications necessarily would reduce 
the need for CalAm to perform unauthorized Carmel River withdrawals compared the 
current baseline and compared to conditions without the Proposed Modifications. The 
MPWMD Supply and Demand Analysis indicates that the Proposed Modifications 
would enable CalAm to achieve the CDO [WR2016-0016] applicable diversion limits 
and the adjudication requirements without the CalAm desalination project built and
operating. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability, Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical 
Memorandum, and Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand 
Report.

VV-34 The Draft SEIR discloses that the Proposed Modifications would result in the reduction 
of diversion of water from the Carmel River, which would have a beneficial impact on 
river flows and fishery habitat. Similar to the PWM/GWR Project, the Proposed 
Modifications would have a net beneficial effect on special-status species in the 
Carmel River System. As the Draft SEIR discusses, these are anticipated beneficial 
effects of the Proposed Modifications. The Proposed Modifications would not divert 
more source water than the worst-case analysis already presented in the certified 
2015 Final EIR. Diversion of stormwater and irrigation water included in the approved 
PWM/GWR Project is entitled. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability.

VV-35 See responses to comments VV-36 through VV-39 for detailed responses to this 
general introductory comment.

VV-36 The Proposed Modifications would require permit amendments as identified in the 
Draft SEIR (Section 2.7, page 2-33). Included in the list of potential permit 
amendments are the City of Seaside Use Permit, as well as the City of Seaside 
Grading and Ordinance Permit. Amendment of these permits would require 
coordination with the City of Seaside. This coordination would define the precise, final
location of well facilities after consideration of any sensitive biotic material that may 
require removal as a result of well location. The other terrestrial biology mitigation 
measures in the Draft SEIR address specific avoidance requirements for each of the
relevant species.

VV-37 Mitigation Measure BT-1d states that the legless lizard management plan will be 
prepared in coordination with CDFW and will include, but is not limited to, the protocols 
for pre-construction surveys, construction monitoring, and salvage and relocation. 
MM BT-1d does not limit the CDFW, as the Responsible Agency with jurisdiction over 
this species, from requiring legless lizard habitat restoration, as a component of the 
management plan, if such restoration is deemed necessary by CDFW. Additionally, as 
stated in response to comment D-5, through implementation of the Fort Ord HMP, 
impacts to Fort Ord HMP species and habitats occurring within the designated 
development parcels were anticipated and mitigated through the establishment of 
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habitat reserves and corridors, and the implementation of habitat management 
requirements within habitat reserve parcels on former Fort Ord.

VV-38 MM BT-1f requires the project proponents retain a qualified biologist to conduct 
protocol-level surveys for special-status plant species. Protocol-level surveys are 
described on page 11 in Appendix G of the Draft SEIR. The timing of protocol-level 
botanical surveys is dependent upon the blooming period of species with the potential 
to occur and the duration of time for the legitimacy of the survey results is described 
within the survey protocols. MM BT-1f also requires a report describing the results of 
the surveys be provided prior to any ground disturbing activities. For the preceding 
reasons, including specific timing requirements within the Mitigation Measure for these 
surveys to occur, is not necessary.

VV-39 The Proposed Modifications Proponent will incorporate the additional provisions of the 
Mitigation Measures identified above. Inclusion of these additional provisions does not 
result in additional significant impacts. The additional provisions merely clarify and/or 
amplify existing measures. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR page 4.5-20.

VV-40 The commenter asserts that the Draft SEIR’s mitigation measures for cultural 
resources, specifically Mitigation Measure CR-2b, contain improperly deferred 
mitigation. The Draft SEIR discloses that the archaeological sensitivity of the Area of 
Potential Effects and immediate vicinity is low, primarily due to extensive surface and 
subsurface disturbance associated with infrastructure construction and previous 
military use. Only three recorded resources within or adjacent to the APE were 
identified; of these, one resource had been destroyed, one had been removed and 
replaced during work at Blackhorse Reservoir, and one was deemed not eligible. See 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to page 4.6-9 of the Draft SEIR, which 
contains updated language for Mitigation Measure CR-2b. to address comments 
regarding specificity of mitigation language.

VV-41 See response to comment VV-40 and Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to
page 4.6-9. 

VV-42 The estimated construction fuel consumption has been added to page 4.7-6 of the 
Draft SEIR in response to this comment. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR.  

VV-43 The requested specificity to the mitigation measure has been added in response to 
this comment. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to
page 4.7-7.

VV-44 See responses to comments VV-45 through VV-48 below.

VV-45 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to pages 4.8-3 to 4.8-5
and 4.8-7; Figures 4.8-1 to 4.8-4 have been revised to label the individual components 
of the PWM Expansion.
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VV-46 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.8-6 of the 
Draft SEIR; a reference to the PWM/GWR Final EIR where information about the soil 
characteristics can be found has been added.

VV-47 See response to comment VV-48 below.

VV-48 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to page 4.8-12 of the Draft SEIR; a 
reference to the PWM/GWR Final EIR where specific BMP requirements as well as 
other applicable state and federal laws can be found has been added.  

VV-49 See responses to comments VV-50 through VV-52 below.

VV-50 See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to page 4.9-11 of the Draft SEIR; text has 
been added to further clarify why the PWM Expansion would not interfere with 
emergency access. 

VV-51 The commenter suggests that the SEIR should include a mitigation measure requiring 
compliance with regulations applicable to the potential hazard associated with 
unexploded ordinance. A mitigation measure requiring compliance with applicable 
regulatory requirements is unnecessary. As explained in the Draft SEIR and consistent 
with the project approval findings of the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR, compliance with 
existing regulations for construction work at the former Fort Ord would reduce the 
potential impact of encountering unexploded ordinance by construction workers to 
less-than-significant.

VV-52 The purpose of the Supplemental EIR is not to reevaluate the impacts of the portions 
of the project that already have been fully approved and are not proposed for 
modification. The purpose of the SEIR is to evaluate the changes to the project to 
determine whether those changes will result in new impacts or necessitate new 
mitigation. The Draft SEIR considers whether the Proposed Modifications will result in 
any new or increased risk of wildfire hazards compared to the approved PWM/GWR 
Project and determines that the Proposed Modifications would not do so. Similar to 
the analysis for the PWM/GWR Project, the Draft SEIR discloses that the Proposed 
Modifications would be constructed in fire prone areas and explains that compliance 
with existing regulations governing the use of construction equipment in fire prone 
areas would minimize the risk of wildland fires during construction activity and ensure 
that impacts would be less than significant. These regulations include restricting the 
use of equipment that may produce a spark, flame or fire; require the use of spark 
arrestors on construction equipment tools in fire hazard areas; and specify fire 
suppression equipment that must be provided onsite for various types of work in fire 
prone areas. The Proposed Modifications would also include construction of access 
roads and electrical facilities near fire prone areas, and the Draft SEIR concludes that 
following all applicable safety regulations including the California Fire Code would 
ensure no increase in the potential for wildfire risk at the Proposed Modifications Site.
See Draft SEIR Section 4.9.4.3, discussing Impact HH-5.

VV-53 See response to comment VV-52.  
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VV-54 This comment has been addressed by updating the relevant text of the Draft SEIR as 
requested. See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR for changes to pages 
Page 4.10-5 (2nd paragraph) under Section 4.10.3.3. This background information 
does not necessitate any change to the analysis in the Draft SEIR or result in any 
changes in conclusions.

VV-55 See response to comment VV-54.

VV-56 Treatment and delivery of the expanded quantities of water associated with operation 
of the Proposed Modifications would cease if the MPWSP desalination project
operates to deliver the same amount of water to the CalAm Monterey District service 
area. The Draft SEIR assumed that the Proposed Modifications would only deliver 
expanded quantities of water to the Seaside Groundwater Basin for CalAm if the 
MPWSP is not doing so. The Proposed Modifications are proposed as a backup to the 
MPWSP not as a project to displace the MPWSP desalination project. See Master 
Response #4: Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative Impacts Disclosed and 
Master Response #5: Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives. Failure to 
construct and operate the MPWSP is not a potential impact of the Proposed 
Modifications.

It also bears noting that the baseline for determining CEQA impacts is the conditions
that physically exist at the time of environmental review. Here, the MPWSP 
desalination project has not been constructed and is not providing any water to 
address seawater intrusion in the Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin and in fact, the 
MPWSP is not intended to address Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin seawater 
intrusion. The Proposed Modifications would not reduce water injected into the Salinas 
Valley Groundwater Basin compared to existing conditions. The Proposed 
Modifications are intended to serve as a backup to the CalAm MPWSP desalination 
project to provide additional water to CalAm prior to the MPWSP desalination project
being built or operated. 

VV-57 See response to comment VV-56.

VV-58 See response to comment VV-34 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability. 

VV-59 This comment accurately states one of the significance criteria for evaluating potential 
Land Use and Planning impacts pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Appendix G. No 
response is necessary. 

VV-60 The MPWMD Supply and Demand Analysis in Appendix O provides several demand 
scenarios based upon updated water usage rates by current CalAm customers, 
forecasts published by AMBAG, and post-drought growth projections. The Supply and 
Demand Analysis shows that under each scenario, the Proposed Modifications would 
be capable of enabling CalAm to meet the Monterey District demands while still 
enabling CalAm to achieve the CDO [WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion 
limits and the Seaside adjudication requirements over the next 24 to 30 years. The 
Draft SEIR discloses the possibility that more water than would be provided by the 
Proposed Modifications might be needed to meet demand for water on the Monterey 
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Peninsula. Unmet demand and resulting need for water would not be a consequence 
or adverse physical environmental effect of the Proposed Modifications. See also 
response to comment VV-56 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability.

VV-61 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-62 The comment acknowledges a difference in the projections of future water demand 
from local jurisdictions within CalAm’s Monterey Peninsula service territory made by 
the MPWSP Final EIR/EIS and by the MPWMD Supply and Demand Report. The 
MPWMD Supply and Demand Report, included as Appendix O to this Final SEIR, 
explains the basis for its projections, namely, the estimated number of legal lots of 
record, regional housing needs, and the average water use factors driving the water 
needed for those lots of record. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability, Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water 
Technical Memorandum.

VV-63 See responses to comments VV-56 and VV-60 and Master Response #3: Comments 
on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. The Proposed Modifications would 
increase water supplies compared to existing conditions, which would further each of 
the General Plan policies citied by the comment. The Proposed Modifications would 
not conflict with local agencies’ plans to promote orderly development, including public 
facilities and market rate and affordable housing. The commenter suggests that, rather 
than comparing conditions with the Proposed Modifications to existing baseline 
conditions, the CEQA analysis should compare conditions with the Proposed 
Modifications to future conditions with the MPWSP to assess which of these two 
projects might better further local plans and policies. That is not the proper comparison 
for purposes of CEQA. Decisions as to when and whether to construct the MPWSP
desalination project are outside the control of M1W. The Proposed Modifications are 
intended to enable water supplies to be increased until the MPWSP desalination 
project is built or operated. 

VV-64 See response to comment VV-60 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-65 See response to comment VV-60 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-66 The commenter suggests that the Draft SEIR’s marine biological resources analysis 
should be updated to reflect additional monitoring and sampling. The impacts were 
determined to be less than significant based on the same methodologies that resulted 
in this same finding in both the California Public Utilities Commission’s certified joint 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)/ Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the 
Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project and the certified PWM/GWR Final EIR, 
which supported the adoption of M1W’s current NPDES permit (Order No. R3-2018-
0017, NPDES CA00485512). See responses to comments VV-67 through VV-69.
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VV-67 The commenter states that the latest source water monitoring was conducted between 
July 2013 and June 2014, and that more recent monitoring data should be used. 
Appendix J, the primary source of wastewater for the Proposed Modifications would 
be secondary effluent (64 – 100% of the source water). The data used for the California 
Ocean Plan compliance analysis included results through 2018. Ammonia was found 
to be the constituent closest to the California Ocean Plan objective (82% of the 
objective per Table 4 of Appendix J), and secondary effluent has the highest 
concentrations of ammonia (i.e., more new source waters as influent to the RTP would 
dilute high nitrogen-containing municipal wastewater and thus is expected to reduce 
ammonia concentrations). The 6-month median result used in the Appendix J analysis 
was calculated using monthly data collected from January 2000 through June 2019. 
Additionally, M1W’s current NPDES permit requires regular monitoring of the 
wastewater that will be discharged to the Monterey Bay, and these monitoring 
requirements would continue to apply if the RWQCB issues an amendment to the 
M1W NPDES permit for the Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project.

VV-68 Farmworker Housing discharges residential wastewater similar to the municipal 
sewage that is treated by the RTP without the commercial and industrial components. 
Salinas River diversion backwash water is a small contribution to the total flow treated 
by the RTP and consists of Salinas River surface water containing higher solids that 
cannot pass through the screens. Salinas diversion backwash water typically has
lower pollutant concentrations than urban or agricultural run-off stormwater and 
substantially lower levels of biological oxygen demand than municipal wastewater.
This source has been treated for years at the RTP so the secondary effluent data used 
in the analysis described in Appendix J accounts for its contribution. See also response 
to comment VV-67.

VV-69 The analysis described in Appendix J followed all guidelines specified in the California 
Ocean Plan. Neither the treated secondary effluent nor reverse osmosis concentrate 
create a buoyant or rising plume, and, therefore, would not have a significant adverse 
impact on marine species within the zone of initial dilution. The ZID volume represents 
less than 0.0001% of the Monterey Bay volume and based on the comparable analysis 
in the CPUC/NOAA Office National Marine Sanctuaries, CalAm MPWSP at 
page 4.5-62, this small volume relative to total habitat would represent negligible 
impacts on marine species. 

VV-70 The Draft SEIR’s description of the environmental setting for the PWM Expansion 
Project with respect to existing noise and vibration conditions describes the nearest 
sensitive receptors and ambient noise measurements on pages 6 and 7 in Appendix K; 
this is summarized below. See also response to VV-72 through VV-77, below. 

Ambient noise measurements were based upon documentation from the PWM/GWR
Final EIR and MPWSP EIR/EIS. The PWM/GWR Final EIR and MPWSP EIR/EIS both 
included noise measurements that were used to establish ambient noise levels at 
receptors along the alignments of the Proposed Modifications. Supplementary noise 
measurements taken for the Draft SEIR are identified in Figure 1 of Appendix K as 
LT-1 and ST-2. Traffic along General Jim Moore Boulevard is the predominant noise 
source in the area of the proposed CalAm Extraction Wells, and hourly average noise 
levels typically ranged from 57 to 66 dBA Leq during the day and from 47 to 56 dBA 
Leq at night at a distance of 65 feet from the center of the roadway. General Jim Moore 
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Boulevard traffic produced noise levels ranging from 47 to 48 dBA Leq at ST-2, which 
was made at a distance of 315 feet from the center of General Jim Moore Boulevard 
to represent residences that are set back from the roadway by this same distance.
Noise measurement S4, depicted on this same figure in Appendix K, was taken for the 
MPWSP EIR/EIS. Ambient noise levels at measurement site S4 averaged 54 dBA Leq 
during the daytime and averaged 52 dBA Leq at night. No changes in conditions have 
occurred since preparation of the MPWSP EIR/EIS that would necessitate updating 
the noise measurements at site S4. These prior data were used in this analysis to 
establish baseline conditions at receptors near the proposed CalAm Extraction Wells.

VV-71 The introductory statement is noted. The Draft SEIR’s disclosure of potential impacts 
related to noise and vibration is based on a technical analysis included in Appendix K 
of the Draft SEIR by Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. CEQA Guidelines Section 15384 states: 
“(a) ‘Substantial evidence’ as used in these guidelines means enough relevant 
information and reasonable inferences from this information that a fair argument can 
be made to support a conclusion, even though other conclusions might also be 
reached. …. (b) Substantial evidence shall include facts, reasonable assumptions 
predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts. An agency has 
discretion in selecting the methodology to be used in evaluating an environmental 
impact (South of Market Community Action Network v. City and Cty. of San Francisco
(2019) 33.Cal.App.5th 321, 337.) and when an agency is faced with conflicting 
evidence on an issue, it is permitted to give more weight to some of the evidence and 
to favor the opinions of some experts over others. (Chico Advocates for a Responsible 
Coalition v. City of Chico (2019) 40 Cal.App.5th 839, 851.) A disagreement among 
experts does not make an EIR inadequate (CEQA Guidelines § 15151) but the EIR 
should summarize the main points of disagreement among the experts, which this 
Final SEIR does in responses to comments VV-72 through VV-77, below.

VV-72 The commenter states that noise levels produced by daytime construction would 
exceed the applicable noise threshold and result in a significant impact that has not 
been disclosed. EW-1 and EW-2 construction activities would occur at least 600 feet 
north of the nearest classroom building at Seaside Middle School and 700 feet 
southwest of residences on Hatten Road. Maximum noise levels resulting from 
trenching and pipeline construction activities would reach 89 dBA Leq at a distance of 
50 feet. At the nearest receptors 600 to 700 feet away, noise levels would be reduced 
by 27 to 29 dBA because of hemispherical spreading losses. Trenching and pipeline 
construction activities associated with EW-1 and EW-2 would produce noise levels 
that would reach 62 dBA Leq at the Seaside Middle School and 60 dBA Leq at the 
Hatten Road residences. The maximum source noise level associated with drilling 
operations is estimated to be 85 dBA Leq at a distance of 50 feet, or 4 dBA less than 
the noise levels estimated for trenching and pipeline construction activities. Therefore, 
construction noise levels associated with drilling operations would be 58 dBA Leq at 
the Seaside Middle School and 56 dBA Leq at the Hatten Road residences. Noise 
levels resulting from EW-1 and EW-2 construction activities would not exceed the 
daytime threshold of 70 dBA Leq at Seaside Middle School and Hatten Road 
residences or the nighttime threshold of 60 dBA Leq at Hatten Road residences.

VV-73 The commenter questions the Draft SEIR’s significance criteria, which recognize that 
construction noise exceeding daytime standards would not be significant unless the 
construction activity were to extend longer than two weeks. As explained in 
Appendix K, on page 2, the duration of noise exposure at any given noise-sensitive 
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receptor is one consideration in determining an impact’s significance. The noise 
analysis recognized that temporary construction that occurs during the day over a 
relatively short period of time would not cause a nuisance or result in significant 
environmental noise impact unless the construction noise lasted more than two weeks. 
Such short-term construction activities (e.g., street work) regularly occur throughout 
Monterey County, the City of Marina, and the City of Seaside, do not adversely affect 
noise-sensitive land uses in the area, and do not require analyses of potential 
environmental impacts. Most people of average sensitivity that live in suburban or rural 
agricultural environments are accustomed to a certain amount of construction activity 
or heavy equipment noise from time to time. Therefore, temporary exposure to 
construction noise levels that exceed the daytime speech interference threshold were 
not considered to be substantial unless the increase in ambient noise levels would 
occur over a period of more than two weeks. This is consistent with the two-week 
threshold for temporary construction noise impacts which was used in PWM/GWR
Final EIR and the threshold used in the MPWSP Final EIR/EIS in 2018. This threshold 
is also consistent with other communities and with standard professional practice in 
the noise industry. Many communities throughout the greater Bay Area (e.g., San 
Jose) do not consider construction noise impacts to be substantial, regardless of the 
overall noise level, until the construction period exceeds one year.

VV-74 As discussed in response to comment VV-73, the two-week threshold for temporary 
construction noise has been used on past projects and all significant impacts related 
to temporary construction noise have been disclosed.

VV-75 The commenter states that nighttime noise from construction CalAm Extraction Wells 
EW-3 and EW-4 could be as high as 80 dBA Leq at sensitive receptors, and therefore 
would result in a significant impact. The Draft SEIR discloses on Page 4.14-10 that, 
“…the proposed modifications would result in a new significant and unavoidable noise 
impact at the sites of CalAm Extraction Wells EW-3 and EW-4. Significant impacts 
related to temporary increases in daytime noise levels (emphasis added) would be 
reduced to less-than-significant levels with implementation of the mitigation below. 
However, significant nighttime (emphasis added) noise impacts during construction of 
this component would remain significant and unavoidable, even with implementation 
of mitigation measures.” The impact due to the nighttime construction of CalAm 
Extraction Wells EW-3 and EW-4 is correctly identified as significant and unavoidable 
at several locations throughout the document including Table S-1 on Page S-11 of the 
Draft SEIR.

MM NV-1a has been revised to clarify that the impact from nighttime construction 
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level only at CalAm Extraction Wells EW-1 
and EW-2: 

MM NV-1a: Drilling Contractor Noise Measures. (Applies to CalAm Extraction 
Wells). Contractor specifications shall include a requirement that drill rigs located 
within 700 feet of noise-sensitive receptors shall be equipped with noise reducing 
engine housings or other noise reducing technology and the line of sight between the 
drill rig and nearby sensitive receptors shall be blocked by portable acoustic barriers 
and/or shields to reduce noise levels such that drill rig noise levels are no more 75 dBA 
at 50 feet. This would reduce the nighttime noise level to less than 60 dBA Leq at the 
nearest residence from CalAm Extraction Wells EW-1 and EW-2.  
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See Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR to page 4.14-11 of the Draft SEIR.  

VV-76 As discussed in response to comment VV-75, the Draft SEIR states that, “…the 
proposed modifications would result in a new significant and unavoidable noise impact 
at the sites of CalAm Extraction Wells EW-3 and EW-4.” The significant impact has 
been disclosed. MM NV-1a would reduce noise impacts from CalAm Extraction Wells 
EW-1 and EW-2 to a less-than-significant level.

VV-77 The commenter questions the significance standards used in the Draft SEIR, as well 
as data regarding existing environmental conditions. The technical noise and vibration 
memorandum (Appendix K) prepared for the Proposed Modifications utilized the same 
significance thresholds as were identified in the PWM/GWR Final EIR. Applicable 
regulations and ordinances of Monterey County, the City of Marina, and the City of 
Seaside were incorporated by reference after confirming that the criteria had not 
materially changed since the publication of the PWM/GWR Final EIR. The intent when 
preparing the technical noise and vibration memorandum was to not reproduce valid 
information contained in the PWM/GWR Final EIR unless necessary. Similarly, only 
brief summaries of ambient noise levels were provided in the technical noise and 
vibration memorandum. This is appropriate when preparing supplemental EIRs. In this 
context, the noise memorandum and Noise Section relied on the PWM/GWR Final EIR 
and MPWSP EIR/EIS and summarized information from these documents where 
applicable to provide context. The Environmental Setting section on page 4.14-2 of 
the Noise section states: The PWM/GWR Final EIR described the noise environment 
of the project area and the existing noise level measurements. The locations of 
sensitive receptors in proximity to the Proposed Modifications is presented in the noise 
and vibration study in Appendix K. The general description of these conditions 
contained in the PWM/GWR Final EIR is applicable to the Proposed Modifications and 
remains unchanged since certification of the PWM/GWR Final EIR.

Appendix K has been modified to clearly indicate that all monitoring wells would be 
located 850 feet or further from nearby receptors. All predicted noise levels remain the 
same and impact conclusions do not change as a result of the modification. See 
Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR, detailing changes to page 4.14-2.

VV-78 The Draft SEIR’s population and housing analysis relies on the most recent census 
data from 2010 as well as data from the Department of Finance. Draft SEIR 
Table 4.15-3 compares the population and housing data from the years 2010 and 
2014. Draft SEIR Table 4.15-2 provides population totals by jurisdiction through 2019 
and identifies the population increase and percent change to 2019, relying on the most 
recent data. Although the Draft SEIR Table 4.15-3 does not include updated 
2019 data, the 2019 data are included in other tables and discussion in the Section. 

In response to the commenter’s request, an updated Table 4.15-3, located on
pages 4.15-2 and 4.15-3 of the Draft SEIR has been prepared to provide available 
2019 data from the California Department of Finance. Please see Chapter 5, 
Changes to the Draft SEIR. 

The revisions to Table 4.15-3 do not significantly change the projections nor do any 
revisions change the analysis or conclusions reached in the Draft SEIR. Between the 
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years 2010 and 2019, the population within the Project Area Jurisdictions increased 
by 0.6 percent, a total increase of 19,997 persons. Additionally, the Project Area 
Jurisdictions experienced an increase of 1,416 housing units. Previously, between the 
years 2010 and 2014, the table presented a population increase of 0.03 percent 
(10,318 persons), and a decrease of 325 housing units within the Project Area 
Jurisdictions.

VV-79 The Proposed Modifications have been designed to serve as a back-up mechanism if 
the MPWSP is delayed; the Proposed Modifications would provide a defined increment 
of water during this period of delay. Agencies approving any development projects that 
might increase water demand would need to take into account the water supply that 
would be available through the Proposed Modifications, and any information available 
at the time of project approval as to whether sufficient water from all available sources 
would be available to serve the development project at issue. See Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-80 See responses to comments VV-56, VV-63 and VV-79 and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-81 See responses to comments VV-56, VV-63 and VV-79 and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-82 See responses to comments VV-56, VV-63 and VV-79 and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
Appendix N to this Final SEIR, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, and 
Appendix O to this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report.

VV-83 The Draft SEIR considers data, including recently published and collected data, in its 
analysis of the water supply and wastewater system impacts. The changes to water 
supplies and wastewater systems referenced in this comment (“climate conditions and 
agricultural and municipal water conservation”) were incorporated into the analysis in 
Section 4.18. The Greater Monterey County and the Monterey Peninsula Integrated 
Regional Water Management Plans both describe climate conditions to result in the 
following:

California’s mean temperature may rise 1.5°F to 5.0°F by 2050 and 3.5°F to 
11°F by the end of the century.
Average annual precipitation may show little change, but more intense wet and 
dry periods can be expected with more floods and more droughts.
Flood peaks will become higher and natural spring/summer runoff will become 
lower.
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Global sea level projections suggest possible sea level rise of approximately 
14 inches (36 cm) by 2050 and a high value of approximately 55 inches 
(140 cm) by 2100.

Figure 4-B, Precipitation in Greater Monterey County below, from the Greater 
Monterey County Integrated Regional Water Resource Management Plan provides on 
overview of projected changes in precipitation for the region over the next 80 years. 

: 

Figure 4-B: Precipitation in Greater Monterey County  
(Source: Source: Cal-Adapt web tool (http://cal-adapt.org/))  

More specifically, the analysis for the Draft SEIR assumes that some years (or in 
multiple years occurring consecutively) droughts would occur and other years would 
be normal or wet. In addition, the Draft SEIR assumes that flooding would occur in 
some years. Over the long-term, average precipitation is unlikely to change according 
to CalAdapt. The analysis also assumes waters from the City of Salinas, the
Reclamation Ditch, and Blanco Drain would not be available during flood events. The 
environmental setting in the 2015 PWM/GWR Final EIR similarly assumed these 
conditions. As CEQA requires, the Draft SEIR focuses on disclosure of the potential 
environmental impacts of the project (in this case, the Proposed Modifications) on
water supplies, and not of climate change impacts on the project. (California Building 
Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District (2015) 62 Cal.4th 
369, Case No. S213478.) See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and 
Source Water Availability. The amount of influent to the Regional Treatment Plant 
would not decrease in any year type such that the analysis and conclusions of 
Section 4.18.4.4 (Impact WW-3) would change.

The 2015 and 2017 EIR analyses assume less flow is available within the Reclamation 
Ditch and within the City of Salinas’ stormwater conveyance system during drought 
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years compared the flow that is available during normal years (see Table 11 of 
Appendix I). Irrigation practices within the Blanco Drain watershed have not changed 
during drought years (i.e., the same or more water is applied to farmland to grow crops 
in dry or drought years as is applied in wet years) (M1W, historian/SCADA data, 2020) 
due to the use of supplemental wells and Salinas industrial Agricultural Wash Water 
in years when less water is available in the Salinas River. The PWM/GWR Project 
influent needs (for the approved PWM/GWR Project or for the Proposed Modifications) 
to achieve AWPF yields do not rely upon the Salinas River as water rights to Salinas 
River water are exclusively designated for beneficial uses within the CSIP system 
(SWRCB Water Rights Permits 10137, 21089 and 12261 for water diversion and 
storage in San Antonio and Nacimiento Reservoirs, with authorized points of 
rediversion at the Salinas River Diversion Facility).

MCWRA also acknowledges that use of the Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch as 
source waters are drought resilient (see 
https://www.co.monterey.ca.us/government/government-links/water-resources-
agency/projects-facilities/blanco-drain-and-reclamation-ditch-water-rights-diversion-
projects , accessed March 24, 2020). Based on the above information, the analysis in 
the Draft SEIR adequately considers that more frequent and severe drought conditions 
would occur and even so, water for influent to the RTP will continue be available. The 
USGS is preparing a detailed surface and groundwater model for the Salinas Valley, 
however, it is not complete. The model, as directed by a diverse group of stakeholders 
in Monterey County, will quantify changes to the Salinas River and groundwater due 
to climate and population change (See https://totalwatermanagement.org/reports-
documents/). However, the Proposed Modifications do not rely on the Salinas River 
nor on the groundwater as influent to the RTP for AWPF feed water, so findings from 
that study will not change the data which is relied upon in the environmental setting for 
source water availability for the Proposed Modifications, which supported the 
conclusions in Section 4.18 of the Draft SEIR. 

See also Appendix C of Appendix O of this Final SEiR regarding drought resiliency of 
ASR and the PWM/GWR Projects.

VV-84 The analyses for source water availability for the Draft SEIR use the same baseline as 
the prior SEIR in order to compare the two analyses. The assumptions for each source 
water presented in the spreadsheet analysis are explained in their supporting 
memorandum. Namely, the source water memoranda prepared by Schaaf & Wheeler 
including (in order of publication):

Pages 2-Appendix B and BB in the PWM/GWR Final EIR (M1W/DD&A, 
Consolidated Final EIR, Jan. 2016) (found at: 
https://purewatermonterey.org/reports-docs/cfeir/).
Appendix F in the 2017 Addendum No. 3 to the PWM/GWR Final EIR 
(M1W/DD&A, Addendum No. 3 to the PWM/GWR EIR, October 2017) (found 
at: https://purewatermonterey.org/reports-docs/cfeir/), and
Appendix I of the Draft SEIR  (found at: https://purewatermonterey.org/reports-
docs/).

VV-85 As documented in Appendix I of the Draft SEIR, the State Water Resources Control 
Board water rights process for Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch resulted in 
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elimination of the Tembladero Slough diversion as part of the approved PWM/GWR 
Project. Since that time, M1W has eliminated pursuing this diversion location under 
any separate projects (as would be required) due to the poor water quality at the 
previously proposed diversion site. Research supporting the analysis in the 
PWM/GWR Final EIR found that the water in the Tembladero Slough experiences 
intermittently high salinity and total dissolved solids that could adversely affect crops 
in the CSIP area if it were to be diverted to the RTP as influent and become part of the 
influent to the SVRP. The poor water quality peaks occur at that site during the dry 
seasons when the tide is high due to seawater backwater effects from the Moss 
Landing harbor, through the slide gates at Potrero Road. This site is also subject to 
further influx of seawater and higher salinity with time as sea level rise caused by 
global climate change increases. The analyses of source water availability for the 
Proposed Modifications, including in Appendices I and M, do not assume any water 
would be diverted from Tembladero Slough.

VV-86 The environmental setting for the source water analysis was updated to the extent that 
the new information would create new significant impacts or would increase the 
severity of previously identified significant impacts of the approved PWM/GWR 
Project. Additional source water analysis has now been prepared, namely an 
“Operational Plan” to address the possibility that MCWRA will not be funding the new 
source waters as influent to the RTP for the benefit of CSIP. That analysis supports 
the determination that adequate new source water and existing municipal wastewater 
is available as influent to the RTP to meet the project objectives of the Proposed 
Modifications and to provide benefits to the CSIP area in terms of augmenting recycled 
water yields for irrigation. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and 
Source Water Availability. 

VV-87 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. 
This comment is incorrect in stating the that conditions listed are necessary for the 
ARWRA to become effective. In actuality, Section 16.15 of the ARWRA states: “The 
portions of this Water Recycling Agreement applicable to the New Source Water 
Facilities (see Section I) shall not become effective until the following conditions are 
met.” The remainder of the ARWRA is in effect. Further, the two agencies entered into 
an amendment to the ARWRA to extend the deadline for MCWRA to fund the new 
source waters and complete the conditions precedent to June 30, 2020. The 
amendment provides that “M1W has the right to utilize the New Source Water in full 
until such time the conditions set forth in Section 16.15 have been satisfied, and in 
connection therewith, and until such time, the provisions of Section 16.16 shall not be
in operation or effect.”  According to the General Managers of the MCWRA and M1W, 
the agreement amendment is likely going to be extended again before June 30, 2020 
(Brent Buche, MCWRA General Manager, and Paul Sciuto, M1W General Manager, 
personal communication, February 28, 2010). 

VV-88 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. The Draft SEIR 
source water analysis for Section 4.18, including details in Appendices B, C, and I, 
assumes that any excess “new source water” not used for the approved PWM/GWR 
Project or for the Proposed Modifications (if those are implemented) would be available 
for use by CSIP. M1W, MCWD, and MCWRA rights to secondary effluent depend upon 
the origin of those flows. Namely, pursuant to the ARWRA if a wastewater flow 
originates from within the M1W 2001 service area, MCWRA holds rights to those flows, 
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except as allocated to MCWD in the 1996 Annexation Agreement and in the ARWRA. 
If the conditions precedent are not met, then rights to use new source waters are as 
specified in Section 16.16 of the ARWRA. Appendix M, referenced above, provides 
an analysis to show that even if conditions precedent in Section 16.15 are not satisfied, 
there would result still be plenty of source water with which to expand production 
volumes from an expanded AWPF and additional flows.

VV-89 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability, 
and response to comment V-88. The completion of conditions precedent in 
Section 16.15 of the ARWRA is not a pre-requisite to the agreement being in effect, 
and in fact Amendment No. 1 to the ARWRA provides “M1W has the right to utilize the 
New Source Water in full until such time the conditions set forth in Section 16.15 have 
been satisfied, and in connection therewith, and until such time, the provisions of 
Section 16.16 shall not be in operation or effect.”

VV-90 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum; and Master Response #6: 
Comments on Timing of the Proposed Modifications. 

VV-91 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. 
The completion of conditions precedent is not a pre-requisite to the implementation of 
the Proposed Modifications, would not impact feasibility of the Proposed Modifications, 
would not impair the ability of the Proposed Modifications to increase water supplies 
for CalAm to assist with the ability of CalAm to comply with the CDO. Analyses of water 
supply reliability have been provided in the PWM/GWR Final EIR, in the Draft SEIR, 
and in this Final SEIR, which demonstrate that there is more than enough source water 
to implement the Proposed Modifications, whether or not the conditions precedent 
have been met. 

VV-92 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-93 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability;
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum, the latter of which 
analyzes source waters assuming that section 16.16 of the ARWRA to be in effect and 
thus, the Agricultural Wash Water to only be available for use by the CSIP system.

VV-94  See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability;
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-95 Although municipal wastewater has declined in recent years, the analysis in the Draft 
SEIR appropriately uses the 2009-2013 average for estimating the amount of 
secondary effluent produced by the RTP in normal and wet years (without new source 
waters). This is a valid assumption given that the Proposed Modifications would 
develop a new supply of water for the Monterey Peninsula increasing water available 
for new urban development as described in Section 5.2 of the Draft SEIR. Urban 
development would increase wastewater flows from all areas of M1W service area. As 
documented in Appendix O, growth in urban development and thus increased 
wastewater flows is projected by AMBAG throughout M1W’s service area. In addition,
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the source water technical memo in Appendix I uses the year 2013 (an extreme 
drought year) for the analysis of flows available in dry/drought conditions (see 
Table 11). See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water 
Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-96  The ability of M1W to implement the Lake El Estero source water diversion has not 
changed since the PWM/GWR Final EIR; M1W intends to implement that component 
of the approved PWM/GWR Project if demand exists for the use of that water and 
financing is available. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and 
Source Water Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum.
The analysis in Appendix M does not assume that any water would be provided by 
the Lake El Estero water diversion component.

VV-97 The use of Salinas Storm Water Collection System water would be limited if the City 
of Salinas refuses to allow M1W to operate its diversion structure that would enable 
the water to flow to the City’s Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility and thence to 
be pumped to the RTP after treatment and storage in the ponds at the Industrial 
Wastewater Treatment Facility. For this reason, M1W has conducted an analysis that 
assumes that this new source water is not available to CSIP nor to use as AWPF 
influent after primary and secondary treatment at the RTP. Appendix M, M1W Source 
Water Technical Memorandum provides an analysis that shows that M1W could use 
existing volumes of wastewater in its system and its rights for Blanco Drain and 
Reclamation Ditch to meet the yield of the Proposed Modifications without the use of 
Salinas Storm Water.

VV-98 See response to comment VV-97 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical 
Memorandum. 

VV-99 If the SVRP modifications component of the approved PWM/GWR Project is funded 
and constructed and the Proposed Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project are 
implemented, there may be a demand and funding mechanism to divert and treat the
Salinas storm water for beneficial reuse (i.e., increased winter time demands that 
exceed municipal wastewater flows),8 In this case, M1W would approach the City and 
negotiate an amendment to existing agreements or a new agreement to enable M1W 
to divert stormwater and put it to beneficial use. The City would benefit from M1W use 
of its stormwater by complying with the terms of the State Water Resources Control 
Board Proposition 1 Storm Water Grant (Prop 1 Grant) and the terms of its MS4 
municipal stormwater permit, both of which require reduction of pollutant loads to 
surface waters downstream of urban areas including by diverting storm water to the 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment Facility that would otherwise flow untreated to the 
Salinas River. M1W would not divert the storm water to its RTP unless and until there 
is a recycled water demand for it. This demand is not anticipated to occur until the City

8 Presently, the Salinas Storm Water Collection System water is not needed to meet projected demands 
due to its availability primarily during winter months when there are low recycled water demands. The 
participation by MCWRA in funding the new source water facilities would demonstrate that additional 
demands may require increased influent flows.
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of Salinas or one or more recycled water customers commits to funding the costs of 
treatment/operations and maintenance.

VV-100 See response to comment VV-83; see also Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical 
Memorandum. 

VV-101 See response to comment VV-84; see also Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical 
Memorandum. 

VV-102 The 2015 Final EIR (Volume I) provide clear and detailed information about the source 
water for the approved PWM/GWR Project and for the Proposed Modifications to the 
PWM/GWR Project (with proposes to use the same suite of source waters), including 
on pages 2-19 through 2-28 and 2-38 through 2-59 with more detailed technical 
information in Appendices B-Rev, C-Rev, N, O-Rev, P, Q-Rev, and R. When the 
PWM/GWR Project was modified to include joint use of the MCWD RUWAP 
conveyance pipeline and to provide irrigation supplies to MCWD customers, updated 
information about use of municipal wastewater was presented in Addendum No. 3 to 
the EIR (M1W/DD&A, October 2017). The Draft SEIR presents a summary of the 
analysis on pages 4.18-10 through 4.18-13 and the technical memorandum in 
Appendix I summarizes the information in the Tables in Appendix I. See also Master
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability;
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-103 The Draft SEIR provides the information requested in the comment in section 4.18 and 
in Appendices B and I. This information has been supplemented with the Source Water 
Operational Plan in Appendix M of this Final SEIR, which looks at a condition in the 
future if section 16.16 of the ARWRA is in effect. In all cases, this SEIR demonstrates 
that excess wastewaters are available to meet the yield requirements of the Proposed 
Modifications. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source 
Water Availability; Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum; and 
Master Response #6: Comments on Timing of Proposed Modifications. 

VV-104 Table 4.18-3 accurately reflects the current status of contracts and agreements for 
source water rights in relevant agreements. Relative to the volumes, Appendix I of the 
Draft SEIR and Appendix M of this Final SEIR, show that excess volumes are 
physically available to meet the yield objectives of the Proposed Modifications if 
conditions precedent in sections 16.15 are completed and if those conditions are not 
and section 16.16 of the ARWRA is in effect. See also Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability;
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-105 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives; 
and Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-106 The commenter disagrees with the water supply and demand analysis that was 
prepared by MPWMD. The supply and demand analysis provided by MPWMD and 
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used for the Draft SEIR presents the factual assumptions upon which the District’s 
expert opinion is based. MPWMD has since updated and finalized the analysis (see 
Appendix O of this Final SEIR, MPWMD Supply and Demand Report) and this 
analysis further supports the analysis and conclusions in the growth inducement 
section of Chapter 5 of the SEIR at pages 5-4 through 5-7 as amended in this Final 
SEIR. See responses to comment VV-7, Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability, Appendix O, MPWMD Supply and Demand 
Report, and Appendix N, MPWMD Response to Hazen & Sawyer. 

VV-107 The commenter reiterates its disagreement with the conclusions of the MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report. By including the comments and supporting information,
including materials developed by commenter’s consultants, in this Final SEIR, the 
Final SEIR has presented the disagreement to the M1W decisionmakers and to the 
public. Ultimately, M1W, as CEQA lead agency, can choose to rely on facts, data, and 
analysis provided by experts, including the experts at MPWMD. The MPWMD Water 
Supply and Demand Report identifies the relevant facts, reasonable assumptions 
predicated on those facts, and the MPWMD’s expert opinion based upon facts. The 
MPWMD analysis including the September 2019 Memorandum and the Final MPWMD 
Supply and Demand Report dated March 13, 2020 (see Appendix O of this Final 
SEIR) constitute substantial evidence. A difference of opinion among experts does not 
indicate a deficiency in an EIR. See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply 
and Source Water Availability. 

VV-108 See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed. 

VV-109 See Master Response #4: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Cumulative Impacts Disclosed. 

VV-110 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives. 

VV-111 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.

VV-112 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives. The commenter criticizes the analysis of the No Project/ No Modifications 
Alternative but does not identify any specific defect or inaccuracy in the analysis. The 
Draft SEIR explains that the Proposed Modifications would be a backup to the MPWSP 
desalination project. Therefore, the MPWSP desalination project properly is 
considered to be part of the No Project conditions. As explained by the Draft SEIR, if 
the MPWSP desalination project is delayed and if the Proposed Modifications are not 
implemented, there would be no backup water supply to enable CalAm to meet the 
Monterey District demands while still enabling CalAm to achieve the CDO 
[WR2016-0016] applicable effective diversion limits and the Seaside adjudication 
requirements without the CalAm desalination plant built or operating. 

VV-113 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.
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VV-114 The objectives described in the Draft SEIR are the objectives of M1W, which is the 
CEQA Lead Agency for the Proposed Modifications. CEQA does not require an 
agency to conform its objectives to those of the commenter. See Master 
Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-115 See response to comment VV-114 and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy 
of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-116 The CEQA Guidelines provide that a Draft EIR needs to be recirculated only if 
significant new information is added to an EIR after notice of public review has been 
given, but before certification of the Final EIR. (Pub. Res. Code, Section 21092.1; 
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5; Vineyard Area Citizens for Resp. Growth Inc. v. 
City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412,447.) The critical issue in this inquiry is 
whether any new information added is "significant"; if so, recirculation is required. 
(Pub. Res. Code, Section 21092.1). CEQA Guidelines, Section 15088.5(a) states "new 
information added to an EIR is not 'significant' unless the EIR is changed in a way that 
deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse 
environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect 
(including a feasible project alternative) that the project's proponents have declined to 
implement." 

In four situations, recirculation is required: a) A new significant environmental impact 
would result from the project or from a new mitigation measure proposed to be 
implemented. b) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact 
would result unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level 
of less than significant. c) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure 
considerably different from others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the 
environmental impacts of the project, but the project's proponents decline to adopt it. 
d) The Draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in 
nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded. 

Responses to comments provided in this document address significant environmental 
issues raised by commenting public agencies, organizations and individuals. New 
information provided in response to comments on the Draft SEIR contained in this 
document clarifies or amplifies information in the Draft SEIR. The new information 
does not reveal that the project would cause new significant impacts not previously 
identified in the Draft SEIR, or a substantial increase in the severity of impacts 
identified in the Draft SEIR. Also, no significant new information has been added that 
changes the Draft SEIR in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity 
to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible 
way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that 
the project’s proponents have declined to implement.

The information added to the Draft SEIR supports the existing analysis and
conclusions. Changes to the Draft SEIR and responses in this Final SEIR do not 
constitute “significant new information” as defined in Section 15088.5 of the CEQA 
Guidelines. Therefore, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (b), no 
recirculation of the Draft SEIR is required.
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VV-117 See response to comment VV-116.

VV-118 See response to comment VV-116.

VV-119 This comment is substantially the same as Comment VV-4. See responses to 
comment VV-4, above. As noted, the Draft SEIR explains that the Proposed 
Modifications would move forward only if it is not feasible to timely construct and 
implement the MPWSP. (Draft SEIR at 2-3.) See also Master 
Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-120 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives. See also responses to comments VV-4 through VV-12, and VV-119,
above.

VV-121 The definitions provided in the comment do not accurately define the manner in which 
the Proposed Modifications would serve as a backup to the MPWSP. See Responses 
to comments VV-4 and VV-19. See also Master Response #4: Comments on 
Adequacy of Scope and Range of Cumulative Impacts Disclosed and Master 
Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-122 Per CEQA Guidelines, the definition and objectives of the project are determined by 
the project proponent, in this case, M1W. As addressed in previous responses to 
comments VV-4 and VV-119, the MPWSP does not meet CEQA’s criteria for an 
alternative to the Proposed Modifications. See also Master Response #5: Comments 
on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-123 The Draft SEIR discloses the growth that could be induced by the Proposed 
Modifications and recognizes that this conclusion differs from the conclusion of the 
PWM/GWR Project Final EIR. The inclusion of Table 5-1 in the Draft SEIR was not 
intended to lead to the conclusion that the Proposed Modifications and the MPWSP 
should be considered as alternatives “to one another.” Rather, the analysis was 
included to characterize the extent of the growth that could be induced by the 
Proposed Modifications. See responses to comment VV-4, VV-110, VV-114 and also 
Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-124 See response to comment VV-123. See also Master Response #5: Comments on 
Adequacy of Scope and Range of Alternatives.

VV-125 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.

VV-126 See Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.

VV-127 See response to comment VV-114. See also Master Response #3: Comments on 
Water Supply and Source Water Availability. 
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VV-128 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-129 See responses to comments VV-4 through VV-12, above.

VV-130 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
and Master Response #5: Comments on Adequacy of Scope and Range of 
Alternatives.

VV-131 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-132 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-133 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

VV-134 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum.

VV-135 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-136 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-137 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-138 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-139 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-140 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-141 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-142 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-143 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 
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VV-144 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-145 See responses to comments VV-11, VV-104 and VV-105 and Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; see also 
Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-146 See responses to comments VV-4 through VV-12 and VV-90; Master 
Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability. 

VV-147 See response to comment VV-91 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability; see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water 
Technical Memorandum. 

VV-148 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability; 
see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water Technical Memorandum. 

VV-149 See response to comment VV-9 and Master Response #3: Comments on Water 
Supply and Source Water Availability; see also Appendix M, M1W Source Water 
Technical Memorandum. 

VV-150 See response to comment VV-69.

VV-151 See response to comments VV-66 through VV-69.

VV-152 See response to comment VV-14 and VV-17.

VV-153 See response to comment VV-20.

VV-154 See response to comment VV-21.

VV-155 This comment refers to comments VV-156 through VV-158. See responses to 
comments VV-156 through VV-158.

VV-156 See response to comment VV-28.

VV-157 See response to comment VV-28.

VV-158 See response to comment VV-28.

VV-159 See response to comment VV-28. All calculations are provided in the Draft SEIR and 
supported by a Technical Report in Appendix F which has been revised in this Final 
SEIR. See response to comment VV-14 regarding the use of CalEEMod to compute 
emissions.
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VV-160 See responses to comments VV-22 through VV-26.

VV-161 Comment provides guidelines for preparation of health risk assessments. See 
responses to comments VV-22 through VV-26.

VV-162 See responses to comments VV-22 through VV-26.

For emissions from construction of wells EW-1 and EW-2, the emissions would be the 
same as those computed for EW-3 and EW-4, as computed by ESA for the CalAm 
Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP). The emissions computed in the 
MPWSP EIR/EIS were the basis of the emissions used in the HRA that was conducted 
for wells EW-1 and EW-2.

Surface conditions and topographic features generate turbulence, modify vertical and 
horizontal winds, and change the temperature and humidity distributions in the 
boundary layer of the atmosphere” are similar at well locations EW-1 and EW-2 as 
they are at EW-3 and EW-4. This is supported by the HRA for these wells that support 
the conclusion in the Draft SEIR.

Meteorological conditions at EW-3 and EW-4 are not different from meteorological 
conditions at EW-1 and EW-2 with respect to the appropriate application of 
meteorological data used in the dispersion modeling. The provided HRA used data 
from Monterey Airport. The well sites EW-1, EW-2, EW-3 and EW-4 are exposed to 
similar meteorological conditions as those at the Monterey Airport where 
meteorological data were collected and used in the dispersion modeling. All sites are 
exposed to the general northwest wind flow that is not obstructed by any substantial 
features.

The HRA incorporated the latest OEHHA guidance used for assessing cancer risk to 
school children for toxicity values, breathing rates, exposure durations, and, 
conservatively applied those to school fields where children would have relatively short 
duration exposures. The predicted cancer risks provided in the HRA are consistent 
with the conclusions provided in the Draft SEIR. 
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To: Pure Water Monterey staff & officials 

From: Dr Fred Watson & Dr Scott Waltz, FORTAG co-founders 

Re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report for the Proposed Modifications to the Pure Water 
Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (Draft Supplemental EIR). 

31 January 2020 

We request that you incorporate into your process a formal and written requirement to staff and 
consultants that relevant steps in project design, engineering, and approval be coordinated with the Fort 
Ord Regional Trail and Greenway (FORTAG) project. 

FORTAG is proposed as a 31-mile multipurpose trail and greenway system within and around the former 
Fort Ord. Under TAMC as Lead Agency, the proposal has secured around $32M in funding to date along 
with various milestones of formal support and approval by elected bodies and Monterey County voters. 
The FEIR for FORTAG is scheduled for approval in March 2020. 

A key goal of FORTAG is that the paved trail will have a wheelchair accessible gradient. Achieving this 
requires careful geospatial design involving switchbacks in steep terrain, such as exists in the general 
area of the PWM well fields. 

Since 2014, the public FORTAG proposal has included trail segments that directly overlap locations 
where the PWM has subsequently proposed and constructed injection wells and associated 
infrastructure. FORTAG representatives have met with PWM representatives on a number of occasions 
with positive outcomes toward an intent to coordinate the location of our respective infrastructural 
elements so that they complement and do not conflict with each other. Nevertheless – probably 
because it is understandably difficult for everyone to keep track of everything all the time - PWM 
infrastructure has been built in locations that tend to unnecessarily constrain FORTAG’s goal of 
providing a trail with an accessible gradient and minimal environmental impact. With the newly 
proposed well sites, the possibility remains that well siting will displace trail alignment in a manner that 
could lead to additional environmental impact if not carefully coordinated. 

We believe that coordination ahead of time can lead to slight adjustments that do not significantly 
impact either project, and enable both projects to completely achieve their respective goals. There may 
also be opportunities to overlap infrastructure in complementary ways that reduce environmental 
impact – by having the trail and the well access roads be the same thing. 

The attached map depicts the general way in which the currently proposed FORTAG alignment overlaps 
proposed injection well sites. The FORTAG alignment is depicted in colors that indicate the steepness of 
the trail – red being the steepest. 

Sincerely, 

Fred Watson & Scott Waltz, FORTAG co-founders 

See map on next page. 

Letter WW
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Comment Document WW: Fred Watson and Scott Waltz, Fort Ord Regional Trail 
and Greenway (FORTAG) Project 

WW-1 Commenters represent the Fort Ord Regional Trail and Greenway (FORTAG) project 
and request that the PWM Project and PWM Expansion project incorporate a formal 
process whereby the proposed FORTAG trail alignment is considered in the PWM 
project design, engineering, and approvals. See response to comments, Letter K-1
through K-4, from the Transportation Agency. As noted, M1W intends to work with the 
Transportation Agency and FORTAG to address this request. Also see Chapter 5, 
Changes to the Draft SEIR; the requested FORTAG mapping has been added to 
Section 4.17 to pages 4.17-3 to 4.17-5 of the Draft SEIR. 
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Comment Document XX: Jeff Davi & John Tilley, Coalition of Peninsula 
Businesses 

XX-1 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

XX-2 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability.

XX-3 See Master Response #3: Comments on Water Supply and Source Water Availability
for information regarding CSIP benefits. 

XX-4 The commenter cites letters from Monterey County Farm Bureau and Salinas Valley 
Water Coalition that were sent separately. Commenter notes that they have attached 
copies of these letters for reference. Please see response to Letter AAA and 
Letter BBB, respectively, in Chapter 5.

XX-5 The letter from Monterey County Farm Bureau, dated January 10, 2020, has been 
added as Letter AAA. Please see responses to Letter AAA. 

XX-6 The letter from the Salinas Valley Water Coalition, dated January 10, 2020, has been 
added as Letter BBB. Please see responses to Letter BBB. 
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Rachel Gaudoin

From: Margaret Thum <margaret.thum@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Pure Water Monterey Info; Rachel Gaudoin
Cc: drinc@waterboards.ca.gov; gama@waterboards.ca.gov; info3@waterboards.ca.gov; Barnard, 

Randy@Waterboards
Subject: Supplemental Response to Draft EIR for Pure Water Monterey Project - Coronavirus found in Feces
Attachments: 2020-01-31 Comment on Draft EIR.pdf; Coronavirus Latest_ Feces May Be Hidden Risk of Virus's 

Spread - Bloomberg.pdf; Wuhan Coronavirus Looks Increasingly Like a Pandemic, Experts Say - The 
New York Times.pdf

Dear Ms. Gaudoin:

In support of my timely submitted comment letter to the Draft EIR on Friday, January 31, 2020 (a copy attached), I am
including the attached article (which was posted after the Draft EIR comment deadline) that reinforces the need for
stringent mitigation measures before the continued and expanded use of sewage for the Project.

The article (which also may be found via this link: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020 02 01/coronavirus
lurking in feces may reveal hidden risk of spread) confirms that the deadly coronavirus, which is quickly becoming a
global pandemic (see https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/02/health/coronavirus pandemic china.html; copy attached),
is found in feces of infected humans. This finding only emphasizes the clear and present danger of using sewage,
including from hospitals and residences, for the Project (currently and as proposed to be expanded) without proper
mitigation measures that must include ensuring that serious and deadly viruses and pathogens are not in the "treated"
water before it is injected into the groundwater; without full assurances, the Project should not use sewage as a source
for the Project.

The attached articles only further support my comments that the Project poses serious and potentially deadly impacts
on public health; as mentioned in my comment letter, the Draft EIR should not be approved without implementing
strong mitigation measures that protect public health and safety.

Thanks,

Margaret
Warning: This email originated from outside of Monterey One Water. Unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the

message, do not click links or open attachments.
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Comment Document YY: Margaret L. Thum 

YY-1 The approved PWM/GWR Project’s operating permit issued by the Regional Water 
Board (Order No. R3-2017-0003, and Monitoring and Reporting Program in Order 
No. R3-2019-0116) implements requirements to protect groundwater quality for all 
designated beneficial uses of the Seaside Groundwater Aquifer (i.e., Municipal and 
Domestic Water Supply, Industrial Service Supply, and Agricultural Supply). 
Applicable water quality objectives are assigned as recycled water limits and 
compliance must be demonstrated prior to injection to ensure water quality meets 
State of California and Federal standards for drinking water quality protective of human 
health and the environment. Extensive and frequent monitoring is required to evaluate 
AWPF influent quality, treatment process performance, recycled water quality, and 
groundwater quality. Accelerated monitoring, notification, source identification, 
treatment process modifications must be implemented if values are measured above 
public health goals, notification levels, maximum contaminant levels, and constituents 
of emerging concern (CEC) thresholds. The Proposed Modifications would not change 
the source waters that are purified at the AWPF, the treatment process that is used to 
purify the source waters at the AWPF, the regulatory standards that must be met, or 
the monitoring that must be implemented. Therefore, the PWM/GWR Project would 
continue to be protective of water quality with the Proposed Modifications. See also 
Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality.

YY-2 As discussed in response to comment YY-1, M1W received a permit in 2017 from the 
RWQCB including an approval of the Engineering Report and Monitoring and 
Reporting Program in the permit by the State Water Resources Control Board, Division 
of Drinking Water, M1W contracted with the National Water Research Institute (NWRI) 
to form and coordinate an Independent Advisory Panel (IAP) for the Project. The IAP 
included experts in disciplines related to groundwater replenishment projects including 
engineering, regulatory criteria, hydrogeology, risk assessment, and public health. 

In addition, the State of California utilized Science Advisory Panels to develop the 
groundwater replenishments regulations and CEC monitoring requirements. The 
Science Advisory Panels included experts in chemistry, biochemistry, toxicology, 
environmental microbiology, epidemiology, risk assessment, and engineering. The 
work of the Science Advisory Panel formed the basis for the State Water Resources 
Control Board’s Recycled Water Policy adopted in 2019 requiring additional monitoring 
and reporting for constituents of emerging concern and bioanalytical screening 
requirements. The PWM Project must comply with these requirements. Additional 
information about these permits and operations plans are found at 
www.purewatermonterey.org. See also Master Response #2: Comments on Purified 
Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality. 

YY-3 Recycled water and downgradient groundwater quality is monitored frequently to 
evaluate compliance with drinking water MCLs (primary and secondary) and 
notification levels. In addition, monitoring is conducted for many constituents that are 
not typically required for drinking water evaluations such as CECs, DDW-specified 
chemicals, priority pollutants, and bioanalytical screening tools (estrogen receptors, 
aryl hydrocarbon receptors). If any constituents are found to be present at unsafe 
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levels, the permit and the DDW-required operations plans provide for additional 
sampling and if needed, pursuit of alternative water supplies or wellhead treatment to 
ensure public health is protected. Additional information about these permits and 
operations plans are found at www.purewatermonterey.org. See also Master 
Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater 
Basin Quality. 

YY-4 Additional sampling for many constituents was conducted in 2018. In addition to the 
2013-2014-Source Water Sampling Program (Appendix B-1 of the Water Quality and 
Statutory Compliance Report (Draft SEIR Appendix E)), results of the 2018 Local 
Limits Source Water Sampling Program were also included in the 2019 Draft SEIR as 
Appendix B-2 of the Water Quality and Statutory Compliance Report. CEC analyses 
were conducted by State Certified and ELAP accredited laboratories. Monterey Bay 
Analytical Services (Monterey, CA) and Eurofins Eaton Analytical (Monrovia, CA) 
conducted the majority of the CEC analyses. Eurofins Eaton Analytical conducted the 
PFAS analyses, not Trussell Technologies, Inc. See also Master 
Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater 
Basin Quality.

YY-5 Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) compounds are required to be monitored 
by M1W for the approved PWM Project as required by the permit. During the 
2013-2014 sampling program, perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) was not detected in any 
of the new source waters and perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) was only detected 
in the Salinas Agricultural Wash Water (two of three samples). The treatment train for 
the AWPF includes Reverse Osmosis (one of the EPA’s recommended processes for 
PFAS treatment) which has been shown to achieve more than 90% removal of PFAS 
compounds. Under the Project’s operating permit, the recycled water will be sampled 
regularly for all constituents with drinking water regulatory limits (i.e., primary and 
secondary MCLs), drinking water Notification Levels (which includes PFOS and 
PFOA), priority pollutants, and CECs. See also Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

YY-6 As required by the Project’s operating permit, an Environmental Laboratory 
Accreditation Program (ELAP) accredited laboratory will be performing the PFOA and 
PFOS analyses using EPA Method 537.1. See also Master Response #2: Comments 
on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality

YY-7 The plumes within the former Fort Ord are located outside of the Seaside Groundwater 
Basin and the operations of the approved PWM/GWR Project and the Proposed 
Modifications evaluated in the Draft SEIR would not result in a significant impact 
related to the plumes. This issue was addressed in the Draft SEIR on pages 3-6 and 
4.9-4 to 4.9-6.

YY-8 Purified recycled water produced at the current 5 MGD AWPF and purified recycled 
water produced at the Proposed Modifications must meet all requirements specified in 
the current Title 22 California Code of Regulations for recycled water and drinking 
water. This regulation is established to protect public health.

YY-9 See responses to comments YY-5 and YY-6.
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YY-10 See response to comment L-8 and Master Response #2: Comments on Purified 
Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

YY-11 The Project’s operating permit includes systematic testing for known contaminants and 
unknown contaminants (through surrogates) throughout the treatment process. 
Monitoring is conducted in the RTP secondary effluent (influent to the AWPF), filtered 
effluent (prior to RO), RO permeate (prior to advanced oxidation), final purified 
recycled water (after advanced oxidation), and downgradient groundwater (within 
30 days and 180 days travel time from the injection wells). Unknown constituents that 
may be present will also be analyzed using the bioassessment analysis required by 
the 2019 Recycled Water Policy. See also Master Response #2: Comments on 
Purified Recycled Water and Seaside Groundwater Basin Quality.

YY-12 See response to comment YY-11.

YY-13 As required by Title 22 California Code of Regulations, which includes treatment 
performance standards for protection of public health, the AWPF will provide more 
than the required 12-log treatment for virus, where 12-log treatment is 99.999999999% 
removal. For public health protection from viruses and other pathogens, the treatment 
train includes ozone (a very potent disinfectant), reverse osmosis (removing particles 
and molecules that are smaller than viruses), and Advanced Oxidation with hydrogen 
peroxide and ultraviolet light disinfection along with a minimum of almost a year of 
underground travel time through the aquifer. The purified water will also receive 
disinfection from chloramines in the pipeline carrying the water from the AWPF to the 
injection wellfield. 
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Comment Document ZZ: Nancy McCready 

ZZ-1 See Master Response #2: Comments on Purified Recycled Water and Seaside 
Groundwater Basin Quality. 
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Comment Document AAA: Farm Bureau Monterey (received 1/10/2020)  

AAA-1 The comment describes the Monterey County Farm Bureau’s involvement and 
opinions related to the agricultural industry of the Salinas Valley, the water resource 
supply solutions, including MPWSP and the PWM/GWR Project, and the Salinas 
Valley’s compliance with the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act. The 
comment is referred to decisionmakers for their consideration. No response is 
required.

AAA-2 The comment expresses the Farm Bureau’s opinion on the Proposed Modifications to 
the PWM/GWR Project and is referred to decisionmakers for their consideration. No 
response is required.
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Comment Document BBB: Salinas Valley Water Coalition (received 1/17/2020) 

BBB-1 The comment describes the Salinas Valley Water Coalition’s interest and involvement 
and opinions related to the water resource supply for agriculture, agricultural-related 
business and individuals, and the MPWSP. The comment is referred to 
decisionmakers for their consideration. No response is required.

BBB-2 The comment provides information and expresses the Salinas Valley Water Coalition’s 
opinion about water resource issues of the Salinas Valley and is referred to 
decisionmakers for their consideration. No response is required.

BBB-3 The comment expresses Salinas Valley Water Coalition’s opinion on the Proposed 
Modifications to the PWM/GWR Project and is referred to decisionmakers for their 
consideration. No response is required.
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Comment Document CCC: Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, State 
Clearinghouse (received 2/7/2019) 

CCC-1  The Comment Document states the State Clearinghouse submitted the Draft SEIR 
to selected state agencies for review and provided a link to one comment letter 
that the State Clearinghouse received during the public review period. Specifically, 
the California Department of Fish and Wildlife submitted the same letter as shown 
in Comment Document D in this section to the State Clearinghouse. No further 
response is required. Monterey One Water has complied with the State 
Clearinghouse review requirements as required pursuant to CEQA.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
US ARMY INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT COMMAND 

HEADQUARTERS, US ARMY GARRISON, PRESIDIO OF MONTEREY 
1759 LEWIS ROAD, SUITE 210 
MONTEREY, CA  93944-3223 

Office of the Garrison Commander 

Monterey One Water  
Attn:  Rachel Gaudoin, Public Outreach Coordinator 
5 Harris Court, Building D 
Monterey, CA  93940 

Dear Ms. Gaudoin, 

The United States Army Garrison Presidio of Monterey (USAG Presidio) appreciates the
opportunity to comment on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) for 
the Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment (PWM/GWR) Project, 
which you prepared in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act. This Draft 
SEIR is a supplement to the PWM/GWR Project Final Environmental Impact Report, 
certified by Monterey One Water (M1W) on October 8, 2015.  The SEIR analyzes and 
discloses the potentially significant environmental effects associated with the construction, 
operation, and maintenance of M1W’s Proposed Modifications to expand the water supply 
yield of the approved PWM/GWR Project.   

As described in the SEIR, the primary objectives of the Proposed Modifications are to 
reduce discharges of secondary effluent to the Monterey Bay and to replenish the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin with 2,250 AFY of additional purified recycled water to replace 
California American Water’s (CalAm’s) use of existing water sources. These modifications 
are proposed as a backup to CalAm’s Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP).
The USAG Presidio expresses no view on whether the expanded PWM/GWR serves as a 
backup for the MPWSP or serves in another capacity for supplementing the regional water 
supply.  The USAG Presidio is interested in water augmentation in the Monterey Peninsula 
area but does not endorse any particular approach. 

Components of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project are proposed to be constructed and 
operated on Army owned and occupied property managed by the USAG Presidio.  These 
components involve the CalAm Distribution System Improvements, including: 

- Two groundwater extraction wells, associated appurtenances, electrical works,
pipeline tie-ins, access roads, grading, fencing, etc.

- A water disinfection system housed in an approximately 720 square foot building
including raw and treated water pipelines and appurtenances, chemical delivery,
storage, metering, feed/injection systems, SCADA/electrical instrumentation and
controls, and safety and climate controls equipment.

- Conveyance pipelines from the extraction wells and disinfection to CalAm’s
distribution system.

Letter DDD

DDD-1
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General Comment:
The Army has discretionary approval authority over proposed projects on Army lands.  Army 
decision making would require analysis of the proposed action under the National 
Environmental Policy Act, Federal implementing regulations, other applicable Federal laws, 
and a contractual real estate agreement as prescribed by Army Regulation 405-80.
Recommend that if multiple Federal agencies are involved the Expanded PWM/GWR 
undergo a consolidated review under NEPA. 

General Comment: 
Coordination with the Army will be required to ensure all of the Army’s interests are 
addressed, including but not limited to, the Traffic Control and Safety Assurance Plan,
Roadway Rehabilitation Program, Noise Control Plan, safety measures associated with 
proposed disinfection system, etc. 

Section 2.6.5-Modifications to CalAm Facilities for Expanded PWM/GWR Project, 
Operations and Maintenance, pg. 2-30
The operation and maintenance of the proposed water treatment facility is not mentioned in 
Section 2.6.5. The only routine maintenance mentioned is backflushing. The amount and 
types of chemicals to be stored on site should be specified.  Storage, handling, and safety 
measures of hazardous materials and chemicals to be stored on site should be included in 
the DEIR and in accordance with Army Technical Manual (TM) 38-410.  The proposed 
ground water treatment system at Extraction Well #3 must be operated and maintained by a 
certified water distribution or treatment operator per Title 22 Section 63770. 

Section 2.6.5-Modifications to CalAm Facilities for Expanded PWM/GWR Project, 
Operations and Maintenance, pg. 2-30
Physical security for the proposed disinfection facility must be in compliance with Army 
Regulation 190-51.

Section 4.5.2.6-Special Status Wildlife Species 
This section should include reference to protection of birds pursuant to the Migratory Bird 
Treaty Act (MBTA) 16 United States Code § 703-712. A pre-construction survey for 
migratory birds during the nesting season will be required for the proposed CalAm 
distribution system improvements on Army owned property. 

Section 4.5.2.6-Special Status Wildlife Species, pg. 4.5-5 
Analysis and mitigations should include California tiger salamander (Ambystoma 
californiense), Foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana boylii), and Candidate species Monarch 
butterfly (Danaus plexippus).  

Section 4.5.4.3-Construction Impacts and Mitigation Measures, MM BT-1a, pg. 4.5-10 
Tree protection associated with CalAm distribution system improvements on Army owned 
property would require that fencing be located at the edge of the root zone, located out a 
distance 15 times the diameter at breast height in all directions. Fencing shall be rigidly 
supported and maintained during the project. Fenced areas shall not be used for storage of 
materials or equipment.  Seed mix for revegetation must be approved by the Army in 
accordance with the Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan. 
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Section 4.14-Noise and Vibration, Mitigation Measures, pg. 4.14-10
Terms of the Army issued real estate agreement will require that noise mitigation is based 
on actual noise levels at the residence (receptor), not based on geographical distance from 
the construction.   
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Comment Document DDD: U.S. Department of the Army – Presidio of Monterey 
(Received 2/12/20) 

DDD-1 The comment describes the Proposed Modifications, and states the Army has no 
preferred water supply solutions. No response is required.

DDD-2 M1W understands that the U.S Army may require a NEPA review process prior to their 
approval of a real property transaction to allow construction of several of the CalAm 
Facilities modifications (Extraction Wells No. 3, No. 4, pipelines and wellhead 
treatment system at Extraction Well No. 3). The NEPA review   process for these 
components would likely occur in parallel with preparation of engineering design plans, 
bid documents, and permitting, similar to the process used by MCWD for receiving 
Army approval of their RUWAP pipeline for the product water conveyance facilities of 
the approved PWM/GWR project. The only other known federal nexus is the NOAA 
MBNMS decision to authorize National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
permits issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board. As with the approved 
PWM/GWR Project, the submittal of a request for an amendment to the existing M1W 
NPDES permit would occur in parallel with other operational permitting processes and 
would not be a precursor to project construction. The uniqueness of the two federal 
approvals in terms of geographic scope, timing, and differing actions (U.S. Army for 
real property transaction for CalAm to build their facilities, and the NOAA MBNMS for 
their authorization of an operational change to the M1W NPDES permit), would not 
lend itself to a consolidated review under NEPA. See also response to comment J-10.

DDD-3 The components of the Proposed Modifications referenced by the Army in this 
comment are facilities that would be constructed by CalAm and therefore, this 
comment will be referred to CalAm staff for their information prior to moving forward 
with implementation of those components. The SEIR, provides an impact analysis and 
where impacts are significant, the SEIR recommends mitigation measures for traffic, 
noise, and hazards and hazardous materials. 

DDD-4 The analysis of impacts related to the use of treatment chemicals at the Extraction 
Well No. 3 is found on page 4.9-22, which determined that: “Operation of the Extraction 
Wells would result in a less-than-significant impact resulting from the routine transport, 
use, or disposal of hazardous materials. Water recovered from the Extraction Wells 
would be treated prior to being conveyed into the distribution system. The treatment 
system would be located at EW-3. The chemicals for treatment of extracted water 
would be stored in a chemical/electrical control building. The proposed treatment 
building at EW-3 would be approximately 24-feet by 30-feet and 15-feet tall, and would 
include: 

• two tanks; one for chlorination and one for stabilization of water produced from 
EW 1-4 with chemical containment/heating/ventilation; 

• instrumentation and electrical equipment and SCADA panels with interface, 
and antenna; 

• chemical delivery, storage, and feed systems; 

• interior above-ground metering and chemical injection; and  
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• associated appurtenances, analyzers, electrical, excavation, trenching, 
backfill, pavement, driveway and fencing.  

If an accident occurs, conditions could result in inadvertent releases of small quantities 
of sodium hypochlorite. However, compliance with the various regulations regarding 
the safe transport, use, and storage of hazardous materials would ensure this impact 
is less-than-significant, and therefore, no mitigation measures are necessary.” To the 
extent that the Army requires compliance with its Technical Manual, such compliance 
can be included as a condition of the real property transaction between the Army and 
CalAm.

DDD-5 The components of the Proposed Modifications referenced by the Army in this 
comment are facilities that would be constructed by CalAm and therefore, this 
comment will be referred to CalAm staff for their information prior to moving forward 
with implementation of those components. The SEIR, provides an impact analysis and 
where impacts are significant, the SEIR recommends mitigation measures for traffic, 
noise, and hazards and hazardous materials.

DDD-6 The Proposed Modifications were reviewed in relation to compliance with the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act (see pages 4.5-6, 4.5-12 through 4.5-14 of the Draft SEIR, and 
sections 2.2.3, 2.4, and 3.5.2 of Appendix G) and a complete description of that Act 
was included in the PWM/GWR Final EIR (see Section 4.5.3.1 of the PWM/GWR 
Project Final EIR for more information, as referenced on page 4.5-7 of the Draft 
Supplemental EIR). The recommended mitigation measure is included in the SEIR 
and will be included in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the 
Proposed Modifications (see MM BT-1k on page 4.5-21 of the Draft SEIR as modified 
in this Final SEIR in Chapter 5, Changes to the Draft SEIR).

DDD-7 The species identified in this comment were addressed in the Draft SEIR as follows: 

• Regarding the foothill yellow-legged frog (Rana boylii), see Appendix D in 
Appendix G, Terrestrial Biological Resources Technical Memorandum in the 
Draft SEIR, which states that the potential for an occurrence is unlikely 
because suitable habitat does not exist within or adjacent to the Biological 
Study Area; there are no permanent water resources within the Biological 
Study Area.

• Regarding California tiger salamander (Ambystoma californiense), see 
Appendix D in Appendix G, Terrestrial Biological Resources Technical 
Memorandum in the Draft SEIR, which states that the potential for an 
occurrence is unlikely because no breeding habitat is present within the 
Biological Study Area. Several breeding locations are known within Fort Ord; 
however, all of these are located 2.0 miles or greater from the Biological Study 
Area, outside of the known dispersal range for this species. 

• Regarding the Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus), see Appendix D in 
Appendix G, Terrestrial Biological Resources Technical Memorandum in the 
Draft SEIR, which states that the potential for an occurrence is unlikely 
because no suitable overwintering habitat within or adjacent to Biological Study 
Area.
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DDD-8 The components of the Proposed Modifications referenced by the Army in this 
comment are facilities that would be constructed by CalAm and therefore, this 
comment will be referred to CalAm staff for their information prior to moving forward 
with implementation of those components. The SEIR, provides an impact analysis and 
where impacts are significant, the SEIR recommends mitigation measures for impacts 
to trees in the vicinity of Proposed Modifications Components (see pages 4.5-14
through 4.5-15, Mitigation Measures BT-1a and BT-1b of the Draft SEIR).

DDD-9 The components of the Proposed Modifications referenced by the Army in this 
comment are facilities that would be constructed by CalAm and therefore, this 
comment will be referred to CalAm staff for their information prior to moving forward 
with implementation of those components. The SEIR, provides an impact analysis and 
where impacts are significant, the SEIR recommends mitigation measures for noise 
impacts to residents in the vicinity of Proposed Modifications components. The Draft 
SEIR includes performance standards within Mitigation Measures for noise levels at 
residences. See pages 4.14-10 through 4.14-11 of the Draft SEIR. 
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CHAPTER 5 CHANGES TO THE DRAFT SEIR 

The following section provides revisions to the text of the Draft SEIR, in amendment form. The 
revisions are listed by page number. All additions to the text are presented in underline, and all 
deletions are shown in strikeout.  

CHANGES APPLICABLE THROUGHOUT THE DOCUMENT 

Replace all references to “State Board” and “SWRCB” to “State Water Board” in response to 
comment I-1. 

CHANGES TO THE SUMMARY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
REPORT 

No changes required. 

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION 

No changes required. 

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 2, PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Page 2-1 Revise the last sentence of Footnote 1 as follows: 
“…Specifically, the draft resolution stated that M1W’s “prior approval of proceeding with the initial 
environmental, permitting and design work for the potential expansion of the Pure Water Monterey 
Project was done specifically as a backup plan to, and not as an option in the place of, the CalAm 
desalination project, and only to have a ready-to-go alternative plan in place in the event that the 
CalAm desalination project is delayed beyond the Cease and Desist Order deadline of 
December 31, 202119.” 
 

Page 2-3 Revise Footnote 4 as follows to partially respond to comment I-2: 
“The State Water Resources Control Board’s Cease and Desist Order 95 10 required the 
reduction of CalAm pumping from the Carmel River; Order 2016 16 extended the time period for 
withdrawals above legal limits from the Carmel River through 2021. See the description of the 
State Water Board Orders to reduce Carmel River diversions in Section 2.2.1, below.” 
 

Page 2-8 Revise Section 2.2.1 as follows to partially respond to comment I-2: 
“In 1995, the State Water Board issued Order No. WR 95-10, which found that CalAm was 
diverting more water from the Carmel River Basin (approx. 14,106 AFY) than it was legally entitled 
to divert (3,376 AFY). The State Board ordered CalAm to “diligently implement” actions to 
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terminate its unlawful diversions from the Carmel River and to maximize use of the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin (to the extent feasible) to reduce diversions of Carmel River water. In addition, 
In 2009, finding that CalAm's diversion reductions and development of new lawful water sources 
had "taken far too long" and were "too small to satisfy the requirement for diligence," the State 
Water Board issued a subsequent Cease and Desist Order (SWRCB Order Number WR 
2009-0060) issued in 2009 required requiring CalAm to secure replacement water supplies for its 
Monterey District service area by January 2017 and reduce terminate its unlawful Carmel River 
diversions to 3,376 AFY no later than December 31, 2016.  
“Subsequent to certification of the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR, in July 2016, the SWRCB State 
Water Board adopted Order WR 2016-0016, which amends Orders 95 10 and WR 2009-0060. 
Order 2016 0016 and extends the date by which CalAm must terminate all unlawful diversions 
from the Carmel River from December 31, 2016 to December 31, 2021. The revised Cease and 
Desist Order set imposes additional conditions and a compliance schedule, including an initial 
“effective diversion limit” of 8,310 AFY for Water Year 2015-2016 (October 1, 2015 - 
September 30, 2016) and. Order WR 2016-0016’s compliance schedule also establishesd annual 
milestones that CalAm must meet in order to maintain the 8,310 AFY diversion limit through 2021. 
The milestones, which CalAm has met to date, include specified construction progress on the 
MPWSP no later than September 30, 2020, additional specified construction progress on the 
MPWSP no later than September 30, 2021, and substantial completion of MPWSP to allow water 
deliveries no later than December 31, 2021. All volumes of GWR Project water delivered to CalAm 
result in an equivalent reduction of the effective diversion limit. After December 31, 2021, 
regardless of whether CalAm has achieved the earlier specified interim milestones, CalAm will be 
in violation of the State Water Board's cease and desist order if CalAm diverts any Carmel River 
water in excess of its actual water rights.” 
 

Page 2-8 Revise the second paragraph of Section 2.2.2 and Footnote 13 as follows to 
partially respond to comment I-2: 

“The Expanded PWM/GWR Project is proposed as a back-up to the MPWSP, not as an option or 
alternative to the MPWSP. It would be implemented in the event that CalAm is unable to feasibly 
implement the MPWSP in a timely fashion, in accordance with the State Board’s Cease and Desist 
Order milestones, specifically, operation substantial completion of the MPWSP to allow water 
deliveries no later than desalination plant by December 31, 2021. The MPWSP and the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project are both designed to provide the replacement water CalAm needs to comply 
with the Cease and Desist Order and with the Seaside Groundwater Basin Adjudication.13” 
Footnote 13: 

“13 MPWMD staff has prepared updated water demand estimates, which are provided in 
Appendix O of this Final SEIR. based on “available supplies and their ability to meet current and 
long term demand…changing nature of demand on the Monterey Peninsula, the underlying 
assumptions in the sizing of the water supply portfolio, and indicators of the market’s ability to 
absorb new demand” (MPWMD, March 13, 2020) September 16, 2019), CalAm and other 
members of the public have contended that additional water supplies would be necessary to 
address future water demand (i.e., up to 14,400 AFY per CPUC CPCN Decision 18 09 017 and 
up to 12,948 AFY in 2035 per CalAm’s 2015 Urban Water Management Plan). More information 
is provided in Chapter 5.” 
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Page 2-11 Revise the 2nd paragraph Section 2.6.1 as follows in response to comment B-2: 
“As the owner of the regional municipal wastewater collection and treatment system, M1W 
collects municipal wastewater from communities in northern Monterey County and treats it at its 
Regional Treatment Plant. Currently, most of that wastewater is recycled for crop irrigation in the 
dry season at an onsite tertiary treatment plant at the Regional Treatment Plant called the Salinas 
Valley Reclamation Plant. The tertiary-treated wastewater is delivered to growers through a 
conveyance and irrigation system called the Castroville Seawater Intrusion Project (CSIP). During 
wet periods, recycled wastewater is used only intermittently for crop irrigation. The wastewater 
that is not recycled for crop irrigation is treated to secondary effluent standards and discharged 
to the ocean through M1W’s existing ocean outfall. In 2019, M1W began operating its Advanced 
Water Purification Facility that also uses secondary effluent as influent and produces purified 
recycled water for injection into the Seaside Groundwater Basin. Injection operations began in 
February 2020; although not currently occurring, purified recycled water is also planned to be 
used for urban irrigation within Marina Coast Water District’s service area. The Proposed 
Modifications would enable more of the municipal wastewater secondary effluent to be recycled 
than is possible without the modifications; thus, less municipal wastewater secondary effluent 
would be discharged through the ocean outfall.” 
 

Page 2-12 Revise the first full paragraph as follows in response to comment B-2 and comment 
document H: 

“With the Proposed Modifications, the approved PWM/GWR Project would continue to result in 
additional tertiary recycled water supply for agricultural irrigation in northern Salinas Valley, 
however approximately 700 to 800 AFY less water would be available for agricultural irrigation 
than was assumed in the calculations provided in connection with the approved PWM/GWR 
Project the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement, see Section 2.6.1.1 of the Draft 
SEIR. Some of this identified reduction in future benefits for CSIP occurred due to Marina Coast 
Water District’s use of its rights to the municipal wastewater for urban irrigation (approved with 
PWM/GWR Project changes in October 2017) and some yield reduction occurred due to the 
Settlement Agreements with the National Marine Fisheries Service and with California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, which resolved protests on the Blanco Drain and Reclamation 
Ditch diversion water rights permits. Some of The remainder of this reduction in future increases 
in tertiary recycled water for agricultural irrigation compared to the amount of water anticipated to 
be available under the approved PWM/GWR Project is due to M1W’s proposal to recycle more of 
the municipal wastewater to which it is entitled to recycle under its existing water rights under 
Water Code section 1210 and existing contracts and local agency agreements (described below 
in section 2.6.1.1). Additional analyses of source water availability and use have been prepared 
and included in this Final SEIR (see Appendix M) to show that M1W would still hold legal rights 
to use secondary treated effluent in adequate volumes to meet the yield objectives of the 
Proposed Modifications even if one of the following future scenarios occurs: 

• conditions precedent in section 16.15 of the ARWRA are not completed, or  
• new source waters in Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch are not available for use by 

M1W for the Proposed Modifications. 
“Currently, the only sources of supply for the existing tertiary recycled water facility are municipal 
wastewater from within the M1W 2001 service area, half of the municipal wastewaters that flow 
into the M1W system from outside of the 2001 service area, less rights to those waters given to 
M1W and Marina Coast Water District, and small amounts of urban dry weather runoff from the 
City of Pacific Grove. Municipal wastewater flows have declined in recent years due to aggressive 
water conservation efforts by the M1W member entities. With the approved PWM/GWR Project, 
the quantity of source waters entering the existing wastewater collection system is expected to 
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“to provide a cost analysis for the operation, maintenance, and capital costs for 
New Source Water Facilities to determine specific rates and charges for final 
consideration. Through discussions with MCWRA the new source waters 
evaluated in this Study were narrowed to Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch, 
including existing source waters of treated wastewater, supplemental wells and 
IWW. The Salinas Pond Water Return Facilities will be considered independently 
and are discussed in Section 9 of this report. This report includes capital, 
operations, maintenance, and repair and replacement costs associated with 
developing New Source Water Facilities and provides incremental costs for CSIP 
operations under four different scenarios developed by MCWRA and M1W based 
on climate conditions and water rights for each water supply.” 

“This report did not describe or evaluate environmental impacts, mitigation measures, nor 
alternatives related to the approved PWM/GWR Project nor related to the Proposed Modifications 
and only provided estimates of the volumes and cost of capital and operations and maintenance 
of three of the new source waters; therefore, does not change or add to the environmental impact 
analysis of the SEIR. As described in comment H-3 and H-10, the Raftelis Study found that CSIP 
would receive 2,300 AFY of the three new source waters identified above based on the Raftelis 
assumptions. That report did not consider the volumes or associated costs for the diversion and 
use of other new source waters (Lake El Estero, Ag Wash Water, Salinas Storm Water, and 
treated Ag Wash Water mixed with storm water from the Salinas Industrial Wastewater 
Percolation Ponds); it also separately addressed the CSIP yield from the Salinas Valley 
Reclamation Plant winter modifications. The changes to CSIP yield identified in the prior section 
assume implementation of the other new source waters (except Tembladero Slough) and the 
SVRP winter modifications.” 
 

Page 2-19 Revise Section 2.6.3 as follows in response to comment document G and 
comments S-6 and S-7: 

“2.6.3 Modifications to Product Water Conveyance 
“The Proposed Modifications include the construction of a new product water conveyance pipeline 
extending from the existing Blackhorse Reservoir to the Expanded Injection Well Area. See 
Figure 2-35 for more detail. The northern part of the pipeline would be located within an existing 
private dirt road, which is maintained by MCWD. The southern portion of the pipeline would be 
located within the existing paved area of Eucalyptus Road. Eucalyptus Road is closed to vehicles; 
however, it is frequently used by recreational users. In total, the pipeline would be approximately 
1 mile to the first Injection Well (at Well Site #5) and an additional 2,000 feet from Well Site #5 to 
Well Site #7. The pipeline would be a maximum of 30 inches in diameter. An additional 2,000 feet 
of pipeline for backflushing wells also be located generally along the same alignment as the 
product water pipeline between Well Site #5 and Well Site #7.  
“The existing product water pump station at the M1W Regional Treatment Plant would need to be 
upgraded, as described above in Section 2.6.2, in order to efficiently convey water produced at 
the Advanced Water Purification Facility to the new portion of the Product Water Conveyance 
Pipeline described above.  
“The Blackhorse Reservoir and the conveyance pipeline from this reservoir site to the injection 
wellfield are owned by MCWD and jointly used for the approved PWM/GWR Project. See 
Figure 2-5A at the end of this chapter for a detailed depiction of the pipeline connection to the 
lateral pipeline feeding the Blackhorse Reservoir. The existing product water conveyance pipeline 
from the Product Water Pump Station to the Blackhorse Reservoir is sufficiently sized to handle 
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the increased total flow rate of 7.6 mgd (an increase of 2.6 mgd above the approved PWM/GWR 
Project maximum flow rate) in addition to water for foreseeable RUWAP irrigation needs. The 
peak velocity in the pipeline would be approximately 4 ft/s (Kennedy-Jenks, 2020).  
“The pipeline to the Expanded Injection wellfield would branch off the Blackhorse Reservoir lateral 
near the tank. The MCWD Recycled Water Master Plan identifies the need for a future distribution 
lateral from the tank site to the corner of Eucalyptus Road and Parker Flats Cut-Off. However, 
this connection is outside the scope of the Proposed Modifications and this SEIR.  
“The 2 million gallon capacity Blackhorse Reservoir provides operational storage for the 
conveyance and injection requirements of the approved PWM/GWR Project and the Proposed 
Modifications in addition to the RUWAP irrigation demands and can accommodate the 
backwashing cycles for all approved and proposed deep injection wells (Kennedy-Jenks, 2020).” 
 

Page 2-30 Revise Section 2.6.5.1 as follows to respond to comment document G: 
“New pipelines would be required to connect the new extraction wells with the existing MPWMD 
and CalAm backwash, treatment, and distribution systems. Under the current ASR system 
operation, water supply from the Carmel River is conveyed from the CalAm Monterey service 
area main distribution system through a 30-inch MCWD-owned pipeline in General Jim Moore 
Blvd to the ASR wells. Water flows north in the 30-inch pipeline during ASR injection and when 
extraction is occurring from ASR wells, the same pipeline conveys water south to CalAm 
customers. Under the PWM Expansion, PWM extraction time periods will seasonally overlap with 
ASR injection time periods (see Figure 8 of the Montgomery & Associates Technical 
Memorandum in Appendix D of the Draft SEIR). During these periods, separate pipelines for ASR 
well injection and Seaside Groundwater Basin extraction will be needed and full extraction 
capabilities from two of the proposed new extraction wells would be needed at a minimum. The 
Proposed Modifications were conceptually designed to accommodate CalAm needs (peak day 
demand and total customer demand). Use of all four new extraction wells (EW-1 through EW-4) 
and full capacity in the conveyance pipelines could occur using only Seaside Groundwater Basin 
extractions.1   
“New pipelines to be constructed in General Jim Moore Blvd include: 
 A raw water pipeline from EW-1, EW-2, and EW-3 to the treatment system proposed at 

the EW-3 site. 
 A backwash pipeline from the new wells to the percolation basin. This is an extension of 

the existing pipeline connecting the ASR-3 and ASR-4 site to the ASR-1 and ASR-2 site. 
 A potable water pipeline from the treatment facility at the EW-3 site to the CalAm System 

at Hilby Avenue. 
“Pipelines are shown on Figure 2-7 schematically and on Figure 2-8 of the Draft SEIR. Locations 
for these pipelines would be entirely within the roadway (City and U.S. Army right of way) and will 

                                                      

1 This may occur for short durations during a future peak demand day when all of the following occur 
simultaneously: CalAm’s other water supplies sources are not available, the largest non-ASR well is out of 
service (Paralta), and ASR 1, 2, 3, and 4 are all unavailable for Seaside Groundwater Basin extractions 
due to maintenance or rehabilitation, injections, or the resting period between injection and extraction. 
These facilities are conceptually designed to meet peak demands during this set of conditions. 
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CHANGES TO CHAPTER 4, ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING, IMPACTS, 
AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

Changes to 4.1 Introduction 

No changes required. 

Changes to 4.2 Aesthetics 

No changes required. 

Changes to 4.3 Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas 

Page 4.3-2 Add the following additional text to update information on technical reports to 
respond to comments VV-22 through VV-26, and VV-160 through VV-162: 

“This section was prepared in consultation with Illingworth & Rodkin, who prepared the air quality 
and greenhouse gas evaluation of the Proposed Modifications. Their report is contained in 
Appendix F (Illingworth & Rodkin Inc., September 2019, Revised March 2020). This section also 
relied on the Health Risk Assessment for the Proposed Modifications, prepared for M1W by 
Atmospheric Dynamics. This report is contained in Appendix L (Atmospheric Dynamics., 
March 2020).” 

Page 4.3-12 Add the following to Mitigation Measure AQ-1 to respond to comments C-2 and 
G-8: 

 “Per Monterey Bay Air Resources District recommendations, when feasible, the project 
shall use construction and tree remover equipment that conforms to ARB’s Tier 3 or Tier 4 
emission standards or construction equipment that uses alternative fuels such as 
compressed natural gas (CNG), propane, electricity or biodiesel to reduce diesel exhaust 
emissions.” 
 

Page 4.3-12 To respond to comments VV-27B and VV-27C, revise Table 4.3-7, Nearest 
Sensitive Receptors and Approximate Distances, to correct or update sensitive 
receptors locations and approximate distances to the Proposed Modifications sites 
for the following components:  
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Page 4.5-20  Mitigation Measures BT-1i, BT-1j, and BT-1k additional text is added as follows in 
response to comment document VV and comment DD-12: 

“MM BT-1i:  Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for Monterey Dusky-Footed Woodrat. 
(Applies to Injection Well Facilities and Extraction Wells). To avoid and reduce 
impacts to the Monterey dusky-footed woodrat, the project proponents shall retain 
a qualified biologist to conduct pre-construction surveys in suitable habitat 
proposed for construction, ground disturbance, or staging within three days prior 
to construction for woodrat nests within the project area and in a buffer zone 100 
feet out from the limit of disturbance. All woodrat nests shall be flagged for 
avoidance of direct construction impacts and protection during construction, where 
feasible. Nests that cannot be avoided shall be manually deconstructed prior to 
land clearing activities to allow animals to escape harm. If a litter of young is found 
or suspected, nest material shall be replaced, and the nest left alone for two to 
three weeks before a re-check to verify that young are capable of independent 
survival before proceeding with nest dismantling. 
“The following requirements of MPWSP Final EIR/EIS (MMs 4.6-1k) shall also be 
required. 
“If woodrat nests are found during the preconstruction surveys, the wildlife biologist 
shall conduct additional surveys throughout the duration of construction activities 
at the potentially affected facility site to identify any newly constructed woodrat 
nests. 
“If nests are observed outside of the construction area, the qualified biologist shall 
demarcate a minimum 50-foot buffer area with orange construction fencing and 
require that all construction activities and disturbance remain outside of the 
fencing. 
“Active woodrat nests located within the anticipated construction disturbance areas 
shall be relocated. Nests shall be relocated outside of the peak breeding season, 
(peak breeding season is typically February through November) to minimize 
disturbance to young woodrats.  
“Protocol for relocation of woodrats and/or their nests by qualified biologists shall 
be followed, as described below:  

a. Clear understory vegetation from around the nest using hand tools. 
b. After all vegetative cover has been cleared around the nest, the 

biologist shall gently disturb the nest to encourage the woodrat(s) to 
abandon the nest and seek cover in adjacent habitat. 

c. Once the woodrats have left the nest, the biologist shall carefully 
relocate the nest sticks to suitable habitat outside of the construction 
disturbance area, piling the sticks at the base of trees or large shrubs if 
available. If multiple nests are relocated, the stick piles shall be placed 
at least 25 feet from one another. 

d. The qualified biologist shall ensure potential health hazards to the 
biologists moving nests are addressed to minimize the risk of 
contracting diseases associated with woodrats and woodrat nests.  

e. If young are encountered during dismantling of the nest, nest material 
shall be replaced and a 50-foot no- disturbance buffer shall be 
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established around the active nest. The buffer shall remain in place until 
young have matured enough to disperse on their own accord and the 
nest is no longer active. Nesting substrate shall then be collected and 
relocated to suitable oak woodland habitat outside of the project area.” 

“MM BT-1j:  Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for American Badger. (Applies to 
Injection Well Facilities and Extraction Wells). To avoid and reduce impacts to 
the American badger, the project proponents shall retain a qualified biologist to 
conduct focused pre-construction surveys for badger dens in all suitable habitat 
proposed for construction, ground disturbance, or staging no more than two weeks 
prior to construction. Surveys shall be conducted wherever suitable habitat exist 
within 100 feet of the project area boundary. Vegetation communities in the project 
area include non-native grasslands. Along pipeline alignments, surveys shall be 
phased to occur within 14 days prior to disturbance along that portion of the 
alignment. Game cameras shall be used to record any movements at potentially 
active dens for no less than three (3) nights. If no potential badger dens are 
present, no further mitigation is required. If potential dens are observed, the 
following measures are required to avoid potential significant impacts to the 
American badger: 

1. If the qualified biologist determines that potential dens are inactive, the 
biologist shall excavate these dens by hand with a shovel to prevent 
badgers from re-using them during construction. 

2. If the qualified biologist determines that potential dens may be active, 
the den shall be monitored for a period sufficient (as determined by a 
qualified biologist) to determine if the den is a maternity den occupied 
by a female and her young, or if the den is occupied by a solitary 
badger.  

3. Maternity dens occupied by a female and her young shall be avoided 
during construction and a minimum buffer of 200 feet in which no 
construction activities shall occur shall be maintained around the den. 
After the qualified biologist determines that badgers have stopped 
using active dens within the project boundary, the dens shall be hand-
excavated with a shovel to prevent re-use during construction. 

4. Solitary male or female badgers shall be passively relocated by 
blocking the entrances of the dens with soil, sticks, and debris for three 
to five days to discourage the use of these dens prior to project 
construction disturbance. The den entrances shall be blocked to an 
incrementally greater degree over the three to five-day period. After the 
qualified biologist determines that badgers have stopped using active 
dens within the project boundary, the dens shall be hand-excavated 
with a shovel to prevent re-use during construction. 

“The following requirements of MPWSP Final EIR/EIS (MM 4.6-1j), Item 6, shall 
also be required. 
“If active badger dens are found during the course of preconstruction surveys, the 
following measures shall be taken to avoid and minimize adverse effects on 
American badger: 

a. Relocation shall be prohibited during the badger pupping season 
(typically February 15 to June 1). 
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b. Construction activities shall not occur within 50 feet of active badger 
dens observed outside of the project area. 

c. The qualified biologist shall contact CDFW immediately if natal badger 
dens are detected. The 200-foot buffer area identified in 3) above, may 
be reduced, if approved by CDFW, and if construction would not alter 
the behavior of the adult or young in a way that would cause injury or 
death to those individuals. 

d. If the biologist determines that potential dens within the project area, 
and outside the breeding season, may be active, the biologist shall 
notify the CDFW.” 

“MM BT-1k:  Conduct Pre-Construction Surveys for Protected Avian Species, including, 
but not limited to, white-tailed kite and California horned lark. (Applies to all 
Proposed Modifications, except the Advanced Water Purification Facility). 
Prior to the start of construction activities at each project component site, a 
qualified biologist shall conduct pre-construction surveys for active nests. 
Pre-construction surveys shall be conducted no more than 10 days prior to the 
start of ground disturbance to maximize the probability that nests that could 
potentially be impacted are detected. Surveys shall cover a sufficient area around 
the work site to identify nests and determine their status. A sufficient area means 
any area potentially affected (including direct impacts (i.e., nest destruction), noise, 
vibration, and movement of workers or equipment) by the project.  

1. No preconstruction surveys or avoidance measures are required for 
construction activities that would be completed entirely during the non-
nesting season (September 16 to January 31). 

2. For all construction activities scheduled to occur during the nesting 
season (February 1 to September 15), the qualified biologist shall 
conduct a preconstruction avian nesting survey no more than 10 days 
prior to the start of staging, site clearing, and/or ground disturbance.  

3. Because some bird species nest early in spring and others nest later in 
summer, surveys for nesting birds may be required to continue during 
construction to address new arrivals, and because some species breed 
multiple times in a season. The necessity and timing of these continued 
surveys shall be determined by the qualified biologist based on review 
of the final construction plans. 

4. If there is a break of 10 days or more in construction activities during 
the breeding season, a new nesting bird survey shall be conducted 
before reinitiating construction.  

5. The qualified biologist shall be capable of determining the species and 
nesting stage without causing intrusive disturbance. The surveys shall 
cover all potential nesting sites within 500 feet of the project area for 
raptors and within 300 feet for other birds. 

6. If active nests are found in the project area or vicinity (500 feet for 
raptors and 300 feet for other birds), the nests shall be continuously 
surveyed for the first 24 hours prior to any construction related activities 
to establish a behavioral baseline and, once work commences, all nests 
shall be continuously monitored to detect any behavioral changes as a 
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result of the project, if feasible. If behavioral changes are observed, 
avoidance and minimization measures shall be applied to ensure that 
the construction activities do not cause the adult to abandon an active 
nest or young or change an adult’s behavior so it could not care for an 
active nest or young. 

“If continuous monitoring is not feasible, a no-disturbance buffer (at least 500 feet 
for raptors and 250 feet for other birds [or as otherwise determined in consultation 
with CDFW] shall be created around the active nests). These buffers will remain in 
place until the breeding season has ended or until a qualified biologist has 
determined that the birds have fledged and are no longer reliant upon the nest or 
parental care for survival. If the nest(s) are found in an area where ground 
disturbance is scheduled to occur, the project operator shall require that ground 
disturbance be delayed until after the birds have fledged. The buffer distance can 
be reduced with authorization from CDFW if construction activities would not cause 
an adult to abandon an active nest or young or change an adult’s behavior so it 
could not care for an active nest or young. 
“suitable nesting habitat within the project area and within a suitable buffer area 
from the project area. The qualified biologist shall determine the suitable buffer 
area based on the avian species with the potential to nest at the site. 
“In areas where nesting habitat is present within the component project area or 
within the determined suitable buffer area, construction activities that may directly 
(e.g., vegetation removal) or indirectly (e.g., noise/ground disturbance) affect 
protected nesting avian species shall be timed to avoid the breeding and nesting 
season. Specifically, vegetation and/or tree removal can be scheduled after 
September 16 and before January 31. Alternatively, a qualified biologist shall be 
retained by the project proponents to conduct pre construction surveys for nesting 
raptors and other protected avian species where nesting habitat was identified and 
within the suitable buffer area if construction commences between February 1 and 
September 15. Pre construction surveys shall be conducted no more than 14 days 
prior to the start of construction activities during the early part of the breeding 
season (February through April) and no more than 30 days prior to the initiation of 
these activities during the late part of the breeding season (May through August). 
Because some bird species nest early in spring and others nest later in summer, 
surveys for nesting birds may be required to continue during construction to 
address new arrivals, and because some species breed multiple times in a season. 
The necessity and timing of these continued surveys shall be determined by the 
qualified biologist based on review of the final construction plans. 
“If active raptor or other protected avian species nests are identified during the pre
construction surveys, the qualified biologist shall notify the project proponents and 
an appropriate no disturbance buffer shall be imposed within which no construction 
activities or disturbance shall take place until the young have fledged and are no 
longer reliant upon the nest or parental care for survival, as determined by a 
qualified biologist. 
“Note: the above includes requirements of MPWSP Final EIR/EIS (MM 4.6-1k).”   
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Changes to 4.6 Cultural and Paleontological Resources 

Page 4.6-9 Revise Mitigation MM CR-2b, as follows in response to comment VV-41: 
“MM CR-2b: Discovery of Archaeological Resources or Human Remains. (Applies to all 

Proposed Modifications components). If archaeological resources or human 
remains are unexpectedly discovered during any construction, work shall be halted 
within 50 meters (±160 feet) of the find until it can be evaluated by a qualified 
professional archaeologist. If the find is determined to be significant, an 
archaeologist shall inspect the find within 24 hours of discovery. The archaeologist, 
in consultation with the project proponent and the appropriate Native American 
Representative, determine whether preservation in place is feasible. Consistent 
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(b)(3), this may be accomplished through 
planning construction to avoid the resource; incorporating the resource within open 
space; capping and covering the resource; or deeding the site into a permanent 
conservation easement. If avoidance is determined to be infeasible, a qualified 
archaeologist, in consultation with M1W and the appropriate Native American 
Representative, shall prepare and implement an Archaeological Research Design 
and Treatment Plan (ARDTP). Treatment of unique archaeological resources shall 
follow the applicable requirements of Public Resources Code Section 21083.2 and 
be implemented with the oversight and concurrence of the Lead Agency. 
appropriate mitigation measures shall be formulated and implemented, with the 
concurrence of the Lead Agency (M1W).  
“Treatment for most resources would consist of (but would not be not limited to) 
sample excavation, artifact collection, site documentation, and historical research, 
with the aim to target the recovery of important scientific data contained in the 
portion(s) of the significant resource to be impacted by the project. The ARDTP 
shall include provisions for analysis of data in a regional context, reporting of 
results within a timely manner and subject to review and comments by the 
appropriate Native American representative before being finalized, curation of 
artifacts and data at a local facility acceptable to the appropriate Native American 
representative, and dissemination of final confidential reports to the appropriate 
Native American representative, the Northwest Information Center of the California 
Historical Resources Information System, the Lead Agency and interested 
professionals. 
“The County Coroner shall be notified in accordance with provisions of Public 
Resources Code 5097.98-99 in the event human remains are found and the Native 
American Heritage Commission shall be notified in accordance with the provisions 
of Public Resources Code Sec. 5097 if the remains are determined to be of Native 
American origin.” 

Changes to 4.7 Energy and Mineral Resources 

Page 4.7-6 The first paragraph under the section titled “All Proposed Modifications” is 
amended as follows in response to comment: VV-42: 

“Construction of the Project Modifications would result in energy consumption due to construction 
traffic and the use of construction equipment. The primary energy demand during construction 
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would occur from use of gasoline and diesel-powered mobile construction equipment and 
vehicles. Fossil fuels used for construction vehicles and other energy-consuming equipment 
would be used during site clearing, grading, trenching, and construction. The Proposed 
Modifications would use additional fossil fuel; however, the additional amount of fossil fuel would 
be less than 10% more than the amount assumed for the approved PWM/GWR Project. 
Specifically, the construction for the Proposed Modifications would require approximately 
70,000 gallons of diesel fuel and 12,000 gallons of gasoline (Andrew Sterbenz, P.E., Schaaf & 
Wheeler, email, March 26, 2020).” 
 

Page 4.7-7 Mitigation Measure MM EN-1: Construction Equipment Efficiency Plan is 
amended as follows in response to comment: VV-43: 

“MM EN-1:  Construction Equipment Efficiency Plan. (Applies to all Proposed 
Modification components). M1W (for all components) or CalAm (for the CalAm 
Extraction Facilities and Distribution System) shall contract with a qualified 
professional (i.e., construction manager,  planner or energy efficiency consultant) 
to prepare a Construction Equipment Efficiency Plan that identifies the specific 
measures that M1W or CalAm (and its construction contractors) will implement as 
part of project construction to increase the efficient use of construction equipment. 
Such measures shall include, but not necessarily be limited to: procedures to 
ensure that all construction equipment is properly tuned and maintained at all 
times; a commitment to utilize existing electricity sources where feasible rather 
than portable diesel-powered generators; consistent compliance with idling 
restrictions of the State; and identification of procedures (including the use of 
routing plans for haul trips) that will be followed to ensure that all materials and 
debris hauling is conducted in a fuel-efficient manner. Compliance with reduction 
of heavy equipment idling onsite to a maximum of 5 minutes per the California Air 
Resources Board requirement on Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicles shall be enforced 
by on-site construction monitors. More specifically, the plan will conform to 
California Code of Regulations Title 13, Motor Vehicles, section 2449(d)(3) Idling, 
which limits idling times of construction vehicles to no more than five minutes, 
thereby precluding unnecessary and wasteful consumption of fuel due to 
unproductive idling of construction equipment. Grading plans shall reference this 
requirement and a sign shall be posted on‐site stating that construction workers 
need to shut off engines at or before five minutes of idling. The plan (including the 
use of routing plans for haul trips) shall be submitted to the permitting agency 
and/or lead agency (M1W or local jurisdictions responsible for individual permits) 
at least 20 days prior to the beginning of construction activities.” 

Changes to 4.8 Geology, Soils, and Seismicity 

Page 4.8-3  In response to comment VV-45, Figure 4.8-1 has been amended to include labels 
of individual PWM Expansion components and is included at the end of this 
chapter.  

 

Page 4.8-4 In response to comment VV-45, Figure 4.8-2 has been amended to include labels 
of individual PWM Expansion components and is included at the end of this 
chapter. 
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Page 4.8-5 In response to comment VV-45, Figure 4.8-3 has been amended to include labels 
of individual PWM Expansion components and is included at the end of this 
chapter. 

 

Page 4.8-6 The paragraph under the Advanced Water Purification Facility heading is amended 
as follows in response to comment VV-46: 

“The Advanced Water Purification Facility is located north of the City of Marina, approximately 
two miles east of the Monterey Bay shoreline. The geologic site conditions at the Advanced Water 
Purification Facility were identified in the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR and include eolian deposits 
that are anticipated to consist of weakly to moderately consolidated, moderately to well-sorted silt 
and fine- to medium-grained sand. The Advanced Water Purification Facility is located within the 
Reliz fault zone. The nearest fault, the Reliz fault, is located approximately 2.2 miles to the south. 
The alluvial materials in the area are mapped as having low liquefaction susceptibility (Rosenberg, 
2001d as referenced in Ninyo & Moore, 2014). This component is mapped as having a moderate 
erosion hazard, see Figure 4.8-4 REV.”  

 

Page 4.8-6 The paragraph under the Injection Well Facilities heading is amended as following 
in response to comment VV-46: 

“The Expanded Injection Well Area is northeast of the existing Injection Well Facilities site and 
south of Eucalyptus Road. This location is underlain by eolian deposits that are anticipated to 
consist of weakly to moderately consolidated, moderately to well-sorted silt and fine- to medium-
grained sand. Groundwater is known to be very deep at approximately 450 feet below ground 
surface (see Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality: Groundwater). The northernmost Ord 
Terrace fault is mapped beneath eolian deposits in the central portion of the project area 
approximately ¼ mile south of the Expanded Injection Well Area. This component is mapped as 
having a moderate erosion hazard, see Figure 4.8-4 REV.” 
 

Page 4.8-7: In response to comment VV-45, Figure 4.8-4 has been amended to include labels 
of individual PWM Expansion components and is included at the end of this 
chapter. 

 

Page 4.8-12: The first full sentence on the page is revised as follows to respond to comment 
VV-48: 

“Construction contractors of the Proposed Modifications would be required to adhere to standard 
construction practices to prevent and minimize construction-related erosion, as well as adhere to 
the requirements of SWPPPs that are required pursuant to federal and state NPDES regulations 
and permits for construction on one acre or more. See pages 4.11-31 to 4.11-34 in the Approved 
PWM/GWR EIR for a description of the specific NPDES requirements, including BMPs.” 
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Changes to 4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials 

Page 4.9-11: The fourth paragraph has been amended in response to comment VV-50 as 
follows: 

“(f and h) Impair Emergency Access. The Monterey County Emergency Operations Plan 
provides an overview of agency roles and responsibilities during emergencies (Monterey 
County Office of Emergency Services, 2014). Project construction would not interfere with the 
designated agency responsibilities and reporting in the event of an emergency, and no impact 
would result. Operations of the Proposed Modifications would not interfere with the designated 
agency responsibilities and reporting in the event of an emergency, and no impact would 
result. Although construction activities temporarily could impede access for emergency 
response vehicles, measures to avoid interference with emergency access are addressed in 
Section 4.17, Traffic and Transportation.” 
 

Page 4.9-16: The following text is added to the Impact Conclusion for HH-2, in response to 
comment document C: 
“The Proposed Modifications would not result in any new significant impacts or worsen the 
severity of any previously identified significant impacts. Hazardous materials, such as 
asbestos, lead, and polychlorinated biphenyls, may occur in older building materials and be 
released during demolition or renovation of existing facilities. Because the Proposed 
Modifications do not include demolition or renovation of existing facilities, buildings, or 
structures, hazardous materials in building debris would not be encountered. There is the 
potential for hazards from asbestos containing materials in non-building structures, such as 
subsurface utility lines that could be disturbed during construction activities. MBARD 
commented anecdotally there could be subsurface transite (asbestos cement) pipes or 
asbestos coated gas lines that would need abatement prior to starting construction activities 
in the former Fort Ord. MBARD recommends developing a Standard Operating Procedure to 
address a situation where unknown subsurface asbestos containing utility lines are exposed 
during the course of construction work and need to be removed prior to continuing 
construction. MBARD notification is required under existing regulations at least 10 working 
days prior to renovation or demolition activities. If old underground piping or other asbestos 
containing construction materials are encountered during trenching activities, Rule 424 could 
also apply. M1W will require its contractors to prepare and submit a Standard Operating 
Procedure for addressing unknown subsurface asbestos-containing material if it is 
encountered during construction. Per the PWM/GWR Project EIR, although construction of 
the Proposed Modifications could result in the accidental release of small quantities of 
hazardous materials, which could pose a risk to construction workers and the environment, 
through compliance with applicable hazardous and permitting regulations, the impacts from 
potential releases of hazardous materials during construction would be less-than-significant. 
“Consistent with the findings of PWM/GWR Project Final EIR, construction of the Proposed 
Modifications would not result in a significant impact related to the accidental release of 
hazardous materials during construction; therefore, no mitigation is necessary.” 
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Changes to 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality: Groundwater 

Page 4.10-5 The text on page 4.10-5 (2nd paragraph) under Section 4.10.3.3 is amended as 
follows in response to comment VV-54 and H-26: 

“Between 2017 and 2020, several local GSAs were formed to implement SGMA. The Salinas 
Valley Basin GSA covers most of the Salinas Valley, designated in California Department of Water 
Resources Bulletin 118, including the Advanced Water Purification Facility site. The Marina Coast 
Water District formed a GSA covering the extent of their service area at the time the GSA was 
formed. This Marina Coast Water District GSA covers an area where the approved and existing 
product water conveyance pipeline is located. In 2019, the City of Marina formed a GSA that 
covers approximately 450 acres of the CEMEX site, located west of the approved PWM/GWR 
Project facilities and the Proposed Modifications. In January 2020, the County of Monterey also 
approved its own GSA pursuant to its rights under Water Code section 10724.11 to cover the 
CEMEX site. No physical components of the approved PWM/GWR Project or the Proposed 
Modifications are located at the CEMEX site; however, a portion of M1W’s ocean outfall pipeline 
and beach junction structure is located there. No changes to groundwater conditions in the 
Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin within the Salinas Valley, Monterey County, nor Marina Coast 
Water District GSA geographic areas would result from the Proposed Modifications to the 
PWM/GWR Project. The Proposed Modifications would increase purified recycled water injection 
and CalAm extraction for potable supply in the Seaside Groundwater Basin on a one-to-one basis. 
The Seaside Groundwater Basin is governed by a court-ordered adjudication and therefore, does 
not have a GSA. In 2017, several local GSAs were formed in compliance with SGMA to meet the 
State’s deadline. The Salinas Valley GSA covers most of the Salinas Valley, designated in 
California’s Department of Water Resources Bulletin 118, including the Advanced Water 
Purification Facility site. Other relevant GSAs include the adjudicated area of Seaside Basin within 
which the approved PWM/GWR Project Injection Well Facilities are located and the Marina Coast 
Water District and the City of Marina formed their own GSA within a portion of their service area.” 
 

Page 4.10-8 The following text has been added after the first paragraph, in response to 
comment H-28: 

“In addition to the groundwater modeling that was completed specifically for the Proposed 
Modifications, the Seaside Basin Watermaster has identified the need to develop a, “Sustainable 
Yield Approach.” This approach will be created in collaboration with the other local Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies as part of the management of the Seaside Basin. See items 3A and 3B 
the TAC meeting agenda for February 13th, which can be accessed here:   
http://www.seasidebasinwatermaster.org/TAC/TAC%20Agenda%20%203-13-
19%20Reduced%20File%20Size.pdf, the TAC meeting agenda for March 13th 2019, which can 
be accessed here: http://www.seasidebasinwatermaster.org/TAC/TAC%20Agenda%20%203-
13-19%20Reduced%20File%20Size.pdf, and the Seaside Groundwater Basin 2018 Basin 
Management Action Plan, which can be accessed here: 
http://www.seasidebasinwatermaster.org/Other/BMAP%20Final 07192019.pdf.” 
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Changes to 4.11 Hydrology/Water Quality: Surface Water 

Page 4.11-10 The last sentence on this page has been revised as follows in response to J-8: 
“Potential marine water quality impacts due to operational discharges of reverse osmosis 
concentrate from the Advanced Water Purification Facility are addressed in Impact HS-45, 
below.”  

Changes to 4.12 Land Use, Agriculture, and Forest Resources 

No changes required. 

Changes to 4.13 Marine Biological Resources 

Page 4.13-3 The Section titled “National Marine Sanctuary Program Regulations” has been 
revised as follows in response to comment J-10: 

“National Marine Sanctuary Program Regulations 

“The MBNMS implements the Water Quality Protection Program for sanctuary and tributary 
waters. The program is a partnership of 27 local, State, and Federal government agencies 
(Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, 2008).  
“The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) entered into a Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) with the State of California, the EPA, and the Association of Monterey Bay 
Area Governments regarding the MBNMS regulations relating to water quality within State waters 
within the Sanctuary (Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary, 2008). With regard to regulatory 
permits, the MOA encompasses:  

• NPDES permits issued by the State of California under Sec. 13377 of the California 
Water Code 

• Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR) issued by the State of California under Sec. 
13263 of the California Water Code. 

“The MOA specifies how the review process for applications for leases, licenses, permits, 
approvals, or other authorizations will be administered within State waters within the MBNMS in 
coordination with NPDES and waste discharge requirements and permitting processes.  
“The National Marine Sanctuaries Act (NMSA) regulations identify activities that are prohibited in 
the sanctuaries and establish a system of permits and/or authorizations to allow the conduct of 
certain types of activities that are otherwise prohibited. Each sanctuary has unique regulatory 
prohibitions codified within a separate subpart of Title 15, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 922 
(i.e., 15 CFR Part 922). Subpart M contains the regulations specific to MBNMS. Section 922.132 
of the regulations lists activities that are prohibited or otherwise regulated within the Sanctuary. 
Among the listed prohibitions, the following prohibited activities relate to the proposed project and 
may qualify for an authorization, pursuant to Section 922. 132(e): Discharging or depositing from 
within or into the sanctuary any material or other matter, except as specified in A - F of this section. 
(15 CFR § 922.132(a)(2)(i)).  
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“The term "authorization" is a specific approval tool described in the NMSA regulations at 15 CFR 
Section 922.49, which provides, in part, that: A person may conduct an activity prohibited by 
subparts L through P, or subpart R, if such activity is specifically authorized by any valid Federal, 
State, or local lease, permit, license, approval, or other authorization issued after the effective 
date of MBNMS designation, provided that: 1) the applicant notifies the Director of the Office of 
Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, NOAA, or designee, in writing, of the application for 
such authorization; 2) the applicant complies with the provisions of Section 922.49; 3) the Director 
notifies the applicant and authorizing agency that he or she does not object to issuance of the 
authorization, and; 4) the applicant complies with any terms and conditions the Director deems 
reasonably necessary to protect sanctuary resources and qualities. Upon completion of the review 
of the application and information received with respect thereto, the Director shall notify both the 
agency and applicant, in writing, whether he or she has any objection to issuance and what terms 
and conditions he or she deems reasonably necessary to protect sanctuary resources and 
qualities (page 19 EA for MBNMS Authorization of M1W NPDES Permit).  
“The Office of National Marine Sanctuaries (ONMS) will conduct a separate National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review of the Proposed Modifications after M1W submits a 
request to amend Order No. R3-2018-0017. MBNMS previously prepared and adopted an EA on 
the approved PWM/GWR Project’s NPDES waste discharge permit.2”  
 

Page 4.13-6: The first sentence on this page has been revised as follows in response to 
comment J-9: 

“… construction impacts on the marine environment relative to discharges to surface waters that 
may lead to the ocean are addressed in Section 4.110 Hydrology and Water Quality: Surface 
Water and are not repeated here.” 

Changes to 4.14 Noise and Vibration 

Page 4.14-2: Add the following text to Section 4.14.2.2, Existing Noise Levels and Conditions at 
the Proposed Modifications, in response to comment VV-77:  

“The PWM/GWR Project Final EIR described the noise environment of the project area and the 
existing noise level measurements. The locations of sensitive receptors in proximity to the 
Proposed Modifications is presented in the noise and vibration study in Appendix K. 
Figure 4.14.1, Proposed Modifications and Noise Measurement Locations illustrate the noise 
measurement locations utilized for each of the Proposed Modifications, including locations of 
additional noise measurements conducted in March 2020.” 
 

Page 4.14-2: Add the following text under Footnote 1 at bottom of page, in response to comment 
VV-77: 

“These noise measurements consist of data from the noise analyses for the PWM/GWR Final EIR 
and the MPWSP EIR/EIS. This information represents the most recent noise data in the vicinity. 
Illingworth and Rodkin determined that existing noise measurements were suitable for the 

                                                      
2 ONMS, EA for the Authorization of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit for the Monterey One 
Water Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant and Advanced Water Purification Facility, March 2019. 
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purposes of evaluating the effects of the Proposed Modifications on the existing receptors. 
Supplemental noise measurements were conducted in March 2020 at the sites of the proposed 
CalAm Extraction Wells. These are included in Revised Appendix K. The measurements and 
analysis confirm prior reporting of noise sources and noise levels in the vicinity of the proposed 
extraction well sites.” 
 

Page 4.14-6: In response to comment document VV, revise the third sentence in the first full 
paragraph to state: 
“Monitoring wells could be within as close as 850 feet of one or more residences in the Fitch Park 
neighborhood.” 
 

Page 4.14-4: In response to comment document VV, revise the text under the Conveyance 
Pipelines heading to the following: 
“CalAm would construct and operate new treatment facilities, and potable and raw water pipelines 
to convey the water from the new Extraction Wells to treatment facilities and to the existing CalAm 
distribution system located in the General Jim Moore Boulevard right of way extending 
approximately 2 ½ miles in length. The nearest sensitive receptors are residences located west 
and east of General Jim Moore Boulevard and Seaside Middle School. These receptors are 
shown in the figures in Revised Appendix K, included as an attachment to this Final SEIR. 
(Location of sensitive receptors are shown on figures starting on page 24 through page 36 of 
Appendix K and also under Appendix C to Appendix K, identifying noise measurement locations 
in reference to sensitive receptors.) Noise levels in the area are represented by MPWSP EIR/EIS 
noise measurement site S4 and PWM/GWR Project Final EIR noise measurement sites LT-1 and 
ST-2. Noise levels at Site S4 are discussed above. Hourly average noise levels at Site LT 1 
typically range from 57 to 66 dBA Leq during the day, and from 47 to 56 dBA Leq at night. General 
Jim Moore Boulevard traffic produced noise levels ranging from 47 to 48 dBA Leq at ST-2.” 
 

Page 4-14-9: In response to comment document VV, revise the second paragraph under the 
Injection Well Facilities heading to the following: 

”The PWM/GWR Project Final EIR evaluated monitoring wells between the deep Injection Well 
Sites and the nearest downgradient Extraction Well. Due to the change in location of the deep 
Injection Wells, the locations of each associated monitoring well were relocated to the area 
between General Jim Moore Boulevard and the Injection Well Area. The relocated monitoring 
wells could be within as close as 850 feet of one or more residences in the Fitch Park 
neighborhood.” 
 

Page 4.14-10: In response to comment document VV, revise the third and fourth paragraphs 
under the Extraction Wells heading to the following: 

“The MPWSP EIR/EIS analyzed noise resulting from construction of ASR-5 and ASR-6 at the 
same locations as proposed EW-3 and EW-4. The proposed Extraction Wells (EW-3 and EW-4) 
would be constructed at the intersection of General Jim Moore Boulevard and Ardennes Circle, 
in the Fitch Park military housing area. The closest residential receptors are located 50 feet away 
on Ardennes Circle. Each Extraction Well would require 24-hour construction activities for up to 
7 days during well drilling. Temporary noise barriers would be installed at each Well Site to reduce 
construction noise. A 10-foot noise barrier would be constructed to reduce noise levels at the 
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nearest receptors to EW-3, and a 15-foot noise barrier would be constructed to reduce noise 
levels at the nearest receptors to EW-4. Accounting for the attenuation provided by the temporary 
barrier, the resultant daytime and nighttime construction noise levels at the nearest sensitive 
receptors could be as high as 80 dBA Leq. This level exceeds the speech interference and sleep 
interference thresholds of 70 dBA and 60 dBA (with windows closed, or 35 dBA with windows 
open), respectively. This represents a significant impact for nighttime construction because the 
nighttime noise would disturb sleep. Significant impacts related to temporary increases in daytime 
noise levels would be reduced to less-than-significant levels with implementation of the mitigation, 
as indicated below. The noise contours for construction of EW-3 and EW-4 with and without 
mitigation are located in the noise and vibration assessment in Revised Appendix K.  
“While it is possible that implementation of mitigation identified in the MPWSP EIR/EIS would 
reduce the daytime noise impact to a less-than-significant level, this mitigation would not be 
sufficient to reduce noise to below the more stringent nighttime threshold. Therefore, the nighttime 
noise impact from construction of EW-3 and EW-4 would remain significant and unavoidable for 
nighttime construction. Significant impacts related to temporary increases in daytime noise levels 
would be reduced to less-than-significant levels with implementation of the mitigations below.” 
 

Page 4.14-11: In response to comment VV-75, revise the first paragraph of Mitigation Measure 
NV-1a: Drilling Contractor Noise Measures to the following:  

“Contractor specifications shall include a requirement that drill rigs located within 700 feet of 
noise-sensitive receptors shall be equipped with noise reducing engine housings or other noise 
reducing technology and the line of sight between the drill rig and nearby sensitive receptors shall 
be blocked by portable acoustic barriers and/or shields to reduce noise levels such that drill rig 
noise levels are no more 75 dBA at 50 feet. This would reduce the nighttime noise level from CalAm 
Extraction Wells EW-1 and EW-2 to less than 60 dBA Leq at the nearest residence 2.” 
 

Page 4.14-11: In response to comment VV-75, revise footnote 2 to the following:  
“2 While this mitigation measure also applies to CalAm Extraction Wells EW 3 and 4; even with 
application of this mitigation, nighttime noise levels during well construction at these extraction 
wells would remain significant and unavoidable (as noted above).” 

Changes to 4.15 Population and Housing 

Page 4.15-2-3: Text and Table 4.15-3 have been revised slightly on this page has been revised 
as follows in response to VV-78: 

“Monterey County has twelve incorporated cities with a total population of approximately 
445,414 people. Table 4.15-2, Monterey County Population Growth by Jurisdiction shows 
the population growth by jurisdiction since the 2010 Census. This updates information from the 
PWM/GWR Project Final EIR which reported Monterey County population in 2010. Additionally, 
Table 4.15-2 provides population totals by jurisdiction through 2019 and identifies the population 
increase and percent change. Table 4.15-3 Revised, Comparison of Monterey County 
Estimated Population and Housing Units by Jurisdiction (2010 – 2014 -2019) breaks down 
the total population and housing units by jurisdiction according to the most recent census (2010) 
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Changes to 4.17 Traffic and Transportation 

Page 4.17-3 In Section 4.17.2.2, add the following text and references to new figures in 
response to comments K-1 through K-4 and WW-1:  

“The Transportation Agency of Monterey County (TAMC) and the Fort Ord Regional Trail and 
Greenway (FORTAG) request that the PWM Project and PWM Expansion project incorporate a 
formal process whereby the proposed FORTAG trail alignment is considered in the PWM project 
design, engineering, and approvals. TAMC requested that M1W allow the FORTAG trail 
alignment through the proposed expanded injection well area, as shown on attached New 
Figure 4.17-1 FORTAG Trail Segments and New Figure 4.17-2 FORTAG Regional Map. M1W 
intends to work with the Transportation Agency and FORTAG to address shared alignment and 
siting for Proposed Modifications.” 
 

Page 4.17-4 Figure 4.17-1 FORTAG Trail Segments NEW is added (shown at the end of this 
Chapter of the Final SEIR): 

 

Page 4.17-5 Figure 4.17-2 FORTAG Regional Map NEW is added (shown at the end of this 
Chapter of the Final SEIR): 

Changes to 4.18 Water Supply and Wastewater Systems 

Page 4.18-5 In Section 4.18.3.4, add the following new section after the ARWRA Conditions 
and Amendment section and before the City of Salinas Agricultural Wash Water 
section in response to comments G-17, G-18, and S-4: 

“Pure Water Monterey Delivery and Supply Agreement and Amendment 
“During the approved PWM/GWR Project design, M1W and MCWD entered into the Pure Water 
Monterey Delivery and Supply Agreement dated April 8, 2016, which outlined joint and mutual 
responsibilities and roles for implementing the approved PWM/GWR Project and MCWD’s 
Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project (RUWAP). The agreement was amended in 
December 2017 to address updates to the project that occurred after April 2016 due to final design 
and State and Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA) funding agreements. The agreement as modified 
by its amendment is hereafter referred to as the Delivery and Supply Agreement. MCWD had 
previously constructed portions of the RUWAP transmission system (referred to herein as the 
product water conveyance system), and had designed the remaining portion, so combining the 
projects reduced the overall cost and schedule of both projects. Under this agreement, MCWD 
constructed and owns the transmission pipeline and Blackhorse Reservoir, and M1W pays for the 
conveyance capacity. MCWD intends to purchase purified recycled water from M1W’s AWTF for 
urban irrigation use rather than to use tertiary-treated and disinfected recycled water as was 
envisioned under the previous RUWAP agreements. MCWD has indicated that it intends to 
exercise its rights to use wastewater it conveys to M1W as returned recycled water in accordance 
with agreements in effect, including the 1989 Annexation Agreement between MCWD and M1W, 
and the Delivery and Supply Agreement described herein. M1W Board approved changes to the 
PWM/GWR Project made in accordance to this agreement in October 2017 after Addendum 3 to 
the EIR was approved. The Proposed Modifications would not change M1W’s ability to meet the 
terms of the Delivery and Supply Agreement as amended or the objectives of the MCWD RUWAP 
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such that a new significant environmental impact would occur or such that a previously identified 
significant impact would be increased in severity.” 
 

Page 4.18-13 In Section 4.18.4.4, the fourth full paragraph (immediately before section titled 
“Impact Conclusion” is revised as follows in response to comments B-2, H-8, O-1, 
AA-9, AA-10, TT-1, and UU-1: 

“While adequate source waters are available, the Proposed Modifications would result in a 
reduced project benefit to CSIP as compared to the approved PWM/GWR Project due to M1W’s 
increased use of its rights to municipal wastewater and new source waters under the ARWRA. 
Under the Proposed Modifications with the ARWRA Section 16.15 satisfied, CSIP would have an 
increased available SVRP yield of approximately 2,852 AFY in a drought year, and 3,600 AFY in 
normal and wet years. During normal and wet years, this would represent a reduced maximum 
benefit by approximately 781 AFY as compared to the approved PWM/GWR Project under the 
terms of the ARWRA. This reduced future benefit uses the average increased yield for CSIP 
calculated by Schaaf & Wheeler (see Appendix I) using the CEQA-required baseline assumptions 
described in the Draft SEIR and assumes MCWRA completes their obligations within the 
conditions precedent in Section 16.15. Section 4.02(1) on page 14 of 36 assumes a yield of 
4,381 AFY for MCWRA; Schaaf & Wheeler found a yield of 3,600 AFY for CSIP. Of the 781 AFY 
reduction from the ARWRA yield assumption, only 650 AFY would be due to the Proposed 
Modifications. Additional reductions resulted from the settlement agreements to resolve protests 
to the water rights permits for Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch. While the Proposed 
Modifications would reduce the overall benefit to CSIP as compared to the approved PWM/GWR 
Project, the PWM/GWR Project with Proposed Modifications would still result in a substantial 
benefit to CSIP and to the underlying Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin if the ARWRA conditions 
in section 16.15 are satisfied. CSIP and the underlying Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin would 
continue to benefit under the Proposed Modifications. The reduced future benefit does not 
represent a reduction from existing CSIP yields, but instead a reduction in the PWM/GWR Project 
future benefits assumed in the ARWRA. the extent of benefits would be less than the approved 
PWM/GWR Project.” 

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 5, GROWTH AND IRREVERSIBLE 
COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 

Page 5-1  Under Section 5.1 Significant and Unavoidable Environmental Effects, text has 
been clarified as follows, under Noise: 

 “Noise: The Proposed Modifications would result in a new significant and unavoidable 
noise-related construction impact associated with the nighttime construction of CalAm 
Extraction Wells EW-3 and EW-4. As identified in Section 4.14, Noise, construction of 
EW-3 and EW-4 would require 24-hour construction activities for up to seven days during 
well construction. This would represent a significant noise impact from nighttime 
construction because the nighttime noise would exceed the sleep interference thresholds. 
While this Draft Supplemental EIR has identified mitigation measures to minimize potential 
temporary construction noise, the impact would remain significant and unavoidable. “ 
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Table 5-1 Revised: 
Monterey Peninsula Available Supply and Demand 
Notes: 
1. While the MPWSP Desalination Plant is sized to produce 6,252 AFY, the facility would operate at 85% of the design capacity. 
The additional capacity would be available to accommodate fluctuations in demand. As a result, for planning purposes the MPWSP 
Desalination Plant would provide an estimated 5,314 AFY when accounting for the facility operating at 85% of its design capacity. 
(Source: MPWSP Final EIR/EIS, as supplemented by additional information contained in CPUC Decision 18-09-017) 
*estimates obtained from the MPWSP Final EIR/EIS, as supplemented by additional information contained in the CPUC’s Decision 
18-09-017.  
** CPUC concluded that approximately 14,000 AFY represented a reasonable estimate of anticipated future demand for the 
purposes of sizing the desalination plant. (Source: CPUC Decision 18-09-017) 
*** Based on the available supply information and related demand projections, supply would exceed available demand. However, 
this difference is largely to account for the necessary sizing of the MPWSP, which would operate at 85% of system capacity. This 
would result in a reduction of available supply by approximately 940 AFY. Moreover, available supply also assumes that the ASR 
project would capable of delivering all of its stated supply. The ability of ASR to fully achieve its stated available supply is contingent 
upon a variety of factors, including climatic conditions. During periods of prolonged drought, ASR may not be able to fully realize 
its total supply. (Source: MPWSP Final EIR/EIS as supplemented by additional information contained in CPUC Decision 18-09-
017) 
****Estimates of Aquifer Storage & Recovery supply, both under "Future Supplies" and "Water Supply vs. Demand Summary" show 
that the ASR project would be capable of delivering a long-term average annual yield of 1,300 AFY. Once the CDO is lifted and an 
additional supply is available to the Monterey District, excess ASR supplies in normal and wet years can be “banked” and carried 
over to dry or drought years. See Final SEIR Appendix O page for more information. 
Source: California Public Utilities Commission (2018), Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Final Environmental Impact 
Report/Environmental Impact Statement; see also California Public Utilities Commission (2018), Decision 18-09-017; see also 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (2019), Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula.  

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 6, ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED 
PROJECT 

No changes required.  

CHANGES TO CHAPTER 7, LIST OF PREPARERS AND REFERENCES  

Page 7-2 Add the following additional persons consulted to Section 7.1.5 in response to 
comment S-10: 

• “Mike Wegley, Marina Coast Water District. Telephone conversation with Bob Holden and 
Alison Imamura, M1W (August 20, 2019). 

• “Mike Wegley, Patrick Breen, and Derek Cray, Marina Coast Water District. Telephone 
conversations and in-person meetings with David Lindow of M1W (May and June 2019).” 

 

Page 7-3 Add the following additional references to each of the “references by section” for 
this Final SEIR: 

“Monterey One Water and Marina Coast Water District, 2016 as amended 2017. Pure Water 
Delivery and Supply Agreement between Monterey One Water and Marina Coast Water 
District 

“Monterey One Water, 2019, Sewer System Management Plan. 
“Monterey Peninsula Water Management District, 2020. Final Supply and Demand for Water on 

the Monterey Peninsula, March 13.” 
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Page 7-4 Add the following additional reference in response to comments VV-22 through 
VV-26 and VV-160 through VV-162: 

“Atmospheric Dynamics, Inc., 2020. M1W – Health Risk Assessment for the EW-1/EW-2 
Extraction Wells, March 2020.” 

 

Page 7-6 Add the following additional references in response to comment document D and 
comments VV-35 through VV-39: 

“Fort Ord Reuse Authority, 2019a. Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan, September 
2019. 

“Fort Ord Reuse Authority, 2019b. Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Public Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report, October 2019.” 

 

Page 7-16 The following reference is amended as follows in response to comments VV-70 
through VV-76: 

“Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc., 2019. Revised Technical Memorandum entitled “Expanded Pure Water 
Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project Noise and Vibration Assessment,” October 
23, 2019Revised March 2020.” 

 

Page 7-19 The following references are added in response to comments B-1, H-2, H-4, S-2, 
and Y-3: 

“Montgomery & Associates, Inc., 2020. Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-ft Subbasin 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan, Approved by Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency Board of Directors on January 9, 2020. 

“Raftelis, 2018. New Source Water Supply Study, September 28.  
“Marina Coast Water District and California-American Water Company, 2009. Potable Water 

Wheeling Agreement, March 10.” 

CHANGES TO APPENDICES 

 

The Final SEIR includes revisions to Appendices F and K, with additions presented in underline, 
and deletions shown in strikeout.: 

F (Revised) Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts Technical 
Memorandum 

K (Revised) Noise Assessment Report 
In addition, the Final SEIR includes the following new appendices: 

L Health Risk Assessment for the EW-1/EW-2 Extraction Wells 
M Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum 
N Letter from David J. Stoldt to Ian Crooks, RE: California American Water 

Peer Review of Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 
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O Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 
P Biographical Information of Key SEIR Contributors  
Q Hydraulic Analysis of Potential Additional Injection Wells – Hydraulic 

Modelling Parameters and Results)  
R Charts of Source Water for  AWPF and SVRP Production 
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CHAPTER 6 REFERENCES AND PERSONS CONTACTED 

 SOURCES CITED 

The following additional references have been added in the preparation of this Final Supplemental 
EIR: 
Monterey One Water and Marina Coast Water District, 2016 as amended 2017. Pure Water 

Delivery and Supply Agreement between Monterey One Water and Marina Coast Water 
District 

Monterey One Water, 2019, Sewer System Management Plan. 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District, 2019. Water Supply and Demand for the 

Monterey Peninsula, December 2. 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District, 2020. Water Supply and Demand for the 

Monterey Peninsula, December 2. 
Atmospheric Dynamics, Inc., 2020. M1W – Health Risk Assessment for the EW-1/EW-2 

Extraction Wells, March 2020. 
Fort Ord Reuse Authority, 2019a. Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan, September 

2019. 
Fort Ord Reuse Authority, 2019b. Fort Ord Multi-Species Habitat Conservation Plan Public Draft 

Environmental Impact Statement/Environmental Impact Report, October 2019. 
Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc., 2019. Revised Technical Memorandum entitled “Expanded Pure Water 

Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project Noise and Vibration Assessment,” Revised 
March 2020. 

Montgomery & Associates, Inc., 2020. Salinas Valley Groundwater Basin 180/400-ft Subbasin 
Groundwater Sustainability Plan, Approved by Salinas Valley Basin Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency Board of Directors on January 9, 2020. 

Raftelis, 2018. New Source Water Supply Study, September 28.  
Marina Coast Water District and California-American Water Company, 2009. Potable Water 

Wheeling Agreement, March 10. 

 PERSONS CONTACTED 

The following additional persons were consulted in the preparation of this Final Supplemental 
EIR: 
▪ Mike Wegley, Marina Coast Water District. Telephone conversation with Bob Holden and 

Alison Imamura, M1W (August 20, 2019). 
▪ Mike Wegley, Patrick Breen, and Derek Cray, Marina Coast Water District. Telephone 

conversations and in-person meetings with David Lindow of M1W (May and June 2019). 
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CHAPTER 7 REPORT PREPARATION 

 LEAD AGENCY 

Monterey One Water 

▪ Paul Sciuto, P.E., General Manager 
▪ Tamsen McNaire, Assistant General Manager 
▪ Robert Holden, P.E., Principal Engineer/Project Manager  
▪ Alison Imamura, P.E., AICP, Associate Engineer 
▪ Jennifer Gonzalez, P.E., Engineering Manager  
▪ Mike McCullough, MPA, Government Affairs Administrator 
▪ David Lindow, P.E. GHD, Pure Water Monterey Program Manager 
▪ Rachel Gaudoin, Public Outreach Coordinator 
▪ Sarah Stevens, Administrative Analyst  

 PARTNER AGENCY 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 

▪ David Stoldt, General Manager 
▪ Larry Hampson, District Engineer  
▪ Jonathan Lear, Water Resources Manager 
▪ Maureen Hamilton, Water Resources Engineer 

 EIR CONSULTANTS 

Prime Consultant: Denise Duffy and Associates, Inc. 

▪ Denise Duffy, Principal 
▪ Tyler Potter, Project Manager 
▪ Diana Staines, Deputy Project Manager  
▪ Leianne Humble, Senior Planner 
▪ Matt Johnson, Senior Scientist 
▪ Jami Davis, Senior Scientist  
▪ Mary Echevarria, Contracts and Operations Manager 
▪ Robyn Simpson, Assistant Planner/Editor 
▪ Karen Hernandez, Graphics, Assistant Planner 

DD&A Subconsultants 

Illingworth and Rodkin, Inc. 

▪ Michael Thill, Principal Consultant, Noise 
▪ James Reyff, Principal Consultant, Air Quality/GHG 
▪ Rich Rodkin, Senior Consultant, Noise 
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 LEAD AND PARTNER AGENCY CONSULTANT TEAM 

Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, Inc. 

▪ Todd Reynolds, P.E., Vice President 
▪ Rod Houser, P.E. Conveyance/Injection System Hydraulics Leader 
▪ Sifang Shan, Hydraulic Modeler 

Larry Walker Associates, Inc. 

▪ Denise H. Conners, Associate 

Montgomery and Associates 

▪ Derrik Williams, P.G., C.H., President  
▪ Pascual Benito, Ph.D., Project Hydrogeologist 

Perkins Coie, LLP 

▪ Barbara J. Schussman, Partner 
▪ Laura Zagar, Partner 
▪ Anne Beaumont, Counsel 
▪ Christian Termyn, Associate 

Schaaf and Wheeler Consulting Civil Engineers, Inc. 

▪ Andrew Sterbenz, P.E., Project Engineer  

Todd Groundwater, Inc. 

▪ Phyllis Stanin, P.G., C.H., C.E.G., Vice President/Principal Geologist  
▪ Edwin Lin, P.G., C.H.G., Senior Hydrogeologist  

Trussell Technologies, Inc. 

▪ Elaine Howe, P.E., Principal Engineer 
▪ Brie Post, P.E., Senior Engineer 
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REVISED  
Technical Memo – Air Quality and GHG 

Date: October 23, 2019 March 24, 2020 

To: Denise Duffy 
Denise Duffy & Associates, Inc. 
947 Cass St. Suite 5 
Monterey, CA. 93940 

From: James A. Reyff 
Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 

RE: Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project - Monterey 
County, CA  

SUBJECT: Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts   Job#19-142 

This memo addresses changes to air quality and greenhouse gas emissions associated with the 
Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project.   

Introduction 

The Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (PWM/GWR), 
proposed by MW1, is an expansion of the capacity of the Approved PWM/GWR Project that is 
currently under construction. As a back-up to the California American (CalAm) Monterey 
Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP), the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would increase the 
amount of purified recycled water produced by the PWM/GWR Project. The PWM/GWR Project’s 
Advanced Water Purification Facility (AWPF) would be expanded from the current 5 million 
gallons per day (mgd) plant to up to a 7.6 mgd maximum capacity plant. The proposed Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project also includes associated conveyance, injection and extraction facilities.  

The PWM/GWR Project Final EIR (certified October 2015) analyzed the air quality and 
greenhouse gas emissions from the approved project. The CPUC certified the MPWSP EIR/EIS 
that included an evaluation of air quality and greenhouse gas emissions on September 13, 2018.  
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Impacts associated with air quality and greenhouse gas emissions were evaluated as part of the 
PWM/GWR Final EIR; this study is referred to in this memo as the 2015 Air Quality Study. The 
study identified less-than-significant impacts or less-than-significant impacts with mitigation with 
respect to both construction and operational period air quality and greenhouse gas emissions.  The 
2015 Air Quality Study identified Mitigation Measure AQ-1 that is assumed to apply to this 
project: 
 

Mitigation Measure AQ-1: Construction Fugitive Dust Control Plan. (Applies to all 
Project Component Sites where ground disturbance would occur.) 

 
The following standard Dust Control Measures shall be implemented during construction 
to help prevent potential nuisances to nearby receptors due to fugitive dust and to reduce 
contributions to exceedances of the state ambient air quality standards for PM10, in 
accordance with MBUAPCD’s CEQA Guidelines. 

a) Water all active construction areas at least twice daily as required with water 
(preferably from non-potable sources to the extent feasible); frequency should be 
based on the type of operation, soil, and wind exposure and minimized to prevent 
wasteful use of water. 

b) Prohibit grading activities during periods of high wind (over 15 mph). 
c) Cover all trucks hauling soil, sand, and other loose materials and require trucks to 

maintain at least 2 feet of freeboard. 
d) Sweep daily (with water sweepers) all paved access roads, parking areas, and 

staging areas at construction sites. 
e) Sweep streets daily (with water sweepers) if visible soil material is carried onto 

adjacent public streets; 
f) Enclose, cover, or water daily exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.); 
g) Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible. 
h) Wheel washers shall be installed and used by truck operators at the exits of the 

construction sites to the AWT Facility site and the Injection Well Facilities. 
i) Post a publicly visible sign that specifies the telephone number and person to 

contact regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond to complaints and 
take corrective action within 48 hours. The phone number of the 

 
Many of the PWM/GWR Project components have been constructed.  This memo evaluates the 
potential air quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) emission impacts that could result from the 
Expanded GWR Project compared to the 2015 project, including temporary impacts during 
construction and long-term impacts during operation.  
 
Project Description 
 
The Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (PWM/GWR), 
proposed by MW1, is an expansion of the capacity of the Approved PWM/GWR Project that is 
currently under construction. As a back-up to the California American (CalAm) Monterey 
Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP), the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would increase the 
amount of purified recycled water produced by the PWM/GWR Project. The PWM/GWR Project’s 
Advanced Water Purification Facility would be expanded from the current 5 million gallons per 
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day (mgd) plant to up to a 7.6 mgd maximum capacity plant. The proposed Expanded PWM/GWR 
Project also includes associated conveyance, injection and extraction facilities. The Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project would be located within northern Monterey County and would include 
facilities located within portions of unincorporated Monterey County and the City of Seaside, and 
near the City of Marina.  This proposed project is referred to as the Expanded PWM/GWR Project 
and includes the following components: 
 
Advanced Water Purification Facility 
 
The AWPF would be expanded to produce up to 7.6 mgd of recycled water.  This would require 
installation of additional treatment and pumping equipment, chemical storage, pipelines and 
facility appurtenances within the 3.5-acre existing building area. The AWPF would be modified 
by installing additional equipment. Construction activities would include cutting, laying, and 
welding pipelines and pipe connections; pouring concrete footings for foundations, tanks, and 
other support equipment; installing piping, pumps, storage tanks, and electrical equipment; and 
testing and commissioning facilities. Construction equipment would include excavators, backhoes, 
graders, pavers, rollers, bulldozers, concrete trucks, flatbed trucks, boom trucks and/or cranes, 
forklifts, welding equipment, dump trucks, air compressors, and generators. 
 
Expanded Injection Well Facilities 
 
The approved PWM/GWR Project included four (4) well sites; however, only two (2) of the four 
(4) approved well sites were constructed based on final design. The two (2) remaining well sites 
would be relocated as part of the Proposed Expansion Project. More specifically, the locations for 
the remaining two (2) deep injection wells have been modified from the location originally planned 
and described in the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR. In addition, the Proposed Modifications also 
include the construction of an additional well site. The proposed modifications include an increase 
in the amount of injection to achieve an additional 2,250 AFY of injections.  Construction would 
be similar to the same methods discussed in the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR, involving: (1)  
Well construction (drilling, logging and installation), (2) Testing and equipment installation, (3) 
Back-flush pipeline facilities construction, (4) Percolation basins construction, and (5)Motor 
control/electrical conveyance construction.   
 
Product Water Conveyance Pipeline 
 
The Product Water Conveyance Pipeline consist of the construction of a new product water 
conveyance pipeline extending from the existing Blackhorse Reservoir to the Expanded Injection 
Well area. In total the pipeline would be approximately 1 mile to the first injection well and an 
additional 1/4 mile from well site #5 to well site #7. The pipeline would be a maximum of 30 
inches in diameter. Additional pipeline for back-flushing wells would include up to 2,000 feet of 
additional pipeline.  The pipeline would be constructed using open trench methods that would 
typically involve clearing and grading the ground surface along the pipeline alignment; excavating 
the trench; preparing and installing pipeline sections; installing vaults, manhole risers, manifolds, 
and other pipeline components; backfilling the trench with non-expansive fills; restoring 
preconstruction contours; and revegetating or paving the pipeline alignments, as appropriate. A 
conventional backhoe, excavator, or other mechanized equipment would be used to excavate 
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trenches. The typical trench width would be 6 feet; however, vaults, manhole risers, and other 
pipeline components could require wider excavations.  Some trench widths may be up to 12 feet.   
 
New CalAm Extraction Wells  
 
The Proposed Modifications include a total of four (4) extraction wells; two at the Seaside Middle 
School Property (Extraction Well #1 and #2) and two near the Fitch Park Community (Extraction 
Wells #3 and #4), located southeast of the intersection of General Jim Moore Bouvard and 
Ardennes Circle.  All extraction wells would be constructed with associated appurtenances, 
electrical works, pipeline tie-ins, access road, and other site works including grading and fencing.  
Construction of the new facilities for the Extraction Wells would occur using the same methods 
described in the PWM/GWR Project Final EIR.   
 
Extracted raw water from all four new wells would be conveyed in new raw water pipelines using 
pipelines in General Jim Moore Boulevard for treatment at the site for Extraction Well #3.  The 
treatment at Extraction Well #3 would include a small building that includes raw and treated water 
pipelines and appurtenances, chemical delivery, storage, metering, and feed/injection systems, 
SCADA/electrical instrumentation and controls, and safety and climate control equipment. It is 
anticipated that construction of the new pipelines would occur using open trench construction 
methods. Where it is not feasible or desirable to perform open-cut trenching, trenchless methods 
such as jack-and-bore, drill-and-burst, horizontal directional drilling, and/or microtunneling would 
be employed. Pipeline segments located within heavily congested underground utility areas would 
likely be installed using horizontal directional drilling or microtunneling. Jack-and-bore methods 
may also be used for pipeline segments that cross beneath highways, major roadways, or drainages.  
 
Air Quality Attainment Status and Clean Air Plans  
 
Similar to conditions in 2015, the region is in attainment of all National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) and is not subject to any air basin-specific State Implementation Plan (SIP) 
requirements.  The region in considered nonattainment for inhalable Particulate matter (PM10) 
and Nonattainment-Transitional for ozone with respect to the California Ambient Air Quality 
standards.  As a result, the District continues to document progress toward attaining the State ozone 
standard through updates to the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) first prepared in 1991.  
The 2016 AQMP (MBARD 2017) is the latest triennial update to the plan.  The plan indicates that 
reducing NOx is “crucial for reducing ozone formation” and that projections indicate lower future 
NOx emissions both in the air basin and in adjacent air basins where transport of ozone is an issue.  
The plan also identified fewer exceedances of the ozone standard than in the past. 
 
Significance Thresholds 
 
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines published by the California Natural Resources Agency was 
recently updated in 2019.  Under these updated guidelines, a project would have a significant air 
quality impact if it would: 

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan; 
b) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the 

project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality 
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standard; 
c) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations; 
d) Result in other emissions (such as those leading to odors) adversely affecting a substantial 

number of people; 
e) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 

impact on the environment; or 
f) Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing 

emissions of greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
The Monterey Air Resources District (MBARD), formally the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution 
Control District or MBUAPCD, provides guidance in assessing air quality impacts related to 
proposed projects. In 2008, MBARD adopted CEQA Air Quality Guidelines that included 
thresholds of significance to assist in the review of projects under CEQA. The significance 
thresholds, all of which except GHG emissions are adopted thresholds of the MBUAPCD and used 
in this analysis, are summarized in Table1 and are the same thresholds used in the 2015 Air Quality 
Study. 
 
MBUAPCD had not adopted significance thresholds for GHG emissions. Therefore, the 2015 Air 
Quality Study used an interim threshold.  In February 2013, MBARD staff presented threshold 
options to the MBARD Board and an analysis of the options evaluated. In February 2014, MBARD 
staff proposed the following options for operational significance thresholds for land use projects: 
(1) a bright-line threshold of 2,000 metric tons CO2e per year, (2) incorporation of mitigation 
measures to reduce GHG emissions by 16%, or (3) compliance with an applicable adopted GHG 
reduction plan/climate action plan (Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District, 2014). 
There are no adopted GHG reduction plans or climate action plans that would apply to the 
Proposed Expansion Project; therefore, the third option would not be applicable to the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project. A threshold of 10,000 metric tons CO2e per year was recommended for 
stationary source projects that are subject to MBARD permitting requirements; however, the 
Expanded PWM/GWR Project is not considered a stationary source project so this threshold would 
not be applicable to this analysis. 
 
The evidence supporting the MBARD staff recommendations in February 2013 and February 2014 
is considered by MRWPCA to constitute substantial evidence. Based on the evidence provided by 
the MBUAPCD staff recommendation, this EIR first considers whether the Proposed Expansion 
Project’s GHG emissions would be below 2,000 MT of CO2e per year including amortized 
construction emissions. If the GHG emissions are determined to be above 2,000 MT of CO2e per 
year, this analysis would then consider whether GHG emissions have been reduced at least 16% 
below business as usual emissions due to alternative energy use and energy efficiency measures. 
If project GHG emissions are below 2,000 MT of CO2e per year, or if GHG emissions have been 
reduced at least 16% below business as usual emissions, the project would be considered to have 
less-than-significant GHG emissions. 
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were assumed to be equivalent for VOC in accordance with MBUAPCD guidance. Due to the low 
ambient concentrations of CO, SO2, and lead in the Air Basin and the low potential for these 
emissions from the Proposed Expansion Project, these emissions were considered to not have a 
significant impact during construction and operation of the project. 
 
Construction Analysis 
 
Construction of the Proposed Expansion Project would generate emissions of criteria pollutants 
(ROG, NOX, CO, PM10, PM2.5) that would result in short-term effects on ambient air quality in the 
air quality study area and GHGs (primarily CO2 and CH4) that would add to the existing global 
GHG emissions that cause climate change. Emissions would originate from mobile and portable 
construction equipment exhaust, construction worker vehicle exhaust, dust from ground 
disturbances, and electrical transmission. Most of these emissions would be temporary (i.e., limited 
to the construction period) and would cease when construction activities are completed. The 
Proposed Expansion Project includes the construction of several project components at various 
locations lasting approximately 24 months, with some activities occurring concurrently. In 
addition, there would be about four months at the end of the construction period for some painting, 
paving, testing and start-up activities. Assuming an average of 21 workdays per month, there 
would be about 500 workdays of construction activity. 
 
Construction equipment emissions were computed based on the quantity, types, size, and duration 
of equipment usage. A worksheet for each project construction component was developed that 
provided the type of equipment, quantity, size, load factor, number of days in use and average 
hours of usage. This inventory of construction activity was combined with the equipment 
emissions factors that are used in the CalEEMod Version 2016.3.2 model. These emissions factors 
are based on CARB’s latest OFFROAD model that is used to develop statewide emissions 
inventories (by county) for various types of construction-type equipment. The emission factors 
were obtained from the CalEEMod technical appendix (see Appendix D of the CalEEMod User’s 
Guide at www.caleemod.com). Unless specifically known, the horsepower and load factor for each 
type of equipment was based on the statewide average used in CalEEMod. Construction equipment 
exhaust emissions were computed for each construction phase of each proposed modification.  
CalEEMod emissions factors for year 2020 were used in this analysis. 
  
Emissions from construction-related vehicle traffic were computed using emission factors 
produced by CalEEMod. The CalEEMod emission factors are based on CARB’s EMFAC2014 
mobile emissions model. These factors were modeled in the spreadsheet to represent annual 
conditions in Monterey County. Emission factors, which were generated in terms of grams per 
mile and vehicle trip end emissions, were applied to projected vehicle travel activity for each 
project component. In the case of ROG, emission factors also included running losses that account 
for emissions from evaporating fuel and oil while the vehicle is operating. PM10 and PM2.5 emission 
factors also include those from brake and tire wear. Emission rates were developed for light-duty 
trucks (assumed to be worker trips), light-heavy heavy-duty trucks (assumed to be vendor trips), 
and heavy-heavy duty truck trips assumed to be soil hauling, equipment delivery and cement truck 
trips. The average distances used by CalEEMod were applied to these trips to estimate vehicle 
miles traveled. The vehicle activity in terms of trips and miles traveled for each project component 
were used with the CalEEMod mobile emission factors to generate emissions. 
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Emissions associated with ground disturbance were developed for area disturbance (e.g., grading 
and vehicle activity), trenching for pipeline construction, and vehicle travel on unpaved surfaces. 
These emissions were computed for the maximum daily projected activity. This maximum day 
was estimated to occur the peak month of overlapping construction (specifically, when the greatest 
number of sites involving earth moving activities were anticipated to be occurring simultaneously). 
Area disturbance emissions are those from general ground disturbance at construction sites. This 
factor was developed by Midwest Research Institute based on an emission factor of 0.11 tons of 
PM10 per acre of disturbance per day. (CARB, 2013) Since this emission factor assumed some 
level of construction area watering for dust management, the unmitigated emission factor was 
computed as twice that factor (i.e., watering was assumed to provide 50% control of emissions). 
This unmitigated area source emission factor was computed at 20 pounds of PM10 emitted per 
disturbed acre per day. 
 
Emissions for pipeline trenching were based on EPA’s AP 42, Fifth Edition Compilation of Air 
Pollutant Emission Factors (EPA, 2006a). The emission factor is based on the amount of material 
moved (i.e., excavated and then replaced) in cubic yards, mean wind speed, and material moisture 
content. The amount of material moved was computed based on the length of pipeline that would 
be constructed in one day times the assumed width of 6 feet and depth of 6 feet. This amount was 
then doubled to assume soil would be moved twice, once to excavate, and then to either backfill 
or load in a truck to export. The wind speed was based on that used by CalEEMod of 7.1 miles per 
hour. While CalEEMod uses a soil moisture content of 7.9%, a drier moisture content of 2.5% was 
used since the equation was developed for a range of soil conditions from 0.25% to 4.8%. This is 
a conservative assumption, since soil excavated for pipeline construction is anticipated to be moist 
(i.e., probably greater than 4.8%) and drier soil would be more likely to become airborne. 
 
Unpaved roadway travel emissions were computed assuming worker and truck travel at all sites of 
0.1 miles. The traffic projections for the maximum daily activity construction period were used to 
compute daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for worker and truck trips. Emission factors were 
based on the EPA’s Unpaved Roadway Emission Factor that is based on silt content and vehicle 
weight (EPA, 2006b). The silt content of 6.9% used by CalEEMod was applied. The average 
assumed vehicle weight was 16.4 tons for trucks (i.e., 80% weigh 20 tons and 20% weigh 2 tons). 
 
The construction schedule and equipment usage assumptions and emissions calculations are 
provided in Attachment 1.  
 
 
Operational Analysis 
 
Operation of the Proposed Expansion Project would generate minor emissions of criteria pollutants 
(ROG, NOX, CO, PM10, PM 2.5) that would result in short-term effects on ambient air quality in 
the air quality study area and GHGs (CO2, CH4, and N2O) that would add to the existing global 
GHG emissions that cause climate change. Operational emissions include some vehicle trips 
associated with any commuting workers, maintenance trips, truck deliveries and increased 
electrical demand of the Proposed Expansion Project facilities and changes to electricity demand 
due to modifications to treatment and pumping facilities (such as the Advanced Water Treatment 
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Plant facility). There would be no new direct, stationary source emissions due to the Proposed 
Expansion Project; in the unlikely event that emergency back-up power supplies would be needed, 
the existing emergency generators owned by MRWPCA would likely be used and these are already 
tested by MRWPCA as part of treatment plant operations. The project has not identified any 
emergency generators that would be located at any of the well sites or facilities.   
 
Mobile emissions are assumed to be minor as there would only be a few trips added by the project.  
These were not computed as they are assumed to be negligible, consistent with the findings of the 
2015 Air Quality Study. 
   
GHG emissions from changes in electricity demand were computed based on electrical demand of 
the new and modified facilities and emission factors for electricity generation. Emissions rates 
associated with electricity consumption were based on Pacific Gas & Electric utilities (PG&E) 
projected 2020 CO2 intensity rate (PG&E, 2013). These rates are based, in part, on the requirement 
of a renewable energy portfolio standard of 33% by the year 2020. The derived 2020 rate for PG&E 
was estimated at 290 pounds of CO2 per megawatt of electricity delivered and is based on the 
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) GHG Calculator. Electricity demand for each 
component of the project was estimated. This included changes to electricity demand at each of 
the existing facilities whose use would be modified by the Proposed Expansion Project.  Note that 
PG&E’s CO2 emissions rate for all of PG&E’s delivered electricity, including power purchased 
from third parties was 294 pounds per megawatt-hour (PG&E 2018 
https://www.pgecurrents.com/2018/03/26/independent-registry-confirms-record-low-carbon-
emissions-for-pge/). 
 
 
Impacts 
 
Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan (i.e., updates to the 
AQMP); 
 
The Pure Water Monterey GWR Project Consolidated Environmental Impact Report found no 
impact associated with the original project because of the following: 
 

• Overall construction emissions associated with the Project would be consistent with the 
District’s 2016 AQMP, and not be considered significant with respect to District-
recommended thresholds; 

 
• The Project would not create any new stationary sources of air pollution that would be 

inconsistent with air quality management and clean air planning efforts; 
 

• The Project would not result in population growth through development of new residential 
or commercial uses, and would not induce population growth; and  

 
• The Project would not interfere with attainment of the National Ambient Air Quality 

Standards, as the air basin does not violate standards and is not subject to a federally 
enforced air quality attainment or maintenance plan. 
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The Proposed Expansion Project would have the same findings. An evaluation of construction 
impacts, described later, indicates emissions would be below the significance thresholds 
recommended by the District, no new stationary sources that would be inconsistent with District 
rules, regulations or Clean Air Planning projections are proposed, the Project would continue to 
serve the projected demand in the area and the air basin continues to attain or maintain the NAAQS.   
 
Impact AQ-1: Construction Criteria Pollutant Emissions. Construction of the Proposed 
Expansion Project would result in emissions of criteria pollutants, specifically PM10, that 
may conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan and may 
violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air 
quality violation in a region that is non-attainment under State ambient air quality 
standards. (Less-than-significant with Mitigation previously identified)  
 
Construction Emissions 
 
Construction emissions for each project component were computed and the calculations are 
provided in Attachment 1.  The expansion project would include construction activities for the 
following components: 
 
The Advance Water Treatment Facility, which is currently under construction, would be expanded.  
Construction of this facility, designed to operate at a peak capacity of 5.0 million gallons per day 
(mgd), was evaluated in the 2015 Air Quality Study.  This project proposes to expand the facility 
to 7.6 mgd.   
 
Extraction well facilities and extracted water conveyance pipelines would be constructed as part 
of this expansion project.  This includes the construction of 800 feet of pipelines, four extraction 
wells that include small motor/electrical buildings at each site, along with testing activities. 
 
The expansion project would construct injection well facilities.  There would be four deep injection 
wells, two monitoring wells, a small motor/electrical building at each of the four sites, on-site 
pipelines, a backflush basin and some access roadway grading. 
 
The expansion project would require additional potable and raw water pipelines to convey the 
water from the new extraction wells to treatment facilities and to the existing CalAm distribution 
system. An up to 36-inch pipeline that would be up to approximately 2½ miles in length would be 
installed in the General Jim Moore Boulevard right of way.  The pipeline would be constructed on 
both paved and unpaved areas.  This new potable water pipeline was not included in the Approved 
PWM/GWR Project. 
 
Total emissions for construction of each proposed modification were computed. Daily emissions 
were then assessed based on the potential for overlapping activities and compared against 
MBUAPCD thresholds. 
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could be applied to support the findings of a less-than-significant impact in terms of effects to 
sensitive receptors. 
 
Therefore, a significant cancer risk based on lifetime exposure would not occur due to Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project construction. Specifically, the cancer risk from the Proposed Expansion 
Project -associated diesel emissions over a 70-year lifetime would be small and below significance 
thresholds (10 in one million). Therefore, the impacts related to diesel particulate matter exposure 
and construction health risk would be less than significant and no additional mitigation measures 
would be required. 
 
Impact AQ-3: Construction Odors. Construction of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project 
would not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. (Less than 
Significant)  
 
As identified in the 2015 Air Quality Study, there may be intermittent odors from construction 
associated with diesel exhaust that could be noticeable at times to residences in close proximity. 
However, given the distance of receptors from most construction sites and the limited construction 
duration at any one location for pipeline installation, potential odors from construction equipment 
are not anticipated to result in odor complaints and would not affect a substantial number of people. 
Odor impacts during construction would be less than significant and no mitigation measures would 
be required. 
 
Impact AQ-4: Construction Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Construction of the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project would generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, 
but would not make a considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts due to 
greenhouse gas emissions and the related global climate change impacts. (Criterion f) (Less 
than Significant)  
 
Construction GHG emissions in units of metric tons (MT) of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) 
per year were estimated (see modeling worksheets included in Attachment 1). Construction of the 
Proposed Expansion Project would result in a one-time emission total of up to 843 MT of CO2e 
during the construction period. The MBUAPCD does not have adopted nor recommended 
quantified thresholds for assessing the significance of GHG emissions during construction. 
MBUAPCD staff recommended including construction emissions within operational totals based 
on the 30-year amortization to provide a full analysis of construction and operational GHG 
emissions (Clymo, 2014). Accordingly, the total construction period emissions from the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project were amortized over a 30-year life and the resulting average annual emissions 
were added to the annual operational emissions and compared to the GHG significance threshold. 
The annual amortized GHG emissions are 28 MT/year. Note that some of these emissions were 
identified in the 2015 Air Quality Study.  As explained later under Impact AQ-8, the total GHG 
emissions from the Proposed Expansion Project would not make a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to significant cumulative impacts associated with GHG emissions and the effects of 
climate change. 
 
Impact AQ-5: Operational Criteria Pollutant Emissions. Operation of the Expanded 
PWM/GWR is not expected to increase of criteria pollutants in a cumulatively considerable 
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manner (Less than Significant)   
 
The Expanded PWM/GWR Project would not result in a new stationary source of emissions. 
Operational emissions due to maintenance truck trips and employee trips would be negligible. 
Operation of the Project would have a less-than-significant operational air emissions impact.  
 
In the unlikely event of failure of all power supplies at the Advanced Water Purification Facility 
or well sites, there are provisions to provide electricity from mobile, stand-by diesel generators 
that are currently used at the RTP in emergencies and are permitted and tested regularly. The 
Proposed Project would not include any new fixed or stationary generators, nor increased testing 
of generators. No significant impact would occur due to emissions of criteria pollutants and 
therefore, no mitigation measures would be required. 
 
Impact AQ-6: Operational Exposure of Sensitive Receptors to Pollutants. Operation of the 
Expanded PWM/GWR Project would not expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant 
concentrations. (Less than Significant)  
 
Operation of the Expanded PWM/GWR is not anticipated to result in emissions of TACs that could 
affect sensitive receptors. The Expanded PWM/GWR Projectwould have no direct sources of 
operational TAC emissions, and vehicular and truck traffic generated by the project would be 
negligible and spread across the region. Health risks in terms of excess cancer risk or hazards 
would be less than significant and no mitigation measures would be required. 
 
Impact AQ-7: Operational Odors. Operation of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would 
not create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. (Less than 
Significant)  
 
The expansion of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project includes modifications to the new AWTF at 
the existing Regional Treatment Plant where treatment-related odors may already be produced. 
However, the proposed expansion project would add AWT Facility processes that are not 
anticipated to result in generation of any additional odors.  
 
Impact AQ-8: Operational Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Operation of the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project would generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly. 
These emissions would not exceed significance thresholds such that they would result in a 
considerable contribution to significant cumulative impacts of greenhouse gas emissions and 
the related global climate change impacts. In addition, the Expanded PWM/GWR Project 
would not conflict with applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. (Less than Significant)  
 
Once constructed and operational, the Expanded PWM/GWR Project facilities may require new 
maintenance and employee vehicle trips; however, these would generate relatively small amounts 
of GHG emissions and are considered to be negligible. Indirect GHG emissions from energy usage 
at the proposed facilities would occur. Anticipated electricity demand (mWh/year) was provided 
by the M1W and used to calculate annual GHG emissions using emissions rates published for 
PG&E’s projected 2020 (the first possible full year of operation would be 2022) CO2 intensity 
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rate.  
 
The increase in project electricity demand, without incorporation of new energy-saving features, 
was computed as a total of 22,915 mega-watt hours per year (mWh/year). This was considered as 
the “Business as Usual” emissions. The Expanded PWM/GWR Project facilities would include 
numerous energy saving features in the design and operation that would reduce energy demand, 
which in turn would reduce GHG emissions. These include electricity production from 
cogeneration at the Regional Treatment Plant, a reduction of 2,999 mWh/year, a purchase 
agreement with the Monterey Regional Waste Management District to obtain electricity generated 
from biogas (a renewable fuel source), a reduction of 19,871 mWh/year. The cogeneration plant 
receives biogas from the anaerobic digesters and produces power using internal combustion 
engines that run on the biogas. Power from the cogeneration plant is used at the treatment plant. 
The cogeneration plant produces enough power to operate the secondary treatment process and 
also produces heat that is used in the digestion process. The use of variable flow drivers (VFD 
motors) on AWT and product water pumps are estimated to reduce electricity demand. There are 
other features indirectly associated with the project that would reduce overall electricity demand 
and facility operating costs that were not included in this analysis. For example, the Salinas Valley 
Reclamation Plant obtains about half of its electricity from on-site solar panels that were 
constructed after the AB32 greenhouse gas emission reduction requirements went into effect. With 
incorporation of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project’s energy saving features and use of electricity 
generated from renewable sources, the net increase in electricity demand for the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project is estimated to be 45 mWh/year.  
 
As described above under Impact AQ-4C, construction emissions of GHG were also included in 
the assessment. Total project-related construction GHG emissions of 1,031 MT were amortized 
over 30 years and that annual amount was added to the annual Expanded PWM/GWR Project 
operational emissions.  Table 5 summarizes computed annual GHG emissions. As shown in Table 
5, annual GHG emissions would be below the project specific GHG significance threshold of 2,000 
MT CO2e per year. Therefore, the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would not make a cumulatively 
considerable contribution to any significant global climate change impacts and, thus, would have 
a less-than-significant impact due to GHG emissions. No mitigation measures would be required 
to reduce GHG emissions; however, the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would use electricity 
generated through the purchase of landfill gas (or biogas), include energy efficient pumps and 
treatment processes to minimize GHG emissions.   
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This memo addresses changes to noise and vibration associated with the Expanded Pure Water 
Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project.  This memo has been updated and revised to 
include more recent measurements conducted in March, 2020 and provide clarification on 
language since preparation of the study. New Appendix C attached to this report provides specific 
locations of new noise measurements taken in relation to project components and sensitive 
receptors.   Note: Changes are shown in strikeout and underline to aid the reader. 
 
Introduction 
 
The Expanded Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (PWM/GWR), 
proposed by MW1, is an expansion of the capacity of the Approved PWM/GWR Project that is 
currently under construction. As a back-up to the California American (CalAm) Monterey 
Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP), the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would increase the 
amount of purified recycled water produced by the PWM/GWR Project. The PWM/GWR Project’s 
Advanced Water Purification Facility would be expanded from the current 5 million gallons per 
day (mgd) plant to up to a 7.6 mgd maximum capacity plant. The proposed Expanded PWM/GWR 
Project also includes associated conveyance, injection and extraction facilities. The Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project would be located within northern Monterey County and would include 
facilities located within portions of unincorporated Monterey County and the City of Seaside, and 
near the City of Marina. 
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The PWM/GWR Project Final EIR (certified October 2015) analyzed the noise and vibration 
impacts from the approved project. The CPUC certified the MPWSP EIR/EIS, which included an 
evaluation of noise and vibration impacts, and approved the project in September 2018. This memo 
evaluates the potential noise and vibration impacts that could result from the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project including temporary impacts during construction and long-term impacts 
during operation. The memo identifies sensitive receptors to noise and vibration that could be 
affected by the Expanded PWM/GWR Project, evaluates the potential effects of construction and 
operation on these receptors, and identifies mitigation measures as appropriate. Refer to the 
PWM/GWR Project Final EIR for information on the fundamentals of noise and vibration and 
relevant noise and vibration regulations and Monterey County, the City of Seaside, and the City 
of Marina that continue to apply to the Expanded PWM/GWR Project. 
 
Assessment of Noise and Vibration Impacts  
 
The Expanded PWM/GWR Project includes the following components: 1) Improvements to 
Advanced Water Treatment Facility, 2) Product Water Conveyance System, 3) Expanded Injection 
Well Facilities, and 4) the CalAm Conveyance Pipeline and Extraction Wells. To increase the 
amount of water available to CalAm under the Expanded PWM/GWR Project, several changes to 
these PWM/GWR Project components would be required. The significance of noise and vibration 
impacts during construction and operation of each component are assessed. Measures to mitigate 
significant impacts are recommended. 
 
Significance Criteria 
 
Significance criteria are those used in the CFEIR for the PWM/GWR. Based on Appendix G of the 
CEQA Guidelines; applicable plans, policies, and/or guidelines described above; and agency and 
professional standards, the proposed project would cause a significant impact related to noise and 
vibration if the results indicate: 
 
• Generation of a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the 

vicinity of the project in excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise 
ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies;  

 
• Generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels; 

 
• For a project located within the vicinity of a private airstrip or an airport land use plan or where 

such a plan has not been adopted within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, if 
the project would expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise 
levels. 

 
The project’s short-term construction impacts and long-term operational impacts on the ambient 
noise environment would be considered substantial if it would expose sensitive receptors or other 
identified land uses to noise levels in excess of regulatory standards or codes. In addition to 
concerns regarding the absolute noise level that might occur when a new source is introduced into 
an area, it is also important to consider the existing ambient noise environment. If the ambient 
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noise environment is quiet and the new noise source greatly increases the noise exposure, even 
though a criterion level might not be exceeded, an impact may occur.  
 
For both construction and operational noise, a “substantial” noise increase can be defined as an 
increase in noise levels to that which causes interference with activities normally associated with 
established nearby land uses during the day and/or night. One indicator that noise could interfere 
with daytime activities normally associated with residential land uses (for example) would be 
speech interference; whereas, an indicator that noise could interfere with nighttime activities 
normally associated with residential uses would be sleep interference. This analysis, therefore, 
uses the following criteria to define whether a temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise 
levels in the Project vicinity above levels existing without the project would be substantial: 

 
Speech Interference. Speech interference is an indicator of an impact on daytime and evening 
activities typically associated with residential land uses, but which is also applicable to other 
similar land uses that are sensitive to excessive noise levels. Therefore, a speech interference 
criterion, in the context of impact duration and time of day, is used to identify substantial 
increases in ambient noise levels. 
 
Noise generated by construction equipment could result in speech interference in adjacent 
buildings if the noise level in the interior of the building were to exceed 45 to 60 dBA1. A 
typical building can reduce noise levels by 25 dBA with the windows closed (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 1974). This noise reduction could be maintained only 
on a temporary basis in some cases, since it assumes windows must remain closed at all times. 
Assuming a 25 dBA reduction with the windows closed, an exterior noise level of 70 dBA 
(Leq) adjacent to a building would maintain an acceptable interior noise environment of 45 
dBA. It should be noted that such noise levels would be sporadic rather than continuous in 
nature, because different types of construction equipment would be used throughout the 
construction process. Therefore, an exterior noise level in excess of 70 dBA Leq during the 
daytime is used as the threshold for substantial construction noise.  
 
Sleep Interference. An interior nighttime level of 35 dBA is considered acceptable (U.S. EPA 
1974). Assuming a 25 dBA reduction from a residential structure with the windows closed, an 
exterior noise level of 60 dBA adjacent to the building would maintain an acceptable interior 
noise environment of 35 dBA. An exterior threshold of 60 dBA Leq is a reasonable threshold 
for short term impacts resulting from construction activities. With windows open, a typical 
house achieves an approximately 15-dBA reduction and, therefore, an exterior noise level of 
50 dBA (Leq) would be required to maintain an acceptable interior noise environment of 35 
dBA. An exterior threshold of 60 dBA Leq is a reasonable threshold for short term impacts 
resulting from long term operation of the Project. 
 

The duration of exposure at any given noise-sensitive receptor is one consideration in determining 
an impact’s significance. For example, this analysis generally assumes that temporary construction 

 
1 For indoor noise environments, the highest noise level that permits relaxed conversation with 100 percent intelligibility throughout 
the room is 45 dBA. Speech interference is considered to become intolerable when normal conversation is precluded at three feet, 
which occurs when background noise levels exceed 60 dBA. 
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noise that occurs during the day for a relatively short period of time would not be significant. In 
addition, this analysis assumes that most people of average sensitivity that live in suburban or rural 
agricultural environments are accustomed to a certain amount of construction activity or heavy 
equipment noise from time to time. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis, temporary 
exposure to construction noise levels that exceed the daytime speech interference threshold would 
not be considered to result in a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels if the 
duration is two weeks or less. 
 
A numerical threshold to identify the point at which a vibration impact occurs has not been 
identified by local jurisdictions in the applicable standards or municipal codes. In the absence of 
local regulatory significance thresholds for vibration from construction equipment, it is appropriate 
to use the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) identified PPV thresholds for risk of 
architectural damage to older residential dwellings, which is 0.30 in/sec. It is also appropriate to 
use the Caltrans identified PPV thresholds for perceptibility for long term operational vibration, 
which is 0.10 in/sec (Caltrans, 2013).  
 
Regarding the last two significance criteria, because the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would not 
involve the development of noise-sensitive land uses that would be exposed to excessive aircraft 
noise, there would be no impacts associated with these criteria. Therefore, impacts associated with 
aviation noise are not addressed further in this memorandum. 
 
This noise and vibration impact assessment evaluates short-term impacts associated with 
construction of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project. It also assesses long-term operational impacts 
(i.e., those resulting from operation of the expanded AWPF, injection well/back-flush facilities, 
and CalAm extraction wells). The impact discussion analyzes substantial increases in ambient 
noise levels in the vicinity of the facility sites. In addition, this assessment uses local noise 
standards and applicable daytime exceptions as the basis for significance thresholds related to 
“established” noise standards. The assessment of potential noise impacts was conducted using 
information on existing ambient noise levels and the anticipated noise that would be produced 
during construction and operation of the Project. The assessment of vibration impacts was 
conducted using information on anticipated vibration during construction and operation of the 
Project.  
 
For the purposes of this analysis, only construction noise is considered under the criterion that 
addresses temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise. Periodic noise increases are defined 
herein as intermittent or short-term and only construction activities are consistent with this 
definition.  
 
For clarity and efficiency, the following discussion of impacts and mitigation measures is 
organized by the action that causes the impact, these being construction noise, construction 
vibration, and operational noise and vibration. Each impact discussion addresses applicable 
checklist questions and presents measures to mitigate significant impacts that are identified. Figure 
2-3 of the Project Description (Figure 1 of this report) is included for reference purposes. 
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Sensitive Receptors Near Project Components 
 
The following paragraphs provide summary descriptions of the sensitive receptor locations in the 
vicinity of the project components.  
 
Improvements to Advance Water Treatment Facility: The design and physical features of the 
Advanced Water Treatment Facility (AWPF) currently under construction (the Approved 
PWM/GWR Project) allow operation of the AWPF at a peak capacity of 5.0 mgd. Expanding the 
AWPF to produce up to 7.6 mgd will require installation of additional treatment and pumping 
equipment, chemical storage, pipelines, and facility appurtenances within the 3.5-acre existing 
building area. The AWPF would be designed to produce a seasonal peak of 7.6 mgd. The nearest 
sensitive receptors are located off Neponset Road in Monterey County located about 5,000 feet to 
the northwest of the AWPF site, and residences along Cosky Drive in Marina located at a distance 
of about 5,400 feet to the southwest of the AWPF site. Ambient noise measurements made as part 
of the CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project EIR/EIS2 indicate that noise levels along 
Charles Benson Road, to the northwest of the AWPF site, averaged 62 dBA Leq during the daytime 
and averaged 49 dBA Leq at night (Site L1). Noise levels measured near residences along Cosky 
Drive (Site S2) averaged 66 dBA Leq during the daytime due to local traffic and a barking dog. At 
night, average noise levels at the same site were 42 dBA Leq.  
 
Expanded Injection Well Facilities: The Approved PWM/GWR Project includes subsurface 
groundwater recharge facilities, including shallow (or vadose zone) and deep injection wells 
located within the Seaside Groundwater Basin in the area. The PWM/GWR Project EIR evaluated 
four clusters of injection well facilities, each with one deep injection well and one shallow injection 
well at well sites #1 through #4 (going from northeast to southwest). For the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project, M1W plans to complete construction of the remaining two (2) of the four (4) 
approved deep injection wells. Under the Expanded PWM/GWR Project, the remaining two 
approved deep injection well sites would be relocated farther to the northeast and one additional 
new injection well would be constructed northeast of the original injection well facilities area, in 
a new area called the Expanded Injection Well Area. No new vadose zone wells are proposed 
compared to the Approved PWM/GWR Project. Each well would be equipped with associated 
backwash pumps and appurtenances. Under the Approved PWM/GWR Project, monitoring wells 
were proposed to be installed between the deep injection well sites and the nearest downgradient 
extraction well. Due to the change in location of the deep injection wells, the location of each 
associated monitoring well will also need to be updated. Monitoring wells would be located in 
thearea between General Jim Moore Boulevard and the Expanded Injection Well Area and could 
be within as close as 850 feet of one or more residences in the Fitch Park neighborhood. This 
location would be different from the location for the monitoring wells under the Approved 
PWM/GWR Project. A new electrical building and percolation basin for backwash water disposal 
(percolation into the vadose zone) would be included at a central location within the Expanded 
Injection Well Area (east of the current injection well facilities). The Expanded PWM/GWR 
Project would potentially include increasing the capacity of the approved percolation basin. The 
nearest sensitive receptors are also Ardennes Circle residences located approximately 850 feet 
north-northwest of the proposed Injection Well Facilities. The CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water 
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Supply Project EIR/EIS noise measurement site S4 averaged 54 dBA Leq during the daytime and 
averaged 52 dBA Leq at night.  
 
The Expanded PWM/GWR Project would require an additional Product Water Conveyance 
System. To serve new injection well sites, the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would require the 
addition of up to 2 miles of 24-inch maximum diameter pipeline and appurtenances. The pipeline 
would be located within existing unpaved and paved roads from the Marina Coast Water District’s 
Blackhorse Reservoir to a new injection well site located in the area on the south side of Eucalyptus 
Road near the eastern boundary of the City of Seaside. See Figure 1 for the location of this new 
purified recycled water pipeline that would carry water from the Blackhorse Reservoir to the 
Expanded Injection Well Area. The nearest sensitive receptors are located on Ardennes Circle, 
approximately 300 feet southwest from Product Water Conveyance System Pipeline proposed at 
the Blackhorse Reservoir site. As noted previously, the CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply 
Project EIR/EIS noise measurement site S4 quantified noise levels averaging 54 dBA Leq during 
the daytime and 52 dBA Leq at night. 
 
CalAm Distribution System: For CalAm to utilize the additional purified recycled water produced 
by the Expanded PWM/GWR Project, additional potable water extraction wells, wellhead 
treatment and pipelines would be required. See Figure 1 for proposed locations of the new CalAm 
facilities. CalAm would construct and operate four (4) new extraction wells. These new extraction 
wells are identified as Extraction Wells 1 through 4. Extraction Wells 1 and 2 would be located 
just north of Seaside Middle School. The Blackhorse Golf Course is located to the north and west 
of Extraction Well sites 1 and 2. Extraction Wells 3 and 4 would be located just to the east of 
General Jim Moore Boulevard, near the southeast corner of the intersection of General Jim Moore 
Boulevard and Ardennes Circle on U.S. Army-owned property in the Fitch Park neighborhood of 
the Ord Military Community. Extraction Wells 3 and 4 would be designed consistent with the 
Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) Wells 5 and 6 as analyzed in previous environmental 
documentation prepared for the MPWSP; however, these wells would only include the capability 
to extract and treat groundwater, and would not include any above-ground facilities needed to 
enable injection. Each extraction well would include a well pump and motor, chlorination dosing 
equipment, and associated electrical equipment, which would be contained on an approximately 
100 square foot concrete pad. CalAm may elect to install emergency generators at one or more 
extraction well sites, depending upon their need for system reliability. No new extraction wells 
were proposed as part of the Approved PWM/GWR Project, thus these extraction wells were not 
included in the construction areas of the Approved PWM/GWR Project approved on October 8, 
2015. 
 
In addition, for the Expanded PWM/GWR Project CalAm would construct and operate new 
potable and raw water pipelines to convey the water from the new extraction wells to treatment 
facilities and to the existing CalAm distribution system. An up to 36-inch pipeline that would be 
up to approximately 2 ½ miles in length would be installed in the General Jim Moore Boulevard 
right of way. The pipeline would begin at Extraction Well 4 (the northern most extraction well) 
and connect to the existing ASR pipe network at ASR Wells 1 and 2 (Santa Margarita site). From 
that point, water would be distributed to CalAm customers throughout the region. This new potable 
water pipeline was not included in the Approved PWM/GWR Project. The nearest sensitive 
receptors are located west and east of General Jim Moore Boulevard, which are represented by 
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CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project EIR/EIS noise measurement site S4 and Pure 
Water Monterey GWR Project EIR noise measurement sites LT-1 and ST-2. Noise levels at Site 
S4 are discussed above. Hourly average noise levels at Site LT-1 typically ranged from 57 to 66 
dBA Leq during the day, and from 47 to 56 dBA Leq at night. General Jim Moore Boulevard traffic 
produced noise levels ranging from 47 to 48 dBA Leq at ST-2. 
 
Impact 1:  Construction activity would violate standards established in the local general 

plans or noise ordinances, and/or would adversely affect nearby sensitive 
receptors.  

 
Construction activities would occur intermittently at several locations throughout northern 
Monterey County over a period of approximately 24 months. Such activities would result in the 
generation of noise associated with site preparation and building of each component of the project. 
The noise levels generated during construction of the project would vary during the construction 
period, depending upon the construction phase and the types of construction equipment used.  
 
High noise levels would be created by the operation of heavy-duty trucks, backhoes, bulldozers, 
excavators, front-end loaders, compactors, cranes, pavers, and other heavy-duty construction 
equipment. Operating cycles for these types of construction equipment would involve fluctuations 
in power cycles that result in variations in noise levels, whereas other equipment such as directional 
drill rigs typically operate at a continuous level.  
 
Construction noise levels were calculated using the Federal Highway Administration’s Roadway 
Construction Noise Model (RCNM). The maximum and hourly average noise levels for each phase 
of construction at the several project construction components are presented in Table 1. In some 
instances, maximum instantaneous noise levels are calculated to be slightly lower than hourly 
average noise levels. This occurs because the model calculates the maximum instantaneous noise 
level resulting from the single loudest piece of construction equipment operating during each 
construction phase. Hourly average noise levels add together multiple pieces of construction 
equipment, which results in hourly average noise levels that can be slightly higher than maximum 
instantaneous noise levels during construction phases involving several pieces of equipment. 
Construction equipment noise levels were modeled at a distance of 50 feet from the center of the 
construction site, typical of the distance that the vast majority of receptors would be located from 
project construction activities conducted along the project corridor. From these source data, 
calculations were made to estimate construction noise levels at receptors within 50 feet of the 
construction site or at more distant receptors assuming that the noise attenuation rate was 6 dBA 
for each doubling of distance from the source where the distance is over roadways and 7.5 dBA 
for each doubling of distance from the source where the distance is over fields.  
 
Truck trips generated by project construction would be dispersed throughout the day and over the 
local road network, and commute trips by construction workers would primarily occur before and 
after project truck trips occur. Daily transportation of materials and construction workers would 
not be a substantial source of traffic noise levels along local roadways serving the project area. 
Table 1 
Construction Equipment Noise Levels Modeled at 50 feet  
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The City of Seaside has not adopted quantitative construction noise limits. Daytime construction 
activities would not exceed the daytime threshold of 70 dBA Leq. However, drilling activities during 
nighttime hours would result in noise levels of up to 53 dBA Leq at receiving properties during the 
construction of deep injection wells. This would be below the sleep disturbance threshold of 60 dBA 
Leq. 
 
The Expanded Project would include construction of up to two miles of 24-inch maximum pipeline 
and appurtenances to convey the new purified recycled water from the Blackhorse Reservoir to 
the Expanded Injection Well Area. The pipeline would be located within existing unpaved and 
paved roads from the Marina Coast Water District’s Blackhorse Reservoir to a new injection well 
site located in the area on the south side of Eucalyptus Road near the eastern boundary of the City 
of Seaside. Appendix A shows the location of the proposed Product Water Conveyance Facilities.  
 
For the purpose of modeling construction noise, worst-case construction noise levels would occur 
when construction activities are located at the connection point of the proposed pipeline to the 
Blackhorse Reservoir, approximately 300 feet from Ardennes Circle residences. The pipeline 
would be installed at a rate of about 1,000 feet per week, eventually reaching a distance of 2,300 
feet from Ardennes Circle residences, as the pipeline reaches its easternmost point. The pipeline  
would then return to the southwest toward the Expanded Injection Well Area, approximately 1,400 
feet from the nearest Ardennes Circle residences. Table 4 summarizes construction noise levels at 
receptors within 300 to 2,300 feet of proposed construction areas. 
 
Noise levels resulting from the construction of the Product Water Conveyance Pipeline exceeding 
70 dBA Leq for more than two weeks at a sensitive receptor would represent a significant nuisance. 
Pipeline trenching activities would proceed along the project alignment at a rate of 1,000 feet per 
five working days; approaching and departing any one receptor location over a fairly short period 
of time. Assuming a source noise level of up to 89 dBA Leq at a distance of 50 feet, and an 
attenuation rate of 7.5 dBA per doubling of distance between the noise source and receptor, 
pipeline construction activities occurring within 290 feet (in either direction) of a sensitive receptor 
would yield noise levels greater than 70 dBA Leq. The nearest receptors are located 300 feet or 
further from the pipeline alignment and would, therefore, not be exposed to noise levels greater 
than 70 dBA Leq. Construction noise resulting from the Product Water Conveyance Pipeline would 
not exceed the noise level and duration thresholds resulting in a less than significant impact.  
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levels at the nearest receptors to ASR-6 (EW-4). Accounting for the attenuation provided by the 
temporary barrier, the resultant daytime and nighttime construction noise levels at the Fitch Park 
residential receptors could be as high as 80 dBA Leq (note: all fractional decibel levels from the 
MPWSP EIR have been rounded to the nearest whole decibel in this memo)3. This level exceeds the 
speech interference and sleep interference thresholds of 70 dBA and 60 dBA (with windows closed, 
or 35 dBA with windows open), respectively, and would result in a significant impact. Figures 4.12-2 
and 4.12-4 of the MPWSP EIR/EIS illustrate the noise contours for construction of wells EW-3 and 
EW-4, respectively, without mitigation. While it is possible that implementation of Mitigation 
Measures 4.12-1a (Neighborhood Notice), 4.12-1b (General Noise Controls for Construction 
Equipment), 4.12-1d (Additional Noise Controls for ASR-5 and ASR-6 Wells), and 4.12-1e (Offsite 
Accommodations for Substantially Affected Receptors) would reduce the daytime noise impact to a 
less-than-significant level, this mitigation would not be sufficient to reduce noise to below the more 
stringent nighttime threshold. Figures 4.12-3 and 4.12-5 of the MPWSP EIR/EIS illustrate the noise 
contours for construction of wells EW-3 and EW-4, respectively, with mitigation. The nighttime noise 
impact would remain significant and unavoidable.  
 
Extraction wells EW-1 and EW-2 would be located just north of Seaside Middle School. The 
Blackhorse Golf Course is located to the north and west of Extraction Well sites EW-1 and EW-
2. The nearest residences are located approximately 700 feet to the northeast along Hatten Road. 
Assuming a maximum source noise level of 89 dBA Leq at 50 feet for trenching and pipeline 
construction, daytime noise levels would reach 62 dBA Leq at the Seaside Middle School and 60 
dBA Leq at the Hatten Road residences. Daytime well drilling would produce noise levels up to 85 
dBA Leq at 50 feet, resulting in noise levels about 4 dBA lower at the Seaside Middle School and 
Hatten Road residences. Daytime construction activities would not exceed the daytime threshold of 
70 dBA Leq. Nighttime well drilling would also produce noise levels up to 85 dBA Leq at 50 feet. Well 
drilling noise levels are calculated to reach 56 dBA Leq at the Hatten Road residences and would 
not exceed the nighttime threshold of 60 dBA Leq. Further, 24-hour per day well drilling would only 
be required for about 7 days per well. This is a less-than-significant impact.      
 
A new 36-inch potable water pipeline would be installed in General Jim Moore (GJM) Boulevard 
between the well EW-4 and the Monterey Pipeline at General Jim Moore Boulevard and Hilby 
Avenue. Raw water  pipeline (sometimes referred to  as a backwash pipeline) construction, 
including approximately 3,700 linear feet of 16-inch HDPE pipe and appurtenances, and 
recirculation pipeline construction, including approximately 3,700 linear feet of 30-inch DIP and 
appurtenances, would occur between the EW-4 site and the current backflush and recirculation 
pipeline terminations in General Jim Moore near the Seaside Middle School site for EW-1 and 
EW-2. Nighttime construction work is not proposed for these pipelines; therefore, there would be no 
impact related to nighttime noise increases.  
 
The potable and raw water pipelines proposed along General Jim Moore Boulevard and associated 
with the extraction well facilities would be installed as close as 300 feet east of Seaside Middle School. 
The average noise level produced by construction of the pipelines would be 84 dBA Leq at 50 feet. The 

 
3 CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project 4.12-30 ESA / 205335.01 Final EIR/EIS March 
2018  
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attenuated construction equipment noise level at 300 feet would be 65 dBA Leq. These pipeline 
alignments are also as close as 100 feet from residential receptors, including residences on Ardennes 
Circle. The resultant daytime noise level at residential receptors during pipeline construction would be 
as high as 77 dBA Leq. The construction schedule developed for the Expanded PWM/GWR Project 
shows these pipelines would be constructed at a rate of 800 feet per week. These receptors would be 
exposed noise levels at or above the 70 dBA Leq threshold for less than one week, which would be less 
than the two-week exposure threshold resulting in a less-than-significant impact. 
 
Mitigation Measures: 
 
The following mitigation measures have been extracted from the MPWSP EIR/EIS (Mitigation 
Measures 4.12-a, 4.12-b, 4.12-d and 4.12-e) and applied to the CalAm Distribution System 
component of this project. Mitigation Measures 1a and 1b apply to the CalAm Distribution System 
pipelines along General Jim Moore Boulevard and EW-1 and EW-2. Mitigation Measures 1a – 1d 
apply to the construction of EW-3 and EW-4: 
  
Mitigation Measure 1a: Neighborhood Notice and Construction Disturbance Coordinator  

 
The combination of public notice and the establishment of a construction disturbance 
coordinator can result in a lessening of the adversity of the impact at a given receptor by 
allowing them to prepare for pending construction activities and providing a contact to 
report any disturbances or violations to CalAm for appropriate response actions, including 
additional mitigation. Residents and other sensitive receptors within 300 feet of a daytime 
construction area and within 900 feet of a nighttime construction area shall be notified of 
the construction location, nature of activities, and schedule, in writing, at least 14 days prior 
to the commencement of construction activities. The notice shall also be posted along the 
proposed pipeline alignments, near the proposed facility sites, and at nearby recreational 
facilities. CalAm or the contractor(s) shall designate a construction disturbance coordinator 
who would be responsible for responding to construction complaints. The coordinator shall 
determine the cause of the complaint and ensure that reasonable measures are implemented 
to correct the problem. CalAm and/or its contractor shall return all calls within 24 hours to 
answer noise questions and handle complaints. Documentation of the complaint and 
resolution shall be submitted to the CPUC weekly. A contact number for the construction 
disturbance coordinator shall be conspicuously placed on construction site fences and 
included in the notice. Prior to distributing the notice to nearby residences, CalAm or the 
contractor(s) shall first submit the notice to the respective city planning and services 
manager for review and approval. This measure shall be implemented in conjunction with 
the noticing provisions in Mitigation Measure 4.9-1 (Traffic Control and Safety Assurance 
Plan). 
 

Mitigation Measure 1b: General Noise Controls for Construction Equipment and Activities.  
 

The construction contractor(s) shall assure that construction equipment with internal 
combustion engines have sound control devices at least as effective as those provided by 
the original equipment manufacturer. No equipment shall be permitted to have an 
unmuffled exhaust.  
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Impact tools (i.e., jack hammers, pavement breakers, and rock drills) used for project 
construction shall be hydraulically or electrically powered wherever possible to avoid noise 
associated with compressed air exhaust from pneumatically powered tools. Where use of 
pneumatic tools is unavoidable, an exhaust muffler shall be placed on the compressed air 
exhaust to lower noise levels by up to approximately 10 dBA. External jackets shall be 
used on impact tools, where feasible, in order to achieve a further reduction of 5 dBA. 
Quieter procedures shall be used, such as drills rather than impact equipment, whenever 
feasible. 
 

Mitigation Measure 1c: Additional Noise Controls for Nighttime Construction of Wells.  
 
In addition to the general noise controls that will be implemented as part of Mitigation 
Measure 1b (General Noise Controls for Construction Equipment), the construction 
contractor(s) shall identify feasible noise controls for implementation during well drilling 
development activities within 500 feet of the Fitch Park military housing community. The 
construction contractor(s) shall locate all stationary noise-generating equipment as far as 
possible from nearby noise-sensitive receptors. Drill rigs within 500 feet of noise-sensitive 
receptors shall be equipped with noise-reducing engine housings or other noise-reducing 
technology. Additionally, acoustic barriers and/or enclosures shall be used with a goal of 
reducing noise from well drilling activities to 60 dBA Leq or less at residences. There are a 
number of options available to achieve this performance standard. Barrier blankets are 
available with a sound transmission class rating of 32,which can provide 16 to 40 dBA of 
sound transmission loss, depending on the frequency of the noise source (ENC, 2014). The 
realized sound transmission reduction of barrier blankets needs to be sufficient to achieve 
the performance standard of 60 dBA Leq or less at residences. 

 
Mitigation Measure 1d: Offsite Accommodations for Substantially Affected Nighttime 
Receptors near Wells.  

 
CalAm shall provide temporary hotel accommodations for all residences and any other 
nighttime sensitive receptors: 
  
1. That would be exposed to 24-hour project construction activities and  

 
2. Where nighttime construction noise would exceed 60 dBA with windows closed or 35 

dBA with windows open, even with implementation of acoustic barriers and/or 
shielding measures. 

 
The accommodations shall be provided for the duration of 24-hour construction activities. 
CalAm shall provide accommodations reasonably similar to those of the impacted residents 
in terms of number of beds and amenities. If identified accommodations do not include 
typical residential kitchen facilities (e.g., cooktop, oven, full size refrigerator), then CalAm 
shall provide displaced individuals with a per diem allowance to offset costs of meals for 
the period of relocation. 

Significant impacts related to temporary increases in daytime noise levels would result during 
construction of the wells, but these impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels with 
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implementation of the prescribed mitigation measures. Significant nighttime noise impacts would 
result during construction of the wells, and the impact would remain significant and unavoidable, even 
with implementation of mitigation. 
 
Significance after Mitigation: Significant and Unavoidable. 
 
Impact 2:        Exposure to, or Generation of, Excessive Groundborne Vibration. 

Construction related vibration would not be excessive at nearby land uses.  
 
For structural damage, Caltrans recommends a vibration limit of 0.5 in/sec PPV for buildings 
structurally sound and designed to modern engineering standards, 0.3 in/sec PPV for buildings that 
are found to be structurally sound but where structural damage is a major concern, and a 
conservative limit of 0.08 in/sec PPV for ancient buildings or buildings that are documented to be 
structurally weakened. There is the potential for human annoyance when there is sustained 
exposure to continuous or intermittent vibration, such as at residences near the proposed extraction 
well sites. For adverse human reaction, consistent with the MPWSP EIR/EIS, the analysis applies 
the “strongly perceptible” threshold of 0.1 in/sec PPV. 
 
Structural Damage: All buildings in the project vicinity are assumed to be structurally sound, but 
these buildings may or may not have been designed to modern engineering standards. Vibration 
impacts would be considered significant if levels from proposed construction activities would 
exceed 0.3 in/sec PPV at nearby buildings. Vibration levels exceeding 0.3 in/sec PPV could result 
in cosmetic damage. No ancient buildings or buildings that are documented to be structurally 
weakened are known to exist along the project corridor.  
 
Open trench construction activities with the potential of generating perceptible vibration levels 
would include the removal of pavement and soil, and the compacting of backfill after the new 
pipeline is installed. Extraction well construction activities would include site preparation, 
trenching/pipelines, well drilling, the construction of buildings, and paving. Equipment with the 
potential of generating perceptible vibration levels would include the removal of pavement and 
soil, and the compacting of soil, and well drilling. Table 5 summarizes typical vibration levels 
associated with varying pieces of construction equipment at a distance of 25 feet. All other 
proposed construction activities would occur at greater distances where groundborne vibration 
would not be of concern. 
 
A review of the proposed equipment and the vibration level data provided in Table 5 indicates that, 
with the exception of impact or vibratory pile driving (not proposed as a construction technique), 
vibration levels generated by the proposed equipment would be below the 0.3 in/sec PPV criterion 
used to assess the potential for cosmetic or structural damage to buildings located beyond a 
distance of 25 feet. The nearest buildings would be a minimum distance of 25 feet from the work 
areas. 
 
The nearest residential structure to the proposed well sites is located approximately 25 feet from 
proposed above ground facilities and 50 feet from the well. Vibration levels from vibratory rollers 
for construction of the above ground facilities would reach 0.21 in/sec PPV at a distance of 25 feet. 
At a distance of 50 feet, vibration levels from well drilling would be 0.03 in/sec. These levels 
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Impact 3: Operation of the proposed Cal Am facilities associated with the Proposed 
Project (EW-3 and EW-4) would potentially increase existing noise levels, 
which could exceed noise level standards and/or result in nuisance impacts at 
sensitive receptors. 

 
Sources of noise associated with the operation of the Expanded PWM/GWR Project would include 
new pumps and other equipment at the RTP, the expanded injection well facilities, and the four new 
extraction wells (Cal Am facilities). Employee traffic and maintenance activities would not be 
considerable sources of noise. 
 
Improvements to Advanced Water Treatment Facility: Expanding the AWPF (treatment facilities) 
at the RTP to produce up to 7.6 mgd will require installation of additional treatment and pumping 
equipment, chemical storage, pipelines, and facility appurtenances within the 3.5-acre existing 
building area. Noise resulting from new facilities would be generated from proposed stationary 
sources associated with facility operations, including primarily electric water pumps. Using data 
from the PWM/GWR Project EIR, the pumps would have an estimated combined noise level of 
108 dBA Leq at a distance of 3 feet. Typical operating conditions would result in pump reference 
noise levels of approximately 85 dBA Leq at 50 feet assuming the pumps were at grade and not 
inside an enclosure. There are no other known sources of noise that would measurably increase 
the noise levels generated by the pumps. A residence to the northwest is in Monterey County and 
residences to the southwest are in the City of Marina. Maximum noise levels generated by 
operations at the RTP would be 35 dBA Leq at a distance of approximately 1 mile. Due to the long 
distance between residences in Monterey County of the City or Marina and the AWPF 
(approximately 5,000 to 5,400 feet), operational noise levels resulting from the expanded AWPF 
Treatment Facilities at the RTP would not exceed the City of Marina or Monterey County noise 
standards. Noise levels would be substantially below ambient noise levels in the surrounding area, 
and plant operations would not result in an increase in ambient noise levels that would exceed 
local standards.  
 
Expanded Injection Well Facilities:  
The primary operational noise source at each injection well would be a well pump to back-flush 
the well. The estimated motor size for each pump is approximately 400 hp. Based on the experience 
of the Water Management District in the operation of its nearby Aquifer Storage and Recovery 
wells, back-flushing of each injection well would occur about weekly and would require discharge 
of the back-flush water to a percolation pond, or back-flush basin. The pump would operate for 
about 150 minutes during the daytime.  
 
The 400 hp back-flush pump has an estimated noise level 85 dBA Leq at 50 feet assuming the 
pumps are at grade and not inside an enclosure. The nearest residences to the back-flush pump are 
located 1,300 feet to the north along Ardennes Circle in Seaside. The maximum noise level, 
generated by back-flush operations, is calculated to be 50 dBA Leq. Noise levels as a result of the 
operation of the back-flush pumps, as well as the remaining wells located further from receptors, 
would not exceed the City of Seaside noise standard of 65 dBA CNEL. 
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Extraction Well Facilities:  
 
The EW-3 and EW-4 Wells would be 50 feet west of residences on Ardennes Circle. Each well would 
be equipped with a permanent 500-hp multistage vertical turbine pump. Each well pump and electrical 
control system would be housed in a fiberglass enclosure with sound-proofing and ventilation similar 
to CalAm’s Rancho Canada well. The pump motor, switch gear and power panels are installed inside 
the enclosure. 
 
The MPWSP EIR/EIS states that well pump motors would generate noise levels of up to 76 dBA 
Lmax at 50 feet; however, placing the motors in a standard concrete pump house would attenuate noise 
levels by at least 20 dBA (to 56 dBA Lmax at 50 feet). The increase in ambient noise levels at the 
residences on Ardennes Circle would be 5 to 6 dBA Leq, which is above the 5 dBA threshold and thus 
would be a significant permanent noise increase over existing conditions.  
 
The current design identifies a fiberglass enclosure that may not provide comparable attenuation to the 
concrete pump house. Furthermore, the fiberglass enclosure may not provide sufficient attenuation to 
achieve the interior sleep interference noise standard of 35 dBA Leq inside the nearest residences 
assuming windows are open for ventilation. There is a potential that interior noise levels, that were 
previously designed to meet the 60 dBA CNEL exterior noise threshold with the use of a concrete 
block enclosure, would result in interior noise levels of approximately 38 dBA Leq inside the nearest 
residential units exceeding the 35 dBA Leq sleep interference threshold by 3 dBA.  
 
The EW-1 and EW-2 Wells would be at least 600 feet north of the nearest classroom building at 
Seaside Middle School and 700 feet southwest of residences on Hatten Road. At 600 to 700 feet, noise 
levels would be reduced by 27 to 29 dBA respectively, due to distance alone. The pump motors would 
be enclosed in a standard concrete pump house that would attenuate noise levels by at least 20 dBA,   
resulting in noise levels of 29 dBA at the Seaside Middle School and 27 dBA at the Hatten Road 
residences. Operational noise levels related to EW-1 and EW-2 would be well below ambient 
conditions at the Seaside Middle School and nearest residential receptors.  
 
Mitigation Measures: 
 
The following mitigation measure has been extracted from the MPWSP EIR/EIS (Mitigation 
Measure 4.12-5), modified, and applied to this project: 
 
Mitigation Measure 2: EW-3 and EW-4 Stationary-Source Noise Controls.  
 

CalAm shall retain an acoustical engineer to design stationary-source noise controls and 
ensure the applicable noise standards are met. At a minimum, all stationary noise sources 
at EW-3 and EW-4 shall be located within enclosed structures and with adequate noise 
control to maintain noise levels to no greater than 55 CNEL (or 48 dBA Leq assuming 24-
hour per day operation), at the property lines of nearby residences. Once the stationary 
noise sources have been installed, the contractor(s) shall conduct a single long-term (24-
hour) monitoring of noise levels to ensure that noise levels resulting from the operation of 
the well comply recommended noise limits. CalAm shall submit a compliance monitoring 
report to the CPUC.  
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The implementation of Mitigation Measure 2 (Stationary Source Noise Controls) would reduce this 
impact to less than significant by ensuring that sufficient noise insulation or sound-absorbing material 
is provided to the pump enclosure to provide the additional noise attenuation required to meet City of 
Seaside noise level thresholds and thresholds to avoid the potential for sleep interference. 
 
Significance after Mitigation: Less than Significant. 
 
Impact 4: Noise levels produced by the operation of the Expanded Project, as compared 

to the noise levels produced by the PWM Project alone, would not be 
substantially more severe at sensitive receptors. 

 
The resultant noise level due to project operations at receptors in the project vicinity is due to the 
closest source of operational noise, as discussed by project component above. The only instance 
where noise levels would be measurably increased as a result of the Expanded Project would be at 
receptors nearest to the AWPF Treatment Facilities at the RTP. Maximum noise levels generated 
by Expanded Project operations would be 35 dBA Leq at a distance of approximately 1 mile due to 
the long distance between residences in Monterey County of the City or Marina and the AWPF 
(approximately 5,000 to 5,400 feet). The predicted noise level from Expanded Project operations 
would add to the operational noise levels produced by treatment facilities at the RTP (37 dBA Leq) 
to yield an overall noise level of 39 dBA Leq. Overall RTP noise levels would not exceed the City 
of Marina or Monterey County noise standards at the nearest sensitive receptors. Noise levels 
would be substantially below ambient noise levels in the surrounding area, and plant operations 
would not result in an increase in ambient noise levels that would exceed local standards. The 
impact related to noise generated by operations of the Expanded Project is less than significant.  
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Appendix A 
 
Pure Water Monterey Backup Expansion Project Draft Area of 
Potential Effect Maps M-1 through M-5 
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CalAm Conveyance Pipeline 
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Appendix B 
 
CalAm Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project Final EIR/EIS  
Figures 4.12-1 through 4.12-5 
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New Appendix C 
 
March 2020 Noise Data  
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March 2020 Noise Survey Results 
 
In response to comments on the DSEIR, additional noise measurements were conducted to 
confirm the prior noise data and to document current noise levels at Hatten Road residences 
and Seaside Middle School, which adjoin the proposed EW-1 and EW-2 extraction well 
sites. The first long-term noise measurement was made 80 feet from the centerline of 
General Jim Moore Boulevard near Hatten Road residential land uses. Noise levels 
produced by traffic along General Jim Moore Boulevard were similar to those measured 
previously at Site LT-1, ranging from 53 to 69 dBA Leq during the day, and from 43 to 59 
dBA Leq at night. The day-night average noise level was 63 dBA Ldn. The second long-
term measurement was made 580 feet from the centerline of General Jim Moore Boulevard 
near the Seaside Middle School playfields. Noise levels produced by traffic along General 
Jim Moore Boulevard typically ranged from 43 to 49 dBA Leq during the day, and from 35 
to 49 dBA Leq at night. A small, nearby construction project to the west elevated noise 
levels on the morning of March 19, 2020 to between 55 to 59 dBA Leq. The day-night 
average noise level was 53 dBA Ldn.  
 
The results of the additional noise measurements confirmed that the predominant noise 
source in the vicinity of the proposed EW-1 and EW-2 extraction wells continues to be 
traffic along General Jim Moore Boulevard and that prior noise data used in the analysis 
were valid. 
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and the nearest residential locations.  Figure 1 presents the receptors and EW-1 and EW-2 
injection/extraction well locations. 
 

Figure 1 
EW-1 and EW-2 Locations and Receptor Grids 

 

 
 

The maximum concentrations were converted to cancer and chronic health risks based on the 
health risk assessment guidance issued by the California Office of Environmental Health Hazard 
Assessment (OEHHA, 2015) and the anticipated construction durations for each of the project 
facilities. As with the Project EIR, for the residential receptors, the EW-1 and EW-2 sites utilized 
a one-year DPM exposure period with three (3) months of exposure in the third trimester of 
pregnancy and nine (9) months in the 0 to 2 year age category (infant exposure).  The HRA also 
assumed for the third trimester, a daily breathing rate of 361 liters of air per kilogram of body 
weight, a child risk factor of 10, and 100 percent of the time spent at home. The health risk for 
the 0 to 2-year age category assumed a daily breathing rate of 1,090 liters of air per kilogram of 
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in any other location in the vicinity of the facility for both the residential and school exposure 
scenarios. 
 

Figure 2 
Maximum HRA Impact Locations 
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Attachment A 
HRA Calculations 
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Maximum DPM Cancer Risk Calculations From Construction

Impacts at Off-Site Receptors - 1.5 meter receptor heights

Cancer Risk (per million) = CPF x  Inhalation Dose x ASF x ED/AT x  FAH x 1 0E6
Where: CPF = Cancer potency factor (mg/kg-day)-1 

ASF = Age sensitivity factor for specified age group
ED = Exposure duration (years)
AT = Averaging time for lifetime cancer risk (years)
FAH = Fraction of time spent at home (unitless)

Inhalation Dose = Cair x DBR x A x (EF/365) x 10-6

Where: Cair = concentration in air (μg/m3)
DBR = daily breathing rate (L/kg body weight-day)
A = Inhalation absorption factor
EF = Exposure frequency (days/year)
10-6 = Conversion factor

Values

Infant/Child Adult

Age --> 3rd Trimester 0 - 2 2 - 9 2 - 16 16 - 30

Parameter

ASF = 10 10 3 3 1
CPF = 1 10E+00 1 10E+00 1 10E+00 1 10E+00 1 10E+00

DBR* = 361 1090 631 745 290
A = 1 1 1 1 1

EF = 350 350 350 350 350
AT = 70 70 70 70 70

FAH = 1 00 1 00 1 00 1 00 0 73
* 95th percentile breathing rates all exposures

Construction Cancer Risk by Year - Maximum Impact Receptor Location

Infant/Child - Exposure Informatio Infant/Child Adult - Exposure Information Adult

Exposure Age Cancer Modeled Age Cancer

Exposure Duration DPM Conc (ug/m3) Sensitivity Risk DPM Conc (ug/m3) Sensitivity Risk

Year (years) Age Year Annual Factor (per million) Year Annual Factor (per million)

0 0 25 -0 25 - 0* 2021 0 0250 10 0 34 2021 0 0250 - -
1 0 75 0 - 1 2021 0 0250 10 3 08 2021 0 0250 1 0 08
2 1 1 - 2 0 0000 10 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
3 1 2 - 3 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
4 1 3 - 4 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
5 1 4 - 5 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
6 1 5 - 6 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
7 1 6 - 7 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
8 1 7 - 8 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
9 1 8 - 9 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
10 1 9 - 10 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
11 1 10 - 11 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
12 1 11 - 12 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
13 1 12 - 13 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
14 1 13 - 14 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
15 1 14 - 15 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
16 1 15 - 16 0 0000 3 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
17 1 16-17 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
18 1 17-18 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
19 1 18-19 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
20 1 19-20 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
21 1 20-21 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
22 1 21-22 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
23 1 22-23 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
24 1 23-24 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
25 1 24-25 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
26 1 25-26 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
27 1 26-27 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
28 1 27-28 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
29 1 28-29 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00
30 1 29-30 0 0000 1 0 00 0 0000 1 0 00

Total Increased Cancer Risk 3.4 0.08

*  Third trimester of pregnancy
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Maximum DPM Cancer Risk and PM2.5 Calculations From Construction of 4 lane design (Project)

School (K - 8th Grade) - 1.0 meters - Child Exposure

Student Cancer Risk (per million) = CPF x  Inhalation Dose x ASF x ED/AT x 1.0E6
Where: CPF = Cancer potency factor (mg/kg-day)-1 

ASF = Age sensitivity factor for specified age group
ED = Exposure duration (years)
AT = Averaging time for lifetime cancer risk (years)

Inhalation Dose = Cair x SAF x 8-Hr BR x A x (EF/365) x 10-6

Where: Cair = concentration in air (μg/m3)
SAF  = Student Adjustment Factor (unitless)
          = (24 hrs/ hrs source operation per day) x (7 days/days o source operation per week) = 1.0
8-Hr BR = Eight-hour breathing rate (L/kg body weight-per 8 hrs)
A = Inhalation absorption factor
EF = Exposure frequency (days/year)
10-6 = Conversion factor

Values

Infant School Child Adult

Age --> 0 - <2 2 - <16 16 - 30

Parameter

ASF = 10 3 1
CPF = 1.10E+00 1.10E+00 1.10E+00

8-Hr BR* = 1200 520 230
A = 1 1 1

EF = 350 180 250
AT = 70 70 70

SAF = 1.00 1.00 1.00
* 95th percentile 8-hr breathing rates for moderate intensity activities

Construction Cancer Risk by Year - Maximum Impact Receptor Location

Child - Exposure Information Child

Exposure Maximum Age* Cancer

Exposure Duration DPM Conc (ug/m3) Sensitivity Risk Hazard

Year (years) Year Annual Factor (per million) Index

2021 1 2021 0.0600 3 0.7 0.012

*  Children assumed to be from 5 to 13 years of age

Maximum
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Date: April 11, 2020 
 
Subject:   Approved Pure Water Monterey (PWM) Project and Proposed Modifications to 

Expand the PWM Project - Source Water Operational Plan 
 
 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
The Pure Water Monterey (PWM) Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) certified in 2015 with addenda 
and the Draft Supplemental EIR dated 2019 (Draft SEIR) for the Proposed Modifications to expand the 
PWM Project1 describe the source water availabilities, water rights, and uses. The EIR and Draft SEIR 
source waters analyses assumed 2009 to 2013 average flows would be consistent with future flows, plus 
these analyses assumed that the quantities of Salinas Industrial Wastewater (Ag Wash Water, AWW) 
would increase in the future. The PWM Project and the Proposed Modifications to expand the PWM 
Project yield include use of secondary-treated water as influent for the Advanced Water Purification 
Facility (AWPF) that provides purified water to MCWD for landscape irrigation and to convey for injection 
into the Seaside Groundwater Basin plus use of additional source water to augment Regional Treatment 
Plant (RTP) influent for the Salinas Valley Reclamation Project (SVRP) and the Castroville Seawater 
Intrusion Project (CSIP). The EIR identified that one acre-foot (AF) of AWPF product water requires 1.23 
AF of RTP influent water (i.e., for every one AF of product water that is produced at the AWPF, 0.23 AF of 
reverse osmosis (RO) concentrate is sent into the outfall). Those analyses were not concerned with 
quantifying screening and membrane filtration (MF) backwashes as the backwash water returns to the 
RTP headworks and can be reused after primary and secondary treatment. 
 
The purposes of this memorandum are 1) to describe M1W’s rights to the AWPF feed water, 2) to describe 
quantities by month of secondary effluent that are available to use as influent to the AWPF in various 
conditions, and 3) to show how the AWPF feed water could be adjusted to a specific year’s monthly flow. 
In these analyses, one AF of AWPF product water is assumed to require 1.37 AF water rights in the form 

 
1 The 2019 – 2020 SEIR addresses expanding the PWM Project for the purpose of providing a Back Up Plan for 
CalAm to meet the CDO in case the MPWSP desalination plant is delayed beyond milestones established in the 
State Water Resources Control Board’s Cease and Desist Order.  



 
Jennifer Gonzales, PE 
April 11, 2020 
Page 2 
 
of Ozone Feed Water. Of each one AF of product water, the Ozone Strainer and MF Pre-strainer 
backwashes removes 0.03 AF which returns to the headworks. Next, 0.11 AF are removed during MF 
backwash which is also returned to the Headworks. Finally, 0.23 AF of RO concentrate is removed and 
sent to the outfall. The analyses herein separately quantify the backwash water flows from the AWPF 
because when those flows return to primary and secondary treatment their water rights change. Water 
rights consider those rights to RTP secondary effluent prescribed by California Water Code section 1210 
and the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement (November 3, 2015, as amended in June 
2019, herein referred to as the ARWRA). Volumes of wastewater flowing into the RTP’s primary and 
secondary treatment processes that would be available to use as influent to the AWPF include municipal 
wastewater to which M1W and MCWD have contractual rights and the “new source waters” as described 
in the ARWRA. These AWPF source water flows will be determined for the three distinct AWPF uses: 
MCWD, the approved PWM Project, and the Proposed Modifications. Water sources and yields for the 
remainder of the PWM Project (SVRP/CSIP) are described in the Schaaf & Wheeler reports published in 
the Final PWM Project EIR (M1W/DD&A, 2015), Addendum No. 3 to the EIR (M1W/DD&A, October 2017), 
and in the Final SEIR in Master Response #3 of Chapter 3, and in Appendices I and R  (M1W/DD&A, 2019). 
 
COMPOSITION OF MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER FLOWS  
Relative contributions of municipal wastewater from M1W’s geographic areas that enters the M1W 
headworks and is metered there include: 51% from the Salinas urban area, 3% from Moss Landing and 
Castroville, 46% from the Monterey Peninsula, Marina, and Fort Ord areas (Source: M1W Sewer System 
Management Plan, 2019). Addition of AWW in recent years increases the percentage of flows from the 
Salinas area by up to 4% (peaking in the summer). These municipal flows are primarily from areas within 
M1W’s 2001 Service Area, but also include some municipal/domestic flows from outside M1W’s 2001 
Service Area, including the following key geographic locations:2 

1. North County High School and the southeast portion of Castroville, as shown in Figures 1 and 2,3 

2. Boronda and areas north and southeast of the City of Salinas, as shown Figures 1 and 2, 

3. Starting in 2019, the Farmworker Housing site on Hitchcock Road, southwest of Salinas, 

4. Monterey Regional Waste Management District landfill starting in 2016, and 

5. M1W Regional Treatment Plant on-site wastewater. 

These flows have not previously been individually metered and some flow through the headworks meter, 
however, monthly volumes throughout the year have been estimated for the analyses in this 
memorandum based on available pumping operations data, use assumptions, and other metered flow 
data (flow balance calculations). Because these are also wastewater flows which enter M1W-owned 
infrastructure, rights to these waters are also governed by California Water Code Section 1210 which 
provides for the ability for M1W to enter into agreements for assigning those rights to other entities. 
Currently, the ARWRA and the March 1996 Annexation Agreement and Groundwater Mitigation 
Framework for Marina Area Lands are the main agreements governing the water rights to these flows.

 
2 The distinction between municipal flows coming from within and outside of the M1W 2001 Service Area are important for 
interpreting rights assigned to MCWRA by the Amended and Restated Water Recycling Agreement (November 2015). 
3 Figures 1 and 2 use maps of the M1W (at that time, known as Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency) published 
by the Monterey County Local Agency Formation Commission in 2003 and 2012 because maps of the service area were not 
published in 2001, and a newer map has not been published since 2012. 
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NEW SOURCE WATERS IN ARWRA 
As described in the ARWRA, new source waters available for use for recycling include the following: 

• Reclamation Ditch surface water. M1W can divert this water into the City wastewater collection 
system by using the recently completed diversion structure near Davis Road (which then flows to 
the RTP), as allowed by a State Board Water Rights Permit #21377 issued to the MCWRA and 
discussed by the ARWRA. 

• Blanco Drain surface water. M1W can divert this water to the RTP headworks using the recently 
completed diversion structure near the Salinas River, as allowed by a State Board Water Rights 
Permit #21377 issued to the MCWRA and discussed by the ARWRA. 

• Agricultural Wash Water (Ag Wash Water). M1W can divert this water directly from the City of 
Salinas’ separate industrial wastewater collection system to the M1W Salinas Pump Station using 
M1W’s diversion facilities, as allowed by a State Board’s Order approving Wastewater Change 
Petition #WW-0089 issued to the City of Salinas and the City/M1W Agreement for Conveyance 
and Treatment of Industrial Waste Water (October 27, 2015).  

The use of these three categories of source water by M1W is subject to conditions precedent in Section 
16.15 of the ARWRA as updated in Amendment No. 1 to the ARWRA. Under Amendment No. 1 to the 
ARWRA, M1W has rights to immediately use all the Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain surface waters 
and the Ag Wash Water, even before the conditions precedent are met. M1W may choose to use the Ag 
Wash Water to provide additional influent to the SVRP before the conditions precedent are met. In 
addition, Section 16.16 provides that if the conditions precedent are not met, then MCWRA would retain 
rights to the Ag Wash Water and M1W would retain rights to the Blanco Drain and Reclamation Ditch; 
however, for Section 16.16 to be in effect would require a separate agreement. Therefore, the analyses 
in this Technical Memorandum conservatively assume that Ag Wash Water: 

1. is not available for use at the AWPF if conditions precedent are not met,  

2. is only used for the Approved PWM Project during October through May in the scenarios where 
the conditions precedent are met, and  

3. is not used for the Proposed Modifications. 
 
Other new source waters that will be available to divert to the RTP to augment secondary effluent for 
recycling (and that are listed in the ARWRA) include City of Salinas urban runoff/stormwater that currently 
flows to the Salinas River, that will be mixed with AWW, conveyed to, and treated and stored in the Salinas 
Industrial Waste Water Treatment Facility (IWTF) ponds, and then diverted to the RTP from the northwest 
corner of Pond 3 at the IWTF. The infrastructure to enable this diversion is currently under construction. 
Currently, M1W does not have the ability to divert that treated water but will upon completion of the 
Pond 3 pump station. Nevertheless, because a contract with the City of Salinas or a contract amendment 
would be needed for M1W to use City of Salinas urban runoff/ stormwater, the analyses in this Technical 
Memorandum conservatively assume that City of Salinas urban runoff mixed with wastewater is not 
available for use at the AWPF. The ARWRA also lists Lake El Estero waters and SVRP modifications as new 
source waters, but to date there has been no implementation of this infrastructure due to lack of funding; 
therefore the analyses in this Technical Memorandum do not assume that these sources are available for 
use at the AWPF. 
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OTHER RELEVANT ANALYSES 
This memorandum is complementary to the Perkins Coie Report “Water Rights Analysis for Proposed 
Modification to the Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project” (Perkins Coie Report). 
That report concluded: 

• M1W, MCWD, and MCWRA all have secured rights to use water from the M1W’s collection and 
treatment system. 

• M1W has secured rights to divert and use AWW for recycling and delivery to customers, including 
SVRP treatment then distribution to CSIP plus AWPF treatment then injection to the Seaside 
Groundwater Basin (Agreement for Conveyance and Treatment of Industrial Waste Water By and 
Between the City of Salinas and the Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency, dated 
Oct. 27, 2015).  

• M1W needs a contract with the City of Salinas to acquire rights to divert, and treat for reuse, the 
City of Salinas storm water as enabled by M1W’s Salinas Storm Water Projects. Prior agreements 
could be amended to allow M1W AWW to recycle flows through the SVRP and AWPF from Pond 
3 at the City’s IWTF to the Regional Treatment Plant (RTP) as enabled by the Salinas Storm Water 
Phase 1B Project.  

• M1W and MCWRA have rights to Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain waters through two 
relevant SWRCB permits and the ARWRA, as amended. According to the ARWRA Section XVI, 
16.16, if conditions precedent in Section XVI, 16.15 are not satisfied, M1W would retain the right 
to divert and use these waters and AWW would be available for MCWRA to use. 

 
Another complementary report was Schaaf & Wheeler’s Memorandum “Proposed Modifications to the 
Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project – Source Water Availability, Yield, and Use” 
dated November 1, 2019 (S&W Report) which was used to support the findings in the Draft SEIR. The 
Schaaf & Wheeler Report: 

1. Dealt with the whole PWM Project that includes water for the AWPF and water for SVRP/CSIP. It 
emphasized the calculation of total additional water to flow into the RTP for treatment and reuse 
(added to existing wastewater flows) and the use of the flows by the AWPF and the SVRP and 
discharge to the outfall as recycled water or ocean discharge. 

2. Used the 2015 EIR baseline data. This assumption was of interest to some stakeholders as the 
volumes of source water assumed to be available were based on 2009 through 2013 averages and 
industrial wastewater projections.4 This Technical Memorandum provides supplemental analyses 
and results based on a different set of assumptions not reliant on the same baseline data.  

3. Modeled flows going into or out of the RTP site and facilities owned by M1W but did not account 
for the backwash and on-site-generated flows that do not pass through the RTP headworks flow 
meter. The red box on Figure 3 represents this flow model boundary as is appropriate for the 
overall PWM Project. 

 
4 Although some opined that this baseline did not incorporate more current data, this average was used only for 
the analysis of normal and wet years and included a severe drought year. In addition, wastewater influent volumes 
over the past three years has flattened and the provision of new water supplies to the Monterey Peninsula to 
eliminate constraints to growth will increase wastewater flows in the future under the Proposed Modifications. For 
these reasons, use of a 2009-2013 average for wastewater flows during normal and wet years is adequate. 
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4. Analyzed use of source waters, RTP inflows, ocean discharges, and recycling yields by month to 
meet both AWPF and SVRP demands based on the following four potential future scenarios: 

a. normal and wet year with drought reserve less than 1,000 AF,  
b. a normal and wet year with a 1,000 AF drought reserve,  
c. a drought year with a full 1,000 AF drought reserve, and  
d. a maximum diversion year without limiting diversion based on projected recycled 

demands. 
NOTE: The last scenario formed the basis for the environmental impact report analysis for various 
water resource topics since it provided a worst-case, conservative analysis of downstream impacts 
of surface water resources. 

5. Ignored the SVRP, and AWPF backwash flows because they do not increase the amount of water 
at the RTP.  

6. Ignored SRDF screening backwash flows because when screening is occurring, this indicates 
excess water available for meeting CSIP demands and these flows are inconsistent year-to-year. 

7. Ignored rain and water in hauled waste (saline and septage) as influent to the RTP (these volumes 
are negligible). 

8. Ignored evaporation and water in biosolids as a flow out of the RTP because these volumes are 
negligible. 

9. Assumed AWW and Salinas Storm Water would be available directly and from Pond 3 IWTF 
Facility. 

10. Assumed that the agencies implement the Lake El Estero Source Water diversion and the winter 
modifications to the Salinas Valley Reclamation Plant. 

11. Estimated the reduced Reclamation Ditch water flow during drought for the drought scenario. 

12. Estimated that Blanco Drain flow would not be reduced in drought, given that irrigation practices 
are consistent in drought and normal years enabled by the diversity of sources of irrigation water 
(river, groundwater wells, and recycled water -- the latter two of which are available even during 
drought years). 

The Schaaf & Wheeler Report describes and quantifies source waters and uses for the entire PWM Project 
including SVRP/CSIP whereas this Technical Memorandum addresses use of flows for the AWPF portion 
of PWM Project. 
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METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS  
The volumes of the municipal wastewater and new source waters for recycling for each M1W customer 
are described, quantified, and prioritized herein considering California Water Code section 1210, treated 
wastewater rights assigned by M1W with agreements, environmental benefits (reducing discharge of 
secondary effluent), operational needs (including efficiency of treatment and regulatory compliance), and 
cost considerations. The new source waters would preferentially be used for the Approved PWM Project 
as described by the ARWRA (Reclamation Ditch, Blanco Drain, and AWW if conditions precedent are met 
and just the Reclamation Ditch and Blanco Drain if conditions precedent are not met). The new source 
waters conservatively are not assumed to be available for the Proposed Modifications, regardless whether 
the conditions precedent are met. Flows from outside M1W’s 2001 Service Area are prioritized to be used 
for the Proposed Modifications to avoid use of Salinas area drainage waters (Reclamation Ditch and Blanco 
Drain) and AWW. This strategy minimizes ocean discharges, optimizes water treatment efficiency, and 
keeps costs for recycling as low as possible. The analyses in this memorandum use updated source water 
flow rates and monthly volumes compared to the baseline data used previously in the EIR documents. 
Two scenarios are evaluated and presented representing two sets of assumptions about water availability 
and use for recycling: 

• A normal or wet water year while building a Drought Reserve (or Operating Reserve) in the Seaside 
Basin. For these analyses, municipal wastewater and AWW flows are assumed to be the same as 
actual calendar year 2018 flows, which provide values for a representative (typical wet or normal) 
year. 

• A drought year starting with a full (1,000 AF) drought reserve. Municipal wastewater and AWW 
flows for this scenario are assumed to be the same as in calendar year 2015, which had the lowest 
effluent flow to the ocean and the highest SVRP recorded use. The SVRP backwash flows are 
estimated assuming CSIP is optimized to maximize days of SVRP water production. 

This memorandum looks at the source water use assuming scenarios in which MCWRA does or does not 
complete the “Conditions Precedent for New Source Water Facilities” from Section XVI, 16.15 of the 
ARWRA. According to the terms of the ARWRA, the Reclamation Ditch, Blanco Drain, and AWW water 
may be used by M1W at the AWPF if conditions precedent are met.  This analysis conservatively assumes 
no New Source Waters (as defined by the ARWRA) are used for the Proposed Modifications regardless of 
whether conditions precedent are met. If conditions precedent are not met, AWW would be used to 
increase influent to the SVRP pending a new agreement pursuant to Section 16.16 of the ARWRA. In 
addition, if conditions precedent are not met, there would be no drought reserve and the Approved PWM 
Project would produce 3,500 AFY to 3,700 AFY in wet, normal, and drought years.  
 
The analyses documented in this memorandum support responses to concerns about the quantity of 
water (as influent to the RTP) that would be available for recycling and advanced treatment at the AWPF 
(landscape irrigation and groundwater injection) portion of the approved PWM Project and Proposed 
Modifications to the PWM Project under an updated set of assumptions. The assumptions herein 
represent newer information and reflect how source waters might be used, depending upon whether 
conditions precedent are met or not, for specific types of water years noting that water source quantities 
differ each year so the quantity of water treated each month will differ each year.5 These assumptions 
include the following: 

 
5 This analysis does not consider that the ARWRA would be revoked or rescinded as this scenario would mean that 
M1W would hold all rights to wastewater flows entering its collection and treatment system per California Water 
Code section 1210 less that water already allocated to MCWD by agreements. 
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1. Separately accounts for all flows going into or out of the primary and secondary processes at the 
RTP, the SVRP, and the AWPF, such as the recycle flows that do not pass through the RTP meter 
at the headworks. The yellow polygon on Figure 3 represents this flow model boundary. 

2. Considers recycle flow such as screening and MF backwash losses from the AWPF. Thus, the 
source water needs for the approved and expanded PWM Projects are assumed to be larger than 
the source water needs identified in the 2015 EIR, the 2019 Draft SEIR, and in the S&W Report. 
Screening and backwash flows, since they return to the RTP Headworks for retreatment do not 
change the overall amount of water available for the PWM Project. However, these losses are a 
required AWPF flow and for the analyses herein, the losses are assumed to reduce the amount of 
water to which M1W has rights. Backwash is a necessary part of the process but its return to the 
RTP primary and secondary treatment process results in the water rights to those flows being split 
between M1W and MCWRA in accordance with the ARWRA.  

3. Identifies MCWD use of municipal wastewater flows from their service area as the source for 
meeting the RUWAP irrigation system demands for AWPF product water. 

4. Assumes the 200 AFY of AWPF product water for building the CSIP drought reserve (if conditions 
precedent are met) would instead build the CalAm/M1W/MPWMD Water Purchase Agreement 
Operating Reserve (if conditions precedent have not been met). 

5. Assumes the Farmworker Housing project’s additional influent flows (35 AFY estimate) are 
additive to historic influent volumes (project came on line in 2019). 

6. Identifies Boronda area on the western side of Salinas (170 AFY wastewater volume estimate) as 
the largest developed area that was not in M1W’s 2001 Service Area. There are several other 
areas that would also be considered outside of M1W’s 2001 Service Area, but they are smaller, 
and their flows have not yet been estimated. 

7. Assumes Ozone and MF screening recovery is 98% and MF recovery is 92%. 

8. Assumes AWPF is operational on average 90% of the time. It is assumed that more maintenance 
will be performed during April through September so the AWPF will be operational 87% during 
that period and would be operational 93% of the remainder of the year. 

9. Assumes that the SVRP modifications have not been constructed to enable lower daily volumes 
of SVRP water to be delivered to CSIP directly, through bypassing the SVRP Storage Pond. If built, 
this would decrease the amount of secondary effluent to the ocean throughout the year, but 
primarily in the winter, and would increase the volume of SVRP backwash water. 

10. Assumes that the extra 200 AF (beyond 3,500 AFY) will be injected every winter, even if the 
Drought Reserve and Operating Reserves are full, since M1W will not know during the winter if it 
will be a drought year and adequate excess secondary effluent will be available to meet this 
production amount in all year types. 6  

 
Like the Schaaf & Wheeler source water analysis, the analyses herein ignore rain, evaporation, hauled 
wastes (saline and septage), and the water content of biosolids. These analyses use the same RO recovery 
rate of 81%. These analyses also exclude SRDF screening backwash flows for the same rationale as the 
Schaaf & Wheeler analysis. Specifically, when SRDF is operating, this indicates excess water is available 
for meeting all CSIP demands, and these flows are inconsistent year-to-year. 

 
6 If a drought year does occur and the drought reserve is full, then the summer injection rate will be reduced to 
prevent exceeding the permitted annual injection volumes and to enable more secondary-treated RTP effluent to 
be available for CSIP in peak irrigation months, when demands are high enough. 
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The analysis presented in this memorandum assumes the following for analyzing the effect of MCWD use 
of their initial phase demands of 600 AFY AWPF product: 

• MCWD demand schedule is in accordance with Section 3.02 (a) of the Pure Water Delivery and 
Supply Project Agreement Between Monterey Regional Water Pollution Control Agency and 
Marina Coast Water District (M1W/MCWD Agreement), dated April 8, 2016 which was amended 
in December 2017. 

• MCWD has rights to all wastewater they provide to M1W which was 1,218 AF during 2018 subject 
to restrictions noted in the schedule discussed in the prior bullet item. Specifically, MCWD 
annexed portions of the former Fort Ord into their service area which may increase their annual 
rights to recycled water but limit their use of these water rights in peak irrigation months pursuant 
to restrictions in the ARWRA. 

• MCWD needs 822 AFY of source water for 600 AFY of product water for their irrigation needs, 
including screening, MF backwash, and RO concentrate losses and MCWD needs 741 AF as shown 
in the Schaaf & Wheeler source water memorandum referenced above when excluding waste 
flows returned to the headworks, 

• MCWD will utilize their full 300 AFY summer water allocation between April and September each 
year. 

• M1W will utilize 342 AFY of their 650 AFY summer water allocation (ARWRA 4.01 (a)) as needed 
to supplement MCWD’s water supply demand between May and August each year.  

• MCWD has rights to the remainder of their rights to return flows during the winter (October 
through March) plus reallocation of any summer water (April through September) they do not use 
during those winter months. 

• MCWD will utilize 179 AFY of their wastewater rights during October through March each year. 

• MCWD has enough water rights that their 600 AFY project can proceed in wet, normal, or drought 
conditions. During severe droughts, the amount of MCWD’s unutilized water rights would be 
reduced slightly. Because of its special nature, MCWD’s portion of the AWPF source water issue 
is described above and summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Source Waters for MCWD During Wet, Normal or Drought Years (600 AFY) 

Source Water Total (AFY) 
April to 

September 
(AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Product Water Demand 600 469 131 
Secondary Effluent (Winter) 179 0 179 
MCWD Summer Water 300 300 0 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 342 342 0 
Total Source Water Utilized 822 642 179 
Unutilized MCWD Effluent Rights 738 0 738 

 
• MCWD’s use of their summer water rights directly plus use of a portion of M1W’s ARWRA 4.01 

1(d) water rights reduces the amount of water available for SVRP/CSIP by about 642 AF between 
April and September. The result is that -- independent from the Proposed Modifications -- new 
source waters may be needed by SVRP/CSIP to meet peak demands if the Salinas River Diversion 
Facility is not operating and MCWD and M1W use some of, or all, their wastewater rights from 
April through September. Similarly, about 179 AF of MCWD’s winter water rights will be utilized 
between October and March; however, this use will only reduce the ocean discharge of secondary 
effluent. 

 
 
RESULTS 
 
Prioritization of Source Waters (All Scenarios) 
The assumed source water prioritization and quantities available to M1W are identified in Table 2 for the 
Approved PWM Project and in Table 3 for the Proposed Modification. This prioritization can and will 
change based on many factors over the years. These factors include: infrastructure reliability, treatability 
and efficiencies, changing agreements, regulatory requirements, agricultural and industrial changes, and 
population/economic growth and recessions   If there are no other infrastructure or external restrictions, 
including changes to agreements, priority will be based on minimizing water cost, including 
treatability/water quality and energy demands. 
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Table 2.  Source Water Priority for Approved Project AWPF (All Scenarios) 

Pr
io

rit
y 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Source Water 

Quantity of 
Water 

Available to 
M1W in a 

Typical Year 
(Acre Feet 
per Year) 

1 Secondary Effluent to Ocean Outfall 5,811 
2 Reclamation Ditch 808 
3 Blanco Drain 2,620 
4 AWW** 3,099 
5 Recycle Sump #1* 41 
6 Recycle Sump #2* 104 
7 Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes* 290 
8 Proposed Modifications AWPF Backwashes (only available for Modifications) * 152 
9 SVRP Backwash* 515 

10 Boronda* 95 
11 Farmworker Housing* 18 
12 M1W’s ARWRA Summer Water (ARWRA Section IV 4.01 1(d)) 650 
13 SRDF Screening ***  95 
14 Salinas IWTF Pond System ***  150 

 Total Available for M1W (without AWW, SRDF & Salinas IWTF Pond)  11,104 
Values shown are for 2018. Drought year (2015) values are provided in the attachments. *Those source water 
marked with * are assumed available ½ for M1W to meet the AWPF influent needs for Seaside Groundwater 
Basin injections and ½ for SVRP influent for CSIP. The values shown above are the M1W portion of the water 
source. **AWW is only available if conditions precedent are met and are assumed to not be available for the 
Proposed Modifications for the purpose of this analysis. ***SRDF Screening and Salinas IWTF Pond System 
waters are assumed to not be available. 

 

Table 3.  Source Water Priority for Proposed Modifications AWPF (All Scenarios) 
Priority Source Water 

1 Secondary Effluent to Ocean Outfall 
2 Recycle Sump #1 
3 Recycle Sump #2 
4 Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 
5 Proposed Modifications AWPF Backwashes (152 AFY additional above Table 2 quantities) 
6 SVRP Backwash 
7 Boronda 
8 Farmworker Housing 
9 M1W’s ARWRA Summer Water (ARWRA Section IV 4.01 1(d)) 

Potential water quantities were provided in Table 2, except as noted. 
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Scenario 1 (N-In): Source Waters for Normal/Wet Year Operation of AWPF While Building a 
Drought Reserve Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Met 
Table 4 shows results of this analysis of water sources/types that would be available for AWPF influent 
(excluding MCWD which is covered in Table 1, above) to achieve the yield of the Approved PWM Project 
in a normal year of AWPF production (3,700 AFY), which includes Seaside Basin injections to build a 
reserve, assuming the Conditions Precedent are met. Table 5 shows the parallel results for the Proposed 
Modifications to achieve a yield of 2,250 AFY production. Table 6 shows the volumes of source waters to 
which M1W has existing water rights that will be left over after use of all of the flows needed for the full 
normal/wet year operation of an approved PWM Project and Proposed Modifications, including building 
a reserve and supplying MCWD’s RUWAP demands (6,550 AFY total). These results are based on the 
assumptions listed above. Figure 4 shows the results of this scenario of use of the various source waters 
for the Approved PWM Project and for the Proposed Modifications by month. Attachment 1 provides the 
spreadsheet showing the detailed month by month use of the various waters.  
 
Table 4.  Typical Source Waters Utilized for the Approved PWM Project (no MCWD) During Wet or 
Normal Years (3,700 AFY of AWPF Production) Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September 

(AF) 

October 
to March 

(AF) 
Excess Secondary Effluent to Outfall 1,885 120 1,765 
SVRP Backwash 94 94 0 
Boronda  0 0 0 
Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 
Recycle Sump #1 11 11 0 
Recycle Sump #2 38 38 0 
Approved PWM Project AWPF Backwash Flows 101 101 0 
Reclamation Ditch 555 362 193 
Blanco Drain 1,870 1,456 414 
Ag Wash Water (October thru May) 513 210 303 
Total Source Water 5,067 2,391 2,675 
     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 499 235 263 
     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 868 410 458 
     Total AWPF Product Water 3,700 1,746 1,954 
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Table 5.  Typical Source Waters Utilized for the Proposed Modifications During Wet or Normal Years 
(2,250 AFY of AWPF Production) Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September 

(AF) 

October 
to March 

(AF) 
Excess Secondary Effluent to Outfall 2,595 66 2,529 
SVRP Backwash 195 195 0 
Boronda 32 32 0 
Farmworker Housing 5 5 0 
Recycle Sump #1 7 7 0 
Recycle Sump #2 18 18 0 
PWM Project AWPF Backwash Flows 47 47 0 
Additional AWPF Backwash Flows w/ Proposed Modifications 22 22 0 
Reclamation Ditch 0 0 0 
Blanco Drain 0 0 0 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 159 159 0 
Total Source Water 3,081 551 2,530 
     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 303 54 249 
     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 528 94 433 
     Total AWPF Product Water 2,250 403 1,847 
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Figure 4.  Source Water Use Scenario 1 Charts 
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source waters for the Approved PWM Project and for the Proposed Modifications by month. Table 9 
shows the types and amounts of water rights that M1W will retain after satisfying the influent needs for 
the AWPF with the Approved PWM Project and Proposed Modifications to expand the AWPF capacity (a 
total of 4,637 AFY, which includes 2,500 AFY for Approved PWM Project injections, 600 AFY for MCWD 
irrigation, and 1,537 AFY for Proposed Modifications injections) during a drought year. Attachment 2 
provides the detailed analysis of drought year source water uses.  
 
Table 7.  Source Waters to be Used for the Approved PWM Project (2,500 AFY of yield, excludes 
MCWD) During Drought Year with Full Drought Reserve of 1,000 AF Assuming Conditions Precedent 
Are Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to September 
(AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Secondary Effluent to Outfall 1,850 0 1,850 
Reclamation Ditch 187 127 60 
Blanco Drain 1,090 621 469 
AWW (March & October only) 269 0 269 
Recycle Sump #1 5 0 5 
Recycle Sump #2 5 0 5 
PWM Base Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 17 0 17 
SVRP Backwash 0 0 0 
Boronda 0 0 0 
Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 0 0 0 
Total Source Water 3,423 748 2,675 
  Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 337 74 263 

     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 586 128 458 
     Total AWPF Product Water 2,500 546 1,954 

 
Table 8.  Source Waters to be Used for the Proposed Modifications to the PWM Project Yield During 
Drought Years (2,250 AFY using 133 AF Operating Reserve) Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September (AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Secondary Effluent to Outfall 1,779 90 1,689 
Recycle Sump #1 23 18 5 
Recycle Sump #2 72 55 17 
PWM Base Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 122 68 54 
PWM Expansion Project AWPF Backwashes 78 45 33 
SVRP Backwash 442 302 139 
Boronda 61 38 23 
Farmworker Housing 10 7 3 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 310 294 16 
Reclamation Ditch 0 0 0 
Blanco Drain 0 0 0 
Total Source Water 2,898 918 1,981 

     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 285 90 195 
     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 496 157 339 

     Total AWPF Product Water 2,116 670 1,446 
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 Figure 5.  Source Water Use Scenario 2 Charts 
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Table 10.  Typical Source Waters Utilized for the Approved PWM Project (no MCWD) During Wet or 
Normal Years While Building an Operating Reserve (3,700 AFY of AWPF Production) Assuming 
Conditions Precedent Are Not Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September 

(AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Secondary Effluent to Outfall 2,232 174 2,059 

Reclamation Ditch 509 362 147 

Blanco Drain 1,821 1,456 365 
Recycle Sump #1 17 14 3 

Recycle Sump #2 56 47 10 
Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 151 126 25 
SVRP Backwash 210 153 57 
Boronda 16 8 8 

Farmworker Housing 4 2 2 

M1W’s ARWRA Summer Water (ARWRA §IV 4.01 1(d)) 50 50 0 

Total Source Water 5,066 2,391 2,675 
     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 499 235 263 

     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 868 410 458 

     Total AWPF Product Water 3,700 1,746 1,954 
 
Table 11.  Typical Source Waters Utilized for the Proposed Modifications During Wet or Normal Years 
(2,250 AFY of AWPF Production) Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Not Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September 

(AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Secondary Effluent to Outfall 2,358 12 2,346 

Recycle Sump #1 12 4 8 

Recycle Sump #2 24 9 15 

Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 70 23 47 

Proposed Modifications AWPF Backwashes 79 27 52 

SVRP Backwash 223 187 36 

Boronda 48 40 8 

Farmworker Housing 9 9 1 

M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 258 258 0 

Reclamation Ditch 0 0 0 

Blanco Drain 0 0 0 

Total Source Water 3,081 568 2,513 

     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 303 56 247 

     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 528 97 431 

     Total AWPF Product Water 2,250 415 1,835 
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Figure 6.  Source Water Use Scenario 3 Charts 
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Table 13.  Source Waters to be Used for the Approved PWM Project (3,500 AFY of yield, excludes 
MCWD) During Drought Year with Full Operating Reserve of 1,000 AF Assuming Conditions Precedent 
Are Not Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September 

(AF) 

October 
to March 

(AF) 
Secondary Effluent to Outfall 1,978 0 1,978 
Reclamation Ditch 177 127 50 
Blanco Drain 1,870 1,456 414 
Recycle Sump #1 26 18 8 
Recycle Sump #2 70 55 15 
Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 185 140 46 
SVRP Backwash 382 321 61 
Boronda 32 24 8 
Farmworker Housing 4 4 1 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 68 50 19 
Total Source Water 4,793 2,194 2,599 

     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 472 216 256 
     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 821 376 445 

     Total AWPF Product Water 3,500 1,602 1,898 
 
Table 14.  Source Waters to be Used for the Proposed Modifications to the PWM Project Yield During 
Drought Years (2,250 AFY using 713 AF of Operating Reserve) Assuming Conditions Precedent Are Not 
Met 

Source Water Total 
(AFY) 

April to 
September (AF) 

October to 
March (AF) 

Secondary Effluent to Outfall 1,651 90 1,651 
Recycle Sump #1 3 0 3 
Recycle Sump #2 7 0 7 
Approved PWM Project and MCWD AWPF Backwashes 21 0 21 
Proposed Modifications AWPF Backwashes 39 19 19 
SVRP Backwash 95 16 79 
Boronda 39 24 15 
Farmworker Housing 9 7 3 
M1W ARWRA 4.01 1 (d) 239 239 0 
Reclamation Ditch 0 0 0 
Blanco Drain 0 0 0 
Total Source Water 2,104 395 1,709 

     Total Backwash (Screening & MF) Returned to RTP 207 39 168 
     Total RO Concentrate to Outfall 361 68 293 

     Total AWPF Product Water 1,537 289 1,248 
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 Figure 7.  Source Water Use Scenario 4 Charts 

 
 

 
   





 
 

Attachment 1 

Scenario 1 (N-In): Source Water Use During Normal/Wet Years and 
Conditions Precedent Are Met 

  



Attachment 1: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 1 (N‐In): Normal/Wet Year with MCWRA "In" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Water for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,700 AFY after removing 600 AFY MCWD's Portion from the 4,300 AFY total, building reserve)

Source Water Needed for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,700) 455 415 455 395 395 394 407 407 394 455 441 455 5,067 2,391 2,675
Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for base project, 1st priority 455 415 46 0 0 0 0 0 120 0 395 455 1,885 120 1,765
Secondary Effluent to Ocean Remaining after Base Project 882 474 426 66 0 0 0 0 0 501 422 1155 3,926 66 3,860
Feed water needed after ocean flows 0 0 409 395 395 394 407 407 274 455 46 0 3,182 2,272 910
Reclamation Ditch used for base project, 2nd priority 0 0 111 89 14 70 88 75 27 36 46 0 555 362 193
Reclamation Ditch Flows remaining after Base Project 81 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 136 253 0 253
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 0 298 306 381 324 319 332 247 419 0 0 2,627 1,909 717
Blanco Drain used for base project, 3rd priority 0 0 246 252 225 274 277 244 184 168 0 0 1,870 1,456 414
Blanco Drain Flows after Base Project 209 223 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 750 0 750
Feed Water needed after Blanco Drain 0 0 52 54 156 50 42 88 63 251 0 0 757 453 303
AWW used for base project, 4th priority 0 0 52 54 156 0 0 0 0 251 0 0 513 210 303
AWW Flows remaining after Base Project 184 149 130 206 150 305 318 319 305 82 252 186 2,585 1,603 982
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 0 0 0 0 50 42 88 63 0 0 0 243 243 0
Recycle #1 used for base project, 5th priority 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 2 0 0 0 11 11 0
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base Project 7 3 5 5 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 30 7 23
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 0 0 0 48 40 84 60 0 0 0 232 232 0
Recycle #2 used for Base Project, 6th priority 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 11 0 0 0 38 38 0
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base project 9 7 5 9 9 0 0 0 0 10 10 8 66 18 49
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 0 0 0 39 31 75 50 0 0 0 195 195 0
PWM Base Project Backwash Water used for Base Project, 7th priority 0 0 0 0 0 25 26 25 24 0 0 0 101 101 0
M1W's portion of AWPF Backwash Water from base project after Base Project (1/2) 24 21 24 23 25 0 0 0 0 25 23 23 189 49 140
Feed Water needed after AWPF Backwash water 0 0 0 0 0 13 4 50 26 0 0 0 94 94 0
SVRP Backwash Water used for base project, 8th priority 0 0 0 0 0 13 4 50 26 0 0 0 94 94 0
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project 18 13 36 50 59 43 54 9 31 57 45 6 421 246 175
Feed Water needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Boronda used for base project, 9th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base Project 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 95 48 47
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Farmworker Housing used for Base Project 10th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing  after Base Project 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 17 11 7
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water used only for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 11th prio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after MCWD, Base & Expansion Projects 0 0 0 0 50 82 93 83 0 0 0 0 308 308 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Attachment 1: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 1 (N‐In): Normal/Wet Year with MCWRA "In" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters for 2,250 AFY Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Project‐‐Winter Peaking Flow Scenario

Source Waters needed for 2,250 AFY Expansion 431 392 425 101 104 101 104 104 37 406 423 453 3,081 551 2,530
 Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for Expansion after Base Project, 1st Priority* 431 392 425 66 0 0 0 0 0 406 422 453 2,595 66 2,529
Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Base & Expansion Projects 451 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 0 702 1,331 0 1,331
Remaining  Source Waters needed for Expansion after Ocean Flows 0 0 0 35 104 101 104 104 37 0 0 0 486 485 0
Recycle #1 after base project used for expansion, 2nd priority 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 0
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base & Expansion Projects 7 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 23 0 23
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 0 30 102 101 104 104 37 0 0 0 478 478 0
Recycle #2 after base project used for Expansion, 3rd priority 0 0 0 9 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 18 0
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base & expansion Projects 9 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 9 8 48 0 48
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 0 22 93 101 104 104 37 0 0 0 460 460 0
M1W's portion of PWM Base Backwash Water from Base used for Expansion Project, 4th Priority 0 0 0 22 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 47 0
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 24 21 24 2 0 0 0 0 0 25 23 23 142 2 140
Remaining  Source Waters needed after M1W Portion of AWPF Backwash 0 0 0 0 67 101 104 104 37 0 0 0 413 413 0
M1W's portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water used for Expansion Project , 5th priority 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 2 0 0 0 22 22 0
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion Projects 21 19 21 5 0 0 0 0 0 20 21 22 129 5 124
Feed Water needed after AWPF Expansion Backwash water 0 0 0 0 62 96 99 99 35 0 0 0 391 391 0
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water used for expansion after Base Project, 6th Priority 0 0 0 0 59 43 54 9 31 0 0 0 195 195 0
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 18 13 36 50 0 0 0 0 0 57 45 6 226 50 175
Remaining  Source Waters needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 0 0 3 53 45 91 5 0 0 0 196 196 0
Boronda after base project used for expansion, 7th priority 0 0 0 0 3 8 8 8 5 0 0 0 32 32 0
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base & Expansion Projects 8 7 8 8 5 0 0 0 3 8 8 8 63 16 47
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 0 0 0 45 37 82 0 0 0 0 164 164 0
Farmworker Housing after Base Project used for Expansion, 8th priority 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 5 5 0
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Base & Expansion Projects 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 12 5 7
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 0 43 35 81 0 0 0 0 159 159 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water used for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 9th priority 0 0 0 0 0 43 35 81 0 0 0 0 159 159 0
M1W ARWRA  Summer Water Remaining after MCWD, Base & Expanded PWM 0 0 0 0 50 39 58 2 0 0 0 0 149 149 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Available if otherwise not collected or would be discharged to ocean

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
M1W Source Waters Not Used for Approved or Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Projects

Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Base & Expansion Project 451 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 94 0 702 1,331 0 1,331
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 18 13 36 50 0 0 0 0 0 57 45 6 226 50 175
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base & Expansion Projects 8 7 8 8 5 0 0 0 3 8 8 8 63 16 47
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Base & Expansion Projects 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 12 5 7
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base & Expansion Projects 7 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 23 0 23
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base & expansion Projects 9 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 9 8 48 0 48
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 24 21 24 2 0 0 0 0 0 25 23 23 142 2 140
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion Projects 21 19 21 5 0 0 0 0 0 20 21 22 129 5 124
Reclamation Ditch after Base & Expansion Projects 81 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 136 253 0 253
Blanco Drain Remaining Water after Base & Expansion Projects 209 223 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 750 0 750
M1W ARWRA  Summer Water Remaining after MCWD, Base & Expanded PWM 0 0 0 0 50 39 58 2 0 0 0 0 149 149 0
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (excl. ocean) 378 313 101 66 57 39 58 2 5 125 262 391 1,797 227 1,570
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (incl. ocean) 829 395 101 66 57 39 58 2 5 219 262 1,094 3,128 227 2,901
M1W portion of SRDF Backwash Water 0 0 0 0 6 24 25 25 11 4 0 0 95 91 4
Salinas Industrial Wastewater (2018) Remaining 184 149 130 206 150 305 318 319 305 82 252 186 2,585 1,603 982
Salinas Pond Recovery Water (2018)* 0 0 0 0 300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 300 0
*Flow may be much higher in 2021 when Salinas Pond PS Project Completed
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Attachment 2 

Scenario 2 (D-In): Source Water Use During Drought Years and 
Conditions Precedent Are Met 

  



Attachment 2: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 2 (D‐In): Dry/Drought Year with MCWRA "In" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Water for M1W Portion of Base Project (2,500 AFY after removing 600 AFY MCWD's Portion from the 3,100 AFY total, drought)

Source Water Needed for M1W Portion of Base Project (2,500) 455 415 455 123 127 123 127 127 123 455 441 455 3,423 748 2,675
Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for base project, 1st priority 455 335 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 165 441 455 1,850 0 1,850
Secondary Effluent to Ocean Remaining after Base Project 1,161 83 3 90 0 0 0 0 0 285 1,083 1,097 3,803 90 3,713
Feed water needed after ocean flows 0 80 455 122 127 123 127 127 123 290 0 0 1,573 748 825
Reclamation Ditch used for base project, 2nd priority 0 25 19 50 11 8 12 35 11 16 0 0 187 127 60
Reclamation Ditch Flows remaining after Base Project 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 72 205 0 205
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 55 436 72 116 115 115 92 112 274 0 0 1,386 621 765
Blanco Drain used for base project, 3rd priority 0 55 246 72 116 115 115 92 112 168 0 0 1,090 621 469
Blanco Drain Flows after Base Project 209 168 0 180 109 159 162 152 72 0 133 185 1,530 835 695
Feed Water needed after Blanco Drain 0 0 190 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 0 0 296 0 296
AAW used for base project, 4th priority 0 0 163 0 0 0 0 0 0 106 0 0 269 0 269
AWW Flows remaining after Base Project 172 139 0 270 297 302 305 300 288 206 239 154 2,672 1,763 910
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 27
Recycle #1 for expansion, 5th priority 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 3 0 5 3 2 3 4 2 3 3 3 36 18 18
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22
Recycle #2  for Expansion, 6th priority 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 5
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after expansion 9 7 0 9 9 9 9 9 11 10 10 8 99 55 44
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 17
PWM Base Project Backwash Water used for Base Project, 7th priority 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 0 17
M1W's portion of AWPF Backwash Water after Base Project (1/2) 24 21 7 10 12 12 12 11 11 25 23 23 192 68 124
Feed Water needed after AWPF Backwash water 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SVRP Backwash Water used for base project, 8th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project 18 27 55 57 55 57 57 55 57 57 37 18 550 337 213
Feed Water needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Boronda for expansion, 9th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 95 48 47
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Farmworker Housing for Expansion, 10th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing  after Expansion 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 17 11 7
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 10th priority 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 50 82 93 83 0 0 0 0 308 308 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Attachment 2: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 2 (D‐In): Dry/Drought Year with MCWRA "In" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters for 2,250 AFY Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Project‐‐Drought Year Scenario (Source Water = 2,898 AFY and 133 AF Operational Reserve)

Source Waters needed for 2,250 AFY Expansion 435 157 95 184 144 176 189 177 48 410 427 457 2,898 917 1,981
Remaining Secondary Effluent to Ocean for Expansion after Base Project, 1st Priority* 435 83 3 90 0 0 0 0 0 285 427 457 1,779 90 1,689
Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Expansion Project 726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 657 640 2,023 0 2,023
Remaining  Source Waters needed for Expansion after Ocean Flows 0 75 92 94 144 176 189 177 48 125 0 0 1,119 827 291
Recycle #1 for expansion, 2nd priority 0 3 0 5 3 2 3 4 2 3 0 0 23 18 5
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 13 0 13
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 72 92 90 141 174 186 173 45 122 0 0 1,095 809 286
Recycle #2 for Expansion, 3rd priority 0 7 0 9 9 9 9 9 11 10 0 0 72 55 17
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after Expansion 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 26 0 26
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 65 92 81 132 165 177 164 35 112 0 0 1,023 754 269
M1W's portion of PWM Base Backwash Water Remaining from Base Project, 4th Priority 0 21 7 10 12 12 12 11 11 25 0 0 122 68 54
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 70 0 70
Remaining  Source Waters needed after M1W Portion of AWPF Backwash 0 43 85 71 120 153 165 153 24 87 0 0 901 686 215
M1W's portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water, 5th priority 0 8 5 9 7 9 9 9 2 20 0 0 78 45 33
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 22 65 0 65
Feed Water needed after AWPF Expansion Backwash water 0 35 80 62 113 144 155 144 22 67 0 0 823 641 182
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project, 6th Priority 0 27 55 57 55 57 57 55 22 57 0 0 442 302 139
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 37 18 108 35 73
Remaining  Source Waters needed after SVRP Backwash 0 8 25 5 58 87 98 89 0 10 0 0 381 338 43
Boronda for expansion, 7th priority 0 7 8 5 8 8 8 8 0 8 0 0 61 38 23
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 8 34 10 24
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 1 17 0 50 80 90 81 0 2 0 0 320 301 20
Farm Worker Housing for Expansion, 8th priority 0 1 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 10 7 3
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Expansion 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 7 3 4
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 16 0 48 78 89 79 0 0 0 0 310 294 16
M1W Summer ARWRA Water for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 9th priority 0 0 16 0 48 78 89 79 0 0 0 0 310 294 16
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Available if otherwise not collected or would be discharged to ocean

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar

Source Waters Not Used for Approved or Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Projects
Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Expansion Project 726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 657 640 2,023 0 2,023
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 37 18 108 35 73
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 8 0 8 8 34 10 24
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Expansion 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 7 3 4
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 13 0 13
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after Expansion 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 26 0 26
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 70 0 70
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 22 65 0 65
Reclamation Ditch after Base & Expansion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 72 205 0 205
Blanco Drain Remaining Water after Base & Expansion 209 168 0 180 109 159 162 152 72 0 133 185 1,530 835 695
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (exclude ocean) 297 168 0 184 109 160 163 152 117 0 369 340 2,059 884 1,175
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (exclude ocean) 1,023 168 0 184 109 160 163 152 117 0 1,025 981 4,082 884 3,198
M1W portion of SRDF Backwash Water 0 0 0 0 6 24 25 25 11 4 0 0 95 91 4
Salinas Industrial Wastewater Flows Remaining 172 139 0 270 297 302 305 300 288 206 239 154 2,672 1,763 910
Salinas Pond Recovery Water (2015)* 0 0 0 100 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 115 0
*Flow may be much higher in 2021 when Salinas Pond PS Project Completed
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Scenario 3 (N-Out): Source Water Use During Normal/Wet Years and 
Conditions Precedent Are Not Met 

  



Attachment 3: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 3 (N ‐Out): Normal/Wet Year with MCWRA "Out" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Water for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,700 AFY after removing 600 AFY MCWD's Portion from the 4,300 AFY total, building Operational Reserve)

Source Water Needed for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,700) 455 415 455 395 395 394 407 407 394 455 441 455 5,067 2,391 2,675
Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for base project, 1st priority 455 415 147 54 0 0 0 0 120 146 441 455 2,232 174 2,059
Secondary Effluent to Ocean Remaining after Base Project 882 474 325 12 0 0 0 0 0 354 376 1155 3,579 12 3,567
Feed water needed after ocean flows 0 0 308 341 395 394 407 407 274 309 0 0 2,834 2,218 617
Reclamation Ditch used for base project, 2nd priority 0 0 111 89 14 70 88 75 27 36 0 0 509 362 147
Reclamation Ditch Flows remaining after Base Project 81 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 136 299 0 299
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 0 197 252 381 324 319 332 247 273 0 0 2,325 1,855 470
Blanco Drain used for base project, 3rd priority 0 0 197 252 225 274 277 244 184 168 0 0 1,821 1,456 365
Blanco Drain Flows after Base Project 209 223 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 799 0 799
Feed Water needed after Blanco Drain 0 0 0 0 156 50 42 88 63 105 0 0 504 399 105
Recycle #1 used for base project, 4th priority 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 4 2 3 0 0 17 14 3
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base Project 7 3 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 25 4 21
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 0 0 153 48 40 84 60 102 0 0 488 386 102
Recycle #2 used for Base Project, 5th priority 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 9 11 10 0 0 56 47 10
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base project 9 7 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 48 9 39
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 0 0 144 39 31 75 50 92 0 0 431 339 92
PWM Base Project Backwash Water used for Base Project, 6th priority 0 0 0 0 25 25 26 25 24 25 0 0 151 126 25
M1W's portion of AWPF Backwash Water from base project after Base Project (1/2) 24 21 24 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 139 23 115
Feed Water needed after AWPF Backwash water 0 0 0 0 119 13 4 50 26 67 0 0 280 213 67
SVRP Backwash Water used for base project, 7th priority 0 0 0 0 59 13 4 50 26 57 0 0 210 153 57
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project 18 13 36 50 0 43 54 9 31 0 45 6 305 187 118
Feed Water needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 0 0 60 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 70 60 10
Boronda used for base project, 8th priority 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 16 8 8
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base Project 8 7 8 8 0 8 8 8 8 0 8 8 79 40 39
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 54 52 2
Farmworker Housing used for Base Project 9th priority 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4 2 2
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing  after Base Project 1 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 1 14 9 5
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water used for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 10th priority 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 50 0
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after MCWD, Base & Expansion Projects 0 0 0 0 0 82 93 83 0 0 0 0 258 258 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Attachment 3: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 3 (N ‐Out): Normal/Wet Year with MCWRA "Out" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters for 2,250 AFY Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Project‐‐Winter Peaking Flow Scenario

Source Waters needed for 2,250 AFY Expansion 439 399 425 113 104 101 104 104 42 374 423 453 3,081 568 2,513
Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for Expansion after Base Project, 1st Priority* 439 399 325 12 0 0 0 0 0 354 376 453 2,358 12 2,346
Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Base & Expansion Projects 443 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 702 1,221 0 1,221
Remaining  Source Waters needed for Expansion after Ocean Flows 0 0 101 101 104 101 104 104 42 20 46 0 723 556 167
Recycle #1 after base project used for Expansion, 2nd priority 0 0 5 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 12 4 8
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base & Expansion Projects 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 13 0 13
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 95 97 104 101 104 104 42 20 44 0 711 552 159
Recycle #2 after base project used for Expansion, 3rd priority 0 0 5 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 24 9 15
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base & expansion Projects 9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 24 0 24
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 90 88 104 101 104 104 42 20 34 0 688 543 144
M1W's portion of PWM Base Backwash Water from Base used for Expansion Project, 4th Priority 0 0 24 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 0 70 23 47
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 24 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 68 0 68
Remaining  Source Waters needed after M1W Portion of AWPF Backwash 0 0 66 65 104 101 104 104 42 20 11 0 617 520 97
M1W's portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water used for Expansion Project , 5th priority 0 0 21 5 5 5 5 5 2 20 11 0 79 27 52
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion Projects 21 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 22 72 0 72
Feed Water needed after AWPF Expansion Backwash water 0 0 45 60 99 96 99 99 40 0 0 0 538 493 45
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water used for Expansion after Base Project, 6th Priority 0 0 36 50 0 43 54 9 31 0 0 0 223 187 36
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 18 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 6 82 0 82
Remaining  Source Waters needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 9 9 99 53 45 91 10 0 0 0 315 306 9
Boronda after base project used for Expansion, 7th priority 0 0 8 8 0 8 8 8 8 0 0 0 48 40 8
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base & Expansion Projects 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 31 0 31
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 1 2 99 45 37 82 2 0 0 0 267 267 1
Farmworker Housing after Base Project used for Expansion, 8th priority 0 0 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 9 9 1
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Base & Expansion Projects 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0 4
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 99 43 35 81 0 0 0 0 258 258 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water used for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 9th priority 0 0 0 0 99 43 35 81 0 0 0 0 258 258 0
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after MCWD, Base & Expansion Projects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Available if otherwise not collected or would be discharged to ocean

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters Not Used for Approved or Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Projects

Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Base & Expansion Project 443 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 702 1,221 0 1,221
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 18 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 45 6 82 0 82
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Base & Expansion Projects 8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 31 0 31
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing after Base & Expansion Projects 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0 4
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Base & Expansion Projects 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 13 0 13
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after base & expansion Projects 9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 24 0 24
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion Projects 24 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 68 0 68
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion Projects 21 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 22 72 0 72
Reclamation Ditch after Base & Expansion Projects 81 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 65 136 299 0 299
Blanco Drain Remaining Water after Base & Expansion Projects 209 223 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 799 0 799
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after MCWD, Base & Expansion Projects 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (excl. ocean) 378 313 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 262 391 1,393 0 1,393
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (incl. ocean) 821 388 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 262 1,094 2,614 0 2,614
M1W portion of SRDF Backwash Water 0 0 0 0 6 24 25 25 11 4 0 0 95 91 4
Salinas Industrial Wastewater (2018) 184 149 182 261 305 305 318 319 305 333 252 186 3,099 1,813 1,285
Salinas Pond Recovery Water (2018)* 0 0 0 0 300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300 300 0
*Flow may be much higher in 2021 when Salinas Pond PS Project Completed
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Attachment 4 

Scenario 4 (D-Out): Source Water Use During Drought Years and 
Conditions Precedent Are Not Met 

 



Attachment 4: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 4  (D‐Out): Dry/Drought Year with MCWRA "Out" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Water for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,500 AFY after removing 600 AFY MCWD's Portion from the 4,300 AFY total, drought)‐‐not filling Operational Reserve

Source Water Needed for M1W Portion of Base Project (3,700) 455 415 378 395 344 364 377 378 336 455 441 455 4,793 2,194 2,599
Secondary Effluent to Ocean used for base project, 1st priority 455 400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 228 441 455 1,978 0 1,978
Secondary Effluent to Ocean Remaining after Base Project 1,161 18 3 90 0 0 0 0 0 222 1,083 1,097 3,675 90 3,585
Feed water needed after ocean flows 0 15 379 394 344 364 377 378 336 227 0 0 2,815 2,194 621
Reclamation Ditch used for base project, 2nd priority 0 15 19 50 11 8 12 35 11 16 0 0 177 127 50
Reclamation Ditch Flows remaining after Base Project 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 72 215 0 215
Feed Water needed after Reclamation Ditch 0 0 360 344 333 356 365 343 325 211 0 0 2,638 2,067 571
Blanco Drain used for base project, 3rd priority 0 0 246 252 225 274 277 244 184 168 0 0 1,870 1,456 414
Blanco Drain Flows after Base Project 209 223 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 750 0 750
Feed Water needed after Blanco Drain 0 0 114 92 108 82 88 99 141 43 0 0 768 611 157
Recycle #1 for base project, 5th priority 0 0 5 5 3 2 3 4 2 3 0 0 26 18 8
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 15 0 15
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 0 108 88 106 80 85 95 139 41 0 0 741 592 149
Recycle #2  for base project, 6th priority 0 0 5 9 9 9 9 9 11 10 0 0 70 55 15
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after expansion 9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 34 0 34
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 0 103 79 97 71 76 87 128 31 0 0 671 537 134
PWM Base Project Backwash Water used for base project, 7th priority 0 0 20 23 23 24 25 24 21 25 0 0 185 140 46
M1W's portion of AWPF Backwash Water after Base Project (1/2) 24 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 91 0 91
Feed Water needed after AWPF Backwash water 0 0 83 56 74 47 52 63 107 6 0 0 486 398 88
SVRP Backwash Water used for base project, 8th priority 0 0 55 56 55 47 52 55 57 6 0 0 382 321 61
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project 18 27 0 1 0 10 5 0 0 51 37 18 168 16 152
Feed Water needed after SVRP Backwash 0 0 28 0 19 0 0 8 50 0 0 0 104 77 28
Boronda for base project, 9th priority 0 0 8 0 8 0 0 8 8 0 0 0 32 24 8
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 7 0 8 0 8 8 0 0 8 8 8 63 24 39
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 0 20 0 11 0 0 0 42 0 0 0 73 53 20
Farmworker Housing for base project, 10th priority 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 1
M1W's Portion of Farmworker Housing  after Expansion 1 1 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 13 7 6
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 19 0 9 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 68 50 19
M1W Summer ARWRA Water for base project remaining after MCWD Project, 10th priority 0 0 19 0 9 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 68 50 19
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 41 62 73 63 0 0 0 0 240 239 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Attachment 4: Detailed Analysis of Use of M1W Source Water Rights: Scenario 4  (D‐Out): Dry/Drought Year with MCWRA "Out" Final M1W Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters for 2,250 AFY Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Project‐‐Drought Year Scenario (Source Water = 2,105 AFY and 713 AF Operational Reserve)

Source Waters needed for 2,250 AFY Expansion 435 89 4 105 43 86 93 68 0 298 427 457 2,105 395 1,709
Remaining Secondary Effluent to Ocean for Expansion after Base Project, 1st Priority* 435 18 3 90 0 0 0 0 0 222 427 457 1,651 90 1,561
Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Expansion Project 726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 657 640 2,023 0 2,023
Remaining  Source Waters needed for Expansion after Ocean Flows 0 71 1 15 43 86 93 68 0 76 0 0 453 306 148
Recycle #1 for Expansion, 2nd priority 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 13 0 13
Feed Water needed after Recycle #1 0 69 1 15 43 86 93 68 0 76 0 0 451 306 145
Recycle #2  for Expansion, 3rd priority 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 7
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after expansion 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 26 0 26
Feed Water needed after Recycle #2 water 0 61 1 15 43 86 93 68 0 76 0 0 443 306 138
M1W's portion of PWM Base Backwash Water Remaining from Base Project, 4th Priority 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 21
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 70 0 70
Remaining  Source Waters needed after M1W Portion of AWPF Backwash 0 40 1 15 43 86 93 68 0 76 0 0 422 306 116
M1W's portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water , 5th priority 0 4 0 5 2 4 5 3 0 15 0 0 39 19 19
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 22 65 0 65
Feed Water needed after AWPF Expansion Backwash water 0 35 0 10 41 82 88 65 0 61 0 0 383 286 97
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash Water after Base Project, 6th Priority 0 27 0 1 0 10 5 0 0 51 0 0 95 16 79
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 18 73 0 73
Remaining  Source Waters needed after SVRP Backwash 0 8 0 9 41 72 83 65 0 10 0 0 288 270 18
Boronda for Expansion, 7th priority 0 7 0 8 0 8 8 0 0 8 0 0 39 24 15
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 24 0 24
Feed Water needed after Boronda 0 1 0 2 41 64 75 65 0 2 0 0 249 246 3
Farmworker Housing for Expansion, 8th priority 0 1 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 9 7 3
M1W's Portion of Farm Worker Housing  after Expansion 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0 4
Remaining  Source Waters needed after Farmworker Housing 0 0 0 0 41 62 73 63 0 0 0 0 239 239 0
M1W Summer ARWRA Water for Expansion remaining after MCWD Project, 9th priority 0 0 0 0 41 62 73 63 0 0 0 0 239 239 0
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Remaining  Source Waters needed after ARWRA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*Available if otherwise not collected or would be discharged to ocean

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Apr‐Sep Oct‐Mar
Source Waters Not Used for Approved or Proposed Expanded PWM/GWR Projects

Remaining Effluent to Ocean after Expansion Project 726 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 657 640 2,023 0 2,023
M1W's portion of SVRP Backwash after Base & Expansion 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 18 73 0 73
M1W's Portion of Boronda after Expansion 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 8 24 0 24
M1W's Portion of Farm Worker Housing  after Expansion 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4 0 4
M1W's Portion of Recycle #1  after Expansion 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 13 0 13
M1W's portion of Recycle #2 after expansion 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 8 26 0 26
M1W portion of Base PWM Backwash after Base & Expansion 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 23 70 0 70
M1W portion of PWM Expansion Backwash Water after Base & Expansion 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 22 65 0 65
Reclamation Ditch after Base & Expansion 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 72 215 0 215
Blanco Drain Remaining Water after Base & Expansion 209 223 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 133 185 750 0 750
M1W ARWRA Remaining Summer Water after Expansion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (exclude ocean) 297 233 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 369 340 1,240 1 1,240
M1W's Plus Unused other Source Waters after Base and Expansion Projects (exclude ocean) 1,023 233 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,025 981 3,263 1 3,263
M1W portion of SRDF Backwash Water 0 0 0 0 6 24 25 25 11 4 0 0 95 91 4
Salinas Industrial Wastewater (2015) 172 139 163 270 297 302 305 300 288 312 239 154 2,942 1,763 1,179
Salinas Pond Recovery Water (2015)* 0 0 0 100 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 115 0
*Flow may be much higher in 2021 when Salinas Pond PS Project Completed
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Appendix N 
Letter from David J. Stoldt to Ian Crooks, 

RE: California American Water Peer 
Review of Supply and Demand for Water on 

the Monterey Peninsula



 

 
 

5 Harris Court, Building G, Monterey, CA  93940        P.O. Box 85, Monterey, CA  93942‐0085 

831‐658‐5600        Fax  831‐644‐9560        http://www.mpwmd.dst.ca.us 

 

 
 
March 6, 2020 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
Mr. Ian C. Crooks 
Vice President, Engineering 
California American Water 
655 West Broadway, Suite 1410 
San Diego, CA 92101 
 
Re: California American Water Peer Review of Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 
 
Dear Mr. Crooks: 
 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD) has thoroughly reviewed the report 
“California American Water Peer Review of Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula” 
prepared by Hazen & Sawyer, a consultant to Cal-Am, dated January 22, 2020 and widely distributed by 
Cal-Am via email on January 23, 2020. 
 
MPWMD’s review and analysis is presented here in three sections: 
 

 Section 1 is comprised of the Hazen & Sawyer report annotated to direct the reader to specific 
numbered “Notes” or analysis prepared by MPWMD; 

 
 Section 2 are MPWMD’s explanatory “Notes” themselves; and 

 
 Section 3 contains supporting exhibits 

 
We believe this response establishes that the September 2019 MPWMD report “Supply and Demand for 
Water on the Monterey Peninsula”, which was updated December 3, 2019, does in fact comply with 
applicable California law and commonly accepted industry practice.  MPWMD intends to finalize its 
report “Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula” in March 2020. 
 
Further, the principal conclusions of the report remain valid: either of the proposed water supply projects 
– the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project desalination plant or Pure Water Monterey expansion – 
are sufficient to lift the Cease and Desist Order and to meet the water needs of the Monterey Peninsula for 
decades to come. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
David Stoldt 
General Manager 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 1:  Annotated Hazen & Sawyer Report 
(Shows References to MPWMD “Notes”) 

  



1 

CALIFORNIA AMERICAN WATER 
PEER REVIEW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR WATER ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 

Prepared by: Kevin Alexander, P.E. and Cindy L. Miller, P.E. 
Hazen and Sawyer1 
January 22, 2020 

This memorandum reviews the adequacy of the water supply portfolio on the Monterey Peninsula to 

meet current and future demands, with consideration of engineering best practices and State regulatory 

requirements for the establishment of supply and demand projections. This review analyzes the 

projections recently put forth by Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD) staff, 

specifically the “Supply and Demand Analysis for Water on the Monterey Peninsula” dated September 

2019 and the subsequent “Updated Water Demand Forecasts” dated December 17, 2019, and reaches 

the following key conclusions: 

• Established values for supply and demand must meet the requirements of the California Health

and Safety Code (CHSC) and the California Code of Regulations (CCR), specifically with regards to

the reliability of the supply noted in CHSC Section 116555, and the estimation of demands based

upon the highest 10-year maximum daily demand (MDD) required by CCR Title 22 Section 64554.

The methodology used by MPWMD staff does not meet these requirements. SEE NOTE 1

• The projected demand for Cal-Am’s Monterey service area identified by MPWMD staff is

incorrect. MPWMD staff used a 5-year average rather than the  10-year MDD requirement. SEE
NOTE 2  As a result, the staff’s demand and probable growth projections are underestimated,

without clear supporting data. SEE NOTE 3  MPMWD staff also assumes continued

implementation of tiered rates, conservation restrictions, and enforced water use reductions in

order to justify these lower demand projections, all of which have the potential to do continuing

harm to the area’s businesses and residential customers.  SEE NOTE 4

• The supply projection presented by MPWMD staff incorrectly assumes that each supply source

included in the analysis is available at all times at maximum capacity, with no allowance or

consideration of the potential shortfall that would occur should one or more sources be reduced

or off-line for extended periods. This does not meet engineering best practices for reliability,

resiliency, and incorporation of a factor of safety to ensure compliance with the regulations for a

“reliable and adequate supply”, as required by §116555(a)(3) of CHSC.  SEE NOTE 5

• The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt would operate at a precarious edge where

current Peninsula water demand would need to be met by relying on all supply sources

operating at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. SEE NOTE 5  Not only is this

assumption

1 Hazen & Sawyer is recognized worldwide as experts in safe drinking water, and has performed water system 
supply and new source evaluations for major metropolitan areas such as New York City and Washington, D.C., as 
well as for many smaller cities, towns and municipalities. Kevin Alexander, P.E., is Vice President and Regional 
Manager of the Firm’s West Region.  Cindy Miller, P.E., is Vice President and Operations Manager of the Firm’s 
Irvine, California office.  Each of their resumes is attached. 



2 

risky, it is unrealistic. As has recently occurred at nearby agencies, if even one source were to be 

reduced by capacity or water quality issues, the Peninsula supply would fall out of compliance, 

resulting in new Water Board restrictions, moratoriums, etc. 

• Based upon the portfolio of reliable sources of water supply, the available supply with the Pure

Water Monterey Expansion project and without another water source is inadequate to serve the

current water demand determined by the CPUC of 12,000 afy, SEE NOTE 6  as well as the

reduced 10-year average demand of 10,863 afy as projected by MPWMD staff.  SEE NOTE 7

• Based upon the foregoing, the implementation of the proposed MPWSP Desalination Plant is

necessary to provide a safe and reliable water supply to meet regional demand, regardless of

whether the Pure Water Monterey Expansion project is developed.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND 

California American Water (Cal-Am) requested Hazen and Sawyer (Hazen) perform an independent 

engineering peer review of the memorandum entitled “Supply and Demand Analysis for Water on the 

Monterey Peninsula”, prepared September 2019 by MPWMD’s General Manager David J. Stoldt, 

(referred to hereafter as the Stoldt memo).  The Stoldt memo re-examined available current and future 

water supplies, along with current and projected long-term demands and compared its updated values 

with previous estimates provided by Cal-Am and identified in the September 13, 2018 California Public 

Utilities Commission (CPUC’s) Decision Approving a Modified Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project 

(Decision).  Cal-Am also requested Hazen review General Manager Stoldt’s Updated Water Demand 

Forecasts presented to the MPWMD Board’s Water Demand Committee on December 17, 2019.  

A conclusion of the Stoldt memo and subsequent water demand forecast was that long-term water 

demands could reliably be met if Monterey One Water (M1W) constructs the Pure Water Monterey 

(PWM) Expansion, which it has been claimed could potentially eliminate the need to construct the 

MPWSP Desalination Plant that is required by the CPUC’s Decision. This conclusion was cited as a major 

factor in the California Coastal Commission Staff Report issued on October 28, 2019 that recommended 

denial of Coastal Development Permits for Cal-Am to construct a slant well field, associated transmission 

pipelines and related infrastructure within the coastal zone to support the proposed MPWSP 

desalination facility.     

This technical memo examines the supply and demand analysis methodology provided in the Stoldt 

memo, with a focus on whether the methodology used was consistent with the California Water Code, 

which Cal-Am, as a public water supplier, is required to follow. Specifically, Water Code §10635(a) 

states: 

“Every urban water supplier shall include, as part of its urban water management plan, an 

assessment of the reliability of its water service to its customers during normal, dry, and multiple 

dry water years.  The water supply and demand assessment shall compare the total water supply 

sources available to the water supplier with the long-term total projected water use over the 

next 20 years, in five-year increments, for a normal water year, a single dry water year, and a 

drought lasting five consecutive water years. The water service reliability assessment shall be 
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based upon the information compiled pursuant to Section 10631, including available data from 

state, regional, or local agency population projections within the service area of the urban 

water supplier.”   SEE NOTE 1

DEMAND 

Sound water demand forecasting is critical to effective water resources planning.  In particular, 

determining a utility’s adequacy of supply hinges upon the accuracy of its demand forecasts.  CCR 

§64554(b), establishes the requirements that California water utilities must use to project demands. The 
procedure requires that the public water system identify the day, month, and year with “the highest 
water usage during at least the most recent ten years of operation.”  This methodology is further 
supported by engineering best practices described in the American Waterworks Association (AWWA)2 

Manual M50 (Water Resources Planning Manual) which states,  “…the utility should forecast using 
monthly consumption from a period of at least 10 years”, and that “…data from a 20-year period are 
most beneficial if the overall period includes one or more drought crises that must be analyzed to 
measure their temporary and permanent effects on consumption.”  SEE NOTE 1

The foregoing regulatory requirements and AWWA guidance form the basis for review of the adequacy 

of the demand forecasting provided in the Stoldt memo and subsequent demand forecast update.  

Current Annual Demand 

The Stoldt memo disagrees with the CPUC’s determination that current water demand in Cal-Am’s 

service territory is 12,000 afy.  SEE NOTE 6  After reviewing the estimates of multiple parties, including 
MPWMD, the CPUC determined that an appropriately conservative and reasonable demand for Cal-Am’s 

existing customers is 12,000 afy, based upon the maximum water demand within the 10-year period 

prior to the anticipated in-service date of the desalination plant (i.e., 2012-2021).  The maximum water 

demand in Cal-Am’s service territory over this 10-year period has not changed since the CPUC’s 

determination.  SEE NOTES 8 & 11  The Stoldt memo update, however, presents both a 10-year average 
annual demand of 10,863 afy and a 5-year average annual demand of 9,825 afy, and bases its supply/

demand balance upon the latter, lower value.  SEE NOTE 2  In light of the State regulations (i.e. CCR

§64554(b)) and Engineering Best Practices for demand estimating as described in the AWWA Water 
Resources Planning Manual, it is unclear why MPWMD considers a 5-year period to be an acceptable 
method to calculate the demand for the Monterey Peninsula. Moreover, basing capacity determinations 
on a 5- or 10-year average fails to provide sufficient system capacity to meet peak demands.  To our 
knowledge, using a 5-year period to calculate demands has not been accepted previously by applicable 
regulatory bodies, including the State Water Board and the CPUC.  SEE NOTES 1, 2, & 8

Based on review of the documentation provided, Hazen concludes the CPUC-approved demand 

assumptions meet the CCR requirements and engineering best practices as defined by AWWA, while 

those outlined in the Stoldt memo do not.  SEE NOTE 1

2 The American Water Works Association is an international, nonprofit, scientific and educational society dedicated 
to providing total water solutions assuring the effective management of water. Founded in 1881, the Association is 
the largest organization of water supply professionals in the world. 
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Future Demand Trends 

In addition to the 12,000 afy needed to serve existing customer demand, SEE NOTE 2 the CPUC 
determined that 2,000 afy of additional water, for a total of 14,000 afy, would be necessary to account 

for projected growth based upon lots of record, tourism bounce-back, and Pebble Beach buildout. The 

CPUC’s findings were based upon actual numbers of legal lots of record, economic recovery projections, 

and the actual legal entitlement of Pebble Beach.  To calculate future demand trends, the Stoldt memo 

reanalyzes the CPUC-approved demand estimations for future growth, and recommends reductions in 

the demand assumptions for each of these growth areas; however, the recommendations appear to be 

based on anecdotal data to support what-if scenarios rather than any hard data of actual lots and 

entitlements. SEE NOTE 9  The lack of concrete evidence does not appear to be sufficient to justify 

revising the demands already approved by the CPUC. 

The Stoldt memo also relies heavily upon the presumption that a general downward trend in water use 

is guaranteed to continue. SEE NOTE 4  However, as noted by the CPUC in its Decision,

“The assertions by some parties that the downward trend in water use in the District will 

continue and that only minimal growth will occur in demand after 2021 are not convincing 

because those assertions fail to consider that maximum month usage increased in 2017 

compared to 2016, conservation funding is projected to go down, and the conservation and 

moratorium measures implemented during the drought will end.”  

The conservation and moratorium measures that were implemented in response to drought conditions, 

including tiered rates, conservation restrictions, and enforced water use reductions, were effective in 

lowering demand. However, no additional methods are presented in the memo to indicate how further 

reductions in  demands would occur; absent any, it is reasonable to assume everything has already been 

done on the demand side to reduce levels and further reductions should not be considered in demand 

forecasting for determining water supply sufficiency.  Additionally, continued implementation of these 

measures over the long term is uncertain and has the potential to do harm to the area’s businesses 

(such as hotels having to ship out laundry services), economic growth, accessory dwelling units (ADU’s), 

affordable housing, existing residential property improvements, and quality of life. 

The Stoldt memo presents demand projections based upon market absorption rates and calculates 

increased demand between 492 and 1,476 afy. Mr. Stoldt then presented newly revised demand 

projection information to the MPWMD Board’s Water Demand Committee on December 17, 2019, 

which now proposes to use growth projections prepared by the Association of Monterey Bay Area 

Governments (AMBAG) in its 2018 Regional Growth Forecast. The population forecast is used as a proxy 

for residential water demand and the employment forecast as a proxy for commercial water demand. 

While the intent of Mr. Stoldt in presenting this alternative methodology of computing future demand 

appears to be to provide input from “an objective third-party” as stated in his presentation to the Board, 

he also notes himself that “certainly, other factors can be considered. ” Based on the water demands 

calculated by Stoldt using the AMBAG forecast, 1,469 afy would be needed to accommodate growth 

through 2049.  This is in contrast to the CPUC-approved value of 2,000 afy noted previously. SEE NOTE 
10  Further, Section 2.5.3.4 of the FEIR for the MPWSP Desalination Plant provides each city’s projection 

of future water supply needs, with a total of 3,526 afy needed to accommodate the projected growth at 

buildout that each City determined (see Table 2-5 from the FEIR). SEE NOTE 11
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Clearly, the difference between Mr. Stoldt’s projections and the growth projections of each jurisdiction 

within Cal-Am’s service territory demonstrates that there is a wide variation in growth forecasts. Mr. 

Stoldt’s assumption of 1,469 afy is 531 afy less than the CPUC-approved value of 2,000 afy; SEE NOTE 10 
based on the supply needs of each local jurisdiction presented in the MPWSP FEIR, that could represent 

entirely dismissing the future supply needs of the Cities of Carmel, Del Rey Oaks, and Sand City. Further, 

making assumptions which undercut both the CPUC-approved demand projections and the projections 

of each local jurisdiction becomes even more risky when coupled with other assumptions in the Stoldt 

memo that exaggerate the available reliable supply, as discussed later in this document. 

There is no basis to conclude that AMBAG growth forecasting should be considered any more 

accurate or helpful than the CPUC-approved demand projection, the growth projections of each local 

jurisdiction in Cal-Am’s service territory, or even Stoldt’s prior projections. AMBAG’s methodology 

can be acknowledged as one of several possible means of estimating future demands; however, the 

selected methodology must first and foremost utilize an acceptable current annual demand value, 

which is required by the regulations to be the 10-year period maximum demand estimate.  SEE NOTE 
12

SUPPLY 

Existing and future available water supply sources for the Cal-Am service area are presented in Table 5-2 

of Cal-Am’s 2015 Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP). The UWMP includes the MPWSP 

desalination plant as a source of supply. The Stoldt Memo presents an alternative portfolio with the 

PWM expansion as a source of new future supply in lieu of the desalination plant. Aside from the 

desalination plant or PWM expansion, the balance of the water supply portfolios for both alternatives 

consist of almost identical supplies from five additional sources. The two supply portfolios are 

summarized in Table 1 on the following page, with a total available supply of up to 15,296 afy for the 

desalination plant alternative and up to 11,294 afy for the PWM expansion alternative.   
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Reliability of Pure Water Monterey Expansion 

Also of significant concern is the reliability of the PWM Expansion at the full capacity of 2,250 afy, 

particularly in the context of the Stoldt memo’s assumption that the PWM Expansion project replaces 

the need for the desalination supply. SEE NOTE 17 Without the MPWSP desalination plant and the ASR, 
the need to rely on the full production capacity of the Expansion project becomes critical. However, the 

assumed availability of the supply provided by the Expansion project as reflected in the Stoldt memo 

does not appear to consider the reliability of the sources of supply to the Expansion project 

(wastewater, irrigation runoff) during reduced usage or drought years, SEE NOTE 18 to consider impacts 
to water quality that may occur as the availability of the individual sources vary, and the potential 

shortfall of supply should the plant not operate at full capacity.  

There have been disagreements between the parties regarding key water rights and source water issues, 

including access to Salinas-area wastewater sources, and claims that the Salinas Valley and its 

agricultural industry also have a need for the source water that is planned for the Expansion project. SEE 
NOTE 19 There are also concerns regarding the water quality variability and treatability of the 
wastewater. M1W’s general manager told The Herald newspaper that the wastewater is more 

challenging to treat during certain times and contains chemicals that upset the treatment plant’s 

processes, and that the agency will monitor the source water for those contaminants and shut off the 

water when those are present. 

Given the PWM Expansion project would represent approximately 60% of supplies on an annual basis 

and even more during peak summer demand, this supply is critically important in the absence of the 

MPWSP Desalination Plant , and the reliability aspect of the PWM Expansion project’s source water 

supply needs to be validated and proven before it can be considered a verified supply source such that 

the Expansion project could provide its estimated full capacity of 2,250 afy. The absence of such 

information means that the projected supply from PWM Expansion is speculative.  SEE NOTE 19 If the 

Expansion project cannot reliably meet its full capacity of 2,250 afy, there will be an even larger water 

supply deficit within Cal-Am’s service territory.  Further, even if PWM Expansion was proven reliable, 

the total water supply portfolio available barely meets today’s demands and provides no buffering or 

contingency, and certainly not enough to permit additional or new water use. SEE NOTE 2

SUMMARY OF DEMAND VERSUS SUPPLY 

Based upon the foregoing discussion of demand and supply, a projection can be made to forecast the 

ability to meet demands within Cal-Am’s service territory for the next 30 years with and without the 

proposed desalination plant. Based upon the reliable supply portfolio presented in Table 1 herein, Figure 

1 on the following page presents the water supply under two conditions: 1) after the CDO with PWM 

Expansion of 9,994 afy, and 2) water supply after the CDO with MPWSP Desalination of 13,996 afy. The 

projected water demand through 2049 is overlaid on the graph to evaluate the adequacy of the 

supplies.  SEE NOTE 20
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Stoldt provided a similar analysis in his December 17, 2019 presentation based upon the 5-yr average 

starting demand and the AMBAG growth projections, and based upon his assumptions, the supply is 

purported to meet the demand requirements. However, correction of the initial demand projection and 

of the portfolio of reliable supply sources fundamentally change those conclusions when analyzed as 

follows: 

• Three demand projections are included in Figure 1, based upon the following criteria:

Source Initial Demand (afy) Growth Projection 

CPUC-approved 12,000 Per CPUC-approved ultimate 
demand of 14,000 afy 

Stoldt 10-yr average 10,863 Per Stoldt estimates using  
AMBAG growth projection 

Stoldt 5-yr average 9,825  Per Stoldt estimates using 
AMBAG growth projection 

• The available supplies illustrated in Figure 1 exclude ASR based upon the assumption that at 
least one of the sources is reduced or offline. SEE NOTE 20  This is critical because even if the 

supply and demand appears to balance exactly on paper as per the Stoldt memo, the risk of 

operating at this precarious edge can be illustrated by two recently-issued compliance orders 

by the State Water Board’s Division of Drinking Water – to Sheep Creek Water Company4 and 

the City of San

4 See SWRCB Compliance Order No. 05-13-18R-002, available at 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/programs/documents/ddwem/dwp%20enforcement%20actions
/San%20Bernardino/2018/05 13 18R 002 3610109 WW.pdf.   
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Juan Bautista5 – for failure to meet the requirements of CHSC §116655 for a reliable and 

adequate supply. In each of these two cases, the water systems relied upon all of their supply 

sources to be available at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. However, 

when capacity or water quality issues resulted in reduction or loss of one or more sources, they 

fell out of compliance. The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt risks this same 

outcome for the Monterey Peninsula, particularly in its reliance on the reliability of ASR. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, without ASR, the only water supply portfolio that meets any of the three 

demand projections is the water supply with MPWSP Desalination. The water supply portfolio with 

the PWM expansion does not meet the CPUC-approved demand nor the demand under the Stoldt 10-

yr demand methodology, and only meets Stoldt’s 5-yr demand estimate for approximately 3 years 

before falling out of compliance. Therefore, a reasonable conclusion is the Desalination plant is a 

vital part of the water supply portfolio for a reliable and adequate supply.  SEE NOTE 20

Additional concerns may be considered when attempting to operate at an exact balance of supply and 

demand as proposed in the Stoldt memo: 

• In considering the balance of supply and demand, it is unclear whether the analysis presented in 
the memo has taken into account potential impacts of climate change. For example, California’s 
Fourth Climate Change Assessment report published by State of California on September 28, 
2018, predicts that in the next 50 years annual average maximum temperatures in Monterey 
may increase approximately 4 degrees, and average number of days with maximum 
temperature above a threshold will increase by 10 days a year. Potential impacts to water usage 
are unknown, but present an added variable suggesting that operating right on the limit of the 
supply/demand balance would present risk that warrants further analysis if only the Expansion 
project is pursued.  

• It is unclear if the supply portfolio presented by MPWMD staff would pass the required Risk and 
Resilience Assessment as defined within America’s Water Infrastructure Act (AWIA) enacted on 
October 23, 2018, since even if the significant reductions in demand projections are accepted, 
the proposed non-desal supply option barely meets the current demand and if any supply 
source was reduced or eliminated due to malevolent acts, drought, or other natural hazards, 
even current demands would not be able to be met.  

CONCLUSIONS 

This peer review finds the following in regard to water supply and demand on the Monterey Peninsula, 

and the specific assertions presented in the Stoldt memo: 

• Established values for supply and demand must meet the requirements of the California Health

and Safety Code (CHSC)  and the California Code of Regulations (CCR), specifically with regards

to the reliability of the supply noted in CHSC Section 116555, and the estimation of demands

5 See SWRCB Compliance Order No. 02-05-16R-004, available at 
https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking water/programs/documents/ddwem/dwp%20enforcement%20actions
/San%20Benito/2016/02 05 16R 004 3510002 WW.pdf. 
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based upon the highest 10-year maximum daily demand (MDD) required in CCR Section 

64554. The methodology used in the Stoldt memo does not meet these requirements.   SEE 
NOTE 1

• The demand identified in the Stoldt memo is incorrect. Stoldt used a 5-year average rather than 
a 10-year MDD requirement.  SEE NOTES 2 &  8  As a result, demand and probable growth 
projections in the memo are underestimated, without clear supporting data. MPMWD staff also 
assumes continued implementation of tiered rates, conservation restrictions, and enforced 
water use reductions in order to justify lower demand projections, all of which have the 
potential to do continuing harm to the area’s businesses and residential customers.  SEE NOTE 4

• The supply projection presented in the Stoldt memo incorrectly assumes that each supply 
source included in the analysis is available at all times at maximum capacity, with no allowance 
or consideration of the potential shortfall that would occur should one or more sources be 
reduced or off-line for extended periods. This does not meet engineering best practices for 
reliability, resiliency, and incorporation of a factor of safety to ensure compliance with the 
regulations for a “reliable and adequate supply”, as required by §116555(a)(3) of CHSC.  SEE 
NOTES 1, 5, & 7

• The supply portfolio assumption made by Mr. Stoldt would operate at a precarious edge where 
current Peninsula water demand would need to be met by relying on all supply sources 
operating at full capacity at all times to meet the regulatory criteria. Not only is this assumption 
risky, it is unrealistic. As has recently occurred at nearby agencies, if even one source were to be 
reduced by capacity or water quality issues, the Peninsula supply would fall out of compliance, 
resulting in new Water Board restrictions, moratoriums, etc.  SEE NOTES 1, 5, & 7

• Based upon the portfolio of reliable sources of supply, the supply without MPWSP Desalination 
is inadequate to serve the CPUC’s determined demand of 12,000 afy, SEE NOTE 6 as well as the 

reduced 10-year average demand of 10,863 afy as projected by MPWMD staff.

• The implementation of the proposed MPWSP Desalination Plant is necessary to provide a safe 
and reliable water supply to meet regional demand, regardless of whether the Pure Water 
Monterey Expansion project is developed.  SEE NOTE 21

Additionally, the Stoldt memo provides four principal conclusions, each of which is listed below, 

followed by the findings of this peer review based upon the supply and demand discussions already 

presented. 

• Either supply option can meet the long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula

This has not been demonstrated because the supply analysis in the Stoldt memo has neither 
followed the applicable statutes SEE NOTE 1 nor has it adequately addressed the limitations on 

supply that would occur during drought years.  SEE NOTES 15 & 18

• Either supply option is sufficient to lift the CDO

This conclusion has not considered impacts of risk and resiliency that may interrupt one or more 
of the water supply sources, as a result of the four main categories for risk and resiliency of a 
water system (i.e. security, hazards, assets, and enterprise) as defined by the American Water
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Infrastructure Act (AWIA) of 2018. Without ASR as a consistent reliable source, SEE NOTE 15 
the supply portfolio with the PWM Expansion cannot achieve the Stoldt memo’s 10-yr demand 

average (or even the memo’s 5-yr demand average when growth is considered), and it is 

reasonable to assume that CDO requirements (moratorium) would continue. SEE NOTE 21  The 

current CDO imposes a moratorium on new service connections and increased use at existing 

connections, and the State Board would have the authority to impose continued moratoria 

based on a failure to comply with CCR §64554, as noted in CHSC §116655, which states in 

relevant part: 

“(a) Whenever the state board determines that any person has violated or is violating 

this chapter, or any order, permit, regulation, or standard issued or adopted pursuant to 

this chapter, the state board may issue an order doing any of the following . . . 

(b) An order issued pursuant to this section may include, but shall not be limited to, any

or all of the following requirements:

. . .

(4) That no additional service connection be made to the system.”

• The long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula may be less than previously thought

This assumes that per capita usage will remain at current low levels without consideration of 
possible effects of availability of secure supply and ongoing impacts to businesses of excessive 
conservation (such as having to ship out laundry services), as well as assuming that the CDO 
requirements preventing new connections coupled with steeply tiered rates to penalize higher 
water users and drive conservation will have to stay in place. The water supply portfolio 
presented under the Stoldt memo results in “water poverty” for the peninsula, with limited 
reliability and resiliency and steep rates and restrictions on usage and growth now and into the 
future.  SEE NOTE 21

• Several factors will contribute to pressure on decreasing per capita water use

While the Stoldt memo discusses potential impacts of increased water cost and recent 
conservation legislation signed by the Governor, it does not provide any evidence as to the 
actual impacts to per capita water use. The Governor’s conservation bills are not statutory and 
are therefore not enforced by any regulatory agency; rather they are tools for agencies to 
calculate their own objectives. The data does show that rate-related conservation measures 
already in place, such as tiered rates, have driven per capita usage downward. No additional 
methods are presented in the memo to reduce demands; absent any, it is reasonable to assume 
everything has already been done on demand side to reduce levels and further reduction is not 
expected. Indeed, after a secure water supply is provided, it may be reasonable to assume the 
opposite, that an increase in demand is equally likely. A secure supply may provide some relief 
of the intense pressure on businesses to reduce usage, and coupled with projected tourism 
rebound and growth, suggests that it is not necessarily true that per capita usage will remain at 
current levels or continue to decrease.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 2:  MPWMD Analysis “Notes” 
in Response to the Hazen & Sawyer Report 



NOTE 1:  MPWMD has consistently followed state and federal codes, as well as 
industry standards, in its analysis of the two supply options in the report.  Hazen & 
Sawyer repeatedly misinterpret the same codes and standards, or mistakenly assert that 
MPWMD ignores them. 
 
Specifically, any MPWMD conclusions in the report are consistent with the following: 
 

• California Code of Regulations (CCR) section 64554 
• California Health and Safety Code (CHSC) section 116555 
• California Water Code (CWC) sections 10635 and 10631 
• CPUC General Order 103A and other rules; and 
• American Water Works Association “Water Resource Planning” guidance M50 

 
CCR section 64554:  Hazen & Sawyer’s assertions of non-compliance are unfounded and 
misleading.  For example, on multiple occasions Hazen & Sawyer asserts that MPWMD 
does not meet the requirements of CCR Title 22 section 64554.  That is not true. 
Available to Cal-Am and its consultant Hazen & Sawyer, was a document produced and 
available from MPWMD in September 2019 and later publicly filed by the California 
Coastal Commission demonstrating MPWMD compliance.1  With the passage of time, 
that analysis has been updated and is included here as Exhibit 1, now assuming a new 
water supply comes online in the year 2023.  It shows that Pure Water Monterey 
expansion can meet the Maximum Day Demand (MDD) and Peak Hourly Demand 
(PHD) required under this section of the CCR.  Ignoring the original document is an error 
of omission by Cal-Am and Hazen & Sawyer. 
 
Hazen & Sawyer persistently confuses the backward-looking 10-year requirement for 
peak demand MDD under CCR section 64554 with average annual demand planning for 
future water supply.  There is no such standard in 64554 to look back 10 years to 
ascertain current or projected future average annual demand.   Section (k) which says 
“The source capacity of a surface water supply or a spring shall be the lowest 
anticipated daily yield based on adequately supported and documented data” by citing 
“daily yield”, still goes to MDD and PHD, not long-term average annual demand.  This 
bears repeating: CCR section 64554 has nothing to with estimating current existing 
consumer demand or future average annual consumer demand for water. 
 
CHSC section 116555:  Here too, Hazen & Sawyer misses the mark.  All that is required 
under this section of the Code is that a water supplier “provides a reliable and adequate 
supply of pure, wholesome, healthful, and potable water.”  Nothing more, nothing less.  
To assert that either Pure Water Monterey expansion or the proposed desalination plant 
do not do so is disingenuous. 
 
CWC sections 10635 and 10631:  We agree that section 10635 of the CWC requires that 
“every urban water supplier shall include, as part of its urban water management plan, 
an assessment of the reliability of its water service to its customers during normal, dry, 

 
1 See California Coastal Commission agenda, November 14, 2019, Application 9-19-0918 / Appeal A-3-MRA-19-0034 
(California American Water Co.) Exhibit 9 staff note attachment 



and multiple dry water years. This water supply and demand assessment shall compare 
the total water supply sources available to the water supplier with the long-term total 
projected water use over the next 20 years, in five-year increments, for a normal water 
year, a single dry water year, and a drought lasting five consecutive water years.”  
MPWMD has done so with respect to both proposed water supply sources and have 
concluded, Cal-Am and Hazen & Sawyer protests notwithstanding, that they can each 
meet the challenges of a normal water year, a single dry water year, and a 5-year drought 
(drought resilience is discussed in more detail later in Notes 15 and 18.) 
 
We also recognize section 10631 reiterates the above-said requirement in the plan.  
Section 10631 also requires analysis by the utility of (i) Water waste prevention 
ordinances; (ii) Metering; (iii) Conservation pricing; (iv) Public education and outreach; 
(v) Programs to assess and manage distribution system real loss; (vi) Water conservation 
program coordination and staffing support; and (vii) Other demand management 
measures.  These programs, many of which have been sponsored by MPWMD, have led 
to the decline in water demand that sets the baseline for future water supply planning.  
We believe that Hazen & Sawyer has done an inadequate job of incorporating these 
aspects on the Monterey Peninsula into its analysis.   
 
CPUC General Order 103A and other rules:  MPWMD’s analysis has met the 
requirements of CPUC General Order 103A which states all water supplied shall be 
“obtained from a source or sources reasonably adequate to provide a reliable supply of 
water” and “shall have the capacity to meet the source capacity requirements as defined 
in CCR Title 22, Section 64554”.  This has been addressed above. 
 
The CPUC’s “Rate Case Plan and Minimum Data Requirements for Class A Water 
Utilities General Rate Case (GRC) Applications” states utilities should “forecast 
customers using a five-year average of the change in number of customers by customer 
class” subject to unusual events (such as a meter moratorium here in Monterey).  
MPWMD has also recognized this regulatory guidance. 
 
American Water Works Association (AWWA) “Water Resource Planning” guidance 
M50:  Hazen & Sawyer incorrectly asserts that MPWMD analysis is inconsistent with 
industry standards as evidenced by AWWA M50 guidance.  AWWA recognizes there are 
6 traditional forecasting methods.2  MPWMD’s report has incorporated at least three of 
the accepted methods: “per capita models”, “extrapolation models”, “disaggregate water 
use models”, and have checked certain estimates using “land-use models” each 
recognized by AWWA.  Further, to the extent MPWMD has analyzed the AMBAG 
growth forecast and assigned water usage to the population and job forecasts, 
“multivariate” modeling has been included, also recognized by AWWA.  “Several 
methods of demand forecasting are often combined, even within a single utility.”3  
 

 
2 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, pages 81-84. 
3 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, page 81, paragraph 2. 



Hazen & Sawyer quotes (without a footnote) from the second edition of M504, which 
was superseded by the third edition published in 2017.  The current M50 edition from 
AWWA does not reference a specific preferred time period for historical data to be used 
for a future demand forecast.  The MPWMD analysis is consistent with the current 
section of M50.  
 
Nevertheless, if the out-of-date second edition of AWWA M50 citing a period of at least 
10 years, is used, the same section also states “If a simple per capita approach to 
forecasting is selected, the data requirements could be as easy as securing historical 
annual water production or sales for 5 to 10 years”  Hence, MPWMD’s use of a 5-year 
period would have been acceptable.   
 
NOTE 2: Hazen & Sawyer confuses the concept of current annual demand with MDD 
calculations based on a 10-year look-back.  This was covered under NOTE 1 above, but 
bears repeating: CCR section 64554 which looks back 10-years to determine 
maximum day and peak hour demand has nothing to with estimating current 
existing consumer demand or future average annual consumer demand for water. 
It is entirely up to the water planning agency to determine the following: 
 

• How much water do we use today? 
• How much will we need in the future? 
• How soon will we get there? 

 
There is no specific guidance in the regulations other than that discussed earlier regarding 
normal year, dry year, and 5-year drought analysis.  For Hazen & Sawyer to suggest 
otherwise is wrong.  The MPWMD report directly addresses each of those three bullet 
points consistent with AWWA standards. 
 
AWWA does not recommend a specific number of years to establish a historical base 
line.5   There is nothing wrong, or outside industry standards, with looking at a 5-year 
average or some other measure to determine “How much water do we use today?”  Also 
recall from Note 1 the CPUC’s approach to future growth in connections is based on a 
recent 5-year history. 
   
NOTE 3:  Hazen & Sawyer did not “connect the dots” on this assertion.  They have not 
demonstrated any probable underestimation. 
 
NOTE 4:  Hazen & Sawyer in multiple locations make the false assertion that 
MPWMD’s report assumes continued conservation restrictions and water use reductions 
to justify lower demand projections.6  Nowhere in the MPWMD report is this stated as an 
assumption.  On the day of the release of the Hazen & Sawyer report, Hazen & Sawyer 
and Cal-Am were asked to substantiate this claim and have not done so.  The MPWMD 

 
4 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 2nd Edition, pages 47-48 
5 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, pages 86-90 
6 Hazen & Sawyer page 1, paragraph 3; page 4, paragraph 2;  



report merely establishes a baseline to answer the question “How much water do we use 
today?” 
 
NOTE 5:  Nowhere in the MPWMD analysis does it assert each supply source “is 
available at all times at maximum capacity”.  This is a misinterpretation by Hazen & 
Sawyer.  In fact, the MDD analysis discussed under NOTE 1 above shows “firm 
capacity” assuming the largest production well is unavailable.  As previously noted, the 
original MDD analysis under NOTE 1 was available to Cal-Am and its consultant.  
 
NOTE 6:  Hazen & Sawyer repeatedly cites “current water demand determined by the 
CPUC of 12,000 afy”.  They have both mistaken this for the actual Cal-Am and CPUC 
number of 12,350 afy.  In its Decision D.18-09-017 the CPUC stated “we are convinced 
that 12,350 afy represents an appropriate estimate of annual demand to use in assessing 
the adequacy of Cal-Am’s water supply…”7   It is important to understand that the CPUC 
did no original analysis, modeling, or projection of its own.  It surveyed testimony 
provided by others and chose one to support its findings and recommendations.  It should 
not be represented that that the CPUC developed demand numbers on its own. 
 
Further, the Cal-Am testimony submitted in support of the 12,350 afy value used data 
that ended in 2016 and the company discounted the value of 2016 by incorrectly stating it 
was a drought year, which it was not on the Monterey Peninsula.8  Hence, there are three 
additional years of data (four if you do not discount 2016) since that used to develop the 
12,350 afy value. 
 
However, Hazen & Sawyer appears unaware that Cal-Am itself has disavowed this 
12,350 afy number as a measure of current water demand in its current General Rate Case 
(GRC) application, as discussed below.  This fact undermines every further statement 
made by Cal-Am or Hazen & Sawyer as it relates to the current demand – the starting 
point of all future demand analysis.   
 
As shown in the table below, Cal-Am now asserts in the GRC that its total water 
production for 2021 and 2022 from the Central Division is 9,789 afy,9 which includes the 
Cal-Am Main System plus its satellites (generally thought to be 4-5% greater in total 
demand than the Cal-Am Main system.)  This validates MPWMD’s estimate of current 
demand.  The Cal-Am GRC filing can be seen in Exhibit 2 attached. 
 
In CPUC Decision 16-12-026, the Commission required Class A and B water utilities to 
propose improved forecast methodologies in their next general rate cases.10  In the 
current GRC, Jeffrey Linam, Cal-Am’s Vice President of Rates and Regulatory, states in 
his testimony that Cal-Am “believes that the testimony demonstrates improved 
forecasting methodologies that consider the consumption trends during and following the 

 
7 CPUC D.18-09-017, page 49, lines 1-2. 
8 Direct Testimony of Ian Crooks, Errata Version, in A.12-04-019, September 27, 2107, page 10, at line 22. 
9 California-American Water Company’s (U-210-W) Update to General Rate Case Application, A.19-07-004, October 
14, 2019, Table 3.14 of Results of Operations Model 
10 Direct Testimony of Jeffrey T. Linam (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 108, at line 14 



drought that began in 2013”.11  Cal-Am “hired David Mitchell of consulting firm 
MCubed to provide its sales forecast based on econometric models.  The Company 
believes this is a significant improvement over the prior methods and use of historical 
averages…”12  This augments the testimony of Cal-Am expert witness Bahman 
Pourtaherian in the GRC who says David Mitchell’s company M-Cubed “has expertise 
addressing sales forecasting and rate design issues for energy, municipal and investor 
owned water utilities across the State.”13 

Mr. Mitchell developed a highly complex econometric model for Cal-Am that in this 
GRC estimated the following (see table) current demand (2021-2023) for the Cal-Am 
Main System (which is the system analyzed by MPWMD’s supply and demand 
analysis).  His results, presented in the table below, also support MPWMD’s estimate of 
current demand.14 

Cal-Am Estimates of Current Demand 
From Current 2019 GRC 

(AFY) 

2021 2022 2023 
Central Division Forecast Sales 
Results of Operations Model in A.19-07-004 
Table 3.14 (See also Exhibit 2)9 

9,789 9,789 n/a 

Expert Testimony of Cal-Am Witness David Mitchell 
Cal-Am Main System14 

9,338 9,478 9,610 

The fact that Cal-Am itself has now repudiated the Monterey Main System consumer 
demand numbers that supported the 2018 CPUC desalination Decision 18-09-017, makes 
much of the Hazen & Sawyer report moot. 

NOTE 7:  MPWMD and Hazen & Sawyer have a fundamental disagreement in how 
“reliable” supply is determined.  Pure Water Monterey expansion and desalination both 
easily meet the 10-year average historical demand and far exceed the most recent 5-year 
average demand. 

NOTE 8:  Again, Hazen & Sawyer is confusing peak demand planning with long-term 
water supply planning.  There are no prescribed regulatory standards for what time period 
may be selected to establish a baseline for existing demand in a system.  A 10-year look-
back is required for peak planning.  A 5-year look-back is more than acceptable to 
establish an historical baseline of current use.  Forecasting methods approved by AWWA 
do not specify any historical period to inform a future forecast, as discussed previously.  
As discussed in “Note 1” above, the CPUC itself encourages utilities to “forecast 

11 Direct Testimony of Jeffrey T. Linam (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 102, at line 25 
12 Direct Testimony of Jeffrey T. Linam (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 105, at line 6 
13 Direct Testimony of Bahman Pourtaherian (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 9, at line 21 
14 Direct Testimony of David Mitchell (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, Attachment 2, page 32, final 
line converted to acre-feet from CCF 



customers using a five-year average of the change in the number of customers by 
customer class”15 16 
 
NOTE 9:  It is important to reiterate that the CPUC did no original analysis, modeling, or 
projection of demand on its own.  It surveyed testimony provided by others and chose 
one to support its findings and recommendations.  It should not be represented that that 
the CPUC developed demand numbers on its own.  It states in Decision 18-09-017 “The 
Commission similarly evaluated all of the evidence presented along with arguments of 
the parties and determines that Cal-Am’s future water demand will be approximately 
14,000 afy”17  However, no evidence was presented to determine if tourism “bounce-
back” had already occurred, whether water efficiency gains would reduce the water 
demand of legal lots of record, or if the Pebble Beach Company could realistically build 
out its whole entitlement in a reasonable timeframe.  Neither the CPUC, Cal-Am, nor 
Hazen & Sawyer evaluated the market absorption for new demand, which would answer 
the question: How soon will we get there?  The MPWMD report simply took a deeper 
look at the data behind those questions:  How much will we need in the future? And How 
soon will we get there? 
 
NOTE 10:  14,000 minus 12,350 equals 1,650 afy, not 2,000 
 
NOTE 11:  Column two of Table 2-5 was prepared by MPWMD in 2006.  MPWMD is 
well aware of the future supply needs reflected in the table.  The table does not indicate 
by when the future supplies are needed or how quickly the needs can be absorbed in the 
marketplace. 
 
NOTE 12:  AMBAG implemented an employment-driven forecast model for the first 
time in the 2014 forecast and contracted with the Population Reference Bureau (PRB) to 
test and apply the model again for the 2018 Regional Growth Forecast (RGF). To ensure 
the reliability of the population projections, PRB compared the employment driven model 
results with results from a cohort-component forecast, a growth trend forecast and the 
most recent forecast published by the California Department of Finance (DOF). All four 
models resulted in similar population growth trends. As a result of these reliability tests, 
AMBAG and PRB chose to implement the employment-driven model again for the 2018 
RGF.18  The CPUC did no original analysis, modeling, or projection of its own.  It 
surveyed testimony provided by others and chose one to support its findings and 
recommendations. 
 
NOTE 13:  The Cal-Am Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) was developed during 
a period when Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) water was mandated to be recovered 
in the same year in which it is injected.  That is not the case after a new water supply is 

 
15 Rate Case Plan and Minimum Data Requirements for Class A Water Utilities General Rate Case (GRC) 
Applications, Appendix A to CPUC D.07-05-062 
16 Report and Recommendations on Revenues, Rate Design, and Special Requests, CPUC Public Advocates Office, 
February 14, 2020, page2-5, line 5 
17 CPUC Decision 18-09-017, page 68, line 1 
18 2018 Regional Growth Forecast, Technical Documentation, Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments 
(AMBAG), June 2018, page 5 



developed and the Cease and Desist Order (CDO) has been lifted.  Hence, the Hazen & 
Sawyer analysis of the UWMP is meaningless. 
 
Once the CDO is lifted as a result of either new proposed water supply, ASR is to 
function more like a reservoir, establishing a reserve that is carried over year-to-year. 
 
NOTE 14:  The Benito/Williams modeling assumptions were reviewed and approved by 
Cal-Am. 
 
NOTE 15:  MPWMD subsequently revised its conclusion that build-up of ASR storage 
would be sufficient to meet a 5-year drought.  The build-up occurs based on historical 
data including wet, normal, and dry years.  If the data is randomized, the same results will 
occur – ASR acts like a lake behind a dam, building up supplies for use later during a 
drought.  To remove ASR from the resource planning mix as Hazen & Sawyer does on 
page 6 of its report would be akin to telling the Sonoma County Water Agency to remove 
Lake Mendocino from its supply planning, or any of the hundreds of urban water 
providers to discount one of its reservoirs.  This is inconsistent with industry practice for 
estimating water supply availability.  Even AWWA recognizes ASR in its reliability 
assessment: “ASR wells can improve water basin management by storing water 
underground from periods of excess supply…, and later allowing a portion of the stored 
water to be extracted during periods of demand or short supply”19 
 
If the Monterey Peninsula were to experience drought during the “buildup period” 
following the completion of new water supply and the lifting of the CDO, ASR would 
arguably be delayed in building up a drought reserve, however Hazen & Sawyer have 
completely overlooked that a Pure Water Monterey expansion is new capacity without an 
immediate offsetting demand.  That is, 2,250 afy from Pure Water Monterey expansion 
would provide the necessary approximately 800 afy to offset unlawful Carmel River 
diversions and lift the CDO and provide a remaining 1,450 afy for which there is no 
immediate present-day demand and can instead be delivered for customer service in the 
early years if ASR’s drought reserve has not yet built-up.  Just a few years of Pure Water 
Monterey expansion water could also provide drought-resilience to the Monterey 
Peninsula. 
 
The Benito/Williams memo demonstrates, ASR is drought-resilient and Pure Water 
Monterey expansion provides an additional factor of safety against drought impacts to 
ASR. 
 
NOTE 16:  The use of water quality concerns is applicable to any water injected in the 
Seaside Basin.  Presently, it is intended that desalinated water, Pure Water Monterey 
water, and ASR river water will be injected to the basin.  The water quality issue Hazen 
& Sawyer raises is equally relevant or irrelevant to all three. 
 

 
19 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, page 148 
 



NOTE 17:  The MPWMD report does not make the “assumption that the PWM 
Expansion project replaces the need for the desalination supply.”  Hazen & Sawyer may 
have inferred such, but it is not stated in the MPWMD report. 
 
NOTE 18:  A memorandum dated November 1, 2019 which appears as Appendix I to the 
Pure Water Monterey Supplemental Environmental Impact Report titled “Source Water 
Availability, Yield and Use Technical Memorandum”, indicates Pure Water Monterey is 
resilient to drought, in general.  Page 1 of the memorandum states the purpose of the 
memorandum is to summarize the source water availability and yield estimates for 
proposed modifications to the approved Pure Water Monterey Groundwater 
Replenishment Project (as modified, the full project is referenced as the Expanded 
PWM/GWR Project), to explain the seasonal storage yield estimates, and to provide the 
proposed maximum and typical (or normal) water use estimates for the Proposed 
Modifications. 
 
Page 10 of the memorandum says “In the attached scenario tables (Tables 9 through 11), 
the use of the various sources is reduced to just meet the demands of the AWPF and offset 
the current CSIP groundwater use in the wet season (October-March). During the dry 
season (April-September), surface water diversions are shown meeting the monthly 
AWPF demands and providing extra flow for the CSIP, such that the annual use of new 
sources exceeds the annual AWPF demands.’’  (emphasis added by MPWMD) 
 
“The demand scenarios considered are:  
 

Table 9: A normal water year while developing a drought reserve (AWPF 
producing 6,550 AFY)  
Table 10: A normal water year with a full drought reserve (AWPF producing 
6,350 AFY)  
Table 11: A drought year starting with a full reserve (AWPF producing 5,550 
AFY) (emphasis added by MPWMD) 

 
In the drought year scenario, the stormwater and wastewater availability were reduced. 
Urban runoff from Salinas was assumed to be one-third of the historic average. Rainfall 
on the SIWTF ponds used the 2013 rainfall record (critically dry year). The unused 
secondary treated effluent values from 2013 were used, also the historic low. The CSIP 
groundwater well use from OCT 2013 to SEP 2014 was used as the CSIP augmentation 
target. Under this scenario, surface water diversions were required from the Reclamation 
Ditch, Blanco Drain and Lake El Estero, and the diversions were needed from March 
through November.” 
 
In MPWMD’s opinion, this shows that the drought scenario shows all Advanced Water 
Purification Facility needs are met and there are still residual new supplies available to 
CSIP.  In other words, Pure Water Monterey expansion is reliable in periods of reduced 
usage or drought years. 
 



NOTE 19:  In multiple presentations by the staff of Monterey One Water (M1W)20 it has 
been shown that none of the source water for expansion of Pure Water Monterey is 
speculative, nor comes from Salinas-area wastewater or Salinas valley sources for which 
M1W doesn’t already have rights.  In one example, source water for the expansion would 
come from ocean discharge from the Regional Treatment Plant (54%), the Reclamation 
Ditch (5%), Blanco Drain (10%), wastewater outside the prior M1W boundaries (30%), 
and summer water rights from the County Water Resource Agency (1%). 
 
NOTE 20:  The Hazen & Sawyer charts on page 10 of its report incorrectly eliminate 
ASR from the supplies, inconsistent with industry practice.  See Note 15. 
 
NOTE 21:  The MPWMD report considered all aspects of risk and resiliency in the two 
proposed supply alternatives.  The MPWMD has gone further than any other parties to 
examine the factors influencing current customer demand, future customer demand, and 
the pace at which demand is incrementally added.  MPWMD stands by the conclusions of 
its supply and demand analysis. 
 
 
(Additional note:  MPWMD intends to finalize its report “Supply and Demand for Water 
on the Monterey Peninsula” in March 2020) 
  

 
20 For example, November 12, 2019 M1W presentation to the Monterey County Farm Bureau and the Grower-Shipper 
Association and the September 30-2019 M1W board meeting 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Section 3:  Exhibits 
 
 
 
 



EXHIBIT 1 
 

MPWMD Analysis of Available Well Capacity 
for 10-Year Maximum Daily Demand (MDD) 

and Peak Hour Demand (PHD) 
 

A)  Find maximum month demand for 10-year period 2014-2023 
August 2014 = 1,023 AF1 
 

B) Convert to average daily demand 
1,023 AF / 31 days = 33 AF/day 
 

C) Convert to million gallons per day (MGD) 
33 AF/day X 325,851 gal/AF divided by 1,000,000 = 10.753 MGD 
 

D) Gross-up for peaking factor of 1.5 
10.753 MGD X 1.5 =16.13 MGD = Maximum Daily Demand (MDD) 

 
E) Average hourly flow during MDD is 10.753 MGD divided by 24 hours = 0.448 MGh 

 
F) Gross-Up for peaking factor of 1.5 

0.448 MGh X 1.5 = 0.672 million gallons per hour = Peak Hour Demand (PHD) 
 
Hence, new water supply must support a MDD of 16.13 MGD.  Table 1 on the next page shows existing 
and planned system supply capacities under authorized, desired, and firm capacity scenarios.  As can be 
seen, the lowest available capacity is 19.41 MGD which significantly exceeds MDD. 
 
This assumes additional production well capacity currently being analyzed in the Pure Water Monterey 
Expansion Supplemental EIR are developed and the Forest Lake Pump Station currently requested under 
the 2019 General Rate Case filing is built.  These two projects markedly remove system capacity 
constraints. 
 
We also recognize that the Plumas, Luzern, Ord Grove, Paralta, and Playa wells are presently unable to 
deliver to the Monterey Pipeline, serving only Seaside, Sand City, and Old Monterey.  This could 
potentially reduce available capacity throughout the rest of the system on the order of 2 MGD.  Even in 
this instance, operations are sufficient to meet MDD.  This issue goes further away if one or more of the 
wells are also connected to the pipeline, as well as with the continued reduction in MDD in more recent 
years.   
 
CONCLUSION:  Pure Water Monterey expansion provides sufficient capacity to meet MDD and PHD for 
the Cal-Am Monterey Main System. 
  

 
1 Direct testimony of Ian Crooks, Errata version 9-27-17 in A.12.04.019 at California Public Utilities Commission, page 9, Table 3 



EXHIBIT 1 
 
 

TABLE 1 
 

  

Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity
Upper Carmel Valley Wells (gpm) (MGD) (gpm) (MGD) (gpm) (MGD)
  Assume n/a in Summer -            -           -           -           -           -           

Lower Carmel Valley Wells
  Rancho Canada 1,150       1.66         1,200      1.73         1,200      1.73         
  Cypress 1,500       2.16         -           -           -           -           
  Pearce 1,500       2.16         -           -           -           -           
  Schulte 1,250       1.80         -           -           -           -           
  Manor 125           0.18         -           -           -           -           
  Berwick No 8. 600           0.86         -           -           -           -           
  Berwick No. 9 985           1.42         -           -           -           -           
    Subtotal Lower CV 7,110       10.24      1,200      1.73         1,200      1.73         

Seaside Wells
  Plumas 192           0.28         192          0.28         192          0.28         
  Luzern 640           0.92         640          0.92         640          0.92         
  Ord Grove 1,000       1.44         1,000      1.44         1,000      1.44         
  Paralta 1,350       1.94         1,350      1.94         1,350      1.94         
  Playa 350           0.50         350          0.50         350          0.50         
  Santa Margarita ASR 1  or 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  Middle School ASR 1 or 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
    Subtotal Seaside 7,032       10.13      7,032      10.13      7,032      10.13      

4 New Wells in Pure Water Expansion SEIR
  New 1 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 3 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 4 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         -           -           
    Subtotal New 7,000       10.08      7,000      10.08      5,250      7.56         

Total Well Capacity 21,142     30.44      15,232    21.93      13,482    19.41      

Notes:
  gpm = Gallons per Minute
  MGD = Million Gallons per Day
  AF =  Acre-Feet
  Firm Capacity = Without largest producing well

Operations
Firm Capacity

Desired

Cal-Am Monterey Main Well Capacity
Under Authorized and Desired Operations

With New Wells being Analyzed in Pure Water Monterey Expansion SEIR

Authorized
Operations

Desired
Operations
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Supply and Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula 
Prepared by David J. Stoldt, General Manager 

Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 
FINAL 

March 13, 2020 
 
Introduction 
 
With the approval of the Monterey Peninsula Water Supply Project (MPWSP) in September 
2018 and the continued environmental work on Pure Water Monterey (PWM) expansion as a 
back-up option, it is an opportune time to examine available supplies and their ability to meet 
current and long-term demand.  This memorandum will also look at the changing nature of 
demand on the Monterey Peninsula, the underlying assumptions in the sizing of the water 
supply portfolio, and indicators of the market’s ability to absorb new demand. 
 
At its September 16, 2019 meeting, the District Board accepted a report titled “Supply and 
Demand for Water on the Monterey Peninsula”, which was Exhibit 9-A of the Board packet.  The 
report was reviewed by members of the public, local organizations, and state agencies.  While 
publicly vetted, only three sets of comments were received: (a) California American Water 
provided a comment letter October 15, 2019, and (b) The Coalition of Peninsula Businesses 
provided letters September 15, 2019 and September 24, 2019.  All three comment letters 
argued that the findings in the report contradict those of the California Public Utilities 
Commission, but the letters did not provide any substantive alternate assumptions or facts.  
The District’s General Manager has encouraged the parties to provide their own forecast of 
growth and/or market absorption of water demand, but they have failed to do so. 
 
At the November 14, 2019 Coastal Commission hearing former Pacific Grove mayor Bill Kampe 
did raise two substantive issues regarding the report: (a) pre-Cease and Desist Order (CDO) 
market absorption of water demand may have been constrained in some jurisdictions due to a 
lack of water allocation, and (b) new statewide focus on housing will require water. 
 
Additionally, subsequent to the release of the initial report the 2019 water year was completed, 
providing an additional data point on current customer demand.  The report was revised 
December 3, 2019 to address three items: (i) What is average current demand with the 
additional water year in the data? (ii) What water will be required to meet future housing 
needs? And (iii) What might be the market absorption of water based on an objective third-
party growth forecast – the Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) 2018 
Growth Forecast?  The revisions were presented to the District’s Water Demand Committee 
December 17, 2019 and a revised report was distributed to the Peninsula’s six city managers in 
January. 
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Pure Water Monterey:  Monterey One Water’s (M1W) project came online in February 2020 
and should begin deliveries for customer service of 3,500 AFA to Cal-Am in mid-2020.   
 
Pure Water Monterey Expansion:  The expansion of Pure Water Monterey is expected to yield 
2,250 AFA.3  The source waters for the expansion are secure: In multiple presentations by the 
staff of Monterey One Water (M1W)4 it has been shown that none of the source water for 
expansion of Pure Water Monterey is speculative, nor comes from Salinas valley sources for 
which M1W doesn’t already have rights.  In one example, source water for the expansion would 
come from ocean discharge from the Regional Treatment Plant (54%), the Reclamation Ditch 
(5%), Blanco Drain (10%), wastewater outside the prior M1W boundaries (30%), and summer 
water rights from the County Water Resource Agency (1%). This project could come online by 
late 2022. 
 
Carmel River:  Cal-Am has legal rights to 3,376 AFA from the Carmel River comprised of 2,179 
AFA from License 11866, 1,137 AFA of pre-1914 appropriative rights, and 60 AFA of riparian 
rights.  This does not include what is referred to as Table 13 rights, discussed under “Other 
Available Supplies” below. 
 
Seaside Basin:  The 2006 Seaside Groundwater Basin adjudication imposed triennial reductions 
in operating yield for Standard Producers such as Cal-Am until the basin’s Natural Safe Yield is 
achieved.  The last reduction will occur in 2021 and Cal-Am will have rights to 1,474 AFA.  
However, with the delivery of a long-term permanent water supply, the company would like to 
begin replacing its accumulated deficit of over-pumping through in-lieu recharge by leaving 700 
AFA of its production right in the basin for 25 years.  Hence, only 774 AFA is reflected as long-
term supply available, although the additional 700 AF becomes available again in the future. 
 
Aquifer Storage & Recovery:  There are two water rights that support ASR.  Permit 20808A 
allows maximum diversion of 2,426 AFA and Permit 20808C allows up to 2,900 AFA for a total 
of 5,326 AFA.  However, these are maximums that may only be close to being achieved in the 
wettest of years.  Based on long-term historical precipitation and streamflow data, ASR is 
designed to produce 1,920 AFA on average.  The MPWSP assumes a lesser amount of 1,300 AFA 
to be conservative. 
 
Sand City Desalination Plant:  The Sand City plant was designed to produce a nominal 300 AFA, 
but has failed to achieve more than the 276 AF in 2011.  Due to source water quality issues and 
discharge permit requirements the plant has averaged 188 AFA the past four years including 
water year 2019.  The intakes will likely be augmented and production increased (see “Other 

 
3 Notice of Preparation of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Report and Public Scoping Meeting Notice, page 
4, May 15, 2019 
4 For example, November 12, 2019 M1W presentation to the Monterey County Farm Bureau and the Grower-
Shipper Association and the September 30-2019 M1W board meeting 
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Average Current Customer Demand:  The Application of Cal-Am to the CPUC in April 2012 
utilized 13,290 AFA which was the 5-year average demand for 2007-2011.7  As stated earlier, 
this was to be replacement supply and the Application stated “At this point future demands of 
the Monterey System have not been included in the sizing of the plant.”8  At that time, the 5-
year average maximum month was 1,388 AF and the highest month was 1,532 AF.9 
 
In a January 2013 CPUC filing, average demand was reiterated by Cal-Am to be 13,290 AFA but 
Cal-Am added that the plant would need to be increased larger by approximately 700 acre-feet 
per year for the in-lieu recharge of the Seaside Basin.6  However, as can be seen in comparing 
Tables 1 and 2 above, supply equals demand at 15,296 AFA without changing the size of the 
plant from the initial Application. 
 
In a 2016 update to the CPUC, Cal-Am recognized that average demand had declined in the 
intervening three years.10  The 5-year average had declined to 10,966 AFA and the maximum 
month declined to 1,250 AF.  At the time of the 2016 update, Cal-Am suggested that it should 
size the plant based on the backward-looking 10-year average demand and maximum month, 
instead of the 5-year average in the original Application, as well as several alternate 
assumptions about return of water to the Salinas Valley.  They concluded “we do not believe the 
size of the plants should be changed.”11 
 
In a September 2017 filing to the CPUC, Cal-Am acknowledged continuing declines in demand, 
but indicated that the plant sizing remained appropriate saying “We anticipate demand to 
rebound over time after these new water supplies are available, the drought conditions continue 
to subside, the moratorium on new service connections is lifted, and strict conservation and 
water use restrictions are eased.”12  The company also for the first time introduced the use of 
future population and demand as a way to “normalize” the average demand used in sizing, a 
departure from the “replacement supply” basis under the initial Application in 2012.13  This 
resulted in their estimate of average “current” system demand of 12,350 AFA.  This amount, 
combined with the same lots of record, tourism bounce-back, and Pebble Beach buildout 
results in demand of 14,355 AFA – a reduction from the initial Application – but the company 
asserted that the plant need not be resized because this would allow it to run at 86% capacity, a 
more reasonable operating rate compared to the 95% posed in the original Application. 
 

 
7 Direct Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 23, 2012, page 21 
8 Direct Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 23, 2012, page 36 
9 Direct Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 23, 2012, page 22 
10 Supplemental Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 14, 2016 (Errata), pages 7-11 
11 Supplemental Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 14, 2016 (Errata), page 9 
12 Direct Testimony of Ian Crooks Errata Version, September 27, 2017, page 10 
13 Direct Testimony of Ian Crooks Errata Version, September 27, 2017, pages 11-13 
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The CPUC, in its September 2018 Decision, agreed that “current” demand was 12,350 AFA, 
therefore the 6.4 MGD desalination plant is warranted.  In its Decision D.18-09-017 the CPUC 
stated “we are convinced that 12,350 afy represents an appropriate estimate of annual demand 
to use in assessing the adequacy of Cal-Am’s water supply…”14   It is important to understand 
that the CPUC did no original analysis, modeling, or projection of its own.  It surveyed testimony 
provided by others and chose one to support its findings and recommendations.  It should not 
be represented that that the CPUC developed demand numbers on its own. 
 
Legal Lots of Record:  The 2012 Application to the CPUC also included 1,181 AFA for Legal Lots 
of Record.15, 6  Legal lots of record are defined as lots resulting from a subdivision of property in 
which the final map has been recorded in cities and towns, or in which the parcel map has been 
recorded in Parcels and Maps or Record of Surveys.  Lots of record may include vacant lots on 
vacant parcels, vacant lots on improved parcels, and also included remodels on existing 
improved, non-vacant parcels. Ultimately, not all legal lots are buildable. While the District is 
the source of the 1,181 AFA estimated demands for the lots of record, the number was lifted 
from the 2009 Coastal Water Project environmental impact report.  
 
Tourism Bounce-Back:  The 500 AFA for economic recovery was originally proffered by the 
hospitality industry to handle a recovery of occupancy rates in the tourist industry in a post-
World Trade Center tragedy setting. 16, 6  The industry felt that their most successful occupancy 
rates were in the three years prior to September 11, 2001 and felt 500 AFA would provide a 
buffer for a return to that level. 

Pebble Beach Buildout:  Ever since the State Water Board issued Order 95-10 and the Cease and 
Desist Order (CDO) it has recognized the Pebble Beach Company’s investment in the 
Reclamation Project and the Company’s right to serve its entitlements from the Carmel River.  
However, the State Water Board has stated a desire to have the Pebble Beach entitlements 
shifted away from the river and be satisfied by a new supply.  At the time of the 2012 
Application, the Pebble Beach company had approximately 325 AF of entitlements still 
available. 
 
Water Demand Assumptions in 2020 
 
The original MPWSP desalination project plant sizing was done eight years ago in 2012.  With 
the passage of time and the opportunity to perform deeper research, it is possible to revisit the 
assumptions about consumer demand for water in the current context. 
 

 
14 CPUC D.18-09-017, page 49, lines 1-2. 
15 Direct Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 23, 2012, pages 22, 37. 
16 Direct Testimony of Richard C. Svindland, April 23, 2012, page 37 
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It states in Decision 18-09-017 “The Commission similarly evaluated all of the evidence 
presented along with arguments of the parties and determines that Cal-Am’s future water 
demand will be approximately 14,000 afy”17  However, no evidence was presented to 
determine if tourism “bounce-back” had already occurred, whether water efficiency gains 
would reduce the water demand of legal lots of record, or if the Pebble Beach Company could 
realistically build out its whole entitlement in a reasonable timeframe.  Neither the CPUC, Cal-
Am, nor Hazen & Sawyer evaluated the market absorption for new demand, which would 
answer the question: How soon will we get there?  This MPWMD report simply takes a deeper 
look at the data behind these questions:  How much will we need in the future? And How soon 
will we get there? 
 
Average Current Customer Demand:  The Cal-Am testimony submitted in support of the 12,350 
AFA value used data that ended in 2016 and the company discounted the value of 2016 by 
incorrectly stating it was a drought year, which it was not on the Monterey Peninsula.18  Hence, 
there are now three additional years of data (four if you do not discount 2016) since that used 
to develop the 12,350 AFA value. 
 
Figure 1 below shows water production for customer service, a proxy for customer demand, for 
the past twenty-one-year period, updated for 2019 data.  As can be seen, demand has been in 
decline, but somewhat leveled out over the past five years. 
 

Figure 1 
Annual Water Production for Customer Service (Demand) 

Last 21 Years 
(Acre-Feet) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17 CPUC Decision 18-09-017, page 68, line 1 
18 Direct Testimony of Ian Crooks, Errata Version, in A.12-04-019, September 27, 2107, page 10, at line 22. 
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the consumption trends during and following the drought that began in 2013”.21  Cal-Am “hired 
David Mitchell of consulting firm MCubed to provide its sales forecast based on econometric 
models.  The Company believes this is a significant improvement over the prior methods and use 
of historical averages…”22  This augments the testimony of Cal-Am expert witness Bahman 
Pourtaherian in the GRC who says David Mitchell’s company M-Cubed “has expertise 
addressing sales forecasting and rate design issues for energy, municipal and investor owned 
water utilities across the State.”23 
 
Mr. Mitchell developed a highly complex econometric model for Cal-Am that in this GRC 
estimated the following (see Table 4) current demand (2021-2023) for the Cal-Am Main System 
(which is the system analyzed by MPWMD’s supply and demand analysis).  His results, 
presented in the table below, also support MPWMD’s estimate of current demand.24 
 

Table 4 
Cal-Am Estimates of Current Demand 

From Current 2019 GRC 
(AFA) 

   
 2021 2022 2023 
Central Division Forecast Sales 
Results of Operations Model in A.19-07-004 
Table 3.14 (See also Exhibit 2)19 

 
9,789 

 
9,789 

 
n/a 

Expert Testimony of Cal-Am Witness David Mitchell 
Cal-Am Main System24 

9,338 9,478 9,610 

 
The forecasts were created when it was assumed the desalination plant would be online at the 
end of 2021.   
 
Legal Lots of Record:  The 1,181 number is derived from the October 2009 Coastal Water 
Project Final Environmental Impact Report and references a 2001 District analysis as the source. 
It was actually sourced from a Land Systems Group Phase II February 2002 interim draft report 
that used the number 1,181.438 AF.  At that time, a calculation error was corrected and the 
report was subsequently updated in June 2002 and the number was revised to 1,210.964.  
However, the earlier number seems to have been used going forward.  Both versions did not 
include vacant lots on improved parcels in the unincorporated County.  Table 5 shows how the 
corrected number was calculated. 

 
21 Direct Testimony of Jeffrey T. Linam (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 102, at line 25 
22 Direct Testimony of Jeffrey T. Linam (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 105, at line 6 
23 Direct Testimony of Bahman Pourtaherian (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, page 9, at line 21 
24 Direct Testimony of David Mitchell (Final Application), in A.19-07-004, July 1, 2019, Attachment 2, page 32, final 
line converted to acre-feet from CCF 
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Seaside Basin:       $130 per acre-foot35 
Pure Water Monterey:  $2,398 per acre-foot36 
PWM with Expansion:   $2,339 per acre-foot37 

 
Further, if the desalination plant capacity is not fully utilized, the cost per acre-foot rises due to 
the fixed costs, as shown below. 

Production by Desal Plant – AF 
           

6,252   
           

5,000   
           

4,300  

      
Variable Cost ($ Million) 7.8  6.2  5.4 
Fixed Cost ($ Million) 30.3  30.3  30.3 
Total Annual Cost to Customer 38.1  36.5  35.7 

      
Cost per Acre-Foot  $6,094    $7,308    $8,294  

 
The rate impact can be seen in Figure 5 below, which is calculated based on full utilization of 
the desalination plant. 

Figure 5 
Ratepayer Impacts of New Water Supply38 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Legislation:  On May 31, 2018, Governor Brown signed two bills which build on the ongoing 
efforts to “make water conservation a California way of life.” SB 606 (Hertzberg) and AB 1668 

 
35 MPWSP Model- V 2.1 submitted to CPUC; February 2018 and October 2017 versions, 6.4 MGD scenario, 
“Avoided Costs” worksheet 
36 Recent estimate for 2020-21 fiscal year 
37 Estimate 
38 “Your Rates Are Changing” California American Water mailer, April 2019 and “Notice of General Rate Case 
Application filed” July 2019 
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(Friedman) reflect the work of many water suppliers, environmental organizations, and 
members of the Legislature.  The mandates will fall on urban water suppliers – not customers.   
  
Specifically, the bills call for creation of new urban efficiency standards for indoor use, outdoor 
use, and water lost to leaks, as well as any appropriate variances for unique local conditions.  
Each urban retail water agency will annually, beginning November 2023, calculate its own 
objective, based on the water needed in its service area for efficient indoor residential water 
use, outdoor residential water use, commercial, industrial and institutional (CII) irrigation with 
dedicated meters, and reasonable amounts of system water loss, along with consideration of 
other unique local uses (i.e., variances) and “bonus incentive,” or credit, for potable water 
reuse, using the standards adopted by the State Water Board.  
 
The indoor water use standard will be 55 gallons per person per day (gallons per capita daily, or 
GPCD) until January 2025; the standard will become stronger over time, decreasing to 50 GPCD 
in January 2030. For the water use objective, the indoor use is aggregated across population in 
an urban water supplier’s service area, not each household.   Presently, the average June 2014-
May 2019 gallons per capita per day for the Cal-Am Monterey system is 57 gpcd.  Hence, 
existing users are unlikely to increase their water consumption with the availability of new 
water supply. 
 
Principal Conclusions 
 

• Either supply option can meet the long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula 
 

• Either supply option is sufficient to lift the CDO 
 

• The long-term needs of the Monterey Peninsula may be less than previously thought 
 

• Several factors will contribute to pressure on decreasing per capita water use 
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Table 7: Subregional Employment Forecast
Change 2015-2040

Geography 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 Numeric Percent
AMBAG Region 337,600 351,800 363,300 374,100 384,800 395,000 57,400 17%
Monterey County 203,550 211,799 218,203 224,207 230,212 235,822 32,272 16%
Carmel-By-The-Sea 2,935 2,998 3,096 3,195 3,289 3,378 443 15%
Del Rey Oaks 359 371 387 404 418 432 73 20%
Gonzales 4,477 4,963 5,064 5,166 5,278 5,371 894 20%
Greenfield 7,024 7,552 7,729 7,813 7,911 7,982 958 14%
King City 4,441 4,692 4,862 5,013 5,154 5,287 846 19%
Marina 6,340 6,649 6,886 7,140 7,373 7,620 1,280 20%
Monterey 34,030 34,434 35,970 37,405 38,814 40,173 6,143 18%
Pacific Grove 5,000 5,093 5,272 5,466 5,637 5,808 808 16%
Salinas 64,396 67,270 69,660 71,958 74,160 76,294 11,898 18%
Sand City 1,517 1,569 1,633 1,698 1,758 1,810 293 19%
Seaside 9,650 10,161 10,455 10,726 11,020 11,299 1,649 17%
Soledad 3,442 3,584 3,694 3,786 3,885 3,978 536 16%
Balance Of County 59,939 62,503 63,497 64,438 65,516 66,390 6,451 11%
San Benito County 18,000 19,240 19,957 20,617 21,264 21,913 3,913 22%
Hollister 13,082 14,035 14,608 15,132 15,650 16,172 3,090 24%
San Juan Bautista 559 591 615 639 662 685 126 23%
Balance Of County 4,359 4,614 4,734 4,846 4,951 5,056 697 16%
Santa Cruz County 116,050 120,761 125,141 129,275 133,324 137,265 21,215 18%
Capitola 7,062 7,199 7,464 7,727 7,979 8,228 1,166 17%
Santa Cruz 40,986 43,090 44,647 46,153 47,616 49,085 8,099 20%
Scotts Valley 7,475 7,612 7,820 8,004 8,180 8,349 874 12%
Watsonville 22,644 23,482 24,382 25,200 26,008 26,772 4,128 18%
Balance Of County 37,883 39,339 40,826 42,191 43,541 44,831 6,948 18%

Sources: Data for 2015 from InfoUSA and the California Employment Development Department.
Forecast years were prepared by AMBAG and PRB.



Table 8: Subregional Population Forecast

Change 2015-2 040
Geography 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 Numeric Percent
AMBAG Region 762,676 791,600 816,900 840,100 862,200 883,300 120,624 16%
Monterey County 432,637 448,211 462,678 476,588 489,451 501,751 69,114 16%
Carmel-By-The-Sea 3,824 3,833 3,843 3,857 3,869 3,876 52 1%
Del Rey Oaks 1,655 1,949 2,268 2,591 2,835 2,987 1,332 80%
Gonzales 8,411 8,827 10,592 13,006 15,942 18,756 10,345 123%
Greenfield 16,947 18,192 19,425 20,424 21,362 22,327 5,380 32%
King City 14,008 14,957 15,574 15,806 15,959 16,063 2,055 15%
Marina 20,496 23,470 26,188 28,515 29,554 30,510 10,014 49%

Marina balance 19,476 20,957 22,205 22,957 23,621 24,202 4,726 24%
CSUMB (portion) 1,020 2,513 3,983 5,558 5,933 6,308 5,288 518%

Monterey 28,576 28,726 29,328 29,881 30,460 30,976 2,400 8%
Monterey balance 24,572 24,722 25,324 25,877 26,456 26,972 2,400 10%
DLI & Naval Postgrad 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 4,004 0 0%

Pacific Grove 15,251 15,349 15,468 15,598 15,808 16,138 887 6%
Salinas 159,486 166,303 170,824 175,442 180,072 184,599 25,113 16%
Sand City 376 544 710 891 1,190 1,494 1,118 297%
Seaside 34,185 34,301 35,242 36,285 37,056 37,802 3,617 11%

Seaside balance 26,799 27,003 27,264 27,632 28,078 28,529 1,730 6%
Fort Ord (portion) 4,450 4,290 4,340 4,490 4,690 4,860 410 9%
CSUMB (portion) 2,936 3,008 3,638 4,163 4,288 4,413 1,477 86%

Soledad 24,809 26,399 27,534 28,285 29,021 29,805 4,996 20%
Soledad balance 16,510 18,100 19,235 19,986 20,722 21,506 4,996 30%
SVSP & CTF 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 8,299 0 0%

Balance Of County 104,613 105,361 105,682 106,007 106,323 106,418 1,805 2%
San Benito County 56,445 62,242 66,522 69,274 72,064 74,668 18,223 32%
Hollister 36,291 39,862 41,685 43,247 44,747 46,222 9,931 27%
San Juan Bautista 1,846 2,020 2,092 2,148 2,201 2,251 405 22%
Balance Of County 18,308 20,360 22,745 23,879 25,116 26,195 7,887 43%
Santa Cruz County 273,594 281,147 287,700 294,238 300,685 306,881 33,287 12%
Capitola 10,087 10,194 10,312 10,451 10,622 10,809 722 7%
Santa Cruz 63,830 68,381 72,091 75,571 79,027 82,266 18,436 29%

Santa Cruz balance 46,554 49,331 51,091 52,571 54,027 55,266 8,712 19%
UCSC 17,276 19,050 21,000 23,000 25,000 27,000 9,724 56%

Scotts Valley 12,073 12,145 12,214 12,282 12,348 12,418 345 3%
Watsonville 52,562 53,536 55,187 56,829 58,332 59,743 7,181 14%
Balance Of County 135,042 136,891 137,896 139,105 140,356 141,645 6,603 5%

Sources: Data for 2015 are from the U.S. Census Bureau and California Department of Finance.
Forecast years were prepared by AMBAG and PRB.
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Appendix C 
Pure Water Monterey Expansion 

Consistency With Planning Criteria 
 
MPWMD has consistently followed state and federal codes, as well as industry standards, in its 
analysis of the two supply options in the report.  Specifically, any MPWMD conclusions in the 
report are consistent with the following: 
 

• California Code of Regulations (CCR) section 64554 
• California Health and Safety Code (CHSC) section 116555 
• California Water Code (CWC) sections 10635 and 10631 
• CPUC General Order 103A and other rules; and 
• American Water Works Association “Water Resource Planning” guidance M50 

 
CCR section 64554:  MPWMD meets the requirements of CCR Title 22 section 64554.  This was 
shown in a document produced and available from MPWMD in September 2019 and later 
publicly filed by the California Coastal Commission demonstrating MPWMD compliance.48  With 
the passage of time, that analysis has been updated and is included in this Appendix C, now 
assuming a new water supply comes online in the year 2023.  It shows that Pure Water 
Monterey expansion can meet the Maximum Day Demand (MDD) and Peak Hourly Demand 
(PHD) required under this section of the CCR.   
 
There is no standard in 64554 to look back 10 years to ascertain current or projected future 
average annual demand.   Section (k) which says “The source capacity of a surface water supply 
or a spring shall be the lowest anticipated daily yield based on adequately supported and 
documented data” by citing “daily yield”, still goes to MDD and PHD, not long-term average 
annual demand.  This bears repeating: CCR section 64554 has nothing to with estimating 
current existing consumer demand or future average annual consumer demand for water. 
 
CHSC section 116555:  All that is required under this section of the Code is that a water supplier 
“provides a reliable and adequate supply of pure, wholesome, healthful, and potable water.”  
Nothing more, nothing less.  To assert that either Pure Water Monterey expansion or the 
proposed desalination plant do not do so would be disingenuous. 
 
CWC sections 10635 and 10631:  Section 10635 of the CWC requires that “every urban water 
supplier shall include, as part of its urban water management plan, an assessment of the 
reliability of its water service to its customers during normal, dry, and multiple dry water years. 

 
48 See California Coastal Commission agenda, November 14, 2019, Application 9-19-0918 / Appeal A-3-MRA-19-
0034 (California American Water Co.) Exhibit 9 staff note attachment 



 
 

 
 

This water supply and demand assessment shall compare the total water supply sources 
available to the water supplier with the long-term total projected water use over the next 20 
years, in five-year increments, for a normal water year, a single dry water year, and a drought 
lasting five consecutive water years.”  MPWMD has done so with respect to both proposed 
water supply sources and have concluded that they can each meet the challenges of a normal 
water year, a single dry water year, and a 5-year drought.  Drought resilience of Pure Water 
Monterey and ASR is discussed in more detail below. 
 
We also recognize section 10631 reiterates the above-said requirement in the plan.  Section 
10631 also requires analysis by the utility of (i) Water waste prevention ordinances; 
(ii) Metering; (iii) Conservation pricing; (iv) Public education and outreach; (v) Programs to 
assess and manage distribution system real loss; (vi) Water conservation program coordination 
and staffing support; and (vii) Other demand management measures.  These programs, many of 
which have been sponsored by MPWMD, have led to the decline in water demand that sets the 
baseline for future water supply planning.   
 
CPUC General Order 103A and other rules:  MPWMD’s analysis has met the requirements of 
CPUC General Order 103A which states all water supplied shall be “obtained from a source or 
sources reasonably adequate to provide a reliable supply of water” and “shall have the capacity 
to meet the source capacity requirements as defined in CCR Title 22, Section 64554”.  This has 
been addressed above. 
 
The CPUC’s “Rate Case Plan and Minimum Data Requirements for Class A Water Utilities 
General Rate Case (GRC) Applications” states utilities should “forecast customers using a five-
year average of the change in number of customers by customer class” subject to unusual 
events (such as a meter moratorium here in Monterey).  MPWMD has also recognized this 
regulatory guidance. 
 
American Water Works Association (AWWA) “Water Resource Planning” guidance M50: AWWA 
recognizes there are 6 traditional forecasting methods.49  MPWMD’s report has incorporated at 
least three of the accepted methods: “per capita models”, “extrapolation models”, 
“disaggregate water use models”, and have checked certain estimates using “land-use models” 
each recognized by AWWA.  Further, to the extent MPWMD has analyzed the AMBAG growth 
forecast and assigned water usage to the population and job forecasts, “multivariate” modeling 
has been included, also recognized by AWWA.  “Several methods of demand forecasting are 
often combined, even within a single utility.”50  
 

 
49 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, pages 81-84. 
50 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, page 81, paragraph 2. 



 
 

 
 

The out-of-date second edition of AWWA M50 does cite a period of 10 years of historical data 
be used to develop future forecasts of demand, but the same section also states “If a simple per 
capita approach to forecasting is selected, the data requirements could be as easy as securing 
historical annual water production or sales for 5 to 10 years”  Hence, MPWMD’s use of a 5-year 
period would have been acceptable.51  However, that edition of M50 was superseded by the 
third edition published in 2017.  The current M50 edition from AWWA does not reference a 
specific preferred time period for historical data to be used for a future demand forecast.  The 
MPWMD analysis is consistent with the current section of M50.  There is nothing wrong, or 
outside industry standards, with looking at a 5-year average or some other measure to 
determine “How much water do we use today?”   
  

 
51 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 2nd Edition, pages 47-48 



 
 

 
 

Drought Resilience of ASR and Pure Water Monterey 
 
ASR:  Based on the Benito/Williams technical memorandum modeling assumptions contained in 
the Pure Water Monterey SEIR appendices, MPWMD concludes that build-up of ASR storage 
would be sufficient to meet a 5-year drought.  The build-up occurs based on historical data 
including wet, normal, and dry years.  If the data is randomized, the same results will occur – 
ASR acts like a lake behind a dam, building up supplies for use later during a drought.  To 
remove ASR from the resource planning mix is inappropriate and would be inconsistent with 
industry practice for estimating water supply availability.  Even AWWA recognizes ASR in its 
reliability assessment: “ASR wells can improve water basin management by storing water 
underground from periods of excess supply…, and later allowing a portion of the stored water to 
be extracted during periods of demand or short supply”52 
 
If the Monterey Peninsula were to experience drought during the “buildup period” following 
the completion of new water supply and the lifting of the CDO, ASR would arguably be delayed 
in building up a drought reserve, it should not be overlooked that a Pure Water Monterey 
expansion is new capacity without an immediate offsetting demand.  That is, 2,250 AFA from 
Pure Water Monterey expansion would provide the necessary approximately 800 AFA to offset 
unlawful Carmel River diversions and lift the CDO and provide a remaining 1,450 AFA for which 
there is no immediate present-day demand and can instead be delivered for customer service 
in the early years if ASR’s drought reserve has not yet built-up.  Just a few years of Pure Water 
Monterey expansion water could also provide drought-resilience to the Monterey Peninsula. 
 
The District believes the Benito/Williams memo demonstrates ASR is drought-resilient and Pure 
Water Monterey expansion provides an additional factor of safety against drought impacts to 
ASR. 
 
Pure Water Monterey:  A memorandum dated November 1, 2019 which appears as Appendix I 
to the Pure Water Monterey Supplemental Environmental Impact Report titled “Source Water 
Availability, Yield and Use Technical Memorandum”, indicates Pure Water Monterey is resilient 
to drought, in general.  Page 1 of the memorandum states the purpose of the memorandum is 
to summarize the source water availability and yield estimates for proposed modifications to 
the approved Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (as modified, the full 
project is referenced as the Expanded PWM/GWR Project), to explain the seasonal storage yield 
estimates, and to provide the proposed maximum and typical (or normal) water use estimates 
for the Proposed Modifications. 
 

 
52 AWWA, “Water Resources Panning: Manual of Water Supply Practices M50”, 3rd Edition, page 148 
 



 
 

 
 

Page 10 of the memorandum says “In the attached scenario tables (Tables 9 through 11), the 
use of the various sources is reduced to just meet the demands of the AWPF and offset the 
current CSIP groundwater use in the wet season (October-March). During the dry season (April-
September), surface water diversions are shown meeting the monthly AWPF demands and 
providing extra flow for the CSIP, such that the annual use of new sources exceeds the annual 
AWPF demands.’’  (emphasis added by MPWMD) 
 
“The demand scenarios considered are:  
 
Table 9: A normal water year while developing a drought reserve (AWPF producing 6,550 AFY)  
Table 10: A normal water year with a full drought reserve (AWPF producing 6,350 AFY)  
Table 11: A drought year starting with a full reserve (AWPF producing 5,550 AFY) (emphasis 
added by MPWMD) 
 
In the drought year scenario, the stormwater and wastewater availability were reduced. Urban 
runoff from Salinas was assumed to be one-third of the historic average. Rainfall on the SIWTF 
ponds used the 2013 rainfall record (critically dry year). The unused secondary treated effluent 
values from 2013 were used, also the historic low. The CSIP groundwater well use from OCT 
2013 to SEP 2014 was used as the CSIP augmentation target. Under this scenario, surface water 
diversions were required from the Reclamation Ditch, Blanco Drain and Lake El Estero, and the 
diversions were needed from March through November.” 
 
In MPWMD’s opinion, this shows that the drought scenario shows all Advanced Water 
Purification Facility needs are met and there are still residual new supplies available to CSIP.  In 
other words, Pure Water Monterey expansion is reliable in periods of reduced usage or drought 
years. 
 
  



 
 

 
 

MPWMD Analysis of Available Well Capacity 
for 10-Year Maximum Daily Demand (MDD) 

and Peak Hour Demand (PHD) 
 

A)  Find maximum month demand for 10-year period 2014-2023 
August 2014 = 1,023 AF53 
 

B) Convert to average daily demand 
1,023 AF / 31 days = 33 AF/day 
 

C) Convert to million gallons per day (MGD) 
33 AF/day X 325,851 gal/AF divided by 1,000,000 = 10.753 MGD 
 

D) Gross-up for peaking factor of 1.5 
10.753 MGD X 1.5 =16.13 MGD = Maximum Daily Demand (MDD) 

 

E) Average hourly flow during MDD is 10.753 MGD divided by 24 hours = 0.448 MGh 
 

F) Gross-Up for peaking factor of 1.5 
0.448 MGh X 1.5 = 0.672 million gallons per hour = Peak Hour Demand (PHD) 

 

Hence, new water supply must support a MDD of 16.13 MGD.  Table 1 on the next page shows 
existing and planned system supply capacities under authorized, desired, and firm capacity 
scenarios.  As can be seen, the lowest available capacity is 19.41 MGD which significantly 
exceeds MDD. 
 
This assumes additional production well capacity currently being analyzed in the Pure Water 
Monterey Expansion Supplemental EIR are developed and the Forest Lake Pump Station 
currently requested under the 2019 General Rate Case filing is built.  These two projects 
markedly remove system capacity constraints. 
 
We also recognize that the Plumas, Luzern, Ord Grove, Paralta, and Playa wells are presently 
unable to deliver to the Monterey Pipeline, serving only Seaside, Sand City, and Old Monterey.  
This could potentially reduce available capacity throughout the rest of the system on the order 
of 2 MGD.  Even in this instance, operations are sufficient to meet MDD.  This issue goes further 
away if one or more of the wells are also connected to the pipeline, as well as with the 
continued reduction in MDD in more recent years.   
 
CONCLUSION:  Pure Water Monterey expansion provides sufficient capacity to meet MDD and 
PHD for the Cal-Am Monterey Main System.  

 
53 Direct testimony of Ian Crooks, Errata version 9-27-17 in A.12.04.019 at California Public Utilities Commission, page 9, Table 3 



 
 

 
 

 
TABLE 1 

 

  

Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity
Upper Carmel Valley Wells (gpm) (MGD) (gpm) (MGD) (gpm) (MGD)
  Assume n/a in Summer -            -           -           -           -           -           

Lower Carmel Valley Wells
  Rancho Canada 1,150       1.66         1,200      1.73         1,200      1.73         
  Cypress 1,500       2.16         -           -           -           -           
  Pearce 1,500       2.16         -           -           -           -           
  Schulte 1,250       1.80         -           -           -           -           
  Manor 125           0.18         -           -           -           -           
  Berwick No 8. 600           0.86         -           -           -           -           
  Berwick No. 9 985           1.42         -           -           -           -           
    Subtotal Lower CV 7,110       10.24      1,200      1.73         1,200      1.73         

Seaside Wells
  Plumas 192           0.28         192          0.28         192          0.28         
  Luzern 640           0.92         640          0.92         640          0.92         
  Ord Grove 1,000       1.44         1,000      1.44         1,000      1.44         
  Paralta 1,350       1.94         1,350      1.94         1,350      1.94         
  Playa 350           0.50         350          0.50         350          0.50         
  Santa Margarita ASR 1  or 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  Middle School ASR 1 or 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
    Subtotal Seaside 7,032       10.13      7,032      10.13      7,032      10.13      

4 New Wells in Pure Water Expansion SEIR
  New 1 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 2 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 3 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         1,750      2.52         
  New 4 1,750       2.52         1,750      2.52         -           -           
    Subtotal New 7,000       10.08      7,000      10.08      5,250      7.56         

Total Well Capacity 21,142     30.44      15,232    21.93      13,482    19.41      

Notes:
  gpm = Gallons per Minute
  MGD = Million Gallons per Day
  AF =  Acre-Feet
  Firm Capacity = Without largest producing well

Operations
Firm Capacity

Desired

Cal-Am Monterey Main Well Capacity
Under Authorized and Desired Operations

With New Wells being Analyzed in Pure Water Monterey Expansion SEIR

Authorized
Operations

Desired
Operations
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Resumes of Experts Involved in Preparation of the EIR 

 

Robert B. Holden, P.E. 
Expertise in Recycled Water Project Planning, Engineering, Water 

Balance Calculations, Operations, and Construction 
 

Robert (Bob) Holden is principal engineer with Monterey One Water where he 
has worked over 29 years.  For the last 21 years he has worked with recycled 
water for crop irrigation and for the last thirteen years has been working on 
the Pure Water Monterey groundwater replenishment project.  He currently is 
managing the $50M Advanced Water Purification Facility construction project 
to produce indirect potable reuse water.  Bob has a Bachelor of Science in 
Chemical Engineering from University of California Berkeley and a Master of 
Science in Oceanography from Oregon State University.  Bob is a licensed Civil 

Engineer and Land Surveyor in California.  Bob is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
WateReuse Association and the Water Research Foundation. 
 

 

 

Source: http://eoainc.com/dr-adam-olivieri/, accessed March 25, 2020. 



Resumes of Experts Involved in Preparation of the EIR 

 

Source: http://www.trusselltech.com/about/staff/rhodes-trussell, accessed March 25, 2020. 

  



Resumes of Experts Involved in Preparation of the EIR 

David J. Stoldt 
General Manager, Monterey Peninsula Water Management District 

 
Mr. Stoldt joined the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District as General Manager in 2011.  He 
has over 31 years of experience in the public infrastructure sector, including investment banking and 
consulting to public agencies.  He has also served as chief executive and chief financial officer for early 
stage start-up companies.  His roles have included cross-functional experience in strategic planning, 
finance, marketing, logistics, and management.  Mr. Stoldt has also served in various positions in the 
public sector, both appointed and elected, leading to an understanding of how to achieve results amidst 
the delicate balance of public and political interests. Some career activities include: 

• Oversee activities related to potential acquisition of local investor-owned water utility;  Provide 
management direction for water supply, conservation, permitting, and environmental 
stewardship activities of public agency; Co-developed with another agency, the Pure Water 
Monterey advanced water purification project, named one of 2015 WateReuse Association’s 
projects of the year;  Participation on Association of California Water Agency’s Drought Action 
Group 2014-15;  Worked to write and pass Senate Bill 936 to create low-cost financing for 
desalination project 2014 

• Experience with public-private partnerships and asset divestiture:  For example, engineered the 
sale of landfill assets of a California city to publicly held corporation. 

• Served as CEO, President, CFO, and Director/Board Member for various start-up companies.  Built 
administrative, financial, and sales functions, as well as oversaw manufacturing, operations, and 
marketing.  Provided strategic day-to-day direction, financial analysis, strategic transactions, as 
well as wind-downs and dissolution. 

• Served as member of several governmental committees dealing with land acquisition, building 
construction, master planning, EIR review and comment, conservation easements, negotiating 
funding agreements, “green energy” procurement, and management of architects, engineers, and 
developers. 

• Officer of leading Wall Street firm in public finance investment banking area.  Responsible for 
new business development, transaction processing, and team oversight.  Investment banker to 
41 public agency projects totaling over $3 billion.   

• Familiarity with regulatory frameworks for investor-owned utilities including expert testimony 
on water-related topics as both public official and private sector consultant at California Public 
Utilities Commission and 4 years at a California electric utility. 

• California Special Districts Association “General Manager of the Year” in 2014; City of Pacific 
Grove Public Official of the Year 2016; and the 2016 Monterey Peninsula Chamber of Commerce 
Public Official of the Year. 

Education: 

• Stanford University, MBA and Certificate in Public Management, 1987 
• University of California, Berkeley, MS (Energy and Resources), 1982 
• University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign, BS (Civil and Environmental Engineering – 

Environmental and Hydrosystems), 1980 







 

429 East Cotati Avenue 

Cotati, California 94931 

Tel:  707-794-0400                                        Fax: 707-794-0405 

www.Illingworthrodkin.com                                                    jreyff@illingworthrodkin.com

 
 

JAMES A. REYFF 
 
Mr. Reyff is a Meteorologist with expertise in the areas of air quality and acoustics.  His expertise includes 
meteorology, air quality emissions estimation, transportation/land use air quality studies, air quality field 
studies, greenhouse gas studies and environmental noise studies.  He is familiar with federal, state and local air 
quality and noise regulations and has developed effective working relationships with many regulatory agencies. 
 
During the past 31 years, Mr. Reyff has prepared Air Quality Technical Reports for over 20 major Caltrans 
highway projects and conducted over 300 air quality analyses for other land use development projects.  These 
projects included microscale analyses, calculation of project emissions (e.g., ozone precursor pollutants, fine 
particulate matter, diesel particulate matter, and greenhouse gases), health risk assessments, and preparation of 
air quality conformity determinations.  Mr. Reyff has advised decisions of federal and local air quality agencies 
regarding impact assessment methodologies and air quality conformity issues.  He has conducted air quality 
evaluations for specific plans and General Plan updates and advised City and County staff on these topics.   
 
Mr. Reyff has been responsible for a variety of meteorological and air quality field investigations in support of 
air permitting and compliance determinations.  He has conducted air quality analyses of diesel generators in 
support of regulatory permitting requirements and environmental compliance issues.  Mr. Reyff has designed 
and implemented meteorological and air quality monitoring programs throughout the Western United States 
including Alaska.  Programs include field investigations to characterize baseline levels of air toxics in rural 
areas, as well as regulatory air quality and meteorological monitoring.  He was the Meteorologist involved in a 
long-term monitoring program at the Port of Oakland that evaluated meteorological conditions and fine 
particulate matter concentrations in neighborhoods adjacent to the Port. 
 
Mr. Reyff has conducted over 15 major acoustical technical studies for transportation systems.  He has managed 
several research studies for Caltrans including a noise study that evaluated long-range diffraction and reflection 
of traffic noise from sound walls under different meteorological conditions.  Mr. Reyff has also evaluated noise 
from power plants, quarries and other industrial facilities.  He has also been actively involved in research 
regarding underwater sound effects from construction on fish and marine mammals. 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1995-Present  Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 
Senior Consultant Petaluma, California 
1989-1995  Woodward-Clyde Consultants (URS) 
Project Meteorologist Oakland, California 
1988-1989  Oceanroutes (Weather News) 
Post Voyage Route Analyst Sunnyvale, California  

EDUCATION 

1986 San Francisco State University 
 B.S.  Major: Geoscience (Meteorology) 

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

American Meteorological Society  Institute of Noise Control Engineering 
 
AWARDS 

 FHWA Environmental Excellence Award – 2005 
 Caltrans Excellence in Transportation, Environment - 2005 
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MICHAEL S. THILL 

 
Mr. Thill is a principal of the firm with 21 years of professional experience in the field of acoustics. His 
expertise includes performing field research, analyzing data, and noise modeling. He has conducted 
numerous field surveys in a variety of acoustical environments to quantify airborne noise levels, 
groundborne vibration levels, and hydro-acoustic noise levels. He has analyzed and summarized complex 
sets of data for inclusion into noise models. Mr. Thill has been trained, and is a regular user of FHWA’s 
Traffic Noise Model (TNM), and is familiar with federal and State procedures for preparing highway 
noise study reports.  
 
Mr. Thill has authored technical noise reports for various land use proposals including residential, 
commercial, educational, and industrial developments. He has managed the General Plan Update noise 
studies for several communities in California and has recommended policy language in order to maintain 
compatible noise levels community-wide. Some of his recent major projects have included the assessment 
of noise and vibration from data center projects, quarry expansion projects, groundwater recharge 
projects, and winery projects where operations and special events have been of concern in rural settings. 
He has vast experience explaining acoustical concepts and the results of his analyses in public forums to 
the general public and project decision-makers.  
 
Mr. Thill has also led traffic noise investigations for major transportation projects including the Route 4 
Bypass project (2003 to 2013) and the I-680/Route 4 Interchange project (2014 to 2015) in Contra Costa 
County, California. He managed the noise study reports the US Highway 101 and State Route 85 Express 
Lanes projects for the Santa Clara County Valley Transit Authority (2011 to 2013), proposed along 66 
miles, combined, of project study area between Mountain View and Morgan Hill, California. In 2013, Mr. 
Thill led the analyses of noise impacts due to the Jennings Avenue Pedestrian and Bicycle Rail Crossing 
Project, and in 2015, Mr. Thill led the analysis of noise impacts and noise abatement for the US Highway 
101 / Hearn Avenue Interchange Project in Santa Rosa, California. 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  

2009 - Present    Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 
Principal    Petaluma, California 

 
2005 - 2009    Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 
Senior Consultant   Petaluma, California 

   
1998 - 2005    Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. 
Staff Consultant    Petaluma, California 

   
EDUCATION 

1998     University of California at Santa Barbara 
      B.S., Major: Environmental Science 
 
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES 

Institute of Noise Control Engineering 
Association of Environmental Professionals 





Matthew P. Johnson 
Project Manager/Senior Environmental Scientist 
 

 

ESRI User Conference 
Navigating the Environmental 

Compliance Process in Coastal 
California, Elkhorn Slough 
Workshop  

Fifty Plant Families in the Field: 
Monterey Bay, UC Berkley 
Workshop 

Riparian Bird Workshop, Central 
Coast Chapter: Wildlife Society 

 

including the Clean Water Act and the federal and state Endangered Species 
Acts, including: 
o Biological Assessments (BA) 
o Natural Environment Studies (NES) 
o Wetland Delineation Reports  
o Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Programs (MMRP) 
o Permit Applications for CDFW LSAA, ACOE 404, USFWS ESA, 

RWQCB 401, etc. 
• Extensive experience on large-scale water projects including Pure Water 

Monterey Groundwater Replenishment, San Benito County Water District 
West Hills Water Treatment Plant, Rinconada Water Treatment Plant, 
Montevina Water Treatment Plant, Ostwald Waterline Replacement, and 
Lake Ranch Reservoir Dam Rehabilitation. 

Project Experience:  

Botanical, Wildlife, and Wetland Assessment Projects: 
 Fort Ord Dune State Park Rare Plant Surveys, California State Parks 
 Los Gatos Creek Trail Reach 5B/C NES/BA, City of San Jose 
 Mazda Raceway/Laguna Seca Recreation Area Protocol-level CTS 

Surveys, Monterey County Department of Parks and Recreation  
 Lake Ranch Reservoir Dam Rehabilitation Project, San Jose Water 

Company 
 Ostwald Waterline Replacement Project, San Jose Water Company 
 Pure Water Groundwater Replenishment Biological Surveys, Monterey 

Regional Water Pollution Control Agency 

ESA Section 10 Permits and Section 7 Consultation Projects: 
 Fort Ord Habitat Conservation Plan EIR and EIS – Fort Ord Reuse 

Authority and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
 Santa Lucia Preserve Habitat Conservation Plan EA – Rancho San Carlos 

Partnership and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
 Malcom Ranch Habitat Conservation Plan, Denise Malcom 

Biological Construction and Monitoring Projects: 
 Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project, Monterey 

Regional Water Pollution Control Agency 
 Ostwald Waterline Replacement Project, San Jose Water Company 
 Lake Ranch Reservoir Dam Rehabilitation Project, San Jose Water 

Company 
 Royal Oaks Facility Bolsa Nueva Creek Restoration Project, Monterey 

Mushrooms, Inc. 
 AHTNA OUCTP Clean Up Project, AHTNA Environmental, Inc. 

Avian Nesting Pre-Construction Projects: 
 Golden/Bald Eagle Protocol Nesting Survey, County of Monterey 
 Preconstruction Nesting Raptors and Tri-Colored Blackbird Surveys for 

the Three Creeks Trail (Lonus Street to Minnesota Avenue) Project, City of 
San Jose 

 Preconstruction Nesting Avian Survey for the Pacific Grove Local Water 
Project at the Pacific Grove Wastewater Treatment Plant Site City of 
Pacific Grove 

 Raptor Nest Biological Monitoring, CSUMB 
 Preconstruction Raptor/Migratory Bird Nesting and Special-Status Bat 

Species Roosting Surveys for the University Villages Specific Plan Project, 
Shea Homes 
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6 April 2020  

Technical Memorandum 

To: Bob Holden; Alison Imamura, M1W 

From: Rod Houser, P.E.; Sifang Shan 

Subject: Hydraulic Analysis of Potential Additional Injection Wells – Hydraulic Modelling 
Parameters and Results 
K/J 1668001*63     

Background

The Pure Water Monterey Groundwater Replenishment Project (Project) injects purified 
recycled water produced at an Advanced Water Purification Facility (AWPF) at M1W’s Regional 
Treatment Plant (RTP) to the Seaside Groundwater Basin. Current conveyance and injection 
facilities consist of the product water pump station at the RTP, an approximately 9-mile product 
water pipeline along General Jim Moore Boulevard and an 18 to 24-inch injection pipeline that 
serves three injection sites. The initial phase of Project operation includes two injection sites, 
Well Sites 2 and 3, each with one deep well and one shallow (vadose zone) well have a 
combined maximum design injection rate of 4.0 MGD.  Two other sites, Well Sites 1 and 4, were 
approved by M1W, but are not currently being implemented. 

The proposed modifications to expand the Project would meet an injection rate up to 7.57 MGD 
(Proposed Modifications). To meet this yield, the Proposed Modification would relocate 
previously-approved deep wells at Well Sites 1 and 4 to Well Sites 5 and 7, respectively, and 
would add a new deep well at Well Site 6 (for a total of 5 deep wells). Well Sites 5, 6, and 7 
would be located in an Expanded Injection Well area to the north and east of the approved well 
field for Wells sites 1 through 4. Figure 1 displays the locations of both the approved and new 
injection well sites. This memorandum serves to identify the boundary conditions and evaluation 
criteria for desktop modelling of the system expansion, and to present results of the modelling. 
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the new injection manifold with the existing manifold. Thus, the new pipeline will end at Well Site 
7.  

The following design criteria are used to size new transmission pipelines between the Black 
Horse tank and the additional injection wells: 

• Water level at the Black Horse tank will be modeled at 1 foot above the tank bottom
(water surface elevation 485 ft). This modelling assumption is made to ensure adequate
well head pressures can be maintained at all operating levels within the tank.

• Maximum pipe velocity is limited to 6 ft/s maximum

• all nodes can maintain a minimum pressure of 10 psi to avoid vacuum conditions at all of
the new well heads.

The pipe connecting the Black Horse Tank and the new well sites is assumed to conform to 
AWWA C-900 standards for PVC pipe. Pipe diameter and pressure rating will be discussed in 
the Steady-State Modelling section. 

It should be noted that some portions of the existing transmission main do not meet the 6 ft/s 
velocity criteria.  However, this segment of pipeline can deliver the required flow without 
compromising the functional requirements of the conveyance system. Additional head losses 
caused by the undersized pipeline have been accounted for in the design basis for the product 
water pump station. Thus, Kennedy/Jenks recommends keeping the existing transmission main 
as constructed.
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Figure 5. Pump Curve for Pump Selection 
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Figure 6 shows that tank levels vary by less than 1-foot provided that output from the PWPS 
matches the volume discharged to the well field. 

Figure 6. Simulated Tank Levels During 1 Week of Operation 

 

Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate the pressure variations at the well sites during a week. In both 
scenarios, the pressure variations are not significant. Comparing the two scenarios, both the 
magnitude and quantity of variations of the “reduced PWPS output” scenario is smaller than 
those of the “increased injection rates” scenario. 

In the “reduced PWPS output” scenario, reduced pumps’ output during backwashes result in 
decreases in PWPS discharge HGLs as well as decreases in friction loss due to the lower flow 
velocities. During backwashes at Well Site 2 and 3, due to the smaller decreases in the PWPS 
outputs, the decreases in the PWPS HGLs are not as significant as the accumulated decreases 
in friction loss along the 9-mile product water line and the existing injection pipe. Therefore, the 
HGLs at Well 2 and 3 during backwashes rise and so do the pressures at these two sites. 
Similarly, the greater decreases in the PWPS outputs during backwashes at Well 5, 6 and 7 
lead to greater decreases in the PWPS HGLs, and in this case, the decreases in the PWPS 
HGLs outweigh the decreases of friction losses, resulting in lower HGLs and pressures at Well 2 
and 3.  
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In the “constant PWPS output” scenario, backwashes at Well Site 2 and 3 lead to increases in 
demand at Well Site 5,6 and 7, and vice versa. The increase in flow results in increase in friction 
loss. When multiplied by the length of the pipes, the accumulated friction losses are greater than 
the slight fluctuations in the PWPS HGLs and the Black Horse Tank HGLs. Therefore, when 
either side of the system is in backwash, a “flip” in pressure changes can be expected, as 
shown in Figure 8.   
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Figure 7. Well Head Pressures Across 7 Days – “Reduced PWPS Output” Scenario 
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Figure 8. Well Head Pressures Across 7 Days – “Increased Injection Rates” Scenario 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

• It is feasible to increase injection flows to 7.57 mgd by expanding the well field

• Adequate well-head pressures can be maintained provided that at least one foot of water
exists in the Black Horse tank

• A 24-inch transmission main should be constructed to connect the Black Horse tank to
the expanded well field. This study assumed AWWA C900 PVC with a pressure rating of
100 psig

• Existing pumps at the PWPS are compatible with the expanded duty conditions. A fifth
pump (identical to the existing units) will be required to satisfy the proposed firm capacity
of 7.57 mgd

• The existing Black Horse tank has enough capacity to accommodate routine
backwashing of all deep-injection wells assuming one well is backwashed per day for
five days out of a week. This assumes that output from the PWPS matches the total
demand for pure water over the course of a week
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By M1W, April 12, 2020 (Data Source: M1W, Approved Pure Water Monterey (PWM) Project and Proposed Modifications to 
Expand the PWM Project - Source Water Operational Plan Technical Memorandum, April 11, 2020). 
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